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I'KKIACK TO TIIK SIXTH KUniON.

In the revised edition of this work an atlerniit has licen made
to maintain tlie character and style as originally adopted by the

lite Mr. Walter I'ye.

It has been my aim to complete a hook which will co\er

most of the common details and complications of treatment

(JccurrinK in the course of sursical practice.

I have been very fortunate in obtaining,' the assistance of my
frientis and colleaKUes who have liad special experience in the

different branches of the subject. I heartily thank them for

their admirable treatment of the special chapters.

I am under a deep obligation to my friend, Mr. Ivor Hack,

not only for his iiain: .akinK correction of the proof sheets, but

also for many valuable •usj^estions.

W. li. Ci,avti.nC;ui:i;ni;.

32, Devonshiuk i'LACt;. \V.

Octohrr. V)\z.



I'UlCFACi; TO TlIK I'lKST KDITIoN.

1\ iliis liiiok I h.ivi' cmli'ii i\ to ticscrihc- tlif lU't tils 1)1 sur-

uual wiirk as it apptMrs fniiii tlie poiril cif Mew of housu siirKt'ons

lire sst'ts in siim'ical wartis,

My iias h( :tl:iicr. to pri'St'iit this wor.<rk to thcni, as to

MHMi apprenlicwl to a skillc I lalxmr, In which i^xi'llcnce laii only

1)1' :;ttalni';l by the aLi|uisitlim of manual skill or hanilicrafi ;
for

altliouKh surKerv is ilia.litlcss li('(ornin({ more fiii'nlilu: day l>y

ilay, and althouuli it inav i-vimi now liaM' kimii- to pass that with

tliL- inrri'asini; ri-coKnition of its liikduT aims, its manipulative side

is unduly overshadowed, nevertheless CliirurKcry can never be

false to its etymology, \"i' 'I'V'"', will never cease, that is, to he a

skilled labour, nor will surgeons e\er cease to be liandicraftsnien.

This main idea 1 have wished to express in the title I have

rhosen, .and it lias been very far from my desire to write in any

sense an elementary wi)rk on theoretical siirt'ery. Still, I am

conscious of liavinR been forced In some places to treat of abstract

surnical questions, and to sacrilice absolute consistency if by so

doini; 1 could better explain necessary manipulations.

Wai.tki; \'\k.

S'.cK\ii.l.r; Stkkkt, \V.

XLftciiiUr, 1S84.
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SURGICAL HANDICRAFT.

SECTION I.

OF THE ARREST OF H/EMORRHAQE.

Chapter I.

OF HEMORRHAGE GENERALLY.
WHEN the blood-vessels are divided or torn across, blood escaD«

accordin ^; hTcLS'or;;:'''' ', "^"^^ h.moXe^^

aJveins*: ra^rsen^j'^hereT"' 'T "'"'"'' '° '"^ ^^^"-^-

permanent closure of th/wouUdTd 4^1 "'" ™'"" ^°'"P'=*'= ^"^

(o'c^tCsriraTsr;^?;™^^^^^^^^^ rr ^'°"

time for the forma "on ^closa.^1„^7h?c/''%"""'^*'''"
"""^

of the vessels within their sh^^.t ^ "=™t"<:fon and retraction

"rjrnir "-" ™v°=^^^^^^^^^^^ <"
-

Sa'M :i
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„ «„ou, trunW. have »--
;;:;:f.^tr^^ '^^^'^ ^

undertakon before the
™":^'V""", Hl,n„„hage

" (Chapter II).

,»udied under the head of ,^''"'^'
"„%'^rprocc. of organi^tion of

Thi» permanent arrest
fl''"''X ,un,en of the ve««l ; (2) In the

the clot which ha, lor.ne.1

J.
In

«^""'^\ „ ,,^„ge, in the wall of

torn end» of the va-"ea«. ^ Zuo cell, Rrow from tl»

the vewel itself C,raduall> nc
regarded as a species of

vessels wall into the clot.
«''';,^, ,"^*'',„'^.,; transformed into mature

scaHolding- these new-';'n>ed ce '. -ue "'m^^^
^._^^^, „.^„ ,^,,her

fibrous tissue, which '"d'ssolubly blends ^'« »
^^^ jjot

until all that is left of the 'ni""=d nd «
-^-^,7_f „„„ ,„„„e„t

until this final stage .s «»^ "".d >s the penoa
«^,^.^,^ )„,„.

hemorrhage safely passed, a"*^ ."^'"^ ."^^'^ ^ ves«.l has been ti. 1.

vene to pre%ent th.s successful .ssuc^
,„
^" re«„tly dcscnbed have

or when any of the various
"f^-^r^^ ,°^*:,Phrb,eed,ng coming on

been made u«. of, there .s »'7>»
^'^PJ^ <,„ progresses unchecked,

again unless the natural P^--»* °'
"^^f^'.ha^ourniquets, pluggmgs,

and .t must therefore lM=clearl>^unde«t«xlt^
^ ^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^,

Jht^i:r v::Lrrota't"co;rtL, orgam.at.on, and hbros.s

'"TUrm^ra"trme;:^ure, which should be taken to arrest primary

T^Z^e^r.. digital or otherwise, over the bleeding point

"nrsrr\r«t^ '-^.^[piiia^rair''
'"• " "'

able attitude can be assumed.



CHArriK n.

THE ARREST OF ARTERIAL BLEEDING.

I'HE procMdings to be taken (or the immediate arrest of blee<lini:

s.r„, T. "i'l"''"*'
"' '" '"'"P""' °" "'• •P'-f °' ">« -nument

before detailed exammation of the injury, and with the linxlc

actio"
""'''""*'' '"^ '"" °' """^ ""'' ""'"«"'""'« ">« heart'.

In most instances it will be found that serious bleeding when itfollows a recently inflicted wound, comes chiefly from one or mr.'»
arter.es

;
and that unless these can readily be arrested by direct

pressure of a pad or plug upon their torn or divided ends, they mustbe secured by some form of ligature tied round their mouth
, or some

other of the plans of constrirtion, presently to be described, must beadop ed. But m many cases of accidents this is not immediately
p«sible

:
while m that of vessels being divided or wounded in the course

of a surgical operation, it would be often inconvenient ; so that it is a
frequent practice to cut off the blood-supply from the limb or part of
the limb which IS concerned by compressing the trunk of the vessel
against the bone, or in some similar way,
We will begin then by considering four special means of arrest of

arterial ha!morrhage by compression.

I.—IRRIIT By DiaiTU OOHPMUIOM.
The procedure which of all is the simplest, in most cases the most

efficient, and the readiest in cases of severe arterial bleeding is the
compression of the trunk vessel with the finger above the seat of the
inj ury

,

against some neighbouring bone. It is of course only applicablem cases of ha.morrhage in certain places, such as in the limbs, the neckand some parts of the head and face. Moreover, unless relays of
ci.pable assistants can be procured, it cannot, in consequence of the
fatigue It produces, be continued for more than ten minutes or aquarter of an hour. Long before that time, however, help may

a 7ie"
" """' ™P""'''' tourniquet {vide intra) may Ik

The great value of digital compression lies in the fact that it can be
applied at once.

With regard to the compression itself, practical experience and an
intimate knowledge of anatomy alone will enable the surgeon with

) I

n
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"Ar."ho:°d endeavour « ..r a. p-^b.. to '"'-y';^^^'^'::^,

,„ comp««,ng wc .hou.d^gc,
^^^^XZJy^loA- •" thi. way

B very moderate amount ol prewure

will buRice.

The position of the hand and finger

to be employe.1 will vary, but a. a rule

the thumb had better be used to make

the preMure(F.«. I), and be «m(orced

if necewary by that of the other hand.

The limb must always be raised.

The Position and Compression of

Patluular ^r(»i>s.-The following direc-

tions for the digital compression of

particular arteries will serve also for

their compression by the various forms

of tourniquets, whether improvised or

of the regulation patterns.

The AfUrtes of the HeU an* "eek.-

In cases of injury to the scalp, the

underlying skull affords an admirable

resisting surface for compression, and in

speaking of scalp wounds this will be

again referred to; but the compression

of a main trunk (such as the temporal or

occipital on the head), at a durtance from

tho wound, is not often e^ectual m

t .h^ rvtrcmelv free aniistomosis exisung all over the

:=Tevtrt*birr:i^-3»^^^^^^^^^^

Z.t rdV:e;^;:^t^rere'agrtt bone with the fingers

will suffice. ,
J

.: behind the mastoid

Eali a- inch behind, and on a level with, its base.

/>4;. 1.—POMTION O? IlAMD"

COUFHESSINO AN A»TB»V.

'
.At the same time it may bemeu^-^t*'^whriimb^fm 'y w«h

rir'Sh'i^dird^«SXf.lV;t,5ng^comp.etely. U is the middle

course which is here the most unsafe.
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that procew of bone im,n«ll.,cly Infroit 'A^.'?
"mp«..«J „„„.,

•ar Some of it, branche. may »!« ^ ,.,,
" i"*" °' "" "«"nal

th..
.h/1*'p,™tn'oT,hi!lr 'trrk^'oDrv'?*''

»"""'""« " fr«ly
circulation in their branchc, I i. h„

'^ '"completely arreat. the
compre« either the f>u,rtruni or .r'"'

""'"'""y "«"«"y «o
encrcle the mouth. The trunk o" the ^^T?""^

*"•'"='»• » '"ey
;oun^

.^
inch i„ front of the an.e^t rinT^y'Co^S

comp^e!:^':;j«*:t*^„'°™;-;;eP^^^ .he rule of mak.nK digital
finger, ,ntro.luced into the mouth and t^hT'"'""" **'*«" '"e™n round the mouth clo«, beneMh ?h

.

"'"'' "" "« '"" They
a third of an inch from^he S^rder ofTT '"""''""• »"<> ""^ut
:• °'»"' ''1"i«d in , ,«, Of opeX". or c^r* "t '^*"" =°mpre«ion
then be effected be; vccn thihi.H ? "*' "**"' •'c

'<P». and mav
by the use Of .peciar*; harelip

'?•',":„''T ?' '"'"'^'^^'orc'P, Z
two patterns. ^""P '°'«P». »' which there are one or

care. ,„ consequence ^'^^XTTV^''""'''^"''''"-^^'them^v. „e safely p_. ^, ^S'!^t^l^—"- -^

-

tra^:e:X";«r^^^^^^^ the level of the

from the vein and nerve. a„d i^'oL^^^" "''O' « ""ced away
proce«orthc carotid tube"cle " '°"'P"««' "^''-t the transven^

Tl!. Thirt Portion of the gubcl.vi.» .. I,
to compress satisfactorily.Tndi"s Lt

"^^ ^°"' "''"^'' ''"Po^ible
somet.mes very easy to delude

«"net,me, ver>- difficult.

tHet:^ i=:^;;'^^^:';^ -:- ;- -= upper surface of
scalenus anticus. I„ children or thin tl',

'" "" '"^""°" <" 'he
clavicle downwards and AaciJ^^rat tie if

'^' ^"'^'"'' '^''ind the
tnangle, will control the circulation

"^ "'•"'8'" <" "^e subclavian
the limb and neck may be bt ^eveP m^S'" ?" '""^ P"-'-"

"
be nccessa.y to depress the clavide and s^^M

"''' '" P'OP'" '^ "'"
near enough to the surface. TWs is uli^r

"- '° ''"""S ""^ """vt occasionally happens, in the course of o^'' T^ '"'"'«'' "> "o. but
Shoulder, that the limb is required favh^P"'"''™^

'"^'" '"e axilla or
the ass,atant in charge of the vesse^wol ''T

'" "' ""'d. while
kept depressed. Especially jL Z K

P"'" "''" ** *o,.M be
^ ^' "'" ''«PP=" i" amputation at thl
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Iv^ct 3tor th'e'dotrard drag oi the a™, rise, in the

neck in a very exasperating ''^•'lon
properly

various devices, such ^ *; "^"^^^^^^^at s^Uar torS., have

padded, or a surg.cal ^^^
°«J

'"^-^^^
;, sometimes advisable

been devised to meet the <'*™l*y
•*"" „"„ j^e triangle, so that

to divide the skin, platysma and ascia o«r t^e s ^
the finger may be P'-f̂ ^f

« „"'^'^„°1 ^ .
rnHividing it on the

subclavian.

DIGITAL COMPRESSION OF THR BRACHIAL ARTERV.

This incis,on is sometimes, no
^""''^•^.f^tlfe^eXr^'com-

with regard to the use of

*f^^^.^ r.^^.r^acf The mistake

pressor as the thumb. ,f .t
*^!

P"* '^ *„"=
^^^ l,,^„ far too much

rutar^s^rrllre rc^tSn^r"i slmc^tly backwards as wei.

-»^Zri^U.-Xhe iirst portion can har^y - -^^^^1
passion except aiter -^-^^-^^ve" tolerably superficial,

the second, and the tmro P"'»'
j be exposed by

and can be compressed mjhea™p,t.f that
^«=g^^

^^^^^P^

raising the arm^ .Th^^XX/i "stance, and the vessel can be locah.ed

same manner as in the followmgms
_^^.j| ^^^ ^„j

rn lLTti?st\hrt™nk: ^hrtrachial plexus, with the coraco-

brachialis to its outer side.
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Bruhial *rt„iy._This artery probably more frequently requires

n,.T,ber of accidents to which the upper limb is liable

,n!l ™ "^.i"""''"'"''
'^ '^'"^ *° ''^ subcutaneous in its whole length

Hnf,:; t': v3; * ''™'""'' " '" *' '"'''"= "''<^' '^ "-e guiding

thll i!
'"''''^'^^''le to follow the advice given in some text-books, viz,

of the weaTer
'^*'"

""' ™'" """^ '' " ^"'''' *° ""^ '"^'''«' "t"^
The method usually employed is shown in Fig 2
In flexion, too. of certain of the joints, we have a most valuablemeans of stopping arterial bleeding

vaii.aoie

heh^„!,T";°"'
°' '?" ''"'^'"^' ""'^'y =" 'he elbow, of tne popliteal

tha trcm, r-
'"' "/ *!"' '™°"' " ''°"P"''^ "S'-'-ent, are such

^tin f '^'°" °' ''""'"• ''""'=• °-- >>'? i°'"'=. combined with

pletely stop the blood-supply to the limb
The flexion must be forcible, and may be maintained by fixing the

lT,Lr^f Ki ^ ^*!- ^" """P'" "' "' application will be adduced
af>ropos of bleeding from the palm of the hand

fini* *K K""^."^ "J"
'"'°"' **= """y "^y be compressed by the

fs P^ferable"
''' """ '''"'""' "™^' °' hemorrhage by flLion

In the forearm also, except at the wrist, the circulation in the R«llal

; 1^ IT !' ^J""
"""'y *"= controlled by any means short of

strangulation. At the wrist, however, both arteries become superficial,

he tendl'Tr^^"""" "° *"='" *' "'"'"•• The former lies tetweenthe tendons of the flexor carpi radialis and the supinator longus, thelatter between the radial border of the flexor ca^i ulnaris Zd theflexor subhmis, and here they may be readily compressed. Thed gital compression of the palmar arches is inconvenrent, and thepressure is usually made in other ways. {See "Wounds of Palmar
-Arcn, p. 20,)

Abdominal Aort..-The digital compression of this artery is in some

te effrted°
" v,r'^

''''?'="" ^ *^ °"^" ^"PP"-''- " '^" generallybe effected in children unless they are very fat, and in adulte if theyare thm, have lax abdominal walls and a bold anterior vertebral curve

tome"ch™dTen:
'''^"''"^ ""^^ "'"' "" 'P"^'^ "°""*^'' *"" "ave

The spot where this compression should be made is a point three-queers of an inch above a line drawn across the abdomen from oneac pine to the other (the level of the aortic division into the two

mt .^'^ "'" '" '"' '"" "' ""^ ""^-^'^ ""<= But before pressure

eritlv^
exact position of the artery should be ascertained, forfrequently it ,s in the middle, or may even deviate somewhat to the
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The digital compression is best and most readily "f^by the middle

?l^te on the inferior cava trunk must be avo.ded as much as

Compression of the abdominal aorta is employed "V some 'urgfons

durin^tTe operation of amputation at the hip-joint. The best meth«l
aunng me opei«

Macewen An assistant, standmg on a chair,

oTofrry of 'the o'^far ;Les\ pad of lint on the abdomen in

the Jo^^lTJi the lower part of the abdominal aorU ;
he then places

Ws h'^d-Sr, in a stout subject, his closed fist-on the P-<1. ?»<», bend-

inrdZi brings his right knee on to the compressmg hand In ft s

mLnr"ufficient pressure can be brought to bear on the vessel without

The akual time during which compression of the abdommal aorta

is Required can„"t be at the outside more than five minutes, and dunng

42 «ri«i ae whole blood-supply to the lower extremity .s checked^

and r^dUnary care be exercised in the compression of the vessel no

damage wS 2 done to the viscera : we have seen this method used

^S,stcf:f%:S:?n the common femoral w.ll indicate that the

'Tm«l%™o»l 'A'W-The compression of this artery as it lies

nv^Te arc™" the pu^s is frequently required. In this situation

tte\^rcul"«on may L completely controlled by making pressure

Erectly downwards, i.e., at right angles to the surface, midway between

''cfr: muS"^'tl^at'Sd ^ro on the vein as far as po^ible

thisTs l^t dSe^Putting a small pad of lint underneath the finger

F^^uenSy however even when they come through into the thigh

fheTeIn U so far behind the artery that it cannot -cape the pressure

Theinguinal glands, too, as they he parallel with Poupart s lig^ent,

must be avoided and if they are enlarged, this is «'"'=*'"-
«7,f'«™^*^

The line of the Superficial Femoral Artery is one taken from the

poSiab^e mentioned, between the symphysis and anterior superior

i^iac sDine and the adductor tubercle of the femur.

'

WheTaie knee is slightly flexed, and the thigh ^tate^ o" ward^^

firm pressure all along this line will generally succeed in stopping the

cuSenH blood ; but as the artery gets deeper in its course, more and

mo"e force wiU be required. The artery cannot be pressed directly

against the bone.
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may*'
'^

felt i'd'cl'*'
?.°'' *^. ""«"-tion of the anterior tibial.

II.-ARRE8T BY 8TH4H0DL*TI0H OF THE LIMB

^'JT- 3-—BSKARCH'S BaNNDAOE AND Tl'BE APPUED.

«e%rV:i Xfe^veTtHeVroftto'-^-V^^^^^^^^^^^^
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The strangulation by this method is so complete, veins, arteries and

capillaries being all compressed, that it i'. not safe to allow the tube to

remain on lon|. Its use therefore is not fitted for the restramt rf

accidental haemorrhage, except as a temporary measure, and indeed

in some very prolonged operations it is wise to remove the tube before

the operation is finished.

When the F.smarch's bandage ha. been used durmg an operation, and

only general oozing is expected to occur in the wound, it is generally

convenient to apply the dressings, using such P«ss»feas may be

required, Utort the tube is taken off, for the absolutely bloodless condi-

tion of the small vessels causes a temporary loss of tone m their walls,

so that when the blood current is allowed to flow into them agam. they

are for a time much dilated, the whole limb becomes injected, and

unless the wound has already been bandaged up, and pressure apphed,

there may be a very brisk flow of blood, and a correspondmg delay in

the dressing. This applies only to the smaller vessels ;
arteries large

enough to give trouble should be secured by forceps and hgatured

before taking off the tube. ,.,-,, r,„,„h'.
There has been latterly an increasing desire to simplify Lsmarch s

procedure, and to do away with the indiarubber bandage, while

retaining the tube. It is found, if the limb be raised and the larger

veins emptied of blood by the passage ol the harid along the Imb

towards the trunk, that the latter may be rendered nearly bloodless,

and that the application of the tube alone is able to keep it so.

The limb should simply be raised, before putting on the tube, in

cases of septic inflammation or mahgnant growth, as morbid products

may be forced into the blood-stream if pressure be applied over the

""xtetubeTused for encircling the limb should always be tested before

thev are used, for they are very liable to crack or break unexpectedly,

especially at the ends where the hooks arc fastened.

In cases of operation about the shou er or hip the tube may very

usefully be put on in the form of a figure of 8. and in this way even

such operations as amputation at the shoulder or hip joints have been

rendered almost bloodless. The plan succeeds best where there is

much emaciation.

III.—ARREST BY TOURNigOBTS.

A tourniquet is. properly speaking, an apparatus for screwing down

a pad upon a ves.sci. Practically, however, the term is applied to any

means by which pressure can b^ put upon a vessel and mechanically

maintained. j j • .„„„»
The ImprOTlsed Tourniquet is an efficient and ready improvement

on the time-honoured method of stjpping bleeding from any part by

tying something round it, somewhere between the wound and the heart,

tightly enough to strangulate all the tissues.

In the improvised tourniquet special pressure is put upon the mam
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or a pebble, « inserted between Ldi^™ *"." " P'"" "' '^"'^ ^ '-ood.
;s placed over the arte^ a„d the ;. ! " ^'* '^ * P*"' This pad
'.mb, the knot coming on^iso^de?;" '7"? ''"°"«'' ™-''

L

or any moderately strong rod or st^k ii^h'
"' ^" '""^^'^"=1. or ruler,- the knot, and t.!ted ro::^'r^l^^ ^^^^^^l>

'* 4.-T™ .»,.„„,„ To™.v.„,„ „. .,„„„,-« it..! UAKKUT.

orTt ^X'"i:!:.rzi.vzrsz"r''- ^^ -'--''

»etC"^rrtT;re!rderr^:'^^^^^
been mtroduced, viz., a small piecTo' i^A "nprovement has latelv

'" calibre than the eiastirban"^ 7 er^ne"fi
^^roove in .t, smaJler

round the limb, the band, whUe sttchtd *"? '''' '"^'" *^''«"
from either side. The relaxat^n ,nH ,?' ^ "^"^^"^ "'^° "le groove
the band quite securely

" ^"='""8 <" the indiarubber holds
If more than one turn round tho l™i,

that the Skin .s not ^"'^:^^::^:^:^^:-rt^^
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to do away with this latter objection that Mr. Pollard introduced a

Flat Rubber tourniquet, which has the additional advantages that

-Flat rubbbk TouiungOT.

it does not constrict the deeper tissues so extensively nor cause any

abrasion of the sltin [Fig. 5).

IV.—ARRB8T «Y LIOATURE OF VEBBILS.

It would be difficult to mention an improvement in the art of surgery

greater than the introduction li the practice of tying the mouths of

vessels. This was introduced and advocated by Ambrose Pari,* to

whom the credit of the advance is due, although he admits the idea

was suggested to him by some observations of Galen.

There are three principal methods of putting a ligature on a divided

artery :

—

I. Seizing it, and it only, with a pair of forceps, holding it up

and tying a ligature of some kind round its mouth in a reef knot

{Fig. 6). In catching the vessel it should be taken up as cleanly as

possible, with none of the surrounding tissue, and sligh.ly drawn

upon. The Ugature should then be thrown round the forceps,

slipped on to the >'essel, and tied tightly in a reef knot
;

this will be

referred to later.

•Pari when serving as barber-surgeon in the French ai-ny in Lombardy,

circa 1536, began the practice. In his account he says :
Wherefore

earnestly entreat all Chirurgians that they would (being admonished) give

over that cruel and butcherly kind of curation, and practise this wlucn 1

have prescribed, taught me, as I interpret it, by the suggestion of some good

angel For I neither learned it of my masters, nor of any other man, only

I read in Galen, in the first book of his ' Methods,' that to stay a «uxe of

blood, there is no remedy so present as to tie up those vessels that bleed,

towards their roots, that is towards the liver and the heart. Now 1 con-

ceived that this doctrine of Galen's for the binding and sewing of veins ana

arteries in fresh wounds might well be used in the like vessels after a dis-

membering, and so I put it in practice."
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2 Passing a sharp curved n«.Hj. ^

consists in passing an evedtenacu^ beneath the .'^inear its open mouth. The

or a.tcr It IS passed, with a

mTthe" ^""^ ««'""« «*chmay then readdy be tied over«*e vessel and the smallamoun of tissue «hich wdbe included in the noose, as

iZ" '\u''-
' These «!^

latter methods are very ser
viceable in bleeding iro,;?^,;;;
wounds, where the relation oftne vesspk t.~, +i,_ ^ _ . .

'"
'^or^°ii^-™V

jjj
' '™ere the relation of

"°" "• «•"")

a m/fiVdifH'^,^'' ''-- - -e scalp renders simple ligation

pattern of self-ciosing forceTs TJ" T^'^"^ "'^'Snates the use of a

. .- -FILO-PRESSL-KE,

sharp-pointed forcpn<! k
blades by the hg^S^^ isXoTe'tji^ ^^t'^"*'^

-^'"-n of the

T^e"u,V"' P'"" °' ""king the t«th° '' " ^'^"' ^^»'g Sm^h
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In spite ot these claims, however, the pattern which ««» by the

name of its inventor, Spencer Wells (Fig. 8), is m almost universal u«

NoTon y may these inurnment, be used to check bleedmg rom sm^

vesseb during the course of an operation, but in the case of arteno^^

h^" LtuJe elerted is usually sufficient to prevent any '-ther bl edmg^

without the necessity for the application of a ligature Again, the

metC oi-roruon may be applied by means of «hese forceps, wl»ch

have therefore superseded a special form of torsion <"«!«»* °"«

te employed sole";;- for this purpose
:

-;'J-^>
• ^^^^ -*

.Tg n
Dowerful to be of use in seizing a large trunk vessel "" »

amputation, the vessel being secured with a ligature after the hmb

haa'been removed.

Fi?. 8.—S«!MCE« Wells' Forceps.

i,;r.»n7 arcidents where a limb has been very
T.»l...-In mach^neo^ acad^its^

^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ,^ ^^^^^^^^
badly injured, or, 'V"^y>,;°„ P,,^ding from the large arteries divided
happens that there slitte or no Weed g

^^^^_^g^ ^^_^ ^^^^.^^

rrio:fto tt^%rmUies, wUich\.et are as firmly closed as if

they were lig^t"«d.
^^,„ have been pulhd asunder, and

that tn'^hlpumng the tw!o inner coats have first parted, whUe the
that in this P»'"»8.

J considerable extension. The

'neZe Tthe^be i Ve etc narrowed before it finally gives way
aperture of *he tube is i

^^^^ afterwards retains its

"Ihe^rprojirtr^lsL'ssed by the coats of the vessels were first

„nnert to their artificial closure when divided by Amussat in 1829.

:^fsoon aftr^^a^ds by Velpeau, since whose time it has been known

"i*„"pr«ee'ding'thrv':issel is not pulled asunder, but the end is

In this proceeaing
^^^^^ ^^ ^j,^

iTokl ::::l:nTb;™Sactin';'become thicker, as above described.
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The narrowing of the outer coat of the vessel is effe<-t,H i, .u

i^nrrii-fhiisitr.
'-'-

"' *•-" -•>" f-a;x' tth:;

or eight times ^ ' ' ""' '"<' ™'"«1 ""'l round six

^^^'"'rL:::T^^^l^^^,^r^^o. requires .ore
out of it for about one-third of an7nch A The

'^1'","' ""'' P""""
the sheath it should be held with a pair n1 „lr '^T °' '" "" '™"'
its end being held in the toZn fore L ,o /,

^
T"""'

""" '"^"^

possible of the artery free for twi.w "^1
u V^,

''"'" *' '""'^'' »»

the forceps being heh'i plTaH^Mri^ng'tifofrhetre!^''^
"""'

Some surgeons twist the vessel until the part in th^raway
;

others give six or eight turns o^'TrZ^^ /r/^X:

.'.w/suchTs^X^rTrhc '*' """'"' "'•" •""« '^ /'« /"»«
present in ch™4 Jphuis ^r go:rt "W^'^fr '''™'' °' """"-
days of the old silk ligatu e the acJ^anta.. f

^" '"'roduced in the

hanging out of the wolnd was Cer™^ °[^™« "° '°-'K" •'ody

of the vessel is in just the Dosi.i.Tn „. .
'

"""'"'''>» ""^ twisted end
in healthy wound^ wd Tataorted al '-r^""'

^''°" • ''°"''

strictly as foreign.
absorbed, and neither can be regarded

o.h'^r\"r.'tate"ia,s'''as"ran"rrt'''*,'
""=""'• ^="«"'' -" -"=

present time silk, catgut and kalTJ?."' "', "'' "°'''" ^t the

sidered.
* ^" ^"" '""i"" a'°ne need to be con-

known as Chinese twist It L mad in.r'""'''"'^'
*e variety

frequently employed are the J . ; a'nd o
"""' ""' >"" «>ose most

The preparation of silk should be as follows—
I. Placed m ether for tw-lve hours
1- Placed in alcoh'>l for t olve hours

corrosl?^'^^!^"
""""'" '" -"^ ™'°"'- "-'"' -'ution of

^ Wound with clean hands round spools

beforeXtattr '" '""^ ^"'"™''"= -'"'- '- 'en minutes just

the'y tt'lIS to1,rS.r °" "' "'= ^""""^'^ '°"'"°" '" -"'^'^

way?LeralSr;Tth''e'f"•":,""''"'='' ^'""'' '" «« ""'"-ng

whenremo':edthirr;Stl™^-r:S,^S^^^^^^^^^^^
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be kept till require<l. It i» a. well, howevei, to keep con-tantly

applying fre* length, rather than to make a large quantity at a

"To^l^r'giann recommend, the following method ol P«Paration_

Soak the gut in ether for twenty-lour hour, to remove the (at and

S^n in a Mlution compoKd of corro.ive .ublimate lo, abwlute alcohol

t di.tiUeS w"ater ^ Renew .hi, at the end of twenty-four

hour, and again in forty-eight. The gut .» kept m alcohol if .t

f. r^uir^ .tfff , .o per .ent of glycerin i, added if a softer variety

"
Probably the most satisfactory way of preparing catgut i. by the

xylol method recommended by Mayo Robson. or the more modern

'"TlolcZ^u^tn.. catgut is placed in xylol in a metal box with a

screw cap-Mayo Robson', cylinder. The cyhnder ,, screwed up

tighUy, and then put into boiling water for th.rty mmutes. The

cylinder i, unscrewed, and the catgut placed in , per cent phenol m

sDirit Catgut so prepared is sterile, but is very soft.

''FormaUnCa,,uLL^ catgut i. soaked in ether for t-nty-four

hours, and then in , per cent formalin for a like period It can now

b^ boi'-d in water foV ten minutes, and after the boding is kept in

' Zrct-'s "„:nlrge,. empioyed It '» P^eP-^Votrto
Take raw commercial catgut, wash in ether for twenty-four hours to

remove fat. Then wind on glass plate, and place in solution made up

as follows :

—

PottMUm Iodide 1 part
I

Water ,00 part.

Iodine part
I

Keep the catgut for eight days in the solution before use, and prepare

only srnall quantities at a time, as it gets brittle if kept too long.

KHOTS.

Among the smaller but necessary ^ccompUstoent, of the cornp^^^

sureeon must be reckoned the art making a " R«f." Bow, or Slip-

ta^»or"ci.v..hltd.," neatly, quickly, and fi^lv,
.J''-'

'"P?f^"«
Tttiis need -ot be insisted on, for in surgery very literally and very

often it happens that life hangs on a thread, and the results may be

d ^strous if^his be insecure. But we believe that to <Ie^C"be m

words the actual movements of the fingers in making «1'^^<'

J^"""
would be only waste of time ; it is a knowledge which each student

must acquire for himself by practice after he has been shown how to

"^"pie shows a conl tied in (I) a Reet-knol :
(n) a Granny;

(,„, a Clov..hUcH. which in the left is half made, and '" *« "^ht is

hown completed, by placing the loop a in front of loop 6 ;
('V

/ J»"J
knot Where firmnc-< i-< w:intert. as for the ligature of a vessel, and
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'

" '"e tarrick bend hnu/U— Known to sailor. ™

"H- 9.-(I,) «„p KvoT- ,„, „.
«>TCH [half made, and- . . ., ^^mjKux » K.\oT "uiuc, and

me artery ,s stripped too
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(r«ly from the .urroundinx .hccth, hcling will not "I" P'"" ""

rea.Uly, and Uxmorrhagc may occur. For th., c.«.n .t •• b** 'J^^hen

u.ing an ancury.m n«dle. to pa« it unthreaded round the vewel, to

thread it, and then withdraw it.

Fit. lO.-rtTAFFOMDMIlW ICHOT.

1 If the artery .s fed in " contin..ity." a moderately stout ligature

.hould .!e u^d, and in the case of large arteries the l.ga ure shouUl
.^

tied so that the lumen of the vessel is obliterated w.tho . r irc "l

the inner and middle coats. ... , „„ .„rt

The modern method of l.gaturing the vessel in two P ?c« and

dividing it between these points, in order to put an end to the ana

»mLTtens,on " of the vessel, must be employed w.th caut.on. bn^e

the ligatures are very carefully applied they may «"P'
f"^" J"^^

accident occur, m a deep wound, there may be great difficulty m

"TTsu'l'gUnTJnot should .. used, the . ,uble turn preventing the

ligature from slipping before the knot is completed.
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Chapter III.

OF CHRTAIS SPECAI. KIXDS OF H.tMORRHAGF
AS'D THEIR ARREST.

with a weak antiseptic or the Drooer Tnl7 . ,
" ""f!*"™

«a., more commonThan ^ h ,^':/ 1"^!", """''"^ °' ""?""'«<'"

instead o, being cleanly d v dedby 'tt 1.2 ^IV' '"
I*

"P"''
cause o( secondary !.r„,„r.lu,K. * '''"'''"'

i.:l^:^^::\,;:rr:u:xro;';h''™^'^"' '?
™"'"' --'

-^.'-:^^.^d!:Hc?VTi7^r^

bvX":;; d-wr/tn: v:,::/- f„"r
'"-

-r
-"' ^""' '- "" -

troubleson,e TLuch a c»^.,
*'°'^- ,"'" '"''''**"8 '» »°'"etimes very

carefully expose, «" hout f„7u v^.^T "'"kI"
"* ™* ''°"" "P°" ""^

ligature sho^ be DlacertT *^ ">= neighbouring ner^•e trunks. A
and then it shouM S^d vidtr'^nl.t'Th't' 7""" '" ""= '''^'
will make the dissection rn^

'-"nia'-ch band previously applied

and the fingers tXZthThT' ;."'" 5""'"« '"°"'" >" P"' ""•

Tht trt.» of iS. ,1 ^'''°'''' ""= '"d'a^ubber band is removed

coitus lUt be ttn^X"" "' ""IP""" " ^<'™"'"=» ^"P""--" "uring

divided
1 i somet l^v.?™''/ ""= '''"='""« '" ^"S"'' ""' " ""'V hall
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,.H shouM .0 wen wa.jeU. ^^^J^^^^^^^^^^
to l>c seen, it is almost ^'^-'V' r*;*^™*" compress, secured with a

-o::::.=:vr'wen^fpS^« -- - -"'>^-

from them is very apt to recur^

„„ V to the difficulty of applying

:ssr";;^^=^^= *-"- ^'- '---"• ^"" "°""

Z^l:t Zr::^crirl^ro? th. proceed, outwcsh

its obvious advantages. ^ j^ smooth pad

In applymg pressure to hejata o<

^Jj-"/;^,^^,, ^hese two

must be used, and the palmar fascia mu
_^^^^^

"ndittons are well fulfilled by be"d-gJhe finge s

^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^

of wood, like a ruler, covered ^uth three o' >
^_^^ ^,^^

a tight roller bandage. If this be ^^^V 8
^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^

very good pressure will be made

iFig 11). As an alternative the

graduated compress may be tried.

This is effected by cutting a

.cries of pads of lint of similar

form but diminishing in size (the

smallest, about the size of a sli.l-

ling, applied directly to the

wound) placed one on top of the

other until a flat-topped pyra-

mid of lint is made with its apex

towards the bleeding point.

(5ver this the fingers are flexed

and bandaged firmly. Should

the bleeding still continue the

forearm should be forcibly flexed

at the elbow, with or without^^:Z^^^^ Si^^Xt
of the joint. This will a'""^' .^'^^^^

of Weeding wiU persist) it wUl be

fail (and it is wonderful how this *o™
°'„^^f;,L at the wrist. Th«

-rra;;r- S:^"™ an. arm being firmly mdaged

*T„U^;;'rp;en that even yet the bleeding recurs, and by th«

f-s- . -THE HAvn n.\KDAOED ro« .

CVT I.N- THE PAL.M,
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compression of the bi inai -t^rv k
'

J^
'""'"'quet or digital

expedient at any stag( ..f n^'pr,!^', ^. "^"fj:^
^^ " temporary

on for long, especially : n „ exsan™ Vf '

h .
' '"""" ""= ^<=Pt

On the whole the L. a. s™ '
t L «""J °' **"= P''*'""'-

thoroughly examine the wound rT. ° '
"• °'^" "P ^"-l

to find and tie the bleeding vessel or ^^T""
"'="*"'"' ">• '''''''^'^tion

ated w,th a morl,id condition of ,h M T'' P"'*''"''-^- '"^ ^'^>««^'-

" Bleeders," /„/,„
)

" "°" °' "''^ ''l""d "r its vessels. ( P',rfe

thantheapplieationofpre^sumtoanTnfl ' /V'-'-'^tment is worse
Sloughing cavities are ,1 ^^ZZ packed w-?h""V'°'f'"«

^"'^^^•

'or thetLeX o'mt-^s" ugr^mttr'^'t"''-
""" ^ ''''-" -"=

wound cleansed wah peroxide of hvdr
'^",' ""'^V. and the whole

the vessel fails, the cho.^e vUl be Cwfen t

'""^ '"™P' '" »-"-
radial and ulnar arteries wih flexion a th T"^ '^"'"P-'e^ion of the
brachial. When the bleedingt prof„se it t^^l

""" "^^*"""« "'=
the latter operation. '^ "'"'"' 't "'" be wise to perform
Hamorrhage from CanallMd Veucli -Either ,be so connected with the surroun"'. tis^ult th»? 1

°'^""-'' "ay
walls neither contract nor retract Ihl f '

"''™ '^"''<''=''- '^eir
and they are said to be caZlUed

'"°'"'^ ="" """ '<'^P' °P™.

necltet^Cnlr-:^^ bXriclir ^^Y'
'"^ '^^^-'^ <>' «-

and especially if divided in the an^» '
""' " "'^y ^•<= divided.

This is especially dangerous nth,s*'>K
"""""• ""'y ^''P' ^"^ "'"ed

but from the rf«L, "f!!!"
'? situation, not from the hn^morrhage

heart.
'" "' '""'' "' "' •»"> '"' blood current going right to the

^^r::^^^:z^z^^r^ ^"""'°- ^^^'-
'ts gaping in tissues which are the seat o?«H \r""'^

"'=''' "P^" "^
^-ation, or when vessels, "^^^^^J^^:::^!^

-:;:::^

si-XTht tt;':iifr':^tt %^r.ro
'"= "^.^^ "^-^- '^ - --^ '*

«a' »/ <:Aro«. ,«im«a^,;„ are often^r m""'"«
"''™«" """«• '*'

- -ong-standing ^"-e, '^^^^^l^l^^
--~-

m

y
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though its si.e n,ay be. requires a ligature, because it will not

-^lalso is the case .Uh ^'^^^^disr":^'*-^'^*
r^r^.^«tr^^::^g^^=.- care and .oil

see to is that there is nothmg >""'^<^""8 *"^t^" "^ „„ ,^i,i„g

next to remember that almost »»-"™^
^^:^"/J,i ,,„,ys effectually

.hohmb.andthirdlytol^armmmd.^^^^^^^^^^^^^

stop the flow of blood, f
A' ^^

^PP''™
I „ft,„ o„e of the most furious,

Bleeding from a bunt *"'°"' •', "'
™^o„higcs. It is important

,„d yet one oH'- most eas. y
--^^f," -^^^^^^^t^ „.ay every year

ifc^LlV-roT'the fll^runreasoning conduct of would-be

assistants, when this accident l^PP^"^'
^^artment without seeing

No one can be long in a h^^^P'tal casiialty departme
^^^ ^^^

some such case as the followmg :
A -- _h;J°[ 'Jj,^ eczema and

varicose veins, and subscquen ly ="-™*"°"
j^ ,„bj,,ts the legs to

ulceration of the legs, stupefied '> °^ ^ ^^;';'^;, „J„d. Presently

some slight violence, soshghtth, often rtshy
^^ ^^^^^ ^^^

he is aroused by the sensation of
^""^*^;"|;^' ^t„,king full of blood,

ankle, and look.ns down he sees h.s b°ot an-^^s g
^^^^^^

which ,s commg from '»-»
P-f^.f.^^one position on the ground

faint and falls. \ crowd ""^''IT^, '"^lifted and made to sit up.

being the safest for h,m) he .s """^^ ^'^'V ''^^^^ ,„efully to choke

The bystanders then get some brand>
.

^n-^P^"""
^,J,,,, blood

him while he IS unable to -»'^- fJ™^^ I, handkerchief ties

trickling along the floor

^^f™"f;^.™^ ^^fallowed to hang down,
ittightlysomewhereround he eg.wh.ch sst

^^ ^^^ ^^^.^^^^

^e^^^rdfetirL^gl'terrat the blood is escap.ng from his

'^^I'tS: ^t have been easUy avoide. ^g^^^^^'^^^^l^TZ
sense. Since the recumbent P-*°"'„^J^\,„X suitable stretcher

patient should not be raised ^""^
^\J!°^"°Z^ or so, the bleeding

is provided. Then, the leg being
^--^^^J°° i„„ „„„i the limb

surface should be exposed, ^"-l fy, "Xbility the bleeding will

on the "heart" side
'-^°^f- J\^l I raised and a small pad

r^S^agXnr^i'rd'tZ rnd. it Will not recur while the

the proximal end of the ™Pt"J=,'»;""„*-
^^

rendered *""">?='<="*.
''y^^.t'^S^roon after he has had a burst vein.

,^:',T^:i1;^'^"^tZVytZ.... .cm the t<.s upwards, to
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been stopp d ,h y^t a ™li"f f^''''°"V'i'''
•"'" "'" "'-^ing has

because Zy'^JIdllrot/'^ltrtot'^^
''"''''' '"'"°"' ^"' "^'^

b5 prestre o"r i^ r '

""".'"*C'°"' P'"«S'"8 "' "'= wound, followed

.support"
""" '""*^'^"' ^'^'""^'^^ •• "^ »™P^-s bandage^o

How u,ni should Plug, or Pad, remain Ontouohod 7- This willlargely depend upon the locality m which they a" employed In The

^^i:&^ T-°--------

:

cS Smorrhle I ^ "'"" ""''"^ ""=> '^™ been used to

the crvitv otLl ^^ T''™' "'^^ Soes to the very bottom o<

i-p;f'^ SL:=''d!:trS;rih: ^r^d-:= to^LTii'^Vbr^^nXtr" '^-'^'' *- *-- -- -

cao^^r"**''!!'*
'" "*" idiopathic or traumatic, and is venous orcap.llary ,„ character. It is of all kinds and degr«=s of severity and

M.

i.
ill! >

»>M
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may require for its arrest a nu. her of expedients, some very simple,

'Tutut »7«r"o'r<:'t* M. ....,«. at ai,
,
as .hen it occurs

in cWWren in good health, and young adults of a lusty habit
:

or m some

cases in young «omen in «hom the haemorrhage .s v.carmus to the

'"/"1;"«m"°£P.s<«» may be roughly divided into two classes^ the

onein which it depends on simple congestion of the mucous membrane

of the nose, occurring in healthy people, and the °«'" '" "^* " '^

a strictly passive congestion, caused by ca.diac or hepatic disease.

The ha-morrhage in the first class tends to stop of itself, when he

congestion is remVed by the bleeding ; but in the -cond the cause

is constant, and the longer the cpistaxis goes on, the .more difficult

i' s to stop, in consequence of degenerative changes taking place in

he blood.V bleeding in these cases is not a brf Ao- ^^-^^
by a good pulse and other signs of a strong circulation but is rather

a keblc dribbling, sometimes stopping altogether, and then bcmg again

: 1 tt?e more rapid. In this way a great deal of blood -^y .»= lo^t bv

those who cannot spare it, and the bleeding, instead of he ng a rehef^

is accompanied by great depression, a feeble fluttering pulse, shallow

Thftinxpe'rience o. the aspect of sicU people w.l. enable the student

to recognize those who are suffering from visceral disease whether it be

morbus cordis or cirrhosis of the liver, or chronic Brighfs disease or

Tr^aligna"? growth, and to separate sharply in his own mind those

L whom moderate epistaxis is rather a relief, from those in whom it is

certainly an alarming symptom, and may be a source of danger^ In

these latter it should always be promptly checked •. m the former

de^y is never hurtful, and may be useful. It must be -nieni^'ed

that epi- taxis is often caused by a new growth ot the nasal fossae or

the parts'ound them, and a careful examination of the nar.s is

esintial in most cases, with a view both to "-agnosis and treatment

In children a foreign body, such as a pea or a piece of cinder, may be

L "g-point of a mucopurulent discharge, and this is sometimes

rniked by a smart attack of epistaxis from the ulcerated mucous

Tt'is of epistaxis in children, bear in mind the possibility ot a

*°XX"i::^'Sr made to Sit up w.th the l^ad tli^n ba*

a toivel being spread like a bib around the neck
*'J

;7™;„4™'"^e

of the clothes. Frequent blowing oi the .ose must ''^V^-^-f^^^
it onlv tends to aggravate the bleeding. If in addition to this

pUttn thrvenous'ltum to the chest be promoted by ^--ng ^ '

the clothes round the neck, and in women by unlacing the ys,

the bleeding will in most cases cease ; at the same time, ,f it persists,

raising t^efrms above the head so as to lower tne intrathoracic pressure

will most likely prove effective.
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applied :„. orlttl^rrr^tnt
''' '^^^ "' '-'"« -"">

persist w,th them when a short tria hn. T ,'°. "" *">' Siven case to
cases the bleeding comesW" smi,,'':''*'!'''',

'" ^"^ ™i°"ty "^

oJfrn,^' r" '""" 'he anterior n"?e ^"Lh ^''"P*"'" """in a

•He bleeding Point t^U fa ! t^ ^a"";;™ '''^^r''
™atteft . tu

f<"-
th,s purpose „ is weUtoTnse,? n l7 *^' "^morrhaKo entirely

o per cent solution of cocaine and adren!^
"' cotton-wool soaked L^ave ,t ,„ „,„ f„ fi^^ minutes al?hou.l,H '"m

'''^" "°^<"'' a"" '"nsome cases the application of the a<lren r
"""« '"^>- """"»<=

the haemorrhage), the cocaine, which is^ v.:''" V"^"'"' '° ^"eckand w,ll anesthetize the cart « « " vasoconstrictor, is beneficial
ai'ply the cautery with":t';":.^"*;;r:X,': ™t'^

'"= "P""*- '^mto th-. r.ustril, and by means nf «
speculum is now inserted

"«> oe seen
. some smalUvvabs L c'!*

""' "«" ""^ bleeding ^o „tmop up the blood and so ctr he fieW
"
u'th

^''™"' ""= P^'P"«'
"°

of clots, the nares should be wcl! T^hJ ^? ^'^ " '^rge number
douche. When the bleeding vessel st T "^ ""''"'' "< a nasal
heat ,s pressed against it for Several sf^ "'"'^"^ ^' " <'"" '"l"ot got an electric cautery at la„H

""" ^"'^ " ">c operator has
"'5;,be_quite as satisfactory ' "^ ""'"' '" " ^P'"' 'a™P

Hno°
"„lXwefthe"oyrator°toH'^""'."^'^'" "^ ">= above for

d.rectly, one of the first axToms in the r";
"''= "'^'""' bleeding poi^tt enables him at the same ?^eTo ,n '"^f"?™*

°* '«morrhaie bu
detect other conditions wh!ch ma^g ,

:':^^'
the anterior nares !nd To

Stypiics.—Very little will h / ° '° hemorrhage,
nearly disappeared from m^e^ru'rgeTv "t

"''^'=^*' ^'"^ '"ey haveand uncertain. If for any rSson th f^^
are messy, unpleasant

applied, then a plug of lin? soXd ^ *^' treatment cannot bebe inserted into' th'e r^Z:^tTLl^T''" f'"""'
-3000"Im

probably the least unpleasant of tlT ' ''="=''
• ""is styptic is- -V easily obtamLle - ^t^t .::^rr;^!^-l£>-''

numS:!:;;e\,rra:klrt"^'^,,:- they Will not be

ZT .

"'^ "^y be done tarn the CnT^ th
"""''"' '"^ bleeding

=^::-:rH?"^o-I^^nnldef!3°:--.ngp.nt,%..--™b^^kd.^ .^r

II

1 -i

.

<'!
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i,» n.icViKrl hack out of reach and cause

«Dt?c such aa peroxide of hydrogen, so as to mo|sten the P "B- "
l^v be"eU in longer, but this is rarely adv.sable, s.nce the plug

'T'r^^™r:?'BXuXTwo'I™s are not very uncommon

• 'r, , n^ctife Thefi'st T, a rather brisk attack, and comes on

rglrS!!'^™^:: :;rS-.o:^:^m;:btd-sta,ned .mm, and

^^i hTchymoses. It seldom calls
^°\^''yj^^':^"''^;^tcur. ver,-

number of extractions performed ^l'™/^'^"''
"Xo/else who are

plain, or dipped m some
^'VPf^^^^^'^^^'^'t ^"JtV packed away very

rrposote alum or adrenahn. In any case « muoi. "<= y /

be closed with a four-tailed bandage
suggested to us

,,'^tt;^'^^—;srt^'^- s- --
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a mixture of formalin and gelatin. If the latter be used alone, it is

ZaHn H "Tl"*;
'"' '*""" "' ""^' '''" "><^ combination of

1^,7^^ r , ^
"*'' '''™'' * '""'^ -""^^ "•''* i' "cellent for thispurpose. Gelatm ,s a valuable styptic, clean and pleasant, but carem.>st always be taken to obtain a pure sterilised specimen. This

ZZT.i r
" T*'

"'^'•"^'"•y o""' «"<:« "--.linary commercial gelatin

re LT t'"' l^J "'"r °' *'"' " ""'"' """ """"y '^••'«'» have been

te a± t"' ' '^Pf--*'"" "< Kelatin has led to the development of

.fm^l ,i ? "? .'>°"''^™^' PO-^ib'^ t° obtain without difficulty asample of bacter.olog.cally sterile gelatin, and this can be used without

nrI°H
*'"''""''?'?, °' ""'"''"R h'-^mo'-^hag'' from a tooth socket the

bowl omr m"'" ;,

"'^^ " *"''' *""" ™"*''"'"8 *•-= S-''-"" i" -

Lken thrr ""*/"'"">' "•='™ t° melt the gelatm. Care must betaken that the water is not too hot, for. if overheated, gelatin loses
.ts power of sohd.fying when cooled. When the conten s of the tub^are fa,rly flmd, add to them

.,V part of pure formalin, ,.e., if the test

that the *:;"'
•" =\5^'"'"- ^^rf ^ -- '-malin. Shake the tube so

Iw,v fh ^? T^-.J"""'
""' ^^^ I'*''™*'^ """'h wide open, spongeaway the blood w.th gauze or wool pledgets until the socket is fairiydry, and then, soakmg a thin strip of gauze in the mixture in thetest tube, press ,t well home to the bottom of the cavity. Keep it

Ieratin°'.„''d V
"

v" ""'."T''
""'""""• '' """ P°'" '" the mi.vture ofgelatm and lormahn, which is now nearly solid. .\ little care will enable

Lt-SSL" '' *^ "•'""= -'-' "-"" "^^^ valuable^typtirrch

R^n^^^T T "" ""'™-Tl>'^ Weeding /ro„, /,ar,s inside the

» mav t^ "1 """] "' "" ""'' "'•= «""'" ™^V ""<= be considered.
It may l« due to simple congestion of the mucous membrane piles
fissure, prolapsus ani, the passage of some hard body, ulceration of thesurface of a growth (usually malignant), or dysentery

; or it may be

operation. Hicmorrhage from the rectum is often caused by lesions

to familiarize himself with the various forms of rectal specula and thesigmoidoscope, which will be referred to later

ni"ZT'''T. 'Tu
^'"''' '^"'•Seslion.-^-Vb.s occurs in consequence

IceTn th r r f '^''r''"'™-
"^"0 portal obstruction may takeplace in the hver itself, and may be due to temporary or permanentchanges there, or in the lungs or heart.

permanent

reW i" ^*^ "^ f '=?''''"''' Weeding from this source is often a great

T^JJu *';° "•'="'»f™. »nd i^ sometimes imitated by the application

^.ifrlb^ft
"""^

i'
""^""y "^^ '^"'''^^ treatment, unless it be

or ?b of
'"""^ *" T' ""*=' "^y "^ done by sitting in a bath

co„l.^t
warm water^ I'.sually the bleeding stops immediately thecongestion is relieved, but it it be desirable to arrest it, an enema of

91 I
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thin starch, with lo to 30 minims of laudanum in it, or an injection of

cold water, or the following :—

R Calcium Chloride 3ii».i |
Water S '"'»

Inject five drachms into the rectum by means of a small syringe.

Piles must be looked upon as tieing due to an extension of the same

morbid processes which cause simple congestion of the mucous mem-

brane. Only those which are covered entirely or partially with mucous

membrane (internal piles) ever become so turgid with blood as to bleed.

These, however, may do so very profusely, and even dangerously.

The bleeding usually occurs when the patient is on the stool, and up to

a certain point may relieve the portal circulation. It not infrequently,

however, becomes necessary to arrest it without loss of time, for it

belongs to that form of ha-morrhage which manifests itself as frequently

recurring losses of blood, no one of which is of consequence, but which,

collectively, are very important. The preventive Treatment must be

both Local and Constilulionat. The bowels should not be allowed to

become confineil, but the motions kept pulpy by early morning doses

of the confection of senna, or the confection of sulphur, or of some

saline aperient. Very careful dieting and a recumbent position are

advisable, with warm light clothing, and in women the removal of

stays or anything which compresses the body. Cane chairs, too, are

better than upholstered ones.

Locally, the piles must be returned at once when they come down,

and the opportunity may be taken to smear them over with the oint-

ment of hamamelis (P.B.). A continuous douche of cold water from an

enema syringe is very useful, as also are astringent injections of iron

or alum. Another very commonly used injection is made by dissolving

a drachm of alum in a pint of the decoction of oak bark, or the solution

of chloride of calcium may be used.

If on the other hand the bleeding is important from the actual

quantity which is being lost at the time, it will not be found difficult

to stop. An ordinary astringent injection should be tried first. If it

fails, the rectum should Ixa cleared out by a thorough s> ringing of

ice-cold water, and then a suitable lump or two of Ice may be introduced,

and pushed tolerably high up, the patient lying in bed lightly covered

and with the buttocks raised on a pillow. This treatment hardly ever

fails to arrest the bleeding, but if it should continue, recourse must be

had to Plugging. This may lie done with sponges, or with the " petti-

coated plug" (as will be described directly). Again, if the patient be

in a fairly good condition for operation, the haemorrhage may be stopped

and the pile cured by an operation for its removal—tliat one being

chosen which gives the least shock.

The Mucous Memlrane of the Anus, partially strangulated as it is

when prolapsed, frequently bleeds. This, however, readily stops by

returning the prolapse, and syringing the part well with cold water,

or with alum and oak-bark lotion.
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i»

trouble untu .he rectV™ir ached /^'.V"™*""
'"" ='""'"''' ^y any

of the greater expul,irforc;'™ll^' '^'';''' co„«q„e„ce appajen.,^
torn or scratched, an,. bl,„Z «curs t,

™'" ""'' ''''°"'"
children, and is easily rhe.ked bv .^ .

," '" '"> M"ent in

rectum. Although .he olldl 'sVf , !h
'"^ ^ """ '°''^ "»'" "P "«=

for holding that fish ;K.nes or snlfntt l"*"™"''
"-"='" Sood reason

or being forced out „, thTre" tut caTsettX''™^' "' ''""°""'«'

4: o[tr:,th' :ertrLrx;"r,'\~'^—

"

malignant, and in the latrr stages nft^' v.

'"'"°'"'' "'» "'"""y
by repeated bleedings, m.yttheimmed""''''

""= »-*""* dra.n'^

principles of treatment must h. h
""™<'"""' <^'»"«= "f death. The

the addition that the effe" „, p^'ptaZ: o^
"" '"'""'' ?"'' -">

tions, is often very striking
P'"=P"''*'°"'' "' opium, as local applica-~ h:src^e^^S''fL';r,r:r't^""'-^- - ">-

oMorr'i.^^iSt:±r-r r ^- - -*
is mentioned here. The lofs of h^ v'""'^ ''"'Sical lines, it

cause of danger is generallv con,h T^ I"
""' ''''"=''^'=' '"''<''' 'tself a

should be added laudanum Va'^'-f
"> ^'"'='' "'"^^'-- to «hich

morphia suppositories
" Preparation of opmm, or by

..«:^'t^extme?y%rra::s:ror"".r '*- "'""™ °/ ^-^'
enough in the cour^se of -?ira«ons Ir^ '""T"' i

*"" " ''' ™""n°°
Pjles,™ .luring the >^^.^';::^'^^^IZ^:-^-;^-
a l:ng™:uroir"a:r™ -f^tv^T"" '"'" ^ -'" --
W« «?.<.« is the last two and a hal Tnche th„^

" "
"""r"^-

The
though very numerous, are alio "hem .mal^ T^""Tj' '" "'"'^'''

anastomosing branches of the h.mo,^hoTda art:riS'"'
*"' '""'"^'

.heXt"ti:r„r^iiL'tu-rrre'th' -- '^— --
branches, about six in number pierce the

"„*!,'"'*?' '?">°"hoidal
't and the mucosa. These vesSls ar. o,

""""="'=! coat, and lie between
very freely when injured

" considerable size, and bleed

moreover, pressure can^ eiiL Inn^H ^ '"P"
' '" "''^ situation,

may be ti«i.
'"'' "PP''^''' •" " necessary, the vessels

gufL't^rdVieTes-cXifth"' °^r r^" '^«''- »P - f^e
mation which .. indX d U> t^u'Ta'? tt"

*"= "^\°' '""^^
of the vessel to be kept patent

"i!'"^=^"<'.th^s causes the mouthoe Kept patent. The situation and warmtli favou:
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B rapid flow of bloo.1. while it .» very difficult to get any exposure o(

"'Tta'ha.morrhaRe can always be temporarily stopped by the

pressure o. one finger: and, indeed P™»"« ""^^/'Xerth iT
most cases be the procedure resorted to m the end Nevertheless,

Tt iTL^ible to get a ligature round the ve««M, a great deal

of rou^le^ll be saved. The surgeon should remember that by

a free divlion through the sphincters transversely across he

fsch orecial space, he may safely let a flood of l.gh upon the

Icene provided, of cc-,rse, that there are no internal pdes or otter

hindrances in he »av. The sphincters will read.ly heal, and the

rnc,«on will 1« amply .usffied if by its means a ligature can be

"' HtrTn^-'Ls^rafter an operation for h.morrho.ds, when bleeding

is ak^g p ace, the surgeon is unable to d.late, and secure the bleeding
IS taking pi

the rectum must iK plugged. One method

is to use sponges, somewhat compressed, and with

a string tied round each one, or passed through

them all. so as to provide for their recovery,

1„ . the best way to plug the rectum is to use a

...Uicoaf (/•«. 12). the shape and object of

which arc rendered sufficiently obvious by its

name The space lietwecn the petticoat and the

central stick or piece of catheter is filled with lint,

or better with cotton wool, the plug having been

previously put into position in the rectum. With

a large gum-clastic catheter. No. 14 to i(., and

a piece of lint .. inches square, an excellent petticoated tube 'an

^
made if the lint is secured to the catheter by means of a stitch

TssL through the tube. The catheter allows the flatus to pass,

andTs therefore less troublesome to the patient than a bag or plug

which completely blocks the bowel. Although some surgeons advi^

aat the plug be left alone for days, we are of opinion that it should

never remain longer than forty-eight hours.
-xDected

HamonhXe from th. Oenlto-uplnary TrMt-As might be «P«™;
mfnTmorbW conditions of the renal tissue are associated with loss of

blo«l But the treatment of hemorrhage from the kidneys or ureters

'^Hi™r*:™1'rl B,aUaer. i. serious, is generally due to the

pre1en™e of 1 new growth, enlarged prostate, o^-^^
-^^^^^."c

a calculus or a purpuric condition may cause it, or it may be traumatic.

In anv case the bleeding comes distinctly under the surgeons care,

ind calls f"r active treatment. Bleeding from the prostate, again

fs not uncommon, and may require to be P.--P'y/;^*
;;^^;^;i°

the majority of cases it is simply congestive, and stops when that

^"^l.;^^, in any of these cases, rest and relief of all con-

Fig. la.

Petticoateo Pi.vts.
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Kcstion in the npi»i i ^i

indication,
,^ ".i^^L?"

"""" "' '«" wa.rm" T' " '""""="

of »uch slypt c "iru^f
'^'atmen. generally p^ „,

' ,^ «'"•"• The
orium, cJ^',y ,"' '"^ix^ntine, tannic: ad > T ." """P'^yn'm
blood-dot " "VL """• " ">= Wa<l.leComo '"'"''"' ""h

'"'ha,,o„n,l„rco,*eIth7 '"l
*'" "»" • een Ke„"f"*;' """

an aspirating appa „"
^.l'"- l*"^

catheter should locom^T f" "?
"nough clot mav iL ' °^'"'

" " Bigclow -l l„
'^""""-*«'l "itl.

»'th this^eh", h^, ;"1'>™V'""'°" "'"-Passag- oTS"'
°' ""'^"

,

l< this troatn'entS "
:h°""'

'"^ ^™'™' """' """

out with ho. .Xr'',™ r
'"'"' ""«""" -vlt^

, ,; '"r! ,"- •""-
to the pint Th?.

'^ ^ntaining , 07 „("',' ','"'" ''= "a.she,l

"'"rider "^ust .0 n "'"i'""
'" """"'> »"cces,fn,'T.°',

'"'"•'"''''''

''adder, although ^ "*'''' ^'"' '"troauction „, ;,
"': " "'"• the

the prostatic re^„n°" T, f """'"" ^L. U fho 1 eedin
'"'•'''" """^'

f.may be neccssLry to t'

'""""" ^"»^ removal o/Thr""
'""

follows; A cathnt2
tamponade" the caii,,/ -rJ Prostate,

andismadcto 'r„rr ".*''''" "-™"«" the ure hr^.
?'" '" "°»e as

of gauze o7j°C^'"''^'''™"Kh the ^.prapnbicl''' 7 ° ""^ '"^''''",

doubled so as toToV"".
"""^ ""•'''"'''d togeH^r on Z'

'"'"'" '"-<=«

which leavefthe f " '^"''uated compre "'
?<

"™' "'"^ ""-"ad

«theter and the r:."'
""^ '""'Press irfastened%^- \°*' ^"^ ""-^ad

threads wWch „
""*"" '^ withdrawn carr?

*° ^J"' o* the

'-..on o?;te"°hre^;dT"/rK ""^ "'-a? rnVt":" V'=
^'"^

"'ound, the whole omn '' "'^'' *•> "manipulation nrth
^' ''™"^

and fixed there and T>fu "" '"' drawn down to !JL"'P'*P"'"'=
meatus ToT; i f .

^"^ *'''^^''^ tied round a^ f
'"^''*'" base

bo undertakenT,^ f ""^ ''^'"°™' of the 1^ ^ l'\°' «^''''= at the

P'"g also att, ^" /"'"'>'-/'""- *<•««, it is wi f'
"'' '''""'ri always

the suprapubt ,

'"" ^""" ^"^ th ead 'h'?™ ">» »"« of tl^

traction^n thV™"""-
^'''^" the threadstt^h'* ^^^ °"* through

«'ewh"o,e^l'';:7-P;;;^*^
"-r^^

»•'" -"y'Xri": "" """='
e-^ective when';,:;oye'd'"

'"^"'«'
'^ --'v ^u.rfd^'bft itTsTntely

II
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conwilcrcil latiT. in .ui cinun».

,

iwnncum.

i„ .hcHC ca«. ...c ''- P;™",;'™
;^;: rM .tw "xhau»t .he' pat.en.

r:^r:r:="^~ 3^;^^rb'-^ ^'^

"

r,;:er^~ a„;rr::r c:n^L.r.n ...e .^.n.. ..pen

n- :^"::: .r^r i,;-r:::,;:irr:::^-

A treatment «h,ch is very -<" ^ '>.,, r^^^talV-'. "^ »"»> '^

C.rc.«,.:a,ions completely »-»; "^^^ ,'„'^ „, eradica'tion of lupus.

••Volkmann's spoon,' such •>"'""''."„,
Vsmarchs indiarubter

Another g.Kxl plan .s '° 'W'''^
j^^^ , ,L ,ho c Und,. inclu^^

roller, ».tlmut the stranBulatngord to the
^^^^^ ^^^

^Z r^hX; to :::Xr,rn'w.hV,m.n.
n..r.c acd, or ...h

form of destructive mflammat.on >'"";" fJ""/; J„, sometimes a
H„s^7«;r,«....».mustbemen^onedhe^eo„l2 -^^^ ^^ .„

cause of hamorrhaRe. ^^"^ °''**,^„;, ^ „sembles the course of a

manner of .ts mvasion of 'he t.ssues .t

^^^,^ ^„, ^„ect-

-s^rr'^^ ^?Sepi^:tu.e'-='
s rndr^ri^-vi^^^ '-—--"- -- "-'-

his career as a student or m ^"" P';;^''"„„,.,,,
,,,. ulceration without

Vessels may, of course, '^'•q"™*'^ **„?^,'"°- '„Jna. It is therefore

bleeding, from prev.ous "'*«™,t se hatT-dmg takes place :

m the most rapid forms only of th.sd^^
^^^^^ ^.^^^

r^r .::r-;r= th:&^ «.e . ..n for the

plugging of the vessels. Jl^t
does, however, occur.

» Vtde " ISIccders," p. ,;i*-
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'" tn„r„„|„,, u, „,„|^. ,„
^'' ™;,'"";' '« ".r,,^.,!, ,„„| „,„„ ,„„,

-.'.;.. .....c n.„.
, ,.„„„ ..;'i:;;;r;.::- ;„;.'"- "--' "- -v.

"P !>> ' «>iMr,il,. .,p,.n„„„i
'"'" "' «'""n? tho trunk IukIkt

.^«rr:::^*.'::Lrr::.«~:f;;

.^^ .......... ,».«„,..,,
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permanent arrest of this bleeding, but we must consider the measures

for stopping it at first.
, .

Contrarv- to what one would expect in such cases, the givmg way

of the tumour occurs insidiously ; the aneurysm leaks rather than

bursts (we are speaking of those on the external surface of the body) ;

the skin becomes irregularly ulcerated over it, and the first appearance

is rather that of a superficial bleeding sore. The bleeding, too, is mter-

mittent, and at first, apparently not serious. The loss, however, at

each attack becomes greater and greater, and soon there .s a general

yielding of the skin, which is now all that restrains the flow, and a gush

of blood, which mav be immediately fatal, takes place.

TrealmcHl.-Whit should be done in the first mstance ? We will

take as an example an aneurysm of the superficial femoral, saj' in

Hunter's canal. If the condition be that of a slight intermittent

oozing from one or two apparently superficial ulcers, in the reddened

unhealthy skin lying over the pulsating tumour, the leg should be

raised and carefully bandagbd from the foot upwards. .\ Martins

indiarubber bandage is best, and this should be carried somewhat more

firmly over the tumour, a folded piece of Unt being placed between

the skin and the bandage. Some form of tourniquet, e.g., tsmarcli s

indiarubber cord {Fie. 3) should then be adjusted, so that it can be

tightened up in an instant if required. This being done, there is little

immediate danger, and time will be given to the visiting surgeon to

determine whether he will turn out the contents of the aneurysm after

opening it freely, and then proceed to ligature both ends of the vessel

;

whether he will pass a ligature round the femoral or external iliac

arteries ; or whether he will adopt any other proceedings for the

permanent cure of the disease.

But supposing the case has been allowed to drift on, until there

comes a furious gush of blood from a considerable yielding of the skin

and sac ? There will be no time for deliberate bandaging, but the

finger must at once be placed on the main artery (in this case the

common femoral) and retained there until replaced by a tourniquet.

The bleeding cavity must then be packed most carefully and firmly

with gauze or strips of lint, until it is absolutely full, and then pressure

made on it from above with a firm ordinary bandage, or an mdiarubber

one, over a pad. .

Finally it may be necessary, in some situations, to put the finger into

the cavity which is bleeding, to feel for the place whence the rush o

blood proceeds, and to arrest it by keeping the finger on the spot till

help arnves.
, ,, ^ *.

The wound once effectually plugged and compressed, the tourmquet

may be gradually slackened, and if the bleeding does not recommence,

should be left loose, but in position: the further treatment must be

left in the hands of the visiting surgeon.

We have been particular in describing the temporary arrest of this

form of hsmorrhage, although it 15 rare, because it serves a.s an example.
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it may be taken as an axiom that when arterial bleeding occurs,

independently of probing, under the above conditions all measures for

the treatment of secondary htrmorrhage must be taken. I'nfortunately

this warning is occasionally neglected, and the trifling haemorrhage is

regarded contemptuously, until a sudden violent gush of blood depletes

the patient and possibly determines a fatal issue.

IVhether the amount of blood lost in cases of secondary hcvmorrhage is

large or small, steps must be taken to bring about its immediate arrest.

If the ha-morrhage be from an Artery Ligatured in its Continuity.

the steps which ought to be taken immediately, and which may .suffice

in some cases for its permanent arrest, are precisely the same as in the

case of an aneurysm which has undergone external rupture, and to

these the reader is referred {see p, 34).

Treatment. - If hemorrhage occurs from an A mputation Stmnt*.

it must be arrested in the first instance by elevation, and compression

of the main arter\- by the fingers or a tourniquet. The means to be

adopted for the permanent arrest will depend on the condition of the

F*ump ; whenever practicaWe, the most satisfactory proceeding is to

>i
>-n up the flaps, and tic the artery. A little blunt dissection will nearly

,*Aays permit of the artery' being seized with forceps and drawn
down so that a ligature can be applied to a portion of the vessel that

is healthy. It is better to use a stout ligature, and on the whole

kangaroo tendon seems the best material. If this is not possible from

the sloughing condition of the parts, then the choice will lie between

re-amputation and ligature of the trunk-vessel higher up.

If the haemorrhage proceeds from Extensive Sloughing of a lacerated

wound, it takes place about the time of the separation of the sloughs ;

in dressing bruised wounds, therefore, great care should be taken about

the tenth day not to tear the sloughs away before the vessels have

become occluded by natural processes. The bleeding is generally

arrested by plugging and compression, but any vessel that \vhl hohl

a ligature should be tied. The actual cautery may be used with good

effect, but styptics, especially the perchloridc of iron, should be avoided.

Secondary' haemorrhage is now of rare occurrence, but the house

surgeon is likely to meet with it after removal of the tongue, the

bleeding coming from the lingual artery. The same principles should

be applied in this instance, and it is the best treatment to secure the

vessel with forcipressure forceps and ligature ; but as a temporary

measure, and one which may have permanent effect owing to the small

size of the vessel, a firm gauze plug should be packed down on to the

bleeding point.

In cases of secondary haemorrhage when sepsis is present, the wound
is to be freely opened, and well washed with peroxide of hydrogen.

" Bleeden."—Reference has been made several times to the constitu-

tional conditions known as the " Hemorrhagic Diathesis," or Hermo-

philia, and those possessing this diathesis arc generally called
'

' bleeders.

"

It is in a verv marked degree hercditarv. and is transmitted by both
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A prolonged use of dried extract of pig's liver and chloride of calcium

is the best preventive treatment.

According to Wright, the inhalation of CO, for a few seconds, which

increases the venosity of the blood, will always check the bleeding in

hinmophilia.

Perchloride of iron is more useful in the later stages, while for a

dangerous anaemia produced by the bleeding, -f this has been checked,

the injection of saline solution into the rectum may be advisable.

The action of Opium in quieting and regulating the circulation gives

it great therapeutic value as an indirect hemostatic in this form of

bleeding, when the heart's action becomes feeble and the pulse empty

and jerky.

From our account of the diathesis it must not Ije supposed that

every injury to a " bleeder " is necessarily followed by extreme

con.sequences. nor, on the other hand, that every case of troublesome

capillary bleeding stamps the patient as an example of the condition.

There are borderland cases, and also cases which simulate the diathesis,

either through simple flabbin^ss and laxity of the vascular walls or

from the presence of some other constitutional vice, such as leuco-

cythiemia, or scurvy, or the condition commonly known as " scurvy

rickets."
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It IS obvious that the house surgeon has a very difficult case before

him.

The patient must be taken to the ward, put to bed with the head low,

and hot bottles placed all round the body and limbs, and a careful

systematic examination made of the three regions indicated above,

with as little exposure as possible.

Examination of the thorax may reveal broken ribs, surgical emphy-
sema, and dullness, denoting blood in the pleura with or without

pneumothorax. If this appears tobj the only region injured, the patient

should be placed on hi hack, or on the affected side, so as to leave the

uninjured lung free to expand. Ice-bags should be placed over the

injured spot as soon as the initial shock is passing away. As a rule,

no operative interference is called for unless the collection of blood

and air is of such a size as to embarrass the uninjured organ, when the

thoracic cavity should be aspirated with all aseptic precautions.

The abdominal cases are the most difficult. Here shock is profound.

How are we to say whether hacmorrhaRe is taking place into the

peritoneal cavity or not ? In temorrhage alone tlic pulse has often a

large wave with no tension : the so-called hemorrhagic pulse ; in shock

it is usually small and feeble. Imfortunately the copibination of

shock and haemorrhage gives us a weak, feeble, often rapid pulse, of no

diagnostic value. In both conditions the patient is cold, the skin

surface and the mucous membranes are blanched, and the pupils may
be dilated. The respirations in shock are usually shallow or effortless ;

but in hremorrhage they are peculiar : there is a distinct gasp or

catching for air, owing to the amount of blood available being insuffi-

cient for the oxygCitation of the tissues. This " air hunger " is a point

of importance. In haemorrhage also there is usually marked restless-

ness, and consciousness is present, though the patient complains of a

feeling of faintness, dizziness, spots floating before the eyes, and may
suffer from convulsive attacks due to the anaemia of the brain. These

form some of the distinguishing features of internal ha-morrhage.

We must admit that most of these only appear in the later stages

when a fatal issue is imminent, and therefore in many cases of ab-

dominal injury it is not possible to say at once whether there is or is not

evidence of internal hsemorrhage until the case has been watched.

We have now reached the crucial point of our investigations. The
patient must be w tched with the utmost care—and the greatest

responsibility rests with the watcher, since he is often the only one in

a position really to decide whether hapmorrhage is occurring. Under

no circumstances, therefore, must stimulants be given or transfusion

resorted to unless the condition is so serious as to permit of tio delay ;

both are most injurious if hemorrhage is occurring, since they will tend

to increase it ; both are misleading, since they may cause a temporary

improvement which iS entirely deceptive. //, after the patient has

been put to bed, well covered up, and warmed with hot-water bottles,

the head being kept low, there xs no improvement or even a change for the
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readily <lrivc out its scant supply of blcxxl to the brain. Placing a

patient head downwards, when the brcathinR has stopped during the

administration of chloioform. is only an extension of the same principle.

But in Very Siitre llcrmotrhiige, position alone may l>e insufficient,

and we may sec the syncope getting nearer and nearer to death, from

the bloodless condition of the ba.se of the brain. In the first place, all

the blood that is in the body should l>c utiliied for the purpose of brain

supply. To do this effectually, the head must lie lowered and the

(iclvis raised ; the arms held so that the veins tend to empty them-

selves into the heart , while the legs should \k raised, and bandaged

from below upwards—an clastic bandage (Martina) is best—so as to

squeeze all the blood out of tlicm, as far as possible. All these proceed-

ings are sometimes called " autotransfusicn."

Artificial Respiration —\n extreme syncope from bleeding, as from

any other cause, the surgeon must be prepared for complete failure of

the breathing, and must be ready to Iwgin artificial respiration (q.v.)

whenever he sees the movements of the chost becoming suspiciously

shallow. .

ri

TRAMBFDtlOM.

But further, there can be no doubt that, rather than allow a patient

to simply die from want of blood, the deficit ought to be supplied

from elsewhere ; the difficulties of transfusion of blood from one jierson

to another, and the satisfactory results obtained from the administra-

tion of a solution of sodium chloride, have resulted in the practical

extinction of all other methods.

This treatment is based upon the fact that in severe ha-morrhagc

the patient suffers from loss of quantity rather than of quality, and that

if a sufficiency of fluid isotonic (that is. having roughly the same

percentage of salts. -0%) with the blood, be introduced into the cir-

culation the crisis can be tided over.

Although, strictly speaking, this saline solution or " artificial serum
"

should have the following composition :—

I'ota.ssium Chlorate
Sodium Chloride ol)-8

Calcium Chloride

Water
o-ol

loo

and can be readily obtained in the form of tabloids or powders ; still,

in a case of emergency, solution containing i drachm (i teaspoonful)

of salt to 1 pint of boiled water is satisfactory.

There are three recognized ways cf administering this saline solution

for the treatment of severe haemorrhage or shock : (i) Into the veins ;

(J) Into the subcutaneous tissues; (j) Into the rectum; but the

selection of the appropriate method must deiiend \ipon the urgency

of the case. Where an immediate crisis is impending, the venous route

should always be selected.

Certain general principles must govern the injection of saline, whether

Into the veins or the subcutaneous tissues.
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taiwring Hhalt allows it to piiig the opening in the vein, there being

no ncceiiity for the u«o of ligatures.

The lechniiitit is as follows :
—

Till- cannula in connected to the irrigator by six feet of niblier tubing,

this length Iwing necessary in onlcr to start the How into the vein in

those cases where the circulation has failed. The irrigator, tulw, and

cannula arc all filled with hot saline, and held in readiness, a clip or a

finger licing applied to the tulie close to the cannula.

Tlic skin over the vein selecteil —usually the nicilian basilic or median

cephalic— is carefully clcans^il, and if the vessels are very collapsed

a bandage is placed rounil the arm to distend them.

A small oblique cut is made through the skin over the vein, and a

few to\iches of the knife allow of the vein being cleared sufficiently to

enable it to lie grasped with ttxithcd forceps. Traction is now made

on the vein with these forceps, so that an angle is formed at the point

where the forceps hold it. With a sharp-point<:d pair of scissors a

small snip is made into the vcafiel a quarter of an inch diilal to the

S TX.VS8FI'SION,

forceps, and the flow of blood from the vein shows that the lumen has

Ijeen reached.

The cannula, already filled, is now intro<luced throuRh (he openmg

ma'.e into the vessel, and pushed on proximally, i.e., towards the

shoulder, until the larger calibre of the shaft completely blocks the

opening. The irrigator is raised, and the fluid is allowed to enter at

the rate advised.

Should there be a smart flow of bloo<l on opening the vein, traction

on the wall will almost always arrest it. Needless to remark, before the

saline is allowed to flow, the tiandagc must be removed from the arm.

As soon as the flow has been started, the irrigator should be lowered so

that the fluid passes slowly into the vein.

While the injection is being made, one or two silkworm-gu: sutures

arc introduced into the edges of the incision, to be ready for tying when

the operation is concluded.

As soon as a sufficient quantity has been injected, the cannula is

withdrawn, an assistant presses over the distal part of the vein, the

sutures arc lightened, and the application of a pad and bandage to

the wound with the elbow flexed completes the proceedings. We claim

for this method absolute simplicity, no difficulty in the introduction

of the cannula, and no need for any ligatures : the wound is treated
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\n ingenious apparatus can be made out of a large glass flask, a

tripod, and a nightlight, and the saline can he kept at a uniform

temperature.

A convenient spot is selected, usually the submammary region,

and the needle is thrust sharply into it. If it has been properly mtro-

duccd the fluid will soon start running, and the rate must be controlled

bv raising or lowering the level of the irrigator.

'careful watch must be kept on the chest, so that the tissues are not

undulv distended ; but if the injection is allowed to run slowly it is

usuall'y possible to get in about three to four pints without much incon-

venience to the patient. We insist strongly on the fact that if pain

is caused it is because the fluid is running too quickly. If it is necessary

to repeat the operation, the opposite breast or region of the buttock

may t>e selected. ...

lUctlon per HMtaii..-Fluid introduced into the rectum is read.lv

absorbed, and we make use of this channel for the introduction of

saline under a number of circumstances which will be referred to

F,S I! -tUreUlA FOK THE Al>>aKI.Il.ATIO» OF S.11D.K PEK BECHU.

(Q»ly U.. portion l»rond Ihc dotted lin. U« within the lum» ot U.= bowel.)

later. For the present it will be sufiicient to indicate the two chief

ways by which the injection is effected.

Lurrupied /»/«rto«..-Plain enemata of one to two pints slowly

introduced into the bowel and allowed to remain.
vri„»tnr

ConH«uous IrrigcHon into the rectum by means of an irngator

and tube, as in the preceding operation, a soft rectal tube or catheter

^ing substituted for the needle. Saline given tn fis way is

«remely valuable in cases of collapse, ha.morrhage, or toxaerma,

and it I surprising how readily great quantities can be absorbed,

and with what benefit to the patient. ...
Raising of the pelvis not only assists the introduction of the fluid,

but it helps the patient to retain it.
„„»:„„„„.

The method of injecting saline into the rectum in '^ ""t'™""/

manner is now largely employed in the treatment of cases of P^n^om«
;

with excellent results. The patient is propped up in bed " what «

TaUed
" Fowler's position," and a glass tube bent to a right angle three
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Chapter V.

OF SYNCOPE, SHOCK, AND COLLAPSE.

MUCH confusion has existed regarding the exact meanings of these

terms and the pathological changes which bring about these

conditions The recent observations of Crile and Mummery have

certainly given us a better idea of some of the factors which are

important in producing them. Generally speaking, there is much

clinical similarity between the three, but the causes which lead to

the individual variety, and the results of treatment, are vastly

dissimilar.
,

SyncoM is a temporary inhibition of the vital functions, produced, it

appears by an anaemic state of the brain. Whether this anajmia is

the outcome of changes in the pial vessels or of loss of blood which

has been poured out into the splanchnic area, is not clear, nor is it

of much importance.

Practically an attack of svncopc or fainting is a temporary condition,

soon recovered from if simple measures are resorted to. These measures

consist in lowering the head below the level of the body, or in forcing

it between the patients knees when he is sitting down. Some stimu-

lant—a drachm of the spiritus ammon. aromat., or half an ounce of

brandy in water—is sufficient. As the attacks are likely to recur,

the patient should rest for the remainder of the day.

Sometimes a condition similar to this occurs under anesthesia, and

has been called chloroform syncope. How far this has been confused

with shock it is difficult to say, but undoubtedly we meet with cases

of transient failure of pulse and respiration before any operative

procedures which can produce shock have been attempted
;
and as is

well known, elevation of the head of the patient while under the

influence of chloroform is often serious owing to the anasmia of the

brain vhich is caused thereby.

The general treatment of such cases will clearly be on the same hues

as when no anaesthetic has been administered, but the danger is con-

siderably greater under such circumstances, since the various systems

of the body do not so readily react when under the influence of an

ana-sthctic. The head should be lowered, artificial respiration per-

formed and strychnine administered hypodcrmically. In addition to

these measures, a ver>- hot compress applied to 'he head will be found

effective.
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the nerve trunks and preventing the injurious impulses from affecting

the higher centres.

Remedial Trealme«l.-\\hcn once shock has supcrvened-as shown

bv the slow, weak, often imperceptible pulse, the blanched surface

the feeble respirations, the loss of control over the bladder and rectal

sphincters-remedial measures must be adopted. Allowmg that our

explanation of the cause of shock is correct, clearly we must endeavour

to raise the blood-pressure, and trust to the final recovery of the

higher centres if we assist them in their work, as we apply artificial

respiration until the respiratory centre continues ot its own accord.

The most valuable form of treatment is the injection of sahne as

before described, and in addition to the three methods of injection

described in the last chapter, we may, in abdominal operations, make

use of a fourth route for the aiJ.ninistration of this fluid, by injecting

it into the peritoneal cavity, from which it is soon absorbed.

The addition of adrenalin to make a solution of 1-50,000 to 1-100,000

has a marked, but unfortunately transient, effect.

Two-grain doses of Parke Davis's aseptic ergot may be added with

advantage to the saline. The effect of the drug is more lastmg than

that of adrenalin. In addition to these measures, the head should be

kept low, the Umbs bandaged, and the abdomen, when possible, tightly

compressed with a broad binder.

Pituitary extract is also used to raise the blood-pressure. This is a

valuable drug, sold in glass ampoules ; but it must be used with great

caution (see under " Meteorism ").

The value of strychnine in cases of shock, either as a preventive or

remedial measure, is ditflcult to estimate. Custom has sanctioned its

use and many of us are hardly prepared to forswear our allegiance to

a drug which we believe to be of value. The results of experiments

on animals are not absolute indications of what may occur m the

human subject, and for the present we confess that we have confidence

in strychnine and advise its Uoc, both before and after the appearance

of shock • at the same time we arc strongly of opinion that its value

is enormously increased after the injection of saline. Oxygen inhala-

tions are exceedingly valuable.

The treatment of collapse is similar to the above, but owing to the

more transient character of the vasomotor paralysis, a quicker resjMnse

and a better result are to Iw anticipated.

The similarity between the collapse after an internal hamorrhage

,nd the shock of a severe abdominal injury can now be more fully

'appreciated, and the difficulty in deciding on the diagnosis and treat-

ment will be more obvious. Clearly, until such diagnosis has been

made active treatment must tie suspended, hut we would again insist

that when the patients condition is so serious that a latal issut seems

imminent, the various remedies for shock .uggested above must be

^jjQpfPfj even in the absence of a decided opinion.
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which, according to the experiments of OHvcr and Schafer, even in

minute quantities causes an increase of the blood-pressure by con-

stricting the arterioles. This property renders it of considerable

service in cases of shock (vide suj-ra).

Locally, it acts upon the vessels, causing them to contract, and so

it checks the haemorrhage. It is used most frequently in operations

upon the eye and nose, when it is combined with cocaine. It can now

be obtained in standard l-lcx« sterilized solution, and for use should

be diluted 1-5000 to i-io,o<» according to the amount of bleeding

and the size of the bleeding surface. In large doses it is toxic.

Aniipyrin is largely used by several French surgeons, who speak

highly of its value. It can be applied in powdered form, or made up

into an ointment with an antiseptic basis.

Gelatin has been described. It is one of the best styptics we possess.

With regard to the general application of the above we would say.

never rely on a styptic when any sifnple surgical procedure can he employed

as an alternative.

Th« Ipplleatlon of Cold to a bleeding part has always been recognized

as one of the most valuable means of arrest. Free exposure to the air

is often alone sufficient to promote coagulation of the blood and con-

striction of the blood-vessels. This may be seen in cases of recurrent

hemorrhage after an amputation or any other large cutting operation,

when a few hours after the operation the wound or the flaps become

distended with blood, which may be dripping away at quite an alarming

rate. In such a case, if the flaps be opened and the clots cleared out,

so that the air can get to the surface of the wound and to the ends of the

vessels, the bleeding will very probably cease w ithout anything further

being done, provided, of course, that no big vessel has been overlooked.

A very efficient way of applying cold is by means of the Ether Spray.

The effect of this spray should not be pushed so far as to cause the parts

to be absolutely congealed, if this can be helped, for they become very

painful on thawing, and the blood-vessels being partly paralyzed the

bleeding is apt to recur.

By means of this spray we have seen furious bleeding from a fungating

cancer of the breast completely arrested in less than fifteen seconds.

Hot Walor.—As a converse to this method of freezing, another way

of stopping general oozing is the application of lint wrung out of water

as hot as can be borne by the skin. i.e.. about 120° F. to 130° F., but

not so thoroughly as to be quite dry. and applied immediately. The

mode of action would seem to be a direct stimulation of the vasocon-

strictor nerves, or perhaps of the musculature of the arterioles, as a

temperature of 100° to 105° is known to produce a tonic contraction

of muscular tissue. The cfTcct of hot-water injections on uterine

hjemorrhages is very well understood by obstetricians, and for bleeding

from a cavity or an extensive surface a hot irrigation may be employed.

When it is a mere question of choice between heat and cold, or hot

water and cold appUcations. for checking liiemorrhage, heat should
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noose of wire or some other burner. The resistance to this current

in the platinum is so great that heat is generated sufficient to cause

the wire to become of a dazzling whiteness. If the rheophore used

be of the kind known as the Galvanic Ecraseur the wire to be heated

is so arranged that it can be shortened up like a snare.

Two great advantages are possessed by the galvano-cautery. The

first is that a very small pointed rheophore may be used to a limited

bleeding Burfaco without its losing heat before it can be well applied.

The second ia that the wire as a noo.se can be fitted with the fingers

round whatever requires cauterization, before the knob ia pressed

and the wire becomes hot. This, aa may be imagined, is very often

an enormous gain. The difficulty of its use lies in keeping the tempera-

ture of the wire low enough, when once contact has been made.

The introduction of electricity for lighting purposes has rendered

the use of the galvano-cautery much more available, for by suitable

apparatus it can he attached to the mains and is thus always ready.

Paquelin's Cautery is a very serviceable means of employing heat.

It depends on the principle that when the vapour of bcnzoline or aome

other hydrocarbon is driven over, heated platinum, its rapid incandes-

cence ia aufficicnt to maintain this heat very perfectly. In Fig. lO

it will he seen that with an ordinary Higginson's syringe and .safety

ball to give a continuous blast, atmospheric air is blown over the

surface of the bcnzoUne, and then, being saturated with its vapour,

passes on through the tube and the holder, and thence into the platinum

point, which contains some spongy platinum.

The platinum point having been first heated in a spirit flame until

it just begins to gloiv. the ball of the syringe is worked by hand, and

the air, charged with benzoline. undergoes active combustion as it

passes through the point, and thus not only maintains its heat, but

increases it to whiteness.

The readiest way to heat the platinum is to use the spirit lamp as

a blow-pipe flame, for which it is generally arranged. As before, the

heat to employ as a styptic is a dull, almost invisible, red.

The cautery should be in charge of an assistant who has nothing

else to do to distract his attention, and care mast be taken that the

benzoline is quite pure.
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gau/c soaked in turjicntinc being packed into tltc wuunil, which
rapidly cleans under the influence uf this drug.

Irgot utd IpfoIlM -The active principle of ergot of rye tia» a very
powerful effect on all organic muHcidar fibre, and especially on the walls

of the blood-vessel =, and the uterus. There is no doubt that the dry
gangrene, caused by eating bread made from " spurred rye," is due to

the projongt'il spasm of the arterioles of the extremities. As might be

expected, therefore, preparations of ergot arc powcrfid Iia-mostatics ;

the principal ones used are the liquid extract of ergot and ergotine.

The former is given by the mouth, in doses of 20 to .|0 min., or a

drachm, the latter in 1- to 5-gr. doses, generally hypodorniically. The
liquid extract is most commonly used, but to l»c trustworthy it must
be freshly prepared. The Pharmacopicia of iHf>X has added to it an
injectio crgotx hyixMlcrmica. It is prepared from tlic cxtractum
ergota* liquidum of iS jS (which is made with 00 per cent cf alcohol

insterd of rectified spirit), and the dose is ^ to 10 min.

Mo-e recently preparations of the active principle of ergot, ergotinine

citrate, have been put fonvard, which can be administered hypo-

derm eally in doses of from xht to aV gr. It has given goo<l results.

Fo' the special action of ergot on the uterus, and the indications

for ils employment in haemorrhage therefrom, and as a stimulant

to its muscular contraction, the student is referred to works on mid-

wifery ; in haemoptysis, epistaxis, enteric haemorrhage, the haemor-

rhagic diathesis {vide supra), and in purpura it may be successfully

administered. A combination of ergot and opium is very useful in

the haematuria caused by growths of the bladder.

B Ext. Ergotx Liq.
Tinct. Opii

3ss Inf. Buchu adjj

Si t.d.s.

Diglt&ltof whose constitutional action on the arterioles in many ways
resembles that of ergot, may also be used as a haemostatic, especially

in haemoptysis, menorrhagia, and in some forms of recurrent nose-

bleeding. It must be given with the same precautions as when
employed in other cases. The tincture and the infusion are the

most useful preparations, and there appear to be certain advantages

in using a mixture of these, e.g., 10 min. of the tincture with } oz.

of the infusion for a dose.

Most of the acids used as therapeutic agents, but especially Sulphorle

Add, are useful in checking bleeding from various internal organs ;

thus the dilute sulphuric acid, or the aromatic sulphuric acid, in doses

of 10 to 30 minims, is found useful in haemoptysis.

In addition to these principal drugs, the following should be mentioned
as having a reputation as haemostatics, but which do not require a

detailed description, namely, preparations of Alum, OalUe and Tuinle

Actdi, IpMacnanha, Oreoiote, and Hamametli. This last, prepared from
the witch hazel, restrains bleeding of all kinds, internal and external.
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SECTIOS It.

OF APPARATUS FOR RESTRAINT AND
(BANDAGES, SPLINTS, Etc.).

SUPPORT

chaptek vni.

OF BASn.HiHS,

TWV. first part of thi;* section dcaln with the several kinds of

aadalu, itnd the Nccond part with %f\\nU in their varieties

and ino<lcs of appHtation. >

On all sides the tcndciuy of mmlcrn surRcry i« towards Rrcater

simplicity in dressing u(ninds, and in oilier pnxediircs whith involve

the use of bandaKes. The nunilHT of distim t
" patterns " o( bandaRCs

now in nsc is very muLii less than we fin<l descrilwd even in recent

books on the subject, and infinitely less than classical authors

considered it necessary to describe and liRure. Only those ways

of applying bandages which arc now in constant use will here be

dcscril)ed.

HandaRes may l>e rouphly divided into TrianRUlars or Scarfs, Rollers,

and bandages of s^wcial form, such as the T. the H, or the Many-tailed.

The material of which they are made is iisnally grey shirting, i.e.,

unbleached calico, but roller bandaRes are often made of Banncl, or

of some woven material, for greater elasticity or ?;trcnRth ; or of

muslin for holding plaster-of-Paris. etc. These, with some other form^

of special !)andagc, will be described later.

The choice of the Form of Bftnda|e, and of the Material, will depend

on consideration of such points as these :
—

The Amount of Hestraint or Support reifuired. Thus, a simple

triangular bandage will scr\e best to keep a dressing on the scalp,

wliile a twisted or knotte<l roller will be required to restrain the

haemorrhage from a recent wound there.

The Effect of the liatuia^e on the Skin aii'f Circulation of the part.

Consideration of this point leads to the selection of the material, care

as to its tightness, and choice of the best methcKl of applying it. Thus

in a limb likely to swell, an elastic pattern, such as a " figure of 8."

will be chosen, while if firmness be most required, the " turned "

bandage should be used.

The Length of Time the Bumiage will have to be kept on. If the
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The timt and most olivioiis use of tin '

round where it may In' wanted viilh a .
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knot, it havinK Imn previously fold. „
into a Crmat. In a case of ven< n,
the arrest of the venous lirculaliiii . ,

the incision may l>c ellecteil liy n . .1 ,., ,,.

this Imndaffe.

The .SViMif is another very useful i.,itul,, -c
ami very quickly put on: indeed, 01 'V'
the applications of the triauRle it is ih.-
most fre(|ucntly required. .\llliough its ap
in a few .seconds, a written clescription of it
and knots, is more Loni|ilicated.

'y tie it

h .7.
"lAV \: ttANDAOE.

'"' niiu Ikj ;ihown
uUt utlicr bandages

-The suno. Fig. 10.—FOIIE,UiM SLUXfi, WiiH THE
l-.LBow Hanging Frfe.

Let the right-angled corner {Fig. 17) he called A, and the upper andlower acute-angled ones B and C respectively. Standing iTfroTof the
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patient, corner A ihouUl be placed in the axillary line on the affected

side, midway between the axilla and the ilium ; B should reach up to

and hang over the opposite shoulder. The line B to C will then hang

diagonally across the body, and between it and the arm to be slung.

The arm should be pUced in the required position, and brought up

over the shoulder on the affected side and tied with B in a bow tiehind

the neck. The elbow should then be kept in position by pinning A

round it as shown in the figure (Fig. i8.)

In Slinging the Fore-arm the sling should be made just short enough

to slightly elevate the shoulder, or the patient will not trust all the

weight of the limb to it. The band shoidd be a little higher than the

elbow. Sometimes, as in fractures of the humerus, the weight of the

forearm is used as an extension, while the hand and wrist alone are

slung by the bandage folded up into a cravat, three or four inches wide,

and tied behind the neck. In this case the positions of the ends of Ike

sling should be reversed, the anterior going oie. the shoulder of the

unaffected side {Fig. 19).

THE ROLLER BAHDAOE.

To bandage neatly is to bandage well, and to be able to bandage

well is essential to the practical surgeon. The art of using the roller

bandage properly is one not to be learned without practice, even

though it be freely allowed that the subject has been quite uselessly

comphcated by needless rules and patterns.

Mlterlali.—Regarding the materials for these rt 1" bandages, it has

been said before that a strip of any stuff which fulfils ihe conditions of

sufficient strength, with lightness and softness, will do. The leng'.h

of the strip varies from 4! to 6 yards, the width from 2 to 4 inches :

2} and 3i inches being the commonest sizes ; the larger sizes, 6 inches,

are known as " rib rollers."

For the purposes of description roller bandages may be divided

into Elutic, Semi-elutic, and In-elutlo kinds.

Elastic bandages, of which there are several kinds, woven, india-

rubber, etc., will be found described in Chap. IX.

The Semi-elastic bandages are either woven in a special manner,

or made of a somewhat elastic material. Under this heading come

all flannel bandages, domettc, cotton or silk net.

The application of these bandages is much more simple than that

of the in-elastic, for they will lie smoothly if they are merely rolled on

firmly, so that they hardly ever require turning or other manipulation.

They should be rolled up rather loosely before use.

The In-elastic or common bandages are the most frequently used,

especially in hospital, where the other kinds would be too expensive,

even if thev were firm enough for the requirements.

They are' usually made of " grey shirting " or unbleached calico, cr

the same bleached ; or, for bandages about the eyes or face, a very

cool light bandage may he made of finer cotton stuff or hnen. V'.ry
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(as in Fig 21) three or four inches away from the part, while the Bnger

and thumb are used to retain the bandage in its place when it is beins

applied Tne next point is the manipulation known as Immng or

reversing, by means of which the bandaRC is turned over on itself while

it is being appHed. The object of this turning is that the bandage

may lie smoothly, and be firm as well, for inasmuch as all parts of the

limbs etc. are constantly varyini; in <liameter, and the edges of the

bandage will not stretch to make one side longer than the other, it

follows that if It be simply rolled on in a spiral fashion, only the largest

diameter of the limb covered bv each turn of the bandage will be

grasped by it, and the bandage will be loose elsewhere, as in Ftg. 20 and

the lower part of Fig. 21.

To avoid this the bandage is, when necesh..r\-, turned orer as m

Fig ti and by this means the upper and lower edges are frciiuently

changed so that the whole widll of the bandap. grips the Ir.nb. This

turnin- requires ,1 little knack, ut is easily learned. The secret of

doing Tt well consists ni having tl,. portion in the hand Uug. 2j) quite

loose so that by bringing the roller down it naturally (ads over. The

thunib must, therefore, be holding the turn of the bandage last

applied dunn? this mano-uvrc. Moreover, the bandage should be

brought across the limb with a good slope upwards, say 45 to the

long axis, and the reverse similarly l)e brouesit boldly down, so that

tlu":.iiHli"c is well dnuhlcd over, otherwise some of the fold will

appear .n" the other side of the limb when the bandage comes

round.
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A pattern which is at once firm and clastii-, and wliich can be applieil

over most articulations, is the Figure of B iFig. 2i,). This bandage,

when applied to the length of the lind), or over a joint so as to cover

it completely, presents much the same appearance when finished as

the spiral roller with reverses (compare {Figs. 2) and 2(>). but in its

application it is entirely different. The illustration will give a better

idea of its application than any words can do. The great pomt to

bear in mind is to make the loops of the 8 as open as possible, by

going boldly up the limb and coming down again as far as the bandage

will allow.

As has been implied, this bandage may be employed in almost all

the cases in which the turned bandage is generally used, and it is often

really preferable, being not less firm and yet more elastic, but as a

rule its emplovment is confined to the neighbourhood of joints, so

!li
11

Fi'^. ..6.—Afpmcation of the

FlcrRi; OF 8 IJANDACE TO A IJMB.

/'ig. J 7,—KIGUBR OF 8

Hesd OF Elbow.

that if a limb and a joint or joints liavc to be bandaged, say the ankle,

leg, knee and thigh, there would be a turn or two placed round the loot,

then the ankle would have the figure of 8 (leaving the heel), the leg

the turned (see Fig. 24), the knee the 8. and the thigh the mrncd

bandage again.

One practical reason for this changing is Ihat the figure ot

8 requires twice as much bandage to coier .1 lliiib as llie turned

spiral.

The 8 bandage is also used for Joints, sii.iply as one <ir two Inir.s.

crossing over the centre of the flexor Mspci r of the |c.iiit (/ i«. J7) lln^

pattern is useful in a number of cases which need iiol In nienlionc.l

in detail.

TJie Poml i>l Ike Htel and the Foiilt i>f the FIbo.e. with their respective

joints, may be completely covered by a series of cnhirKiiig figure- of 8.
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below the iliar crest llie bandage is then brought obliquely across

wtr the symphysis pubis, crossing over the starting-point to reach

lh( outer part of the top of the thigh, and is then passed round it.

and brought up ready to repeat the roll, but this time a little lower

down, and so on till the groin and hip arc sufficiently covered. The hip

should l)c very slightly Hexed at the time, and care must be taken not

to slip on to the abdomen with the bandage as it is passed round the

brim of the false pelvis.

Double •?!«».—With a long bandage the spica may lie easily enough

appUed to bolh groins, starting from one side and repeating every

manoeuvre on the other before eturning {Fig. yi) : but in practice this is

a bandage very rarely used, ar.d requires mention only.

The principle of the spica being understood, a detailed description

of the different applications of the pattern is not called for, and the

Fi?. 31.—SPIC.v OF SHOLTDEK. Fig. 3a.—OovBLr Spic.\

(useful in fracture ot the clavicle).

especial points only will be noticed. The Sfica of !he SlwiMer is an

extremely firm bandage [Figs. 31, 52) ; the starting-point is taken from

the upper arm, the turns being rolled round as high as the axillary

folds will allow. The bandage is then brought through the axilla,

over the shoulder and round the chest, i)assing under the opposite

armpit, and the crossing of the first turn should go as high up upon

the shoulder as tlie bandage will lie. This pattc n requires a long

bandage, and it may, as in the case of the groin spica, be doubled

for both shoulders if required.

The Spica of the Thumb (Fie. ,n) is 'he regular bandage for the

common sprain of that joint. .\s w.th Uic bandages for the phalanges,

the roller must he quite narrow, not more than three-quarters o! an

inch wude. The spica is begun with a few turns round the \v rist, from

within outwards, if the outside of the thumb is to be the most supported.
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This reverse is kept in its place behind by the forefinger, and the

bandage is brought back again, now a little to one side of the middle,

but converging to that point when it reaches its starting-point. This

is then fiiio.: by the thumb, and the bandage is brought over again,

passing this time to the other side of the middle line, and converging

to it behind. These reverses are continued till the whole stump is

covered, and then by one or two firm circular turns they arc fixed in

the position in which they were held by the thumb and finger, as shown

{Fig- 3".)- " '" °"*" "i'^ '" make a circular turn or two in the

course of making the reverses, so as to fix those already made.

This pattern may also bi- put on so as to cover half or all the head

{Fig. V'), hut to be secure' 7 circular turns must be kept low down

on the forehead and well ' 'le occipital protuberance.

Fiis. .16. 37.—DOl-BIE-HEADEO ROLI.M«. 0« CAPPUNB.

Ambulation Slumps and also the Head may be bandaged by a method

which although it results in a pattern which looks like the recurrent,

is vet different in principle, and firmer-namely. by the use of a

" uUa-lnMltd ' Keller" i.e.. a bandage, Iwth ends of which are

roUed up towards each other in the centr,-. This is the bandage which

when applied to the head is known as the "Cafcline" (Figs. jli. 3;).

The .ipplication for a stump is the same in all respects To put on the

capehne it is more convenient for the patient to te sitting The surgeon

standing behind takes one head of the roller in each hand, and places

the middle of the bandage on the forehead. The two parts are then

brought round and crossed below the occiput. One of the ends .s then

continued round, and the other, which is lying below it. is turned up

and brou!;ht over the head as in the " recurrent " bandage. It is

now met tv the other half of the bandage which luis gone round the

head whil.-" this half has gone over it. and the former continued round

fixes 'the bandage so th:it ,t can again be brought over the head, when

the manauvrc is repeated. In this way, by adjusting the subsequent
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llirns of the bandage alternately to one side and tlic olhur of tlio Hrstone » Inch was in the mid.Ue, either halt (Fiij. ,8) or the >vliole of the
head may ho covered with fol.ls convcrRinR to the mi.ldl.' line ,n front
and Ixhind. and a somewhat attractive bandage is made. Its nppcar-
ance IS, however, almost its only good quality. It is ftrmer than the
simple recurrent bandage, but is still liable to slip unless verv carefully
put on. It IS troublesome to apply, hot, and if at all tight'round the
head, apt to become painful, while it fulfils few indi. .xtions which cannot
be Ml least as well met by the more linmelv. but far more comfortable
truingular bandage. When applied
to a stump, however, it may
soinctiines be useful.

.—CAPKLINE FOk 1I.%I.F Till; HK.U..

The TWI.M o, Knotfd BMdiK. for the head (Fig. jq) is generally
described as one which requires a .louble-headed roller but this is not
at all necessary or desirable. It is an extremely useful bandage and
.
s easy to apply. For example, taking the neighbourhood of the temple
as the situation in which the pressure of the twist is required, thebandage should be unrolled for about a foot, and the end held in the
right hand which is kept close to the temple. The roller is then carriedround the forehead -nd occiput, so that it comes back to the unrolledend at the wound. The roller is then twisted round sharpiv us shown
in the figure, and is carried down below the chin and round to thevertex. On coming to the temple again the same twist is made and
the roller is once more passed round horizontallv

: when sufficient

Together
" °''"'""' """ ''*"''''•"'= '' '*'"='' ^y knotting the two ends

In discussing the treatment of fractures of the lower jaw the Four-
Wiled Bud««e « ill l>e a.gam referred to, but it may propcrl\- be describcil
Mere. It is a very useful pattern, and ser^•es for the attachment ofdressings m wounds about the chin or face, as well as for fractiir".
lor the bandage a piece of shirting four or five inches wide and two 'ect
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incheN

inserted, !nit this

H-TAII.FD B't.tDAGE APPLIED.

'loubled on itself nnd torn down,

is left undivided in the middle.

ichcH loHK >H generally cut, in ul

point of the chin

is sometimes omitted.

The middle of the undivided p;irt is

placed over the chin iFig, 4"), and thi.

under pair of the four tails m.ide i)y

tearing the bandage arc then hnught
up over the side of the face in a line

with the massetcr muscle, and loosely

knotted or held half an inch in front

^f' ^^' "^^J^^fW^ of the vertex of the skull. Those pass

? ' ^"^^^^M imderneath the other pair, which are

brought roun<l to just al>ove the oLLipital

protulK-rance, and firmly tied together

with a reef knot. The first pair on the

vertex are then tic<l with suftitient

firmness to fix the lower jaw against

the upper one ; and finally the \ertical

part is kept from slipping forwards, and the horizontal from slipping

downwards, by tying the four tails together (as shown in the figure).

In adjusting this bandage it is necessary to see that the length

of the undivided part fits the jaw

to which it has to be applied, and

this can only be done by trying it on

l)efore it is finally fixed.

In Handagitig the Chest there is a

tendency for the ban<lage to slip down

on account of the <Iecrease in size of

the thorax from above down. This is

best overcome by using a brace and

bandaging from below upwards, A
piece of bandage should be split in

the centre and the head passed through

the opening so that one end hangs

down in front and the other behind

(Fig. 4M, The banda';c should Ih;

applied over this, being tixf.l by one

or two turns round 'he chest, and

then carried up witli a reverse in

each turn, thus rAcrroming the

tendency to form an ojH'n spiral.

Finall)'. the two ends <if ilio brace

should be brought up and fixed.

For Bandaging the Breast the roller is Hrst fixed by a couple of turns

round the chest, starting from and below the affected gland
;

it is then

'i?. 41.—Bandaijk Fur CHi;;iT and
rorr-TAiiKU Oandace to Jaw.
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cnrr-c I „pw„r,ls over the lo»rr ,„,rt ot the breast an.l ,hr .,m,.„i,e
houldcr. de^cn.l.nB aero,, the Imck ... the „r,„inal startinx-Unt,then honzontally roumi the ehe»t. ru,.^ ,„rns are then rcpcVte.

each o?,li,|ue turn l-eing fixed l,y (he succee.hnK hori/ontnl one ;,„,1
nsinR h.Rher on the breast until it is covere.l. It is in,,«,rtantalways to bandaRe from the allected side (/.•;. 4^).The iUlJle T Bwidage (Fig. 44) is most frequently used lor fivinu
dressmss to the per,«e„,„. Its applicatum there is simple enouf-hThehon^onta part being fixed round the «aist. the other end is
broiiRht round Iwtucen the legs and fastened in front

This bandage can also lie applied to
the head and elsewhere. For the perin-
'-um a good average size is live feet for
the horizontal piece and three feet for
the vertical

; it should be about three
inches wide.

For the perineum, a liettcr pattern is

the "Doubla T" complete (/if. 41,), or
incomplete (l-ig. 4,). The latter is made
from the single one by tearing the ix'r-
pcndicuiar portion into two (ails, except
for five inches Iwliind. By using cither
of these bandages the awkwardness of V
bringing up the single vertical piece in f ..-. 4,.-s,v^u, T u.,.v„„,,
the middle line in the front is avoided.

This will be a fitting place to describe a perineal ban.Iage which isvery convenient for keeping dressings u,™ the P„bes and Pennaw,
w, hont .he necessity of displacement lor the performance of the
natural functions.

^mH
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The principle of its application can be easily understood from the

foll(minj; illustration (/-Vf;. -4;). and it is known as the ** St. Andrew'i

Crogi."

^m^ y

/|\'. 45,—THK DOlltLE T lNi.OMPt.ETK. f i\'. 4ri.—The DOfHIE T COMPLETE.

If, as in the illustration, the bandage is to be put on from the patient's

risjht side to the left, from the front, or standing over him if he be

lying down, the bandage is first fixed by a turn or two round the pelvis

from right to left ( I ), then carried from the right anterior spine of the

ilium diagonally downwards across the left groin {2), then around the

left thigh upwards between tile thighs to the right spine (3), then

47,— IJANDiCE FOR TIIK PtKI-NELM,

I

around the pelvis posteriorly to the left spine, from which point it is

carried down between the thighs (4), around the right buttock,

and upwards across the riglit groin to the left spine (3), and around

the pelvis to its starting-j^oint at the left iliac spine ; these turns are

then repeated.
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The T banilagc is .-ilso a very roo-I one to applv to the head to retain
ilrcssmgs. If used for the Hcml the vertical slips should he two feet
long, and the horizontal one abcjiit a ynnl and a half to allo-.v of its
going round the hca.l twice or thrice. The width should he three-
<iuarters of an inch. For the Xose a .!:;ocd l>an<lage is the double T
or the single t with a slit in the vertical part of the rer|uisite size
to partly admit the nasal promincr,' e

; while if, in adilition a slit
be made in the middle of the horizontal part of cither the single or
double T for the mouth, it becomes a good bandage for the applica-
tion of dressings /,i llic Lifts.

The single or double T, or a T with a small triangular piece inserted
at the junction of the vertical and horizontal portions, makes a good
bandage for the Eni; and other modifications may bo easily imagined.

^miam
l-'ig. 4N. —M.ANY-TMLru lUXDER.

The many-tailed binder (Fig. 48) is a form of bandage frequently used
in abdominal surgery, when securitv combined with easy application
IS desired. It consists of a broad band of flannel, which should extend
from the lower border of the thorax to the pubes. Each end is
divided into a number of strips, which may be tied separately when
the bandage is in position, or, better still, may be secured by a process
of overlapping the strips in series from below upwards.

IS



Chapter IX.

OF ELASTIC BANDAGES, AND TRUSSES.

ELASTIC Bandages may be employed simply tor support, or for

some more definite object, as for promoting tlie absorption of

fluid or the subduing of inflammation. It must be borne in mind

that continued compression will surely bring about wasting, and if

the circulation be interfered with, this wasting by absorption may be

very great.

The Indiarubber BandajeSt brought into notice by Martin, mark
a distinct advance in the treatm^cnt of several morbid conditions,

especially those due to impaired venous circulation, as Varicose Eczema,

or Ulcers of the Legs, or of (Edema elsewhere. They are used also

in the treatment of more active inflammatory swelling, and in the

dressing of operation wounds, as, for example, after an excision of the

breast when it is desirable to make a firm but gentle pressure upon

the parts. These bandages are made of a special kind of rubber, and

are of the lengths and widths of ordinary rollers. Before applying

them the limbs should always be raised for some time. The hour of

rising is. therefore, the best time to put them on. These bandages are

put on in the same way as the common forms, but it is easier to

apply Ihcm too tightly than the reverse, for they stretch so readily

that the amount of compression actually exercised is apt to be

underestimated. They should never be applied directly to a moist

cczematous surface, or to an ulcer. Oil speediK- rots them.

There are several varieties of Woven Bandages which aic more

or less elastic, and may be used for the purposes above mentioned

fairly satisfactorily. All these may be applied as simple spirals without

reverses.

The introduction of the Crepe Velpeau Elastic Bandage has practically

superseded the old elastic stocking or knee-cap. When a firm support

is needed, as for a leg swollen wMh varicose veins or a joint distended

with fluid, nothing is better than a well-applie<l crepe Velpeau {see

"General Rules for Bandaging." p. O5).

Of Saipensory Bandages there are several patterns in silk and cotton,

and no directions as to their choice are necessary, further than that

care should be taken that they fit, and that there is no chafing between

the scrotum and the groins.

Although thev are frequently worn by people who do not require

them, they are useful in cases of simple laxity of the dartos tissues

so common in hot weather, or in slight cases of varicocele. They
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shouhl be worn in all cases where hvdrocele is p.esent, to prevent ti.eunpleasant ,iraRRin« of the distended tuniea vaRinalus. They alsocertamly prevent the sac .Vom fillin« as ,|„ickly as it otherwise would do.
Abdomiiial B.IU.-ln London, and prol.al.lv elsewhere, a bad habitprcvads^ among labr,„ring men of wearinf-' a broa.l webbm, belt

. .ffened w,th steel or whalebone, round the abdomen, w,th some ha.yIdea that they thereby save the muscles of the back. Of course any
result m tins direction must be a weakenin,^. In- impeding free muscular
play, but these belts are, in addition, very important agents in the

eontotts" , r,
"?'? =™'^™'™''"" "- "'"-ar,! pressure of thecontents o the abilomen upon the weak places in its walls. Wherehowever, the abdominal walls are lax and pendulous, especially in fatwomen, a well-made ab<lo,ninal belt is often necessary, and is lar betterthan any form of stays. 1„ tittmg the belt, the points to I,, attended

to are that .t should be so applied that the line of sup,x„t is ,,/,«",Iand that some elastic material form a part of the belt, so that there isnowhere a rigid constriction. Tlu-se belts should always be lace<l, andto prevent their slipping up, if is advisable to order a perineal band
Tpauei.--lhis will be a convenient place to speak of th-se veryimportant surgical appliances, which exery student should know howto measure for and apply

; for, while a well-fitting truss should inmost cases absolutely remedy the inconveniences and .langers of arupture, a badly-fitting or a badly adjusted . is a positive risk to th-wearer.

Broadly speaking, a truss is a pad conncc.«l with a spring, by meansof which an aperture or weak place in the abdominal walls or elsewhere
IS rendered as strong as the rest, or by which (as in cases o{ irreducible
scrotal rupture) a portion of the contents which have protruded m,vbe supported and guarded from injury,

•

Putting aside the cpiestion of opemlue interference, it may be said

walls calls for ' -" support of a truss, however slight may be the

exTin'Thi. r- "«^f'™^"V '"'PP'^" tl«t great .lifficulties

XV\ :J ••PPlication through the hernia being com-plicated with a malposition of the testis.
Trusses may be divided into ordinary and special forms. Theordinary form of trusses are I»g,„„a!. Femoral, and Umlnlical and thetwo former n>ay be double or single. The special 'orms ar^ Scroll

(Jblmaloy, Vaginal, etc.
'

Plttliii Inguinal, Inialno-icroUl, and Femoral Tpuuei.-To measurea patient for a truss, make him lie down on a couch
; pass a measurinrtape round the buttocks two inches below the ihac crest pass n'over the region of the hernia and making the tape meet at the' cent ^of the symphysis pubis. The number of inches corresponds to thesue of the truss, but ,t is usual to order a size slightly smaller, so thatIf the measurement is 35 inches, and the hernia a right inguinal , newould order a right inguinal truss j^J. inches. But if is not Tufficient
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for the siirRcim to content liimsclf with taking the measurement, and
then to order a truss ; nor shouM lie Ie;ivc the question of tlie kind
and strength of the instrument to a surpical meihanician. He should
fie able to state precisely the sort of truss re(|uirc(!, and the best kind
and shape of pad, and should, further, not only be able to recognize
when a truss does not fit, but to know exactly where and in what the
failure consists.

There arc vcrj- many varieties of trusses, differing from each other
in the shape and substance of the pad. in the nature of the spring, in

their covering material, and so on. but putting aside fantastic patterns,

they will all be found to consist of a circular spring made of one piece
of tempered steel, with a pad attached directly to it. In only one
form in "ommon use, the Moc-iuain. is the principle of the circular

spring absent, and this kind is not recommended. The spring must
be light and elastic, and of just sufficient strength to retain the rupture,
neither allowing it to descend bcliind the pad, nor exercising such
pressure a.s might serve to weaken the hernial aperture. The spring
must further fit and cling round thb pelvis just below the iliac crest.

Ordinary Circclar Spring Truss.

and above the fleshy parts of the glutei, which, by their working,
would move it up and down if it were in contact with them. It must
especially fit flat to the base of the sacrum when the pad is in position
against the rupture.

According to some patterns it here terminates in a flat pad {Fig. 40).
in others the spring is continued round until two-thirds of the pelvis

arc encircled, as in Fig. 50 {we are speaking of single trusses only),

but in either case the circle of the pelvis is almost always completed
by a leather strap which comes round and is fastened to the upper
of two studs which are found on the pad.

It will be seen, therefore, that the truss spring, though It be termed
Circular, must ;iever be a segment of a circle, but must consist of a
combination of curves, different in different patients. A man with
large muscular buttocks, with the glutei coming right up to the top
of the crest, will require the spring to be more open round the ilium,

and to take its bearing chiefiy from the base of the sacrum, while in

a spare person it should lie close up against the bone ever^-where.
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well as children will finil starch, ii)lct iKiwdcr, or fuller's rartli very

useful applications for the skin. Another Rood plan is to have a set

of cotton covers made to slip over the pa<l, which can \k cI anged and

washed as often as may be re(iuired.

The riiigli Slra/t. an important part of the truss, is intended to

prevent the pad slipping up when the wearer is moving. It should Iw

fastened round the spring just Ix'hind the lM?nd of the " shoulder
"

(i.e., lielow the front of the iliac crest), and running in the fold of the

liuttock come up in front through the fork and lie attached to the

lower of the two studs on the pad, as licfore mentione<l. It should \k

adjusted so as to l)c just felt to be tight when the wearer is standing

upright.

The special [xjints to pay attention to in connection with trusses for

Iitgumal and higuiiio-sirahil Herr.irr arc, to see that the pad presses

over the internal al)dominal ring and over the canal, as far as, but not

beyond, the external ring, and that tlie surface of the pad directly

opposes that of the protrusion, which will vary in different cases, but

will generally be downwards and inwards. I'ndcr no circumstances

should the pad ever touch the pubes, and if for any reason it has to

extend over that bone it must be fashioned with an indentation to

avoid contact.

fig. 52.—Coles' Dociiie Trc3S.

In trusses for Femoral Hernia: the 1 liicf characteristic is in the

direction of the pad ; instead of being directed obliquely downwards

and inwards, it falls alh.ost vertically, so as to lie along the femoral

canal ; the encircling spring also should fall more decidedly from

the " shoulder " lielow the iliac spine. The top stud, for the attach-

ment of the beK which completes the circle of the spring, must be

placed quite at the top of the pad, or upon the sprir-; itself, and the

thigh-piece must have its stud at the bottom of the v J, so as to keep

the latter well down ; it must not press on the femoral vein.

It was formerly not an uncommon practice for Double Trusses to be

worn for single hernia with the notion that the de\elopment of a

possible second hernia was thereby prevented. The practice is a bad

one, for pressure where it is not recjuircd only weakens the part by

absorption. If symptoms of hernia, however, are present on both
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sifics. the principles of the application of a iloulile truss arc the same
as those we have just state.!, but the spring will now r[:n rounil from
one pad to the other, anil he two will tx- connected l>v a small cross
strap. Two thifih straps will be rci|uired, one for each side.

Trusses must Ik worn continuously during the day (unless the
patient be lyinR down) and taken off only on getting into Iwd In
cases of chronic cough it may be advisable to wear the truss ilay anil
night, and in this case it should bo taken off morning and evening and
the skin powdered.

In cases of rupture where »lie hernia is \ery large, and dcsten's
through a large aperture into the Scrolmii. a truss with a specially
made supporting pad will have to be employed. The exact shape and
direction of the pad will vary in each case, anil the truss has to \k made
much stronger than for ordinary ruptures. 1-urther, it will often be
found that the rupture is not returnable, in part or altogether

; it is
then termed irreducible, and a cup-shaped pad must be fashioned for
Its support.

If a hernia is very voluminous and irreducible, a hinged cup truss or
a strong bag must bo fitteil so as to support the hernia. A good deal
of ingenuity is required in fining a support on a large scrotal rupture
which, while keeping the hernia back or affording it sufTicient support,
does not chafe the skin or exert undue pressure. We arc considering
only those cases where, for some serious reason, an operation is
contraindicatcd—for in all favourable cases on irreducible hernia
should be subjected to operation, as it is a potential cause of
strangulation.

Tlie question of fitting trusses on verv Vaimg Infanls is often a
difficult one to decide. Undoubtedly some infants badly ruptured
arc too weakly to bear even the moderate pressure of a truss, but we
believe that if the instrument be light, and properly fitting, this will
very rarely be the case, and it should he borne in mind that in infants
a good truss is frequently a means of cure, tliat, indeed, cure generally
takes place if the rupture be the ordinary congenital hernia into the
vaginal process. At no age is a truss contraindicatcd, though
undoubtedly in newly-born children great care will have to be taken
to prevent chafing, in consequence of tlieir incontinent habits. The
trusses for infants should cither be " Coles' " or some similar light
pattern, covered all over with indiarubbcr, or of a kind which has
been recently introduced, in which a flexible indiarubbcr belt (no spring)
goes round the pelvis, and is connected with an air pad, of which there
are different shapes.

It has just been stated that many cases of infantile hernia get well
of themselves, and that others will get well under spring trusses or
mechanical trusses of other kinds. There is no surgeon of any
experience of these cases who does not know that if infantile
niFturcs arc continuously retained completely within the abdomen
they will get well, and that very quickly, whatever form of truss

6
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is ailoptcil -unless sDinc persistent cause exists which favours the

descent of the hernia, such as whooping-cough, phimosis, calculus,

or prolapsus ani.

Hut mechanical trusses have unilouliteil drawbacks in the ipnckness

with which, by the rapidity of infantile Rrowth. they are rendered

inefficient ; in the difficulty with which they can lie kept clean
;

their

liability, if spring trusses, to break, and the ease with which the tender

skin liecomes sore from their use.

Two great Predisfnsing Causes i>/ Hu/'lure in Infaiils may here be

mentioned. One is the foolish habit of sewini! a tiuht abdominal

binder " round the unfortunate baby ; the other is the frequent

occurrence of phimosis. It will often be found that a rupture wdl

undergo spontaneous cure after circumcision, and although on this

account the application of the truss should not lie postponed, stdl

the operation, always advisable in phimosis or when the foreskin is

long, becomes the more urgent when the child is also ruptured.

Though it may seem superfluous, it will Ix? found not infre<|ucntly

necessary to caution mothers against putting on a truss over the neck

of a rupture when it is down, instead of returning it first.

Umbilleal Haraia In InfanU is extremely common ;
in children it is

less often met with, and in adults, especially in corpulent women, it is

not infrequent. In the latter, however, it is more common to find the

bowel coming through a little to one side of the true umbilfcus.

In Children this condition can usually be cured readily enough by

wearing a spring truss, or what is much more common, a belt with a

pad in front.

UmUllMl Hernia in Adultl should always be supported by a truss.

for though the aperture is generally large, it is as hable as others

to become strangulated, and the mortality after herniotomy for this

condition is very high.

An unusual form of hernia may be mentioned, requiring a truss ol a

different kind, namely, the protrusion into the vagina of the Walls of

Ike Vesieo-vaginal Pouch. In this hernia there is generally no definite

sac •

it occurs in cliildhood, and tends generally to get well of itself,

but if support be required it must be given, as in prolapsus am, by a

pad in the vagina, attached behind to a perineal strap fastened to the

middle of a belt, and ending in two straps in front, which pass along

the folds of the groins on either side, to opposite the ihac spmes.

When an UndeiMlKled Tettll has never entered the inguinal canal

at all nothing requires to be done, but when, as often happens, it lies

in the course of the canal, it will there be very hable to injury and

consequent inflammation, unless some hollowed pad be placed over

it for its protection. This, though not a truss proper, is fashioned

like one, and will have to be specially made.

In adult cases the testis usually remains within the abdominal cavity,

but sometimes becomes engaged in the internal ring, giving rise to pain,

or to the more acute svmptoms of strangulation. In these cases it is
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Kincrally a<lvi,al.le to tr.at this .Icscont of tl.c testis as an or.lmarv
in«u,nal hornia. and to keen n up «,tl, a truss out of harn.s .vav but
It will Ik- wis,, to r<.m.>ve the r^an if th<- irritation ixrsists

'

In iorlam «,,c.s of un.lesc- .«1 testis where the Rlan.l lies outsi.lc
the external al„lominal r>nK, but is liable to be witlulrawn into the
inguinal canal an.l cannot .leseen.l fully into the sirotiiai a WchhU'
russ with an o,icninK t, allow the testicular vessels to remain freerom pressure may be used. It ,s saul that by the application of thi.
truss the structure, in the cor.l are Rracliially lenKlhened until theorRan can lie pro])erlv retained in the scrotum

In the female, too, H.™l. of 111. Ovuy into the neiRhbourluHMl ofone ot the al.ia, not uncomm.m in childluxKl, requires a l,«lit .nRuinal
truss, which almost invai ably effects a cure.
The rarei hinds of her.iia, such as the Obturator, the V«Btr.l, theMmbM, etc., cannot use/ully he considered fully here, The\- will

generally be tre ,ted by trusses or belts of special form, but made onhe same principles as those for more conim.m ruptures. The firsttwo kin.ls are well known but rare ; the third, the l.muhur hernia or
protrusion of alxlominal contents through the loins, is very rare andmay be iK^st t-eated b,- a belt, though the question of operation should

It may finally be mentioned that in cases of .S/.i„a fl,/;,/„, or Xenineo-
cele. winch are indee.l herni,i., some form of trus., or of support andcompress combined, is sometimes indicated
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OF THE USE OF ADHESIVE STRAPPING.

THE use of adhesive strapping in Burgical dressing for the purposes

of mechanical support is steadily increasing, anil the number

of medicated plasters is Iwing almost daily added to. Of these latter

very little need be said, for, with few exceptions, their value is still

undecided. One or two, however, arc certainly of great senice in

appropriate cases.

The ordinary Idhuin Itrkpplnf, ihachyUin or lead plaster

{tfiplaslruni plumbi). is the form which is still i[i most general use, and

uriess otherwise mentioned must he understoinl to Xk the material

employed. It is sometimes spread on paper, when it is almost useless,

but is' generally laid on linens of varying fineness. No good purpose

is served by using a fine linen, and the Iwst strapping for all ordinary

occasions is' what is known as " Leslie's Hospital quality," sold in rolls

eight inches wide.

Other kinds of plaster are often spread upon Chamois Leather, or

on While Basil, and, as will be mentione<l directly. Leather may be

employed when pressure is required,

as in strapping an inflamed joint, by

reason of its stretching powers.

A very useful form of strapping,

the basis of which is indiarubber, has

been introduced, namely, Seabury &.

Johnson's Rubbu MheiWe PluUr. Its

advantage is that no heating is

required, the adhesive surface being

protected by a layer of coarse musUn

until it is used.

A lother very good kind, for small

surfaces, is the Iilnglau Pluter, made

by painting thin silk with that

material. It requires wetting only,

and is very cleanly.

For clean cut wounds about the

face, and in other cases where great

nicety is required, Coart Plutar or Oold Butcr'i Skin (a tliin film

of collodion) is generally u.ied.

No detailed description is required of the ways in wluch strapping

may be cut into strips, and used to fasten splints or dressings. The

Fig. 5^.—STRAPPING APPLIED TO A IIMB.
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mav be done very effectually by strapping them as if they had actually

been broken. (See " Fracture of the Ribs," p. i.w)

Enlarged Phalangeal Jotot3 may often be strapped with comrnon

plaster or with the iodine strapping to be hereafter mentioned. The

metho<l of doing this is the same as for the larger joints, and does not

require a separate description.

The Wrlit, cither for simple sprain or for the common tenosynovitis

of the extensors of the thumb lying over it, may be strapped w'lth

strips of linen or leather plaster, applied in the same manner as for the

lcnc6 Pis ^^y

Every dresser should know how to strap the Knee Joint efficiently,

for it is one of the principal methods for the treatment of chrome

derangement of this articulation. The usual plan is to apply stnps

of the plaster, overlapping each other, from below upwards in ha t

loops of 8, until the whole joint is covered. This may be done weU

with tiie plaster spread on the linen or hoUand, if care be exercised.

Provided the adhesive material be well spread and weU warmed, it

will be found quite easy to firmly envelop the whole joint w-it.i one

piece. It should be oblong, and large enough to go round the knee

fig_ 36.—KNEE Str.\pped (ordinary way).

and overlap about one inch, and should be from ten to fourteen inches

long \fter warming it well, the centre of the strapping must be

very evenlv applied to the skin in the popliteal space
;

one-half of it

must then be drawn over the inside and front of the knee, with force

enough to produce the pressure required ; the other half is then brought

quickly and firmly over the other side. If the strapping has been

nroperlv warmed, it will reach so as to overlap for nearly three inches,

and the plaster will be applied so closely to the skin that it will follow

ever,- wrinkle in it when the knee is flexed, and yet a firm, even com-

pression will be attained.

The Ankle, likewise, may be strapped by narrow strips of linen,

the middle of which is applied to the sole of the foot, and the two ends

brought up and crossed in a figure of 8 over the front of the foot, and

round the malleoli. (See " Sprains.")

Tor an Enlarged or InUamed Breaet, long strips of adhesive, or

diachylon strapping, may be usefully employed to support and, to a

moderate extent, compress it. The centre of the -trip< must be placed
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below and the ends crossed above, working from below upwards the
breast being thus supported by the overlapping plaster. But as a
general rule, this kind of support can be more easily and comfortably
mamtamed by the use of •' Martin's " rubber bandage.
An Enlufnl Teitii is difficult to strap efficiently, unless the organ

be very large. The art, however, must be acquired, as the compression
thus produced is a most valuable method of treatment in cases of
mflammatory exudation. The look of a properly strapped testis may

be gathered from Fig. 57, but it is always difficult
to make a neat job of it. First of all, the parts
having been shaved, the testis must be fixed
down in the scrotum by a long strip passed
round and round its upper part. The body of
the gland may then be compressed by over-
lapping strips put on circularly, that is, horizon-
tally, from below upwards, or vertically, to produce
the same appearance as in the recurrent bandage
for a stump, or with a combination of these two
ways. In truth, nobody ever straps two testes
in the same way, or obeys any fixed rules, .so long
as the compression is attained. Another good
way of applying even compression to an enlarged
testis is to envelop the gland in a layer of
cotton-wool, and then to stretch over this a
square piece of thin indiarubber sheeting (the
best is that used by dentists, but that similar to
Martin's bandage material will do), securing it
at the top by shpping on an indiarubber ring.

—It h'ls hitherto been assumed that the strapping
has been employed simply for the purpose of mechanical support or
of compression. But frequently the adhesive material possesses in
Itself (or IS applied over ointment possessing) medicinal properties
As examples of these special plasters, the Em/>laslrum belladonna
/.. o/>it, and E. menthol are frequently used for their anodyne properties
the E. hydrargyri, or hydrarg. c. ammoniaco, and E. polassii iodid'i
for promoting absorption.

As a stimulant, the E. fticis (poor man's plaster) is supposed to
have merits, as to which we may be allowed to be a little sceptical
while the use of the milder cantharides plaster, E. cale/aciens. as well
as the E. caniliavidis, is obvious.

Lastly, in addition to the soap and lead preparation, the Emplaslrmn
fern (called also E. roborans, but omitted in the 1808 British
Pharmacopa'ia) has great adhesive power and is often applied to the
lumbar region, with the idea of strengthening the muscles of the back
Of the anodyne preparations, the Belladonna Plaster is most frequently

used for the purpose of aUaying pain in the breast. an<l for arresting
the lacteal secretion, but it is a good anodyne for general use

11

Fl?. S7.—KXLARCED
Testicle — strapped.

MedicAl Plaiten.-
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For strapping joints, etc., the E. hydrarg. c. ammoniaco will be

found on the whole to be tlie most useful. Another extremely useful

strapping is the iodine plaster, but it loses its activity on keeping, and

so should be freshly prepared and kept in a tin case.

One of the most effective modes of treatment of enlarged joints,

inflawmalory bursal cnlargemenls, chronic orchitis, etc., is to cover strips

of lint with some absorptive ointment, to lay them over the part, and

then strap it up firmly with soap or lead pbstcr. The ointments

most commonly used are the various mercurial ones, all the Iodine.

Iodide of Lead, and Iodide of Potassium preparations, but especially

the Camphorated Mercurial Ointment, the well-known Scott's Dressing."

The strapping, with the ointment beneath it, should be left on until

the latter is absorbed, or until the parts below have slu-unk so as to

make it loose ; it may then be re-applicd if neces.sary.

When strapping has been applied to any part of the skin which is

hairy, its removal is always painful,, sometimes very much so, unless

the adhesive material be softened. This may be done with very hot

water, but a better way is to soak a pledget of lint in spirits of turpentine,

and to soften and dissolve the piaster from the hairs, as the strapping

is turned gradually back.

* So called from the name of the surgeon who introduced it. It is

composed of Mercury ointment. ; Yellow wax, 3 ; Olive oil, 3 (by weight);

Camphor, li.



Chapter XI

OF SPLINTS—CONSIDERED GENERALLY.

pxEFINITION. A splint is a contrivance or apparatus possessing
•L>' absolute or relative rigidity, which when attached to some part
of the body increases its natural stiffness, or remedies undue mobilitv
caused by disease or injury-.

It will be seen, therefore, that the subject of the application of splints
IS a very wide one. and even a simple list of the various arrangements
devised by surficons from time to time, to fulfil the requirements of
disease or injury, would be a catalogue as long as it would be useless
and wearisome. We propose, in the first place, to give only a general
description of the principal methods of splinting, and of the common
forms of splints, postponing a more exact account of manv of them
until the vanous fractures and injuries which require their emplov-
ment come to be discussed.

Natural Spllnti—In many parts of the body, an uninjured bone in
the neighbourhood of one that is broken will often serve to keep
the fragments of the latter in their place, and in other parts the
attachment of ligaments will serve the same purpose. Thus in
fractures of the fibula, the tibia, if unbroken, will make a very efficient
splint for It. The same may be said of the ribs, where the muscles
and ligaments, which form, with them, the cage of the thorax very
often prevent serious displacement A fractured lower jaw. kgain.may often be kept in good position by keeping the fragments close
against the upper jaw

r and many other instances might be adduced
ImproYlied Splinta.—There is hardly a limit to the number of the

materials which may be pressed into the sen'ice of the surgeon to
form temporary splints in cases of fracture or of some other injury

The usefulness of cardboard, book-covers, newspapers, firewood
and many other things familiar in daily life, will be mentioned in this
connection under the heading of " Immediate Treatment of Fractures "

But the list is only limited by the ingenuity of the surgeon concerned
It will be convenient here to give a short classification of the splints
and splint materials which are recognized as belonging to the surgical
armament.

Surgical gpllnti may be divided into those of some fi.red jorm and
sliape. and of some rigid material, as wood or iron, to which the trunk
or limbs may be attached by bandages nr strapping

; and those which
are capable of being Moulded to injured or diseased parts, to give them
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the needful support or to remedy deformity. All of these latter
possess the property of being soft when applied, and then of ietting
or hardening.

RIGID BPLIMTI.

These are for the most part of wood or iron, though other materials
such as vulcamte, etc. are sometimes used. They may be subdivided
mto those of a simple, and of a complicated form.

Plain Wooden gplInU are the simplest of all. and will need little
description. In most cases they are simply pieces of white pine of

Fisx. 38, 59.—SiMTi-c Angular .SI'u:«is.

various lengths and breadths, planed, and with their edges rounded off.

They are used for fractures of the lim'js, or to prevent flexion of joints,

as in the common " patella splint," etc. Not infrequently they arc

made of strips of wood lined with canvas, on the plan of the kettle-

liolder or Gooch's spiint-ng to be presently mentioned, and other
materials, such as rattan and cane, have been used from time to

time. The pistol-shaped splint, again, is an example of a simple

Fig. 60.

—

Wooden Angular Spijnt with Hince.

wooden splint, the use of which will be explained, with other forms,

in considering CoUes's fracture, and similarly, the use of Cline's or of

Liston's splints \vill be described in relation to the conditions they
are devised to remedy.

AngnUr Splints {Figs. 58 to 62), with or without a hinge at the elbow,

are very useful in various injuries of the arm, and, like other forms
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of wooden apparatus (e.g., the back splint for the knee), are far more
comfortable if they are somewhat hollowed out, a proceeding which
add!, but little to their expense.

Figs. 61 and 02 illustrate an angular metal elbow splint for compoundmjunes of that articulation
; it is very simple, effective, and cheap.

Of the more complicated splints, in which wowl is the principal
material employed, the chief arc " Brjants " for excision ol the hip

63.—ASGUI.AR MET.U. ElBOW SPUSIS.

or fracture of the thigh, "Thomas's" for the treatment of genu
v-algum, sphnts for fractured patella, and the double inclined plane
these and others will be noticed in their places

Interrapled 8pltoti.-It is often necessary, 'in ca.ses of compound
fracture or after excision of joints, where we must be able to get
at a wound, which therefore must not be covered bv the splint to makean Intenuption. as it is termed, and although this is done in iron

Fis- 63.—INTERHI-PTED tjpi.INT.

as well as in wooden splints, it is far more easy in the latter Uimakmg such a splint, it is best to choose one as if the necessity for
the interruption did not exist, and then to saw away the parts
required to be removed, afley having fastened on the iron supports

Iron BplinU may be simple or complicated: as examples mav be
mentioned the common angular elbow splint, generally having a hinge
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at the elbow
; the simple l)ack splint for the leg and thigh with

foot-piece {Fig. 64), commonly used for fractures of the leg, generally

called " Xeville's Splint" ; and the different patterns of that very

Fig. (14.

—

Iron Back Spilmt.

useful splint, " M'Intyre's." motiified by I.iston (Fig. 65), which con-

sists of a movable foot-piece, and leg- and thigh-pieces, with a jointMbis oi a movaoie iooT:-piecc, ana leg- ana tnign-pieces, witti a jomt
between them, and with some mechanical arrangement of screws or

Fig. 65.—SriSTYRE'S SPUNT.

rack and pinion, to alter the angle at the knee. These can be adjusted
for limbs of different lengths by means of the movable foot-piece.

All splints for fractures of the leg should be furnished with cross-

pieces, as shown in > ig. ^6, to enable the limb to be swung from a cradle.

Ftg. 66.

—

Splint ' li'vu in Cp.adie.

There are numerous patterns of sphnts used after excision of the
wrist, elbow, and knee, of which examples :ire given in Figs. 63, O4.
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metal «hich can be readily bent into any required shape. These areoften used in the treatment of talipes (q r
)

Inn1*ri,"'"1*'*"",
" "°""'''* •»"""<" " made by attaching

long thin stnps of wood to canvas or leather with strong glue It ismade in large sheets, and splints of different patterns can be cut orsawn out of il. Its great merit lies in the fact that it is flexible in one
direction and rigid in the other. It is especially used for fashioning
splints to partially encircle a limb, as in fractures of the arm or in
combination with a back splint in broken thighs

Pllddhif «pllBrt.-All splints, lK.fore they are apphed, shoul.l bepadded to avoid injury of the softer parts. This may be done in
several ways, and with different materials. Of all paddings, however
the mo.st elastic and convenient is Tow. well teased so that the fibres
he all one way, and with no lumps in it. Soft linen, such as old napkinsmakes the best covering for the tow.

For the simple forms of splints, the pads should be made like
miniature pillows, and either sewn on with a lace stitch at the back,

^1

Fig. 67.—Pad, sewn or str-u-ped vi-on a .Spli.vt.

which is best, or fastened—but as a makeshift only—with bands of
strapping very smoothly applied {Fig. by). Pads should alwavs be
complete cushions, not layers of tow laid upon the splint and covered
Next to tow as a stuffing comes CocoamU Fibre, and last of all Cotton

Wool, which IS very apt to work into hard lumps. Very good but
extravagant pads may be made of several Foldr^ of Lint

In all cases where moist dressings or the discharge from wounds
can possibly soil the pads, they should be covered with some form of
OtIedStIk or with Gulta-percha Tissue. The former must be sewn on,
but the best and neatest way of fastcnmg the latter is to moisten the
edges with a piece of lint dipped in chloroform, when thev will readily
adhere. ' ^

Iron splints are usually perforated for the sewing on of the pads
but if not they must be managed like the wooden ones. Before padding
them It should be seen that the metal is not exposed by the wearing
off of the lacquer, or the cover will be iron-moulded.

In Jointed Splints the pads should be made separately for each part
and special pains must be taken to have them very smooth and of
the proper thickness where they have to protect nrominences of bone
such as the trochanters or malleoli. This is particularly true of the
heel, under which the pad should be firm and rather thin while the
tendo Achilhs immediately above it should be well supported with a
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thicker pad. A " sore heel " is a surgical disgrace to the (iresscr of a

fractured leg or thigh.

Too much pains cannot !>e taken to select perfectly fitting sphnts

and such as are in good condition. Tliey should, iii almost all caws,

be a little wider than the limb for which they are chosen ; it this be

attended to, partial strangulation through their being put on too

tight is almost impossible.

Attuhmant of Iplintt.—With regard to the various methods of

attachment of splints, we need only mention here, that strapping,

bandages, and buckled straps of webbing are the chief agents employed ;

any one or all combined may lie found most suitable, in each particular

case. In bandaging the same rules apply as have already been given,

but whatever way of attachment is selected, it should if possible be so

managed that the limb can be examined from time to time without

disturbing the whole apparatus, and in the case of the extremities,

the fingers or toes should be easily got at. in order that the condition

of the circulation may be noted. I^astly, complaints of pain, or even

of discomfort, in parts which are covered by splints, should never be

neglected or thought lightly of.

BPLINT8 FASHIONED OUT OF PLASTIC MATERIALS.

These splints fall naturally into two divisions ; in the first are placed

all those which are fashioned accurately to the part, out of a mass or

sheet of material wl'-ch can be moulded when softened (generally by

heat), and which is then allowed to set. The second division com-

prises those made by enveloping the part to be splinted with pieces

of flannel or other suitable material of the desired shape, or with rollers

saturated with a material, liquid at the time of application, but which

afterwards hardens.

Division T. In this division are included sphnts moulded from

Leather, Felt, Gutta-percha, or Cardboard, the skilful fashioning c'

which is an important branch of mechanical surgery.

LoathflF Spltnto.—Far too often money is thrown away with very

unsatisfactory results, through the mistaken notion that the making

of these splints is either below the surgeon's or dresser's dignity, or

above his mechanical powers. There can be no doubt that a leather

splint for such a case as a chronic enlargement of the knee, or a fractured

patella, will be more efficient, if made by one who understands the

surgical necessities of the case, than by an instrument maker who
must, from the nature of his trade, proceed in a beaten track and

according to a fixed pattern. Something of finish and appearance

will no doubt be sacrificed, but the one splint will do its work, the

other, very often indeed, will not. With a little care a dresser may
easily turn out a very good-looking leather splint without giving any

inordinate time or trouble to it. The best leather for the purpose

is ordinary sole leather of medium thickness, arm sphnts requiring a

lighter kind than those for the leg. In all cases the leather should be
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carefully examined for flaws Th» „u . i

»oftcni„K, 1« cut ou, to ZJ^roZZZ' >h""*^"'
'* """'' ''"•'"'

/"a/fe^ns for the chief kinds If ^ ,'
,

",
"'"' " '"V "'""V '<ni(c.

but in all case, the s^pe s^J^ ""^
;

"!"'"'^ '"'' '''"" '" ^"•' "«•

nearly as possible to Uiflirnb T^„ «
"","'" '" '"'''" "'«' «"«' =»

on the leather l«fore aittl^g'
^'" '*'""''' """"'" ">™ >« markcl out

shS::Z:,':,^="!:;:;' ^'^-x^.^^- »,. ank,e, knee. hip. spine,

be considere.1 in a separate cha.rtern ?
" ?' "'""''' "P""'" »'»

Ihose for the el.x,w and knee cb;";':",?""""
"' •""""""' ">'' "^''^

many of the directions l^rZ I ' .
""' "'""' common. an,l as

fashiLedoutofXr^la |cm\tn, 'Th '"'l "'"",f"™'
'™ "P«-'

detail.
' mnttn.iN. these two w,Il be descrilx-d in

of Ihat joint or after ts cxasi™ f ° ""'"" "' '°' '^"""''^ ''i^^"™

should first be cut m pa^r^orZ ." '7 l^'-'"'-""^''. The pattern
such a length as fir^VTXtrndtMd'" ^;^"'' ''" " "'

as wiU allow an interval of about ha f n^ ?n M' ""'' "' " "'''"' »'"''

the splint in front. The pa»r l.t"
"'^- ''^'"•'-™ 'he two sides of

part, and the leather then cu o . t'^fromTt "t ,

" "'"''"'''' «""' '" '""
softened in a bucket of col °™ter Thich 'wilTl'';™

'"' •''°™'«'''y
to forty-eight hours if it sho.dH iJ ,

' '""^ '"'"" <«™ty-four
tumblerful of vmegar or o ddltc .cer" °,

"" *°''™ ""^ *™^' '^

water, .hen three or four ho 1 ' ,' k'"
'"^"', '"=»' "^ ="'"" '« 'he

The splint should .hen te apphe to the Zf 'VfI"
""= '™"'"-

been covered with a flannel bandaLnr. ,".'''' ''''' P'<^^'ously

cast of the hmb. and bandaLd filr V ,

"'" '"="'='• *° => ?'"»'"
moulded to fit the curves .WthaUt^e";

"
;

" " "' '"" ^""^ ''""
care cannot be exercirdfn tW, th, ^

'^^'^^n^^ Possible. Too much
When it is done th^eather ^ , ,

,',
™P"'="'-' '^tage of the work,

a process which w take slrhn "k""""
*° " ^" " °" ""^ '""b,

off and allowed to Iv tJoTghlv It", ^h"' T^ '= ^^--'^""y '^l'-
finished by cutting awav wh.tev.r , !j ™ **' '° '^ '"""""' «"!
edges seem as if thoT m^ig^feTa e rt" T

""'""''""' "' "'>"'= ^^e
on the inside with Iy^^li^rplj, iTT' ""T'

""= ''"™""'
further to strengthen th7snTint 1 ' '^ considered advisable

be riveted on by a smith
"" '™" '""'^'"«' ""^ ""> "ow

'-^^t^r^:;'rt;::"^;irttr*"^ "
--' •- -^ °-

everywhere for about half an inch The , *m '°?"f '" """'*? ''

rrxre--r:S;r?---^^^^
lacing and insertn^ th. h^ ^ f"'"'""''

^''^ "'^'^e.ssarv holes for

1^
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PATTERNS FOR TIIB PRINOPAI. FORMS OF MOITDED SPLINT.

(H For Hip and Thigh; (2) For the EIIjow; (31 For the Shoulder; (4! For the Klbow

<M For the back of the Knee; (6) For the Ankle; (7) For the front of the Ann; (8( For tht

Shoulder; (9) For the back of the F4bow ; (10) For the Hand; (11) Por the Elbow; (la) For

the I,es ; {ijj r.~.r !hr Wrist ; I14I Foi the Ankle.



MPLIXTH „

'"."ha^'HlnnH.""""
"""""' """"•" '"«'•"" ""'^ '" »»''« »-"

axflia V fold 1 1 .h"?;''""'^ f"'=
"" '"" '"""l^^ '" "''^'' '" "'=axiiiar> lolU, anil that fcir thf forearm to m ivrist The Ic-ill.rr m

r„".roT,, r'^t.""'',''""'
\'^'""'' ""= a™p-up'^t""„h

n" anT«n h T V"™ *''>
'"' '"' ""^ ^"'"'- ""'• ""• 1.C trimmed,l.n«l, and t,„„hcd, as ha, ,,„t Ik.™ dcscrilK-d. The pieces at the elbow

fif. (.t).—MgULDKD n\CK SPILNT
rOF THE KNIIK.

f^tS- 70.—Dirro, vor the Hip.

are fastened together by a few stitches of whipcord or bv oassinethrough, and bending over, some of the common clip used^to ?as en

racrd"alon?;r''"l," :"" "%"""• '- """= °' °- I^- and mlT^^ced along the middle Ime m front, or fastened there by two or tLewebbmg straps. It is shown finished m /-Vff. 71. In the other oatte^n

mTuEr!h
'^ f•" "/

''" ' "'' "' ^'^ - " *' ""'"-t .dmoulded to the outer and mner sides of the arm and forearm Thevmay. when fimshed. be simply fastened round the hmb by webbi'g

bacrtol" "? "' " T'" ""^' '' *° «'"^ '"^ *"° halves'alonrhoback to a broad piece of tape or soft leather, so as to make a hince •

they can then be laced together along the front. The advantage thissplint has over the other is that it may be put on and ofl veTrea^^
It often happens that joints, suitable in other ways for leather solintsare too tender to bear the necessary n,..n,p„lation of mJuTJing In

7
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«H API'AKATl'S TOR KBSTHAIXT AND 8UPIf)KT

tliii law it wohI.1 lie licltcr to make the splint of PwtflMll* F«l».

whim i* easily moiililed and »et» quite a» luiril a» leather.

riii« material elonely resembles leather in its methaniial properties,

but is more easily applied, and has now to a great extent siipenieiled

it (or mouldeil splints, Ixrth large and small. It consists o( (clt

•aturateil with some resin, in such a way that, while it preserves

its porosity and i» hut slightly increased in weight, it is rendered

quite plastic by heat, lint liecomcs again extremely stitl when cold.

The advantages it (HMsesses over leather are its lightness and

porosity. Its ilisadvanlages are that it is nut so strong, and is more

liable to crack or break. The (act that it sets very iiuickly cuts Imth

ways, tieing sometimes useful, sometimes embarrassing. It is sold in

sheets of various thick-

nesses and ([uahtics :

the medium quality is

the liest.

.\s with leather, the

description of the use of

this felt in spinal cases

is given later. For

other splints, the patterns in

Fig. OH are those in most common

use : most of them may be had

rea<ly made, or they may be cut

out of sheets of the material. The

hes! tcay of soflemtii; is by means

of a steam chamlicr made for the

purpose, but an oven will do very

well if the felt be first thoroughly

moistened ; in many cases water,

nearly lioiling, will serve. If

softened in this way, the felt

must he laid flat and quickly pressed Ixitwcen the folds of a towel to

remove the superfluous water, before it is applied to the limb.

The method of mouUins is in all resiKcts the same as for leather,

save that in consequence of the extreme rapidity v> ith v.hich it sets,

the manipulation has to 1» very quickly performed. These splints

ma\ be lined, and cvclct holes may be punched as in the leather, but

care must be taken not to break the edges. If required, portions ol

the splint may be left unstiffc.ied, or the resin may be removed from

such parts after mouhling by soaking in methylated spirit.

Outtn-peraha 8h«etln( comes noxt in usefulness to poroplastic felt,

and is even more readilv moulded. It is not, however, porous, and is

not so comfortable as feit or leather, while in durability it is far inferior

to them ; on the other hand it admits of much more complete softening,

so that it can be moulded more easily to tender parts, or to parts of a

complicated shape.

Fij.?!,—MO'TDF.!! »PUKT FOU THE ElBOW.
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«o

a,n^^
'•'"•"''B. "' •'l«»it the thkkMs, of «,k. I,.„i|,cr. havmx l.«n cutout,

, „,f,en<..l ,„ water a, hot «, .«„ I,, l,,,rne by thl h.n U an,

h,,. . ,"< "" "''"'" """""'• ""'''"^ "(fninK, an.l „ ,t be
"^

"„"•'•",;« ::"»'? ';""." "f '" -" "'^' """ "»"" -•" --^
».,Vl . .; ' '" "'" "'"'" " ""ffi'iently phaWe The HDlint

.t llnx.""™;™,"-.
"",''.'"1*' '". """" " "" "-• '-""-' «Mh.,,t ,I'„"^

„iM ; ' >
"'' "'™ '* '•'""""' '"'" -I"'"' "'i<l »al<-r which

secure ,t « 1, J .

'"" •' P"^"'"" "' """ ''"' ""'I '"secure ,t « th Hcl>l.inK »lra|>» and buckles, for the Kuttawrcha i,n^rc.,y^,U.rab,c e„ou,h to „,ake the former pr-KecbnisV^'h .h!

(..frT**?*^ ""t^' '" "'" •''"•"" "' '<'"•'"• '•'ll. "< Kutta-iKrcha

V henCi n
:";' '"

'"^^"r"",''
'"™' •"•• »P""' "-« >- .l...nM"Khry

hX f r nia tu Lit"";
" ;'"'''" "' "'-'"'='»"'' -<• -"''a? toin<»c lor paslu felt. In moat cases, however, th. Iwst supiwrt wiJlbe .,l„ame,l by cuttiuR the millboard in stnps, about , i^^

"
wule

»h,e a roller „ at the same time applied, so as to moid,. ;hem andhx hem a., well. In this way the stn'p, come :. be witi n I eTaZo. the bandage, and Rive considerable riRid.ty ,o the limb The sol njthus apphed must remain on, and cannot l.c finishT, up hke he

arc now nearly superseded by felt

used m general or special surgery, as, for example, gulla-percha in

su .t-rv and ;;:"' """ T'"'-
^" '"'" "' P-c 'pail> used^n dent

"

*ur,cr>. and their employment in cases of fractured law will he

'.r;';' ,"o"f d
,"'^' ""'" ""' •"= »'"•'-' -^v >- -mmdo: i.^

a ed i ,
'"^, '^""""U'^'i™- "••""iais such as these may In,used so, tcx., metals, other than those already mentioned mavometimes 1« lound useful, eg,. U.d. S.lrer. or AnJ"Z"LlZ

PiZT\Z
"-'*'°"'<i«l Splints ma<le of «„„*,,„. ,,„„a,ed wi,h a

Ctsanfrr ,";;' '"'","
'V'''

^""™'"« *«'"' -«'• "- I-'nciple

he nart r h ^' 'P''"*" ''""'*"''' '" ">'' *"^i™. "amdy, thate part rcjuired to be supported must te covered with ban.lages into

ofVa"tTe'Tm "f"'","'"^
'^^'- *" '"""""^'=" ^™- -,te™l which

parttenrlol,
''PP"'=«'™' '«-'"''» afterwards hard, so that thepart IS enclose.1 m an accratclj- fitting case.

The matenals in common use for this purpose are Plasler-of-Paru
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Gum and Chalk. Silicate of Polmh. Stearin, and Starch ; Glue mixed

with spirits of wine, to enable it to dry, has also been used. These

will be <lescribed in the order mentioned.

Pluter-ot-Parll is the best and the most commonly used material

for both kinds of splints, for injured limbs, and also for one miportant

variety of spinal support. It is a fine white powder, obtamed by

burninc and thus expelling the water of crystallization from eypsum.

a peculiar form of sulphate of lime. Its value depends upon its power

of quickly reabsorbing this water and solidifying.

In surgery it is used (a) .\s a means of stiflening roller bandages, as

will be described below ; (6) As a means of giving a similar st.tlne^s

to pieces 0/ coarse flannel, which, having been shaped and immersed

in the plaster, are then moulded to the limb ;
(f) For makms casts

on which splints or other material can be blocked, and for a variety of

other purposes.
, , ,

Whichever plan is adopted, bandage or shaped flannel, the skin must

Iw protected from direct contact with the plaster ;
for example, if a

plaster roller were required for the leg and foot.

iphlualion.—Thc part to be splinfd should be first evenly covered

with a soft flannel bandage, or some well-fitting flannel clothing. The

bandages which should be about two-thirds the length of an ordinary

roller, and z\ inches wide, arc made of a very coarse muslin, to»vhich

the name oi'crinoline is generally given.

They are prepared by rubbing the dry plaster powder well into

the meshes, and then rolling up loosely. When made they should be

kept lying on their sides in a tin box till required. They should be

prepared fresh for each case, as the plaster seems to lose its power of

setting satisfactorily after it has been kept for any length of time.

To make the splint it is only necessary to put the bandages in water

till all the plaster is well soaked, and then to roll them on the limb,

allowing them to take their own course to a great extent, avoiding
.

reverses, and not attempting to form any regular pattern. The more

oblique the general direction of the bandage is, and the more figures

of 8 arc made, the better. Three layers of the bandage are generally

enough to make a firm case.

In all cases where a stiff bandage is applied to the leg, great care

must be taken to keep the loot at right angles. This is easily done

by passing a clove-hitch round the big toe with a long piece of bandage,

which may be fastened to the head of the patient's bed, or round his

neck. When the case has been applied, it must be kept quite still

until it has set ; this will require from half-an-hour to three hours,

according to the weather, the dampness of the bandages, etc. The

setting may be hastened by hot-water bottles or placing the patient

before a fire. -

Sometimes it is desirable to retard the setting ; this can k done by

soaking the bandages in mucilage and water. When this plan is

followed, some surgeons cut the saturated and moistened bandages
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the ends crossed m front In a ^p- II ^ht'
'°'""' '' '" -"- "-1

appearance of a figure of 8 banH»^„ , L
'° "' '" P^"*"" «hc

be alluded to again under the head „*f ^^ 'f,
'"' '^"'^ "'«<= »"'

In all cases where ni Xr „, p ^P'""' J''<^kets.

"

put on, a modera e" n o „ „,';t™irt"'''
"'^'" ""= "^"^age is being

into it, and the hands "
1 wette.f I mT"'™'='''

'*"°"''' "<^ ^"^'^^
dist,.b„te the plaster cenK andlor h > ^ P''"" "P """ ""™ '"
How TO us^ P,.ASTKR op:p"„^,r

""^ '' """ '"]' "andage thoroughly,
whic^ plaster should te pract cIllvTiLHT n'^t ^' '° *''<^ "='""" '"

°'^-x:^d°b-z::titr--- -^e^ " """^^^

-ale, it is alwavfa ver\"v mT, ''""" "''" °" => «^V --11
clean up afterwards. (•IftesMrZ/ T'"''

""^ '"'" '^''^'"^'^ *<>

holstered should be protected or r^ 7 everything that is up-
bare arms) will be wanted a'so

' '^P™' ""'' ^'^-^"^ i"'

poId^.t^o-^Lnirte'^atblr b""/"" "> ™^ "•'' '"o
plaster upon it and th™ to snri^wi th

''°"1"'*'> ^ heap of loose
into their meshes

; pas,"„g them^n f Tf "' ™'""'S -t lightly
them up at the end of the life "

'™'" '"'* *° "«'>, and rollmg

water sufficient to coverttm W ^T T'""'''''
""^' ""t^'i"

everything else is ready. tC „ne on,
""1 ^ P"' '" "'""'^ "-'"

through and the air expelled and "s Tt '/ 1° ^ 'horougMy wetted
be applied, an assistant putrlrtheV T "u

°"* "' *'"= '»'*'" *<>

- ,;;PP..cat,on and of ..^^ ^ter^^ ^^^ ^-"S

;^ up by .he powdL as .t^^'S -^ --->•—ch Will be

^:Sh^r;r:/^ -£-7 ?p.^ :^^t:r'«::?
can be .mmersed and saturated " -H

'>" ' f"'"'''' ^'"P"" «>* ^"l"''-'=d
be moulded to the limb before ^etlmg ' """ '^ """^'^ ^"""S" '°

e<,I:i^:r:^,r twc::,::t :f'i^:r:t;^^^'' "^^'" - --^-^
—ted to be wanted: then. t^^Cr;^^^ ^tn!!

!!!
I
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slowlv scattering it all over the surface of the water, let it sink by

«H This it will do very quickly at first, and then more slowly

uVt the plaster ceases to sink, but remains on the top of a cone of

tho oughly moistened p.aster in the wat.r The contents of the bas.n

rnust now for the first time be stirred, and this .s best done by ' ĵMnd

at the bottom, and quietly, so that there are no surface bubbles
,

it

^illsLn become uniformly thick, and can be used at the cons.s ency

Tf rather thin cream. At the en, of the setting .t hardens very qm Wv

The cream for taking solid casts, as of the limbs or trunk .s used

rather thinner than for st.ffoning flannel ;
that is, .t .s nsed as soon

"sometTr^Ts'the plaster may be used as a
""'^Y'''T"rtTZinW'

,h.,fed bandages. This is, indeed, the ongmal " B»Y.rl»B BpUnt

Ttese sphnts are usually made for cases of s.mple fracture o, the leg,

but are not confined to these mjurics. a,„„„i
.4p^(,r»/.o«.-Tak,ng the leg as ,.n example: Two p.eces of flannel

or stout canvas are cut out to a pattern wluch can be got accurately

by cuttmg open a stocking which would fit the pat.ent, along the .ront

of the leg and foot, and then spreading it out
;

or more roughh by

making 'a double '• of .Vo. .. in Fif. 6S. The p.eces "l"°\
Tanvas are then laid one on top of the other (Pate I.. F.g_ A) and

stitched down the middle line. The limb bci.ig laid upon them, the

piece next to the leg and foot is brought round taese parts and

f ^tened along the front with safety pins (f.^. B). ^^0 mvter p.ce

of flannel is spread out evenly on one s,de, and a '='>"
"'/f^';

about half an inch thick, is spread over it, care bemg taken to see

to the plaster goes well up to the seam, both outer and mner

^Les b^eing thLughlv covered. This side '^ *hen o ded over

the limb and the same procedure followed on the other -^e (P/«'^ ".

ir,„, c a«d D). When the wl.,le is set it may t^e removed

for inspection of the limb, the seam acting as a hinge and hereml.es

he adfantagc of th.s splint : it is held in place by a bandage over .t^

After the spl.nt has hardened it should be removed and left for

twelve hours in front of a fire ;
this will make it ™-'=l' fi™".

The next step -s to trim it. Trimming .s performed w.th stout

sci ors-all rough, uneven parts are removed from the edges, and the

Toners roundr/off. Strips of strapping well warmed are "ow appl. d

round the edces of the plaster, like braid tr.mmmg
f

^
""^_

^h.s

step will prcvmt the edges from crack.ng and f.ay.ng, and ™ ""^
^

neat, wo.kmanl.ke appearance to the whole ^'^'j'"-
„J,' ;?".,^^

fixed on with strapping and bondages, can be read.ly remoxed, and

'"Th.^'::imt'Tmuch the same as that known as Croffs, wh.ch is

described under " Fractures of the Leg " (Chapter .M\
The plaster in this and all other cases must be very dry

;
it » therefore

a wise precaution to have it put into an oven for an hour before u is

wanted.
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fif. -2.—SEUTIS'S CfTTINO PLtEPS.

It may here be mentioned that a common roller haml.-'ge {e.g.. one

used for securing fracture splinfeJ) has a more neat appearance, and is

less liable to be disturbed, if a little thin'starch paste is brushed or

rubbed over it after it has been put on.

BploM.— Flaster-of-Paris, or gum and chalk spica bandages are very

.'requently used in early or convalescent cases of hip disease, or in

fracture about the neck

of the femur. They are

applied like the ordinary

spica, but require a rather

firmer and longer hold

on the thigh. That part

of the bandage which

goes round the pelvis does

not require to be so much
stiffened as the rest.

It is often necessary to apply a slilf bandage or case lo some part

where there is a wound. If the discharge from this be extremely small

it will be sufficient to cover ii M'ith dry lint ; but if not, an opening or

" trap-door " must be made. This is best done with a very sharp

knife after the splint is f -mly set, a careful note being taken at the

time of application as to i.ie exact position of the wound.

It will happen, every now and again, that through chafing or some

other cause, a sore develops underneath one of these sphnts. In such

a case no time must be lost in cutting away the chafing part. This may

be sufficient, but very often the whole splint will have tu be removed,

and the sore allowed to heal. It is therefore very evident that every

care must be taken while applying the case to avoid creases or con-

strictions in the bandages, which may lead to such serious consequences.

Another common act of carelessness which

may lead to the above result is that of

leaving pins within the folds of the bandage.

ftemora/.—When puster or gum and chalk

cases have to be removed, a pair of strong

cutting pliers (Seutin's) may be used {Fig. 72)

:

or an instrument

devised by Davy
{Fig. -)), which is

a combination of a

knife and saw, and
which is very suitable

for the purpose, if the rig. 73.—n.\ND.\r,E saw,

splint is to be cut up
along the middle line without other damage so that it may be used

again ; in other cases a strong jack knife will do. On the other

hand, if the limb be very tender, it may be best to soak it and the

splint in water until the plaster or chalk is sufficiently softened to

allow of the layers of bandage being peeled off.

A
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SECTION III.

OF FRACTURES. DISLOCATIONS, AND SPRAINS.

Cmaiter XII.

IMPIiOUSED .SPLIXTIXG. ETC

or house surgeon may reasonlhtvL . ^ °"'*' ""'' ^^ "«^ '^"^^'"
must Icarn to treat. .lurTng hi, L'n^a,

"'" "'*" """ "'"^'^ "-
apparatus and manipulation Vishatl T""',"""-

"^''^ ''S-rd '"
are commonly used in thrcountry

"'
'"'' "'°'"' "''^'

.i.el"'a';trtarrene::f p'-ntrrr"^"* r '^^^'"- -'"^^''-"y.
Bitent of Injupylxhe Zt ,

"""* ''" ""d'^rstoo.l,

exammation on accent cafe of ™;r\"*"*
'"'""^^ ^ pcst-mortem

be to outward seeming o^L"'',7; ""'"
'''"'P''^' "^ ' 'h-^'f

fail to be astonished at .eVvSt to vh,TT
"' ''''''^'- '"^ """"'

suffered, attlieammmt of ,ruiW ,

*'' '"'"''' ''»^'= ''"-a"^-

and at the infiltration ofarsof'^f of"'''"""'™ °' '"" "'^^'-'
And yet, provided that sue lllT ,^

"'*'' '^""•a^^ate,! blood.

septic forL Of infi^r::;;:': art" crsstrrrdrd irr""" ""

table will sho,Xt the inUrv n7tf T""" °" *'^« Po=t-morte,n

extent, due to the working of'the
" ' '

I"'''
''"' ^'"' *° " 'atffe

the more yielding tssues ?n , ,
?' '?''"''«'' fragments amo.^j

this is the U''c"';,s?or:heir''^';":;
'" '"^'"^^^ "^^ '"'"-^^ "olence:

...'"^i^St:;;,:^:;;;^":,^;™"'"r.°^
™""-*

'- -- -' '-c.„re.

and appreciate
1 o a t tim i

"," ' n
°' *'", ''""' '""""' "'' ^'"'~-

upon « e surface '^d furt
,
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',,,' """^'^ ""'"^'= *'''•"> "PPcars

time of the oc^urren^e o "
fr Jt:'?' nd'T'T"

""''' """"" "'^

improper handling may do mLl mi ,,;, o 4at"i7nrt f'"'"' Thappens that, bv movements on the oir o ',1 .

mfroquently

a simple fracture is convert., ,
" "^ P^""" ^ "' '"' ''iends,

">ore ^rarely, a" impnrt/ntv;''"
""'''"""' ™^

' "'' "'™«'' -'^"
-1 -rcant ^r^,cl oi nerve is scnuusly injured.
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It «ill therefore Ik* seen that there are many points for consideration

In the treatment of a case of fracture, in at'tlition to the actual and, so

to speak, jjermanent settinR of bones.

So lonR as the patient can Iw left lying, little further harm can come

to the broken bones, so that there need be no hurry.

The chief paints in the immediate treatment of fractures arc :
—

1. The prevention of further injury ; (tf)by means of some in.proviscd

support or sphr.l ; (h) By proper precautions in transport.

2. The arrangement of the bed on which the patient has to lie,

probably for some weeks ; the getting him into it ; and the general

management of affairs in the interval which must elapse before the

setting.

1.

.-MEASURES FOR PREVENTION OF FURTHER INJURY.

lMi'Ro\tsr,n Si'MNTiNC.—This is desirable when tlirrc is any

appreciable movement Iwtween the fragments, any painful spasm of

the muscles, or whenever the patient has to be moved to any distance.

The ways in which more or less efficient

splints may be made arc very numerous so

that in this matter the prip':iples of the

improvisation being indicate i, the dct^ liK

must lie left to the individual readiness .nui

energy of the surgeon. Whatever comes

first to hand will of course l>e used first, as

firewood, matchboarding. cigar boxes, book

covers or f^aper, and it will hardly ever

be found difficult

to give sufficient

support to any

fracture. Kven
a newspaper will

z^,^ Mt—-"X-l yHiS: ''"..^X^ ^^^ °^ great ser-

folded often
enough, especi-

ally if it be lx;nt

round so as to

form a portion

of a hollow cylinder. In fractures of the leg or thigh of one side, the

use whidi may be made of the opposite sound one as a splint, by tying

the two limbs together, shuuld always be remembered.

Fig. 74 has been drawn to show a few of the ways in which conmion

materials, sucli as firewood, towels, and handkerchiefs, ma\- be used

tor the temporary support of fracture of the collar-bone, humerus, and

of the bones of the leg.

.AS a rule Removal of Clothes is unwise until the patient is about to

be put into bed, when it can be done deliberately, and so as to cause

/li'. 74.—IILVSTRATION' Ot IMI'KUVI-^EII Sl'UVTlNC.
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ns little pain as possil.lc. i>ut if tlic frictiiro l„. l... ii

.here
JK.

senous „a™.„„a«e. .hed^^i^t'^l^'eZi::;':;' ,;;:,;'careful examination of the parts These ,•,»..« ,.i \

The foil
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'•••" "'"
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he davic e M r„r T T"',"* "" """" "^- "<-""• «« fragments o
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""' '"'"*•' •"' '"«™™'^ """ ^"fficicnti;
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•'""••'"'^"t -'"'ng,

ll,c I,„lm,lw«s lo he l„lfilleJ in cases of fractured clavicle -ire tint

uLl;"; th;':^i:7;'^'r
"'" ""• "^^ ^'™ "-- >« ^^^ej::;^^ t

t s o dc m t ,. r ,' Y:'"-'"'
'"" ""'PP"' '™"^ '"<= P™"t of

thorax In a pad placed ,n ,he a.dla, ,„ counteract the tc'ndcnc,
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of the l)rokcn enils of the davicle to overlap. A way in which thi»
mav readily Ik; tUmo is shown in hif. 7^ (ind also in Fig. 74). A
soft but firm pad, of al)oiit the size of the fist, is made, as witli a
cricketiii« cap or a ncwspajwr. and is placed in the axilla ; the forearm
is crossed over the chest, with the hand pointinj; to the opposite .shoulder,
the point of the elbow beinR held well back. A towel is then folded
as a broad scarf, the elbfiw is settled into the middle of it. and then, by
tyinK the ends over Mie opposite shoulder, the hand and forearm being

covered by the scarf, the arm on the
injured side can be pusheil well up.

The other towel is then brought
rc)uncl so as to fasten the arm. fore-

arm, and Imnd firmly to the trunk,

and the ends are knotted or pinned
beneath the opposite armpit. A
reference to the figure will explain,

better than words can do, these simple
but efficient arrangements.

.{. Fraetura In the Melghbonrhood of

tha Bhouldcr Joint.—For this, inasmuch
as both the displacement and mobility

of the fragments are often either

slight or obscure, a well-adjusted sting

Is all that is required at first, or

during removal.

4. Fracture of the Shaft of the

Humerui. — Here the displaLcmcnt
may be considerable, and the ends of the broken bone, by moving on
each other, may cause much pain and muscular ipasm. The weight
of the forearm must be utilized to prevent overlapping of the fragments
and a little gentle traction may be made at the elliow. Some short
pieces of firewood or cardboard should then be tied round the limb,
outside the sleeve, with handkerchiefs, or something of the kind, care
being taken that those on the inside are so short that the circulation is

not impeded at the elbow (s-ee Fig. 74). The hand and wrist should
then be ''ing in a towel folded scarf-wise.

.5. Fraoturea about the Elbow Joint.—The forearm should be slung,

but it will be unwise to attempt any reduction of tiie fracture, which
is often complicated with dislocation, till arrangements have been
made for its regular setting,

<). Fracture of the Bonei of the Forearm.- The limb should be
supported by two splints, whicli need not be ^'ery rigid (brown paper
folded several times will do very well), placed along the front and back
of the hand and forearm, and reaching from the elbow to beyond the
tips of the fingers. The hand should be placed midway between
pronation and supination, with the thumb upwards ; tlie splint on the
flexor side must not embarrass tlie !lr.^^hi.^! arterv wh^n the arm i':

J,

—

TRBATHENT flK
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he flexor, of the finger,, reli"r , !,«„ f,","'"'' " " P"'"'"' «l«sm „l
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j;- --:^--
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"' ""• '"'""-
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•
,

'" '''™ ""' '"» "'arf
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n I,:;:"'*'''

^":!'''"' ™" ''" '-•™
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,V""^ '" "« "••'^- "'
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""" "'^- ''«•"""» "*- 1'
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-' >-

—
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'

it'ld^ "'''"r"""^"'-"'

the harm, or rather the disaster whicVn av .e"^ ?. "" """' >""
cardess handling, cannot be ,c„ thlV^'h^iJl^eT™"" '^ """" "'

^..^^riiis^t^;:^;- -TrfrT- -^ -- --
platform should be procured andnL;;"- "" '^'' °'^" "«"'
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,,,,"'' ,*° ""^ P"*'™'' -h"
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°' P°-"'"-

th^ c^;:"^:ri;;;i:;:r^ -:-x ^'^" -«
^"- -»es

patient must t.e quicklv placed o„ a ,te, T"""
""= P'^'"''' -'" the

-metimes happens, even'^after a sevl 1^^ ". .ts_ »ubst,tute. u
patient is abl

allov-pf^.
ivalk after a fashion, but this must "f'.cr be

fri!
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II rrutan sf tki MMk of Ik* Tlil|k-kM«. - l<i) I'raclurt ih oIJ

piof^lr. IhiH will imly rii|Uiri' tint tlir |ki inl Iw movcil with Kcntlc-

ncsH on a •^tretth^r . no otlu-r pri'iautinns art' necessary. ('') Fraetme

M//i iialtmc. anil ininry to llio suiter parts arimnil I'his ih usually

extra-ia|MUlar. anil Rencrally incurs in uilults In any case pre-

laiitiiins must Ik' taken to prevetit further ilainafic in removal
;

these,

hinvevcr. will lie practically the same as are requireil :n the (iillowinR

case

li FrMtar* or Un Shaft of tk* r*mw. In consci|iience of the

lennth anil streiii;tli ol this lionc. its (racture may be atteniUil with

Kreat ilisorKam ition of the surrininilinB parts, and the injury is very

easily niiiili more serious still liy ro»nh or unskilful hanillini;. In

these cu- , the principal ilithculty is that ol transijort. anil the reailer

has oiil\ to iinauine what miljlit lie the conseipiences of ill-ailvisc<l

eHorts to move a heavy nun with his thish broken in the miiliUe anil

unsupiiorteil. to see at ome th.it no attempt shnilil be made to move

an ailiilt thus injured till Ih- limb li;is been rendered fairly still by

imimivised splintini; Th • end desired is practically to make the

patient's binly nijid Iriim the armpit to the ankle, so as to pre^ent all

risk ol a liendin); or biicklinR up of the broken ends of the bone, which

would otherwise readily incur. The patient should be kept lying

al'ioluleh flat on Ihe /mi* and search should \>; made for somcthinR

lont; anil stronR enoiiKh to serve as a " eiri/fr " tit tun Ihc whole length

of the Imtv (a riHe or a liriHimstick will do admirc.bly). 1 h.. '. list then

lie laid alonR the injured side, tlic top KoinK liencath the axilla, and the

limb should bo very Rcntly straightened, since by this time it will

probably hive become miicli abducted, and rotated outwards. Then,

with numerous hinilkerchlefs. towels, etc .
this long splint must be

fastened on. passing the bandages round the thorax and pelvis. Along

the inner side of the leg ii i^liort s/tlint. say an umbrella, should then

be placed, and a back splint ol tlim br);ird. or stiff paper folded, may

be placed along tlr.- back ol the thigh . llese supixirts must then be

fastened round the thigh, leg, and loot, as can best be managed. Fina ,-,

the injured limb must he tied to the sound one in two or three places.

It these proceedings hive been thoroughly carried out. it should

be possible, although it would be unwise, to carry the patient simply

by the head and heels, withiut any bending.

M. Fruture neu the Knn Joint. Here the risk of injury is very

much less, and one of two plans may be adopted. If the limb be lying

fairly straight, an inside and an outside splint, as two walking-sticks,

should be tied on with several limdkerchiefs. avoiding the actual scat

of fractal e
; or what will be found more comfortable, especially if the

limb be bent, will be to place beneath the joint a thick pillow or other

support, keeping it in the flexed position with a few band.iges tied

round all,

I.). In a FpactttMd Patella, the great indication is to avoid increased

separation of the fragments and further damage to the knee joint
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In the First of the other two plans, the fingers of the right hand of A
and the left hand of B are interlocked to form a seat, while A's left

hand is placed on B's shoulder, and nee versa, to make a back support.

Jn the Second plan both A's and one of B's hands are joiued to form

a triangular seat, and B's other hand rests on A's shoulder, forming a

chair back.

But the Third way (Fin. yi>) is th? best, where both pairs of hands

are used, locKed together to form a seat, and whore the patient supports

himself by his hands placed upon the bearers' shoulders.

// the patient be quite Helpless or Senseless, whether he has to be

carried any distance, or has only to be lifted on to a stretcher or bed,

the assistance of three people is desirable, two, A and B, to do the

lifting, and the third, C, to look after the injured limb and the patient

generally.

SKDAN ClfUS.

A and B take up a position on th? opposite sides of the patient, near

his haimch bones, facing each other ; they then stoop down, and each

gradually gets one hand under his back, near the shoulder blades, till

they meet and are clasped ; th;; other hands are then passed and

locked under the breech.

Having secured a firm grasp tliey rise together from the stooping

posture with the patient, and are ready to move. It is not advisable

for either to kneel, unless they cannot stoop low enough, but if one

docs, both must.

A patient lifted in this way can readily be placed on a bed, or be

lowered on to a stretcher for more convenient carriage. In lifting a

stretcher the taller of the bearers should go to the he;.J. and should

give the directions as to the time of lifting. Th - head should

always be lifted a little before, and lowered a little after, the ' Jt. In

carrying anyone on a stretcher, the bearers should not keep stCf). but the

left foot of the one must be put forward with the right of the other, to

avoid swaying. It is not here considered necessary to give an account

of the actual stretcher drill, where the bearers are numbered off, and
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•-*na\. for the purposes of military
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The Essential Qualities which the bed should possess are, that there

should nowhere be any " sagging " or possibility of giving way. that

the surface should be evenly smooth and comfortably elastic, and that

the foot of the mattress should be somewhat higher than the head.

In practice it will be found that very few bedsteads fulfil these

requirements ; even the best (the wire-woven beds, or those with inter-

laced iron bands) will allow of a certain giving way where the greatest

weight of the body comes, while this occurs to a much greater extent

in sacking, or sofa spring beds. The evils of this yielding and the

formation of a hollow under the patient are not so apparent at first

as they afterwards become : the patient gradually slips down, the head

and shoulders are pushed forward, and the heels come up, until, instead

of lying in a straight line, the body forms two sides of a triangle, the

apex of which is at the ischial tuberosities, to the grievous alteration

of the parts about the seat of fracture, and to the great risk of the

formation of bedsores.

Fortunately the remedy is easy, and involves no apparatus, all

that is required being a light wooden frame or a few light boards placed

on the bedstead, underneath the mattress. If tlie mattresses are ol

the kind to be described directlv, no discomfort will be felt after a

very little time from the rigidit> of these boards, even by those who

are accustomed to lie softly, while they are .[uite as efficient as any

special bedsteads that have ever been devised.

A big bed is a misfortune in all cases of sickness, but especially in

fractures. The best size is that of the ordinary single bed, as found in

hospitals and elsewhere, namely, dft. Oin. liy ,ift. or },ix. ftins.

ft is of great importance that the Mattresses in fracture cases

should possess the qualities of smoothness and elasticity in perfection,

and for this reason any form of " bed," either of feathers or other

material, is quite inadmissible. Flock mattresses are objectionable,

as, even if well made, they tend in time to form knots or lumps.

The best combination of all is a straw palliasse, and over that, one or

two horse-hair mattresses, 3} in. to 4 in. thick. Over the mattress

one blanket is generally found useful. The sheets require no

particular directions, save that, if a draw-sheet and mackintosh are

required, they should be arranged before the patient is put to bed.

In cases of fracture of the lower extremities, or of the spine, all

pillows or bolsters are harmful, except the merest cushion beneath

the head, at any rate in the early stages of union ;
and if the patient

can be induced to lie thus flat, the position will not produce discomfort

after the first day or two. \ny pillows should be small and firm,

and covered with separate shps.
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Chapter XIII,

OF MASSAGi;. MA.xrpur.ATiox. A.yn ptssn-E
MOVEMEXTS IX FRACTriiES.

('^fi' GralHim mi Massni^e.)

,

I.TH0I:GH tlu. value of niassag. was recORnized bv ancient

treatmem of .sprams and fractures 1ms led to a swin^ins of the ne„ l" I m
fi'r^^'s- ;r;r :;:,:"^^"'"" -^- ""'-'<= '- >'- - --' "-^
At this period the routine treatment of fractures sprains anddsl„cat,ons was ngid confinement l,y son^e retent.ve appLa

'

untHsuch tmie had elapsed as was cons,<lered necessarj. for he renair ofbone or for the removal of the exudation. This pe'^md ex ended ove

o nt?Irely; " "" '?"'' *''" ""''™ "^= -^P'"''^ -- removed l"

Cb r:rered
""'^''''' ""' " ""^ '""« """"^ *^ ^«-''=''

-Vo sooner was the beneficial eftect of massage generally recognized

X""a:eTrr:?' '""
"^'r °' *-»t-™ 'adiocated'-trar; .^„

Plints and othe
,?'%'/'"" '"'"™^' '° *"<= <""'"' '^''-'•^on of

It is tot ,

apparatus designed to keep the parts at rest.

oxerdone. this without for one moment disparaging the treatmentunder proper conditions.
t""''b'ng the treatment

besT'tr"'"'; T'^Z °' "'" °P'"'°" *''" '"^t""' ='"d severe sprains are

treatm2 f
'*'":* ''^ *"°^= P"""P'=^ "'hi^h R-'ern us in thetreatment of any extensive injury, namely, rest and fixation it seemsto us mconsis ent not to keep parts qniet which have been subiectTd

that ,r .""t ""f7 """ '"'""'°"- I^-rther, while we"that the treatme.it of fractures without retentive apparatus has ^1^ome excelent results, we cannot advise it as a routine esLaUvfor hospital cases, where daily inspection may be difficult Thrsamemay be .said with regard to passive movement Doubtless the cau fo"s

s to".:^r'h"^
"'""""^ °' P^*^^'™ -"O™"-' '" cases of fracure

application. Lnless a surgeon reahzes this, he may often do more

fih

I
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harm than good in attemp< at passive movement. Ccrtai^n r.com-

me™atU,ns as to the method of perfonnins these movements «dl bo

riven below, but wc -nay remind our re.Klers that passne Movement

m-n easily displace the t«o surfaces of a broken bone winch have

been brouoht into apposition with some difficulty.

It may be well to point out the man.or in winch massage and passive

*. „.t Missicc is of special value in Betting no of the

S;::^r:;iS:hav"S;ured ^t as the resmt of miur^ These

effusions are pressed into the lymph-str-am and readily carried oH by

the manipulations described.

Brth rnassa..e and p^issive movement are of value in preventing the

formlo" of ntra- and extra-ar-icular adhesions. In many te.xt-books

the" tudent gathers that adhesions are formed in the joints alone, but

this is by no means the case.

When a fracture (or sprain) has occurred in the neighbourhood o

the ankle the joint mav or may not be damaged, but the tendons

;^iich lie in relation to "the lower end of the tibia are invoUed in a

plaster of extravasated blood and lymph. If they are allowed to

femi n m this state, organization will occur, and they will become

mXd together and almost immovable. The appl-ation of massa

passive and (at a later period) active movements, is >,ie «r> best

m^ans a our disposal for the prevention of this complication Should

ruc"a.Uies,ons form in spite of treatment, they must be broken down

under an ana?sthetic. ,

Finally, both massage and movements improve the tone of tie

muscles and of the vessels of the limb. When a 1""^, espec.al 3
the

tower extremity has been fixed immovably on splints for any length

oTLeNn atlmpt to use the part after removal °' ^c^J'P-f-
is uscally followed by painful swelling and cedema. The '•™'= °""'^

in some patients after simple confinement to bed *°; =1/"^f
P^^f,

This swelling is due to loss of tone of the vessels, so that, as soon as

any extra strain is thrown upon them, transudation takes place into

*Thrmmcles are thrown out of action by long fixation on a splint;

they waste, and as a result, when the fracture has healed and the

patent is ready to get about, the atrophied muscles are incapable

of doing their work, and convalescence is thus delayed until they

recover The importance of muscular wasting m association w.th

sprains and damage to joints is best illustiated in 1' ' case of the knee

Ota When this'region has been damaged and the part ""-M-«

L a splint for any length of time without massage *c c,u. dnceps

muscle wastes considerably. As soon as the patient '-ee-n- » «alk

about he finds his joint weak and liable to give way He thereto e

applies an elastic supporting bandage, which further induces rnuscuUr

atrophy. Now one of the functions of the quadriceps is to keep the

synovial membrane of the knee under control during the movements

of the joint. When the muscle has atrophied, the joint capsule and

\
!ii
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MASSAGE
U7

synovial membrane art" I

betivccn the articular surfaces ,.?" '",',''' °' ">'"""=" ">™il.r.,ne Ret
alar ligament) and .TnZlVd'^"'"'-'''V°''''""'''''^'''''^-"<'^
synovitis, for rtich a snhnt K a.J„ "Tl "' '"''' '' '" attack of
°n until the joint passed ntOst'te Tl '

""" ™ "" P^'"™^ ^«^
ofi"-on, or a condition oT;on~ ,

'7" "" "°""^ """ ^"™'
icnuancnt weakness (calletl l,y liennctt

II^|^l-K.^lI^^.
' wobbi}- joint ").

massage and passive n'ov^m^nr-Th^'ri"'"' '''' "" ^^'^'>- "^ °<

For "n7pu™e ,^ ,
/-r- ' ''n;-' "r handle, has

«-ionof .h^i™,.,„:>-;sr tr^ktTi^^^hJd*"-^ - ^-*'-

-xerciscd, and a free

man}' forms.

or stroking,
lirection of tlic lymph

Fil. 78. -KPFLKRir.B PERFOBsnsr. mil, i„E p„,..- n..

flou. and />«„,,Mg, or *,„„A„,, jeep massin. n, ,muscles by gentle squ-.zin^ of the part 1« t
° 7 I'a'Pat.on of the

fingers. The other varieties are m or 1^
^^ "" °* ''"^ ''and and

us here.
'"^'^ '"'"^'= elaborate, and do not concern

sl*' i

.1

. n,.

St II'
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E/llmraee.—\n practising this operation some neutral powder or

even some greasy preparation (this is not very pleasant) is apphed

to the patient's limb, and if the limb is very hairy it may be shaved

The operator, usually seated, gently strokes the surface of the affected

limb with the palmar surface of the hand with a rhythmical move-

ment, in a direction towards the trunk {Figs. -7, -I' I ;
lie should employ

;Tir ViHRATORV Mo\-rM::NT.

as large a surface of his hand as possible, and the hand should never

press heavily. The fingers arc treated by taking them between the

finger and thumb and stroking gently towards the pilm.

Pllrtssage is performed somewhat differently. As large a grasp of

the limb as possible is taken with both hands, and the thenar portion

F.J. 80.—PEtBlSIAOP WITH A SCiCLE FlNOEK OR THCMIl, TO RElIOVTi ICTIAMMAIORY EXIDATIS.

of the palm is pressed into the tissues, by alternate movements of the

two hands (as the right contracts and compresses the muscles the left

relaxes). The long axis of the operator's hand should lie parallel with

• Figs 7- -fo arc from " Natural Therapy." by T. D. Luke. M.P.

(Bristol : John Wright & Sons Ltd.). by kind permission of the Author.



PASSIVE MOVEMKXT ijg

..pp.r oxtre™.,,, and then starts .gain at the fingers oVd'tal 1

o r::;r^T,:^cn:!a::T^t;^:=;--' - ^-

ca'cVofT~"'n'V'''''''"'"*^,"''"' ™''''^»«'^ »"""'" he star,c<l ,„

he oa of ™ rv n
''?'",•

,
" ""• "f^"*"'' '^'"rt at „r ,ust below

i^^^s'^^t^ii^-s/iti-f'^-" ---'--
pomt ot in>.r,i '^nti^^rnX":!:;^:>:"-rr2^T^'t
ass,st he vessels in carrying off the exudation and sec^nlK ogradually accustom the bruised tissues to the movements.

''

iniu cd area' the
""'''?'

"f'
'"^™ ^"'•"'"' ^mediately above the

remftvltt,
'""'"°"' "'°"''' '"'" '"^ ^"«"*'°n ^ the d.stal ex!

hoor^" ^r^-^;r—— - --;-e „.,.
bemg passive, ,.e., keeping his muscles as far as pSs.ble relaxed andtakmg no part in performing the movement. Xot only d«s ttemovement tend to improve the nutrition of the mucles but^t luoprevents the formation of adhesions

muscles, but it also

.he'V^attrca"re m^^t^beTr™"'
'" ""= '"'' ^'"^es of treatment,

must be held ste^i
™ "°' '" '"'P'^'^'^ '^'^ fragments, which

"bow . Ifl H 1*'
'" '°™ "'^y- '" ^^^'•'^ °' 'raeture about theelbo„, a hinged splint may be fitted, which will permit flexion -nd

nTh"
"'""°'" *e limb being removed from the a'paratu

uTuX^fle:io:;^.:;rext: -of
""^- "=«^"^ '- --—^ -^-«'.

.^x^:ir:^"r:^Tb--t^
o. thf u^p^r^a^melt! " "'" '"^™"*' '"' '"^ """^^^ ™ "^ '""'

)^!l
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In per/orniiiig passire movemtnl it is iiffi'ssviry lo haii an accuralt

knowledge of the siliialion of Ike frachm, and llie direction in which

displacement is likely to occur.

The range of movement must lie very limited at first, but be

gradually increased. If carefully applied it should be practically

painless, and the infliction of pain should Iw looked upon as an indication

that the movements are too vigorous.

Injurtai pFOdaud by too ener|otle Paitlve Movtmtnt.

Displacement of fragmcnls : This has already been alluded to.

Traumatic .Sj'HonVis.— If a joint has been severely damaged and

passive movement overdone, it is not imcommonly found that the

joint becomes swollen and acutely tender after the manipulations have

been completed.

Non-union.— It is an oi>en question whether movement leads to

non-unicm : some authorities maintain that movement of the fragments

on one another is beneficial, and that union takes place more readily

under these conditions.

Jlotive Novementt and Hovcnunti agalntt Reilttanoe.— These

movements are not to be allowed until there is fairly firm union between

the broken ends. Such union is present about the third week in most

fractures.

In movements against resistance, as opposed to passive movements,

the operator endeavours to flex and e.\tend the limb against the con-

traction of the muscles voluntarily exercised by the patient. In the

later stages of treatment these movements are especially valuable in

keeping muscles and tendons exercised.

Free active movements may be permitted some weeks before

retentive apparatus is discarded, and in cases of Pott's and Colles's

fractures the patient should Ije encouraged to move the foot and ankle

or fingers and wrist some time before attempting anything in the

nature of walking or carrying.

The duration of each application of massage should be from fifteen

to thirty minutes, and the treatment should be continued every day,

or every other day, until function is restored.
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t'llVl'TKK XIV.

01- THE PEH.\..l.\f;.\r SEITISG OF FRACTURES.
pRACTIRKS are at mue the most frc,|ucnt and the m,.,t important

Apart".t ^^"^
t ^i; : :,ul;

'-"''- '"'''"" --^ "--^
'- -"^

«^.n„. _, so :;::::. ".:;:!! ;<::™tx:^.^;:r„;!'r:;:.:

his'™;!:!;,;:::^''^'* '" ""'• """"^^ "" "- f^™-' -- "•""«

sliiilspg
^r=-r-i---th-h*i^;^-r^--^^

woundf"
°' "'"" '"'""• '*"'" "' "™'='"8 Of the limb or superficial

3. /-<>.»/ le„dcy,,ess o,cr the scat of the fracture

tr
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A word of warning may be given on tho subject of these measure-

ments. It is by no means uncommon to observe a great discrepancy

lictween the measurements obtained by two separate observers, this

being due to : {a) Inaccuracy in applying tlic measuring tai>c to the

bony prominences ; and (h) Failure to put the sound hmb in a position

as nearly similar as possible to that of the injured one (Fi^. «i).

The sulKutaneou bony jHiints of the I)ody used for measurement
arc not l)y any means exact. In the case nf the anterior superior spme
of the ilium, an area of at least an inch can Im called subcutaneous,

and it is easy to see liow a measurement carelesslv made mav fail to

reveal a shortening of half to one inch. A gtKxl rule to follow is this—
Before meastiriiig, mark with a skin pencil or with ivk, as accurately as

possible, the exact points on the two sides between which the measurements
are to he taken.

Fig. 8l.—MEA9UKRME.VI FOK INJURY ABOUT THE HiP.

With regard to (6), wc will instance injuries round the hip joint. If

in these cases the measurements are made with one limb in adduction

and the other in abduction errors are bound to arise. In adduction

there is a greater distance between the anterior superior spine of the

ilium and the external malleolus or external condyle than there is in

abduction.

3. Alteration in the position of certain hony processes to one another.—
This is best illustrated in Colles's fracture of the radius, where the

position of the styloid processes of the two bones to one another is

changed.
*

6, Abnormal Mobility of the limb or part owing to the loss of

continuity of the shaft of the bone. In some cases where the fracture

is comminuted or splintered the lower part hangs loosely and uselessly

from the rest of the limb.
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irict^'!:xt i:t:x::' """•' "> •"' -•"'"« <" "-

value in IndicatinK cicarlv the nr ,,!,'
,"""»'' " "'«" "' "'<• K'-fntcst

-;. t.,0 ^. .„en n., ;;:^e:,rz':;;:;:;:[';,r
I,;;'

"- -^ »'«-«.

other reasons. Crepi,™ n
™

! 'IT '"";•' '""'"'P'"'^. "r (rom

ofthe,ra.n,en.s. /'ain; ."iievriJ;;!":;:;'..:'"'"*' " --'""

Rulei for Diagnninf frMtuMi.-

undertaken; anTtt 'T 'o si L , ?
,""""• " ''^^^'^"*' «""'"" I-

-ves.i«a.i„n l^. X.::^;,:'^^:::^''
"^ "- "< '--<- -..l <.,r.her

•!. -Never in a doubtful ease sav " Tl,„r„
rather,

.
I find no evidence of ,r'ae.':^e at"^:;" nr-""

'"""""'
'

" ""'

^ \Mien possible, submit everv .••«,.„{

A<.<;/.,«tothe.Y.rays.betor:an<rj,lr:«;in;
""'""'"'

"' ""^"'"'

moli^'equ™",;"™ stftLrr^'^
""^ "°"" "^ "" '-^'-- -e

sprains hive beLTeried':" Cc .^r a skn"^ar"
1^'^'"^" '"

instances, the timely aoDlicition nf tT
'^^''^R'am

;
and, m many

ni.ed deformity to\:T «m"" ^ „^^ '^^l^^^
""-«' - unrecog-

affected the patient
"" '*"''''' ''a™ seriously

n<.milrrTnltt;i^a"^tmin''^^™ r'-"'
™"'"^"'''-«<'"-

these investigations have i^encZoltT"'"'-'- ." '^ "°* ""*" ="'

...e surgeon can say with^co^Men e""^ Ttre'is Z i^Zl ''^^ "'^'

^^^In the setting and treatment of fractures the'r^ "a^e'thr" main ind.ca-

Indleatioiu fop Setting »nd Tre.tment.-

Co;;iLX wTav^'brre'^'Tr
"^" '"^ -'"-' ^ P^^e.

instances an atSh"^^ sh^iIdXrle^ '
"""" '""^'"' "" ""«*

cxtttn'Te°'\"?,irr«rr'^'rr^">-^^
above IS teadied and held firm b

"' *''' '"''""' ""''<• '"^ P^'
be carefully perlormad is ob^ ct Uo" o^^f'"\J'^'^ P'"""« ^"™"i
tion which is producing tlLdiform.Jr

*'' '""'™'" ™"'"^-
Many fractures do not rcauire ll.is tr,.=i, * t

of the face manipulation oidv will he

T

'," "^""'^' °' ''°""
1

anon only will be necessary. In fractures without

i\
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ilisplaii-mrnt n«» formal Hcttin^ nvv<\ In* uniU'rtnken (as in the taw of

Homc impacted fracture*! where the p()Mtion in Roott). Measurement*

must \tc rarefully tuailc to hcc that all shortening has Iwcn overcome.

J. After the iKmcH have lieen tirouKht into as Rotxl a jXttiition as

pONsihlc, wmie apparatus {stt " Sphnts ") must Ik; applied in order to

keep them in that position.

\, I".\cry cflort nuist l>c made to restore the function of the part.

Sinte with a fracture there is dnmanc not only to the iKtnes but also

to muscles and tendons, an<l often ner\cs and joints, care must Ik*

taken in the .iftor-trcatnuMit to sec that these <lo not liccnmc useless

from proIouHi-d (ix.ition. It is iif httle scrvuc to a patient to have

perfect union ln-tween the enfls of a broken hone if the nearest joint

be locked and the muscles ot the limb wastetl and infirm. These

accidents can ixr prevented by the early use of massage and passive

movements.
Hut while the alwive form <he Rcneral rules upon uhich fracture

treatment should Ik- carried out, there arc certain other details which

should be attended tr).

The Beit time for Betting a Fracture is as soon as possible after the

injury has been intbcled ; but it it has not fwen possible to arrive at a

correct diagnosis, or if there be so much swelling that settinR is out of

the question, a few clays must elapse before an attempt is made

to Ret the fragments into apposition.

During this Period of \\',iitn\ii the Patient Must he Kept in Bed.

Attend to his general con(btion. and Iwar in mind that the course of a

fracture is influenced by any constitutional disease, such as syphilis

or Bright's disease.

Compound Fracturet<~-\Vhile ordinary or simple fractures arc in

themselves sufficiently serious, compound fractures are the worst

injuries that one is called upon to treat. Not only is there a fracture

present whicli requires its sj^cial treatment, but there is a lacerated

wound, often contaminated with dirt and likely to suppurate, which

interferes with the proper treatment of the fracture, and itself intro-

duces a number of complications. Some fractures, in virtue of the

position of the affccteci bone, are almost invariably compound, as in

the case of a fractured jaw (these will be dealt with below). In the

case of the extremities a compound is much rarer than a simple

fracture, and usually requires more violence to produce it. A frac-

ture of the tibia is often compound, owing to the subcutaneous

position of the bone.

While the general rules formulated above are applicable to those

fractures which are compound, much has to be said about the special

treatment of these complex cases.

We may roughly divide compound fractures into three groups :

—

I. The fracture is compound, i.e., the skin is broken, but no bone,

or at most a small spicule, protrudes throueh the opening ; the wound

is not obviously contaminated. There is no need to open up the
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woumi in mm, caM., I, w,.„l.l 1^ „,c.l,ile«,mc. s„rKorv ,n a.tc.n.nt

par.» s,r,p,H.,i „,, ,„„„ ,„.. ,„;„:,:;','.:;. i;,;;,,"
""' ^""' *''^' ^""

con^,:::::,:"^.^^';;'':^ ;!:;::';;;'',•;;,,;;''•'''•'""."" •- - '«

t>..» pom,. 1...,. «.„, „. ";;,:„,':^,:':;^;^:'^,;''''>V''
''"''•=

a<lv,s,il,k. f„r ,l,f l,„us.. Mirwon 1„ „l,. ,i„
"">

complication mus, li= looked for, e o her „i„ri ^ u
"- 7'°?

^ ';^'s.ro::r":;^:vr"'
re,i„„^r-::-:r"uV^,

uv tarciul o\er tins latter pomt, s nee neclect m it ,., .. i j

Transfusion may be rerpiired

^cr::^;a:/^:r^„;^r'::;";ri^:r'j^-
—^--'-'es are

The skm should be scrubbed «i,h ether soap aL a te" this ». h
*

washed off, with a solution of Mn,odi<le m sp^ ir -t '»
or L tantiseptic. Care must Ik- ,;, 'urinL: thr

'"»
"f

any strong

kept well covered ud so ,
"""'^•'H'-' "'"t the wound iscovered up, .so .., . waslnngs from the limb do not get

i
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into it. The limb lieing now rendered as far as possible antiseptic,

attention is directed to the wound and the fracture. The wound is

again syringed out with hot peroxide of hydrogen, and is then sub-

jected to the following toilet. All ragged bits of skin are cut away
from the edges, and the margins generally trimmed up with scissors ;

if necessary the wound is enlarged with the knife. All dirt and foreign

bodies are cleared away. A free irrigation with alternate solutions of

hot (120° F.) saline and peroxide of hydrogen is the best for this pur-

pose, but sharp sjKwns and forceps may be required, or if the 'vound

is badly contaminated with dirt, 1-40 carbolic, i-jfXK) perchloride or

biniodidc may be used. Any detached muscle tendon or fascia which

may slough, is cut away. All loose fragments of bone, and any
material that lies between the broken fragments, are removed. Any
bleeding point or torn vessel (which may not be bleeding at the time)

that can be seen is secured wil^i a ligature. Any nerve or tendon

that has been severed is united by direct suture by its two ends.

The bones are manipulated, with the assistance of extension and
counter-extension, into the best possible position, and, if necessary,

they may be wired.

The responsibility of a decision as to whether wiring should or should

not be undertaken generally rests with the visiting surgeon.

The wound is finally irrigated with peroxide and saline, and drainage

tubes are inserted. As a rule few or no sutures will be required. Any
incision that has been made can be sutured, but experience has shown

that sutures inserted into bruised tissues are always harmful. A
dressing is applied, and the limb is fixed on appropriate splints.
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Chapter X\'.

REQUIRE ATTEXTIOV

T":^ t:!::;.i:L^i:::'Z:":: '"^ arte...eat.e„t o, cases
certain details demand attention in tf";'"'

*° *'"^ ''''"^'' "ut as

out-patients, they .XCl:::ZZZt ''"''"' °' '"^'""=^ '"""'«

AFIEK-TREATMENT.

they must be readjusted
'""> '"S'lwcti.a

,
if they liave slipped,

fcr'sweUing o. nu^t:^' and^'uhtrcr^i^STon""" '" ^^^™^^^
the patient complains of severe pSn the il?

''"'
f"'""*'

°' "
and the parts examined. The further tVI.""?* ^ *'"'™ °«
cases consists in seeing the natient t

*'''^""™« °' uncomplicated

according to the natur'e o tl^i™ *
.nd i'^h"

'°"[ *""" ' ^''^
of massage and passive movement There M ^X'" Performance
in " taking a fracture dow^-

"
V I

^'"'"''' "* "° hesitation

more °'ten%his is"dl\t "bette ^ re^r'veVtr"^'''' 'T''
'"^

opportunities of examining the nart ^nH
* ^ ""^eon frequent

that may be present before^flrtcoCohd: lo T^ alifXcf
°™"^

The time that should elaose hefnr. «.. , T P
'

are dispensed with depends upon ,he nlturc^'o^t °< °?" "PP^'""^
the individual. Certain dirertirm

"'^,';''*"'- °' 'he fracture and upon
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A middle diet—fish or milk^should be ordered to start with, and it

is always advisable to administer a purge to the patient the first night

of his stay in the hospital. Confinement to bed causes sluggishness of

the intestines in many people. The patient will probably require a

sedative.

Although we appreciate the warnings uttered against a too free use

of hypnotics, we see no reason for withholding them in cases of fracture,

and we advise a hypodermic injection of i^
to | gr. of morphia in all

cases of severe fracture unless specially contraindicated. Not only

does the patient pass a good night, but the spasm of the muscles is

markedly diminished. The further treatment of these cases is similar

to that advised above.

COHPLICATIONB.

Rite of Temperature is not uncommon the next {lay. This rise has

been explained as being due to the absorption of blood extravasated

round the fracture. It is probably due to tension, and the splints

should be slightly slackened. In cases of compound fracture a rise

of temperature of several degrees will be an indication of septic changes,

but it must be remembered that such a rise is a gradual one, and it is

not until the end of the second or third day that the symptoms of

sepsis are pronounced, except in some rare fulminating cases. A rise

of temperature on the day following the injury in cases of compound

fracture makes us suspicious, but it does not necessarily imply sepsis.

The case must be carefully watched.

Sepiii*—When this has supervened the diagnosis will be easy. The

temperature will have risen to 102° or 104", the wound will have become

foul and sloughy, with considerable redness and surrounding oedema.

The wound must be thoroughly opened up, and free drainage pro-

vided, several counter-openings being made in dependent parts, and the

dressings must be frequently changed. Probably the best apphcation

is a moist cyanide gauze dressing, but we still incline to fomentations

(carbolic), or to constant irrigation with very weak permanganate of

potash solution. Sepsis is a ver>' serious comphcation, and amputation

may be required. This is a matter, however, for the visiting surgeon

to decide, though much may be done by prompt and thorough treat-

ment in the form of irrigation and counter-drainage. The general

treatment of sepsis will be considered later.

Hypoitatlo I^eumonia commonly attacks old people, especially

those who are somewhat emphysematous. It is more a congestion

than an actual inflammatory process, and its onset is favoured by

keeping these patients on their backs. The rule, therefore, in treating

fractures in elderly people should be never to allow them to remain

flat on the back ; unless there is some very special reason to the

contrary, they should always be well propped up with pillo-vs. The

first symptoms of this complication are usually cough, slight dyspnoea,

; cyanosis and signs of consolidation at the lung bases.
t possibly i
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require careful feeding with a stomach or nasal tube if he refuses to

swallow ; stimulants should be given if he is nmch exhausted.

3. A brisk purge should lie given.

4. The fracture must receive attention. The Iwst way of control-

ling the fracture is to put it up in plaster. If this cannot be done

owing to the violence of the patient, he must be ana-sthetized until

the casing has been made. If this treatment is not possible, the limb

should be slung, and any damage done to the fracture should be rectified

afterwards. .\n attendant will Ix; necessary, and the patient may

have to be strapped down in bed.

Before leaving this subject, we would point out that mental

disturbances of various forms, apart from deUrinm tremens, are by no

means uncommon during the treatment of fractures and other surgical

cases. When the peculiar conduct of a patient arouses the slightest

.".picion in the mind of a house •urgcon. he should n/ oiirc notify the

,>,.'.horities and take every precaution for keeping the patient under

CDseriation. In this way such accidents as patients throwing them-

selves out of windows, or'making murderous assaults on other inmates

of the ward, can be prevented.

ThrombMil is a fairly common complication. It may result from

damage inflicted on the vein at the time of the original injury, or from

inflammatory changes occurring later. It is recognized by swelling

of the limb below the thrombus, and by pain and tenderness ;
some-

times a definite thickening over the course of the vein. Thrombosis

must be regarded .seriously : gangrene may be caused by it
;

while

other accidents, such as embolism, may arise from this condition.

Ougrane is recognized by discoloration of the limb uclow the

fracture, and by loss of sensation and warmth. It is usually of the

moist variety, and demands amputation.

Involyement of Nervei In Callui must be borne in mind, and any case

which show" symptoms of this complication should be at once reported

to the visiting surgeon.

Bediorei are to be avoided bv careful attention to the points men-

tioned in chapter XX.VI.

Mml-unlon and Mon-union may occur in spite of the most careful

treatment. .Vs soon as they are noticed, and unless the house surgeon

can remedy the condition,' the visiting surgeon should be informed,

since an operation may be advisable.

Iwhamlo Paralyda, or Volkmann's contracture, usually found in the

upper extremity, is probably due to two factors : damage to the muscles

and tight splinting : sometimes nerves are also damaged. If care is

exercised in the treatment of fractures, it is unlikely to occur. It is

recognized by a peculiar claw-like contraction of the hand and forearm

after an injury to the bones.

Other rarer complications are not here considered.



Chapter XVI.

SPECIAL FRACTViiES.

FRACTURES OP THE BONES OF THE PACE.
pPi":TURE8 of th. M..,, Bon., are common c-nou^h n suru-cal

Hiiliiii
Dtsplaccmem of the Carlitages is more obstmate than that of thp

Other fractures of the bones of the fare e rr „f ,1,

THE JAW.
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claim to possess the special manipuhitive skill which belongs more

properly to those who have given particular attention to the surgery

of the teeth and of the parts connected with them.

An ordinary fracture of the jaw occurs from direct violence, and is

frequently compound. Provided that necrosis does not take place, this

fact does not materially alter the process of union, or the treatment,

and the fragments as a rule unite firmly enough.

In most cases it will be sufficient to carefully mould a gutta-percha

or plastic felt splint to the outside of the jaw, as shown in Fig. «2,

and to fix it with a firm four-tailed bandage {see also Fig. 40), so that

the upper teeth may fit to the lower ones, and thus serve as a natural

splint.

The moulded splint should be fashioned out of an oblong piece of

gutta-percha or felt, about 10 in. by 5 in. for an adult man (the size will

of course, vary), and must be cut down

_ the middle of its length, except for about

three inches in the centre, so that it is

of the shape of the centre of the lour-

tailcd bandage which has been before

described. To mould ami apply it the

four ends thus made must be folded up
while it is warm, exactly as the bandage
is. It will be wise to cut out a paper

shape first, to secure an exact fit. If it

be necessary, as for the dressing of a

wound on the chin, a trap-door may be

cut in the splint.

In more severe cases, additional firm-
' "^ ness may be attained by fastening together

the unloosened teeth on either side of the

fracture with a stout silver wire ; this

with care is often of great service.

Again, a rough interdental splint may
be made by warming and moulding a mass of gutta-percha of about

the size of one's thumb, and pressing up the teeth on the side ot

the fracture into it, and when the fragments are in goo<l position,

pressing the whole mass upwards against the upper teeth.

Loosened teeth should always be left alone unless they are obviously

shattered. For the first week or ten days all food must of course be

hquid. and for the first day or two it will generally be found possible

to get nourishment enough taken through a tube, or poured in at the

corner of the mouth. But the patient will soon manage to suck in and

swallow fluids, and later on soft semi-sohd food, ^\ithout disturbance

of the fragments.

Fractures of the jaw of ordinary severity, and which do not present

unusual complications of displacement, may be successfully treated

on the foregoing hnes. Cases, however, will present themselves which

—MorU^EU SPUNT FOB
I,owEH Jaw.
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Lower Jaw, seen from above.
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To fit .nil the teeth and the gums for alioiit one-third or to half an

inch talow the teeth on the tongue and hp side, this cap should extend

back so far as to fit over at least the farthest back tooth which is

embedded in a misplaced piece of jaw. If the fracture l)e compound,

several holes should tie drilled in the plate in those situations where

the discharge takes place.

It is often sufficient to place this cap or plate in the mouth, and

steadily' press up tli teeth into their proper receptacles, and then to

bandage outside witli the usual

"four-tailed" bandage over a

well-littcd gutta-perchi socket,

made to the horizontal ramus

of the jaw after it has been set.

The chief adv.intagc of a metal

plate is the comparatively small

space it occupies in the mouth

—the salivary glands soon cease

to be stimulated by it.

In order to distiense with

the four-tailed bandage which

keeps the jaws closed, metal

arms of stout wire may be affixed to such a plate as is described

above. These arc brought out at the angles of the mouth and

directed horizontally backwards. Turns of a bandage passed from

one arm to the other beneath the mandible complete a splint which

allows the patient to open the mouth. Hammond's wire sphnt

allows of the same comfort, and can be used where a sufficient number

of teeth are standing. A stout

piece of iron wire is ^o bent as

to follow the indentations of the

necks of the teeth on both inner

and outer surfaces. The two

ends are soldered together and

the splint placed over the crowns

of the teeth. Small pieces of

fine iron binding wire are then

passed between and around

several teeth, being directed

under and over the inner and

outer portions of the splint.

The ends of the binding wire are twisted up, tightened, and tucked

out of the way. This sphnt is a very serviceable one, but it should

always be applied by a dental surgeon.

In some cases sphnts have to be made and fitted to each jaw, and

when the correct coaptation has been secured, the two pieces can be

joined together by vulcanite, leaving spaces for tulies for feeding and

for the use of antiseptics. Gutta-percha, or gum rcsms, may Ik used

Fie. 84—Metal Cap Splint for Lower Jaw,
SEEN FROM BELOW.
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as tcmpornry intcrdenlnl splints very conveniently, particularly in
younn persons. '

FrutUFM of tht Opiwr J*w, with or without l.roken or displaced
ceth, arc of much more fre.|i.ent .Kc.irrence in civil practice than
formerly, ,|ue chicfiy to the .Icvclopment of lootball, cricket and
cychng.

The treatment of such cases is similar to and simpler than that
of fractures of the lower jaw, as there is a fixed Iwsis for an interdental
splmt, or one fitting only to the teeth, gums, and hard palate The
greater vascularity of the hones and soft tissues is an immense
advantage, and for this reason any jwrtions of bone having the smallest
attachment to soft parts shoul.l !«,. replaced in their normal situations,
also teeth «l,o»e fangs are broken from their sockets, or those entirely
detachol sh<,ul<l Ix- replace.l after lH.ing thoroughlv cleansc-d in wann
water and the coagula removal from their sockets.' The rccuiH-rative
power of the va.scular tissues is so great that the most determined
effort should be made to avoid the sacrifice of any part of the jaw
alveolar process, or tooth, which has anv soft tissue connection It
13 therefore especially important to replace the disturbed bones and
teeth as soon .is possible, fare must be taken if there is much
comminution not to pinch any .soft parts between the broken fragmentsm replacing them, otherwise much pain, swelling, ami delayed union
w-ill result. '

When the fragments have been satisfactorily replaced a vulcanite
gutta-percha, or gum resin splint, or a metal splint lined with gutta-
percha or vulcanite, modelled as already described for fractured
lower jaw, may te fitted.

THE UPPER EXTREMITY.

to «r'l'?<,;' *?;
Cl.»lcl..-This fracture is stated by statisticians

to stand fifth in the order of relative frequency, but it is probable that

fr'nl'^l'' .'m' f" ,** ""^ '" """ " *«' ''='^'"8 P<=^haps arisenfrom the tables being largely drawn from in-patient records, whilethe majonty of these fractures are treated in the casualty rooms
of hospitals, and may never come upon their books. Moreover it is
certain that in infants the fracture is often not recognized or treated

At any rate the injury is exceedingly common, and every studentmay count upon seeing a sufficient number of cases. Vet there is no
fracture about the setting of which text-books give more bewilderingand contradictory directions.

The great points of difference arc, first, as to the position of the armand especiaily of the elbow
; second, as to the use of an axillary p-,d

's w"^
'""'' ''* '"^ "' "PP^"""^' °' strapping, or bandaging

Leaving unconsidered the various questions as to the treatment
of complex clavicular fractures which may arise in particular cases.

m
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wttinR urdit nplc!the methods commonly employ

of the fracture are here destTib<

In the first place, there is probably only one way in which the fracture

can be so treated that there shall Ik; no permanent <lcfornuty, and tliat

is by compelling the patient to lie absolutely flat and still, with a small

cushion between the shoulders, until there is sufficient cohesion of the

fragments to prevent any displacenicnt. For this at least a fortnight

will be required, and no bandage or apparatus of any kind is called

for so long as the position is maintained, for the fragments come
naturally into their places.

This treatment may Iw supplemented by an axillary brace or by
a padded splint and bamhigc. The axillary brace consists of two

loops of soft bandage material or skeins of wool, which are passed round

the axilla on each side
; they arc

secured at the back by a broad

strap with a buckle (care being

taken that, the buckle doos n<Jt

press against the skin). Hy means
of the strap the two skeins arc

drawn tight and the shoulders

brought well back.

The second method consists of

placing a well -padded splint

{Fig. 85) in the middle of the

back, reaching from the seventh

cervical vertebra to the mid or

lower dorsal region, and applying

a double spica.

The Deformity to be rectified in

the case of the common Fracture

in the Middle Third is, when the

patient is erect, a downward,
inward, and forward displacement

of the outer fragment ; the shoulder therefore requires to be elevated

and to be pressed twards and backwards ; and to fix the parts in

tliis position the arn. ..lUSt be fastened to the side.

In Infants and very young Children, incomplete fractures of the

clavicle are very common, and arc easily overlooked. It is almost

hopeless to try to follow any fixed rules as to the setting of these

fractures, but they generally unite with little deformity if the arm
be brought to the side, the forearm and hand crossed over the chest,

and the limb fixed in that position by strips of adhesive plaster

(a baby will wriggle out of any ordinary bandage in ten minutes) ;

all precautions being taken to avoid chafing of the skin.

For the more infrequent fractures which involve the inner or the

outer extremities of the clavicle, it is difficult to lay down any general

rules of treatment. It ina>' first be said, that in all cases where there
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II a^ain tlic fracture txr near the ncrnmion. ami there in not much
(lisphiicmcnt, a shoulder cap of gutta-jwrcha or felt, as in fractures

<»f the neck ctf the humerus (^.i,). will !« an efficient mode of treatment.

AxiUary pads in these last cases are not Rcnerally required.

Triatmrnt by broad Strips of Adhtsivf Plaster i*t a plan introduceil

by Sayrc, which is now in very general use in this country.

The principle and practice of this method will he understood from

h'lgn. Hti to c,o. The limbs should Ik* washed and shaved, the

axillary hairs Iw cut short, and the whole area well iKJwdeicd with

boric acid and starch. Two strips of adhesive strapping arc cut. three

to four inches wide, and of sufficient length. Tlie arm U'ing held

in position, one piece is fir^t

fastene<l round it, just alH)ve

the centre, ami secured I>y a

few stitches ; the strip is then

carried backwards ronnfl the

iHxly, and fixed to it. The
second piece is carried ilown-

wards from just l>chind the un-

injured shoidder, and oblitpiely

across the back, the jwint of

the elbow is recfi\('d in a slit,

and the strapping is then carried

up over the forearm and hand,

which arc Hexed on the chest,

and fastened at the place it

started from. Sayre <locs not

use an axillary i)ad, but if it

improves the position it should

be employed.

The principle of Sayre's

mcthoti is as follows : By
means of the first turn of

strapping the arm is fixed,

and the strapping forms a

fulcrum on which the arm may be moved. The first piece of strapping

is applied with the point of the elbow directed backwards. Before

the second piece of strapping is adjusted the pomt of the elbow is

brought forward, and the first strapping acting as a fulcrum, the

shoulder is carried well back and the deformity is rectified.

A fter'trealninit.—Th\<, appliance is kept on tor three weeks, but

it may rcfjuirc changing several times, as it is apt to get loose. Massage

should be Iwgun at once. (Kllis's splint {Fig. 91 ) "S a satisfactory

apparatus which can be substituted for Sayre's method.) H an

axillar>- pad is used, care must be taken that it docs not press on the

axillary vessels. After three weeks the strapping may be removed,

!Mit the arm must be kept in a sltng or protected by a bandage for
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two to three week, lonRer. .\» a Koncr.,! r„l.. ti,,. ,„ ,„ „.eok,mm .lap^. l«f„re the patient i, rea.lv for ordinary work
Fracture, o( the airon.ial an.l M.rnal on.ls of the , lavule are treate.1on the ,a.„e hne,. Wh.n the (ract.ire lies l^twoen the cZZlZ
"rr^Jrs; '""^ " "' •"^"•"-' '•""""«' -^ «""2

rPMt»« ,f Ult Itomum is rare, l.nt n,av occur in cnnse.nience of

thorax after mjury, not to mistake some c.mKenilal or ac„,,ire,l

i:::^''mv":';n"l,;;::;""' 'r '\
'"•"^^' "'• '4i.'™c,;, v;;;::;^oc an\, can oltcn fie reduced

by making the patient take an
inspiration, or l,y IwmhnR the
sliouhler-l)lade» iiack, or liy

laying the patient down over
a sand-baR or a wooden lilotk

placed under tlic middle of the
back. The deformity, however,
is apt to recur in an obstinate
manner, an<I is then hardly
amenable to treatment. In the
course of time the parts will

often come of themselves into
fair position, so that they may
l)c left alone, unless, as some-
times happens, an embarrass-

c"™' ''theTnHl,'"^"'"^"" T"'' "'""'"" '^''"™"'- '" °""n»fy

that IS required is a broad calico or flannel roller, applied as for

ts"eTajX°'
""""^ '"'"' "' "" """"'""' -»>'"' '>PP«^'>-

.orr:rJi,:;^.^'t:s':M^'::;^^-''"'"' ''-'""-' --"-«

hJtr h?dl
°"''""^' .''"^' *''"• " "'" ^ '""""^ 'hat the patienthas t«en badly squeezed m a crowd, or has been run over by a light

siifch or T h
"

""l"
'"""" '"'"">• ""^ '^""P"""^ of =» ^tchTng

as m„c.
™.-"'P'''""'" :

he leans forward, and hol.ls his breathas much as possible, and quickly learns that by pressmg his handsto h,s sides the pain and difficulty in breathing are lel^oned Onexamination of the seat of pain (probably about the seventh or eighth
rib), by firm pressure, obvious crepitus and mobility mav often bedetected, but this is by no means invariably the case espec aHv mat people. The stethoscope will frequently detect the crep'^us1 "

M!ov,„l by symptoms such as the foregoing, gives presumptive

l-iq. oi.—KiLns Ba-vdacf

m

'.,-1
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evidence of one or more ribs being cracked or broken, and it will always

be safe to treat the patient accordingly.*

In such a case, one. two, or three ribs may l>c broken, but they are

still retaining tolerably firm relations with their fellows ; the pleura

is but slightly injured, and there is practically no displacement. Firm
pressure on the thorax restrains the play of the ribs, and thus the

source of pain is avoided.

For these reasons it is advisable to confine the play of the ribs

by the application of strips of adhesive strapping somewhat obliquely

round the chest (Figs. 93, 94). Linen strapping is commonly used ;

it should be cut into strips i^ inches wide, and long enough to be

within three inches or so of meeting in front. The strips should be

Fig. <t2.
—Examination fok Fraciuke of the Rib».

(Patient aboultt always be lyins down.)

applied successively from below upwards, starting at the floating ribs.

The surgeon, standing in front of the patient and applying the centre

of the strip to the middle line behind, should bring the two ends,

evenly and firmly, forwards and somewhat upwards, so as to compress

the chest walls from behind forwards during expiration. The strips

should overlap about half an inch, and should be continued,

as a rule, up to the third or fourth rib. Over the strapping a

flannel or any ordinary bandage should then be firmly rolled, as ^hown

in Fig. Q5 ; this may be prevented from slipping down by the

brace shown in the figure, which is simply made by tearing a hole

in a piece of broad bandage and putting the head through it, so

• The post-mortem table teaches us how often, in cases of accident,

fractures of tht- ribs are overlooked in the prest-nce of other and more
obvious injuries.
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that it hangs down in front and behind Th. k ,

outside this brace, the ends of «"iich are th„„ , T'^''^"
'' P"' °"

When the injury is less
°' "„

.

"= *™ *'"-™'l «P and fix=d.

the strapping, i fiU iandlge being aT'ih ^
—cessary to apply

case the patient will nrohn ,K l,„
"^

. ,
^'" '^ ^^^^"od. In any

some days. But the fore^'iL ! T f
*° "" ""' '"'«" '" bed '"r

greatly m'odified or abaS"7,n the m
'"'"™"' ""' ""^'^ "> l"*

n.ay.«.ct!Xreth:Xi;^rr'C\:^;^:s^r:n:^n

n< II

Sti;; s™t ^z,^t ol':.:^^",^^;- - «-^ - who.

s^e'Cp^Xn!: :r%:rr^"--" -' -'^^^
surgical emphysema Id h/n^ZL'^irar^V""''^' """'"P' ""h
Under these circumstances ,t if I

" certa.nly be present,

restrictions on the pr" esse, of Lv„.^ ""''"'' *° P"' ""V '"«'"
or strapping wouId'^bTtSrrLir'raS:"; f"""''

"° "«'^* "^""^^^^
can be done locally is to g^^e a sen.ir

°°' ""'""" ^ '^at
a broad flannel roller. V^„l ^fTe fr^^P''"" ,*° *= *«' "alls w,th
depressed, efforts may be made bv „ '"•

""""'''" P^™"-""'"*^'
y oe made by manipulation to elevate it ; it has
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been suggested that the end of the portion which has retained its

position should be depressed to the level of the other, in order that the

two fragments may interlock, when the spring of the undisplaced end

may raise the other with it. The employment of any instrument to

forcibly raise up the fragment cannot be recommended, for it is well

known that this displacement tends to rectify itself by degrees, as

with recovery freedom of respiration advances.

The Hanwplysis is not generally dangerous in itself, but should be

watched anxiously in consequence of the pneumonia which is likely to

develop in the area of injury. If this occurs there is a very- serious

increase in the embarrassment to the breathing, and great engorgement

of the right side of the heart, evidenced by a (|uick hard pulse, and

partial asphyxia. In such conditions,

recourse must be made to drugs,

and considerable relief may l>e ex-

perienced by bleeding the patient,

wjiich "ill temporarily, if not per-

manently, relieve the engorged right

side of tile heart. The good effect of

taking away seven or eight ounces

of blood is often most striking, and

might be with advantage more

frequently employed. The mctho<l

of performing the operation of

bleeding is described later.

With regard to the Surgical

Emfihysema, it is rare for it to be

a serious embarrassment, although

it has sometimes, by spreading

beneath the deep cer\'ical fascia,

caused difficulty in breathing or

swallowing. It is best left alone,

or controlled by bandaging only ; but if it must be diminished—and

cases are on record in whicli the features of the face were obliterated,

and the whole body was blown out—small punctures may be made,

or, still better, " Southey's trocars " may be introduced into the

cellular tissue, the ensheathing cannula-, which must be previously

boiled, being allowed to remain in silti.

AH cases of fmcliired ribs complicaleii hy hiemc.ptysis and surgical

emphysema are In lie adimtled inio llie wards.

-Ltin-'T BANDVGC

IMJURIEB IN THE NBIOHBOUBHOOD OF THE SHOULDER JOINT.

Injuries in the region of the shoulder joint are often very difficult

to diagnose on accotmt of the swelling of the parts and owing to the

manner in which the various injuries min.ic one another. In the

following account an attempt will be made to explain how a routine
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given of the more common forms of injury likely to l,e met with.The student .s strongly advised to take every opportunitv ofexammmg the bony landmarks round the shoulder and other regionsdescribed later (F,,. 90). By this means alone can he appreciate "he

We wll' '"tr™--" ""-'> -= met with as the re™lt of injury

of i hou de^^^^h
" " ''""' ""'' """^ '"" '^"™ °"'° *"- regionof h,s shoulder

:
there ,s a considerable amount of swelling. The firsteg on to be e.vammed is the clavicle-the bone is sifbcutaneo, sand can be felt along its whole length

: anv deformity, irregular v'or pamful spot ,s to be noticed. Fracture between th^ conoiT' uitrapezoid ligaments shows no deformitv, gives no crepitus as', re
side of the coraco'd pro-
cess, excluding injury to
the chuicle, both shoulders
are tu be carefully inspec-
ted, with the patient in
a good light facing the
surgeon. Note the pres-
ence or absence of flatten-
ing of the shoulder.

Flattening of the shoul-
der is present in disloca-
tion, in fracture of the
surgical neck of the
scapula, and, to a less

extent, in fracture cf the
upper end of the humerus.
The presence of flatten-

ing after receipt of an
injury is of value, but its

";:^:nr:rur,rtri,r:ker"- '- "'^- --"—
gen'^eral effusion'

7//!";°™^' P™'""'™ "' ^"-^"'"^ -?»« '^ni the

fhvavs show K , ''"T^""" " "^^^es of dislocation will nearlvalw a> s show an abnormal fullness below the coracoid process Voticehe position of the arm. In dislocation it is held awly from the^Weand IS fairly rigid, and if the previous swelling caused 'by the ead o'the bone has l^^en noticed, the long a.vis of the arm will be found to bed. ected towards ,t. In fracture of the surgical neck the arm mav be

pr^e^r'
'™'" "" ''"' '"" "^"^ '» - --'""S l^eneath tl "cral^il

exfremitv^orth'
'° ''"''''"™ ""' '•«'"P"'=ttion. Feel for the outer

itZT-A
^"-""t'o" Pto^ss. and press the fingers inwards beneatht in the direction of the great tuberosity, U. Compare carefullv'ntthe opposite side. If the fingers dip i^ more deeply on the 'nj r d

fi;.96. -RoNY Points to de noted in- thk R':i;io\-OF THE SHOtXOER JoiN'T :

—

rr'! i'^vV"'"'-"''
Process.

I €. Bicipital Groove

E. Lesser Tiibern::ity.

a I
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than on the sound side, Ihe hmd n/ the bo„e Ims hen, displaced. This

.iisplaccment is caused by dislocation, and to a less extent by fracture,

o( the surgical neck of the scapula, and sometimes by fracture of the

anatomical neck of the humerus.

Place the hand in the axilla and feel for any abnormal bony

prominences, again comparing «ith the sound side. Such abnorriial

prominences are met with in fracture of the surgical neck of tlie

humerus, when the upper end of the lower fragment .s drawn into

the axilla, and in fracture of the anatomical neck of the humerus, when

the displaced head c?n sometimes be felt.

Grasp the elbow with one hand and the shoulder with the other,

and rotate the arm gently. If the great iiibcrosity can be felt to

rotate either a fracture <A the neck is absent or, if present, it is

impacted. If this rotation is accompanied by crepitus (the great

tuberosity moving with the shaft) there is probably a fracture of t.ie

anatomical neck of the humerus.
,^,, „ „

Next sec whether slight manipillation-pushing up of the c tow,

and drawing back the shoulder- will obliterate the deformity: if this

manoeuvre does so with crepitus there is a fracture of the neck of the

^""Ta^Jtl'v measure the arm from the acromion process to the olecranon

or external condvle. In a case of severe injury to the shoulder

with much bruising and no apparent displacement, defimtc shorten-

inc is a sign of an impacted fracture.

It may not be possible, even after the most careful examination,

to come to a definite conclusion, and more than one injury may be

present Vnder these circumstances the patient must be put to bed,

an *-ray photo taken, and some form of temporary apparatus (sling

and bandage) should be applied.
, j .

General Points in Trealntent.-Beiorc any strapping or bandages

are applied, it is always advisable to wash the parts, remove the hair

if it can be done without causing much pain, ami powder the axilla

and shoulder with boric acid and starch. The condition of the

radial pulse must be noted, since the artery may have been injured.

Numbness aud tingling denote damage to the brachial plexus. .An

axillary pad will often cause pain and swelling ;
,1 this is so it must

be removed at once.

Severe injuries to the shoulder, especially dislocations, often cause

damage to the circumflex and suprascapular nerves; this should be

remembered, and if marked wasting of the deltoid is noticed during

the after-treatment no time should he lost in testing the electrical

reaction of the muscles, and if the nerves arc injured, adding galvanism

to the necessary massage an.l movement. " Savre's method is

appUcable to fractures of the clavicle and scapala. and ^.es good

results. In all fractures m the regwn of tit shoukM jumt a

shoulder cap of poroplastic felt should be fitted.
^ _^

FrMtuni of <k< go»»«l«.—Only liuee vanctics of Iractur-r o. .<•
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scapula will be considered : (i) Fracture of the l.o<ly, usually producedby crushes or severe blows
; (2) Fracture of the neck of the scapula

(J) 1-racture of the acromion process.
The diagnosis of these injuries may lie very difficult, and no definite

opmion can be given in many cases until an .tray photograph has been
taken. (1 ide supra.)

1. Fraclure of Ihe Body is the most readily recognized. It is treatt.lby packmg the scapular region and the axilla with wool after theskm has l«en powdere.l with bora,:ic aci<l and starch. .\ broad bandaee
IS wound round the shoulder and a.villa of Ihe affected side and thearm is bamlaged to the si.le. The patient should be kei.t in bed for
three weeks. Injuries to the ribs are usually nresent.

2. Fracture of the Seek of
the scapula may be treated by
a pad in the axilla and a
broad bandage round the arm,
with the object of supporting
the elbow and preventing the
scapular fragment dropping
down, as it has a tendency to
do. Sayre's method {ride ante)
is as good as any.

Massage must be begun at
once, and passive movement
at the end of a week the
fractured region being steadied
by a hand in the axilla.

Bandage or strapping should
lie retained for six weeks, and
complete recovery of function
expected at the end of seven
or eight weeks.

i. Fractures of th. Acromion Process are difficult to deal with the
action of the deltoid drags the fragment down. The best treatment
IS Sayrcs method " without an axillary pad, the humerus being used
to push up the detached fragment. The retentive apparatus should be
applied for one month.
PrMtuM. of the Hnmeri«.-The following fractures will be con-

sidered
: (1) Of the anatomical neck; (,) Of the surgical neck;

{^) Of the shaft
; U) Oi the lower extremity.

1. Fracture of the Anatomical Xech occurs in elderly patients as a
rule from direct violence. Considerable bruising and shock are present
so that the patient should be kept in lied for a few days.
Treatmrxt.—The fragments should be manipulated into the best

possible position, usually under anasthesia, and a small soft wool
pad should be placed in the axilla. The pad should be very loose
and ser-..es more t--- keep the skin surfaces apart than to control the
fragments.

/";. '17.—OITM-VE OF PttROPLA,STIC C.\P FOR
.SHDiiDER, whith should be moulded into position
A. COLLAR

; B. CHEST.PIECB . C. .\RMLET 1"
ttwcfi Where the shaft of the hnmenis n broken"
the armlet rhoiild be made much Isritcr ^i as tdindude the wh-de arm and elbow.
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A shoulder cap should be applied, and the arm supported bj- a

sling. Massage and passive movement should be commenced as soon

as possible. Recover}- of function cannot lie expected even in

favourable cases for seven to eight weeks. If the l-raj s show marked

displacement, the visiting surgeon will consider the advisability of

removing the loose fragment,

2. Fracture 0/ Ihc Surgical Seek occurs in several varieties :

(o) Where there is little displacement, and no difficulty is experienced

in obtaining and maintaining a good position : ih) The lower fragment

is displaced inwards and the upiwr is

abducted, and the displacement is apt

to recur ;
(f) .Marked displacement is

present : the upper fragment may be

displaced outwards, the lower inwards,

and dislocation of the head may
accompany the fracture.

iKHXTMENT.—(a) When manipula-

tion and jr-rays show the fragments

to be m good position, a snug, conical

pad of wool running from the axilla

to the elbow should be applied and a

shoulder cap fitted. The arm is fixed

to the side and the forearm across

the front of the chest by a broad

,
domettc bandage. The elbow should

not l)e supported, as the weight of

the arm acts as an extension and

prevents shortening.

Massage can be undertaken

at once, the cap being readily

removed. Passive movement

should Ik started at the end of

a week, the upper end of the

humerus Iwing grasped by one

hand, so as to steady the

fragments. The hand should grasp the shoulder from the back, so that

the fingers lie in the axilla, pressing against the lower fragment, the

thumb being placed on the great tuberosity. On the left side the

right hand of the operator will steady the fracture, while the left will

hold the elbow and perform the movement.

Retentive apparatus should be kept applied for four weeks, a sling

should be used for two weeks, and free use of the arm permitted at

the end of six or seven weeks.
. ^ „ . ,

(6) In fractures of thesecond type we recommend the following treat-

ment which is also applicable to uncomplicated fractures of the shaft

of the humerus. Along, well-padded tin splint is taken. This is bent

into the form of a V, the padding lying on the outside. The apex

F/g. 98.—FRACTl RE OF THE SURGICAL NECK

OF THE HlMERf 3.
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of' a^'ounrir,"^ ",","
"'"

r'""'
""" " ""' '''""^«'= P^-i-S i" => figureof 8 round the shoulder and opposite side of the neck sLrs it in positionand prevents .t shppinR. The inner portion of the sphnt ,s ?12edor strapped to the chest, and the outer is secured to the arm

^, H„ I!, K
""'' *^^ ""^»™ '" 'he chest, by a bandageas descnb«l above. A shoulder cap is apphed. Ue have fo,mdth,s method s,mple and verv satisfactorv. The lower fragmen fseasdy controlled, an.l the whole arm can be readilv uncoSred fo

/»;. IJ9.— SiiowfNo Padded Wooden
Trianole in Axilla.

.
100—Fractt-re Titr.MEn by
HXTEN:4I0N WeIUIIT,

massage and inspection. The after-treatment is the same as for theprecedmg variety. Instead of a tin splint, a large pad, a mod.licationof Stromeyers cushion, ,s sometimes of service, or a padded woodennangle secured round tite wa.st (F:g. 99). Such a splint keepsthe lower fragment abducted. ^

fails* tl' r

J*"''*
^^"T:

°* '''"=""'" '" ""^"^'actory. If manipulation
fa. s to reduce the deformity, or if the deformitv readily recurs, anextension apparatus „ith weight and pulley should be employed
{/in- 100). .\s a rule it is advisable to attempt reduction by opera-tion especially ,f a dislocation is present, and for consideration
of these details the reader is referred to the standard text-books M
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3. Fractures 0/ the Shaft of the Humerus.—When the fracture lies

above the insertion of the deltoid the upper fragment is usually drawn

invvardn and the lower outwards, but the displacement is sometimes

similar to that which occurs in fracture of the surgical neck, and the

same forms of treatment recommended in the first two varieties of this

accident will l)c found to answer admirably ; indeed, we stronfily advise

them in preference to the more cumbersome treatment described

below. It is said that non-union is common as a result of this fracture,

if the elbow has been allowed to hang free and too much movement

has been permitted.

4. When the shaft is broken below the deltoid insertion, the upper

fragment is drawn outwards, the lower fragment inwards. If the

method described above is found

to be unsatisfactory, the follow-

ing apparatus can be applied.

The fractured bone should be

surrounded by three short, well-

paddcd, narrow splints about an

inch and a half or two inches in

width. One of these extends

from the axilla to the internal

condyle on the inner side, one

is fixed to the front of the arm
from the great tuberosity to the

elbow, and the third on the

back from just below the

acromion process to a

point an inch or so above

the olecranon. These

splints are tixed by broad

straps or strips of strap-

ping, while the deformity

is reduced by extension

and counter - extension.

A large cap of poroplastic or leather is fitted over the shoulder, the

outer side of the arm, and along the elbow and forearm. The cap,

therefore, is a shoulder cap and external angular sphnt combined.

The elbow is fixed at right angles, and the forearm is kept midway

between supination and pronation. The forearm projects at right

angles to the body, and is not brought across the chest {Fig. 101).

This method is recommended by Cheyne and Burghard. After-

treatment will be as for " Surgical Neck."

The special c»^mphcation of this fracture is injury to the musculo-

spiral nerve, which may become involved in the callus from the fracture.

Signs of paralysis are to be looked for in the appearance of w rist-drop

and radial ana-sthesia. If wrist-drop alone is present the nerve is

probably only bruised and will recover (sec " Sprains with Nerve

Fig. lot.—TmsATMENi or Fracti-re of Lo«-£r

Haif or THK HL-UERtra.
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.^"more^'rl^u?' ri^''
''"' "*"" =""*»'"""' " """'I 'ho prognosis

WJUHIES IH THE IIEIOHB0U«H0OD OF THE ELBOW JOINT

systematic ex^mTnatiln,,,'^^ 'i''""^
"' "'" ''"'"'''" " «'-<^'"l

diagnosis m". ™ "k".! \T Both"" '",°",'" "'•* »" =•--•>'«
>

uo arrnc.1 at. Both arms should Iw exposed. First

the same line: on fle'rn L e«r ft 'T ""''* P°'"'^ "" '"

its ape., formed by the dec Lnon 1 ^ l^" 'f
'°"""^ "'"^" "^

con.hles. (hvinR to t ,e naturni 1, " ''^ '^ ''"'^ '"'"'"S the two
lies nearer the Tntern' Ith.n th! r*"' f" °' '"" *""^ ""= °'«"-n™
the more prominerof Jhe UvS

"" '°'"''''' =""" *'"= '"'"-' -

is -";s:^;:;rx*ut'"'zi:t"°"^'''p *° °"^ -°*"' «>-
must first he excluded

Dislocation is a common accident, and

T-,h.p.d Laure i"o";:: jomViTprerenT
'"'"*'™ "' *"^ ^""-^^''^^ ^

-N-t grasp the condyles with one hand and the shaft of the humerus
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with the other. : rctcrnaturul mobility with crepitus sugncsts a fracture

of the lower end of the shaft. With such a fracture (he lower smaller

fraRment is isually displaced backwards, the olecranon becomes

abnormally prominent, and the condition may easily lie mistaken for

a dislocation. This is a common error, but a careful examination of

the bony points shoulil settle the diagnosis.

If there appears to l>e no solution of continuity of the shaft of the

bone run the finRcrs down along the supracondyloid ridges to make

sure that the condyles are intact. A fracture of the internal condyle

is easily overlooke.l. Then examine the l.ea<l of the radius. This lies

close bcncith the skin immediately lielow the external condyle. If

in its normal situation, it can lie felt to rotate when the movements of

supination and pronation are performed. .Xn assistant should per-

form these movements, in order that the mobility of the radms may

Ih? better apprcciatc<l. If this movement is absent and crepitus attends

the attempt to produce it, a fracture

of the neck of the radius has

dccurrcil. If the head of the bone

is abnormally prominent, there is a

backward dislocation ; if there is a

hollow in the place which should be

occupied by the head of the bone,

there is a forward dislocation.

In fractures of the humerus there

is usually shortening, when measure-

ments are made from the acromion

process to the external condyle.

Dislocations often accompany frac-

tures near the elbow joint. There is

frequently so much swelling that an

accurate examination cannot be made ;
all cases therefore should

be submitted to the l-rays as soon as possible.

The TranlverM Supracondyloid Fp»etur«.—The line of fracture runs

just above the condyles, and is sometimes oblique. The lower

fragment is displaced backwards.

The displacement should be reduced under anesthesia. The elbow

is flexed, and extension is applied to the lower fragments by grasping the

condyles counter-extension being maintained by an assistant, who

holds and steadies the arm. Manipulation of the lower fragment,

i e pressing it forivards while the shaft is pushed backwards, should be

employed. As soon as this reduction has been effected, the elbow

should be flexed as much as possible, and the bones secured in this

position by a tin splint or a trough of poroplastic material {Fin. 103).

It may be laid down as a general rule that for all fractures of the

humerus in the neighbourhood of the elbow joint, the acutely flexed

position is the best.

There are, however, some cases in which the swelling after the injury

Fig. lo.j.

51B. ROBERT JoNEV THOUGH SPIINT,

WITH l-VTERHnTION.
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is «o Krcat that the cll>o«- cannot lie- flexed even ti) a riRht ansle. Iniler
these circumstanieii tht jmlient shDiilil Iw kept in l)e<l, and evaporating
lotions <ir an ice-bag applied to the arm. which sliouhl rest in a
comfortable trouRh of iHiroplastic well padded with «ih)1. As soon
as the swellinK sulisules, whi. h it will do in two or three days, efforts
should lie made to Rct the elUoiv into the re<|uire(l iMisition of acute
Hexion. If it is impossible or inconvenient to obtain this |»silion,
the limb shoulil Iw put up at rishl angles on an anterior or a
posteruir auRular splint. In . Iiildrcn. anil even in ailiilts, the use
of a splint may Ik- dis|X'nscd with, the elUiw K-ins maintained in
a iiosition of acute flexion by means of strapping ,ind banilaers.

\ very careful wat. li "lusl lie kept over the circulation, for one of
the dangers of the position, admirable though it is for the fracture, is

that considerable pressure may lie exerted on the hlood-vcssels.
If the fracture lias been satisfactorily reduced, there will lie no risk

.if the fragments moving, so that the splints can lie removed at any
time, and the elbow lie thoroughly insiiected and m.issaged.
At the end of a week jiassive movements should tic commenced.

The movements of gradual extension .mil tlevion should lie c.irefully
undertaken, the region of the fracture lieing stcailied with one hand
to prevent any displacement taking place.
The siilints should be repla cd with the elbow less acutely flexed

than lieiorc, the process being repeated dailv. Bv this means the
elbow will be gradually brought down to a right angle, and each day
the range of movement will increase.

The splints should be worn for at least four weeks, after which the
arm may he carried in a sling for a fortnic.'it, during which perio<l the
patient should exercise his arm gently. By that time union should be
complete, and more vigorous movements may be allowed. There is
often a greal deal of callus thrown out around these fractures, but
patient massage ,ind movement will assist its absorption. An excellent
e-xercise for patients in a hospit ;d is to get them to use one of the floor
polishers with a long l.andle.

T-shaped fractures into the joint are treated on the same principles,
but early massage and passive movements (third day) arc necessary.
Adhesions are liable to form, and these must be broken di i

under an auK'sthetic.

Bad comminuted fractures are difficult to treat, as it is often
impossible to manipulate the fragments into position. Such cases
may require operative measures.
Fruture of the Condyle!—Fracture of the external condyle usually

involves the elbow joint, fracture of the internal condyle need not do
so. Both fractures can be satisfactorily treated by acute flexion ; or,
if preferred, an internal angular splint may lie fitted for fractures of
the external, an external angular for fractures of the internal condyle.
I'nion takes place by fibrous tissue, but the functional result is good.
.\ pad should be applied over the fractured condyle to keep it in
position.
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tnttan at Um OlMnuMi Tttmu. Ihis i» u fairly i»mnii>ii frac-

ture, iiiiil line tliiit i» lK«t Irratcd in many lasc" l>y an <)|)cnition.

Mnch will (Icix'nil in«iii the mni'ral tonilition and iKiiipation of the

imticnt ;>iiil tin- amount of wparalion of the fraKments. It there is

Init sliKht Heparatiiin. ex.illent results may Ih' obtained I'y splints.

The arm should Ih' put up m a position of almost complete extension,

anil a splint—a pa<liled tin splint is the Iwst-shoidd Ih' applicil along

the flexor surface, reaching from the anterior axillary fi;M to the palm

of the hand. .\ moulded |x>roplastii covcrinc which fixes the arm in

the alxive position (lives cMcllent residts. Full extension shnidd not

lie employcil. as it is very irksome to the patient, and tends to produce

dislocation if there lie wide separation of the fraKments.

In addition to the splint, strapping shoulil he applied in a fiuure-of-

8 manner around the (xiint of the ellxjw to exert traction on the upper

frau'ment, which is pulled up liy the tricep". This [losition is maintained

for a week, ilurinK which the arm should Ik- gently massaReil, .\t the

end of this time the splint should be taken o« ami the ellHiw moved

very Rcntly. Onlv a small range of movement should lie attempted.

and the loose fraRment should Iw steadieil with one hand and

pressed down towards the ulna.

At the end of the second week the position of the arm should be

chauRcd. the degree of Hexion should lie slightly more acute, and by a

gradual pr(x.ess the elliow should l)c hrouRht to the (xwition of a right

auRle at the cnil of the fourth week. Lnion, generally hbrous, will

take place towards the end of the sixth week, after which the splints

may he discarded. No severe exertion should be permitted for another

month.

rrutum of th« Corenoid tnem usually complicate backward

dislocations of the radius and ulna. The dislocation should be reduced

and the arm put up in a position of acute flexion, the after-treatment

being the same as for fractures of the lower end of the humerus.

It is sometimes necessary to remove the loose fragment.

FRACTUREB OF THE FORIARH.

Th« Bonn of the Forearm,— If one bone be broken, treatment is

very simple and satisfactory, since the sound bone acts as a splint.

On the other hand, when both are fractured, there may lie consider-

able difficulty in obtaining accurate adjustment and firm union,

Oenorkl Principle! of Treatment- If the radius is broken, either

alone or toRcther with the ulna, it is of the utmost importance to

determine the position of the radial fracture with regard to the insertion

of the pronator radii teres.

When the fracture lies above the level of this muscular insertion,

the upper fragment is supinated by the biceps and supinator brevis,

and flexed by the biceps, the lower fragment being fully pronateU.

In oriler that the liaMnuiu.s may he got into good apposition, the arm

must be put up in full supination.
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When the fracture lien IwUm- the m-HTticm <>( this mu^ Ic. a |Mwition
midway tietween supination ant) pronation m the Ust, for the following
rcasonn: (i) The aitiunn of the pronator ;in<l Mipinator uhim let are
al«mt et|iially balanced; (i) It is a poMiion o| mnif rt to the
patient

; {}) The widest decree of Ht'paratmn between the bonen is

nl>tained in thin poNition.

The f>reatCHt care nuntt l>c taken to see ;, i t ,.^ ends i

bones are not presHCtl in towards on* i, > • '. ;

vicious union uill occur. Wide sph'i'
i , tlnr '

which will not coinprens the lK)nes . .!i\

\\'hcn lw)th Iwmes are l»roken then '--y ii rn \ i
<

down and protlucc an anKuhir ilcfM.nii; , ""In-, umv ,

a thin sphnt running alnn^
the uhiar Inmler of the
forearm.

It follows from the al>ove

tluit the treatment iH the
same whether one or both
iMines be broken, and delailetl

consideration will only l)c

given to the double injury.

If above the insertion of the
pronator radii teres, the arm
must I>e Hexed and supinated ;

it is sometimes necessary to

flex the arm to an acute angle
before the deformity ran be
accurately reduced.

The limb should be put up
on a posterior or anterior

angular splint, and a short

splint should be applied along
the front or back of the arm
according to the method selected. .\n excellent splint for the purpose
has been made by Montague. Xew Bond Street. It is a posterior
angular splint of aluminium, interrupted at the elbow by a hinge fixed
by a screw. This enables the surgeon to fix the arm in any position
of flexion, and further, to move the elbow joint without interfering
with the fracture. An anterior splint is applied from the Iwnd of the
elbow to the centre of the palm.
When the fracture is below the insertion of the pronator radii teres,

an internal angular splint with a short external straight splint may
be employed if both bones are fractured. It is not always necessary
to include the elbow joint in the splinting, but it is safer to do so.
When only one of the bones is broken, or if satisfactory control can be
obt.^inrd, the forearm should be fi.ied by broad wclI-paddcd cxternui
and internal splints, reaching from the elbow to below the wrist joint.

fi?. 1.14,—Splints for Fhactires wiik\ abuve
INSERTIOM OF THE KAPItl. I»»ONAtOK,
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' These fractures must be very carefully watched, and the splints

should be removed at frequent internals so that the position of

the fragments can be ascertained, and the following precautions are

to be observ-ed :—(I) The splints must not include the fingers: they

should reach only to the middle of the palm
; (2) They should not be

applied too tightly, as there is a danger of isch.Tmic paralysis

developing ; (.1) Any tendency to angulation of the ulna must be

treated at once ; if necessary an anesthetic is to be given and the

bones are to be straightened.

Splints should be kept on for a month when a single bone is

fractured, six weeks when both arc damaged.

.Massage and passive movement should be started during the

first week.

Collu'i PrMture.—This common injury- is a fracture of the lower end

of the radius just above the wrist joint. It results from falls on the

outstretched hand, the violence being chiefly directed to the radial

side of the palm. .As the result the radius breaks across through the

cancellous tissue, and the lower fragment is displaced backwards.

This backward displace-

ment is accompanied by a

rotation of the fragment

OT; u o axes: (i) A rota-

tiu.: on a vertical axis so

that the outer part of the

fragment is more displaced

than the inner, which still

maintains its attachment to the ulna by means of the triangular fibro-

cartilagc ; (2) \ rotation on a transverse axis, so that the articular

surface for the bones of the first row of the carpus is directed towards

the dorsum of the hand.

This triple displacement, as it is called, causes the hand and wrist

to appear shaped like a fork, radial abduction being present, while the

styloid process of the radius, which should lie half an inch below that

of the ulna, is found on the same level, or even higher.

Treatment—The deformity must be corrected, an anjesthetic being

usually required. The patient's hand is grasped by the surgeon, who

uses the right hand for a right-, the left hand for a left-sided fracture.

Bearing in mind the direction of the displacement, extension is made,

counter-extension being applied by an assistant, who grasps the elbow.

The surgeon fixes the region of the fracture with his unoccupied hand,

and by exerting pressure with his thumb, presses the displaced lower

fragment into position ; the final movement being one which wrenches

the hand into a position of ulnar adduction, so overcoming the adial

displacement.

The hand is then placed upon a Carr's splint (Fig. 105I. whic.i main-

tains it in the adductcd position. Carr's splint is very useful in the

treatment of these cases, but certain modifications may be adopted

Fig. lOi—C.4BR'3 RaBU'S SPI.IST.
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with advantage : ( i ) The posterior splint is usually made too narrow :

a broader one should be obtained ; (2) Hospital patients occasionally
are extremely careless, and by injudicious movement may cause the
recurrence of the displacement

; in order to prevent this' two small
pads, placed one over the lower fragment and the other over the lower
end of the upper fragment, will be found of service

; (3) If these
splints are applied too tightly there will be a great deal of troublesome
swelling of the fingers, especially in gouty people.

If a Collcs's fracture is impacted, the treatment must depend upon
the degree of deformity

; if slight, no attempt need be m-.de to dis-
impact the fragments, since the most important detail ii. treating these
cases is to obtain freedom of movement, which is often lost through
neglect of massage and passive movement, or through too long
confinement to splints.

If on the othei hand there is marked deformity, the bones should be
disimpacted under ana>sthesia and the case treated as previously
mentioned.

Of all the fractures which the surgeon is called upon to treat. Colles's
fracture requires the most careful and persistent massage and passive
movement if a good result is to be obtained.

.Massage may be applied before reduction is attempted, and is

valuable in overcoming any muscular spasm. In any case it should
be applied the next day, and on the occasion of each daily visit. The
fin^ jrs should be moved on the third day, and the wrist' on the fifth

01 sixth according to the degree of pain which it causes.
Great swelling and oedema attend this fracture in elderly and gouty

subjects, and a frequent result, in spite of careful treatment, is stiffness
of the fingers, and wrist.

In such cases, if there is little deformity, the hand and wrist should
be strapped as in the treatment of sprains, and massage and passive
movements should be patiently carried out.

Whether a splint or strapping be applied, the hand should be carried
in a sling, which may be retained for four or five weeks. The splints
should be left off at the end of three weeks.
Fraotunt of the Metiwarpal Bonci are recognized since the introduc-

tion of a:-rays as being of common occurrence.
The principles of treatment arc \eTy simple. In all cases of blows

on, or injuries of, the hand, an A:-ray photo should be taken. '1 mucli
displacement is present, attempts must be made to rectifv 1 under
ana?sthcsia, and a splint should be applied until the danger of recurrence
of the deformity is passed, usually about ten davs. For the carpus a
short palmar splint reaching from the middle of the forearm to the
palm of the hand will be found suitable. For the metacarpal bone of
the thumb, a small strip of zinc padded .-.nd moulded to the thumb.
For the other metacarpal bones a palmar splint as for the carpus, with
a round padded end to fit into the palmar arch. It is often quite
sufficient to bandage the hand over a golf ball covered with a pad of
cotton wool.

II

:„,Jtij,
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In all these cases active treatment to prevent adhesions must be

undertaken as in t'olles's fracture, and the splints should l>e left off as

soon as possible. The patient must be encouraged to nio\e the hand

in spite of the pain.

In some cases, where there is marked displacement of a fragment of

bone, it is necessarv to cut down and remove il.

fir

FRACTURES OF THE PELVIS.

Fractures of the pelvis result from such injuries as crushes, blows

upon the trunk, and butter accidents. Almost any part of the pelvis

may be daniage<l. In the more severe cases the fractures are often

bilateral, and sometimes the head of the femur is driven through

the acetabulum into the (leU-ic cavity. The diagnosis is made, first,

by the history of the injur\- : secondly, by the detection of crepitus

when the bones are carefully palpated, by pain localized in one

particular spot wlicn the bones art- compressed, by pain induced by

coughing, and in most instances by an inability of the patient to flex

the thigh on to the abdomen. These fractures are not in themselves

serious, and the\- unite readily, but the complications which accompany

them may be fatal. These comphcations are rupture of the urethra,

rupture of the bladder, injurirs to the rectum, and laceration of the

nerves and blood-vessels.

A case of fractured JX'K is, or one in which a fracture is suspected,

must be treated witli the ^rtatest possible care until these compli-

cation« have been excluded. The r^mtine treatment of such a case is

as follows :
—

The patient is stripped, and is carefully examined, attention being

paid to the special points referred to above. The urethra is examined

for signs of bruising or for evidence of receut haemorrhage. The

patient is asked whether he has passed his water since the accident

:

if so, whe'.her any special ilifficulty accompanied the act. If a negative

reply is received, the fir'^t step is to ascertai whether the urethra and

bladder arc intact. This *< done in the following way :

—

The Urethra, -^s a rule in injuries of the urethra the canal is torn

or damaged by separation oi the bones of the |)ubic arch, the

triangidar ligament which supix>rts the urethra at this situation being

stretched and torn. Occasionalls the injury results from spicules of

bone which are driven directly into the wall of the urethra. In most

instances there are obvious signs of such damage, in the form cither of

blood escaping from the meatus or of a perineal swelling. Under no

circumstances s/ionid a patient in whom an injury of the urethra ii siis-

peeled he alhivcd to pass his urine naluratly. Attemjrts must be made

at once to locate the situation of t\\c injury and to estimate its gravity

by the passing of a catheter. For this |nirp<isc a i:;iim-elastic instrument

should be employed first, and if this fails it is necessary to make an

attempt with a silver instrument pending further operative procedures.

Sliciuld the cath'-tcr enter the bladder without mneb diffiriilty it is
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probable there is only a bruising or slight laceration of tlie urethral
wall

;
in which case it will not Ije neccssar>- lo do more than pass the

catheter at regular intervals, say every four liours, a careful Match
being kept on the jwrineum for signs of extravasation. This is a most
important observation, because, althouRli there mav be a compara-
tively free pas.sage to the catheter, a small amount of urine m;n- leak
through a brui.sed urethra, into the perineal pouch, anil set up extensive
suppuration. Supposing, however, that the catheter is introduced
with difficultj-, accompanied [lerliaps bs- fresh hieniorrhagc, tlien it
would be wiser to tie in the catheter, and, as before, while the bladder
is draining, the perineum must be carefiillv inspected, and any signs
of extrava.sation treated immediateh. If the catheter cannot be
passed, no time must he lost in sending for the visiting surgeon and in
preparing for perineal section. It cannot be too clearly laid down
that the majority of gross injuries to the urethra are best treated by
operation.

Injurin to the Bladtter.-The ijuestion of urethral injuries having
been satisfactorily settled, the next duty of the house surgeon is to
ascertain whether there is any evidence of injurv to the bladder.
Such injuries may occur either on the peritoneal' or non-peritoneal
surface of the organ. In the former case the urine escapes into
the peritoneal cavity, and if the condition is not promptly relieved
septic peritonitis will lie the result. In the latter class the 'rent is on
the anterior surface of the viscus, and the urine escapes into the space
of Retzius, from which it will mount up behind the muscles of the
abdominal wall. .Many ca,ses of bladder injury are readilj- diagnosed,
but there are some in which the detection of this visceral damage is
exceedingly difficult. The special points on which stress is to be laid
are the following

: First, the patient usually expresses an intense desire
to pass water, but is completely unable to perform the act. This is
one of the most important diagnostic symptoms, and it arises only
after injuries, either from rupture of the organ or from the retention of
clot within the cavity. Should this symptom be present, the next step
is to pass a catheter into the bladder. In most cases, if the bladder
is injured, nothing but a little blood-stained urine will be withdrawn.
This in Itself is sufficiently suggestive, but the diagnosis must be further
confirmed by the following procedure. \ measured quantity of
boracic acid solution— (> to S oz. in a child, and ij to i(. oz. in the
adult—should be .slowly injected, and remain in si/ii for half a minute,
and then be allowed to return into some receptable. This mano-uvre
should be repeated tliree times, after which any gross discrepancy
between the amount injected and the amount returned will give definite
evidence of a rent in the bladder wall. Certain precautions should be
observed in performing this test, and certain fallacies avoided. If
the rupture is intraperitoneal, the injection of the fluid may gixc rise
to a considerable amount of shock. If this be so, the experiment must
not be r.-peated

: there will lie sufficient evidence .at lianrt tn w.irrant
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an exploratory operaliini, and the surgeon slitiuld be notified. When
the rupture is extraperitoneal, the fluid often collects in the areolar

tissue behind the pubes, and a species of false bladder is formed, into

which fluid may be injected, and from which it may be withdrawn

without any noticeable diminution in quantity. Inder such circum-

stances, however, it will be noticed that the abdominal muscles become

increasingly rigid with the injection of the fluid, and a considerable

amount of pain will be caused, added to which an irregular dullness

will be found on percussing abm e the pubes. Such dullness will not

conform to the outline of the bladder, nor will there be the feeling of a

distended organ conveyed to the hand. Sometimes, too. the opening

in the bladder is small and becomes plugged with swollen mucous

membrane or ilic perivesical f.it. In such cases, unless care is taken

to actualK- dtstcnd the ()rgan. there may be no discrepancy noticed

when the fluid is returned, and the rupture may be overlooked. In

any case where such symptoms arc present, the presumption is that

the bladder is mjured. and steps must lie imnxediately taken to deal

with the damage.

Injuries to the Rectum.—^These are fortunately rare, and arc most

usually ciiuseil b> a fracture of the coccyx, which is displaced forwards

against the rectal wall. In most cases nothing more than a slight

laceration exists, wliich can be dealt with by rectifying the position of

the displaced hone, but in more severe injuries extensive operations

may be required later on.

Injuries to the Blood-veuels and Mervet.—Apart from seriijus

immediate haemorrhage whicli would attract attention by the usual

signs of such an accident, injuries to blood-vessels cannot be considered

as requiring immediate treatment, but thrombosis of the pelvic veins

may be a complication leading later to a fatal issue. Injuries to the

nerves will be best considered under the head of " Injuries of the

Spine."

Any of the above comjilications having been satisfactorily remedied

or excluded, the fractured pelvis is treated by surrounding the pelvis

with a firm wide binder. The patient should l)c placed upon a fracture-

bed, which is better at lirst than a water-bed. owing to the immobility

of the latter. Attempts may be made to manipulate the fragments

into the best possible position, although in most instances such treat-

ment is unavailing, and fortunately no b^.d results oi < u; rrom iheir

malposition. The knees should be fastened together. Special care

muf^t be taken to prevent bed-sores dcveioping. If the skin becomes

red and tender an air-bed or a water-bed must be substituted for the

fracture-bed. The patient should be confined to bed for six to eight

weeks at least, at the end ot which time, if union .ippcirs firm and if

no complications ha\e developed, he may be got up into a wheel-chair,

the pcKis being siip|K)rted \\\\\\ a poroplastic or leather splint. He
must not, however, Ik* allc»wed to walk for three months from the time

of the injury.

iii
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^J""",''
'" "" '*'"" "' "'"" '-« ''«•'! "ith thoracic an,labrton.ma mjur,,-., m,d tlu- house x»rKc,« nuHt Ik- ^,T^ careful notoverkx,k thes,. whul, „,.,,!« uiore seru.u. than the actual fracture

1
he gre„t shock „ l„, h atw.ulv ,h,s accident must also l,e treatc.1.

naenug or the femur.
A< .. resi* of .lirect or in.hrcct x-.olcn.e a nu.nl.cr of .hiierent mjunes

^^.,"'- ir
'" "'^"'" "* ""^ "PP" ^"'l "' ""^ f™""-, from

„!, , '"'""'"« ••"•'• examples, (,) Uxtracapsular fracture of theneck
,^

the femur: (., Intracapsular; (,) Separation of the upperfemoral epiphysis
; (_,) Disl.xation of the head of the femur with orwithout fracture of the acetalnilar rim.

/•'l/r. lOft.—MlWrHEMENT TO Dl TEUT SliilRxr: [J OF THE FEMCI'.

A routine ex.unmatron of tins region is therefore necessar^• in order
to as. ertH.n the >.xact nature of the damage. .Vote (

i
) The absence or

presence ol shortening of the l,mh : (.) The presence or al.sence ofalmormal or norm:d Ix.ny prominences
: (.,) The position of the limbwhether everted, alxlucted, or flexed. Measurements should be takenrom the anterior superior .spine to the internal malleolus {Fie loll

tor m nu^st of tlie injuries in this region a certain amount of shorteningcan be detected The shortening is least in an intracapsular fracture
in »lmh ,t rarely amounts to more than } in. In the extracapsular
wtriely „ may be as much as ij in., while in dislocation it mav evenexceed , in. Next. Bryants triangle and Xelaton's line are' to be
defined, .,n<) the p.»it,on r,f the trochanter with regard to them is lo be
ex.iinmed. The trochanter ri.ses al«ve .Velatons line to an extentcorresponding to the shortening of the limb ,n the three cond.tions
previously mentioned, the upw.ird displacement being most marked
in the dorsal dislocation. 44

•n^MS''waf^;^.^,
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SiUilm's Line is an oblique line drawn from the anterior superior

iliac spine to the tuberosity of the ischium. The line crosses the

middle of the acetabulum and the top of the great trochanter when

this bony prominence occupies its normal jxwition iFig. in;).

Bryant's Triangle is obtained in the following manner : .\ perpen-

dicular line is allowed to fall from the anterior superior spine of the

ilium, when the patient is lyinp; supine, both sides of the body twing

as far as possible symr .trical. .i^nother line is drawn upwards to meet

this from the top of the great trochanter, and finally an oblique line

joins the anterior superior spine to the trochanter (/•'!>. los). If the

position of the trochanter has been altered as the result of injury, the

measurements obtained on the two sides of the IxKly will not correspond,

since if the trochanter has been drawn upwards the interval between

M

FiE. 107.—MKTJiOD OP DEKKLVG NeUTON'S I.IKE.

the trochanter and the perpendicular line will be diminisheil ;
if it

has been displaced backwards the interval between it and the anterior

superior spine will be increased. The advantage of this melhuil is thai

it is not necessary to roll the patient over, as m dcfinmg N'claton's hne.

Next, the limb is to be palpated, and then rotated. In an intra-

capsular fracture, the trochanter will be fou ..i to rotate through an

arc of a circle slightly smaller than the normal. In the case of the

extracapsular fracture, on 'he nther hand, the arc of rotation is

markedly dcminislied unless the fracture is impacted while [in

dislocation rotation would be almost impossible owing to the preter-

natural imnuibility. The palpation may enable the examiner to

detect the presence of crepitus in the case of a fracture, but such a sign

is not to be sought for, the other evidence being sufficient to establish

the diagnosis. Next, if a dislocation is suspected, the hand or the

^«gpy.({ nf the examinin" hand must be thrust into Scarpa'r, triangle,
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when, if :i dorsal flislocation the ccmm.m »«,„
..f r««tance will 1* „«,ced m tlnlTn? ^""^"'- " '"'^

opposite side. On .urnm^he patien „veri"lT''r'' """ '"^

more prom,nem ,„ all tlu.se ,n ," Zt .IVro^er
"" '''''''"

the case of d.slocation a.d the l^k^',! Klelror.l eTuTeT';!"
'"

arc very charactermtK, The head nf ,h„ v.,! , *"
^^lon

felt on the do™.,„ .,„, ,,u, I n^t a .«„,,; ',"

"''"^''T
'""^' *"

since m the static vanetv .t l-e, Tdee* tha.Tt ±-'"",t
nh.,! upon.

ItRYANT-s TKiAXGU:.

neck of the bone, having atrophied and softened w.th advancing a^-esnaps readily as the result of a slight fall or blow nl 'Zl TnAsymptoms arc as follows : - 1 1" signs and

The patient lies with the leg motionless and everted. He is usuallvunable ,„ move ,t himself. Inspection over the region o the Id
:1"T 'T'""' "T^ ^''S'" """""' "< --"ing, and 'aref,, . et, c"^

Lands of the capsule whieli still remain intact
' """' ""^'

;££:;^i;pi:^'^:i:^rd^----
..:::.: e ;;;ad^:^u:;^:-~:;~ '--X-.:^^pm,.,«d up ,n bed with the hmb placed between sand'bag and "a f^

:^;.;^:\rn;r^o:f-i^-:r^:'rr/--^
\s soon w tiw. i..„ I ,

i-d^.i... man me fmuturc ii5en.As soon as the tenderness and swelling pernut, gentle massage of the
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part must be undertaken. At the end of about a month the patient

should Ix- allowed to Rct up, the fractured limb being supported by a

pelvic splint (Fig. 109). or a Thomas's hip splint. .\s soon as this

period is reached—and the duration of the bed treatment must be

shorter when thero is any risk of pneumonia—the patient should be

allowed to get abui t on. crutches, and encouraged to use the limb as

much as possible. ; ' union is not aimed at, a species of false

joint forms, which ^ -, , of a certain amount of activity, and the

results are in the i
: . satisfactory. Should such an acciilent occur

in a healthy subje. whether old or young, in whom it is advisable

to attempt to obtam bony union, a I.iston's splint with an extension

apparatus should Ije applietl, or Hodgen's splint

should be httcil up, and the case should be

treated as one of extracapsular fracture.

Bxtraea^ular Fpsotar*.—This accident occurs

at all a,;es, but is ni(>f,l usual in young robust

patients, when a considerable amount of direct

violence has been applied to the region of the

great trochanter. This process of bone is driven

inwards against the neck, which splits the

trochanteric portion of the bone into two parts,

the neck itself becoming wedged between the

fragments. The signs and symptoms are as

follows : The limb is usually in a position of

eversion—but if an impacted fracture is sustained

when the limb is inverted, the inversion will

persist. There are extensive bruising and swell-

ing round the region of the hip joint. an<l it

may be very difficult to locate the position 01

the bony processes. If this can be done it will be found that the

trochanter is broadened and is raised an inch to an inch and a hall

above Nelaton's line ; crepitus may he obtained by the ordinar\

examination. If the fracture is impacted, nothing but swcUing,

shortening of the limb (elevation of trochanter), and eversion 111.ly

be found.

Tre.atment.— In uncomplicated cases, that is to say where impaction

is not present, attempts may be mailc not only to bring the fractured

surtaces into accurate apposition with one another, but also to obtain

inn bony unicm. These results would be obtained by putting the

patient under an anesthetic, and applying forcible extension of the

limb w-hik the pelvis is steadied, so as to drag down the trochanter

to its proper level. The extension apparatus is then to be fitted (see

description), and a Liston's sphnt is to be apphed, the limb being

abducted.* .\ heavy weight~ui to 20 lb.—is to be attached to

* iTse 5^-ar ^.-.!!!t af a Listnn is that it does not ailow for abduction.

A specnl hinged splint should be used ; or, better still, a Thomas's hip

splint, Biociiiied for abdsction.

109.—PKCnC SPtlST.
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the extension, in order to tire ..i.l ll,e muscle.-, whidi »o„l<l other-
wise drag the femur m an up»ar,l ,l,recti<.n. Spec!,-,! care must hetaken to see that the foot is not Kk, much „,verted or everte.l. If
preferred, a Ho,lgens sphnt may he apphed, care In-ing taken to
see that suthcient extension is exerted m order to keen the trochanterm Its proper position. This treatment must be maintained for eight
weeks, ,luring which period the limb must be massaged regularly
three time, a week, the knee moved, and after a fortnight the hip joint
also. .\t the end of eight weeks the patient mav be permitted to getup on crutches, and during tins t.nie cvcrv efturl must be made to

improve the movements of the hip joint, wiiich will probablv be exceed-
ingly stitl. One of the common results of the accident is ankylosis ol
the hip loint. .\t the end of ten >>eeks he will begin to walk! and at
the end (It twelve he may be discharged.

In the case of the impacted variety, which is diagnosed bv the history
of the injury, the broadening of the great trochanter, and'the swellini
.ind bruising of the tissues o^er it, together with a definite amount „t
shortening ol the limb, treatment must depend upon the age and
condition of the patient and the degree of deformity produced by the
impaction. In most cases where the patient is young and robust it
will be good practice to attempt a disimpaction of the fragments and

subsequent treatment similar to the above should he adopted Butwhen a patient is somewhat elderlv and the deformity slight even
though there should be an inch of shortening, it is better to attempt
nothing active in the way of treatment, but to applv an extension
with a lighter weight, 5 to 10 lb., and follow out the general principles
as ad\ ised above.

Separated epiphyses « ill be considered under another head
Fr«eiurCE ^ tlu Lip of icetabulum.- The signs of this injury are

those of the dorsal lislocation of the hip, and the true condition is^-cogm^d only v hen .in attempt is raa.le to reduce the deformity
Reduction is effected v, ith comparative ease, but the deformitv returns
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as soon as the extension is remo\"e(!. Such caws arc to l>e treated as

fractures of the neck by the application of a I.iston's splint and an

extension with a powerful weiRht—m to jn lb. for a strong adult-

after the head of the iKinc has been manipulated into its proiHT position.

VrMtttMt of tha Ihafl.—The three common situations of thr fracture

of the shaft arc: (i) Just below the lesser tr<Khanter— the fracture

l»ein([ aa oblique one ; (i) In the middle of the shaft— the fracture

being transverse : (3) At the lower end—the injury l>einn often com

plicate<l by damage to the knee joint. The chief difficulty in dealing

with fractures of the shaft of the femur wcurs in the first variety,

owing to the obliquity of the fragments. In this injury the upper

fragment is tilted forwards and outwards by the psoas and the gluteal

Fig, III.—GALUms SPLENT, ^illOWlNC MtnlOD of F.XTKN8I0It.

muscles, and often forms a sharp angle immediately beneath tiic skin,

the lower fragm.tnt l»eing drawn up behind it. Xo apparatus will

enable us to control the upper fragment, and in cases where displace-

ment is marked the frt.cture must l>c treated by a double-inclined

plane or by a Hodgen's splint, the principle of such treatment being

to bring the lower fragment into accurate apposition with tlie uncon-

trollable upper fragment. Those cases of fractured femur in which

displacement is not marked—and this especially applies to fracture of

the middle of the shaft—are very satisfactorily treated by a I.iston's

splint {Fig. 110), short spUnts or Gooch's splinting being placed round

the limb at the scat nf the frarliire. In verj- yniing children a double

Liston's splint, fixed by a cross-bar between tlicir lower extremities.
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•nd known a» Hamilton,, splint (F,g. ,„), is « „„„, .xcellenlapparatus, a, it enable, the child to he lifted from the b.^1. cl aned

u.) r^r.i" ?"' "*' ""'""" "' "«»'"• '"= '"'"''- «i'i"««
("-^•

in may be employe<l. or some mo<lilicat.on of it. by which the limb.s ,lun« .t riRht angle, to the trunk, and in thin wa^y anv dotor ™vansmg .rom the obliquity of the trac,n«= i, ov ,tc„1„.
' s';^™'

.

f"uo«^:-
""'^ ^*' "'°"'"'" '' "' '"' "PP""'- The procedure i, ai

The l.mb i, carefully washed and. if hairy, shaved. Two long strips»s; wir'-hr
"""^ "

"
-^""^ "'-=

"' ^^'^ *
-""

the ankle opposite the two
malleoli) which is known
as the stirrup, are hivited
and pressed aRainsl the
lower third of the frac-
tured limb. They arc here
secured li>- short, thin
pieces of strnppinR i to
1} in. in nidth, passed in

n figure of S around the
limb above the malleoli
and ending just below the
fracture

; the knee may
be left uncovered. It is

necessar\- to see that the
pull of the extension is

exerted on the femur and
not on the knee, and this
rule applies to extensions
in both fractures and
diseases of the hip joint.
f-argc pads of wool should
be introduced between the
malleoli and the sides of
the strapping, to prevent the skin over these prrx:esses becomingchafed. A ™rd is fi.,ed to the stirrup wluch pasJover the pul eT"?he end of the bed an<l is there secured to a tin can which is filledw.th shot up to the required we.gl.t. If now the fm.t of the ted T,

l^ZJ" ^T !''*™^'™ ^"'t "'unter-extension are obtamed. thepat.ents body actmg as a counter-extending „c,ght. When thefra tore has been manipulated into a good position under an ana-sthetic
t IS ahvays necessary to control the fracture with some splints beforehe ana.sthe.,c ,s g.ven). the extension apparatus is applie.l, and L.s^on's

JxtenV?
•'''"IfSed to the limb. .-V proper splmt of this kind shouldextend front the axdla to below the foot, and it is secured to the p.-,ticrtm three places: ,,) round the thorax, (2) round the limb at the seat

t;.\LLO«S SPLINT FOR F».U I' KFD I'K.M
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of fraclurc, and (3) to the Icf,' and ankle. In securing to the thorax it

is necessary to take the Hrst turn of the bandaRc round the sphnt from

within outwards, and then round the back of the patient's thorax, the

direction of th? bandage in tliis way preventingTthe natural tendency

of the sphnt to rotate forwards. Several turns should be taken round

the thorax in order to retain it in position. The remaining bandages

should be secured from without inwards, in order to check the tendency

of the foot and leg to roll outwards.

In order to prevent the rotation of the limb, a method advised by
Chcync and Burghard may be adopted {Fin. 'Ml- ^'"^ consists in

securing the limb at tlie level of the popliteal space to a short splint,

X by 4 in., by means of a

plaster-i if-Paris bandage. Th''

presence of this splint effec-

tually prevents an\- rotation,

cither inwards or outwards.

Special care must be taken

to see that the malleoli and
the skin over the heel are not

subjected to any great pres-

sure. If the fracture is put

up m this way it must be

kept up for six to eight weeks,

and the amount of weight

applied to the limb must be

varied according to the age of

the patient and the tendency

to deformity. Roughly, half

a pound a year will be found

to answer most purposes, but

if there is much spasm the

amount can be increased up
to 20 lb, for an adidt. At

the end of six weeks, during which period the limb should have been

regularly massaged—this can usually be done without disturbing the

extension—the patient should be got up, and some form of retentive

apparatus applied.

In the case of children, a well-fitted poroplastic splint is all that is

required, or, if preferred, a plaster case may be made.

In tlie case of adults a Thomas's hip splint is a very valuable form of

apparatus, since it enables the patient to get about, and allows of active

movements being undertaken, while he himself can bobble about on

crutches. If such treatment is not considered ai'visable, he should be

kept in splints for eight weeks, and then allowed to lie in bed without

any apparatus on at all, while the limb is regularly massaged, and he

should be encouraged to get up for a short time on crutches, gradually

exercising the limb, until at the end of about ten weeks he is walking

on it as before.
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Lower End of the Femur. -These fractures usiiallv nm throufih llie
coiKhlcs Ml the manner uf the T-shapc.l fracture vvhicli is met withm tlie ellKnv, the result l>eint! : (i) the knee joint is filled with
blood, ami adlies.u.is are likeh- to form

: {•) the condyles arc separated
from one another, so that the relation of their articular surfaces to
the articular surfaces of the tibia is altered.
Trkatmhst, ^If the fracture is a transverse one just above the

condyles, an attempt should be made under ueep anaesthesia to
manipulate the fragments into accurate apposition. This is best done
with the knee flexed, and owing to the tendency of the gastrocnemius
to pull the lower fragment backwards, it mav l)e necessary to divide
the tendo Achillis or to put the limb up flexed nearly at a right anglem order to obtain satisfactory union. I n all cases an'.v-ray photograph
should be taken in order to ascertain the approximate position of
tlie fragments. Fractures which involve the condyles must be treated
on the same principles. Extension mav be applied, but the chief
object which the surgeon has in mind is to promote absorption of the
blood, and tj prevent the organization of the adhesions, by early
massage and passixe movement. In some cases it may be advisable
to perform an open operation, but that will n^it be considered here
Tlie duration of the treatment should be the same as for fractures of
the shaft.

HoDGEx's Spli.nt.

Hodgen's splint (Fig. ii,) is an apparatus devised particularly
for cases of fractured femur in which it is desired to apply extension
in the flexed position of the limb. It is thus peculiarly adapted for
fractures in the neighbourhood of the lesser trochanter and in the
lower third of the bone. In the former the upper fragment is flexed
at the hip by the iliopsoas, and in the latter the lower is flexed at
the knee by the gastrocnemius

; in neither case can the smaller
fragment be controlled, so that the larger one must be brought into
Its line. This splint is preferable to an inclined plane because it does
not impede nursing manipulations, and the patient can to a certain
extent move about and even assume a semi-recumbent position
without the risk of displacing the fragments.
The splint consists essentiallv of a stout wire frame shaped to fit

the hmb, and bent at the knee to an angle of . ,0°. There is a crossbar
at the upper end which corresponds to the fold of the groin and a
transverse one at the lower end. The frame should be long 'enough
to extend from the anterior superior iliac spine to a point six inches
below the sole of the foot. At four points on its upper surface hooks
are fixed, one at the middle of the thigh-piece and one at the middle of
the lower half on either side. From these hooks stout cords are taken
to a central pulley, from which in turn a single cord is led over a second
pulley attached to a foot-piece at the end of the bed. The limb is
suspended from the frame by broad strips of house-flannel, which are

!:a

I
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fixed with strong safety-pins to its two sides. The method of appHca-
tion is as follows :—When it hr.s Itecn decided lh;it the case is a suitable
one for treatment with a Hodgen's sphnt, the house surgeon's first

care should be to see that everything which may be necessary is at
hand ; if this is not done, inconvenience will ensue and time will be
lost. Thus an ordinary stirrup for extension must be prepared, with
side-pieces of strapping which are just long enough to reach from
the stirrup to the site of the fracture, and a sufficient number of tr:ins-

verse pieces must be ready. A wire frame of

the correct size must be procured, and it is well

to see that the pulley and all the cords are in

working order. Ten or twelve pieces of house-
flannel should be cut about four or five inches

broad and one foot in length : and
lastly, an iron standard with a pullc>-

must be attached to the foot of the

bed.

It is advisable in all cases to give

an an.Tsthetic, for two reasons: (i)

the application of an
extension stirrup is

in itself a painful

business
; and (j) it

is easier to obtain

good position of the

fragments when tlie

muscles arc relaxed.

riN's Wire Splivt and Appakati's Complete.

When the patient is anaesthetized, the extension stirrup is applied.

The method of application is similar to that employed when a IJston's

long splint is used. It must be remembered that the upper end of

the side-pieces of strapping should reach just up to the site of the

fracture. The transverse pieces of strapping should be applied round

the leg so as to overlap from below upwards, extending from a point

tliree inches abOve the malleoli to the level of the fracture, leaving

out the knee joint. A flannel bandage should be applied over all.

The stirrup when held taut should be three inches from the sole of the
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foot. A short conl is passed through a hole in the ecntre of the
stirrup, and Is knotted on its proximal side.

The wire frame is now held over the limb, and the portions of house-
flannel are passed underneath and pinned to the splint on either side
so as to form, as it were, a trough for the limb. They should extend
from the heel to the gluteal fold, and their edpes should be in apposi-
tion but should not overlap. The cord which has been pa.s.sed through
the stirrup is tied to the lower crossbar of the splint. The four cords
on the upper surface of the splint vie adjusted to the pulley. Those
leading from the thigh-pieces should be half as long again as the other
two. The single cord which leads away from this is pulled over the
pulley on the standard until the leg is raised about one foot from the
bed, and the limb is retained in this position bv tving the cord to the
foot of the standard.

So far everything is comparatively simple, but it is the subsequent
adju.stment of the apparatus «hich is all-important to the patients
comfort and alone can ensure a good result. These details can only
be learnt by practical experience.

It is often found, lor instance, that « lien the limb is raised the upper
crossbar is pressing upon the groin, instead of swinging quite free, as
it should do. This can be remedied by tightening the house-flannel
under the thigh. .\s soon as the limb is raised, all the pieces of flannel
should be examined, and tightened to the same degree i that the
weight of the limb is uniformly distributed, .^nothi iiiiit to be
obser\ed is that the directi-m of the short cords leading frum the thigh-
pieces to the central pulley should be in the line of that leading from
the central pulley to the standard. This is simpiv a matter of arranging
the height of the pulley on the standard. They need not, however,
be in line with the femur, since the splint acts bv producing extension
upon the thigh in the semiflexed position, the extending force being
the weight of the limb. Eversion is easilv corrected by placing the
limb upright, the friction bet- en the hou'se-flannel and the bandage
being sufficient to retain it i position.
One last word of warning. ,dgcn's splint is an excellent apparatus

if the treatment is properly carried out ; but it is not sufficient to
apply it once and never look at it again. The entire apparatus must
be overhauled daily, the interdependence of its several parts adjusted,
and the position of the limb attended to. If this is conscientiously
done, excellent results will be obtained.

It will generally be found that the strapoing begins to loosen at the
end of three or four weeks, but by that time the extension will have
done its work, and the limb can then be taken down and put up in a
silicate bandage.

FRACTURES OF THE PATELLA.
This fracture, which usually results from muscular action, is in most

cases treated nowadays by open operation, and the various methods

':i ! :
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of securing the broken fragments will not be here lonsidered. Sphnt
treatment should be ^ipplied to those cases winch are not suitable

for operative interference, fases which fall under this category are

the following : ( i ) Most cases of stellate fracture or of fracture produced
by direct violence ; (j) Fractures in alcoholic subjects or in those
\vhose constitution is unsound, as the result of renal or cardiac disease.

It must be clearly understood that an operation on ihe knee joint is a

Fracii-re of thk Patell,\ treated hy a simple Back Splint and Strappino,

severe test upon the recuperative powers of the patient's tissues, and
they should not be subjected to such an ordeal un'css there is a very
reasonable chance of succcs*;. The non-operative treatment consists
in first placing the limb on a well-padded posterior splirt extending
from the hip to the heel [Fi^. 1 16). The splint shcld V j raised so
that the hip joint is flexed, ii. order to relax the rectus femoris. As
the joint will in all probability be full of blood, it is advisable to

accelerate its removal, cither by aspirations, which must be conducted
with ever\' aseptic precaution, or by massage, or by both massage
and elastic compression. The massage should be employed for fifteen

minutes twice a dav.

As seen as the swelling has subsided and the surgeon is able to locate
and approximate the fragments, they should be drawn together by
means of a piece of strapping, which is fixed above the upper fragment
in the form of a loop. The lower fragment is similarly pushed up by
another strip. Either this method, which consists practically in
bringing the fragments into apposition by strapping in the form of
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figure of 8, or the Middlesex Hi»,iital methml should he employed.
In this latter form of treatment the linili is placed on a Ions posterior
splint \rith a firm footpiecc {Fig. 117). and a hroad hand of strapping
is fixed across the limb just above the upiier fragment. From the
lower lateral borders of this band Xwn long strips descend parallel with
the leg, and then are connected to ilic footpiece of the splint uiion
which tlie limb is resting by means of elastic liands. whiili exeriise
continuous clastic traction on the upper fragment. The whole limb
is raised so as to relax the rectus femoris. The special object to aim
at is accurate coaptation of the two bony surfaces without tilting,

and as far as possible without the interi-ention of the torn aponevirosis.
The chief objection to such treatment is the fait that it interferes with
massage and passive movement, for under these circumstances the
limb must Ik kept at rest for a period of six weeks, and only the muscles
of the thigh can be subjected to daily massage, I.ucas-Championnit're
does away with most retentive apparatus, allowing the patient to walk
with the aid of a stick in from six to twelve days. From the onset of
the injury until firm bony union is obtained, massage and passive
movement are energetically performed, I'nder ordinary circum-
stances the house surgeon w ill find that a sufficiently good result will
lie obtained if the fragments are merely approximated by strapping,
the hinb being massaged daily, and gentle flexion of the joint started
about the tenth to the fourteenth day. The upper fragment should
be steadied by the surgeon's hand while these movements r.re being
carried out. and at first it is advisable to flex the limb only to a very
limited extent. The patient may be allowed to walk on his leg within
a month, but it should be supported by a porophistic, leather, or
plaster case. As the limb gains strength, greater freedom of move-
ment may be permitted, but as a rule some form of retentive splint is

required permanently.

FRiCTUREB OF THE BONES OF THE LEO.
These are the commonest fractures met with in the surgical wards.

Either one or both bones may be broken, and the general treatment is

similar in each instance. Fractures may be considered in the middle
and upper third, and in the lower third, and Pott's fracture of the
fibula will be described among those occurring in the latter group.
The fracture is often oblique, and there is some difficulty in manipu-
lating the fragments into good position and in keeping them there.
There is a tendency for the lower fragment to be drawn up by the
contraction of the gastrocnemius and soleus, and the house surgeon
will find that considerable success will attend his efforts if he flexes
the knee in order to relax these structures. He must also bear in
mind that it is the lower fragment which is the mobile and displaced
bone, and no amount of padding applied to the projecting upper
fragment can have any effect in rectifying the malposition. The lower
fragment is to be manipulated into apposition with the upper fragment,
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ill i

and it may sometimes be necessary to invert the foot, to flex the knee,
or even to divide the tcndo .Vchillis in order to obtain this end.

In cases uncomphcated by much swelling or deformity, the fracture
may with advantage be put up in a plaster case, which can be taken
down for massage and passive movements at the end of a few days.
T^i«

. a form of treatment applicable to hospital patients, who can
then hobble about on crutches and attend the hospital for the massage
as arranged. If, however, the swelling is excessive and the tendency
to displacement great, the patient shoidd be admitted and the limb
put up under an ana'stlictcc in a box or XeviUc's splint anti slung so
that the posterior leg muscles are relaxed (/•(>. 1 18). In some cases a
.M'Intyrc's splint may be substituted. (See /•';>. (>(i.)

Kxtension apparatus can also be applied if there is much spasm of
the muscles, but it is exceedingly difficult to apply strapping round

the ankle for a weight extension without the production of ccdema.
The best way of obtaining the extension is to fit an old tennis shoe or
slipper on to the patient's foot and fix the extension apparatus to this.

In favourable cases, the patient may leave off the splint in about
six weeks, and after another fortnight, during which he accustoms
himself gradually to bear the weight of his body on the limb, he can
walk about.

The method of immediate spliiiling described by Croft, or some
modification of it, has come into very general use, as it has a' the
advantages of the Bavarian splint in the way of being able to be o^wned
for inspection of the limb, and is yet much simpler. Each splint (for
the leg two will be required) consists of two layers of house-flannel.
The inner layer, which is generally moistened with warm water, is

applied to the limb, while the outer one is thoroughly soaked in plastcr-
of-Paris cream and put on over it. Both layers are then moulded
to the limb while the surgeon holds it in position. Muslin bandages
are then rolled on so as to thoroughly shape the splints and to bind
them tosrethcr. The turns of the bandage adhere to the olastor ; but as
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in front or l,cl„n<l for about l,alf-an"m ll,,]. 1 , " """'
.;e^adop.e,. In „a„, u,«er.,. forj.i^ •:,.:;'::;!;':: " rr;::?.:::;

While the case is iKinR applie<l, the limb „„,s, be most cnclulh

fit. 119.—SIPPOKTISO IHE IJMB ro« IMUEDIATE SPUNTINO.

the period of confinement to bed will be much shorter than upon theold plan. Other fractures in this class arc sometimes best treated bvthe back splmt and swing cradle, to be presently described
Treatmrnt by meuu of the Box Spllnt-This plan consists in putting

the hmb up upon a back splint and «ith side splints, and swinging thebox th„s formed from a cradle. Fig. ,,„ represents .Neville's splintand although its application really is simple enough, still there aremany small points which must be attended to.
I. The S^linl.—This is the kind known as Xt.ille's Back Shlint "

and consists of a plain piece of iron, with cross-pieces for the leatherbands by winch it is swung
; it should be perforated along the sides

to allow 01 the pad being sewn on, and bent up below to form a foot-
piece

;
It has as well, lesser curves for the swell of the calf and thebend of the knee.

to'^re"-^'"^
"'^ '*''""* *°' " *^'''™ '''"' "''^ ""Portant points to look

(a) It should be fully broad enough, lest the b.indnge or side .plints
should compress the leg too tightly.

P' ii
I

(
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ii

(6). The f(K>t piftc slumld he In-nt up ([uitc at rifiht an|;les to the

leg-piece.

(c). The length from the UhA to iht- IkiuI fcr the knct- shouhl corres-

pond to that of the siuiuif lc«.

(rf). The thiKh-piecc should Ik* long onoii^h to enable the bandage
to^tnkc a firm hold ot it.

(e). The liend at the knee must not he less than i'k)'.

£. The raddina of tlic

back splint must he

ftrm and even, and
especially smoot!i about
the heel, wliere tlie

possibility of a sore

»eing formed must be

kept in mmd,
,i. The Suiv SplinK.

mast he well pa<!ded,

and should be simple,

straight, wooden ones,

reaching from just

At the f(H)t tlierc

to fasten

Si'L'M shi'm;

above the knee to the edge of the ftHH-jjie

should be a short broad strap and buckle, whiih serve

the two together, the strap jiassing just below and round the foot-

piece (this strap is often omitted).

4. The Swing Cradle—\\\ fractures bad enough to require careful

back splinting arc bad enough to be swung. Xeglect of this is a
fre(|uent cause ot bad position.

The simplest plan is to pass f^

leather straps througli the slits

in the cross-piece of the splint,

and sling it to the cradle, as

shown in h'ig. ijo. There are

a great many other forms of

cradles, and one in great

favour is tliat called after

Salter (Fig. 121).

In this, as is seen in the

figure, the leg is supported in

a canvas trough, and the back
splint is not fixed to the strajis.

The apparatus being ready,

the liml) must be fastened to
Salter's fixed Cradle with Swixc.

the back splint
; the whole difficulty of obtaining a good position

lies in the necessity for keeping up extension and a slight amount ot

inward rotation while this fixation is effected. In difficult cases, or
where there is much spasm or pain, an anaesthetic should be given,
and its action pushed to complete flaccidity of the muscle^.
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One a»»i»tant sliouhl now Kra>|) the lin.. •lilt Ihr kniT 111 riillii

r«|u,r, I. rho surscon, then takmR hoi ,ho f.^.t ami ankle-

Wh,:.. the liml, Is tin,, eMende,!, ,t „„,s. I„. settlcl on the -ohntan, fa„em- .« ,t, an.l Rreat .are ,n„s, l,e taken to keep 1 ph n»|.raee of the heel well a,.ain.t ,he (,„„-pieee, w.th tlj f ,
'

n e.
. .Kl, V ,nwar.h. an,l the hollow al,ove ll.e .nsert.on of t le

,"
IAe nihs ,nto the os ealcis properly snpporte.l. No po.nt ,n the se t" u;o the fracture ,s nmre rtnportan. than .hi,, as w,ll L ..nrlerst „T mwhat ha=, l,ecn said l.tore al,o„t the .lisastor of a ore he en.a,hes road to security in this respect „ „, have a store of s,n, 1 paat han,

.
from winch those can l,e chosen winch will l,est supp„r 1 eho low heneath tlte ten.lon. so that the pon>t of the heel ,s f 'e fonly jT.st touches, the splint.

This tittioM of the f,H,t and ankle finishe.l, and a Hnal look e.veno see ,l,a, the upj^r Lend of the splint corresponds ,„ the k,t ,

pi nt. f a secon.l ass.sta.tt he at hand, the task ',t fastentne the liml,to the sphnt may he entrusted to him, wlnle the s„r„eon and the ft"

"";'?', 7T ?'™™""- ""' ''• -^ '•C™ I'^'l-PCs one pe s!,n o, K-.s .uailahlc. the f«„ nu.st he held hy him with one hand while hefirs, few tnrns of bandage or strapping are tna.le w.th the otlurIn any case the liml, must be fastened to the sphnt ^•er^ earcfdiy

U.e sk.n has been brn.sed. and certainly all the parts arc tender nmany cases one or two .strips of ; esive strapping may be appliedwith great advantage round the foot and ankle, grea? ca.. be ng'takehat they ,lo not strangulate the part, the risk of which is lersx-nedthey are apphe.l with a piece of lint l«tween their surfaces and he»k,n. In the same way it is advisable to pass a piece of broad st .",, nground the thigh and the splint upon which it lies

^".ippmg

But whether strapping be nse.l or i„t, the foot and ankle must inevery case be Itrmly bandaged to tlu phnt, and then ,l,e up,' pa

he same way No rule can be gixen as to the extent in winch ^l.ebandage fron, the foot slioul.l be carried npthe limb, b,„ it i, ..eneralvbrought np to the vicinity of the fracture: never over it, Thl 1 n e'in ordinary cases the limb will now be fixed in ,ts nroper posit on "r-'needs only to ha^e the side splints a.ljusted and to be sJungBut xery often some additional support is required and furthermeasures have to be adopte.l to maintain position Thus one oP hefragments_^ may persistently ris^, and project dangerously near heskin, or the foot may rotate outwards, defying the action of band«e

l: ""oT^;"
"'^'"'^' "'">, --t-t'y come away from the ttpiece or, a5 ver>. commonly happens, there may be a bowing

ii
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iiutwnrils or inwiirils ii( the IraKnu-ntn. whitli simple extcnsiiin (I(h»

not (ivrrt'omf.

Diriitlons fur sinh conilitions obviously i annot Ih' Ki^i-n in any
\cry prc'tiw form. One (larluiilnr lomplication is so roiiimoii, how-
ivrr, tliat it iltsirvcs s|X'tial mintion. Ilu' wiiRht of the liH)t is apt
to <lcprc»s the lirel, so that the iipiHr end of the lower fragment is

tilteil forwarils ami may even ilamaKe the ii\erlyinK »l<in. This is liost

overiiime hy tittini; a scK'k on to the (cKit and elevating the heel liy

tixins the iijiex of the sock to the top of the loot-piece of the splmt.
PoM'i FpMtnrt. This is a frartiire eoml'ined witli a dislrKatinn.

there liemK a dishieation of the f(K)t outwards at the ankle ioim and a
fracture of the tiliida al«iut 3 in. al«ive the external nudleolus. In
the more complicated cases the tiWa may he liroken as well, or the

MKTHon OF KEDI-CIN-ll

astragalus driven up between the two malleoli, so that they are widely
separated. Complicated case.s of Pott'.s fracture require the immediate
supervision of the surgeon. Simple cases should be treated as follows ;

The displacement must l)c reduced, preferably under an ana'sthctic,
and a certain amount of time may Ik: well spent as a preliminary in

massagmg the m isclcs which are in a state of spasm. In reducing
the displacement, it is well to bear in mind the structures which assist

in maintaining the deformity ; these arc the tendo .\chillis and the
muscles which form if. and the peroneal muscles, which drag the heel
backwards and the foot outwards. The first step, therefore, is to flex

the limb at the knee, for by this means the tendo .\chillis is relaxed
:

an assistant should steady the flexed knee while the surgeon grasps
the foot and heel, the left hand taking the anterior part of the foot,

the right hand the heel. The foot is now forcibly twisted inwards,
by which manc[u% re the displaced surface of the astragalus is brought
into its normal position beneath the tibia, and at the same time the



Ir! ni','"
'"; '""'"'

""r""
'""' '"- """ «'«'i '^^ ""• «ni<ir.,o,„t

t
. .. r,Kl,t anKlf <,r cv.n iK^ynnd it, Tht- inner nr.lc „f the Kr.att.K-

mell„":h M ," "' ',"' '"'"""' "'"'""'"" """ ""• '""" »''« "' thepatella shnul.l lie in thf siimo line (/•iV ijj)

»«cllinK present ih ,l,Kht, the li.nl, ,„,-,y u- ,„„ „,, ,„ ,. nlantcr-of-Pans

t'lnilnV"' '1" """: tr "' ''"'" '" "" " Il>' "' '"" '""'. I'Ut
., mns not he apphe.l if it „ f„„n,l that the exten.le.l ,K«iti,.n ten.l,o rcpr.Hl.Ke the .lefornnty. U the splint ha, iK-en fittc.l. Ihc liml, „",

a» t.> the pmitKm ..f the hmh. I-r.,n, ,he (....rth .lay onwar.ls, passive
m.,ven.ent, to prevent a.lhcion in the j.>,„t an.l ten.lon ,hcath, slmul.l

al.out on crnt.hes without injury. Active movements should I,-

"eiRht on the mjurc.1 foot .InrmK the sixth ueeic, hut a careful watchmust U l,ei.t f.ir any sifn <.f .Iisplacement outwanls, i which case thesphnt must l>c reapplied and the walkinw prohil.ite.1

IHPl-YTREN'S SPMNr APPLIED.

When the displacement is more marked, the swelling greater andthe reduction is atten.lc.1 with greater difficulty, the limb should Ik,

^fTer ?h %°Ty'""'^ "P""' </•"'« '^.fl. or a box-splint may he applied
after the hmb has iK-en manipulated into a satisfactory position Ifthere IS great resistance to the rcluction cf the deformity, the tendoAchdhs may be divided. During the daily inspection of such a case
attention must be specially pai.l to the position of the heel, since it isexcee. ingly liable to be drawn upwar.ls, an.l bad results ensue unless
special .neans are taken to prevent it. At the slightest sign of upward
displacement, the malposition must 1« rectified and the knee flexed
to a more acute angle.

The other deformity which is likely to recur is the .lisplacem-nt
outwards. This must be attended to in the same way, the slightest
tendency to malp.)sition being immediately rectified. .Massage and
passive movements are to 1» undertaken as in the former variety
and the patient must be encourage.l to voluntarily invert and dorsiflex
.lis foot so as to prevent anv further displacement

In bad fractures it is necessary to keep the patient from walking for
a somewhat longer period-eight to ten weeks-but from the third
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week onwards active movements of flexion and extension should be
encouraged, as before.

Fruturai of the Bonei of the Foot- -These fractures do not call

for any special attention. They are diagnosed by means of the .v-rays,

and the broken bones must be manipulated to the best position under
the circumstances, with due attention to the normal position of the
foot in relation to the leg. A plaster case should be applied, and
massage and passive movement undertaken as in the preceding variety
In six to eight weeks union is satisfactory.

SEPARAIED BPIPHTBES.
The injuries which are considered under this special head are due

to damage to the bone in the region of the epiphyseal or growing
line ; in most cases the actual injury is a fracture on the shaft side

of the epiphysis, or as it has been called, juxta-epiphyseal separation.

They are therefore confined to thfe earlier periods of life before union
between the two parts of the bone has been effected. The special

importance of these injuries arises from the facts, first, that they
lie in intimate relationship to the joints of the extremities, which are

frequently involved ; secondly, owing to the smallness of the epiphyseal
fragment, reduction of the deformity is effected with difficulty

;

and thirdly, they may affect the growth of the bone and lead
to distortion of the limb. The injuries are recognized by the
following signs and symptoms; (i) The maximum signs of injury

are in the neighbourhood of the epiphyseal line
; (2) The age of the

patient is such that the epiphysis h-^z not yet joined with the rest of

the bone
; (3) The character of the crepitus is softer and less distinct

than that in ordinary fractures. In most cases an A-ray examination
is very necessary, since the injury is attended by so much swelling

that it is not always possible to correctly define the bony prominences.
ReJuction of the deformity is effected in the ordinary manner by

the application of extension and counter-extension, but here difficulties

may be encountered, since there are certain obstacles which oppose
the satisfactory reduction in this particular type of injury. They
are (i) The interposition of muscle or tendon between the fractured

surfaces ; (2) The rotation of the fractured epiphysis on an axis

(especially is this the case in separation of the lower epiphysis of the
femur)

; (3) The end of the shaft may be pushed through a hole in

the periosteum, through which it cannot be withdrawn without an
operation. Imperfect apposition nearly always leads to permanent
deformity, and every attempt must be made to obtain a satisfactory

position. It is not sufficient to rely upon nature in these cases. The
general rules with regard to the displacement of epiphyses are as

follows :
—

There are four epiphyses which are especially liable to injur>-: the
upper and lower end of the humerus and the upper and lower end of

the femur
; more rarely the epiphyses of the radius and tibia are
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into almost any po"itfon thrr„H
=P'Phy»"' may be displaced

shaft of the boL'^rbe d-XK-Ld^ th
""*""*' '' '°' "^-^

>imb, so that m the case oTthe u^pefend 0^'," T"' °' Tresultmg deformity is the same as thatTfracture of tt T ""

trochanter to be PuliTd :p:.a;ds by . .tTctron^f't""' '7 "" «"^'
to it. a condition which leads ,V

^' "'""'-''''^ =""*'^d
progressive shortening and to the
production of coxa vara. In frac-
ture of the lower end of the femur
the epiphysis is displaced forward.s
and may be rotated, the shaft
tendmg to impinge upon the
popliteal vessels, which may be
seriously damaged.
Gener.^l Principles of Treat-

ME.NT.—An anesthetic must always
be given, and by extension and
counter - extension the fragments
must be manipulated as far as
possible into their normal position
In the case of the upper epiphysis
of the humerus (Fig. 124) the
mjury should be treated as a
fracture of the surgical neck. A
pad of wool of sufficient size is
placed in the axilla, and the arm
IS bandaged to the side. Massage
must be undertaken from the first
but passive movements in children
need not be started quite so soon

The usual displacement [s thatch ^ T" ""'^ ""y •^= ^"''"^'i.

-.,. - .> ,1, K..,„.. ,. .,„ ,». „.£""t.:':*,i.::rcit

I-.^i';
"4.-SEPAKAHOV OF TUBtPPEH tplPHYsis OF ran Hl'MEHu

I ii

I'M

1

ii' "viri^!
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that is to say, cases not attended by a large amount of elusion,

can be satisfactorily treated as follows :—Under anesthesia the

condyles and the elbow are grasped with the right hand and the

shaft of the bone with the left, while the whole of the upper

extremity should be steadied by an assistant. The condyles are

pulled down and manipulated outwards. Keeping up the extension,

the thumb of the left hand is pressed deeply into the antecubital

fossa, so as to push the lower end of the shaft in a backward

direction. The limb should now be put up in a position of acute

flexion and supination, the hand resting on the shoulder of the injured

Fig. 125.—SEPAR.\nON OF THE LOWER EpIPIIVSI-* OF THE HrMERfS.

p'le. By keeping the forearm in supination, the tendency to inward

displacement of the separated fragment is overcome. The limb can

be secured in this position by simple means, such as bands of strapping,

bandages, or poroplastic splints, and it may be taken as a general rule

that if the arm can be got into a position of acute flexion all serious

deformity has been rectified.

Massage should be begun from the first, that is to say the next day,

but passive movements had better be deferred for a week or ten days

and then undertaken with the greatest possible care, since if thej- are

performed too energetically the deformity may be reproduced. As
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a rule it is well to begin by rotating the radio-nlnar joint, an,l slightly
extending the arm through a few degrees, the limb being put up witheach s.ttmg m a position of slightly reduced flexion. The cases how-
ever which give trouble are those which are associated with somuch swelling and bruising of the parts that not onlv is correctmanipulation of the fragments an impossibility, but flexion of thearm even to a nght angle is attended by so much pressure on the tissues
around the elbow as to render it dangerous.

.Knytliing in the shape of excessive pressure must be scrupulously
avoided, since such pressure even for a few hours may lead to suchvery serious complications as isclmmi,. paralysis and gangreue. Thesecases must be treated as follows : The child must be admitted into the
hospital, and a gutter or trough of poroplastic material moulded toreceive the injured limb. It should lie easily in this receptacle
protected by cotton-wool, in a position flexed to as near a right angle
as IS possible without undue tension. I.int soaked in evaporating
spirit lotion should be left in contact with the swollen parts, and gentle
stroking massage should be undertaken from the first for ten or fifteen
minutes twice a day. .\ radiograph should be taken to ascertain theexact state of affairs IFis. 125), and as the swelling diminishes, the armshould he gradually flexed at the elbow until a position of acute flexion
IS obtained. .A period of four to five days may elapse before the
swelling diminishes sufficiently to allow the deformitv to l.e com-pleely rectified, and it is always advisable to bring such a case
under the notice of the surgeon, since operative interference is often
imperative.

When once the limb has been got into a position of flexion and thefragments are in a satisf;.ctory position, the after-treatment shouklbe conducted as in the previous variety, though passive movementmay be un.lertaken on the third or fourth day after the position ofacute flexion has been obtained. The fingers must be carefullvwatched durmg the first fortnight for signs of swelling, and above allhe house surgeon m.«t be on the look-out for anv signs of ischa.mic
paralysis, which usually shows it.self by an inabilitv on the part of the
child to extend the fingers, which remain flexed in'a claw-like manner.
In bad cases which are not operated upon, unsatisfactory results arebound to be obtained, but it is worth remembering that' interference
with full extension is usually less serious and less detrimental to a
patient than interference with full flexion.

Separations of the lower epiphysis of the radius are treated on thesame lines as Colles's fracture, the deformity of which is closely
simulated by this injury.

'

8ep»r»tlen of the Upper EplphyBi. of the Femur.-This can only bed agnosed with certainty by a good radiograph
; but when great bruising

attends a severe injury to the hip, together with loss of function of the

aZr", T'lTl ""»,'")">• ""'^t h= suspected. An extension
apparatus should be applied, and the case treated as one of fracture

h •if''
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of the neck of the bone, massage being undertaken as before from the

first, and gentle passive movements at the end of fourteen days.

BapAFfctiOB of the Lower Bpiphyili of the Femur.—There is great

difficulty sometimes in reducing this deformity owing to the swelling,

and to the rotation of the separate ' epiphysis, but an attempt should

be made in the foHowing way : The knee should be flexed to a right

angle or beyond, and one broad band of webbing is placed round the

upper entl of the leg and another round the lower end of the femur.

The foot should be held firmly by a special assistant, since the principle

of the manoeuvre depen .s upon using the foot as a fulcrum. Traction

should be exerted at right angles to the long axis of the thigh and leg

respectively ; the pull should be directed, in the case of the tibia

directly forwards, in the case of the femur directly upwards {Fig, 126).

Fig. i2fi.—Sepakatio:* op the 1,owbr Epiphvais of the Feiiur,

The forward traction allows the displaced epiphysis to be drawn away
from the femur, while the upward traction draws the sha'* of the

bone which has been displaced backwards into contact with the loose

fragment. If the manipulation is successful, the limb should be flexed

at an acute angle, as was the case with the lower end of the humerus,

and fixed in this position.

Massage should be undertaken from the first, and gentle passive

movt. lents may be begun during the second week, the same pre-

cautions being adopted as in the case of a similar injury of the upper
extremity. Anything in the nature of tight bandaging or tight

compression is shown at once in children by swelling of the hands or

feet, and on no account must it be allowed to persist, or irretrievable

damage may he wrought to the vessels and the nerves of the limb.



Chapter XVII.

INJURIES TO THE SPIXE.

r'"'-'ln?i!ff
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Fractured spine is to be considered under two headings : first, those

cases in which operative treatment of the injury is advisable; and,

secondly, those in which, owing to the presence of adverse symptoms,

nothing operative must be attempted. ICxpcrience shows that a

greater number of cases are now successfully submitted to operation

than in former years, and since we know that in most instances

paraplegia resulting from spinal injur)' is permanent unless treated,

any treatment that holds out the smallest prospect of improvement

should be employed. Following the injury the nervous manifestations

can be classified as follows :

—

If the lesion is a total transverse one there will be complete paralysis

of the muscles below the lesion, which will be of a flaccid type

with loss of reflexes, and it may be said at once that the more

completely the reflexes arc abolished, and the longer the period which

elapses before their return, the worse the prognosis and the more hope-

less any attempt at operati\e treatment. Sensation below the lesion is

abolished.

In partial lesions there is a distinct difference according to whether

the lesion is above or below the level of the second lumbar vertebra.

Above that point the cord itself is damaged, and except for the par-

ticular nerve root which may be affected at the seat of the injury, the

paralysis tends to be of the upper segment type ; that is to say, there

is a paralysis of the muscles which later becomes spastic, there is no

reaction of degeneration, and the reflexes become exaggerated. On
the other hand, if the lesion lies below this level the nerves which enter

into the formation of the cauda equina become involved, and the

paralysis is of the lower segment type. The muscles remain flaccid,

the reactions of degeneration h-'come established, and the reflexes are

permanently abolished.

Of course many cases arc met with which do not fall strictly into

either category, owing to the extent and irregularity of the lesion.

Injuries which involve the cauda equina should be distinguished

from those which affect the spinal cord itself, because the cauda equina

being composed of mixed nerves is capable of regeneration after injury

and division, as are the ner\es of the hmb plexuses, though the results

are not quite so satisfactory-.

BfTecti on the Bladder.— It will be found that, following most severe

injuries to the spine, whether the lesion lie below or above the level

of the second lumbar vertebra, for the first period at any rate the

house surgeon will have to deal with reter'ion of urine. In some

cases, when the lesion lies above the bladder centre, which is situated

in the lumbo-sacral region of the cord, there may be a certain return

of reflex control, though it is exceedingly variable in its onset and in its

extent. On the other hand, when the lesion lies below this level and

affects the cauda equina, the tendency is for dri .bling incontinence to

set in a*: the rase progresses, hut this will .lot occur until some

days or weeks have elapsed, during which the use of the catheter will
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be imperative, and it is one of the first details to be learned in the
treatment of fracture of the spine.

When a catheter is required at regular intervals the most scrupulous
cl'-anlincss is necessary to prevent cystitis, and this cleanliness is to
be obtained in the following way ; The penis and the meatus arc to
be thoroughly cleansed, and the former is to be cn\clope(l in an
antiseptic dressing. The catheter (preferably of rubber) is boiled
before use on each occasion, and a non-irritating lubricant such as
sterilized vaseline or olive oil is employed. The bla<ldcr is thoroughly
emptied, and if this is not possible owing to the atonic state of the
musculature, the interior should be washed out with weak boracic
acid solution once a day. In spite of all these precautions cystitis

may ensue. It must be treated by drugs, by lavage of the bladder,
and in severe cases by drainage of that viscus, .\sccnding septic
changes from the bladder to the kidneys are responsible for many
fatal Lssues.

Effeoti on the Rectum.— In many cases the sphincters are paralyzed,
together with the levator ani, the result being a loss of cimtrol over
the contents of the bowel when they reach this region : but as a
matter of fact, owing to the co-existent paralysis of the abdominal
muscles and the damage to the sympathetic nerves, the house
surgeon will experience more difficulty in getting the bowels to act in

the early stages of treatment than in controlling their action during
the weeks which follow. I'ndcr no circumstances must he allow the
tympanites to persist

: it must be treated by turpentine injections,
fomentations to the abdomen, and suitable purges.

Bed-torei.—Cases which are not subjected to operation are exceed-
ingly liable to develop this complication, which is responsible for a
fatal issue in a large number. Only the most scrupulous care
and patience will prevent this development, and cases of fractured
spine may be looked upon as forming an excellent test of the character
of the nursing in a given ward. For details of treatment, sec " Bed-
sores," Chapter XXVI.
General Treatment of Catei not Submitted to Operation. — The

patient should be put on a water- or air-bed, with the shoulders
propped up so as to relieve the lungs, which are embarrassed in cases
of injury to the cord high up owing to paralysns of the intercostal
muscles. The patient is unable to expectorate, and death from
some form of pneumonia is exceedingly common. .Any actual
deformity of the spine which is present must be protected from
pressure by a ring pad or suitable appliance, and the patient must be
turned regularly so that the same parts of his bodv are not subjected
continually to a tiresome pressure. The bladder aiid rectum are to he
attended to as before mentioned, and the greatest care must be exer-
cised to see that there is scrupulous cleanliness, since when incontinence
is present, the patient is very apt to be soiled by the discharges, uliich
trickle away involuntarily. Pain is mitigated by opiates, and spasm

I
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of the muscles may be assisted by massage, but beyond this nothing
can be done to remedy a conilition which sooner or later must end in
death. As a rule it may be said that the higher the injury the sooner
the patient succumbs. In some cases death supervenes within a
comparatively short time of the accident, probably from an ascending
inflammation of the spinal cord. In other cases life may be prolonged
for months and years if the process of degeneration is arrested and
scrupulous care is taken.

Following injuries to the spine, paraplegia may come on at two
distinct periods apart from that which immediately follows injury.
A paraplegia occurring immediately after the injury is generally due to
compression of the cord by bone, and may or may not require operative
treatment. A paraplegia occurring within twenty-four hours of the
accident is usually due to progressive hajmorrhage within the spinal
canal, and is rarely treated by operation ; while a paraplegia super-
vening at a later date (five or si,>t weeks) is due to the formation of
callus in the process of repair, and has been treated by operation
with the most brilliant results. Such cases have, therefore, to be
specially watched, for the development of a paraplegia in the later
stages of an injury to the spine may require active surgical measures.

"m



Chapter XVIII.

OF DISLOCATIONS.

TT seems advisable to give a short account of Jiow to treat the more
•• frequently observed forms of dislocations, though, followins the
rule already laid down, little will 1« said on the diagnosis as it is
supposed that the readers of this book have already acquired that
Knowledge.

' ^

ClMil«c.tlon.-A dislocation is the partial or complete separation
of one or more of the bony structures of a joint from the other.

Six varieties are recognized :

—

I. CompUlc. when the bones are entirely separated from one another
e.g., at the shoulder or hip.

i. ImompUle, when the bones arc still in apposition, but in faulty
position, e.g., at the temporomaxillar>- joint.

},. Compound, when there is a wound of the skin
4. spontaneous, when the dislocation does not arise from violence.
5. Congenital, when from malformation the bones cannot remain in

position.

(^ Pathological, when arising from disease of one or both bones
The first three of these are the classes that will be described, the

latter three being of rarer occurrence or associated with diseases, the
treatment of which does not come within the scope of this workA dislocation is recognized by the alteration in the shape of the

In'the^L^h ^"l'^-"l^'^'*j"
"" "'""'''^' P°^'*'°"' "y «" "Iterationm the length of the limb, and by impaired mobility of the joint Itmust, however, be remembered that a fracture may co-exist with a

dislocation, in which case care must be taken in handling the limbnot to increase the damage to the soft tissues by the sharp ends of the
bones. In doubtful cases the advantage of being able to take a skia-gram IS very great, and this should always be done where possible
\ery considerable damage to the soft tissues is always produced by

m^l-W Tk ,,^1'^ "'"'='«"' '"='>' ^ '"J"''^''- "•^ liSament and musclesmuch stretched ,f not entirely lacerated, and serious complications may
ar.se from the displaced bone pressing on an artery, a vein, or nerves

In reducing a dislocation the object aimed at is to replace the bonesm their natural position. The performance of this is, however, renderedmore or less difficult by the tonic contraction of the muscles. It maybe necessary to put the patient under an anaesthetic in order to over-come this contraction especially in the case of strong muscular persons.

;„n,r'T"' T'u
•''''«''*'°" *^ "duced the better, on account of this

contraction of the muscles, for it has often been observed that the
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difficulty of reduction increases as time roch on. In certain cbhch the

reduction is impeded by the anatomical structure of the joint and by
the liRamentM.

Mtthedt of •dtttttloa.—The re<luction of dislocated bones may be

effected by several means :

—

1. By Mechanical Means,—Since tiie introduction of anx^thetics.

by uhich relaxation of the muscles is obtained and the Rfcat obstacle

to reduction removed, this metho<l has fallen into disuse, except

occasionally in the case of old dislocations. The ft>rce employed by

the use of pulleys was very Rreat, an<l it was not an unknown occur-

rence for a bone to break under their use.

2. Hy Mitnifyulatioii.—DnTin)i the last tew yeats our knowledge of the

anatomical relation of the jwrts concerned in a dislocation has l>een

very much improved, and it has been found that by manipulating the

limbs in certain directions— alxluctinp and rotating in. adducting and

rotating out, with extension as the case requires— most dislocations

can he reduced without the force aiul risk of damage to the soft parts

involved in the use of mechanical means.

It should here be noted that when a dislocation is complicated by

a fracture, it is usually advisable to perform an ojwration. Such

injuries are likely to \*c followed by great impairment of function,

and the attention of the surgeon should alwavs be called to them.

BPECUL DISLOCATIONS.

Diilooatlon of the Lower Jaw is generally bilateral, both condyles

having clipped forward on the articular eminence into the zygomatic

fossa, where they may be felt. To
reduce it, the patient should be

made to sit down on a chair or low

stool : the operator stands in front,

and .vith his thumbs passed into

the Mioutli presses the i>one down-
wards and backwards, at the same
time raising the chin (I-'iii. 1 2; )

As a rule the condyles shp back
with a sharp snap, and, unless the

surgeon has protected his thumbs
bv wrapping them in lint or some
such substance, he may get them
severely crushed between the teeth.

The jaw should then be tied up
with a four-tailed bandage, similar

to that used in fracture of the

jaw, and kept in that position for

several days, the patient mean-
while being fed on slops.

The ClaTlcle may be dislocated at either end, but the bone is far

REDUCTIOX of DlSLOCAT'OJJ OP jAW.
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more frequently broken, owing to the very stronR attachments to the
Hternum and scapula. The reduction is easily madf, but contidera!>le

(hfliculty is experienced in retaintnK the lionc in its projwr ponition in

the case of Hternal dislocation. Mavin^ replaced the Itone. a pad
should he (irmly fastened on by a figurc-of-S bandage over the .hntdders.

and the arm fixed to the side. For an acromial disloca 'on the arm
must be supported in a sling and drawn backwards, ve much as a
fractured clavicle is put up.

The displacement is ver\' likely to recur, and in order to prevent this

the shoulder should Iw well covered with a plaster-of-Paris case, or
plaster bandages, while the bones are held in good position. The
plaster case must include ami support the cllww, since the wcijilit of

the arm is the important factor in causing the recurrence of the dis-

location. The casing must Iw kept f)n for three or four wt-ck-^. at the
end of which time union should Iw firm and the disltKation should not
recur. Many patients will l>e unwilling n» submit to this pnilnngcd
immoliilization, which is not without risk of causing stitfnc>>s in the
sliouldcr, but where a permanent cure is tiesired, ami operative treat-

ment refused, it may I>c undertaken.

DltlooAtiea at the Ihonldvr Jotak is indicated by flattening of the
shoulder with a hollow under the acroniion

; tlie head of the humerus
can be felt in an abnormal position, -.w.-.l the patient supports the arm
while the elbow is helil away from the side. There is rigidity instead

of mobility, and the hand cannot be placed on the opposite shoulder
when the elbow is held to the chest.

Several varieties of this dislocation are known, but the most common
are those in which the head of the bone has lx;en forced out of

the glenoid cavity, and below it into the axilla (subglenoid) or under
the coracoitl process (subcoracoid).

Except in muscular persons reduction can be made wiihout an
ana'sthetic. The treatment for these two is the same. The retluction

may be effected by extension ; in the case of young people by raising

the arm alwve the head, when, with a good pull, the bone will slip

back into position. In older and more muscular persons greater force

is required than can usually be exerted in this way ; hence the following

method is often employed : The patient lies down flat on a sofa, and
the surgeon places his foot, from which he has removed his boot, in the
axilla : the arm is then seized, forcible extension is made at the wrist,

and the hand finally brought across the body. In this wav the foot

acts as a fulcrum, and the force levering the bone out of its false position

allows it to slip back into the glenoid cavity, which, as a rule, it does
with a distinct snap.

The method known as Kocher's is a very useful one, and is practised

as follows : The patient lies on a couch ; the surgeon stands by his side,

and places the elbow at right angles, pressing it into the side {Fi^. 128).

Taking the elbow in one hand and the wrist in the other, the arm is

rotated gently outwards {Fig. 129), and the elbow brought forward in

V\ \\
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front of the chest (/-i^. no) and the liund hrouuhl rapiilly iiver to the
opposite shoulilci ih'iii. HI). In other wortN the humeruH u railed,

rotated out ami circuiiidiicteil, the (hslocation liehig then reduced.

Ill 11
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injury iH readily recogni-'cil |,y tlic
projection of the olecranon hack
wards, with the triceps inserted into
It, and of the articular surface of the
humerus in iront.

When the ulna alone i , dislocated
the direction is always backwarls
l-.ut the radius, when ajoni- displaced
more frequently forwards. When
both hones are dislocated, or the
ulna alone, reduction is effected by
Hexmg the arm round the knee of
the surgeon. The jatient is seated
in a chair, and the surgeon places
Ins foot on the seat an<l bends the
elbow round his knee (Fig. 1,2), thus
levoring the coronoid process of the
ulna, which is the obstacle to reduc-
tion, over the end of the articular

at the same ti^^^^m^^'eir ^ji: ,t ir^,::;
""^'^ ^^'^^

th"h:;;tinrk;;' m^wa^Tt" "^ "^""'-" "^ ^'^^'^^ -«'-
the radius h-,,LIh J

^'"'™ P^n^t.on and supination. If
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Fi-sne mi.-vcnicnt shuuid be
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DUIoutloni at the Wrllt seldom happen, the bones of the forearm
generally breaking before the ligaments will give way. They are
readily recognized by the great displacement they cause, and arc
reducible by forcible extension in a line with the forearm. Front and
back splmts, extending teyond the hand, should be bandaged on,
The Thamb and Phalanfei may be dislocated, and the injury presents

no difficulty in recognition. Reduction is sometimes a matter of some
difficulty, however, and considerable force has to be exerted to draw
the ends of the bones into place again. In the case of the thumb,
extension is made in the direction of the axis of the displaced portion
of the bone, and the bone, being thus dislodged from its false position,
is brought well forward and bent down into the palm {Fig. 133).
E.xtension in a straight direction will often succeed in reducing the
displacement. For a displaced phalanx simple extension will suffice,

but the chief difficulty lies in getting a good grip of the finger.

)

-\r'

A.—Tmclion exercised in the direction of the
dislocated first phulanx.

ij
I fc

^- —The base nf the phalanx drawn forward
! • ' until it is level with the head or the metacarpal

C—Reduction completed by flexing the thumb
into the palm.

^i\'- 133—-^'ETiioD OF Redtcing Dislocation of Thvmb (Maynard Smith].

Rest at first, followed by passive movements, is the subsequent
treatment.

Diilooation of the Femur may occur in several ways, the femur
passing upwards and backwards, downwards and forwards, or upwards
and forwards, distinctive names being given to indicate the position
the head of the bone takes.

The three commonest varieties are: (i) The Dorsal, in whicli the
head passes upwards and backwards, being sometimes above and at
others below the obturator intcrnus ; (2) The Thyroid, the bone passing
downwards on to the thyroid foramen

; (3) The Pubic, in which the
head of the bone rests on the pubic bone or below the anterior superior
spine of the pubes.

There are several other forms of dislocation, but these arc rarely seen
and need not detain us here.

Hach of the three varieties is recognized by the abnormal position
the leg assumes, and as each requires a different manipulative method
for reduction, both the symptoms and mode of reduction are briefly
given.
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fem,',r'"™"
""'.'" ''"•'^'"">- "^'"= '™" '"^'-^ of the neck of the

Re<h,ction should l,e effected by manipulati, in the following

Fig. '•—~""
"-TS." -SSSa-SSSS '-">.".

adducts and rotaL ,nward" b; thf, L'"'
\"^"- '^^'' '" ^"^"'V

^:;^';:',it^Sed'^"^'r™-----^^^^
POK..S .nst he tld'^^d;. hy ^--^sfsSt^"^

°*" ™-'^"'--- ««

A very excellent method which can be used as an alternative to

a Mil
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Bigelow's method, and which often succeeds when the latter fails, is

performed as follows :

—

The p^ttient lies flat on a mattress, an ana-sthctic is administered,

and an assistant grasps the iliac crests firmly in the position of the

anterior superior spines, and steadies the whole pelvis. The surgeon

bends over the patient, folds his arms beneath the popliteal space of the

affected limb, which is flexed to a right angle at the liip joint, the leg

lying between the surgeon's thighs {Fie;. 135). Strong upward traction

is now made, and the head of the bone is pulled into the acetabulum.

In thyroid dislocations the prominence of the trochanter is lost and
the thigh abducted, the knee bent and the foot pointed forwards. To
reduce it, the thigli is flexed, slightly abd '-ted, and then strongly

rotated inwards, adductcd and extended.

Alternative ilEiuoD fok Reduction of Dislocated Pemi-k,

Pubic dislocations are reduced by scmiflexing the thigli, abducting

and rotating inwards, and drawing the knee inwards and downwards,
so that the legs are parallel.

The after-treatment consists of rest in the recumbent position for

some time, beginning passive movements in ten or fourteen days.

For congenita) dislocations and their treatment the reader is referred to

larger works.

Dislocations of the Patella arc not common, but when they do occur

the bone is generally displaced outwards. This is readily recognized,

and is reduced by flexion of the thigh at the hip joint to relax the

extensor muscles, and by pressure on the edge of the dislocated bone.

Dislocations of the Knee are rare owing to the strength of the liga-

ments of that joint, and when they do occur are often compound.
They are treated by extension with the thigh semiflexed, and the bone

is manipulated into place.
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vvll?,'"!"'^'''''"''
"'* '"*"'"' 'I'''"'' '' ""i"'"^<^ '"' ^''n-^ ti-no after-wards, but passive movements must be commenced after two weeksA compound mjury is a very severe one, and must be treated with thes r,c est asepfc precautions, but should the wounds suppurate the'luestion of amputation will have to be considered

thffibnr,"^r""
""

n'"'','
''"' »"""''"> ••^'^"""•^'l ^vith fracture ofthe fibula or inner malleolus, according as the dislocation is outwardsor inwards {iide " Potfs Fracture ").

"i"aras

Traction of i),c foot in the proper direction easily reduces the dis-placement, and the treatment to be followed sublequentlv firmbandaging or pl.-slcr bandages.
jucrun nrm

Compound E
.
;ooati,i,. are those in which there is a wound of theskin, either arising from the dislocated bone being force.l through orfrom he accident which causes the condition. They rem™^ -ercarefu treatment. All wounds opening joints must 'be tho ou^h •

washed with saline or weak antiseptic fluids, and the dirt rcmmed wW,the mo, t scrupulous care. To do this effectually an ana.sthetic is

It should be dressed, and the dislocation reduced and carefu ly put Z'The temperature of the patient must be watched
; anv rise den 1^^an inspeetion of the wound. Suppuration may mean a'the ^rsamputation, and at the best a stifl and perhaps useless joint

!!
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ClIAPTKR XIX.

OF SPRAINS.

SPRAIXS may bn defined as injuries to the soft parts, ligaments,

muscles, tendons, or nerves, caused by a twist or wrench of a

joint, or by an abnormal forcible movement of a joint. The term

sprain will, therefore, be employed to cover a large number of common
injuries, and all grades of severity may be encountered, from a slight

F/\'. 136.— l-R t-RED SESAMOID.

I

stretching of some ligamentous structure unac jmpanicd by swelling,

up to the most severe forms where extensive rupture of muscle and

ligaments has occurred.

The lollowing classification of sprains and their treatment has been

largely taken from Sir William Bennett's article in the British Medical

Jo rnal, December, 190O.



SPRAINS ,„
I. 8p»i.. with rr«tuN..-The intro,i.Ktion of the .r-rays hashown us ,ha, many con,l„ions which were formerly treate.l as LoZphcated sprams. really are a combination of sprain and fracture. TW,

.^ cspecmlly so m cases of injury to the han.l and foot. Theskiagram on the preccdioK page sho«s the result of a sprain of thehumb sustamed by a medical student during a football "^.atch and
t « 1 be noticed that the sesamoid bone is fractured ; the thumb was

the only instance of fractured sesamoid recor.ied. In some cases a

;?H '." 'Tr"
""""•' """> °' = """^''" '""" '»•' '<>">• attachment,

d la>er of bone accompanyiuR the tendon
; in other cases the bone isfractured transversely or obli,,uely, this accident often occurring in

oss,\l"Jf"''
,'"""' *''""'°'''' '"= '^''^"'y ""'""''tood that, when

..ossible, all cases of severe sprain shoukl be examined with the v-raysto ascertam the c.^act extent nf damage done to the bones
'

2. Sppaini with Effuilon into Joint.. -.\s a result of damage to theigariuMns of a ,oint. or from tearing and bruising of a svnovial mem-brane, a sharp attack ol traumatic synovitis mav- follow an injurv

st'Zs'"''"'
'"' .n ""'""^••>"'' »i"« i' n« treaied with great care

St ffness IS very likely to occur, and it must 1« borne in nund thatwhen a sprain is compliciae.l bj- a synovitis, adhesions which subse-quently may limit the movements of the joint will be both extra- and
mtra-articiilar.

wi.'h nfnf" 7'"" "y""*, Swellin«.-These injuries are associatedwith ruptine „l muscular hbres, an<l of blo,>d -vessels. There are greatswelling and discoloration of the skin if the sprain is Miperficial insome cases very large ha'inatomata form.
4. Sprain, with Di.plaoement of Tendon, occur usually in theneigdiourhood of the ankle, shoulder, or wrist, when thl fibroi ssheath which maintains the tendon in position is ruptured, and thetendor Itself sips out of place. These injuries are dimcult to diagnose

correctly until the swelling has subsided.

> Sprain, with Injury to Nerve..-.\|l grades of injury may be metwith, from simple bruising to complete rupture. In some cases he

Tlus'i 'lik'r':
"' '"T" '''^"'*'>- '"'''™^<'- -" -'"l"-t'^'v tenderThis IS likely to occur when a nerve trunk passes over the region of adamaged jomt, and as examples we may take the brachial plexus in

reh-jtion to the shoulder, the external popliteal in relation to «ie kneeand the sciatic in relation to the hip. In liKl cases the symptomssoon^pass oh, but in the more sc.ere t>pe, there may be very'^^^at

In a few instances the nerves are actuallv ruptured. FortunatcK-
his accident IS rare, since the nerves are sufficiently elastic to yield toa considerable amount of stretching, and it usually occurs where they

•irc more or less fixed, as, for example, rupture of the upper roots
h. <.) ot the brachial plexus m injuries and sprains of the neck or ofthe circumflex nerve in some injuries to the shoulder.

|:ir
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In all casfn of severe sprain examine the patient for signs of injury

to nenrs. If numbness of the limb persists for twelve hours after an
injury, the nerves have probably been damaged (Bennett).

TKF.ATMrNT OF SPTt.MN-^.—In cases where fracture compHcates .

sprain, the treatment adopted should allow the fracture to consolidate,

and at the same time prevent the formation of adhesions.

In most instances it "is advisable to place the limb on a splint, in the

iK'St position obtainable, and to start massage the next day. How
far it is justifiable to omit the splint must depend on the nature of

the fracture and the opinion of tlic surgeon, but we are of opinion that

in most rases the use of a splint for ten to fourteen days at least is

desirable.

Passive movement may be begun with the massage if there appears
to be no risk of prmiucing displacement.

Sprains without su-cl/iug arc best treated by immediate massage.
' followed by the application ol

strapping or a crepe Velpeau
bandage Indeed, many cases of

slight . jtrain can be easily walked

off.

.' ^rains with Swelling should

be treated by rest during the

acute stage, a suitable splint

being provided, and hot or cold

application employed. (old is

apt to produce sloughing in

patients whose vitality is poor,

an<l on the whole hot compresses

arc more satisfactory. If pre-

ferred, evaporating lotions, spirit

lotion, lead lotion, or a solution

of chloride of ammonium, may
be employed. As soon as the

swelling has begun to subside, the

part should be firmly strapped.

Some authorities recommend immediate strapping as tcndii.g to

prevent the swelling from taking place {l-'ig. 137). It must be

employed with great care, since pressure round a swollen limb may
lead to sloughing and gangrene. The local application of iodine,

vasogen ointment, or mercury in the form of Scott's dressing, is recom-
mended in tlie more chronic cases.

How soon should massage and passive movements be undertaken ?

In the most severe cases twenty-four hours shoidd elapse between the

injury and the beginning of the massage, but we do not insist on this,

for we luivc seen massage applied with great success a few hours after

a very severe sprain.

Hffmatomata should be strapped and not opened. The blood in

1,'. 1 17. Ankii; MK.irrKD. .\ 11 \i'

IN- rKONT, W THAT THE StR.\I'PI?,i

NOT CONSTRICT TlIE l.lMit.
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most cases will Ik> absorbed, the absorption being aided by tliemassaRe. In a few cases where large collections remain, thev maybe opened w, h a 1 aseptic precantions, the content, eyacated, and
tile incision clossed.

The guiding principles of treatment of these cases are fircs^.n-mm^age. and nmremeni
:

passive movement at the start an.l utiveor vohmtary movement as soon as the acute symptoms have subside,!
1
he range and extent ot the movements must be limitcl by the resultsthey produce

:
and in no case shoul.l they excite a return of the swellingand pam. \\ ,th,n a few days (Ave to seven), the patient shouUl beencouraged to use the hmb for ordinary n,<,vemcnts -walking orgrasping—untd the normal condition is obtained

Sf^mins Willi Effusion into joints are treated in the same way F.,r
an acute effusion a splint is necessary, followed by strapping, massage
an-1 passive movements. It is very necessary in these cases to massage
the muscles around the joint. If the joint is very tense a,.,l the pain

«itlidmwn
'"'"'

' '"
•">'''^""'' ""<! 'h'^ '''"<^»» "' synovial fluid

S/,rai„s Willi Xene Injury are the most difficult to treat. Massage
often causes the most inten.se pain ; but it must be employed as soon asthe pat.ent can bear it. Blisters over the course of the nerve are often
of great value, as are also the use of an electric current, and douching.

Gross mjmy, such as rupture, will require operative treatment,
rlus wdl be a convenient place to mention a form of Int.rn.1 Sprain

of th. Knee, wh.ch appears to be due to .some displacement of one of
the semdunar cartdages. generally the inner one. The usual history
ol the ,n,nry ,s that the patient, during some sudden rotatory movc^ment "f the body, feels an acute pain in the knee, while the joint becomesmcapable of full extension, though it can be flexed, and will allow of no
jve.gh bcng borne on it. Often the patient falls to the ground as ifhe had been shot. Soon, le„dcy„ess and ri^ns of effusion into the jointcome on. and these are generally out of all proportion to the very slight
w,st w^uch has been the cause. Sometimes these symptoms di.sappLr

a c u.ckly as they arose, after some slight move.nent
: sometimes they

bst.r.ately rema.n as a chronic synovitis. This constitutes what isknown among football players, to whom the accident most frenucntlv
occurs, as water on the knee."

If the joint be examine<l, it will be found that where the internal
cartilage comes nearest to the surface (where, in.lced, it is almost
subcutaneous), there will be a spot of acute tenderness, and probably a

etiect. raking hold of the hmb above the ankle with one hand (the

hi'n.b ofT
""'"'"«' ,«^= '^"^ »''""'" •- strongly flexed, while thehunib of he other hand presses the cartilage inwards. Then, ^.Uhou^pm,«f, the hmb should be ,„/,„/ ,„/„ extension, the pressure beingkept up the while. In most cases, even at the first attempt tl"

cartil.ige vMll slip back into its place, an-l the patient „ill be able to
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extend the knee with great relief, but sometimes the mana-uvre will

have to Ix; repeated two or three times.

The cause removed, the pain and effusion quickly disappear. It

is wise, however, to rest the joint for a few days, and to wear a woven
or elastic felt bandage, or a laced kneecap. I'nfortnnately, when once
this derangement has happened, it is very apt to recur, and there are

many who do not feel themselves safe to undertake such forms of

exercise as running, jumping, or dancing, lest tliey should I>e sutldenly

disabled. Many also learn how to put their joints right again for

themselves.

Much may be done by massage, the douche, and judicious support,

to brace up the relaxed ligaments, and lessen the liability to recurrence :

but repeated dislocation is apt to lead to a chronic synovilis, and to

distortion of the cartilage. This condition may call for an intra-

articular operation for remo^ -ng the cartilage.

The symptoms which arise when a true loose body (usually

originating as a pedunculated growth from a fringe of the synovial

membrane) gets nipped between the joint surfaces, arc almost identical

with those we have described, except that there is not usually any
limitation of extension. Such cases demand operative treatment.



SUCTION IV.

OF WOUNDS, ULCERS, AND BURNS.

Chapter XX.

OF run DRESSISC Of ACCIDEMAI. ISCISIllJ WOUXDS.

T N the present ch.nptcr we propose to consider the general [irinciplcs
1 of Dnuinf Woundt, .mil the ways in which they arc dressed in
practice.

We shall first take tliose wliich may be properly calleil Cuts or tiiciseil
U'oiiiids. large or small, in which a (juick liealing is to lie desired, and
should generally be attainable, and we shall consider the rules as to
their washing, closing, and draining, which are founded on the laws of
antiseptic surgery.

Some of the general ways of Dniiinf, that is, of covering or protecting
these wounds, will now therefore \x dcscriljcd, while in the following
chapter the methods will be considered in iletail of a more scientific
treatment of wounds.

In the succeeding chapters of the section the management of bruised
wounds, of special forms of wounds (as gunshot wounds), and later
still, burns and ulcers, will be discussed.
For any wound lo heal well, the following conditions must be

fulfilled :—
1. The wound must Ijc cleansed, and kept clean.
2. The divided ti.ssues must b- accurately readjusted and retained

in position.

.). The parts must be kept at rest.

4. All effuscil fluids must be able to escape. The primary blood
effusion must be arresleil completely, and the wound must be covered
and protected by some dressing material.

THE CLEANBINQ OF THE WOUND.
This will be necessary, even when it has been inflicted with a perfectly

clean instrument, lest blood-cloLS remain in it. For ordinary cases',

the thoroughness with which the washing is performed is more
important than the fluid which is employed. I'nless the wound be
contaminated, sterile normal saline is the best for this purpose.

If there be any suspicion that septic or poisonous matter has been
introduced into the incision (e.g.. in a dissection wound), it should \x
thoroughly .swabbed or syringed out with a 1-40 carbolic lotion, or
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of pcrchloride of mercury of the .strength of al>otit i-jorio, or hot

peroxide of hyUrof^cn. The process of cle;\nsinK tends of itself greatly

to check the capillary oozinR, and haemorrhage from other sources

must Ik: thoroughly arrested before any attempt is made to close

the wound.

It must be understood tliat the forcRoing applies especially to the

cases of incised w<)unds which are seen in the casualty-i.>oni practice

of a hospital, or under similar co..ditions elsewhere. When wounds
are inflicted, as in o[>crations. by a surf*eon, with (lclil>cratc intention,

they may and should be aseptic from the first, and not merely either

fairly clean, or of various (legrecs of foulness. In such no efforts

should l>e spared to maintain this aseptic condition throughout the

healing, after one of the plans described in the following chajiter.

ICven in casualty-room practice this should also be aimed at, unless

the dirt, which is more or less always found in wounds on the patients

Ijrcsenting themsel\'es, cannot Iw rtmovcd.
It gt>es witiiout saying that all foreign bodies must be removed from

accidental wounds, and in view of the discovery that ordinary mud
and earth arc especially dangerous on account of the occasional

presence in them of the bacillus of tetanus, special care must bo taken
to remove every particle from the wound. If the earth has literally

been ground into the wound, the best plan is to place the patient

under an anaesthetic, and having washed away the more loosely

adherent dirt, to scrub the wound with an ordinary nail-brush and
1-40 carbolic lotion, or irrigate it with hot peroxide of hydrogen.
Further, since tetanus is likely to follow the infliction of wounds
which have been contaminated with soil and earth, it is advisable

to give a prophylactic injection of 10 cc. of tetanus antitoxin into

the subcutaneous tissues of the abdominal wall.

There is no tiuestion but that one of the greatest causes of failure

of repair is the continuance of bleeding within a closed wound. The
actual bringing together of its sides does, no doubt, often effectually

check further capillary bleeding, but it should not be trusted to do
so. Should there be much oozing from the cut surface, a strand of

catgut or a small tul>e should be left in a wound for a day or two,

and the edges brough' together over it. This, combined with firm

pressure with some clastic material, such as the prepared wools now in

use, will have the desired result.

THE ADJUSTMENT AMD CLOSURE OF THE WOUND.
(a) Cloiure of itt Deeper Parts.—With the exception of the parts which

arc necessarily separated t)y the presence of drainage tubes, the

adjustment and replacement of the clividcd tissues must he carricil tjut

throughout the whole extent of the wound, and if possible, as perfectly

in its deeper parts as on the skin surface ; for upon this the manner
of healing, as well as the appearance when whole, will greatly depend,
but the means at our disposal tor keeping the deeper parts together
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after rcplaiiriR thrni. arc Hoim-wtiat imiJorfcLt. In mtwt caHcr* tlu'

siipjKirt an<l pressure affnrde<l l>y pads and bandat^es put on uutsiiie

the woumi are trusted to keep the sides tOKcther. and if these will

suffite. so muLli the lictter. Hut in many instances it is netessary to

fix the parts more securely, either by sutures, jiassed far In-Icnv the
surface (deep sutures), or ! y what are known as " Imricd sutures."

by means of which iH>riosteum may U- joined to ix^riosteum, fasi ia to
fascia, and finally, if necessary, skin to skin by an external stitch.

These buricil sutures urc used esjM'cially m aseptic surgery, anil an-

designed to obviafe the use of deep sutures or of dramane tulfcs.

They must l)c mafle'of catRut or fine silk, and absolutely sterile, or

they will be a source of trouble.

/>(v/i SiilKtfti. -If the depths of the wound have to be kept together
in this way, it must be iK-cause there is a tetidency for the parts to

separate. There will, therefore, U' tension on the sutures, and unle?^-»

some precautions arc taken they will speedily cut out. All the con-
trivances which have lu-cn devised to prevent this have for their object

that the sutures shall pull upon an area of skin at the margin ot the
wound, which is shielded in some way from the direct pressure of the
wire or thread. For this purpose, tlie suture, which is passed tlirough

the wound at the depth desired, enters and cmerRes from the skin at

a little distance from its ed^'e. and is then fastened to a piece oi quill

or <atlieter. or passed througli a perforated ivory cylinder, or piece ot

sheet lead or zinc cut to the requisite size, or shaped as a stud or button.
The suture eniployetl is very often made of stout silver wire, but

thick silkworm gut may be used. The suture nuiy be passed with a
cocnnion needle, or with one ut the numerous patterns of handled ones.

F<jr most of the eases where deep sutures arc re<piircd. tiie l>cst

shield for practical use is a piece of sheet lead. It is sold in strips,

ready perforated, but is liest cut out with scissors to the sli.iiK'

ret]uire(l in each instance. A jnece may l>e laid along each side ol

the wound, from | in. to \ in. away from its edges : holes ma\ then
lie bored in it to correspond to the nundn-r and distance apart of the
sutures. The suture having been passed through the strips, the two
ends are simply twisted together or tied so as to close the depihs of the
wound. The twists should be to one side, and lying upon the metal
strip.

Instead of using one long piece of shielding metal for each side of the
wound, a rounded piece like a trouscr button is very commonh- cut
out for each suture, or pieces of lead of this form are to be had read\-

made with two studs on them, round which the suture may be twisted
or tied. These arc convenient enough, but are in no wav better than,
and in some respects n so good as. the plan first described.
The removal of deep sutures is easier than the insertion, for a pair

of scissors placed between the skin and the shield on one side will be
able to rut the suture short off there, and then it r.in !ie drawn out
from the other side. No rules can here be given as to the time of their
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removal ;
thiH munt tic iwttlcd in cacli cohc at the surKcon's discretion,

but in the great majority o( canes tlicir tenure in ixjwiiblc only lor a
day iir two, much less, that i», than in the case of su|ierliiial stitches.

Deep sutures are very rarely employed, since buried sutures, i( aseptic,

have all the advantages of the deep variety. In cases of amputation
of the breast, when there is great difficulty in bringing the edges of the
wound together, some surgeons ttill employ deep sutures with leaden
plates.

h:-IIUI,UKH FOR ROISD XEEDI.Ert.

Xeedks,—What is known as Hagedorn's ncefllc (/-"(>. 138) is now-
largely used, the principle of it being that the cut in the skin is

made in the same direction as the pull occurs, and not at right angles
as is the case with other fiat needles. The wound made by the needle
is not then pulled open.
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Some siirKorms cmplny tiil.iihir nco.llc'., Init tlicy arc lallitiK out ofuw on account of the .lifficiilty .u|.|k»c,1 or oilwruisc - of kccpinn the
tulir clean. Another ohjcction is that Ihcy arc not ccmvcnicnt when
cattint IH nwd.

If .hort nredlCT Ix u»«l it will 1»> convenient, and sometimes
nccCHsarj-. to use some kiii<l of holder. For needles of the or.lmar\
kmds a i)air of Spencer VVelN' fnrcep, (mc /-Yf. «. p. i .) does very
well, but several forms of needle-holders are now obtainahle.

('') ClMnn of tilt LIpi »f iha Wound. Superficial sutures arc for
the accurate adjustment of the diNidcd skin surface, and of the tissues
near it

;
in most wounds tliev arc the only ones rcipired, .No strict rule

can lie laid down as to the depth at which they shuuld U- passed l.ut
It IS often convenient to put them deep enouRh t,i arrest bleedini;
from vessels in the cut edijes of the wound

Snliirr Maltriah. ^Wiic. silvered or of silver, silk, catgut silkworm
gut, and occasionally horsehair, are the materials chiefly used for

ri?. 141. .MICIIEL'H SfTCHi: CMP-*.

sutures. Catgut sutures arc not quite trustworthy
; they stretch and

may be absorbed too soon
: silkworm gut is now largely' used instead

and is not open to these objections. It must be well Irailed in water
before u.se. and kept in l-.-ci carbolic acid solution.

InUrrufiled Sutures arc still very largely used, but the continuous
one may often be employed, especially in intestinal surgery. In the
interrupted, each point is secured separately by tying in reef knots
and the twist or knot should be at one side, and not over the line of
the wound. The actual skin surfaces should, if possible be brought
together exactly, but it is better that the edges should be a little
everted rather than inverted. A little inversion is often overlooked
at the time of adjustment, the result being an unsightly depression

Another way of bringing the skin edges together is bv means of
-Michel's clips (/-IS. 141). small bridges of pliable metal armed at each
end with a minute point. They are held over the wound and at right
angles lo it by means of a special pair of forceps, and are then pres.sed
down on to its edges, while at the same time the blades of the forceps
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arc forccfi together, causing the pli;iblc bridge to bend in the middle.
These cHps bring the edges into accurate apposition with slight eversion,
and if removed on the fourth or fifth day leave vt-ry Uttle scarring. They
have the further advantage that as they do not penetrate through the
skin, all risk of infection spreading from the surface of the body into
the wound is abolished. They are easily removed by special hooks.

The Number of Sutures must be just as many as will close the wound
throughout

; fewer will not do, and more are needless. So long as
stitches are not doing harm, there is no limit to the time they may
be kept in, but as soon as there is any tension, or area of inflammation
around them, they arc better away.
As cutgut sutures should become absorbed they require no removal,

and will come away by gentle traction on the loose end. Silk or silk-

worm gut sutures require only to be snipped and removed with
forcepj, but wire ones should always have the little hook which will

be found at the end which is 'to be pulled through the wound,
carefully straightened out or cut off. Xo more needless pain can well
be inflicted than that caused by neglect of this small precaution.

Adhesive Straj^pifig may be used to relieve tension which would
otherwise be borne by the sutures alone, or may be the sole means
employed to close a wound. In either case, care must be taken to
avoid puckering, and the best way to do this is by cutting the strips

as shown in Fig. 35, p. .s^. If the adjustment be carefully made, it is

a good way of closing a wound. The widely diffused support of the
plaster is extremely useful, but no wound, not even very small and
clean cuts, should ever be completely closed over with strapping

; a
drop of pus thus shut in may work very great mischief. The strapping
should always be applied over a layer of antiseptic gauze.

There only remains to be mentioned ;i mode of closing small wounds,
especially about the face, by collodion ; the ordinary or the flexible

kind may be painted over the wound or applied upon a piece of lint,

and by its contraction a close apposition may frequentiv be attained.

ARRAMOEHENTS FOR REST.

It is not necessary to enlarge on ihe importance of arrangements
for rest, i.e., for retaining the wound surfaces in apposition. It will

be understood that a wound can hardly heal unless it be kept at rest,

and also that the means of securing this rest must vary with every
case.

In the case of wounds of the extremities, the end desired can general!
be attained by splints, interrupted if necessary, and slings and othe.
contrivances may be brought into use, the limb being placed in the
position which causes least tension on the edges of the wound.
Moulded splints are especially useful in fixing the parts about a
wound.

This necessity for rest must always be kept in mind in considering
the firmness with which n wonnded part should Ix- bandaged.
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PROTECT ON OF THE WOUND.
THE DRAINAGE, COVERING. IN'
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The tube is apt to slip out accidentally. thouRh this (which should
not happen if the dressings are properly applied) may be prevented
by passing a stitch through the tube wall, from

J^
to J an inch from

its end, and fixing it to the skin. A safety pin may be put across
the aperture of the tube, or some form of shield employed, which will
effectually prevent its slipping in.

For the same reason that tlie tube should be as small as will be
efficient, it should be removed as ^oon as it is safe to do so : and if it

cannot be withdrawn altogether, it should be shortened up from day
to day. But it is impossible to lay down any strict rules ; in such a
case as an amputation of a limb or breast, healing by first intention.
the tube may be removed on the second or third day. while in .some
iibscesses it may have to be left in for .some weeks

; but in any case
it is a safe rule to follow, that every time the dressing of the wound
is changed, the tube must be taken out and syringed through with
carbolic lotion.

When a tube has been used to drain the pelvis or some other situation
where the position of the tube is unfavourable for free drainage, the
exudate should be mopped out with long strips of gauze, or if verv
copious it should be sucked up through a cat Inter attached to a glass
syringe.

Most abdominal drains should be removed in twentv-jonr or fortv-eig/il

hours. After that period the tube drains only its own track, being
surrounded by matted omentum and coils of intestine. Cases of
strictly localized abscess may require longer drainage, but as the
peritoneal cavity is capable of dealing with its exudations in a very
satisfactory maimer, tubes may often be dispensed with earlier in
abdominal than in other wounds.

.411 abdominal lubes should have very small lateral openings, as there
is a distinct risk of omentum or intestine prolapsing through large apertures
and becoming strangulated.

In cases of accidental wounds a drainage tube is usually required,
but in many operations it is possible to do without one, in those, for
example, where the incisions have passed through healthy structures.
Here, if all bleeding be stopped before the wound be closed, and firm,
equable pressure applied, not only by the dressings but also during
the time that they are being put on, it will be found that healing will
take place perfectly. There are many advantages in being able to
dispense w-ith a drainage tube, and amongst them by no means the
least, both as regards disturbance of the wound and the comfort of
the patient, is the greatly lessened need for changing the dressings.
.'V tube is in itself irritating, and affords a space into which leakage of
serum must, and will, take place. Its presence may also lead to the
formation of a troublesome sinus which materially delays the healing.

In cases where it is not thought desirable to close the wound entirely,
one angle may be left open, so that any discharge may find a ready
means of escape.
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SURGICAL DRESSIROS.
Although we arc „,!„« the term " the .Iressinj; of wounds "

„, itslarser meamnR. to iuch.de all the .letails of ,ts mauaRement, "
surRicaldrcssmR ,s a phrase Renerally used in a more cntractcd sense toexpress the materu.ls and me.licaments which are put over a woundto cover ami protect it, and to forward its lualiuR. These ,nay 1«conveniently .livided into Jyy. u.„en: and o.lv drcssiuRs

'

The med.cafons use.l may have for their purpose the prevention ofdc.on pos.t.on, or the maintenance of sinrple cleanliness, or somest.mu afon of the wound
; or a cool, a warm, or a moist ai.nospheemay be desireil, or simple Rreasiness of the surface. But whatever

be the nature of the dressing it must before all fulfil the indications ofcleanlmess, and absorption of tlie discharges
Just as m former times it was believc.l that a simple fracture couldnot un.te unless heahng salves of various kin.ls were applie.l to theskm, so, even to the present day, manv seen, to lind it difficult toreurember that the nature of wounds is to heal, and that nothmg

done to letard or prevent the healing process. In fact the retult.s now
<leMre<l are almost absolutely negative ones, such as file avoi.lance of

Jlirifke™''
""'"*'"" '"' "' """'"" "»- '''""val of .lischarges, and

Kut, while it is everv- day more recognized that the best vvav todress a wound is to let it severely alone," in general some kind of
application w.ll be recpiired, and the nature of the dressing does inmany cases allect the course of repair. Thus granulations will oftenbecome large and flabby under fumentati.ms, and again small andprone to bleed under the use of chloride of zinc, A choice, thereforehas to be exercised, but experience alone will give the power ofjudicious selection. '

Cl.„Hlc»tion.-For the purposes of description, some classification
of wound dressings must be adopted, and the following mav probably
be found convenient. We shall first divide them int> dry, wateryand oily dressings, and then arrange the drugs and materials usedunder each head, according as to whether thev are chc«cn because theyare non-imtant, anodjne, antiseptic, or stimulating
The Dre..in« by Dry AbBorbcnt Pad. is a plan now universally

adopted by surgeons. The principles of tliis method are dry andmlrequent dressings, with immobihty and pressure
^ great many different materials have been used for pads lu thisform of dressing, and sometimes one, sometimes another, will answer

Best, each individual operator having his own likes and dislikes in
tftls as in most matters connected with surgical procedures. What iswanted is a proper firmness, combined with elasticity, so that amoderate restraining pressure is kept on the wound. At the .same
-imc the material must be absorl,e«l. to provide for the infrequency of

14
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dressing. I'ads of lint, of salicylic wool, boracic lint, wood-wool, and

carbolic or other prepared gauze, and many more have been used.

It would be impossible to say that one preparation is better than

another, for all the materials now obtainable are so carefully

prepared that the choice depends more on the individual surgeon

than on their relative value. A wound dressed with any of these

absorbent materials must hive it.^ edges, and if necessary, its deeper

parts, adjusted with the appropriate sutures, and provision must be

made for its drainage : sccondI> . the mechanical fixation of the neigh-

bouring parts should, if necessary, be secured by moulded sphnts, or

plastcr-of-Paris bandages or similar contrivances for the fulfilment

of the indication of immobility : and thirdly, the parts immediately

concerned in the wound must l>c covered, and lightly but firmly

pressed upon by the absorbent pads, secured by bandages or

strippiuf,-.

If the aischarges from a wound thus treated are only moderate in

amount, there will be no necessity to change the dressings for some

davs, and no method gives better resvdts in the case of large healthy

wounds.

Wet Dressings. -This ciass of a})plication is a very large one, and

comprehends all lotions, tinctures, and hot or cold compresses ;
every

dressing, in short, by means of which the surfaces of wounds may be

kept moist. In the great majority of cases, the moistening fluid is

applied by soaking gauze or strips of lint i.: it.

Antiseptic lotions are generally used at the immediate dressing of

an incision. A few layers of gauze, generally that prepared with the

double cyanide, or witli perchioride of mercury, or lint saturated with

boric acid, are "oaked in some antiseptic solution and laid over the

wound.
The number of lolions now used has been considerably reduced,

the experience of the last few years having taught surgeons that caibolic

acid 1-40 or i-ioo, perchioride of mercury [-2000 or 1-50C0, biniodif'.c

of mercury 1-2000 or 1-5000, peroxide of hydrogen 5 to 10 vols, are the

most suitable, but for operations on the eye. or for delicate structures,

a saturated solution of boric acid or normal sahnc must be used.

Irrigation is a form of wet dressin?; which is sometimes, though

rarely, used for clean wounds, especially when thoy are near joints

but it is much more often adopted for foul or sloughing ulcers. iider

which head it is again mentioned. Its great drawback is the risk to

the patient of catching cold from the exposure, which can hardly be

avoided.

To set up an irrigation apparatus, all that is required is an arrange-

ment by which a constant drip of water, or of some lotion, can be

made to fall upon the wound, as shown in Fig. 142. This may be done

by suspending a vessel over the wound, properly fitted with a tap and

indiarubber tubing, or the tube may be allowed to act as a siphon.

In either case the difficulty is to get the drip to be sufficiently slow,
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and quite as good a plan is the simpler one of hanging one or two
strips of lint from a vessel supported above the wound. The fluid is
evenly distributed, drop by drop, by the strips, which act as siphons
by the capillary attraction of their fibres {see Fig. t^i). It will be
necessary to put some pan or b.isin beneath the wounded part, anil
the bed must be kept dry witli waterproofing : but there is always
some slopping, and tlie patient had better lie in blankets.

Plain boiled water, a solution of permanganate of pota.ssiiim,
carbolic, or boric acid, are the fluids most fre(iuently used for irrigation!
and although, if this treatmcm. be continued for many days, the
granulations are apt to become sodden, no dressing w ill nu)re efficientlv
clean a wound

; immersion of the wounded part in a bath of warm
carbolic, a .solution of permanganate of potassium, ioiline. or boric
acid, for many hours, is often also extremely beneficial.

METHODS OF IRRUUTIO.V.

Fomentations.—.\ fomentation is made by sr dng a piccf of lint
in boding water, and wringing it as dry as possiole in a warmed towel.
Some lew people, laundresses especially, are able to perform this
wringing with their unaided wrists, but for most it will be necessary
to use a set of ivringing sticks. These consi.st of two pieces of stick
like rulers, about .! ft. d in. in len.gth, passed through the ends of a
round towel, about 2 ft. b in. by 10 in. When the soaked lint is picked
out of the boiling water, it should be allowed to drip for a few <econds,
and then it must be placed in the centre ot the towellipT, and the whole
twisted up by the leverage of the sticks until no more water comes
away. This should take but a few moments. .-Vnother good way is
to sew the ends of a piece of flannel together and to pass the sticks
through t'fore the boiling <• atcr is poured on to it. It can then be
lifted and wrung without loss of time, and put into a dry, warm towel.

For a simple tomentation the hnt should just be applied to the skin
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as an application of warmth and moisture, and covered with a piece

of oiled-silk shfihtly larj;er than the fomentation ; over this again a

layer of cotton-wool should be laid, and the whole fixed with a triangular

bandage or a few turns of a roller.

The best material for fomentations is boric lint, or if a s+ronger

antiseptic is required, carbolic acid 1-40 should be added to the

boiling water so that an antiseptic dressing is made.
Carbolic fomentations should not be applied to the fingers, especially

in young women, as there is a risk of gangrene being produced.

But these fomentations are often used with some counter-irritant

or anodyne ; thus lauctinum, or the tincture of belladonna, may be

sprinkled over the flannel, which may be substituted for lint if it is

not to be placed on a wound, or turpentine is used more frequently

still. This last forms the common turpentine stupe, so often used

for Iimhago. In all cases, if the fomentation is to produce its proper

actioii, the tlaimcl must be wrung; dry out of boiling water, and if

the wringing be not effectually perfonned it is quite likely that some
scalding of the skin will take place.

Certain alcoholic Tinctures, generally freely diluted, were once, and
are still by some, used as wet dressings. Of these, friar's balsam
(tinctura bcnzoini co. ) should be mentioned as an admirable stimulant

for wounds which are slow to heal. It is applied by soaking pads, or

strips of lint, in the tincture, and is probably the best of the preparations

of aromatic gum resins.

Tincture of iodine, freely diluted, is often used as an antiseptic and
stimulant application ; it makes an admirable irrigating fluid,

especially for foul wounds.

Oily DreisingB are rarely employed except for burns and ulcers.

OlntmentB of various kinds are largely employed as dressings for

wounds, especially in the later stages of their healing. Some are

chosen for this purpose because they are non-irritant, as the ung.

simplex or ung. acidi borici, or because they have more or less stiniulant

properties, as the ung. zinci oxidi, or the ung. hydrarg. ammoniati,

diluted with an equal quantity of vaseline or lard. For others the

reader is referred to the text-books on therapeutics.

Vaseline is a clean and bland dressing, and serves also as a basis to

which various drugs may be added, so that they can be applied as

ointments. Some of these will be mentioned under the headings of

the dressing of ulcers, bedsores, syphilitic sores, etc.

Lanolin (adeps tatice), the purified cholesterin fai of sheep's wool,

is largely used as a basis for ointments on account of the power it has

of penetrating the skin, and from the fact that it does not become
rancid.

Speaking generally, ointments are most conveniently applied by

spreading them on lint or on butter-cloth.



Chapter XXI.

OF THF. AXTrSEPTIC DRI-SSfXG OF WOr'XDS,
AXD THE ASEPTIC PRECAUTIONS OF OPERATIVE

SURGERY.

T X tlic tllinl edition of this work it was necessary to re-write thisA chapter, on account of recent developments in tlie practice of
treating ivounds by aseptic or antiseptic methods, thouRh the alterations
which had taken place were more in details than in principles, \-ervmuch tlic same remarks apply now.

The broad principles enunciated by Lister are still followed, thoufili
we ha^•e long ago given up many of the details that even the founder
of antiseptic surgery at one time considered essential. When I ister
brought out this method of treating wounds, the iilea that germs

-

to use the term in a general and perhaps popular sense—migllt be
conveyed by the air as well as by the instruments, was firmly rooted
and conse<iuently elaborate precautions were taken to disinfect the'
air as far as could bo done, and to prevent the access of air to the
wound by numerous layers of antiseptic «ool or gauze and impervious
material such as " jaconette."

Experience has laught surgeons—or perhaps bacteriologists have-
that many of these precautions were unnecessary, and that the destruc-
tion of bacteria, and the prevention of their access after an operation
are better effected by other means than those at first employed. This
has resulted in a great siinphfication of methods, with considerable
advantage both to the patient and surgeon.

This is not the place to enter into any detail of the wonderful effects
that have followed the universal adoption of Lister's principles. Xor
IS it advisable to recount the methods Ihat were employed in the early
days of antiseptic or aseptic surgery. These have been so improved
on that they are now i|uite out of date.
As some confusion may arise in the minds of beginners between

the words aseptic and antiseptic, we may explain that aseptic is
' apphed to substances which are free from putrefaction and which
cannot convey the causes of putrefaction to others "

; while antiseptic
is employed to designate " substances which prevent or check
putrefaction, these acting by destroying the germs upon the presence
of which putrefaction depends."
A wound must he considered to have run a perfectly aieptic couiM,

when there is, througliout its heahng no fever, and no mpptiration.

I ' II
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The object aimed at is to secure this, an<l howovcr well the patient

may recover, all cases must Iw regarded as failures in which, after

antiseptic and aseptic precautions have been taken, traumatic fever,

or profuse suppuration, or Imth, develop. It is hardly ncccssar>' to say

that both aseptic and antiseptic precautions should always be taken

in every case in which there is a wound of the surface.

It is obvious that the T.isterian method, when it is applied to operation

wounds, starts under far more favourable conditions than in the case

of accidental injuries ; but in both instances the same end is desired,

and much the same means are taken to attain it.

These means arc, all of them, intended to ensure absolute purity

and the absence of germ elements, and they may Ik- considered under

the following heads: (i) Purity of the air ; (2) Of the instruments
;

(3) t)f the persons of all concerned in the operations and dressing of

the wound
; (4) Of the \\oiind itself and the jiarts adjoining.

Moreover, tliis method is concerned not only with the dressing of

the wound in an absolutely cleanly fashion, but with the maintenance

of it in this condition.

1. Purity of the Air surrounding the Wound.— Tilt a few years

ago all operations and even many dressings were done in a cloud of

\apour produced by a " steam spray." This has been shown to be

quite unnecessary, .\ttempts to keep the air pure arr now directed

more towards filtering the air which is admitted into iin operating

theatre, though much air must be admitted by other means, and in

private operations no such precautions can be taken.

It is generally recognized that the air is not so laden with pathogenic

organisms as was once supposed. And it has been found that

spraying the air—which was even at best insufficiently done—was
unnecessary', inconvenient, and often harmed the patient by the

damping, and has consequently been dropped.

2. Purity of Inttrumenti.—Everything that is likely to come into

contact with the wound during an operation should be boiled or sterilised

by steam under pressure. This is the keynote of successful asepsis, and

any preparation of ligatures, swabs, and instruments in which

such a method of sterilization is not employed, must be regarded

as unsatisfactory. Although certam methods for preparing sponges

have been and will be described in this book, we are strongly of the

opinion that other materials, in the preparation of which stcan* or

boiling water has been used, are in all respects preferable.

In the case of instruments, care must be taken to see that they

have been thoroughly cleaned after an operation before further use,

since blood and septic matter are liable to collect between the teeth of

artery forceps and other apphances, in which case mere boiling may
not be sufficient to ensure absolute psepsis. After every operation the

instruments should be well scrubbed with a nail-brush in running

warm water, and then boiled in a solution of carbonate of soda before

a final cleaning and drying.

.^nitiii^^'
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i 10 itiilriimeiils, especially hnivts,
iislillc'l ualei is much less iiijurion^

than ordiuarv tttp water.

Before any operation the instrume-ts should lie boiled fur fifteen
to twenty minutes, and all swabs, tray . drainaRe tul)cs, kmwc plugging
and towels, that may he used by t!;.- o|i. rator or his assistants, should
have been thorouRhly sterilized ni an autwlive or other apparatus

Nothing, therefore, that has ,ot beii lK)ile<l, will come into contact
with the tissues, and many sour, .s <if sepsis will be eliminated. This
principle should be carried further in the matter of the use of boiled
rublier gloves. .Some surgeons do not advocate their use, holding
that they tend to interfere with accuracy and touch, and no doubt in
abdominal work this is true to a lar-e extent. But whatever view
the surgeon may hold, with rc,!;ard to !iis own use of gloves, there can
be no question that all assistants and nurses should wear them, since
each pair of hands that is introduced into a wound <.r comes into
contact with instruments or swabs which arc to he employerl is an
additional source of a\-oi(lablc danger.

.All instruments, especially forceps, should be counted before and
after an operation, to avoiil the acd.lent ol Iciving them behind in the
wound, and the same rule applies to gauze pads or rolls which are usedm packing off the abdominal cavity during operations in this region.

Pads ol Wool twisted up in gauze, or large pads of gauze, arc used
now in place of sponges for absorbing blood or disiharges from a
wound. They are very convenient, and can be sterilized with certainty.
They are burnt after lieing once used.
Sponge Cloths, that is open woven cotton towels, are also extensively

u.scd in the place of sponges and for placing over the mackintosh
sheets, or for covering cxtrudeil vis, i a in abdominal operations. They
can be boiled before an operation to lender them aseptic.

If Sponges are employed they must be carefully cleaned before any
use is made of them. There are many ways recommended, but
perhaps the best is the following : First as regards the selection of
sponges, only those of the best quality should bo used, and as far as
possible, they should he of an equal <iualit\- throughout,' Having
washed out the sand and small shells, which are alwavs embedded in
commercial sponges, with repeated washings of water,"they should be
soaked in a dilute solution of hydrochloric acid for several days, and
rinsed in clean water, then in a dilute solution of carbonate of soda
to neutralize any acid which may lie retained. .After washing with
water to remove the soda, they should be soaked in carbolic acid
lotion l-m for some hours, squeezed as dry as possible, and gently
heated to complete the drying process. The sponges should then be
kept in a closed vessel ready for use.

After an operation they must be washed well with water and
afterwards with a solution of carbonate of soda, to remove the blood
and fibnn, then in water again, and lastly in carbolic acid solution,
and dried as before.

u! iri
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Another plan for ilianini; s|)iinKc-i is to w.isli In a dilution of hypo-
sulphite of soila (half a pounil to the Rallon). to whicli i» aihlcil j o/.
of oxaUc acid. The Sd, gcneratcil ilissiilves the filirin, l)k\nlic» tlie
sponRo, and disinfects it at the same time. The sponfc'es are tlien
well washed in water to remove the precipitated sulphur, anil soakeil
in r-2o carbolic.

.1. Pyrlty of Ptnon of Drcu<n (nd laifMni.- \'ery great importam e
is laid on the clemilimss »/ lli,- ri/in,i/or'.( ami iissisliinl's liall(l<, for it is

believed that septic matter is far more frequently conveyeil to a wiiund
by them than from the air or e^•where. .Many operators now make
use of inilia-rubher gloies, which can lie sterilized by lioilinn. and we
are <.f the opinion that by their use one possible source of infection is

elinuiiateii.

These rIovcs cost js. to 2s. dd. per pair, and may be put on wet or
dry. but in each case the hands must l)e scrupulously cleaned before-
hanil. since if this is not ilone. ami the (-love is punctured during the
operation, the wountl will be contaminated.

7ii rnri/y llie lliiiuh.—Thcy should be scrubbed for ten minutes
in running hot water with a nail-bnish and ether soap. They should
then be carefully dried, and soak- .1 for t«o minutes in a solution of
biniodide of mercury in spirit i- > : afterwards they arc rinsed in
an acjueous solution of the same salt i-.><kh,. Hy these means the
fat and epidermal scales are removed and the skin is rendered as far
as possible innocuous to the patient upon whom the o])eralion is to
be performed.

4. Purity of the Wound and Adjacent Parte The preparation of the
patient's skui is considered in ilctail under "Preparation for Operation ':

but, before the operation is begun, the preparatory dressing should
be removed, the whole region washed with ether soap and water, and
finally wiped over with a solution of biniodide of mercury in spirit,
1-2000. ICxcept for the part immediately concerned at the operation]
the patient's body should be carefully covered with sterilized towels.
The details of the .Irresl of Bleeditin. Ilic Drainage, and llie Application

of Sulures, are those which have been already des-ribed. Forci-
pressure or torsion may be freely employed, anil a silk ligature may be
used if the occasion calls for it, though catgut is sometimes employed.
The general ride as to the desirability of arresting all hiemorrhage
before the wound is closed, applies with equal force to aseptic wounds
as to others, for though a blood-clot, lying in the cavity of such a wound,
may become organized, or at least he replaced by organized tissue,
its presence is to be avoided if possible.

The wound having been made absolutely aseptic, or as near it as
possible, the next point to consider is, how it is to be dressed, that is

covered up, so that the changes which it will go through from this time,
until it is completely healed, may be performed in an absolutely healthy
fashion, without fever, suppuration, or pain. To effect this, some
form of antiseptic dressing is usually employed.

''>*%}
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/JirMiUi-s huM- in tlio last low y<-:irs Ih^coiih- v<r^ Tmuh simplified,
as It has iK-cn found fnim cxiH-rifnif that many i)f tlic iirciauliuns
formerly rciommrndcd hy l,lsti-r were unneieSMiiry.
The wonnd liavinR Ix'on sutured up, the surroumlinK skin is wiped

ilean, a cloth heiiii; pressed fairlv lirmlv near it .ind swept away from
the wound, while another is held on it io prevent any drafcinK on the
sutures or accidental rem.ival of the drainage tllhe; if one has lieen
inserted.

Immediately over the wouml is usually phiced some Kau/e-eilhcr
th.-,t prepareil with pcrchlori<le of mercurv, known as sal alumlirotli
cr with the doul.le cyanide which has heen soaked for a lew minutes
in carhohc lotum. Some surj-eons use horic lint. Over this are
placed several la\ers of thin lint or Rau/e, and aliove all a large pad
of some prepared wool, either Smvths al.sorl.ent wool, iinloform wool
sal aleml.roth wool, or wood wck.I, accorilinR to the fancy of the surfc'con'
The whole mass is then l.andaRcd firmly on, or held in place l.y broad
pieces of strapping.

The steps to l,e taken at the future dressiuRs are precisely the same
as for the oriKinal one, and all tlic precautions for cleanlinesi of hands
instruments, etc., must l.c as rinidlv carried out.

It is impossible t<. lay down rules as to the time of re-dressing Some
cases may be left for a week, in<lced, until the wouml is cumpleteb-
healed, while but few require to be dressed ilailv, unless there is nuicji
discharge, as in septic ciises.

Any circumstance which arouses a suspicion that things are going
wrong, such as undue pain, or a high temperature, will call for prompt
rc-dressing. The wound will be known to be aseptic bv the absence
of smell, by its edges jiresenting a .piiet, inactive appearance ami the
almost total absence of tenderness anywhere. The discharge should
be serous, or, m recent cases, blood-stained, moderate in amount and
freely discharged through the tubes.

In redressing, the skin surface around the wound should be lightly
sponged with 1 ^40 carbolic solution, and gentle pressure made to
ascertain that there is no bagging .,f discharge. The drainage tube
should be taken out, boiled, and replaced if necessary. The wound
should not be syringed through, as this will only separate parts which
are adhering. If at any time the wound becomes in the least offen.sivc
or freely suppurates, antiseptic precautions may be said to have failed
and means must be taken to attempt to bring it to an aseptic condition
It may be necessary to take out the suture and thoroughly cleanse the
raw surface, an<l after taking means for the escape of any discharge
of pus, the wound is dressed with absorbent wool. It is in these cases
that the use of iodoform is of such ^alue, some of the foulest surfaces
becoming rapidly sweet when the powder is freely sprinkled on.
The two antiseptics which are now most used in the preparation of

dressings, are (I) Sal alembmh (a double salt of perchloride of mercury
and ammonium chloride)

; and (•) The double cyanide of nurcury and

m
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ztuc. Sal alrnilirotli rmuv corttainx i ikt icnt. the wool 2 |k.t cent,

and till ntcriuric zin^. drcHHincH al>oiit \ \iCT tent of the nalt : the

former arc lolourtd blue and the latter violet : the colouring matter not

only rcndern the mutcrial easily retojinizable, hut alno Hcrven, in the

law of the mermrif /inc, to fix the salt in the drcHsinn'*. The dis-

advantnRr of the alembroth prcnarations in that the di-trharues from

the wound readily dinsdlve the salt, and soitkins "> tl'*' drcHHin«H. take

up an increaMin;; amount, until the dilution may Itccnme stronK

enough to cause vc^iLation of the nkin. In UHin^ either dr('s<tinK a

laxer of the ^au/e. which has ln-ei: wrunR out ot i-i<)o<i inercurif

chloride or weak iHrbolii. s(»lutii>n. is first a]>plied ; over tin-. He\rriil

layers ol dry Rauze, and iinally, a {plentiful eoverinc of wo<}|.

It) most hospitals the

dressinRs are sterilized by

heal the day before an

(Hicraticni. Special appa-

ratus Inr tloiiH: this has

been invented, liie prin-

ciple beJiiK that by the

heat employed any niicro-

orfianisni which may have

been con\eyed to the

ilressinn is destroyed,

The need of tliis precau-

tion will be seen when it

is mentioned that many,
or even most, antiseptic

dressings do not become
active until they are

moistened, with the result that unless the germicidal power of the

antiseptic held in suspension is strong enough to destroy any germ
that may be present, the discharge from the wound, with the warmth
of the patient, by washing away the antiseptic, creates an ideal

cultivating ground.

While all these precautions are taken by the majority of surgeons,

there are some who hold that the use of antiseptic solutions is not

only unnecessary, but harmful. They steriliz-c their instruments by
heat and use no lotion but pure boiled water or sterilized saline,

the theory being that by removal of all blood-dots, etc., by such an
unirritating medium as water, the tissues arc not damaged in any way,

and the natural activity of the cells—the vis niedicairix vatur<r~is

sufficient to destroy any organisms that may have strayed into the

wound. This is especially so in abdominal surgery. At the same
time, for general work we recommend the moderate use of antiseptics.

Stkriiizi^k puh Oremi:
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or THE i)ht:ssi.\(; oi- HRrisici) ixn rr\crf'iif:n

iiocxns. .ixi) or ( rnr.-iix sm i.u hfXDs
or ii'orxns.

I. or THE DREUINO OF BRUISED AND PUNCTURED WOUNDS.

BRUISED Woundt. All xwiimds itmv. hut hniiscfl wininils ftiuf^t, no
tlirciuj^li icrtain pliasrs tit inrtaminatinn ituliii}' in suppurative

Kraniiliiti(nis. The accepted palliology ui tlii-n pnufss is lo lie toiind

in all ri'n-nt lcxt-lnM)ks, Imt no nKHli-rn wtml expresses it so well as
the iilil-fasliioni'd (ihrasf ot tlu- (hcisttmi of the unmit/. As >.fKin as this

is acKiniplislifil. ami nut till tlini, the wmnul "
t leans " an'l begins

to heal ; and if this nhl uonl were more olten in our tlinuyhts and
mouths, we should more rarely see wounds with bruised and inllamed

edges c(X'rted into eontatt. hut never into union.

The extent o( this " difjestion " varies from that condition when tlic

edRes nl the wound just fail to unite by tirst intention, hut quiet down,
dean, and take on a KealiuK action witliin a couple ai davs, to that
wliich occurs when for a considerable area round the wound the tissues

have Iwcn Imiiscd to death, and must separate as sloughs hctorc any
healing can take place.

As soon as this process is tinislu-d, whetlier the merest i>clhcle of

lymph, or a larRC slough, has U-en thrown off. the wound presents few
difficulties in the way of its drcssin^,', and any ()f the plans or materials

Ixjfore mentioned may Ite used. All the precautions of drainage and
cleanliness must l>c rifiidly carried out. for though the pr';UL[ivc power
of granulation t^ssue against septic poisoning is \cry great, blood
poisons may yet be absorlied througli it.

It is, therefore, in their earliest stages that bruised wounds present
special points in their dressing : in these injuries the internal tension

which is sure to develop in the tissues in the immediate neighbourhotHl
of the wound must Ixj diminished in every possible way : moreover,
as the whole process is an inflammatory one. and may t>c septic as

well, the cleansing of the wound, and the removal of all discharges by
drainage, must be carefully attended to.

A bruised or torn wound should never be tightly closed tip, and this

not only l^cause the edges will not unite, but because the dragging
together of tissues of doubtful vitality must still further reduce their

chance of recovery. The wounded parts should be replaced and
supported in a gentle fashion, by strapping or bandaging. If sutures
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<illi

arc put in they must serve for support rather than for readjustment,
while in small woumis where there has l»een no tearinjj off of flaps of
tissue, it is often best to bring the edges together as well as possible, in
the hope that they may have sufficient vitality to recover.

In all cases it must be drained even more carefully than a clean cut,
and whatever be the dressing which is applied, it must be of a kind
that will keep down the swelling and tension, prevent fcctor, and
hasten the separation of the sloughs, if any have formed. For these
ends fomentations, frequently changed, arc very useful.

When a fqul wound has to be cleaned, a fomentation made of boric
lint folded in several layers and put on as hot as the patient can bear
it, is the best treatment. The surface may be sprinkled with iodoform
—though many surgeons express their disapproval of the substance,
it is undoubtedly useful—or with boric acid before the application of
the fomentation, and the whole covered with a large pad of wool
extending at least an inch round the lint on all sides. This will require
changing in three or four hours.

All tlic arrangements for the support anil approximation of the
edges of the wound must be carefully watched lest they should become
a cause of tension, and therefore of destruction of vitality. Stitches
must he promiitly cut, and strapping removed, almost before there
are any indications for such relief.

Sometimes, but rarely, the congested area around a bruised wound
requires incisions to be made in it, as is so frequently the case in
cellulitis iq.v.), for the effectual relief of tension.

Panctured Wounds require \ery careful attention, as they arc some-
times followed by disastrous results. This is especially the case if a
large artery has been wounded or if septic matter has been carried
into the tissues along the track of the puncture.

In the former case there may not be very serious bleeding at the
time of the injur)-, and the seriou.sness of the case may be overlooked.
Recurrent luemorrhagc follows, and the patient may lose so much blood
that his life is in danger.

In the latter instance, if septic matter is carried into the tissues and
the external wound closes, deep-seated suppuration may take place,
burrowing along the fascial planes and causing extensive destruction
of the parts.

The rules that should be applied to the treatment of punctured
wounds are as follows :

—

1. If the wound is clean, and no important anatomical structure lies

in its neighbourhood, it should lie gently probed to make certain that
no foreign bo<ly is present, and should then be washed out with a weak
antiseptic lotion and covered with an antiseptic dressing,

2. If it is probable that a large vessel has been damaged, owing to
the position of the wound, it should be carefully enlarged, with due
regard to surrounding structures, and carefully explored to its depths
until the damaged vessel is exposed. If the vessel is an artery it will
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be necessary to ligature it above and Wow the puncture, and to divide
it. If a vein has been injured it may he possible to close the opening
with sutures or a ligature, a procedure which is scarcely applicable in
the case of an arterj', owing to the risk of traumatic aneurysm.

Attempts have lately been made to suture arteries, but at present
it cannot be regarded generally as the safe line of treatment.

If the wound has been inflicted with a septic instrument, and septic
matter has been carried into it, a free incision must be made, so that
the whole track can be cleaned out and drained. It is necessary in these
cases, when the wound is in such parts as the thigh and buttock, to
ascertain the position of the patient at the time of the infliction of the
injury. The importance of this precaution will be understood when it
is remembered that a stab through the thigh with the limli flexed will
take a different course when the limb is extended, and the result is

that careful probing in the wrong position may result in a large portion
of the wound being overlooked.
A case of this kind has been noted, where the patient was stablwd

in the thigh with a penknife by a boy sitting next to him in school.
The wound was carefully explored, cleaned, and drained. Serious
sepsis supervened, and the child died of tetanus. It was subsequently
discovered that a portion of the trousers had licen carried into the track
and had become buried in the tissues on the opposite side of the limb.
The alteration in the direction of the track owing to the change in the
position of the muscles when the wound was examined in extension,
was unfortunately overlooked.

All punctured wounds of this character, i,c,, of septic nature, should
be thoroughly cleaned, drained, and allowed to granulate from the
bottom, and if necessary, owing to the position of the wound, counter-
drainage should be provided.

II.—OF CERTAIN SPECIAL WOUNDS.
The particular wounds we are now about to consider have, some of

them, been mentioned before from the view- point of the arrest of
bleeding, so that this complication must, for our present purpose, be
excludeil

;
nor, again, shall we consider those wounds which are inflicted

in the course of major surgical operations.

Scalp Wounds.—These are very generally bruised wounds, although
in consequence of the way in which the tissues of the scalp are stretched
over the calvarium, they almost always look like incised ones, even if

they be produced by the bluntest of instruments or missiles.
It used to be laid down as an inflexible rule that sutures should never

be put into scalp wounds, partly because their edges so very generally
fail to unite, but principally from the risks of the baggmg of pent-up
discharges inside the wound thus closed. It is now recognized that
these risks can be avoided by the thorough use of antiseptic lotions
and such powders as iodoform and boric acid, and that the tissues of
the scalp are so well nourished that not only in clean cuts, but also
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when the parts have been split upon the skull by a blunt instrument
the edges may yet unite by first intention if they be accurately brought
together, and tension be carefully guarded against.

It is seldom necessary to have to allow for drainage, even in \crv
serious scalp wounds, if the flaps of skin and the edges are carefuly
cleaned of all dirt with some antiseptic lotion. The surfaces may even
be scrubbed with some such solution to remove dirt when it lias been
ground into the wound.
Wounds of the scalp have, by the use of antiseptic washes and

dressmgs, been robbed of the greater part of their terrors
; nevertheless

they must always be watched carefully, and the whole head should be
daily examined for that kind of oedema which is known as " bogginess "

The sutures must be taken out, and the adhesions broken down if
there be any collection of pus. Generally the thermometer will give
an early warning of collecting matter.
With regard to the dressings, no wounds are better fitted for the

antiseptic method, either with cyanide gau2e, salicylic wool or any
of the other preparations in use. 'If the plan is to succeed thoroughly,
the head must be shaveil for some distance round the wound. If
sloughing takes place (which is rare), boracic fomentations will
generally be the best dressing.

A superficial necrosis of the skull may occur in connection with scalp
wounds. The bone may separate as a scale of sequestrum, but more
commonly the dead white patch of bare bone which is at first exposed
becomes more and more encroached upon by granulations, and is eateri
up by them, so to speak, almost insensibly.

Cut« at the Em.—The special point about these wounds is that the
vitality of these parts is very good, so that torn pieces, however nearly
detached, should almost always be replaced. Every care should be
taken to prevent future deformity. If the cartilage be torn sutures
should not be passed through it and the skin together, but cartilage
must be sewn to cartilage, and skin to skin. The whole organ must
be kept warm by cotton wool.

Ont Throat.—This may be among the most serious of all wounds
even to being immediately fatal, or may be absolutely trivial. It is
almost always suicidal or homicidal.
Apart from the question of hajmorrhage, the especial dangers of

these wounds are, primarily, the possible injury to the air- or food-
passage, or to both

:
and, secondly, the danger of pus tracking down

withm the compartments of the cervical fascia, involving the peri-
cardium or pleura, or leading to septic poisoning.

In self-inflicted wounds, fortunateh-, owing to an apparently innate
tendency of the suicide to atl.ick his pomum Adami " in preference
to any more vital part, the respirator tract escapes more often than
might have been expected. When it ,s injured, the knife or razor
almost always divides the thyro-hyoid membrane, so that the rima
glottidis IS exposed, while the epiglottis is frequently cut away from
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Sulures may be employed in cases of clean cut wounds not implicating
the air-passages, but care must be taken to provide free drainage, and
watch must be kept for the formation of pus, on account of the tendency
of the latter to burrow amongst the planes of the cervical fascia.

Sutures should not be used when the edges of the wound are jagged
and bruised, and the same rule is to be enforced after wounds involving
the trachea or oesophagus. It may l)e absolutely necessary, however,
to apply sutures to trachea or oesophagus should there be much
separation of the parts after deep wounds inflicted in them. Strict

antiseptic precautions should be observed in dressing all wounds.
Wliether septic absoriition occurs or no. a low form of pneumonia

is very apt to develop, and is very often fatal. A stimulating treatment
generally, with alcohol, will I)c, as a rule, recjuircd.

Woandi of the Buttooki.—A very awkward wound is sometimes
inflicted upon the buttocks by the breaking of a chamber utensil whilst

it is sat upon. This usually happens to heavy women. Such an
injury, or indeed any wound of that part, is very apt to take on
unhealthy actioT *s wounds in loose fat will do anywhere in the liody ;

an attempt sl.o '
. be made to get healing by first intention, !>ut care

must be taken that the discharges are allowed to have a verj- free exit

if this is not obtained.

Wounds into Joint Cavitiei.—Any wound by which the interior

of a joint is exposed is a very serious occurrence, and even when the
injury at the outset may seem to be only the most trivial cut, it may
well happen that in the end there will result a destruction of the joint,

or a loss of the limb, or it may be of the life.

As a matter of fact it is often the trivial cuts which are the most
dangerous, from the fact that they are considered trivial.

Wounds into jjints may be divided practically into two classes.

Under the first heading fall those cases in which the wound is a small
one, or the injury in itself unimportant, being serious only because a
joint is entered. In the second class come all the cases of wounds with
disorganization of the joint structures, laceration of the capsule, free

e.yposure of the cavity, rupture of the hgaments, etc.

Simple Wounds of Joints, i.e., where the joint is just opened, and no
more, by an incised wound. The first and very important point to
bear in mind with regard to these injuries is that in cases where there
is any doubt as to whether the joint has really been opened, under no
circumstances should any attempt be made to decide the question by
probing, or in any other way. :\Iore mischief has often been done by
an unnecessary use of a probe than by the instrument which inflicted

the wound in the first place, and the only safe rule to follow is that in

cases of doubt the joint must be supposed to have been opened, and
be treated accordingly.

If the wound be just a simple puncture, in which the fact of the joint

being opened has been proved by the escape of a few drops of synovia,
the skin should be cleansed and a:i antiseptic dressing apphcd, the
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limb should be put on a splint, and if the knee or ankle, it should
he swung from a cradle. An ice-haj- may be applied.

If, liowevcr, the wound has distinctly uf>encil llif jai il, a decision will
have to l>c arrived at as to whether it will he Iwst to further open the
joint and wash it out, or simply to dress it with some antiseptic dressing.
I'he procedure must depend ver>- much on the nature and extent of
the damage. For instance, if a small wounil is m.i<le nith a dirtv
knife, or road dirt has been groimd into the joint, there is no douiit
that a free opening and thorough washing out of the joint is the onlv
method that will prevent extensive injury and possibly danger to life.

On the other hand, if the injuiy is made with a clean instrument, it

would be bad surgery to further open the joint or suljjcct the patient
to the risk of a st-"* joint.

The .safe rule to follow is this. I'nless there is good reason to believe
that the wound has lieen inflicted by a septic instrument, adopt
expectant treatment. Clean, and shave if necessary, the skin around
the wound, and apply an antiseptic dressing. Watch carefully for
signs rf infection, such as a considerable rise of temperature, effusion
and pain

:
if these appear, it will probably be necessary to take some

active surgical measures. It is. however, not uncommon for a smart
attack of synovitis to follow such an injury, without suppuration
taking place, and the greatest care and discrimination must be
exercised as to whether the joint should or should not be opened.

There is no question but that all wounds in whicii Ihe joint can in any
sense be said la be exposed or to have its investing or lining structures
seriously injured, should be treated with strict antiseptic precautions.
The joint must be thoroughly syringed out with saline

;
prov ion muM

be made for the thorough drainage of the joint cavity, if necjssary, by
counter-puncture or incision. In fact, all the details of the dressing
described in Chapter XX. p.iust be observed, while, of course, splinting
and swinging are as necessary now as ever.

If the antiseptic precautions fail of their object, or if they have not
been adopted, acute synovitis will surely follow. This is almost certain
to run on to suppuration, and this practically means, at the best,
ankylosis

;
while very possibly a subscijucnt excision or amputation

may become necessary.

We must not here discuss the surgery of traumatic arthritis
; but we

hope that enough has Ijeen said to impress upon the reader the extreme
seriousness of alt wounds which even by the sn.allest aperture com-
municate with a joint.

Woundt of Tendong.—Tendons, especially those of the muscles of
the hand or foot, are frequently divided in .vounds of the extremities,
and the manner in which they will re unite will depend greatly upon
their immediate treatment.
The cut ends of the tendons should be drawn out of their sheaths

and stitched together by three or four catgut or silk sutures passed
through the tendinous substance, the ends being then cut short. The

1

jii

xiMlH
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tendon having been joined, the sheath should then, if possible, be
closed with a few points of the finest catgut suture, and the rest of
the wound adjusted and drained in the usual fashion. The limb, after
dressinp must be placed on a splint in the position which causes least
strain m, the divided tendons. A flexible tin splint, which can easily
be bent to the proper shape, will be found most useful.
Inasmuch as the great risk attending these wounds is the diffuse

inflammation which is apt to attack the sheaths of tendons, and which
IS of a septic nature, it will be seen at once that the strictest anti-
septic methods must be followed. With attention to drainage, and
perfect rest on a proper splint, these cases will often do very well
with dry absorbent dressings. Even if it is not possible to get the
ends of the tendons quite together, they will probably join eventually
by the formation of an intervening baiid of firm fibrous tissue, if no
acute inflammation disturbs the healing process.
Wonndl K Hervei.—This injur)- is often overlooked, because care

IS not tal-cn to test for anaesthesia or loss of motor power before an
ana'sthetic is given. In all wounds where there is anv probability of
a nerve having been damaged, careful examination of the various nerves
must be made.

If a nerve has been merely contused or partially divided, no
immediate treatment is necessary, beyond that required for the wound
generally. Afterwards return of function must be encouraged by
massage and electricity, and if this fails it may be advisable to cut
down and free the nerve from a surrounding belt of inflammatory
tissue.

When the nerve has been completely divided, the cut ends are to
be sought for, carefully trimmed, if lacerated, with a sharp knife, and
sutured in accurate apposition with fine catgut sutures. The sheath
may be sutured separately.

If this be done soon after the injury, repair of structure and function
will very probably take place, for nervous tissue resists the effects of
injury almost better than any other. Even if an interval of half an
inch were to exist between the divided ends, they might eventually
come together if no barrier lay between

; and it is well known how-
nerve trunks will recover their functional activity when re-united,
even when the ends have been lying apart for weeks or montlis. The
great enemy to repair is, of course, suppuration.
The most important details in the after-treatment are careful splint-

ing so as to correct the deformity which is likely to ensue, and constant
use of electricity.

In injuries of the musculospiral nerve, for example, the hand should
be supported on a palmar splint, so as to prevent the " wrist drop."
Similarly in other cases, the tendency to contraction must be counter-
acted, and the paralyzed muscles should be regularly exercised with
the battery, so as to prevent their becoming useless.
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Chapter XXIII.
OF GUNSHOT WOVXDS AXD BRUISES;

FROSTBITE.

OUHSHOT WOUNDS.
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contused wounds. * "" "'«" much from that of all other
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The h.cmorrhage is Rcncrally slight, hut wlicthor slight or severe,
must Ix* arrested on Rencral principles.

The next point to consider is whether the hitllet, or Avhatever may
be the missile employed. Ik- slill in llic i.im/ii/ ; and if so. whether an
attempt should at once lie made to extract it. To decide this point
an exploration shonid he made, and, if possible, with the finger

:

speaking generally, if by this means a foreign body 1k' felt, it can without
difficulty Ix; extracted with a pair of ordinary dressing forceps, or with
forceps esiiccially made for the pi losc, as shown /''/Vs. 144, 145. 146,
or with a bullet extractor (Fif. 147). Search should also he made
for any piece of wadding, cloth, etc.. which may have been carried in

Fig. 147.—BVLLET KXTRACIOB.

^y^^"^ 30
Fig. 148.— NF.i_^xoN'a Phobi;.

with the missile. If nothing can >e felt with the finger, then a furtlicr

examination must be made with a silver ])robe, or one tipped with
porcelain (Xelaton's), Fif;. 148, by which a bullet may be detected, as
in the case of Garibaldi, by the mark of the leatl on the porcelain. In
making this examination the patient must always be placed accurately
in the same position as when the wound was received, a precaution
which is often overlooked.

Unless the probe detects the bullet in a place whence it can
easily be extracted, the responsibility of attempting to recover it. or
of deciding to leave it alone, ohould nut bu luft to Lhc dresser, or junior
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surRcon, nor indeed should tlie patient l>c subjected bv Ihem to aprolonged or deep probing.
^

The Rdntgen rays have proved of great use in the correct location

o ho n'T.
^''^'"'P""" »•"' ^ '"""'l. in a later part of this bookof how to take skiagrams and determine the exact position

Sometimes a bullet will travel a considerable distance from theoriginal wound and be found still lying immediately h<.neath the skinThus a pistol bullet may run almost all round the skull beneath thesealp or round the thorax in the course of the ribs. In s,^h a case a

Hill almost certainly form a suppurating sinus

or wf'iri"''
"""';* '\" """T"

™* "' •"' ''°">-' °' "•"' be™ removed.

Zl \, «
"'" ''"P^ "'"' ""^ """"'' '« '»» '-•••"sed will eve;unte by first intention, .\ftcr a perio<l of inaction, intlammat'^"with suppuration and more or less sloughing, will take place ,^]alibruised wounds, and this will be succeeded by repair by granula on

to Iren th"'"
'"7" """'"^"•" •" '"'" ^'"" «^-' --- ">-' l> talc

n

to keep the wound clean in every possible way. .Vntiseptic fomenta-tions will be found to hasten the separation of the sloughs!

BRUISES.
Whenever capillaries or veins are ruptured in or beneath the skinsome v..riety of brmse is produced. Under this head fall two Ze'l

tis es, in he second there is a bag of blood, and speaking generallyin the one the capillaries, and in the other a vein of .some .ij, have beenruptured In either case the great point to keep in mind s Lt t,,"efJused blood should be le/, alee, except under one or two ou^teexceptional conditions. ^" '*

For the common bruise, or infiltration of blood, in the vast majorityof cases no spec.al treatment is required. It is very doubtfuTTfTnyexternal application can appreciably affect the re-absorption o theeffusion or the course of the discoloration, but it is probaWe that loca!cow and astringent dressings may be useful, if applied early, in hmwthe extent of the primary escape of blood
"miiing

The astringent action of strong liq. plumbi subacet. is also verv

IshH hen
'^" ^"''r

°' '"'" ^"^ ""''""^'"'^ -«> •'= comb ned '^A still better line of treatment is that by firm, even compression but

tissues taking p ace. .\ wet bandage, smoothly applied, or a Martin's

mert;^:;™;:;:;™'- '- --' -- ^"'-"-^ '—
*
^-^ •-.o;

This moderate pressure can never be hurtful but it m„.t k.

that all tight constriction, or unyielding compression, as that of a

est". r" "IT^P'^S " «'c comer of a splint, must t,e avoidlest an ulcer, which would certainly be slow to heal, should be caused
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Severe liniiNcs will often be associated with great swelling ami
tenHiun of the parts. These must Iw met by pottition and bandaging ;

only in the most extreme cases, when the vitulity of the surroundmg
area of skin is seriously threatened, fihoiild the Niirfj;eon l>e tempted
to rehevc this tension by operative measures. The conditions are
juEt the reverse of those present in inflammation, and an extraordinary
degree of stretching will be now l)orne by the tissues without their

giving way or sloughing. If it iKcomes absolutely necessary to incise

an ecchymopcd area, small and numerous punctures should Iw made,
and antiseptic precautions adopted. But it is, wc repeat, generally
bad surgery thus to interfere with the natural process of re-absorption.

When a fairly large vein is ruptured beneath the skin, a Uamatoma.
or bag of blcKxl, is the result, and much of what has just been said will

apply accurately to its management. The fluctuating swellings thus
caused are sometimes very large. Thus the rupture of the saphena
vein may cause an effusion which will give a wave of fluctuation from
the knee to the crest of the ilium, and, generally speaking, the blood
thus poured out does not coagulate in the same way as if it had escaped
from the body. Nothing but tension so extreme that the vitality of

the parts is seriously threatened, or the occurrence of suppurative
inflammation within the cavity (which is rare), should induce the
surgeon to open these bags of blood. Rest, position, local cold, and
especially, carefully regulated pressure, as with india-rubber or other
bandages, will in almost all cases effect their re-absorption. They do,

however, sometimes suppurate, and sometimes they remain with the

blood unaI)sorbed for an indefinite time. In the first case the tumour
must be opened and drained like any other abscess ; in the second,

when patience has fairly been exhausted, and it is plain that absorption

is not going to take place, the fluid must be removed. Sometimes
aspiration, or the asc of a small trocar and cannula, will be sufficient

to empty the sac, but in most cases it will have to be laid more freely

open, and the contents turned out ; the operation should be performed
aseptically, and the cavity thoroughly washed out, while there should
always be pressure put upon its walls to prevent a fresh filling up.

In most cases it will not be necessary to drain, and the incision may
be sutured up completely.

I-astly, as in the case of a diffuse xchymosis, sometimes, but very

rarely, the tension on the tissues bounding a hicmatoma may be so

great that it must be relieved by incision. This procedure should be

delayed as long as possible, but if it must be done it should be with the

strictest antiseptic precautions.

Special Braiiei.—First among these may be mentioned Hematoma
of the Scalp, generally occurring in newly-born infants, as one of the

accidents of labour, but also as a complication of fractures and other

injuries to the head. Unless actual death of the skull bone takes

place, which is very rare, the blood is invariably re-absorbed, and
incision is never requirc-d. The peculiarly dcct-ptivc feeling simulating
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Suhconi,n,cli,;,l FMhymosh is s,„nctimes of importance „s a <liaKnostic«n .„ ,„,pecte,. frac.uro of ,.,c anterior fcsa „7,he l.a»e of heZThut It commonly occurs alm.»t s,Kmtaneou»ly, as durinR a paroxysmof who„p,ng.cou«h. It should always Ik. lef alone, asit is7e er™.tself a matter of .mportance, an.! is Renerallv soon ai,sor.».dho too. with the ordinary Black Eye. when the extravasation ha.once taken place, no application will aHcct the rainhow-1 kc rues of

ROO.I time. But the early application of cold, as by an icc-liaK or ane™por,„„K lotion, or of astringents, and especiall/of , le .w^l.te oflead, may .lo a goocl deal to limit the actual ejca,^ of blc^l am'^ 'm
hlo«TTnt?n t""";'
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test?, Whethe;";
""""'^' '"" ^••^"y "' '"<= '""'<:« «'»-'""«»testis. W hethcr it occurs spontaneouslv or in consequence of a blowIts treatment does not differ from that of other hamatomata 'lev

Z.'
of the scrotum, cold, and carefully manaRed compression („c s ram, ur

hLi lir.f''-.,*'''
""' '"""'""^- "' '"^ "'"-"'.ion of the effSblood an.l If these measures fail, the cavity of the tunica vaginalis

chieflj find a hydrocele trocar may be used («, treatment of

car ity must he laid open and allowed to Rranulatc up.

FROSTBITE.
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ClIAPTKR XXIV.

I'UFftS.

UI.CICKS arc wounds wlikh arc tilow in healing, iis the result ol

fithcr mnstittitional disorders -dialK-tcH, albuminuria, an;iniui.

etc.— or t)f iinixTfc'ct lotal treatment. The first essential in the

treatment is to deal with the constitutional disease as tar as possible,

so that the tissues may the Iwtter respond tt> Iwal Hiirfiieal measures.

When grave constitutional disturbance is present, no active operativi-

treatment should l>e undertaken.

I.ncdl Irealuieut will consist in encourapinn a healthy reaction, so

that fresh, active Rranulations may fhrm, whicli can l>e covered either

by the natural growih of tlie epithelium at the periphery, or by skin

grafts transplanted on to the surface. When once an ulcer has lieconu'

healthy, and shows signs of active healing, all that is necessary is to

protect the part frt)m undue pressure or irritation, and to facilitate the

growth of epithelium. For this jjurpose nothing is better than strips

of green protccti\e. jKrtoratetl to allow the ilischargc from the granu-

lating surface to escape, the whole area being subsequently covered

by an antiseptic gauze dressing. The gentle pressure of the protec-

tive keeps the granidations flat and allows the epithelium to grow

unchecked and uninjured over the surface of the ulcer. The lindi

should, when possible, be kept at rest until healing has taken phm-.

In any case of ulcer, the venous return from the parts should Ik- assisted

as much as possible, either by an elevated position of the limb, or by
firmly bandaging from its extremity to a point well above the situation

of the lesions. Certain kinds ot tdcers, however, will require special

treatment.

Tha Infl&mad Ulcer is one in which an active infective process is at

work, causing increasing destruction of the tissue and acute inflam-

matory j)henomena. It arises in old neglected ulcers which have Iwen

contaminated by dirty dressings. The patient should go to l>ed, an<l

the leg should be elevated and dressed with moist antiseptic gauze or

carbolic acid fomentations. If the surface is not a large one, it should

be painted with a solution of strong carbolic acid. A careful watch
must lie kept for a spreading cellulitis.

The Calloni Ulcer is one the edges of which arc everted and indurated,

and the base is covered with small, unhealthy granulations. There is

usually a considerable amount of matting together of the surrounding

tissues, and sometimes in long-standing cases the ulcer is adherent to

the bone. In order to procure healing, it will l>e nc-ceasary to stimulate
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the i.illous »,irf.»c. cilhir Ijy applyinx l)li«ttT» to the ciIros anil in.irKin*
or tin- ulior, or hy Mcnipjnu uuay tin- ovcrtiil. iniluruliil m.irRin. In
aililition. it i« nfti'n a.lvisalilc to Iniiv the tisHuis .lf€'|j|y, iiliout one
iiuh from the iiuusin i>l tlic sore. %o iluit contraction nwv take plan-.
If MRh uliiTs an- tlioronxlily hi raix'd anil lantnllv ilri'^siil, or it the
limb l)C krpt at rest anil cli-vatcil, thi-y will siHm iH'como hialthy. Skin
RraftinK may !« reipiirfil in tin- latiT ntaKin. Caliiiim iiKliiU- m i-Rr,
<lows thrice ilally lias Ik^ch stati-cl to i;ivf marvellous results in cases ol
chronic ulcer. It may lie useil in conjunction with anv of the alnivc
mcthiHls of treatment.

Ih« Anainie Uletr is a weak, aviscular cnmlition which occurs in
anu'inic women. There is im thickeninR as in the callous variety, hut
there is no attempt at liealinK. The administration of iron liy the
mouth, and the application of stimulatinR ilressinRs— lotio rubra,
I'nna's plaster, or friar's lials.im -will Rive satisfactory results.

Tilt IrpiUU* UlMr is a painful condition due to the e.ipoMire of an
inflamed nerve filament in the base of the ulcer. The point of tender-
ness should lie accurately localized, and the nerve fibres divided a little
distance above the ulcer or the tender point. Subsequently the
ordinary treatment should be undertaken.
The VarlcoM Uloar is the common v.iriety seen in the out-patient

departnunt. It is very difficult to treat unless the patient will consent
to remain in bed. If the so-i .dieil ambulatorv treatment Ik- adopted,
a certain number will heal slowly : this consists in " strappinR " the
ulcer with Inna's Relatin liandaRe, which supports the limb and pre-
vents it swcllinR. The objection to this treatment is that the dre.ssiuR
has to be freipiently rencwerl when the discharge is copious, .\nothcr
method is to cncouraRC a healthy reaction by stimulaliuR lotions or
ointments—the cyanide of mercury ointment is an excellent applica-
tion -and to liandaRe the limb firmly from below upwards with a
crepe \elpeau bandaRe ; this should be put on in the morninR
before the foot liegins to swell, and the patient should walk or stand
as little as possible. In some cases lienefit will result from excision of
the dilated veins. Inna's ' gelatin " plaster is made up as follows :

Gelatin, 5 parts
; oxide of zinc, 5 parts; boric acid. 1 part ; glycerin.

8 parts ; water, r. parts.

I'nna's plaster, which must not lie confused with the above, is a
powerful antiseptic preparation with very stimulating pro|wrties ;

it should be cut out the exact size of the ulcer and applied to the
surface.

Wright's gelatin-formalin treatment has given good results in
some cases of chronic ulcer,

\"aricose ulcers arc liable to bleed when the destructive process has
attacked one of the dilated veins. Properly treated this is not a serious
matter, but neglect or carelessness may lead to fatal results. A firm
antiseptic dressing should be applied over the bleeding ulcer, and the
limb should be carefully bandaged from below upwards. Ihc patient
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should be confined to bed until the ulcer shows signs of healing, and
the limb should be elevated above the level of the trunk.
The PtrfontiBg UIuf is a destructive condition of the tissues arising

from suppuration in a bursa beneath a callosity or corn. The sup-
puration tracks into the joints, and may burrow for a considerable
distance into the sole of the foot. It is usually associated with tabes
dorsalis, but occurs in other conditions. The ulcer should first be
cleaned by moist antiseptic dressings, fomentations, or baths, and all

the thickened epidermis should be cut away. If the sinus is unhealthy
it should be scraped. The cavity should be plugged with gauze soaked
in lotio rubra or friar's balsam, and the track should be allowed to
close from the bottom. During treatment the patient should not walk
on the affected foot.

The Phajedaaic Ulcer is an acute destructive process, occurring in
alcoholics or diabetic patients. It may or may not be associated with
syphilis. In appearance the ulcer resembles the inflamed variety, but
the process is more acute, the tissue destruction and sloughing are
more extensi^-e, and the constitutional symptoms are more severe [see
" Syphilis ").

The method of exposing ulcers to a'current of oxygen has given very
satisfactory results, and is to be recommended. The gas is allowed to
play on the surface of the ulcer for periods varying from ten to twenty
minutes, after which a dressing is applied in the ordinary way.
As a stimulating dressing for ulcers which are clean but slow to heal,

nothing is better than the so-called " red ointment." This is an oint-

ment made up of scarlet red lo per cent, with vaseline or lanolin.

Scarlet red has the peculiar power of stimulating epithelial growth.



Chapter XXV.

m

THE GENERAL TREATMENT OF SYPHILIS AND
GONORRHtEA.

SYPHILIS.

AS a house surgeon is often called upon to treat cases of venereal
disease, a short account of the various methods at his disposal

will be given.

Conitltntional Treatment—^rercury is the only drug which has a
specific action upon early syphilis. It may be administered in

many ways ; three only will be considered here : (i) By the mouth
;

(2) By inunction ; {?,) By hypodermic injection.

By the Mouth,— \n the funa of pills:—Pil. Hydrarg. c. Creta ;

Pil. Hydrarg. Tannatis. gr. j-ij t.d.s.

These are the usual modes of administermj; the drug, and the com-
pounds have the advantage as a rule of not causing diarrhira. Should
this complication arise, the addition of a grain of Dover's powder to

each pill will succeed in checking it.

The pill of the green iodide of mercury, gr. \ t.d.s., is an excellent

remedy, but the pills must be freshly prepared, and are likely to cause
diarrhcea.

In the later stages of the disease it is usual to combine mercury with
iodide of potassium, as in the following mixture, according to the

requirements of the case :

—

B Liq. Hydrarg.Perchlor.3ss-5J
j

Syr. Aurantii
Pot. idd. gr. v~xv Aq. Chlor.
Sp. Ammon. Aromat. 5i I

5i t.d.s.

ad5J

In cases of syphilitic ulceration of the mouth and throat, the aromatic
spirit of ammonia should be omitted.

The combination of mercury and arsenic in the form of Donovan's
solution, n\x t.d.s. c. aqua, is very ser\'iceable in some severe cases of

the disease, especially if there is intolerance to mercury alone.

Treatment by Inunction.—A piece of unguentum hydrarg. the size

of a large filbert, equal to about a drachm, is rubbed into the groin or

abdominal wall, the part being subsequently covered by a flannel

bandage. It is well to vary the site of the inunction, as the friction

may produce a pustular eruption, and to alternate between the two
sides of the body : if the part is hairy it should be shaved. The

Ij liji

smWw
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method is a very satisfactory one. especially in children, Imt it takes

ten to twenty minutes to thoroughly rub in the ointment.

Treatment by Injection.—This is the most reliable way of administer-

ing mercury, and it docs not cause the digestive disturbances which
are often excited when the drug is given by the mouth. The chief

objection to it is the pain which it sometimes causes, for although in

most cases there is nothing more than a feeling of soreness around the

region of the puncture, occasionally great pain is complained of. Cases

of syphilis which progress rapidly in spite of other treatment, are usually

benefited by injections.

Both the soluble and insoluble salts of mercury are used for

injections ; the soluble cause less pain, but are less certain in their

action, and must be given more frequently—everv other day.

Soluble injection :
—

B Hydrarg. Sozoiodolatis, gr. .',
|
Sodii lodidi gr. ^

In in min. of distilled water.

Insoluble injections :
—

B Calomel suspended in sterilized Olive Oil gr. J-j in ni^x

or B Grey Oil (Hydrari;. Pur., jj ; Adops Lanx Anhyd., Jiv;
ParaHin. Liq.—Carbolisat. ad 2"^—ad 5"'-

n\x weekly. (J. II. Lane.)

Lambkin has introduce<l a form of mercury for injection made up
with creosote, which he says is practically painless.

The injection should l>e made into the gluteal region in the middle

of a line from the anterior superior spine to the upper end of the natal

cleft, a point well away from the large vessels ard nerves (Lane). In-

jections of iodipin 10-23 % ^^'^ ^'cry useful in some resistant tertiary

lesions.

A long 2-in. needle of fair calibre should be used, and it should be

plunged deeply into the muscles, and not merely into the subcu-

taneous tissue, the injection being slowly forced into the muscular

tissue. All antiseptic precautions must be observed, otherwise

troublesome abscesses will result.

Duration of Treatment.— .\t least two years, with short periods of

intermission, when the mercury is given by the mouth ; if injections

are used, a three months' course each year for t«o years is probably

sufficient.

In whatever form the mercury is given, great care must be taken to

impress upon the patient the need for oral cleanliness, as a preventive

in a large measure of mercurial stomatitis. The teeth must be brushed

twice a day with an antiseptic wash, and the mouth rinsed with a
solution of atum 10 per cent {f.ane). If in spite of this the gums
become painful, the mercury should be ::topiwd for a time.

The nature of the disease sliould always be explained to the patient.

so that he may realize the value of and necessity for regular treatment,

and in order that he may take such steps as may be necessary to

isolate himself as much as possible.



SYPHILIS

RKCEXT ADVANCES IN DIAGNOSIS AND TKEATMKN L

By ALEXANDER FLEMING, MM.. B.S., F.K.C.S.

Of recent years laboratory work has come to the aid of the surgeon

in the diagnosis and the treatment of syphilis. .Modern research in

syphilis can be divided into several stages : (i) Schaudinn's discovery

of the Spiroi'h^la pallida; (2) Roiix and Mctchnikoff's discovery that

the disease is transmissible to some of the lower animals ; (3) Wasscr-

mann's application of the Bordet-Gengou reaction to the diagnosis of

syphilis (Wassermann reaction)
; (4) Ehrlich's discovery of Salvarsan.

The discovery of the organism and the recent easy methods of its

demonstration have rendered the diagnosis of syphilis comparatively

simple in the early stages. The elucidation of the fact that some of

the lower animals may be infected has possibly done more for

research on syphilis than anything else, as it rendered easy experi-

mental work on this disease and so paved the way for the other more

practical advances.

The DeroonttPAtion of the Sptrochata Pallida.—The spiroch;ete is

a slender organism 4 /< to 14 ^i long, showing a series of from six to

fourteen regular corkscrew-like curves. The ends are pointed. It is

actively motile, having three motions : { 1 ) A rotatory movement
around a longitudinal axis : this movement may be seen sometimes

to be suddenly reversed ; (2) An undulating movement caused l>y the

spirocha-te bending on itself (3) A slow progression backwards or

forwards : thia motion is a ver^- slow one. so the organism can be

kept under observation in one field of the microscope for a considerable

time. The spirals persist in rest, thus differing from some other

spirochsetae.

Staining is difficult with any of the ordinary stains. Two methods

are now used in its demonstration, to the exclusion of all others.

1. Burris' Method.—A small drop of Chinese ink is placed on a slide.

Some serum from a chancre is mixed with it, and the whole is spread

out on a sHde after the manner of making a blood film, dried, and

examinetl. The spirochfetse are seen as clear spirals on a dark ground.

The film must not be too thick, else the spiroch^etie arc overlaid by the

ink and obscured, while too thm a film does not furnish a sufficiently

dark background. The proper thickness of film appears a dark brown

colour to the naked eye.

2. Dark-ground llhtmination Method.—By means of a special

microscope condenser all the direct rays of light are cut off, so that only

very oblique rays reach the oliject on the slide. Some of these are

reflected from the sides of the object and travel up to the eye. Where

there is nothing on the slide to reflect the light, the field appears dark.

Thus the spirochaete appears as a bright spiral on a black ground.

This method has the advantage that the characteristic motion of the

spirocha;te is preserved. Serum from a chancre is diluted with a little

salt solution, placed on a slide, and covered with a clean covershp
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in such a way that no air-bubbles arc present. Connection is made
between the under surface of the slide and the special condenser by
means of a drop ot cedar oil. The specimen is then examined with a
i m. objective and a high-power eye-piece ( x 8 ). A strong illumination
IS essential. When the condenser has been properly centred and
focusscd, the spirochjEta; can easily be seen and their characteristic
movement observed.

Th« Wauennann Reaction.—The VVasscrmann reaction is the
application to syphilis of the general principle laid down by Bordet
and Gcngou m ujoo for all organism.s, that if any antigen is incubated
with Its corresponding ' immune body " (amboceptor) and alexin
(complement), this last is firmly bound up so that it is not able to act
with any other antigcn-amboceptor combination.

It will be necessary to define some of the terms used in order to
explain the mechanisms clearly. An anligen is a substance which
when injected into the animal body will give rise to antibodies. These
artibodies are specific

; that is, they will only act towards the particular
antigen which has been u.sed in thcii y duction. Thus, if typhoid
bacilli be injected, there arc produced antibodies which will act upon
typhoid bacilli but not on other bacteria. These antibodies are of
various kinds, but for the purposes 6f this test the one we are concerned
with IS the " immuM hody " or " ambocepior." This amboceptor has
in Itself no destructive action on the antigen, but when it is mixed
with some fresh serum the destructive action is very manifest. This
fresh serum contains a substance, " cnwplemenl," which is not specific
but IS capable of acting on any antigen in the presence of the ambo-
ceptor corresponding to this antigen. Complement is present in all
fresh serum

;
it is destroyed by heating the serum to 56" C. or by

keeping the serum for some days. The amboceptor, on the other hand
IS not destroyed by this temperature, and it still retains its power
after many months. It is thus easy to obtain sera containing either
complement or amboceptor alone. Fresh serum of any animal which
has not been immunized will contain complement only, while serum
of the immunized animal heated to 56° C. for half an hour, contains
amboceptor specific for the antigen used in immunization, but no
complement.

In the Wassermann reaction for syphihs two antigen-amboceptor
combinations are used. In the first stage syphilitic serum (contain-
mg syphilitic amboceptor), syphilitic antigen, and complement are
mcubated together, during which incubation the complement is fixed
to the syphihtic antigen. There is, however, no visible change to
denote this, so that for the purpose of demonstrating that the com-
plement IS fixed, another antigen-amboceptor is introduced. This
consists of sheep's corpuscles (which have been washed free from
serum) and the corresponding amboceptor (derived from a rabbit
which has been immunized with sheep's corpuscles). If any comple-
ment had been left free in the original mixture, this, wnth the aid of
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the hemolytic amboceptor, would completely dissolve the sheep's
corpuscles, which change is easily observed by the hsmoglobin becoming
difiiused throughout the fluid.

In the original Wassermann reaction the antigen is an extract of the
liver of a syphilitic fcEtus, the amboceptor is serum from a syphilitic
patient, heated to 56° C. for half an hour, and the complement is fresh
guinea-pig's scrum. The antigen must be carefully standardized
before use. as if too strong an antigen is used there may be some non-
specific fixation of the complement, and so a positive reaction may be
obtained with a normal serum. The complement also must be tested,
and the quantity that is used is twice tlie minimum amount which
will completely dissolve the amount of shecps' corpuscles (fully

sensitized with hemolytic amboceptor) which would be subsequently
added in the test.

The test is done by mixing in small test tubes the various substances
as shown in the diagram {Fig. 149).

IIOIOQ
^'i^'- 149.—OkH.ISAI. WassKKMASN Kkal:

.pleitient + sheets corpuscles {n (heated) + salt sol. +
,, T- antiK«ii +

-F salt aolutk = N'u hiemiilysi
= Hemolysis
= No hacmoiysi

Cnniplement .

Aniigeii
Salt soliiii'iii

.

Before the sheep's corpuscles are added, the mixtures are incubated
for one hour at 37° C. to allow fixation of the complement to take
place. The sheep's corpuscles are washed free from serum by repeated
centrifugalization, and are made up to a strength of 5 per cent with
normal salt solution. They are " sensitized " by the addition of a
small quantity of scrum from a rabbit which has been immunized
against sheep's corpuscles. After the sheep's corpuscles are added,
all the tubes are incubated for another hour, and if after the first

period of incubation the complement was not " fixed," then during
the second incubation this will act on the sensitized sheep's corpuscles

;1
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and dissolve them. Thus there will be haemolysis in tubes, i, 2, 4, and
7. and no hfemolysis in 3, 5, 6, and 8 and 0. In tubes i and 4 there
will be haemolysis, as there was nothing to fix the complement during
the first incubation. In tube 2 there will be haemolysis, as the antigen
is incapable of fixing the complement wh"n only normal scrum is

present, whereas in tube 3 the complement will be fixed through the
agency of the syphilitic scrum and so no ha-molysis will take place.

The other tubes are controls of the ^ arious substances used in the test.

Many modifications of the test have been devised, but the simplest
is that of Hccht, which, modified as regards the technique of its

performance, has been very largely used by the author. In this,

advantage is taken of the fact that fresh human serum contains
complement and also ha-molytic amboceptor for sheep's corpuscles,

thus rendering the guinea-pig an<l the immunized rabbit unnecessary.
[n this method verj- small test tubes (/•';),'. 130) are used (3 mm.
in diameter and lA cm. long), and mixtures are made as follows:

—

Fig. 15a.—MuDiuKU Wasskkmann Reaction.

Tubes nrranKcd belwceii two jjlass roils held together with phtticine for inculatioii in ;

TliB prujei^tini: ends of the rods rest on the sides of the hath.

I'lilie I. Sail solution, 40 c.mm. Normal serum, 10 c.Tim. Sheep's corpUMjlcs

:. Salt solution „ Syphilitic serum ,, ,,

,, ^. •Antigen
.. :. M ., Salt suiulion ,, .,

These are incubated for three-quarters of an hour in the air at i'j'^ C,
or in a water bath at the same temperature, for a quarter of an hour,

and then to each is added lo c.mm. of washed sheep's corpuscles

(10 per cent suspension in normal salt solution). Haemolysis occurs
n tubes I, 2, and 3, but not in 4 and 5.

In a few cases there is no natural amboceptor for sheep's corpuscle
in the blood to be tested, but when this is observed, 10 c.mm. of one's

own serum which has been heated to 56'' C. (to destroy complement)
is added to supply the deficiency.

The Wassermann reaction has two very important practical uses in

connection with syphilis: (i) In the diagnosis of the disease
; {2) In

indicating whether or not the disease has been eradicated as the result

of treatment.

* The .iiititieii here 'i% maJe b> c

four hours at J7''C.
:. aicohul for iwct>i
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In secondary and tcrtiarj- syphilis where there arc lesions, thercaction
IS present in almost every case (95 to oS per cent), so that in those
conditions a negative reaction has almost as much diaRnostic value
as a positive. In primary- syphilis the reaction is not present in so
large a number of cases (75 per cent), so that a negative result in such
a case is not of much value. In primary syphilis, however, the diagnosis
can easily be made by the demonstration of the spirochete In
parasyphihs there is a remarkable difference between tabes dorsalis
and general paralysis. In the former the reaction is as a rule weak
and IS only present in about 70 per cent of cases, while in the latter it
is very strong and is present in every case. Using the cerebrospinal
fluid the reaction can be obtained in almost all cases of general paralysis
and in rather more than half the number of cases of tabes : but it is
very rare in any other condition, so that a positive Wassermann
reaction in the cerebrospinal fluid is almost pathognomonic of para-
syphilis. In congenital syphilis, the reaction is strong anil is present
in almost every case.

As a result of treatment, the reaction becomes weaker and ultimately
when the case is cured, disappears. In some cases, however the
disappearance of the reaction is only temporary, and when treatment
IS stopped It returns after a short period. Thus, before a case can be
said to be cured, the reaction must have remained negative for a period
of one year after treatment has been discontinued.
The best method of procedure is to test the blood about one month

after treatment has stopped. If it be positive, treatment is resumed
but if It be negative, nothing should be done for six months when the
blood should be tested again. If the reaction is stiU negative, another
test should be done after a further period of six months, when a negative
reaction can be taken to indicate that the patient is cured. As regards
the effect of different forms of treatment on the Wassermann reaction
the most potent is salvarsan : then comes mercury, either in the form
of injections or inunctions, while the least powerful is mercury taken
orally as pills or mixture.
Tnitment by BalVMian.— In igio Ehrlich introduced a new drug

for the treatment of syphilis and other diseases caused by spirochatae
This drug was a complex organic combination of arsenic containing
28 per cent of its weight of this element. Chemically the drug is
dioxydiamijo arsenobenzol, and its formula is :—

/\,

HCl XH, '^ J
I I NH^ HCl

OH OH
but it is more generally known as ' (mo, " as it was spoken of in Ehrlich's
laborator>-, or ' Salvarsan," the name under which it is sold.
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Salvarsan is the result of a long series cf experiments into what
Ehrlich terms " chemotherapy," i.e., the exhibition of a drug which in

the iKXly is highly toxic to the infecting agent, while it is but httlc

harmful to the tissues of the body. In other words, his object was to

obtain a drug which was very highly bactcriotropic but only slightly

organotropic.

During his researches he discovered that, dealing with trypanosomes,

he could kill off almost all the organisms by means of continued

treatment by one substance, but that those which persisted produced

a race which was quite unaffected by that particular drug. This fresh

race was. however, susceptible to other drugs, so he tried by combina-

tions of these drugs to establish a " cribra theraiieutica " through which

none of the parasites could escape.

When he introduced salvarsan he attempted by means of one or two
large doses' (therapia magna sterilisans) to destroy completely all

spirochaeta? in the body, and so effect a cure at once and prevent the

production of a " salvaraan-immune " race of spirochjeta?. There is.

however, no absolute evidence that such an immune race of organisms

is <levelopcd even after several doses of the <irug, although certain

recurrences have been noted which)were more resistant to treatment

than were the original lesions.

The drug is obtained as a yellow crystalline powder in hermetically

sealed glass capsules, filled with a neutral gas. It decomposes rapidly

in solution or when exposed to the air, so that it has to be made up and
used immediately. The powder is soluble in water, forming a strongly

acid solution which is quite unfit to inject owing to its intensely irritant

effect. When this solution is neutralized with alkali, the drug comes
down as a thick yellow precipitate which redissolves in excess of alkali.

Methods of Administration of the Drug.—It may be given

subcutaneously, intramuscularly, or intravenously. The first two
methods were used exclusively in the early stages of the employment
of the drug, but they have been replaced almost entirely by the last.

The advantages of the intravenous method are : ( i ) The clinical

results are better, more rapid, and more certain ; (2) Relapses are

much less frequent ; (3) The injection is practically painless ; {4)

There is no risk of the slough at the site of inoculation, provided the

operation is done skilfully.

The only advantage of the intramuscular or subcutaneous method
is that less technical skill is required for the injection. The disadvan-

tages are : (i) That great pain may follow the injection ; {2) That
necrosis of the tissues may occur at iie site of inoculation, resulting in

the formation of a sterile abscess ; (3) The drug is not absorbed with

the same rapidity as when inoculated into the vein, so that the action

is less rapid and certain.

Intramuscular Injection.—o's gram of the solid substance is triturated

in a sterile mortar with i"i c.c. of 15 per cent sodium hydrate

solution, and then the volume is made up to 5 c.c. with distilled water.
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The injection is made deep into the gluteal muscles, and must be made
slowly to avoid tearing the muscle. Great care must be taken not to
inject close to the sciatic nerve.

Inlraiinous /nieclion.—o-^ gram of the solid substance is dropped
on to the surface of y, c.c. of sterile distilled water in a fiask. This is
gently sliaken for a few minutes till solution is complete. (It is well
to agitate the water gently while adding tlic powder, so that a thin
layer forms on the surface of the fluid, and solution is more rapid than
it 15 when the powder becomes caked together in one mass). When
solution is complete, ioo c.c. of sterile salt solution (oi, per cent) is
added, making a total volume of J50 c.c. (or 50 c.c. per o-i gram of
salvarsan). Then 20 per cent XaOH solution is added with a pipette
or syringe until the precipitate which forms just rcdissolvcs. The
quantity rci|uired is about irh c.c. and it is Iwst to run in

J
c.c. and

then, after shaking, add the alkali drop by drop, shaking all" the time
untd a clear .solution is obtained. The Hui<l is then ready for injection.

Several points are very important in this preparation : (
i ) Ml

solutions and flasks must be absolutely sterile. (->) Neutralization
must rot be commenced before solution is quite complete

; (?) Too
much alkali must not be added, as in certain fatal cases pulmonary
thrombosis has apparently followed a too alkaline solution

; (4) The
salt solution must be made from freshly distilled water, or distilled
water which has been stcrihzed immediately after distillation and kept
free from contamination. It has been shown that distilled water on
being left exposed for some days contains large numbers of bacteria.
If such water be used for making up the salt solution, although this
solution be sterilized before use, yet it contains large quantities of
dead bacteria, which are apparently responsible in large part for
unpleasant symptoms following intravenous injection, such as rigors,
fever, and vomiting. Tap water must not be used, as the salvarsan
is partially precipitated by some of the salts contained in it.

The vein selected is in almost all cases either the median basilic or
the median cephalic. These are large, easy to find even when most of
the other veins are obscured by fat, and are more fixed than the other
veins of the arm, which, although they may be more prominent, are
much less easy to puncture with a needle.
The veins may be rendered prominent by tying a bandage round

the upper arm, but a better method is by means of an appliance similar
to that used in blood-pressure apparatus. This consists of a rubber
bag (a section of a bicycle tyre 8 inches long does very well) inside a
washable white linen cover, which cover is prolonged into a long tail.
The bag is connected with a small rubber bellows, and in the connecting
tube there is a tap which connects the bag with either the bellows or
the outer air. This armlet is wound loosely round the upper arm and
the end is tucked in. The bag is now blown up with the bellows until
a pressure is obtaincrl sufficient to compress the veins without inter-
fering with the arteries. After the needle is in the vein the tap is

i j 'i

m
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turnctl. letting the air out o£ the armlet. This is of Rreat advantage,
as there is no movement of the arm §uch as is usual when the
removal of a compressing ban<lage is attempted—a movement which
occasionally results in the needle being jerked out of the vein.

The needle used must be sharp, else it pushes the vein on one side,

and the point ought not to be too long, otherwise there is a likeli-

hood of transfixing the vein. The calibre of the needle varies with
the method employed, for whereas a comparatively wide needle
must be used if gravity alone is the compcUing force (unless the
injection is to take an inordinately long time), a calibre only a
little wider than that of an ordinary hyptxlermic needle suffices if

one uses a syringe to force the fluid into the vein. The advantage
of a small needle is that it is easier to get into the vein, especially

when the latter is small, as in some women and young children.
Only under very exceptional circumstances should it be necessary
to cut down on the vein, and except in young children, and in a few
cases of adults where the veins arc obscured by fat, cutting down on
a vein is merely a confession of the surgeon's want of skill.

In all cases great lare must be taken that no salvarsan solution is

injected into the subcutaneous tissue around the vein, otherwise con-
siderable pain may follow. This is obviated by allowing some blood
to run back into the tube, where it is seen at a small glass window
close to the needle, or by injecting some salt solution first, when pain
and swelling at the site of injection shows that there is a leakage around
the vein.

Two methods are in use for administering the injection. In the
first, gravity forces the fluid into the vein, and it is to be recom-
mended on account of its simplicity : in the other, which is to be
recommended for its efficiency and general applicability, a syringe
is the compelling force.

Gravity Method.—The apparatus consists of a funnel or some such
receptacle leading by a tube to a needle, which is inserted into a vein.

Salt solution is now run in to make sure there is no leakage. This
is followed by the salvarsan solution, and the remains of this are
washed out by some more salt solution.

Modifications have been devised where two funnels are attached to
the needle by tubing and a Y -junction, both tubes having a clip which
can be opened or shut at will.

Syringe Method.—The most convenient apparatus consists of a 20 c.c.
" record " syringe, fitted with a three-way tap. one limb connected
with the needle and the other with the flasks of salvarsan and salt

solution. The limb with the needle has a piece of wide glass tubing
let into it near the syringe, and near the needle a piece of narrow glass
tubing. The former serves, when held vertically with the end distal

to tne needle upwards, to catch any air bubbles wliich would otherwise
pass into the vein.

The side limb of the tap has let into it a bulbar glass tube fitted with
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pushed back into the vein, and then the salvarsan is injected bv filline
the syringe from the flask of that solution and expelling it into the
vein. Uhen the injection of salvaisan is complete. 20 c c of salt
solution should be injected to wash the salvarsan out of the tubes and
to avoid any leakage of the drug around the vein when the needle is
withdrawn.

For some hours before the injection the patient should not have had

\ ."ilT"
^""^ 'njection should be made in bed, and the patient

should be kept in bed for twenty-four or fortv-eiRht hours after^vards.
The immediate results following injection-rigors, high fever (up to
104 ), and vomiting—are now much less since freshly distilled water

1
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has been uwd ; but they occur cupccially in caswH nf secondary syphUit.

The temperature may pcmist (or two or three days, and (or some days

there may Ik- Hymptomn o( gastro-intmtinal irritation. Many patients

have practically no nyniptomH except Hhght headache ami malalHe.

Contraindications.—Thvnc become (ewer as the drug becomes more

commonly used. Any serious affection o( the heart or vascular system

increases the flangcr of a serious result. Phthisis, diabetes, or albumin-

uria arc not a bar to its use. It is well not to use it where there is a

retinal atTection. bearing in mind the optic atrophy induced by other

arsenical preparations.

Dangers of the Treatment.~\n a certain number of cases death has

followed the administration of salvarsan in patients whose organs

were apparently healthy. The cause of death was generally coma
or pulmonary thrombosis. In some cases where the organs have been

examined after death, the distribution of arsenic in the tissues is the

same as it is in arsenical poisoning. In some the fatal result may have

been due to faulty preparation of the drug, but in others it seems to

be due to the patient having an idiosyncrasy for arsenic. Optic

neuritis following salvarsan has not been authenticated : deafness due

to paralysis of the auditory nerve has been reported, but it is rare.

In a large series of cases which I have obser\'ed, none of these serious

sequelae have been seen.

Dosage.—FoT adult men the dose is 0-5 or 0-6 gram, and for women
o*4 to O'f) gram. For a child of ten years o-i gram is a suitable dose.

The best way of using the drug, in my opinion, is to give an intra-

venous dose and repeat this twice at intervals of a week. In primary

and early secondary' syphilis this will often be found to be sufficient to

make the Wassermann reaction negative, but it is wiser to have a

six months' course of mercurial treatment. If at the end of this

time the Wassermann reaction is negative, treatment may be stopped

and the reaction again tested in about six months. If it is negative,

then the patient can, I think, be regarded as cured, although it is

wise to have another test done about a year after.

If the first Wassermann reaction ia still positive, then one can either

go on with mercury, or give another dose of salvarsan and repeat the

test in two months. If it is impossible for the treatment to be con-

trolled by the Wassermann reaction, the three doses of salvarsan ought

to be followed by mercurial treatment for at least one year.

Effect of Salvarsan on Syphilitic Lesions.—Practically all primary,

secondary, and tertiary- lesions clear up with great rapidity after an

intravenous injection. Even large foul ulcers heal very quickly,

although they may have resisted mercurial treatment for weeks.

In primary chancres where spirochsetae were numerous before

injection, one is unable to find these twenty-four hours afterwards.

If the injections are made in the primary stage before the Wasser-

mann reaction has become positive, this wil! remain negative in almost

all cases, and no fresh lesions develop. In secondary syphilis, two
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injectioM In the majoritv •>! (a«» cauw tli.' pnimuilv piBituo reaction
to iK'comc- ncRativc. This . hanije m oIi*t\.iI frniti loiir to eight
weeks udur tlle first injittmn. In tirti.iry ia»<», esixiially if the
infection is of many years' staniiinR, there i« Krealer ihlliculty in
getting the reaction to Iwcome ncRative. In iimKinital syphilis, only
rarely is the Wasserniann reaction changed \>y «;il\.irsan to negative,
although the actual lesions are readily amenable to tr. irn nt by this
substance.

In general paralysis no lienetit has l)ecn obser\ ' h" !iv ii -if

salvarsan.

In tabes, sometimes the jiatient seems to imi s . ,.. i' I i i. Ui

general health, but the signs of the disease i

show whether it is possible to arrest this disea-
Salvarsan has been used in other diseases i

chKta', such as yaws, with as much success f .

In spirocha'tal diseases of animals also it h. i I eei il

a very great effect, so it would seem to be not so mui '. .» ^

for the organism of syphilis as for spirocha'ta- genn.dly.
been used in diseases caused by other protozoa, e.g., , ia „ini>.;omi.i is

and malaria, with only moderate success,

Khrlich has recently introtluced a new compound having a slightly
diHerent chemical constitution from the original Salvarsan, This is

very readily soluble in water giving a neutral solution which can with
safety be injected intravenously, .\t the same time it is not so toxic,
so that larger doses can lie given anil the dose repeateil more freijuently.
It is recommended that four doses be given at intervals of one day,
and if the \Vas!iermann reaction is not negative one week after, a
course of mercury is given. The dose given of this neo-salvarsan is

50 per cent greater than that dose of the original salvarsan.

OONORRHOtl.
Local TMktmnt.—There is great diflerencc of opinion as to the

value of injections in the acute stage of gonorrhrea ; on the whole
there is evidence that the silver compounds are beneficial in all but
the most acute cases.

The best injections are those of protargol and nargol. 1 per cent,
but they should not be persisted in if they give rise to much pain, nor
if the discharge liecomes thin and scanty and fails to clear up : a
more stimulating lotion is then required.

The injection should be applied in the following way. The patient
empties his bladder and introduces into the meatus the nozzle of a
small glass syringe holding about two drachms ; the fluid is gently
injected into the canal, and the end of the penis held, so as to
retain the antiseptic for a period of one to three minutes. The fluid
is then allowed to escape, and the process is repeated twice more : in all,
three injections are given on each occasion. Injections should be
given three times a day.
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When the discharge persists, although thinner and less copious in
the later stages, stimulating injections—zinci permang.. gr. } or i ad
3j—should be employed.

Janet's method of pressure irrig.ition may be tried in cases which
are very obstinate

; it consist ' in distending the urethra and bladder
with a weak solution of permanganate of potash, which is introduced
by means of an irrigator suspended six or seven feet above the level
of the bladder. The force of such a stream distends the urethra and
its follicles and makes the compressor urethra; yield so that the fluid
-nters the bladder and is subsequently voided.

Oentral Treatment—Whether local treatment is or is not adopted,
general treatment will be required, many surgeons regarding it ot
more importance than the local measures. The bowels must be well
opened

; the diet should be light : all highly seasoned foods, coffee, ar.d
alcohol should be prohibited.

A large quantity of fluid should be taken to dilute the urine and
make it less irritating to the inflamed mucous membrane; barley-
water, soda-water, soda and milk, or lemonade being the best for the
purpose. At least three pints should be taken in the twenty-four
hours.

*"<•—L'rotropin or helmitol in lo-gr. doses, with 10-20 gr. of citrate
of potash and i dr. tinct. of hyoscyamus, forms an excellent sedative
mixture.

.
Capsules of sandal-wood oil or cubebs are sometimes of service, but

they cause rashes and digestive troubles. Gonosan appe :s to be
more satisfactory

; it can be given in capsules three times a day.
For Chori/ee.—SmM doses of chloral hydrate gr. 5-7, combined

with bromide of potassium gr. jo-30. w'ill be found satisfactory.
Camphor pills gr. 1-3 are said to be useful, but the action is uncertain.
As in the case of syphilis, the nature of the disease should be carefully

explained to the patient, and the danger of the disease being com-
municated to others and to other parts of himself, such as the eye, by
means of the discharge, made clear, so that he can take the necessary
precautions.

A patient is not " free " from infection until repeated microscopical
examin.ition fails to show the presence of the gonococci.

THE DRE88IMO OF VEHEBEAL 80RE8, ETC.
We here consider the chief ways of dressing the initial lesion of

syphilis, i.e., the true syphilitic or infecting sore, as it most commonly
presents itself, the later syphilitic ulcerations, and the common soft,
non-infecting, or suppurative sore, often called chancroid.
The question of early excision or cauterization of the initial sore

can hardly be more than alluded to. We believe no one now recom-
mends it. It may, at any rate, be said that if an abrasion be detected
within a few hours of an impure connection, it will be quite justifiable
to cauterize with fuming nitric acid, or with Ricord's paste (acid, sulph.
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fort, and charcoal. <,.s.,, or with Paquehn's or the actual cautery
Its value IS doubtful and its practice excessively painful
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fingers or with a piece of wood- It may also be used in the form of a

liniment, made by a<lding i oz. of the oil of eucalyptus and 5 oz. of

olive oil to I i dr. of the iodoform powder.

Lastly, it is soluble in ether, and thus will dry as a thin pellicle over

the surface of the sore, if an ethereal solution l>c painted on it.

The YelhiL'-U'asI, (lotio flava. lot. hydrarg. peroxidi), is used precisely

as the black wash, but is more actively stimulant.

As soon as the surface of the sore has lost its specific character, and

is beginning to granulate, a weak stimulating lotion, as that of the

sulphate of zinc, or of the subacetate of lead, zinc ointment, or some

other simple dressing, will be all that is required. The induration

must not be expected to disappear for some time after the surface is

healed.

In feeble constitutions, or through neglect of cleanliness, infecting or

true syphilitic sores may become freely suppurating ulcers with more or

less loss of tissue. The requisite dressings for the sore in this state

do not differ from those of the non-infecting chancre, which is usually

a simple suppurating sore, but which may become an ulcer with well-

marked loss of substance, or, in extreme cases, may run on into slough-

ing phafjeda-na.

The best treatment at first for any suppurating sore, whether

11 fective or not, in the absence of deep ulceration, is some simple

antiseptic dressing, changed every few hou s. Under this dressing

the sore, if it be a simple one. will soon subside and take on a healing

action, or, if infecting, will soon manifest the characteristic Hunterian

induration.

If the ukemlion be dref. xlx patient should \>c kept in htA. and (in

the case of i.-'ale patients) the penis should be wipported. I-rcquent

warm fomentations are often found to he better than water dressings.

Iodoform is useful also in this condition ; it may l« dusted on the

ulcer, and a fomentation placed over ail.

The destructive course of TnM Sloughing FhkfMtanM is seen nowhere

more strikingly than in the genital organs, liolli male and female. In

broken-down constitutions, or m patients profoundly unhealthy, any

venereal sore may take on a sloughing action, which, once set up. seems

to run riot in the loose tissues of these ^rts.

It is cs.sential to arrest this dcstructi\e inflammation as soon as

possible, and if absolute rest, fomentations, and poultices tail to do so,

it is best to lose no time, but at once to apply the Fuming Xilric Acid

or the thermo-cautery to the edges and base of the ulcer. A boric

fomentation should then be applied and the part*, bathed constantly

with carbolic or chlorinated soda lotion. In very severe cases—and

sometimes the destruction is \cry widespread—//;.' Cnntiiiiioiis Bath

produces very striking effects. (I.ane recommends the occasional

application of tartrate of iron, .in gr. to the ounce,

)

In all these cases a generous diet and stimulant treatment will be

required. Picparations of quinine, or the liquid extract of bark.
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carbonate of ammonia, and chlnrate of potash, arc the thief (truRS

employed ;
alcohol will probably have to be given in fnll quantities.

As s(H)n as the excawited ulcer beRins to clean, and the sloughs to

separate. Iodoform and boric acid are often very useful applications ;

but, speaking generally, any weak stinuilatiiig lotion will do for the

dressing. At this time the ffossihilitv of hatnorrha^e from eroded

vessels must be kept in view. This may occur anywlierc if the

destruction has been deep, but is more frequent when the phagcda-nic

action has extende<l to. or has occurred in, the glands of tlie groin or

their neighbourhood (virulent bubo).

All that has been said as to the dressing (»f these specific sores applies

equally whether they occur in men or women, savj that in the latter

the dressing is generally more difficult to manage, and that indolent

infective sores, when they occur high up m the vagina, are very apt

to be overlooked.

The ulcers which result from the Breaking down of Syfyhilitic Deposits

in the Skin or the tissues beneath, or as the result of other specific

inflammatory processes, differ from ordinary ulcers in their dressing

in only one or two points, and it is only with their dressing that we

have here to do.

The surgeon's efforts are in all cases directed towards the disappear-

ance of those peculiar characteristics which cause these ulcers to be

called specifif. When once these are lost, antl the sore assumes an

ordinary appearance, it rapidly heals.

The fietor, the sharp-cut edges, the dirty base, and the sanious

discharge, must be replaced by healthy granulations. l)cvelled-off edges,

and the secretion of " laudable " pus ; and to effect this, m all cases

constitutional as well as local treatment is called for. It is xhis that

makes it so necessary to recognize these ulcers. Nothing is more

common than to see some obstinate ulceration baffle for months or

years all efforts to heal it over, and then to find it disappearing from

day to day. almost from hour to hour, as soon as full doses of iodide

of potassium are administered.

(.)n the other hand, although attention must be gi\-en to the condition

of the circulation m the part, this is not so urgently demanded as in

the case of simple ulcers.

The first importance of constitutional treatment being understood,

by proper local dressing the rate of healing may be greatly increased.

So long as the sore has any specific character, so long must the

dressings be antisyphilitic. The preparations of iodoform, black wash,

various mercurial ointments, especially the ung. hydrarg. oxid. rub.,

calomel and vaseline, or the ung. hydrarg. suhchlor., may all be used

with advantage, with many more. The acid nitrate, or the bicyanide

of mercury, may be used as a caustic for warts, fissures, or mucous

tubercles, as in the mouth ; as may also the mercuric perchloride

in a strong solution (say ^4 gr. to the ounce).

~f^-

"^
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Chapter XXVI.

OF CEItTAI.K SPECIAL rXFI.AMMATIONS.

EBTSIPELA8.

T^HIS is an infective condition of the skin or subcutaneous tissues,A due to a peculiar variety of streptococcus. It is customary to
consider certain special \'arietics ;

—

t. Eryslpelu Proiwr, the infection being confined to the lymphatic
spaces immediately beneath the epidermis, a form usually unaccom-
panied by swelling of the tissues except in such situations as the scrotum
or the eyelids.

2. CellnlocutaMou EryH|»lu.—.A superficial form of cellulitis,
indicated by swelling and redness of the part.

3. Deep Cellalitli, which is an infection of the sub-fascial layers
Only as the process tracks towards the surface does the skin become
red. There are, however, considerable pain and swelhng, and the
whole part has a brawny, indurated feeling.

The last two varieties may be associated with a large amount of
tissue destruction, owing to the sloughing of the skin stretched over
the inflammatory exudate.
Treatment.—As these infections are more liable to occur in patients

whose constitution is unsound, either from glycosuria or albuminuria,
a careful examination of the urine must he made. As a routine, the
bowels should be opened by a brisk purge : subsequently, stimulants
and tonics may be administered, quinine and iron being most useful.
A rigor is often the first symptom of the superficial variety, and in
many cases- especially in children— the constitutional symptoms are
most severe. The temperature may rise to 104 or 105'.
• Local Treatment consists in applying lotions or protective dressings,
leaving the disease to run its course, a form nf treatment suited to miiu
cases

:
but any unhealthy focus from which the infection has arisen

should be actively treated with pure carbolic acid. One of the liesi
applications in mild forms of the disease is the lotio plunibi r. opio, or,
if preferred, ga^ize wrung out of 1-60 carbolic may be substituted!
Ichthyol has been used in the form of a paint with miich success

If the attack is a severe one, and if the part affcctcil is suitable Un
more active treatment, the tincture of iodine or strorg solutions of
silver nitrate may be painted J to 1 inch awav from the red, sharply
defined edge. The object of this tre,itmcnt is to excite a protective
leucocytosis which will be able to destrf.\ the organisms of the infc, t.on
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as they rea,h this protoct.vl ,onf, Kraske ,canScs th.- area roundthe erys,pclatous rash with a hne kn,.e ,„ order » produce the «™
Incisions are not reouircv' ^ n.i*. .« k;„

the numerous channeIs.ol communication ,nto the cranial ca'"y
'

area he b ttTr^'lJ^ct
'"' T"" '""^""^ '''^'^ "»* '"^° *-= "''""S

p^ce^tr uir-ncri::.^^X,td"X=abscesses w.U form. The incsions should be Le and numerous wrtha due regard to the position of important structures, and they shoud

cautiously undertaken, so as to prevent undue fixation
The greatest care must be taken that the mfection from these cases^sncrt conveyed to others, especially to surgical or midwifery patientsrases, of "rysipelas and ,«llulitis should be isolated.

P^"™ts.

BOILS.
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for these i':ithoIogicaI con<1ttions in uny case o( extensivt- infection

with boiK Apart from these constitutional diseases, patients who
suffer from lK)ils usually show a very low resistance to the staphy-

lococcus, a point to be specially considered in connection with the

treatment.

Treatment.— Local Treatment consists chiefly in applying an anti-

septic dressinR after careful purification of the surrounding skin. In

many cases the l>oil aborts or becomes blind ; that is to say, the

inflammatory process subsides without suppuration. The general

method of coviring a lK>il with a poultice or fomentation is to be

condemned, since it tends to disseminate the infection and to cause a

fresh crop to erupt.

When once a boil has made its appearance as a conical, red. tender

sw clling, an excellent form of treatment is to cut out and apply a small

piece of I'nna's plaster rather larger than the boil, with a small opening

in the middle, which should be over the centre of the inflamed area.

The boil must be carefully protected from pressure or irritation, either

by a pad of gauze or lint, or by means of a small celluloid shield.

Another method, applicable to fhose boils which have come to a

head, is to snip off the projecting point and to apply pure carbolic with

the end of a match to the centre of the area.

Gallois treats cases as follows : A solution is made up of iodine

(I dr.) and acetone {z\ dr.) ; a probe surrounded with cotton-wool is

dipped into this iodacetone and applied to the boils, giving them the

appearance of so many " beauty spots." A piece of absorbent material

large enough to cover the whole region is soaked in boric acid glycerin

(glycerin i> oz., boric acid 5 dr.), and this is applied as a dressing over

the whole area. The dressing is renewed once or twice a day, according

to the amount of discharge. To succeed in this treatment, M. Gallois

insists that antiseptic precautions should be observed.

Bier's cupping-glasses may be applied with benefit to the affected

parts (see Chapter XXXV II).

In cases where there are considerable induration and pain, relief will

be afforded by a free incision into the brawny mass.

General Treatment consists in free purgation and the administration

of tonics—iron, arsenic, and quinine. The sulphide and the iodide of

calcium have been used with much success.

Vaccin Treatment.—The condition of furunculosis, or the general

development of boils, being due to a lowered resistance to a

staphylcKoccal infection, Wright has treated patients by means of

a staphylococcal " vaccin," the object being to increase the opsonic

index, and so the general resistance 10 this micro-organism. The

results of this method fully justify its wide application.

CARBUNCLE.
As in the case of the preceding diseases the association of this condi-

tion with diabetes, albuminuria, and other debilitaling conditions must
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always be borne in rnind. Xot that these states necessarily preclude
the successful treatment of carbuncle by operation ; indeed, in many
caves there is an improvement in the Klycosuna or general condition
after the local infective process has bt-en satisfactorily dealt with. At
the same time it will be advisable to consider how far the adminis-
tration of an anaesthetic is likely to be injurious. If the general
condition is on the whole i^ood. radical local treatment under anaes-

thesia should be resorted to; if, on the trther h.uid. constitutional
disease is advaiiced. the minimal ativfunt of local treatment necessary
should alone be attempted.

A second detail of practical importance itt crmntxtion with the
pathology of carbuncle is the (act that the vessels m the substance of
the inflamed area are in a state of inlcctive tlirombosis, and there i^

danger of the spread of systemic infectiun or p\reiuta. C'arbuiuies on
the face or scalp are especially dangerous, since the free iommunnation
bet.ceen the superficial vems and the cranial venous sinuses renders
the latter liable to fatal thromlvisis.

The patient must be liberally fed and well supplied with alcohol, the
bowels should act freely, and CA-er>- ^rfort be made wiLh tonics, iron

and quinine, to impro\-e the general health. Ii the pain is excessive,
morphia may be given, though the need for this drug must be made
subservient to the state of the kidnejs.

Local Treatment consists in ;

—

1. Complete excision of the whole infected area vide of the disease
;

this can only occasionally be practised, but is very satisfactory, the
resulting wound, after thorough disinfection, being hghtl;- packed with
gau'.e and allowed to granulate.

2. Scraping out the gangrenous core and the application of pure
carbolic acid. It has been urged against this line of treatment that
there is some danger of the clots becoming dislodged and carried into
the circulation, with the result that pya-mia is set up. If the operation
is carried out thoroughly, so that the deep fascia at the bottom of the
wound is well exposed, and all the indurated tissue at the periphery of
the necrotic area is radically treated, there is little danger of this
accident occurring

; it is much more likely to supervene if the operator
is over-cautious, and merely stirs up the centre of the process with a
timid hand.

3. I have lately treated a number of carbuncles, especially in debili-

tated subjects to whom I have been disinclined to administer a general
anaesthetic, in the following way. The carbuncle is fomented until
the central core softens, and then a small piece of lint is cut the exact
size of the carbuncle, and soaked in the following : Glycerin of carbolic
acid I part, glycerin i part. The soaked lint is then applied to the
carbuncle accurately

; a sm ili piece of oiled silk is placed over the lint,

and the whole is covered with a gauze dressing. If there is any ten-
dency of the lint to shift, it must be kept in place with strapping. I

have found this method very satisfactory, as the glycerin excites a

gi
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free flow of lymph, tare must be taken, however, that only a small

piece of lint is used, as the solution of carbolic acid is very strong.

Good feeding and tonics arc essential adjuncts to successful treatment.

I am les» inclined tn operate on carbuncle:; than formerly.

4. Incisions, usua ly crucial, may be made into the swelling, and
pure carbolic acid may be injected, 5-10 minims, into various points

of the swelling. The wound is then fomented and the dead material

allowed to slough out.

Under all conditions it is wise to apply fomentations (carbolic) to

assist the slough to separate, and a careful eye must be kept on the

wound, since the pus occasionally has a tendency to burrow away into

the surrounding tissues.

As soon as the sloughs have « ' d and healthy granulations

have made their appearance, thf \ jd should be dressed with pro-

tective, and if the rpithelium . low in coverinR the surface of the

wound, skin-grafting may be eiTij - )ycd.

NOMA, OB CAMCItUII ORIB.

A special kind of phagedenic ulceration is known as noma, or when
it occurs, as is usual, about the mouth, canirimi oris. In its pathology

it appears to be almost identical with sloughing phagedirna, as it is in

its treatment. It is especially a disease of children, and is characterized

by the peculiar dryness of the slough, which looks more like an eschar,

and by the rapidity of its destruction. It is often almost painless,

and may be accompanied by singularly little constitutional disturbance

until quite late in the progress of the case. This, the true " cancrum
oris," must not be confounded with that common ulceration of the

mucous membrane of the mouth which is often met with in ill-

nourished children.

It is frequently a sequel of diphtheria or scarlatina, but it seems

as often to attack children to all appearance healthy and well nourished,

as those who show signs of malnutrition.

Whenever there appears, in children, in the substance of the cheeks,

or on the vulva, a dusky induration, with a dry central slough, the case

should be looked upon with suspicion, and if it shows any tendency to

spread, there is no question but that the right course is to remove

the gangrenous tissue at once, and to apply nitric acid, or some other

form of cautery, freely ; after the acid has been allowed to act for

five minutes, a lotion of bicarbonate of soda should be applied to

neutralize the excess.

One common cause of death in these cases is the poisonous effect of

the putrid discharges when these have been swallowed. It is impossible

to prevent this altogether, but verv much iiiay be done by extremely

frequent washmg out with such lotions as the chlorate ol potash,

chlonnated soda, dilute liq. chlori. or sanitas or sulphurous acid.

Chlorate of potash should also be freely given internally in doses of

3-5 gr. t.d-s.
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BED-SOait.
lIxlKTicncc alone as to what htil-sorts may bcionif it ncBltcluil will

enalilc thi- sliHlcnt to rcali/c the i-xtraorilinary anioimt ol destruction
which this form of ulceration from pressure can cause, or the rapidity
with which it spreads, or the insidiousness of i's commencement. It
is also very necessary for every surgeon and every nurse to understand
that, with the exception of cert.iin paralytic cases, beil sr.rcs are ahmsl
always preienlable. and when present are. as a rule. standinR e\ idencc
of neelecl ny niismaiianemciil. Hut. thoiiRh we will not qualify this
assertion further, it must be allowed that sometimes it is extremely
hard to prevent soreness, as, for example, in the case of hip disease
with extreme emaciation, contractitm of Ixjth leRs. and suppuration.
Sometimes, again, tissues have such a low vitality that it seems as if

the least touch would produce a slough
; still, with incessant watchful-

ness, bed-sores eaii be • -vented, although once begun they arc very
hard indeed to arrest or to heal.

In li'ari/iiie oil the formation of bed-sores, attention must tie specially
directed to tlie following points :

I. The hei/ must, in all cnscs, be smixithly maile. elastic, and soft
;

a spring mattress is often a great help, and water cushions may be
used for the buttoiks. Hut in cases where there is ,i well-marked
tendency to soreness there is nothing like a cn/ii/i/iVc waltr lied. In
tilling one of these beds care must be taken to have the water
properly warmed, and not to put in more than will just sup|X)rt
the patient.

J. In every possible way oiiliiiiwm pressure inusl he aioiUeil upon
the parts which are liable to become sore, such as the sacrum, tro-
chanters, ischial tuberosities, heels, ixciput, elbows, or the spines of the
scapuke. Taking every precaution (when precaution is needed, as in
frar'ures) against doing local harm b\ movement, in some way or other
it Inll^t be managed that the patient shall shift his points of pressure
upon the bed, lying now a littic low, now a little high ; first with the
head to one side, next day turned slightly over (for the least shift is as
efScient as a great one) to the other

; a pillow may be put under the
knees one day and omitted the next.

,\. Something may be done to improve the iiiilriliuii of llie skin by
bathing vith stimulant lotions (whisky or brand>- and water is a
common application). Starch or violet powder should be freely used,
and if the tendency to sore"ess appears imminent, the part, which will
be a bony prominence, should be strengthened by washing it with
brandy and \vliitc-o£-egg mixture, or spirits of wine antl perchloride of
mercury lotion, I jirk., and the sore or threatening jiart protected
by a circular pad of wool or lint.

^. Ahsulule eleanhness, as regards removal of excretions, is another
essential in the prevention of bed-sores, for nothing softens the skin
more and makes it more liable to break down than to be constantly

17
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wet with urine or foul witli fa>cal matter. Incontinence of cither or

both muHt make one doubly careful.

Nowadays, in hospitals or where nkiUed nursing has lieen employed

from the first, such precautions as we have mentioned will be sufiicient

to prevent soreness altogether, or at the worst to limit it to a super-

ficial excoriation. The cases we meet with where true ulceration is

present are those where there has been previous neglect of nursing care,

through ignorance or jx>verty.

Such cases arc not infrequent among those who come at last to be

hospital in-patients, and whatever the nature of the original illness

may be. the bed-sores will count heavily against recovery. These

ulcerations are indeed very hard to dress ; they present the characters

of deep foul sloughing ulcers, not generally painful, but tending to

destroy all the soft parts between the skin and the bone, and often

complicated by necrosis of the bone itself. The great point then is to

remove all pressure, and to get the ulcer to l>egin to clean.

If a sore has already developed it must l)e dressed with some anti-

septic ointment, such as Iwric ointment, or with resin ointment if a

more stimulating preparation is required.

Very much will depend upon whether there is improvement of the

constitutional condition or the reverse. If there be general recovery,

local recovery is often extremely rapid when once it is started.
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CiiAriER XXVII.

BVRXS A\D SCALDS.

TX 7HEN a large area of the body is involveii. burns and scalds give
V » rise to many complications, and they are injuricr. which it is

difficult to treat satisfactorily. In the early stages profound shock
and great Ixidily depression must be combated

; mdeed. the mortality
following burns is greatest during the first twenty-four hours which
follow the injury. This shock must receive appropriate treatment,
sahne injections being most valuable, anil at the same time every etiort
must be made to prevent any further loss of vitality through prolonged
exposure and manipulation. In any case of extensive burns there is
a danger of asphyxia, or of poisoning by carbon monoxide. It is

necessary to bear these dangers in mind, for prompt performance of
artificial respiration, together with oxygen inhalations, may be most
effective in meeting these complications. Subsequently there is

considerable risk of septic absorption from the large sloughing surface,
and fatal issues are due to the development of low forms of pneumonia!
duodenal ulceration, and meningeal inflammation and thrombosis.
In the final stages much trouble will be experienced in dealing with
large granulating surfaces, and with rapidly contracting >cars—scars
which if left may cause permanent deformity and disablement.

Tf»»t»iiit.—This will therefore be considered according to three
main stages: (i) Immedialtly a/Ur infliction; (2) During separation
0/ the sloughs when repair is taking place ; (3) When granulations hate
appeared ana the wound is beginning to cicatrise.

I. Inmndlata iMatmmt.—The patient must be put to bed as soon
as possible, the clothes must be cut off, and without delay or exposure
a dressing must be applied over the whole of the damaged area. It

the burn is very extensive, it is better to deal gradually with diHerent
regions than to completely strip and expose the whole surface at once.
Charred skin or dead tissues should be snipped away carefully with
scissors, if this step can be accomplished quickly. Blisters should
be cut open, so that the serum can drain away. If the clothes adhere,
and if there is a large amount of dirt present. 1; is advisable either to
immerse the part in a warm (100 F.) boracic acid bath, or to soak it

with warm boracic acid solution.

A number of different applications have been recommended after
the above preliminaries :

—

(a). Oily dressings, which have little tendency to adhere to the
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burnt surfate- — eucaUiitus oil iind vaseline, or the ointment of

K(Vliis :—

K Antijivrin
,"ij |

I'licnul

Salol
I
Hy.lrar.L;. IVnhior

Acidi Jittrici aa ^ss ' \'a-j.lin. (pur.)

lotlnformi lt. x\-

This tan Ix- ililuted [)y i1)l' addition of more vasdini' if nccossan-.

{/'). Antiseptic dressings, which may be left unchanged for some
time. Lint soaked in a saturated solution of picric :icid is applied to

the part, and over this layers of cotton-wool secured by a bandage.
As an alternative an antiseptic cyanide gauze dressing ma\- be used.

Werner's treatment consists in soaking the burnt part in a 2-5 per
cent solution of carbolic acid, which is aniesthetic and antiseptic. The
acid is removed by a second bath of normal saline solution, and the
surface of the burn is dusted with a powder composed of acetanilide

1 part, zinc stearate 3 parts ; over this narrow strips of Lister's green
protective are placed, and the whole region is finally covered with wet
sublimate gauze, and bandaged.

Stimulants will be required until the shock has passed off ; later,

iron and (|uinine should be given, digitalis and nux vomica if there is

evidence of cardiac weakness. Morpliia may be necessary, but must
be given with caution.

When the part has been dressed, provided no symptcms of septic

poisoning arise, no attempt should be made to interfere with the
damaged part. The dressings may be left alone for several days.

But if, as is usually the case, the wound does not remain clean, the
dressing must be changed repeatedly, as in the case of any large septic

wound. It is often necessary to perform this dressing under an
an;esthetic, owing to the pain which it inflicts upon the patient.

2. Treatment duping the Separation of the SIou^Hb.—If the burn
has not remained aseptic—and it is very difficult to ensure this con-

dition—a considerable amount of offensive discharge will accompany
the separation of the dead from the living tissues. At this period, as

has been said, there is great danger of complications developing from
septic absorption. The separation of the sloughs should be assisted

with scissors, so that very little dead tissue remains to harbour putre-
factive organisms. All purulent blebs or foci should be opened up.

and the dressings should be frcfjuently changed. If the position of

the part permits, a weak antiseptic liath is most s'tisfactory ; this

failing, large fomentations applied to the sloughing surfaces are satis-

factory. In milder cases an oily dressing, as above described, may be
continued until graiuilations liave appearfd.

If antiseptic baths or lotions are used, they must be made up verv
dilute, as the large surface exposed to their action readily permits of

the absorption of the poisons from which they arc made, and it i- no
unusual thing for carbolic or mercurial poisoning to occur during the

treatment of a burn.
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and then to treat the case with a warm moistenctl atmosphere, and in

all other respects as if it were a case of diphtheria in which the opera-

tion has been called tor. But often there is a deceitful calm for some
hours, and we may be tempted to think that the larynx has escaped

altogether, when suddenly the most urgent dyspncea may he developed.

Whenever, therefore, inspection of the mouth and throat shows that a

scalding fluid or a corrosive liquid has passed down it, the patient

must be carefully watched, made to breathe a steamy atmosphere, and

the surgeon should be leady himself, and have his instruments in

readiness, to open the windpij^e if necessary.

Skin Graftla^ may be employed to cover large granulating surfaces,

or to make good recent deficiencies resulting from operation. The
main objects of the procedure are to accelerate healing, since, although

the epithelium may ultimately grow over a large granulating area, the

process is slow ; and also to diminish the amount of contraction which
always occurs to a great extent durini^ the period of epithelial growth.

Before considering the various methods which may be employed, it

is necessary, for success, to insist upon the most rigid asepsis. The
greatest enemy to any form of plastic surgery is sepsis. Antiseptic

lotions should not be used, since they injure the delicate epithelial

cells. Sterile gloves should be worn by the operator, fat and epithelial

debris should be removed from the patient's skin with ether soap

followed by absolute alcohol, and all instruments should be dry or

immersed in n-jrmal saline.

Of the various methods employed, three only will be considered :

(i) Transplantation of the whole thickness of the skin—devoid of fat
;

(2) Transplantation of the epithelial layers, together with a thin slice

of the corium (Thiersch) ; and (3) Small particles of epithelium which
have been snipped off with scissors are dropped on to a granulating

surface, where they grow like seeds in a suitable soil (Reverdin).

The first method is more particularly applicable to recent wounds,
such as those caused upon the face by the removal of a large rodent

ulcer ; but it may be used to cover granulating surfaces, and it has the

advantage of providing a thicker and more resistant covering than the

succeeding methods.

If a granulating surface is to be treated, it is -dvisable, a few days

previously, to remove with a sharp spoon redundant granulations

down to the firm fibrous layer, taking care not to destroy the deeper

parts too thoroughly ; the surface is then dressed with perforated

oiled silk covered with gauze moistened by normal saline. This pre-

liminary treatment ensures that the granulations shall be young and

vigorous and that the surface shall be uniform and flat.

If the surface to be covered is that of a recent wound, all bleeding

must be checked, and if any antiseptics have been used the surface

must be weli irrigated with normal saline.

" The skin required is removed from a suitable situation—thigh or

abdomen—after careful preparation, in the form of a long ellipse. The
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incisions arc mado ,l„wn to the ap.,ncut.,tic cnvcrinR of ,hc muscles,
Ihe flap thus mdu.les skin an.I sul,ci.taneoiis fat, and is set aside inwarm salme solution. The wound ,s sutured an.l dressed The
surface to be grafted is now uncovered. The flap ,s taken from the
sahne solution an.l the fat is renuned. This is clone l.y turning ,tover m the palm and cuttinR away the fat with scissors curved on the
flat. W hen the surface to be covered is large, the graft may be dividedmto as many pieces as necessary for distributing it over the surface at
suitable intervals. After the application of the grafts the wound is
covered with an oiled silk and gauze dressing as before described "

This method is a modification of that of Wolfe Krause as sugRestedby \ oung, o Glasgow, who advi.ses that the ilressings shouUI be change.l
e.ich day If this is done the greatest care must be exercised not to
disp ace these grafts, and it is advis Mo as a precaution that the graftsbe stitche<l to the margins of the wound with a few points of fine silk-worm gut at the time of the grafting.

Grafts may be taken from other patients
; the foreskin of a child

that has just been circumc,se<l being of great service when there is avery large area to be covered. It should be kept in ,varm saline until
the sur ace to be grafted is exposed. Frog's skin and mucous mem-branes have also been used.

Thiersch's wtlhod is the one usuallv cniploved. The ( .Is are asfollows: .\ surface of skin en the thigh, .-.rm.'or abdomen is carefully
prepared by shaving an<l cleaning, and the granulating surface iswashed over with normal saline preparatory to the placing of the
grafts. There is some difference of opinion as to how this granu-
ating surface should be prepared. Thiersch advised the removal of
the granulations, but this does not always seem satisfactory. If the
surface can be prepared a few ,iays previously as abine described it
IS m the best condition for the -eption of the grafts. If however
Th.ersch's advice is followed, t: \,ce granulations should be removed'by gently rubbing with a piece gauze until the firm deep layers are
expose,! and tin- whole surface is smooth and uniform, lileedi,,. „,„sl
01 cliecked with hoi saline unit gentle pressure.

Thin slices are now cut Irom the prepared surface with a sharp razor •

these should just include the tops of the papillary layer and if c -t
correctly they will be free from fat and will leave a uniform bleeding
surface. They are cut with a gentle sawing movement. A little
practice will enable the operator to cut long even strips.

I niess the grafts curl up m a troublesome manner, it is better to
transfer them direct on the razor to the surface to be trc.ited wherethey can be flattened out by means of a probe. The objection to
transferring them to saline is that they are apt to curl up in a stillmore troublesome way, and it is not always easy to tell which is the
cut surface, and moreover the less exposure and manipulation they

are subjected to the better,
'

When the whole surface has been a.icquately covered-and as many

il
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as ten strips nia>' he ncfdcd—a pictcof silver foil oriiiletl silk, perforated

so as to allow the discharge to escape, is placed on the wound, over

which moist Raiizc and wool arc handiised. The dressing should not

be changed for four days, at the end of wlitch period the grafts sliould

be found adherent.

The surface from which the grafts were taken should be firessed

with some antis^'ptic ointment, as a gauze dressing is apt lo stick to it

and cause pain.

Revcrdin's method can be easily upplieil with the abo\c-nicntioned

preparations and precautions, but is less satisfactorv-

\\'h\.never method is selected, success will depend upon absolute

asep^s.

The Tagliacozzian methoti is not considered here.
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OF CASES REQUIRING
PROLONGED OR MECHANICAL TREATMENT.

^i

ClI.M'TKl! XXVIII.

or HIP DisH.isi:.

T" IIKRK arc certain sursicul cases in whidi deformity is a prominent1 tcatnre, which are so common, ami recjuirc sucl, patient and
prolonKed treatment, that ever;- stu.lent of surpcrN- should ,in,lerstan<l
the principles of their mechanical an.l Rencral management.
The most important of these are the usual forms of Hip Disease of

l-uleral an<l A>,t,,ilar Sf,„ml Curvalme. of Cluh Fool. Cmilrack:/ Kmeand Handy Let;.

In describing, as «e propose to do in this section, the ordinary
proceedings for tlie treatment of these conditions, we shall . onfine
ourselves to the manual operations, and shall not discuss their pathology
or treatment in other respects.

1—ACUTE HIP DI8EA8E.
In all the acute forms of hip disease the surgeon's efforts are directed

towards subduing the inflammation, so that suppuration shall not
occur, and towards preventing deformity. If these ends are to be
obtained, the joint must be kepi al res/, and the limb kepi „i exiensw,,
The muscles about the hip are the chief agents in keeping up irritation

and causing the deformity of flexim, and abdiictio,,. and :t to because
muscular spasm can be better controlled by steady traction than byany other means, that the use of the stirrup and weight is so "encral
in these cases

; for although the plan was first introduced with the
Idea that an actual separation of the inflamed joint surfaces was thus
obtained. It is now generally held that this does not take place
The most Common Plan of Treatment is to put the patient to bed

in the supine position, with the head low ; with a stirrup and weight
attached to the limb, and passing over a pulley (/•,<;. i,.)

; and w^th
the toot of the bed raised, as described for fractures of the femur und.T
which heading the method of putting on the stirrun and weight will
be found.

The Bed should resemble a fracture bed in al! respects parti--uhrl''
in smoothness and absence of sagging. ' -'

:i II
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The Amount of Weight will varv in cvcrv c;isc, and m:iy be anythinR

between ^ and u 11). It must Ik: the smallest thiit will keep the limb

iit rest, but it must be s\iftkient for this, or it will simply act as a

Fi^. i;i.—Stirrip ami Wemht in Position.

Stimulus to the contracting muscles, and be actively harmful. It often

t: kes some days for the ypasm of the muscles to be exhausted.

The Direction of the Pull of the Stivritp.^Thc pull upon the limb in

these cases should be in the direction of the deformity.

-Method uf Fasiexin.; down a Child in- Hkd

This is essentially a children's disease, and for this reason it is often

difficult at first to secure the continuous supine position with the head
low. When children have once learnt that rest means ease, they will

lie flat and still enough, crying only when they are moved, or when
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wciKlit is lifti-d (roni tliu Ic'k. Hut .\t first it is often nc'i iss;iry ti)

fasten a child down, nnd tliis can easily In- l.-ne. as sliinvn in tlie timire

(/•'V- i.i.U. I'y a sort of liarness of welilurs by means of which the
shoulders and chest are attached to the ludsteail, or to a thin piece of
wochI running across underneath the mattress.
The same result may lie obtained, as will Ix' clescril)cd later, by

puttinR the child in a Thomas's hip splint.

Xo counter-irritant is considered advisable in these cases, perfect
rest being the liest treatment that can be followed.

Other MuTHons ok Tki;.\tmkxt.

1. By the gtlrrup and Walglit, combined with the hiii; sf>litil, adjusted
as for fractures of the femur. Thi? is very useful in cases where there
is great pain, and where the limb becomes so ill-murishccl that it is

unable to sustain properly without assistance the reipiisite pull on
the stirrup. If the stirrup and weight are required for a long time,
especially if there be much wasting of the limb, some of the pull should
be made from above the knee ; for that joint may suffer, or the upper
epiphysis of the tibia may become separated from the shaft in

consequence of the constant traction.

2. By ThomH'l Splint This splint will Iw considered in detail
immediately, and, as time has fully justified the inventor's expectations
of its use, it may be applied to the patient in any stage of the disease,
including the earliest and most acute one, when confinement to bed
is imperative, provided that the deformity, fie.ccion, and abduction
have been overcome.

3- By Bryant's Splint (Figs. 154, 155). This is a useful splint 'or

many stages and forms of hip disease, or of fractures about the
hip. and may here be conveniently described. thou(,:i it is more
cxtcnsive'y used in chronic suppurative cases, or after excision or
osteotomy.

Its appearance and application arc sufficiently explained in the
figures. In Fig. 155 it will be seen that extension is made with a
pulley and weight fastened to the foot-piece, and this will be found
better than the indiarubber springs in Fi>. 154.

In the cases we are now considering, i.e., cases of early hip disease,

there will generally be no shortening, so that the two foot-pieces should
be ;.: the same level. It is always wise to put on flannel bandages
round the legs before fastening them with the ordinary roller to the
splint. The interrupted part should be opposite the great trochanter,
and a broad flannel roller will be found the best for fastening the trunk
to the two splints between which it lies.

The great advantage of this apparatus, as in Thomas's hip splint, is

that the patient can be readily lifted, or turned right over, or on to
one side, the splints which run on either side being so firmly braced
toge-Lher above and below that the trunk and limbs are perfectly rigid,

while the parallelism of th:; legs is well maintained.

^ill

'%

m
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Thu valiialik* aid wliiili aiia'stiu'tit^ a(tnr«l 111 Miinc lascs of acute
hip (lisciisc in llicir early staRis iiuisl also l)c im'titiimcd. It not
infrciiucntly hapiwns tliat tlic niuscijlar spanm and Lonsic|ucnt
deformity apix'ar to 1)0 out of all proportion to the other si);n» of
inflammation about the joint, and the stirrup and vveiKht fail to priHlure
rest hy extension. As soon, however, as the patient is ana-sthcti/ed.

232IF=t

/J,'. M4. llIIYANT'rt SI'LIX

the limb comes ilown readily, and it is often wise to lix it then and
there in pood position on a Bryant's or Thomas's splint or to a simple
long splint, while the spasm has iH'eri thus temporarily abolished. It

is not rare for the subjects of hysterical neuromimesis to simulate the
contraction of the limb and other s\ niptoms of genuine hii> disease. If

^'f. 155.— URVAXT'i' SPI.1.\T .AffLIKII.

such a patient be put under chloroform, the symptoms due to muscular
contraction will of course disappear. But they will disappear also in
cases of genuine joint mischief, if this be only commencing. Cases of
real joint disease may thus be put down " only hysterical " because
the suspected articulation, usually exquisitely tender, has been found
to move with freedom when the patient was an.Tsthetizcd.

II.—CHRONIC OR OLD-STANDING FORKS OF HIP DISEASE.
The treatment of these cases is to a large extent mechanical, since

in nearly all of them some degree of deformity is present. In the
cases we are now considering there is no bony ankylosis, and suppura-
tion has either terminated or Iwcn absent throughout.

In these cases the general plan of treatment is to keep the patient
lying down, and to try, by means of the stirrup and weight, to pull
the limb gradually straight, the weight employed being generally
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tli<- Im-iI slimilil .,|«.p 1.0
grcatiT than ill arutc ia«-,. riic f,

mori- raiM-d.

Inlfss tliy ,asc W- a v.rv sni.i.lr ,t „„ .^. |,„„„1 that ih, hi.il,
apparc-ntly Ucs slralKhl .nnunh .hR,tl^ thr

, i^ht i, put „„
; l,ut it

thi. hand be now plaicl l«l„„ tho himl.ar spin.s it «-,ll W- m,.,, that
th,v (.,rin an ar, 1, t„ an ,xtnit .orr,-p.„.dM.K t„ ihi .l,.(,.rniitv. In
"th<T «ords lora,m- „( the ba. k has bin, prmlni eii. Th- apivaranco
"f improvement is thereh.re ,|ni1, ,U-,eptiv.-, and the iiei^ht i, doini;
itt e or noKood. It must ahvays !„ kept ,n muid that l,„ the apparatus
to IK of any avail in redueiiiK delorniitv. no lurdosis must !« allcm.i!
that IS, the uMi- hailt i„usl he „, i.wlue/ ,.-,ll, Ihe l,„l. The onlv way
tn secure this is to make the full ol the stirrup almost in llu- .lirnli.'n

ol Ihe flexed and ahilmled lemur. CI niav most r.a.hlv- be loneby attaching the pulleyblock to a staiulaid place<; at tl„. ci„l of the
bed, so that It may be raised or lowered (/-V;. 1,0). 11,, standaro
also ma\- be shiftcil laterally.

It is best to make no attempt at reduction of the deformity during
the first week ol treatment, but simply to get the parts at rest ami .0
abolish muscular spasm, b>- making traction in tlie direction wliicli
the femur assumes when the spine is flat on tlie bed. Tl-en inch bv
mci,, and very gradually, the limb may be „d,l„eled uml e.Ue„ded.When the extension has done its work, if the parts are <niiet and freefrom pain, Tlioma.s's treatment may be begun. l;i,t onlv if <he limb ism a good position. In more ai vanced cases the limb is more in-tel-
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Ik'Xi'd im»! aiitiuiUii. iimirr whirh i trtnriiHtamv tlu- .ulduction muHt
be ovtTinmf, as was tlu- alMluitinii nf X\\v rarlliT staKc.

Thmtma's Sptnu. Tin* nit'iliaiiual pruKipk-s mi whitli many laws
of hip (iiscaw may Ik' -ium-.stully tn-atcil with htth- iii no tonhnt'mrrit

to Im'iI, art- hilly cxphiimd ami adviHUtrd hy H. ( ». Thomas, in hiH ImhiU

on this suhjctt.* trom whith a ipiotatton is madf below, In order that

the studt-nt may rcuil in the inventor's own words the description and
use iii the splint. Tlie anoiiiit has iK-en slijjhtly rondensed, and it

has l)een thoiiKht as well to retain it in this edition for the Iw-nHit of

those wlin do not hve near to an instrument maker and ean imly
employ u hhuksmitli to fashion the splint.

The Ohjectti of ikimiar.'A Sf^tmts are, hrst, to secure rest and to avoid
frii;tion, Ity means of pi>-stiTior fixation of the hip joint, together with

Fig. I J?.—Simile THuMAit'a Si'li.\t.

the trunk, thigh, and leg ; and secondly, to allow the weight of the

limb gradually to remedy the deformity in the place of a more active

form of extension.
" We will suppose the patient, a*t. lo, with right hip-joint disease.

The surgeon requests him to stand on the left limb, and proceeds to

measure him for the instrument. A block, or several if necessary, is

placed under the sole of his right foot, until the sound limb is raised

sufficiently to allow the spine to resume its natural form.
" Now he takes a long, fiat piece of malleable iron, one inch by a

* Diseases of Hip, Knee, and Ankle Joints." Liverpool, 1876.
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qiurtcr for .,„ a.IuU, ,„.i ,|,r,...,,„,,rt. r, .,( „n „„h l.v thr.-...„x„...,„l„
for ' I'll'Irr., I„„« ..„„„„|, ,„ ,„„„, ,„„„ ,1,^. ,„„,.^ ^,^^,|^. ,^, ||^_,
»h,ml.UT-l.l..ik- in a |i.T|«.n,l.nil..r liii.' ,l„«n«^,r,ls „v.r th.- hinilnir
rcKion, a.r..,, thf ,k-Ivi» sliKl.tlv >xt<rn.il. I,ut iIum' t„ the ...M.rior
suiKTior spmouH pn>i,.»s „l the il.utu. iind K. ll». pr.irninen,.- nl il,,.
b.m,Kl<. alo„K ,lu. .„ur«- „f ,1,.. s, ,.,1,. ,u.rv,., , ,., ,»,„„ »l,„|,llv .xtcrmilo thi. cMUro „f tlu. fxtntu.ly ..I tl,. ,M ol th. I, «. Th.- in.n ,i„„t
Ix' mwUlkil tci this tnak tci avuiil ixtiiri.itMms.

"The- lumliar [KHtion (,f the upriKlit must l„. invariul.h ahiiost aplane surface, an.l r»tat.-,l ,m its axis in the ,hr,. tlr,„ „, ,|„. arrows
(/•l?s. 15,-. I.IN) more or less in proportion to tlie phiiiipiuss ol the
patient. I he iron forms this iipri«lit portion.
It i» very necessary that it shoiihl tome l«.lo»
tlle knee, to enalile tlie surgeon to fix this joint.

" Then measure rounil tlie ehest, a httli
below- the axilla, ileduilini;. in the ease ol ,in
a<lult. four liuhes Irom the thest 1 in umlerelKe.
This latter will he the measure lor the upper
cross piece, which is made from a piece of hoop
iron, one and a half inches by one-eiuhth of an
inch. Tlie hoop is firml- joined to the top <if

the upriKht with a rivet at one-third of its
length from the end next to the diseased si,le

{Flf. IV-) It is im[)ortant to give the ujnier
crescent this oval sha|)c, to assist in arresting-
the machine from rotating from its position
behind the Iwdy, and thus producing inre. ,„„
of the limb. Another strip of hr,jp mctil,
three-quarters of an inch by one-eighth of ari
mch, and in length two-thirds of the circum
ference of the thigh, is fastened to the upright,
at a position from one to two inches below- fit iv,.

the fold of the buttock
; and then another n." k,,: tii.,„>ss

piece of metal of like strength equal to half
"''""''

the circumference of the leg at the calf is firmly riveted to thelower extremity of the upright.
The short portion of the top half circle is next to the diseased

«» :."? K
''P^'^^'=j"t<--"™'"K. "hilc the long portion must te closely

atted to the sound side. If the machine should tmd to rotate from
the disused side, then daily contract the long wing of the crescents
and expand the short ones.

In applying the instruments with two uprights (Fig. i,,,) careshould be taken to measure the distance between the tip of right and
left po.sterior spinous processes, and then to sc-t the uprights parallel
nd apart one inch more than such measurement or it cannot be

tolerated by the patient. The two uprights should be connected by
a cross-bar when practicable.
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" The instrument is now ready to be padded and covered. The
former is conveniently done with boiler felt, the latter with basil leather.

" It will often occur that some slight alteration will be demanded,

at some period during the progress of the case, and if it is one attended

with much deformity, the surgeon will, for a few weeks, occasionally

have to alter the curves of the appliance. This modification he should

be prepared to perform himself, with wrenches,
" The patient being placed in the machine, the upper circle round

the chest is closed with a strap and buckle, and the limb is bound

with flannel from the calf upwards beyond the small crescent.

-Thomas's Splint applied-- Fiq.ifn.—Thom.^s'3 Splint applied—back view.

FRONT \1E\V.

(Reduced from Tlinmas's b<x>k.)

" Should the instrument rotate towards the diseased side, and so

become a side sphnt, the surgeon should contract the longer wing ot

the upper crescent, and expand the shorter one ; or if the instrument

does not rotate, vet the stem is not over the prominence of the

buttock and well behind the :high, then the upright requires more

twisting.

It is very desirable that xhc paLieiil should be confined to bed fur
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a period at the commencement of the treatment. This prehminary
rechnation I have never noticed to injure the general health, but
invariably improves the patient's condition, and shortens the acute
stage.

" The surgeon, being satisfied that suppuration has been avoided
during the first stage of the mechanical treatment, permits the patient
to proceed on to the second stage. He is then allowed to go about
with the assistance of crutches, the frame is continued, and an iron
patten at least four inches in depth is placed under the shoe of
the sound hmb {Fig. lOo).

" Now we come to the third stage. The patient takes off the
frame-work in bed and replaces it during the day, still using the
crutch and patten for a certain period.

" We now arrive at the fourth stage. The patient totally discards
the frame, and uses the crutch and patten only. These he sets aside
after the surgeon is well satisfied with regard to the permanence of the

* cure. If the case does not progress to the satisfaction of the surgeon,
some of these stages must necessarily be prolonged.

" The weight of the lower extremity is equal to reducing any angular
deformity of the hip or knee joint, not resulting from true ankylosis,
and is capable also in some degree of diminishing any shortening,
should absorption of the head of the bone occur, provided a suitable
mechanical arrangement be applied and continued during a sufficient
period."

The advantages gained by not having to confine the patient to bed
are certainly very great, if the sphnt fit properly and be well
looked after, but we are strongly in favour of starting treatment with
a weight extension, the spUnt being applied subsequently when the
deformity has disappeared.

The flexibility of the lumbar spine is always very great, and is

especially marked in children ; the patten should, therefore, be in
them not only relatively but absolutely as high as, or higher than, is

necessary for adult patients.

HOiP

i8



Chapter XXIX.

OF SPIXAL DISEASE.

OPIXAI, disease, whether rachitic or tuberculous, may require aO long period of immobihzation for its permanent cure ; sucli cases,
since they only occasionally need active surgical treatment, arc some-
times neglected. It may be taken as a general rule that tuberculous
disease of the spine can be cured, in the majority of cases, by rest and
other appropriate treatment.

It was formerly the custom to treat many of these cases by the
"spinal jacket," a treatment which should be reserved for siKcial
cases in the final stages, wlien a satisfactory scate has been brought
about by prolonged rest.

In the early stages, when the disease is active, as shown by the
pain and rigidity—even though no deformity be present—the child

Fit;. 162.—liRADFORD & Loveit'S FRAME FOR C.ViiK.s oF SPIX.AL LH.*EA«

must be fixed firmly to some strong support, so that absolute rest is

obtained.

In the case ot very young children this can be arrived at by nothing
more coaiplicated or expensive than a wooden bo.v-hd, or a flat piece
of basket work carefully padded, or a frame splint {Fig. 102), upon
which the child is fixed with straps. If there is any angular
defor.iiity, special care must be taken to protect the projecting parts
from friction and injury.

In the case of older children, indeed in the vast majority of cases,
Phelps' box {Fig. 163) should be employed, a foim of treatment which
gives very good results.

Phelpt' Boi is a hollow trough of wood lined with padded cushions.
At the lower end there are two smaller troughs which receive the
legs, and into which they arc firmly bandaged. The trunk is fixed to
the main part of the box by broad bands of webbing. The lower
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4. Is the box causing any injurious pressure uiion the projecting

spine ?

Cases of high cervical caries are not suitable lor " box " treatment.

The patient should be kept in bed. lying quite flat, nith a small pillow

under the hollow of the neck and sand-bags placed on either side.

If the child is restless and refuses to lie still, an extension collar with

weight and pulley may be applied (fig. 1(14), or a poroplastic splint

moulded to the upper part of the thorax, head, and neck.

High caries is especially langerous owing to the involvement of the

transverse part of the crucial ligament and consequent risk of dis-

location of the odontoid process.

The use of an extension apparatus is especially valuable when

Fig. i6<.—Method op treating high Cervical Caries.

symptoms of paraplegia are appearing, and should always be given a

thorough trial before operative measures are considered.

When all signs of active mischief have disappeared, a jacket, jury-

mast, or other form of support may be fitted, in order that the patient

may get about.

No fixed rule can be laid down as to the length of time that should

elapse before this apparatus is discarded, but generally speaking it

should be in a year to eighteen mo.nths.

JACKETS.

These are made of plaster-of-Paris, leather, and poroplastic or resinous

felt, all of which can be moulded to the body. Plaster is not so popular

as it was, for, although cheap and easily applied, it is apt to crack and

become ioiled, and it is in addition unnecessarily heavy.

Platter Jacket.—The end desired is to immohitize the spine about the

scat of the disease, and to fix the whole spine in the best position possible,

that is, with as little curvature and rotation of the vertebral sections as

the extent and stage of the disease will allow.

To do this by means of any spHnt or case inoulded to the body,

it is obvious that it must be fitted (i) While the trunk is as much
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extended as it may, „r rather as it ouRlit to, l,e
; (•) With the thorax

nJi't r", ?"„•"!. '"'^P'""™ (J) With all bony promintnces
protected: U) With a rood hold on the (x^lvis to serve as the basis
oi support.

It must also be as lisht as is compatible with strenRth, and he loose
Mi

F(?. 165—Si-SPEXsio.v (PAR ALi In- Tripod an-d ptllevs.

enough over the abdomen to allow oi moderate distention bv fo.jd or
flatus,

r/ie Extension of Die Trunk mav be attained by Sayre's method of
suspension, or, in the case of children, bv simplv hildine them up
with the hands in the armpits, or by the inclined plane

; this latter
however, cannot be used for the ordinary plaster case.

f
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Of these three methods, the suspension from the tripod requires the

most care. As shown in the figure (Fig. ifjf,). the patient can be
suspended with the feet just o^ or just on the ground—in England the

general practice, with which we thoroughly agree, is not to swing the

patient clear of the ground—by means of straps and padded slings,

which pR'is round the head and beneath the axillae, and are attached

to a crossbar, itself connected with a cord passing over a system of

multiplying pulleys. By means of this cord, partial or complete
suspension may be attained by the patient himself, or by an nssistant,

with a very moderate amount of force.

In severe cases, or if there be any loss of power in the legs, the patient

may conveniently sit under the crossbar, inside the tripod, and have
the slings adjusted.

The Objections to the Suspension Apparatus are, that in children it

is alarming and fatiguing, and even for adults it is generally a tr^-ing

ordeal. For most cases it is no ddubt safe enough, but delicate patients

must be watched lest faintness come on, and if the consolidation of

the vertebrae be only in its early stages it is impossible to be too careful

not to inflict damage by forcible extension. Unfortunately, it is

difficult to estimate the force which is being employed, owing to the

multiplying pulleys.

Speaking generally, however, it may be said that for adults, if the

ordinary plaster case is to be applied, gentle suspension from the tripod,

in the standing or sitting position, will be best ; but that for young
children, suspension by an assistant with the hands in the armpits is

much to be preferred.

The Simple Inclined Plane, with the arms thrown over the head and
grasping a bar, is even a better and safer way of producing extension

in the position of inspiration. This position cannot be maintained
while a bandage is being rolled on tiie trtmk, so that it will not do for

an ordinary piaster case ; but for the poroplastic jacket, or for a

modification of the plaster one to be presently described, it has much
to recommend it.

The Inspiratory Position of the chest-walls is secured by the raising

of the hands, if the inclined plane be used, and this is the case also

with the tripod, if the patient be self-suspended ; if not, the hands may
be raised to grasp the legs of the support, but the management of this

is often a difficulty. In holding up children by the hands in the axill?e,

it is easy to maintain the desired position of the arms and chest-walls.

The Protection of Prominences is most imi>ortant. Xot only the

angle at the curvature of the spine, if one be ^iresent, but any other

projection which seems in the least likely to be rubbed, must be pro-

tected by pads placed on either side, or around, but not over it. The
pads are best made of tow, covered with old table-linen, and are placed

in position next to the skin. Careful moulding of the case to all

irregularities, by pressing and squeezing it into oape before it sets,

will also prevent chafing.
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«o^inr;a^:?^:;:E'^h::^ ;t -«n - i-v'rh is to

thr purpose, is slip™!" anH the r , u'
" """•' '''''"^''y ">»* '<'•

with safety pin ornoTccm,„ „. I'f'
'^'' '"""'""'' ""' "' '^'^"^"'^d

in these cales), tL parmustXn L" "r
"' '''" '^ '""' »">"''"«

curve, H the abdomen te nus™am-"™r r'"""" ""«"'"

backed front ^^^5::^, b^?:^^ ;;^;^'
«;^r::;:tr;m"'™^-'

to^:^:cr;j^«,f^i:--r.:^:::^'^h;:>;-~--"

a..i!Ia., so as to gra p
°™

arrl a' thTf ",* ^''"'" "" '"""'^ '" ''"=

thus easdy be held with tWh ,

,

l?^'"'
P™"*' '"'^ -^hild can

toesiust touching th'^ound But":;::" ""T"
*"''^''' ••'"'' "'«- ""=

to be empIoved.%he ^atLnt' mus have ^th^." ^''f
'^ ''"'' ^""'^'^ '^

of the trip<Ki adjusted so as t^ ,

'"''"' ^"'' shoulder-slings

seen in Ag. .^ The str.ps o alfY'"',"'
P"" "P™ ^^'">- ?"" -

occiput supporis can be Tr i f ""«' ""'' °* ^'>« '^hin and
much care cannot be taken to °,r"

""'"™' P"*"^"''" """ ">°

applyng the banda'
. '"a gen'l r'uir th°" T''''

"«''' ""'"^'^

su.spension; but if there b' Trefti,' ^ P"""* ''^"'*^ '°' the

.f it be found mo e comfortX
"''^"'',' " ""^ P""'''^"''' "^ »™Ply

-ol does best, Z.^b-plactlt^l^h I^^'Tr^^
^^^^ '^ ™-'>---

^vhen the slings have once been adjusted, the actual raismg should
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not be made until cver>'thing is ready for tlic application of the bandage,

and in our opinion it is never advisable to swing the patient quite

clear of the ground or stool.

The general manipulation of rolling on a plaster-of-Paris bandage

has already been ilcscribcd, and this particular form does not differ

in any essential point.

Six or eight freshly rubbed muslin bandages will be required, and

both they and a small quantity of loose plaster should be put into an

oven tor about an hour before they are wanted. In moistening the

bandages, a large basin of warm water should be used
;
as soon as one

is ready, it is taken out and another is put in the water, while the

surgeon rapidly rolls the first on to the trunk of the patient, allowing

the bandage to take pretty much its own course, but endeavouring to

work generally in figures of 8, the upper loop encircling the chest and

the lower one grasping the pelvis. The bandage must on no account

be drawn upon, but merely rolled on. When the first is finished the

second is taken out of the water and a third one put in, and so on. As

a rule, for a child of eight years of age. four bandages will be enough

to make a jacket three layers thick everywhere, and four layers in the

parts that require most strength. For an adult, six will generally be

necessary,
,

While the bandages are being rolled on, an assistant should rub in

additional loose plaster with the hand, moistening it as is required ;

and when all the bandages are put on, the whole jacket must be worked

over with moistened plaster, well rubbed in, until the surface has a

uniform smooth feeling. The prominences oi the pelvic crest and

the spine must now be moulded before the plaster sets.

All this must be done very quickly, for the position is a fatiguing

one. In most cases it is wise to have one assistant whose whole care

is to watch the patient, and to look af;er the suspension. If in the

process of applying the jacket, any symptoms of embarrassment, either

of the breathing or the circulation, appear, the patient must be

promptly let down.

VV>'en the application is finished, some patients, if there be no great

disc mfort, may be left partly suspended for about ten minutes while

the jacket begins to set, but as a rule i: is advisable to remove them

from the apparatus as soon as possible, and lay them flat on the

mattress i,laced ready on the floor near a fire. The removal must be

made with great care, so as to avoid any cracking of the case. Hot-

water bottles, or hot bricks, laid near the case, will hasten its drying,

especially in damp weather.

As a rule the patient had better remain still for three or four hours

while the case is setting. It will then probably require a little trimming

and cutting away in the armpits, etc, which can conveniently be done

with a sharp knife.

The safety pin in the perineum, and llie stomach pad, when prc-ient,

can be removed as soon as the patient is laid down.
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/If. l(,(, is <lr.i«.i from ii case of angular curvature of i.rclinarv
seventy, in which a plaster case ha<l liecn applied.

In the poor, particularly when a chil.l is allowed to k" home with a
jacket on, some means musl Iw taken to prevent vermin gexxmn inside
the jacket. Soakinn the jerscv in Imric acid or
sp-inkling the skin with it is Rencrally sufficient.
One great drawback to this treatment is the

impossibility of getting at the skin to wash it. or
of cleansing the jersey. If onlv one jersey be
used, it cannot he changed without making a
new jacket.

There arc two ways in which this difficulty may
be partially overcome. The first, recommcndea
by Keetlcy, consists in laying t«.) clean hand-
kerchiefs or napkins, back and front, between the
jersey and the skin (and of course inside the
pads) before the jacket is applied. When these
have to be changed, it is easily done by pinning
a clean napkin to the lower edge of the soileil
one, which should project a little below the plaster
jacket; then, by pulling the latter out at its
upper end, the new follows the old one and lies
in its place.

The other way is on the same principle, and is
Oxley's device. Two jerseys, instead of one, .ire
worn throughout the treatment (the pads beini^
fastened to the outer one only). The outer one
adheres to the plaster, and forms part of the case, but the inner one
can be removed by pulling it off, over the head and shouhlc.-s afterhavmg tacked a clean one to its lower edge all round

Po»plaitlc Jacket!.-The moulding of uiiiwus 'felt into a spinal
jacket does not d.fler in its main principles from the moulding of that
matenal for other splims, but the large amount of felt employed
together with the great rapidity with which it sets, makes a ceriainamount of practice necessary in order to be able to fit a case of
spinal curvature properly.

AUva,,lafes.~,\ well-fitted poroplastic jacket is often an admirable
method of treatment. It is not much more than half the weight of
a plaster one, ,s porous, so that the action of the skin is but little
interfered with, and it can he removed altogether, or widelv loosened
at frequent intervals, for the purposes of cleanliness, a'though it will
not long stand being taken oft every night, as is sometimes advised
These jackets are sold roughly blocked out fFig. «.;) in a sufficient

number of sizes, and of three qualities, of « hich the two most expensive
are about equally good, though the dearer one is rather the lighter of
the two. The third and <nar5est qualitv is not recommended
The jackets are fitted with the neccssarv straps, buckles and

fig. tt,r..

l'I.A»TE»-nP-I»XBW
JACKKI .XPPIIEti.
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eyelet hiilm, anil lately an adilitional improvement has lieen to leave
unstiflened the felt i one-iixmding to the front iliuL Hpines. and I inwomn) to the l)rea»ts, as shown in the (iRure. I )tlier parts may also
be left unstiHened as re<|inred, as over tender pr.iminent rilis, or
spinous processes.

A jacket of alKiut the ri;;ht si/c havini; l)ecn chosen it must lie
uunmlily filled to the iHKly of the patient while the position ol
extension is maintained.
One way of d linR this i.s to take a plaster cast of the trunk and

block the jacket upon that instead of tip,m the bo<ly. This is a plan
very Rencrally followed by instrument makers, and has this advantaKe,
than any number o( jackets can Ik moulded in the future without

^CKET. Fii. I'j5.— I'JBJl'l.ASTIC /AUKKT APPLIED.

further trouble to the patient. But the first cast is difficult to make,
except by a professional moileller, and senerally speaking, the position
of extension is not well maintained. .^ cast, however, would be
absolutely necessary if leather were used instead of felt.

But the general practice is either to suspend the patient from the
Iripod, or to procure the extension and the inspiratory position, by
means of an inclined plane. .-\s we have said before, we consider the
latter is, in ordinary cases, to be preferred.

In cither cise the fitting of the jersey and pads is just the same as if

the plaster jacket were about to be made, and if the tripod be used,
the head and shoulders are adjusted exactly as has been before described.
If the plan of the inclined plane be chosen, the patient lies down on it,

and, raising the arms above the head, catches hold of some bar or
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'uptx-rl. The lH.,t inUincI plane ,s th,. „mpl..„, „.-,m,;y ,, |„,,r,l

Thirc must !«• no f.K.t-pio.c, n..r anv p « („r the hca.lThe same meth.Kl of Snf,n,.„e Mr y„r*,./ can be emplo -e.! in e.ther«He. nm can !« .lone very well in a g,»Hl.,i„.l oven r.t the ordTn Vrv

»uppon, Huch a, a surKical cradle
; it mu»t hanR rec an. nmnt,,^t„,Kh the ,„ e, anywhere or i, „ ill ,„.r„ ; i, „„„ l„ .^J

" 'j „rand a pan of water should !« place,! on the .l,K,r of the oven

sold TLZ^r"' ';'"" " '" '"" '•' '''^"•"'>- "'""'".1 .s,..:,,, .*„„„,„,

S z::^^^^Cu.^ -" "— -"- «' ...'
'^vh:^:.

The lamp quickly generates the steam, and there should Ik heif

H then ready for application, and must be al one, an.l a< muilv .,]

assistant (who is advised to have gloves onl .luickly .Iraws t^rst the

kSin^thefelt; ^' ^"P""^">"= "'-'-''" '"e while moulding andkneading the felt to the prominences „i spine and other parts.This IS a goo<l plan to follow, but a better is to have ready cut ,„

^?us;^;dedo°rb^T'''*°"'^"''-^«"«««^DO suspended or be lying on the inclined plane the jacket c-,n 1,„quickly slipped on and the sides brought ound into »si' on
"1

being taken that the softened parts „, the felt correT;,,^; to the ht^

ientth, nfl!- T"^
'""

Z""
''"'^'''" """' "Pl""''"^ ^he straps. The

and mouldsTheV h ,"
'""'^""' ^""^^ ""^ '^''"'^^ accurately for^var,I,and moulds them as he does so. The waist bandage is tie,l first then

as°ma "h '
''"'

h
*'," ""''''' °"'' "«*' -' '^'" -te mediate ot,

Straus's .VoilTfh "
i""

"^'^' '"' '""'""« ""> "o* buckles andstraps IS nvoided. the jacket is easily put on before it can set and icloser, more accurate fit is attained

patent mu;t lie sr,rf"°l™"^'
'*™"« "" "'»"* ^alf an hour, so the

s:r::^r^::;s i-^^: -"- -<^ -" «- ™ ^ -«-.^

"

'f'*""*'^ A|/ /'as 5./, the bandages may be cast oft and the straps

and fort
"°'"'-

''r ""' ^•'•^- '"'^y -l'-^ some acfcn"^'
and bucklls'aT" " ""en wiser to mould the jacket be/on the strap^

to be cut f ™ ? ^""^ ''"''" '*^"" "•'" »'""« ^-^rtainly haveto be cut away somewhere, or slightly altered, and this may l4 donem one of two ways, as may seem best : namely, with n ho'von wS i!iliii<:iH
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Hill rc'-so(tcn partH that ilo not quitf tit, or liy iliwiolvinK the renin
out of the felt with spirits of wine »uffiLiently to make it muih more
pliable. This is often n \ery gooil plan for such parts as the arnipitii.

If the jacket Iw a failure, or if. as iiuRiit to hap|ien in the proRrcM
of a ease, it seems as if a further improvement were [JOMible. the cane
must 1' pcil oti anil re-suftened in the steam chamlier. unless it lie

badly ti.i^.. 4. or lie worn out.

In Fill. ION is shown a felt jaekcl, moulilc<l to an adult case of bod
lateral curvature. In this case a similar jacket had Iwcn worn for
several years.

CenrlMl Carlei—Jnrj-muU.—When the seat of the spinal disease is

in the cervical rcRion. it is obvious that no jacket can. of itself, fix the

169.—.TfHV-MVST I'HAME. fti. 170. ft'KY-M%»l VI>l'I.ti;t>.

vertebra'. In acute cases it is generally nccssary to make the patient
lie absolutely fiat, with the head fixed with fyillows and sand-bags.
But there are many stages in the disease in which it is both sale

and advisable to allow the p.itient to jjct about, provided tha* in some
ivay or another the weight of the head and neck can lie taken off the
diseased vertebr.T. This may lie clone by the simple plan kiiown as
the " ju.y-mast " system.

Its main features can lie seen in the accompanying figure {Fig. i-o).

It consists ol a light plaster jacket, from which springs the mast itself,

which IS a light bar. with a joint for the adjustment of its length,
arching overhead, ard having a cro.ss-yard about five inches long
from which hang straps to support the head from the chin and occiput.

The mast is forked below, so as not to press upon the vertebral
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be«"buT''i!'.r';'^
',"'."" """ •"• """""' •"'"Ponmon, a, may .cm

*•!. 171, I7,.-Po«ol.,.».i,c jAtKIil. V..> C.I.VKAl. c. nv.itr.K

ho**."**'
'"'"** "''' ""* '"P*^""'™ and rarelv ordered. Thcv arehowever very scrvceable i-, eervical caries instead of a ;„ y-mast'

:n^ «Srtro^\Cratr"^" "' '^^ '"' '^^^ ^"^^



Chapter XXX.

OF GEXV VALGUM, TALIPES. ETC.

GENU VALGUM OR KNOCK-KNEE.
pUTTING aside those cases in which some operation about ther femur or the knee joirt seems to be advisable, much may be
done by a patient use of the simplest forms of splints : in very young
children especially, quite as much as, and probably more than, can be
effected by the most expensive forms of instruments.
Twa Outside Splinis of a simple pattern {Fig. 173) will be found quite

efficient for most cases. These may be fastened on by webbing straps
or by broad pieces of strapping. In
either case one strap, or strip of plaster,

must always go over the knee, as shown
in the figure, l.ong, thick stockings
had best be worn beneath the .splints,

or a flannel bandage may be applied
instead

: a calico bandage may be put
on over all if the webbing or strapping
fails to fix the sphnt firmly enough.

In bad cases, or in those which are
quickly getting worse, it is best to wear
the splints continuously, only taking
them off night and morning for re-

adjustment. But in slight cases, or in

those on the road to recovery, free

movement in bed may be allowed, and
the splints put on the first thing every
morning.

Another plan is to put up the legs

in Ught Plasler-of-Paris cases, stiffened

if necessary- by a wooden splint on the
outside. While the plaster bandages

are being put on, the knock-knee must be forcibly straightened as
much as it -viU bear. The new position of the limb will be retained by
the sphnt, and when this has been worn a short time (say three
weeks), it may be taken off, and a further forcible straightening
effected and retained in the same manner.

V'algus of the knee is often associated with that of the foot.
Whether this is cause or effect, is a much disputed point : but in any
case both conditions must be attended to.

R OEXt' Valgum.
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«*«DY ,„R BOWED, LE08. CURVATURE OP THE T.BU. ETC.

on just the same l!™;' t sol.n, f ^"°''^-''"'''
"'^V "c well treated

the outside of the legs This condftin''"'"^^;"'
°" '"'^ '"'""^ '""«""< <"

than valgus of the knee
•"'''' '° "•^^''"^"' "«>^<^ ™dilv

The curved t.bi. which occur as a consequence of rickets are now

I

—SPLINIS FOB GenI- VAI
iniagrania of Apparatus f.

SPLINT FOR lUNDV-.tG. ATTAU.EI..
patifnt begins to walk.i

ch:srt:a:^rru.r:;:.t.f'r,f
- «»"« "«> ^ -«• or a

tion is practically free from dUger' .n ifsTn'' 'f:'"™"'-
">e opera-

but it must not be under^akln until , l
'' ''-'' "'^"^"'"' "™'t'^.

appeared.
"""ertaken untd all rachitic symptoms have dis-

Sfili„li>,g.-But the number of ricketv ]en« „.hi i ,

or cured by proper sphntmg „-i„ .^ll.t ::^:;\- ^:Z^
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with those in which osteotomy is at all called for and common

Hght wooden splmts .re infinitely pre'eraWe to irons of any

"''xlie length and method of attachment of these splints «"' depend a

Rood deal upon the stage of the disease, and upon the age of the patient

In the .-LHte 5/ae. 0/ Rickets, and especially if the children are quite

oung and are only just beginning to " feel their feet," it is b«t to keep

them from bearing any of their weight, often -"creased by a tumid

Mlv and a heav, head, upon the yielding leg and thigh bones^ In

tt 'ca" the splints had better be worn day and night, always being

adjusted morning and evening. They must he well Pafed and

*ould extend three or .our inches below the (-ot, being attached by

bandages or webbing straps, and generally to the inside of the limb.

ntWs length does not succeed in keeping the child off its feet, they

mav be made of diflerent lengths, and if this fails, the legs must be

"ed togeTher, or some such pl.n as was described in the chapter on

"^^Z w:?l^:S;^and^:ut:fare'.;i better than strapping

or band"ginr A broad 'strap should always go round the place of

^'Th^e spfiltsTre best put on the inside of the leg, but there are

hequenttcfptions, and it is often advisable to change about from

one side to the other to avoid sores over the malleoh.
, » „

The lir^bs should be well rubbed morning and evening for ten

minutes so as to improve the nutrition of the muscles As the

Zrovement continues, and the l,ones consolidate, the sphnts may be

left oH at night, and finally abandoned altogether.

CLUB-FOOT.

The different kinds of club-foot are very numerous, and the cases of

each variety of tire delormity differ very much among themselves m

the extent to which they are amenable to treatment, and as to whether

one plan oi treatment or another is the more suitable.

Club-foot consists in a twisting or deformity of the foot, with the

result that it is displaced inwards (varus), or outwards (valgus). These

prmary displacements are really associated with some undue shorten-

fne or lenirthening of the tendo Achilhs. In the former there is

n'biltyTo dorsifiex at the ankle, and the child will later wak on

the ps of the toes, the heel faihng to reach the ground ;
in the latter

Ihe foot is dorsifle.ed to such an extent that the dorsum may be m

contact with the anterior tibial region.

These forms of club-foot arise from two main causes :—

: X°«rf.-Infantile paralysis or anterior pohomyehtis 1

L"r^«iWe for most cases. .\ few are due to more extensive spinal

;:?ons Certm rl:; of muscles become paralysed, and they are

hen unable to oppose the action of those which have escaped, with the

result that the foot is pulled into a bad position by the active muscles.
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Other causes of ac,|uire,l t.-.lipcH are peripheral neurilis fiultv^plmt.ng after fractures, „r contractions caused by burns
'

fcetusm'ute'™
'
ri^

'"'"' '"'^^"*"' "'"" ^"""^ malposition of theloctus m utero. There is no |wralys,s, but in severe cases there his beenso much mterference with the development of the tendons an Uig m n

Z\lZ:^r''T°" "'."•^ """" "' "= <"'" ">" '^^ *--"™"nt

PaUwtIo »
; ;V°"S P"'"' ''"'' " K^«" "<--' <" P=>«i™ce is re,|„ire,l.

th. V ^ "/^"" "' ""b-'oot-These sho.dd be recognized atthe earhest possible moment-that is. as soon as the effect of the dama'eo the anter„,r horn cells is shown b>. the loss of power in the limi™ mlthe ac,,u,rement of some .hformitv. The conunonest form is a al oeequmus owing
, damage to the anterior tibial muscles, b i the i^^

? e mb ft""n';"
'*"'

.P"r'-"™ «-"-"•'>• be attacked. On examin
„"

Ind tt t , e
" r"

'"''' ""= """'^'' "" ""' ™"«-'^' voliintarih^and h,i they give the reaction to degeneration, Occasionallv onemuscle oi the group, such as the extensor longiis halhieis. ma e cape

iTrM. HilJl -top
'light ut^-s.

-I.Ki; Sii;m. with s-*prings to
raise front part of foot.

Experience has shown that if the nutrition of the muscles is maintained

»ncn the paralysis persists, such measures as tendon eriftin-

ho^t" 'be r,""""' r."''™'"^^'^
"^>""^ advisable: tlrev w "ot'

-hL' will le
?'''''

'"'"i
'^•"""« "»'*"= ^' 1^°" •'^l-W I- ordered«nicti will tend to correct the dcformitv {F,qs. ito ,--) i„ ,,hncsequinus a spring should be placed under the anterior pan o the oS

out I, d"ln
" * "", ''"'""^' '""^•""^"' '" "- -^'- )".nt may becontrolled by means of special hinged irons

Other lornis of acquired talipes should be treated In- fenotomv

at tSr' 'Tr'- «"r"*—^'"^ "-^ » -nm ,rdSexed
ment is '

.ei
"7 ""'' "'""''" '""" "'*"^"- "P-"'ive treat-is rarely required; ,t is usually sufficient to massage and
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manipulate the foot so as to strct-1. the shortened tendons. If this

is persisted in from the earliest possible moment (immediately after

birth) the deformity will be rectified. In neglected cases .t may be

necessary to shorten the tcndo .\chiUis.

Taliim Eaulno-Varui, .he commonest form of club-foot. o«"« "
differerTt degrees. In some cases there is only shght mvers.on of the

foot with some contraction of the tendo Achillis, so that the foot

cannot be flexed beyond a right angle. The mo.t extreme forms show

gross deformity, and in neglected cases the child may wa k upon th^

dorsum of the foot. Only those forms which are amenable to s.mplc

treatment are considered here ;
inveterate or relapsing cases must Be

treated l.y osteotomy or other operations, and a consideration of them

is beyond the scope oi this work.
, , -r „

Treatment consists in : (l) Manipulaiion ; U) Splinting; (.0 Teno

tomv (4) Wrenching.
,

\lamM'lalw» should be started .oon after birth, and can be entrusted

to the mother or nurse, under supervision. It consists in gently

massaging the affected limb so as to make the muscles and tendons

supple anil then stretching the foot in the direction opposite to the

<leform.tv. In this connection the double nature ot the deformity

must be borne in mind : first, the varus must be dealt with ''V P^"^'"S

the foot over to a position of valgus while the malleoli are steadied «-.th

one hand ; and secondly, the dorsum of the

foot must be pressed up towards the tibia, so

as to stretch the tendo Achillis. These move-

ments must be repeated several times, and it

is advisable that at least ten minutes should

be spent over them morning and evening.

Such manipulative treatment is usually com-

bined with splMiiig. which L_nds to maintain

the foot in a corrected position. The three

main varieties of splints are: (i) Plaster-of-

Paris ; (2) Malleable metal : (3) Adams' shoe.

Plasler-ot Paris may be used after operations

upon the foot when it is desired to keep the

part fixed in a definite position, but it is

unsuitr.Ue as a routine, since it prevents the

regular performance of massage and manipula-

tion which are essenxial. It is best applied in

the form of a plaster bandage, after a flannel

or domette bandage has been wound round the

foot and leg [Fig. i;«', TI.e MMeahk Metal

Sflint is vcrv convenient. .\ simple form

consists in a' strip of metal which can be

bandaged to the back of the leg. while the foot 6'^

"'"J ;;;';»^

trc .h which can be bent to any angle f,K5 i-g, .80). "- '^^^
'^'

bandaged to this splint in sucii a >vay that there is aKvu>= a certain

Ff^. 1-8

I'LAaTER-ni'-l'ARI^

Talipes Ky'lS'

i(ANr>i

-Vari '?
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amount of pressure exerted so as to correct the deformitv This

no't'n'^'f" ' '''""',?' '"""' '"•"'iHcation of it, is still employed (thoughnot qu.te so generally as heretofore), more especially in the later stT/e,o the treatment. In F„s. .,s,, ,s., a good form of shoe and the modeof Its apphcat.on are shown, and no further description is called for

^'ics. I7'J. i?o.-RonKkr Junes' .Splints kok T,

In all the varieties of this .nstrument, expense is a great drawback an.lt IS absolutely essential to have the shoe of the right size
The principle of the shoe treatment is to adjust the angles of thems^trument to those of the deformity, and then, after faMcni^g the footand leg firmly nUo it by straps, to bnng the parts into position gra-'uXby turnmg day by day, but very shghtly, the rack and pinion h ngesor other contrivances for altering the direction of .he .sole (varus) fmi

f'St. 18,, l8i.^.tD*>Is' MOMFICAIION oF .Scuip I's Shoe

men, of a sore mav be ob.ser^-ed th
"
e ue t fm f\ ™mmcnce-

over the heel. ' " ''" '" '°™>- "^P<^cially

Th. greatest practical difhciUty in this method is the keeping the
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hcci down into its place in the shoe. Inless this be done, every turn
of the rack and pinion will only lift it a little more, and no good will

be effected. This is a very common oversight, and is of itself a suffi-

cient reason for frequent readjustment.
It will be gathered from the above that the treatment by Scarpa's

shoe is a troublesome one, ind though success will often repay the
daily care rcqui-cd, it will never be a favoured method.

Tenotomy is required in a large number of cases, but it should not
l>e performed until some trial has been given to manipulation and
splinting. The structures which may require division arc the tibialis

anticus and the inner part of the plantar fascia, and the tendo
Achillis. It may be necessary to divide the tibialis posticus, the
anterior part of the internal lateral ligament, and the abductor
hallucis ; but this should not be done until a good trial has been given
to less drastic mctliods, as tne foot is considerably weakened by it.

Fig. 183.—Wrlnching fob Talipes Eaviso-V.uiLs.

The structures on the inner iide—ihat is to say, those affecting the
varus deformity—should abvays be dealt with first, and the varus
should be entirely corrected before any attempt is made to deal with
the equinus. If this rule is not observed the results obtained will not
be satisfactory.

After tenotomy the foot is put up in the faulty position, if necessary
in plaster, and is tal.cn down at the end of four days in order that the
position may be changed, the deformity being gradiially corrected

until it has disappeared ; manipulation and massage being regularly

undertaken. It is better not to over-correct the deformity immediately
al'^er division of the tendon, as buch a proceeding causes a big gap to
form between the cut ends, and leads occasionally to weakness or non-
union of the tendons.

iVrenching consists in forcibly stretching the structures on the inner
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S/:CTlON I'/.

OF MINOR SURGERY AND KINDRED SUBJECTS.

Chapter XXXI.

OF THE TREATMEST OF ABSCESSES.

THE localized collection of pus to which the term abscess has been
Riven is in all cases treated by incision. At the same time it is

necessary to recognize certain stages in the formation of the abscess
which have some bearing upon treatment, and further the steps that
should be taken to provide adequate drainage and healing.

When an infective process, upon which the formation of an abscess
depends, occurs in a superficial region, steps may be taken to cut short

the development of the suppuration, as for example in cases of ccllulitii-

and diffuse phlegmons. Free incisions, under such circumstances
followed as they are by the exit of the toxins and by the advent of
protective and immunizing lymph to the infected area, are beneficial

and advisable : but when the source of trouble lies at some distance

from the surface, and where perhaps from the anatomical relations of

the part it is desirable to give nature a chance either of effecting resolu-

tion of the inflammatory exudate or of determining it into a definite

abscess, local applications—fomentations or hot irrigatiors—are to be
employed.

->teotton of Pus.—When an abscess distinctly points, there can be
no ^ ficulty in recognizing the condition o* affairs, but in deep-seated
collections of pus, it often happens that the spot where it comes nearest

to the skin is indicated, not by an elevation, but by a peculiar sensation

to the finger, a mixture of bogginess and dimpling, which we can
compare to nothing better than to the feeling conveyed to the finger

when it is passed over the keyhole of a door with three or four folds of

some soft stuff (say a handkerchiet) intervening.

The recognition by fluctuation of deep-seated collections of pus, or

of any other fluid, which is not making its way at any point to the
surface, is a matter of tactile education, which every student must
most earnestly and diligently set himself to acquire by practice on
every possible occasion, and which can in no wise be taught by words.
One extremely common cause of error is due to the fact that the

beginner is apt to " try for fluctuation " with both hands placed trans-
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to the IrriRation o( the taxity with wrak antiscpti.s, thuuch it >ln<"' »">

more than wasli awav the dot which has collected in the cavitv
.

StronR

antiseptics an,l sirapinK "( <he cavity wall are in most cases mjur.o.is,

since the protective barrier of uranulation tissue is daniaiie.., Iresli

lymphatic spaces arc ojiened up. and yonnK vessels are torn a< ross.

The necrotic material which often l.cs aKainst tlie Branulat.on tissue

wall is soon cast oH. and can \k Rently syringed away at the daily

dressiuR. Scraping and strong antiseptics do not facilitate its

separation.
. , , ^ i

;)rciiiiaii;f.—.Ml id>scesses require drainage. thouRli the duration an.l

form of this drainage vary in individual cases. The object is tvvo-fold :

first to allow the necrotic tissue, which must separate from the healthy

granulations, to come away ; secondly, to prevent the suiM.-rficial

opening closinR before the deeper parts have become dean an.l healthy.

Two chief aRcnts are in vogue for procuring ilrainage. vi/.. strips of

Eauzc and rubber tulKS (occasionally glass) :
sometimes Ixith are

combined. Generally a rubber tulK^ of fair size (for the purpose o

draining an abscess of any size no tulK smaller than a cigarette should

be employed) is the best, but where the bleeding is profuse, or where

the position of the abscess is unsuitable for tulie drainage, as in

ischiorectal abscess, gauze mav be substituted. In such cases care

should be taken th. t the gauze is not tightly packed into the cavity :

this prevents shrinkage and contraction, which are essential for healing.

Light packing, which can readily be removed, is all that is required.

Generally speaking, acute abscesses are fomented, or covered with

some moist absorbent dressing, such as large masses of wool
;
but the

choice of the dressing which would te most appropriate in any par-

ticular case can hardly lie reduced to rules,

During the subsequent progress of the case, irrigations of the cavity

through the tube once or twice daily arc of value, the tubes being

gradually shortened as the cavity closes. With regard to the irrigation

it is worth remarking that peroxide of hydrogen, though a remedy of

undoubted value, and frequently employed in these cases, niust be

used with the utmost caution. When brought into contact with blooc^

or proteid matter the oxygen is given oft freely, anil it it is injected

into a cavity from which there is not a very ready exit, the gas so

generated mav force its way through the walls of the abscess into the

cellular tissue, causing sc jus complications. Drainage should not be

too prolonged, since the presence of a tube or strip of gauze is a source

of irritation and sinuses are often caused by a too zealous adherence

to the tube over a long period. When the temperature has been

normal for four or five days, when the discharge has become clean,

thin and sweet, it is time to think of withdrawing ihe drain, -No

definite rules can be laid down, but provided that the superficial opening

is kept patent by a small plug, it is often very advantageous to remove

the drainage early.

Rest is ,in important faitor in the healing of abscesses, ^eglect of
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this (Ut.iil i« iinotliiT caiiw of triiulilis<,rm- sitiims. The part shiiiilil
1m- iimnohili/cil a» far as prissihU.. SplJTits, l)aiula(50.<, cir wliatixcr
apparatus may Ix- must suitable sliimld 1h' appli.il, anil, in lasfs «hcrf
Ihf cimihtions of the pan |Hrmit, Rintlc pn-ssiirc will assist tin- natural
prociss of iDntraition and iiblitcTation of the lavity.
AillUry AbMtM iisuallv arisis from suppuration in the iclhilar

tissue or Klanils of the axilla. The abscess lies heneath the .leep fas, la
and should lie opened liy a v .rlical ineisiou on the inner axillary wall
in order to avoid iniimrtant struitiires, and the pus should Ik- reaihcil
by Hilton's method.
ubmulllary Abunu arises either from suppuration in the sub-

maxillary lymphatic Klands or as the result of a eellulitis. ( elliilitis
in this rc-Kion is especially serious, owinK to the risk of ledeina of the
glottis supcrvenini;. This ledema, «hich <Keurs in the aryteno-
epudottidean folds, causes oi elusion of the sii|x?rior aperture iif the
larynx, and fatal dyspncea <iften follows an attempt to aiiasllu-tize
the patient. In no instance is the beneficial effect of incisions into
the iniliiratcd area of a cellulitis mure marked than in l.udwlK's
auRina. The incisions may Ik- made either parallel with and under
cover of the bor.lcr of the lower jaw. or vertically in the median line ;

and if there is ilyspmva when the patient lomes under treatment, IcKal
anaesthesia alone should he employed.

IlohlorMtal AbMtM occurs after infection of the fat in the ischiorectal
fossa, the infection p.issiuR in from the bowel, either throiiuh a gross
abrasion, such as may Ik- produced by a foreiRn body, or ulcer, or by
means of lymphatic communication.' There are two wcll-reciignized
varieties of ischiorectal abscess: the acute form, caused in most
instances by the llacilliis atli or other pyogenic organisms, and the
tuberculous. The acute, the ordinary variety, is treated by free
incisions, which should extcml widely across the buttock at right angles
to the anus, and in most cases it is advisable to make crucial incisions
over the centre of the fossa, removing subsequently all undermined
skin

; the linger should then be introduced and all loculi broken into.
The cavity should be lightly packed with gauze and allowed to
granulate from the bottom.
Cases of ischiorectal, anil for the matter of that, anal abscesses,

illustrate the importance of rest in order that perfect healing may \k
secured. The common result of these abscesses is that after they have
discharged their contents, owing to the movement of the part and the
bad circulation, a sinus or fistula is formed, which nccessitat-s a sub-
sequent operation to effect its cure. For this reason it has iK-en
advocated that in .all such cases the external sphincter should be
divided, and the abscess cavit\- made lonlinuous with the lumen of
the anus, so that the frequent contractions of this muscle shall not
interfere with the healing jcess.

This treatment is advisable if. at the time of active treatment, a
fistulous communication with the bowel is evident, but it is unwise as a

m
i.fi
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rinitinc. I( the putlvnl l» kipt rmiilly in Uil. lyillK li>r the mmt |)url

iin the face or opixisito .iilr, healinR m;:y iKiur |wrfoitly. I niliT no

liriumstanci-s »houlil lie 1k' iillii«e<l to (jit up until a thoroueh trial <!

rent has lieen maile. If thin treatintnt n Kiniliincil with ilaily drcsninji

anil the ap|)licatu)n of lotio rubra anil stiniulatinR iniectiiinn, in a fair

proportion of cases the formation of » fiatuin may lie avoideil.

The treatment of the tuUrculous variety is ton<luile<l on the same

principles, liut it is often ailvisalile to scrape i>ut tlie walls of the cavity

after the pus has escapeil. As i rule the simpler the o|ieratii.n the

lietter in these cases, and aa so .\ as possible the patient shoulii Ih' ^ent

away to the seaside, while 'hose remedies which are of value in com-

bating tuberculosis elsewhere should \k actively employed,

Ankl IbMMt may Iw .kscrilwd as a modification of the ischiorectal

variety. It is much commoner, and arises from infection of the se-

baceous glands and lymphoid tissue which surrounil the anal orifice.

The treatment should lie conducted on precisely similar lines to those

used in the former variety, and later, if necessary, any fistula can be

dealt with.

Htmnuy *bio«u.—There arc three recognized varieties of mam-

mary abscess ; the superlicial. which is no more than a subcutaneous

collection of pus of slight extent ; the inlramammary, which results

from an infection spreading into the breast, along the lymphatics or

ilucts, from a cracked nipple which has Iwcn neglected : and the siib-

miiiumary, usually a chronic variety dependent upcm caries of the rib,

the exciting organism being either the tubercle bacillus or the bacillus

of typhoid fever.

Intr niJiiiiiary AbMUl During the early wcek.s of lactation, the

breast liccomes swollen, painful, and red. The abscess presents in one

of the quadrants, and should be opened by incisions which radiate out

from the nipple. .Mere incision is. however, inadequate it. -tese cases.

(;)wing to the tendency of the pus to burrow into adjacent loculi. the

finger should be introduced into the abscess cavity, and all secondary

communications freely opened up. If there is pocketing in a down-

ward direction, a counter-opening should be made in the costomammary

sulcus. Tubes should be employed for from four days to a week, and

the breast should be carefully supported by means of a bandage.

Submkminuy Ab«c«M.--Kvery now and then we come across cases

where pus is pent up beneath the breast dose against the great pectoral

muscle, lifting up the whole gland, and coming to the surface at its

margin, often at two or more places. The condition results from

tuberculous or typhoid ii.fc-tion of a rib, costal cartilage, or sternum.

.\ free opening and thorough drainage of the tissues underlying the

breast is the essential treatment of this condition. It will often happen

that the natural pointing is at a spot in the upper half of the circle

surrounding the breast, and in this place the first opening must be

made, but if possible the abscess should Ik drained from a lower point,

and it will generally be the best plan to pass a director downwards
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But puH in this region must 1« let nut as soon as ,K«»ible (or the con-
«<|uenceH of not RivinR it exit may 1« ver,. ilisastrou. Uurrowing inthe direction of least resistance, the matter may burst into the pleuraor pericar<lium

;
or the air-pa,saRes or bl.Hid-vessels in the nock mayIw involved in the destructive inHammation,

,Jl!^
'-"""titulional disturbance is generally verv Rreat, and the

temperature chart will itself lx> evid.nce of the formation of pus. Incases of doubt an explonnR tr.nar ma,- «ell In. uscM, but «hen pus
in known to l« present, a freer o,KninK than that ellected bv aneedle is desirable. From anatomical considerations free use of thekmfe I, dangerous, therefore the incision should l« made cared vWhen the cavity is reach,.! the relief is umiuIK immediate .-n.' very
nriarked. The opening may Ik: kept patent bv a drama,e tulx-, and
the cavity syringed out in the usual way.
luiMrteUI Ctnieal AbscsM.. - These abscesses must never be

confciunded with the foregoing. They are often glandular, or peri-
glandular. If they originate in glandular inflammation, attention
should be directed to the head, where the source of irritation will
generally be foun.l in the shape of eczema or lice, or to the condition
Of the teeth, a common cause of cervical glandular trouble.
AWmIm AbH«H, or " Ouni-boll."-Here again relief should lie given

as soon as an elastic bulging of the gum indicates the presence of pusA narrow-bladed scalpel should be used, and the incision shoul.l bemade close to the alveolus.

RatrophirynftEl Abutu is caused by the formation of pus at theback of the pharyn.x. There are four causes ot this condition :-
1. Suppuration at the back of the nasopharvnx. possiblv from

infection of the glands or the cellular tissue which drain that ca,itv-
a coniplication of adcnouls and therefore common in young children
the abscess so formed lies usually in the middle line.

2. Infection of the cellular tissue around the tonsil. Such an abscess
being laterally placed, bulges into the pharynx from the side. This is
a common variety, and may be called the ''parapharyngeal.''

3. The breaking down of the deep lateral cervical glands. Such
an abscess is not truly retropharyngeal, but lies against the lateral wall
ol the pharynx-, and may simulate the second ^ariety,

-I- When tuberculous disease has attacked the bodies of the upper
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ccr%'ical vcrtfbr.T, un abscess is sometimes formed which pushes the
pharyngeal wall forward and bulges into the mouth.
The anatomy of this abscess is as different from the first two varieties

as its pathology, for it lies behind the prevertebral layer of cervical

fascia, and has a greater tendency to track outwards along the line of

attachment of this structure. Tin- first two varieties, on the other
hand, he in front of this layer of fascia, and their treatment is different

from that appropriate in the last two forms.

The symptoms of a retropharyngeal abscess are difficulty in swallow-
ing—the food lending to regurgitate even through the nose of the child,

—difficulty m breathing, and in some cases severe dyspnoea. The child

cries in a peculiar manner. The diagnosis is made by passing a iinger

to the back of the patient's throat, and detecting the soft bulging
swelling in front of the vertebral column.
Treatmknt.— In the first two forms, incise the swelling through

the mouth and enlarge the opening with sinus or Spencer Wells'
forceps. The mouth should be washed or swabbed out regularly,

and the general Iiealth of the child attended to. The remaining
varieties are usually treated by incision of the neck. The third

form has already been considered under the head of deep cervical

abscess, Tlie form which arises from spinal caries is on no account to
be opened through the mouth. A careful dissection must be made
behind the sternomastoid in the direction of the transverse processes of

the vertebra^, and the pus must be reached by Hilton's method.
Whitlow.—The suppurative condition of the fingers known as

wliitlow or felon usually results from a punctured wound with a septic

instnmicnt, or is due to subsequent infection of a simple cut.

It is usual to speak of four different varieties of whitlow, which
depend upon the depth of the infection ; and as the particular variety
met with in a given case may require special treatment, all four will be
alluded to under their respective headings.

1. Subcuticular.—The pus collects beneath the epidermis; there is

often an exudation of blood-stained serum with very little pus, and the
epidermis may be stripped up for some distance from the underlying
dermis.

2. Subcutaneous.—In this form the infection tracks into a deeper
level, and the tough tissue of the finger-pulp becomes attacked. It is

excessively painful owing to the tension which is produced, and if

neglected may lead to the following varieties.

3. Thecal.—This is a suppurative tenosynovitis. The synovial
membrane which accompanies the tendons along the flexor sheaths
becomes infected, and the whole canal may in this way become filled

with pus. In the case of the thumb and little finger, the results may
be still more serious, owing to the communication which usually exists

between the synovial membranes of the flexor sheaths and the great
synovial membrane or palmar bursa »vhich envelops the flexor tendons
in the palm. Fortunately this accident is rare, but its occurrence is a
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trcmity of the second phalanx, so tli

the region of the terminal phalanx
give rise to this complication,

4. SubperioslmL—ln this forjn the infection give^, rise to a pcrio.stitis
the periosteum of the terminal phalanx being attacked ,,nd necrosis of
the bone a common result. The intimate connection of the skin and
periosteum by the fibrous ligaments which traverse the superficial
fascia favours this result,

Tre.^tment.—This consists in incising the tense and suppurating
area as soon as possible, proridiiii; ml for the aflecled finger l,y a ^uil-
able sr>lml. and in the application of antiseptic dressings. But while
these directions apjioar sufti.ienlly simple, it will be necessary to
elaborate them according to individual cases.

In the subcuticular variety, which is practically painless o«ing to
the pus lying superficial to the sensitive papilhe, a free opening can be
made without any anesthetic, and ,dl undermined skin can be snipped
away with siissors without the least discomfort to the patient
The subcutaneous form is more difficult to treat, and it may be .said

at once that the causes of failure are usuallv an insufficient" incision
and the absence of rest to the part. It often happens that an incision
has to be maile without an ana'Stlietic, and the timiditv of both the
operator and his patient results in an insufticient opening being made.
-\lthough with thorough cocaine aiia>sthcsia the operation may be
quite satisfactory, it is always advisable to give a general anast'hctic
when possible.

In making the incisions into the swollen infected area two pre-
cautions must bo taken : (1) To see that the opening is adc(iuatc so
that the pus can discharge freely. This is not so easily acliieved
Owing to the dense fibrous tissue in the part, as soon as the greater
part of the exudation lias been let out, the edges of the wound tend to
close, and there is retention of the pus. To obviate this it is recom-
mended that two elliptical incisions should be made, and a portion of
skin and subcutaneous tissue be excised, so that the inilp is frcely
opcned up, and sloughs should be carefully removed with a spoon,
(2) Care should be taken in making the incision that the flexor sheaths
be not damaged. This precaution is very necessary, for it has often
happened that an energetic operator, with the above rule in minrl, has
carried his incision right down to the synovial membrane of the sheath,
and has caused an infection of it.

In the thecal fonn free incisions will be required opposite the centre
of the second and first phalanges ; either central or lateral incisions
may be made, but there appears to be no special advantage in the latter.
The subperiosteal form is treated in the same manner, but subse-

quently It will be necessary to remove the necrotic bone.

.'. !i
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The Afler-treatimut is of much importance. Fomentations and

baths of weak antiseptics arc of undoubted vahie, but they arc often

overdone. It is rarely that a whitlow requires fomentations for more

than three or four days, and m\ich harm results from allowing the

tissues to become sodden and unhealthy from too much water treat-

ment. In favourable cases dry dressing may be applied in the first

week, and as soon as pain has disappeared gentle passive movements

ol the fingers should lie undertaken to break down the adhesions, which

have a tendency to form in the thecal variety. Bier's congestion has

been of great value in the treatment of whitlows. Cathcart, of

Hdinburgli. has written very favourably on the subject. In my hands

it has been successful only when free incisions have been made, ami I

combim^ with it immersion in weak iodine baths for a period of one to

two hours twice a day. The routine treatment has been as follows :

.\ii :ipi)ropriatc incision has been made, and the pus has been let out.

.\ dry dressing is then applied till the bleeding has been checked.

The Anger is then soaked in weak iodine, and at the end of an hour a

band is tied round the base of the finger so as to cause sufficient con-

gestion, and an antiseptic dressing is applied. The congestion is kept

up for one. two, or three hours, accordmg to the patient's comfort. I

am here dealing with the bad cases, which in my opinon are not suited

to ordinary casualty treatment, and I am convinced tliat many fingers

could be saved if the patient were kept under proper supervision

for a week or so in the wards. The milder cases can be dealt with

adequately as out-patients, and Biers congestion and the iodine

bath can be employed for the first few days on the occasion of each

visit. A splhit shoHld always be applieil before the patient leaves.

rnfortunatcly. the result is too often a stiff and useless fmgcr which

may require amputation ; but this must be looked upon as a last

resort. It is true that where the process tends to spread, and where

there is a risk of infection of the hand and arm, amputation must be

seriously considered, and again, where after careful treatment a useless

appendage remains ; but while it is imiiossible to lay down absolute

rules for these cases, it should be clearly understood that amputation

is called for only in the acute stages, to avert a more serious condition ;

and even where the finger appears totally and irretrievably destroyed

it is much better to wait until the suppurative process has subsided

before venturing on the amputation. By such a course the free opening

up of lymphatic spaces in the presence of an acute infection is prevented,

and the surgeon is often able to save some part of the finger in the form

of a stump, which wUl be of ser»'ice to the patient. It is astonishing

how often a bad suppurative condition of the fingers results in an

almost comiilcte cure.

The above remarks apply to the whitlows met with on the palmar

aspect of the digits, but the alhed condition on the dorsum
—

" peri-

onychia "—is to be treated on similar principles, plus the free removal

of the nail.
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Palmar and Plantar Abicesin are caused bv pimcUircil wounds, or
are the result of a spreadiuK whitloiv. They should he opened liv free
longitudinal incisions, liut the position of the arterial arches should he
carefully borne in mind, since ha>morrhaRe in wounds of this kind is

troublesome and often serious. If the pus !;a;: tracked back throuijh
the interosseous spaces, a counter-opening should be made on the
dorsum. After incision the whole limb should be placed on a splint
and kept at rest, but as soon as the temperature is normal and the
wounds are healthy, careful movement of the lingers should be under-
taken to diminish the stiffness, a usual sequela from the adhesions
which h.ive formed in the synovial coverings of the tendons.

Suppurating Buna Patells is another ver\- acute form of abscess
which calls for early relict. Of the treatment of the common house-
maid's knee we will say something presently, l)Ut instances are not at
all rare of a suppurative inflammation of this bursa, which may, or may
not. have been previously enlarged. The results of neglecting to
incise this acute abscess as soon as it is recognized are comparable to.
and indeed may he even more serious than, the case of a whitlow.
The patella may necrose in part, or altogether ; or worse still, the
knee joint may become involved, if tlie pus fails to make its wav to the
surface. On the other hand, an incision made into the acutely inflamed
bursa .some little time before suppuration has actually occurred, can
do no harm, may very possibly prevent matter being formed at all.

and will certainly give present relief.

On all accounts, .herefore. abscess or commencing abscess of the
bursa pat. lire requires an incision, which must be free and in the middle
line, and which must fairly open up the bursa.
The patient must, of course, be confined to bed. and the leg will be

most comfortable when placed on a slightly bent .MTntyre, or on a
back splint with a little extra padding beneath the hollow of the knee.
An antiseptic fomentation will be the best dressing, and recovery is

usually very speedy.

Popliteal Abseest arises from a number of causes, most commonly
from an infection of the glands or cellular tissue of the popliteal space
via the lymphatics, from a sore on the heel. It is a condition that
may easily be overlooked. The patient, usually a child, complains of
pain in the knee, and the knee joint is sometimes swollen from an
effusion of fluid, and the limb is flexed. Such cases have been diagnosed
as various fonns of synovitis, the swelling in the popliteal space having
been missed. If neglected, the pus will track up the thigh, pro-
ducing serious damage, and worse still, may infect the knee joint via
the various communicating bursje in this region. In anv suspected
case of this kind the popliteal space is to be \ery carefully examined,
and if pus is present it will be found full, tender, and not necessarily
red—because the pus is formed beneath the deep fascia.

Tre.vtment consists in making a free incisiim on the outer side of the
space in front of the tendon of the biceps, evacuating the pus, and

; iJiilT
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inscrtitiK a clrainaKe liibf. (are must be taken that tin; tube does not
press on the popliteal artery.

Aout« Necroiit or Acute Perlottitit, —T he next d 'p-seatcd collection
of pus we have to consider has to bo treated very dirtcrently. for cases
*)f sitphurnlion beneath the periosteum, or indeed ol periostitis threatening;

suppuration, require more urgently perhaps than any other collection of
pus, early and very free incision. In acute periostitis (acute dilfuse
osteitis and periostitis, acute necrosis, or suppurative periostitis) we
have a condition in which it is hardly paradoxical to saj- that tlie pus
should, if possible, be removed before it is formed. Xo time should
be lost in relieving the strangulating tension of the inflamed membrane
by free incLsion right down to the bone, l.'nfortunately the inflam-
mation is deep, and fluctuation may be hard to detect, so that it only
too often happens that the case is called one of " very bad rheumatism,"
until the pus has stripped off the periosteum, up and <lown the limb,
and the bone is doomed to die, although by taking action a few hours
earlier it might have been saved. Hut althougli fluctuation may be
obscure, this inflammation is really quite unlike any less serious form ;

the swollen limb, ti.e skin shining from' tension, and white from the
same cause, tiie peculiar haid oe<lema and exquisite tenderness, and the
depth at which the fluctuation can be felt, if felt at all, are all signs
which should be distinctive enough.
Treatment.—There is only one line of treatment, namely, to make

a free incision, or more than one if requisite, right down to the bone.
In many cases the knife will strike against hard dead bone, and in any
case the relief afforded by the exit of the pent-up pus will be
very great. The cavity must be syringed out, and in all respects
treated like an acute abscess, until the time comes for tlie consideration
by the visiting surgeon of operative measures for the removal of the
necrosed shaft in its entirety, or of a portion of it.

Though much may be done by free incision to relieve the local
trouble in these cases, it niuit be admitted that some of them appear
to obtain little relief from the constitutional disturbance usually present
with this disease. This atises from the fact that there are often small
collections of pus in situations where they cannot be got at, e.g., the
lungs, or walls of the heart ; and though we may evacuate the pus on
the bone the others will be sufficient to destroy the patient's life.

Baboei.—This term is applied to all glandular or periglandular
abscesses which occur in consequence of inflammation set up in, or
around, the femoral and inguinal glands. The exciting causes arc ^cry
various. In scrofulous children, the irritation of eczema intertrigo,

or of ascarides, or phimosis, may cause the inguinal glands to break
down, while a sore heel or inflamed scratch on the leg may p'.nduce
the same result in the femoral group.

In adults, similar injuries of the leg but rarely produce a femoral
bubo, while (also somewhat rarely) herpetic eruptions about the corona
glandis, the irritation of piles, or of condylomata abou^: the anus, may
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l>c the cause of »„p,,„r.it.on .ibout or in tl,c inguinal Rlancls B„, inumts. ,he most fr«,ucut causes of l.uboes are gonorrh.ta, so , ctancrc

almost always abscesses nrom.d the Rlan.ls, which run a subacute

n ;:^e:^ wSr h
1'"=^ "''' •"^^"•"' ^^'^^ -" ^' P'.a«e<ia.n;i:; ::;m patients with broken-down constitutions

Buboes shouhl always be opened early, from the tendency tliey haveto form long fistulous tracks in the cellular .issues. ,\ vert cal t, c smnshould be made with a straight scalpel or a Svme's k e an 1 habscess eavity kept open, so that it may Heal from the bottom. T smay conveniently he <lonc by packing it with a strip of antisepti:

The cut is made vertically, in onler to avoi.I wounding the sunerflcial

the Heeling must be averted by ligature. The superficial epigastric

sue may bleed rather furiously f,ir a short time. If fi^itulous tracksremain, they will have to be laid open and treated in tl m nncr ube presently describcil.
.umcr lo

v.?!"?"'"
*"""'*• '''"""«: o-- ™l'l abscesses <liffcr from the acute

heat re'," e'" 1

"'™ """'"'' ^^''^P'""' """ ''«- "' inflammationoat reilnes
,
and pain-are nsually absent. Pathologically thev are

T sUtVmenT"*' 'r';"',"""
"' P^'^™"^ organismslnd leucojytsThis statement is not strictly tnie. as recent observations have shown

arLv of°t'
"" 1^8™"'^'"' '"--yt- present in the tubereuto

of CO?
"'"'^"^-"•^ tyPi'^al chronic abscess-but that many torn s

UX- "° " '" "'"'"'"' '"'""""'' "' '"" ^•'""™" ™'

the°rT "'i,"""
»''"^""<=^ consider^ in the previous chapter, such as

consiT"*'
abscesses <lo not call for evacuation in consequence of

but or "n T"'"*'™
" '"" ""' '" "-h-ical retention of pus

^%u ,? ?' '"«""* "'-"'"' '" '^•'' ^he opening is made moredeliberately, and ,s not followcl by that marked, almost i antanTous

acrlbL:'.^^™''™"'
"•""' '^ *"ac.erist,c of the opening o^^

The chief w-ays in which a chronic abscess may be opened are •-
I. By simple incision.

2. By free incision, and, if necessary, counter-incision.
3. By some form of aspirator.

no'vThe'^"""""
""'' *''" ='"«>'<^P'*'^ precautions before described isno. the common treatment. In all the details of the ,lressing, nd in

^"io^l^dS^'^^' ''" "'-'"''"'''''' -^ «'^ -- - "-^ "een

dei!^''n,t"
"' ''""f'''"-This should be made hj preference in a <lepen-dent place, or a <lr., nage tube may h. passed through from an u^er
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to a lower opening. In fact any of the methods of draininji whicli

have been {lcscril)ed in the section on wounds ma\' I>e cmphivcd.
.lspinitnrs.—l)f tlicsc there are several, but tlicy are mostly modih-

cations of Dieulafoy's, shown in Fis. TS4, except in the case of small

instruments which arc used chiefly for exploration, in wliich the Huid

enters the barrel of the syriuRC, antl is thence expelled, by a special

arrangement of taps. Smaller syringes still may be used, down to the

ordinary hyi«)dermic syringe, by means of which the nature of <)l)scure

swellings, or the existence of fluid in such situations as the jileura or

the liver, may be safely pro\-ed or disproved more easih- than would
otherwise be possible.

34.^I)lErLAFOY'9 Aspirator.

Before using any aspirator, its connections must be seen to be air-

tight, and the powers of the syringe to maintnin a good vacuum should
always be tested.

The aspirator has been largely used by surgeons for dealing with
chronic tuberculous abscesses—even psoas abscess—and certainly in

many cases the results have been excellent. There is a growing
tendency to avoid extensive operations in these cases, and the

aspirator often fulfils the object of our treatment—viz,, to remove
dead or necrotic material, so that bactericidal serum can take its

place—in an admirable manner.

Cantiou ueeiied hi use.—Wliether the actual puncture be made with

a fine trocar and cannula, or with a pen-pointed hollow tube, it is very
important that the needle shoultl be sharp ; if not, there will be great

risk of its pushing some piece of tissue, false membrane, etc.. before it,

so that it IS blocked at jnce. and completely. This tendency to block-

ing of the ;ispiiating needle is the great drawback to the apparatus,

and must always be kept in view.
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With rcKard to the actual insertion of the nccille, few Kcni-Tal direc-
tions are called for. The depth to which the operator wishes to ro
must be decided I>eforchand, and the finger should be placed upon the
needle to serve as a guide. The cavity should be punctured rphckly,
HO as to avoid pushing the sac wall in front tif the point of the instru-
ment, and the direction of the needle should always be perpendicular
to the surface of the tumour.
Hamorrhage Into an Abteeii Cavity.—As soon as the internal pressure

of the fluid contents is removed it naturally happens that bleeding from
the vessels in Ihe abstess wall niav occur. When an abscess is opened,
therefore, care should be taken that tlic parts arc not s(iuoe/ed or

/ii;. 1&5. -PoTAiN'8 Aspirator.

roughly handled. The sudden relief of pressure, even without
manipulation, may often enough result in a bleeding into the abscess,
sufficient to cause delay in its complete evacuation. In most cases
the blood-clots become disintegrated and broken down, and escape
as debris when the sac is syringed out, so that moderate pressure is all

that is required ; but sometimes the bleeding assumes a more serious
form

; a blood-vessel of some size may be running through, or in the
walls of the abscess, and may be eroded ; or a vessel may have been
wounded in the opening, or the walls may be in a dangcrouslv sloughy
or congested condition. From any of these causes it may Iiappen
that the sac of the abscess becomes distended with hlood-clot, while
from the aperture there is a trickling stream of fluid blood, which
serves as an evidence that bleeding is still going on.

We have here iusiife the cavity those conditions of distention and
i]i:
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high temperature whii h most favour hiemorrliaRC, anil unless the sac
can be cmptie<l of the clots through the existing opening, the only
course is to enlarge it and to turn them out.

Ohronlo PioM AImmm. This is taken as the type of chronic tulwr-
culous abscess that re(|uircs treatment. It is a very common form
of the disease which is seen in the surgical \var<ls.

There are three main varieties of psoas abscess :—
1. .\n early stage, when the abscess has not reached the surface

and IS mdicated by a tender thickening felt in the line of the psoas oii
deep palpation of the abdomen.

i. When the pus has tracked out along the (a.scia iliaca, and presents
either as a lumbar abscess in I'etifs triangle or as an iliac abscess,
internal to the anterior .superior spine of the ilium.

,V When the nl)scess has passed with the p.soas tendon underneath
Poupart's ligament and presents to the outer side of the femoral vessels
in Scarpa's triangle. From this point tlje pus may track in many
ihrections along the branches of the femoral artery.
The treatment of the first variety is somewhat difficult, because, to

reach the pus from the front, the peritoneum must be displaced inwards
or opened. ,\s it is necessary to avoid botli these manieuvres as
far as possil)lc, the general rule is either to wait until the pus appro.i.hes
the surface, when it can be reached <lircctlv by an incision over ilie
most prominent point, or to perform an operation recommended by
Treves, making a vertical incision just outside the transverse processes
of the vertcbne, traversing the muscles and lumbar aponeurosis until
the cavity in the psoas is reached.

In the case of the seconil and third forms the pus can be evacuated
by any of the methods previously mentioned.

There are three points to be specially considered in dealing with
these abscesses by incision :

—

The question of

I. Scraping out the abscess cavity so as to remove the infected
lining membrane.

i. Injecting any germicide or antiseptic into the cavitv.
3. Drainage.

Opinions are very divided upon these tlirec subjects, and no doubt
successful cases have followed the scraping „f a psoas abscess with a
sharp spoon, the injection of iodine solution, iodol.jim emulsion, or
even carbolic acid, followed by the introduction of a drainage tube
for some time.

Scraping with a sharp spoon, however carefully carried out, is
dangerous

:
the peritoneum may be opened and infected. It is not

possible to discriminate between good and bad tissue, and while a
certain amount of infected material may be removed, the hbrous wall
and healthy granulations ii.ay be damaged. Thirdly, the method may
cause free bleeding, leading to the abscess cavity becoming distended
with clots.
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easily, ;„vl ,t, r,.,„„val may be assistcl l,y ..,„|„ „ „,„ ,,,,. ,.,,, ,\, ,,tnormal saline. This mctb„,l causes l,„le l,:ce'h„«
"

'"'

VS.th re.,ar,l to the injection of antis ptKs. ,e wouLI point out .hatwhen a large cav.ty, such a, that of a p .,as abscess, is t^lld wi h nv

^oS',.:; tti:'"'""" - -^"""^ -"• '--^ *»
-- "- -

Weak iodine ,i) a.l (.)j n.ay be used with safety, and in many cases
o,lolormemul„on." i.e., .odoform suspen.le.l in glycerin, ,s^m, 1. "lbut ,ts use IS best conhned t.. smaller abscess . ,>vities

"

If a dramage tube Is eutploye.l there is always a risk of a secondarynfect.on occurrmg. Such an occurrence is a sc-rious disaster an 1the greatest care n.us, be taken in operating on these case, that'e^er

v

aseptic precaution is observeil. ^
When a tube passes from the region of the groin ,nto a large cavityof this nature, a mixe.l infection is very likely t,. take place and .\-

this reason the tube should be omitted. In certain case ^Hnf rbleeding atten.ls the opening ai„l clearing of a psoas ab es^ it sadvisable to insert a tube for twenty-four to fort -ei-ht hoi rs' •

ttr

^olmd'^o^^^t;;—' ^
•" -'— '' '--" <""'--

.Needless to say, vaccine treatment sh„„ld be systcmaticallv employed m suitable cases.
sjsicmaiicauj cm-

it ™ '"'."k'"''^
"''" ""•* *-'"'"" "'' "^<^^tmenl of a large psoas abscess

It must be admitted that in certain situations small .sui,wficiaU ibcr-'culous abscesses may be treated in a more radical manner. In ils^^hee there ,s only a small cavity, and where satisfactory pressi^ecan be applied, not only may a thorough scraping be advised bu hewhole abscess may be dissected out and removed

'i
m
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or THE HVACVATIOS 01-

JO/MS. AXO OF lilRSAL
THE SYXOVIAL SACS OF
AM) SFROrS CAVITIES.

JOINT C'.WITIES may become distended witli fluid, cither tlirough

acute or chronic inflammatory crtusion, which may be serous or

purulent : or more rarely, from h;rmorrhage, as in a ease ot fractured

patella, or from some mutli slighter injury in patients with a constitu-

tional tendency to haemorrhage, and in som-- nf these cases it may be

advisable or imperative to rehevc the tension \M*hin tlic joint.

JOINT EFFUSIONS.

These wilt come under some one of the following heads ;
—

Acute niftamutatory effusion—non-purulent— (traumatic, or idio-

pathic) ; Acute supfyuration within the joint—(abscess of joint) ;

Chronic effusion— (h\ drops articuli, or joint dropsy) ; H(rniorr/ia(;c—
always accompanied by more or less inflammatory effusion ; may be

traumatic, or a symptom of the ha'morrhagic diathesis.

Aoate Inflammatory Effailon, Non-purulent — It is very rarely

indeed that an idiopathic synovitis causes distention to such an extent

that the fluid has to be removed. Rest, cold, or massage will almost

always sufficiently reduce it. But if this mode of relief be decided upon,

it must be effected with a fine aspirating needle, and it is best to remove
only sufficient fluid to lower the tension, without endeavouring to empty
the sac, in which attempt the joint structures might be further injured.

In aspirating joint cavities, the needle must always be extremely

sharp, have been sterilized by boiling, and the spot of puncture have
been very carefully washed with antiseptics before operation.

But in cases of effusion arising in consequence of injury, it some-
what more frequently occurs that the internal tension is so great that

it is right to prevent permanent damage through the softening of the

ligamentous structures about the joint by removing the fluid. This

is always done by aspiration, as above mentioned.

In rare cases of chronic effusion into a joint, where the quantity of

fluid is large, the signs of inflammation absent, and when the ordinary

measures for producing absorption have failed, recourse has l>een had
to aspiration, followed by pressure, or to tapping ; but the injection

of stimulating fluid is not recommended, as, though in some cases

improvement has followed, serious results have been known.
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In cnscs ol very wwrc injury to a joint, iis, for i xani|ili\ tlml whiili
in inlliitcd on tin- knee joint in sonic lasiN of fracturi' of tin' ii^itilhi,
the joint ni.iy lK-Lonu> Kri'atly ili^lt iiilcl i.iili hl,„„l a< w.OI a» with infl.im-
niiitory i-lfusjon. .mil 'lie li-nsioii liiTi- aN.i ni.iv Ik- so ^riMt .n to i.ill tor
aspiration, as was nii-iitionwl wlii-n \vi> wi-ri- .onsiilcnnj; that frailiii,-.
If It 1k' ailoptcd, a somralial larniT lannilla or iiwillr will In- r.-(|iiirtil

than fur tlu' removal of simple sorum. Tin- same anti^cptii: prciaiitioiis
must 1k' loUowi'il.

Patic-nts who arc examples of the hitniorrhaKie diatliesis. litlicr in
the sha|w of hamopliilia or piirpura. or who are altaiked with scurvy.
may have almost s|iontaneous effusion nf Wood into their joint i avitles.
In these eases no operative intrrferenee is ever called for. and the
cHusion must be left to Ik' absorlied liy n.itural means.
AouU Suppurktlon within the Joint, -liut when in ,i<ii/r arlhnlis

the local and c(mstitutional signs point to the presence of f<u<. in a
joint, till' lino of treatment iliffcrs in almost every particular from those
we have Iwen discussinR, .Vow. every hours delay in atfordini; relief
IS dangerous, and the only treatment that can be advised is layinj: the
joint open freely and thorouRliIy irriuatini; the cavity. It would in our
opinion be useless to adopt any other cinirse, such as tappin)- with a
trocar or injettiiiK anti.septic fluids. Hcfore, however, proceeding to
such a .serious operation it is as well to insert a hypodermic needle of
large size and withdraw some of the fluid, to make certain that pus is

present. Tapping with an ordinary troc.ir is attended bv more risk
of damaging the joint cavity, but in the case of turbid synovia it is

sometimes necessary to use this instrument, as the thick fluid ma\-
not lie able to flow through an aspirating needle.

If a joint is to lie freely oiwned. this must be done by siith incisions
as will secure drainage and a free passage for lotions, etc. The presence
of any symptoms of septicemia is an additional reason for opening and
freely draining the joint, and the injection or syringing out with some
antiseptic fluid. In all cases the joint mu.st be kept carefully splinted,
and great attention must be given to its position, which should be that
of the greatest use to the patient should ankylosis ensue, .\s a rule,
the joint cavity, and the abscesses which are apt to form in its
neighbourhood, will have to be washed out very frequently.

Suppuration inside a joint also occurs in the later stages of chronic
arthritis, calling for relief by incisiim : hardly ever by aspiration. The
necessity for relief is not in these cases so urgent, but in all other
espects their management is similar, altliough the prognosis is much

less hopeful.

\Vc have hitherto considered the ([ucstion of evacuation of joint
cavities as applying to all joints, but it is the knee which is especially
apt to become acutely inflamed, or dropsical, or in which there is found
blood, or acute suppuration. We must therefore consider particularly
the exact methods of aspiration and incision of the knee, although we
need not do so in the case of anv other articulation.
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Atplratlsn sf ih« Ku* Jolat. Tlif ^piii whrrc thr ^yiuivi.il nuiulM.ini'
iif llif knci- iiiint lomi-. iu;inst tii llic Mirl.ur is mi (In- iiiniT -iili.

ill till' level 111 ihi lowir Inmlir ul tin- patill.i, .iiiil llu- ,is|iiriiliin;

lui'tlli- slioiild thire U- |iliiii«cil into tin- phitc wIuti- tin- lliii tiiiitiuii

M-cnia to Im' mint iliHtilut. I'liliTiiii; tlir iiivity of the loilit lit riKliI

iili(!lL'» to till' skill surfiiio. wliirli lias Iutii larrlilllv w.islinl with soiip

.will u-.iliT anil solm- alltiscptir Hu;!!. Hintlc iucssuh' sIkiuUI In- miilf
ii|H)ii tin- part as Imiu as any lluul i'Sia|Ks, anil wlitn tlic i annul. i is

withilrawn. a very small piil of liiil soaki-il in rolloilion may lit- plaicil

on till' spot as a pri'ialltionary mcasuri'. If the nui-dic lie iiiii' of the
line ones KeniTiilly uscil in aspiration, this pail is hardly n('ii'ss.iry, but
if a larj-i-r trixar and lannula he iisid it should m-vtr Ih' oniittiil.

Whatever instrument is used should lie well iKiileil. in order to renilei

it aseptie.

Inelllon of tha Kbm Joint.- It one oix-niuK only he made, this will

almost always be on the inner side ; but as a jule a eounter-i.lienin),' is

also deemed advisaliU', to sei ure thorough drainage, and ilie readiest
way to net into the joint on the outer side is to make the inner ineision
first, and then to pass a probe or direetor a. loss the interior of the
cavity until it ran be felt iK'iicath the skin, and eaii there Iil' eut dmvii
upon.

Enlargod Buru Pttllla. It frequently hapiwns th.tt this bursa, as
well as others, is the subject of chronic cnlarKcnu'nt, from ac ciimiil.i-

tion of fluid within. In some cases this may be absorlied by the
action of ioilinc, blisters, etc.. or by steady com|iression or strapping.
But very frequently it will be necessary to evacuate the tjl.iiry or
(,'elatinous contents of these .sacs. The best method is to oiK'il the
cavity with a sharp double-edRcd knife. When the sac is emptied
and the contents are thoroughly evacuated, the incision may be
stitched up for two-thirds of its length, and a strand of catgut left

in for ilrainaRe. I-irm comjiression with a pad and bandage must
be maintained, and it will generally be wise to restrain the movement
of thf part by meats of a splint. .\t the end of a week or ten da\s,
provided the antiseptic precautions have been eflicient, the wound
will be found to have united, and the catgut strand will have been
absorbed, exccjit that part outside the wound, which will come away
with the dressing. Thus in the case of an enlarged bursa patella-, or
' houseraai Is knee." a back splint for the knee joint should ^x applied.

In cases where the bursal wall is very much thickened, it is usually
necessary to dissect out the bur.sa ; this should be done through a
vertical incision, and the knife kept close to the bursal wall, in order to
avoid wounding the knee joint.

Simple Ganglia arc small ncidulfs which vary in size from that
of a pea co a walnut. They are usually found im the hack of the
wrist in connection with the e.vtensor tendons, but they may arise in

other situations. They are the products of collagenous connective
tissue degeneration—probably the result of trauma and though thcj-
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iviTiriK till' tl'txIiMH

olluuillncattuMH lire

m.iy .(imnmnK.iii' iviti, tlu' synovi.il iiunil.r.iu-
'"

' 'K <l"' Hi-iijIilxiunnK joint ..ivitu-s, mii li

NCI (Miliary.

I
< ,m,„cr.nr„.,l,n„ ,,,!/, /„,„,,,•. Ilio .„v..lliiix Mnml.l l„. |,.,ii„.,l

«itl, Inline lininu-nt an.l lirnily lu,i.l.,„, ,| ,„ Mrapm.,!. 1„ ,, .xrt.iiMmiinUr .,f ca»i.» this «-,l| i.^. .,i,<i..s,liil.

rJ'S'!'"!!'"''
^ ""'"<"'•• " '""-rl'il iK'uiMlli llu. ,kin, with ,lu..

rtK,,r, t„ the aiwt.imy „l th,- part, ami Ihr »«-,.|M,iK is fr«.|v inii,,,! a^.l^ular „|».ni„j; Ih-iiik .uail,.. PrvHsiir.. i, ,h,.„ ..xcrl,-.! ov.t th.-™vhnj;, »„ that it, .,„i„.|ils ar.. ..Mruiliil. \ .„ll„.li„i, ilrcssii,,. i,apphfil with hrn, prrssiir,., >„ ,|,at th.- «.ilN „l tlu- lavitv .„, hroiHit
int.. app„,iti.,i,. I, I, u.t,.r ,„ all,™ ,l„. „..|ati,ini., ,„„t,.„„ ,„ ;,„,
(,. nui,„i i„ csiapr .•xt.Tii.illy than inti, tla- .dhilar t.s„K.». anil the
>vl,„l,. pr„c,-..,|ii,„ ,„„M Ik- .,„„|,u,..,1 iinilcr the must careliil asepsisor very serious, even ilisastrons, ivsiills may i« i .ir.

'

.1. /:.ir,s,,,„.-\VI,en a KailKlloil resists the ;,l,ove meth.Kls o( treat-ment or «hcn the sur«e„n ami p.ment l»,lli .l.sire a s|H-e.U- .lire theKanshon may Ik- e.M.ose,l by a free ineision an.l .lisseete.ront. Tlietemlon she.itli. or sonu-times a oint cavity, mav l,e „|»-ne,l, hut itaisolme asepsis is maintaineii " there is no ,l,,„„,.r, S„l,s...|,ienlK

,

f ; m
,""'"'"'"«"' '" I"" '""^' !' ""'I'-rtaken to prevent the teml.infrom heiDminR h.ve(l In- a.lhesions.

ftn}rr""r;/T!f'';'
'"1 "•'^- ""'"''^ ""-.v shoiilil l,e ste,i,lie,l with thehi Kcrs of the let. haml v.-hile ,lie ,>nnctnre is ma.le ami until the sac i,

the sic

' '"^ ""' "l"-'-'""- "»v I'ave a little tronl.le in KettinR int,.

Compound Ouflla, smh as those which often extend beneath theannular iKament at the wnst, are much more serious, an,l treiiiientiv
contain melon-s..e.l l„„,ies." The best way ,„ treat then,' is by
V rt cal incisions al„,ve ami below the annular Im-antent. whereb,- thecavity must be thoroughly irrigatcl. It is usuallv well to .Irain for acouple .if .lays, the han.l an.l arm beinK kept on a splint.

EVACUATION OF SEROUS CAVITIES.
The .serous cavities of the pleura, perit<,neiim, .iml the tunica vaKlnalis

testis are fre,|uently the seat of llui.l accumulations whi.h have to be
removc-,i by aspiration, tapping, or incision, and the methods of theevacuation in each case must be consi.lerc.l separately

si^nt'T.l""'
''"""'• ''^ ••' »'mi'l'- cnouRh .iperati.in! if the physicalKns of the presence of Hui.l are .listinct, but if there he anv- .ImiU onthat point or If the pleura has to Ik., piinctiire.l in an unusual nl.ue it

COiv
'' ," '* '" '"*" ^ """ '''Pl°""K aspiratiuR nee.lle, the mostcoinen.ent instrument being an or.linarv hvpodern.ic svringe,

is.flrannn is generally the method chosen when the fluid is IkIIcvcI

f L "T""'
" "'"" ^'"= l'''^'"'"' "'•^'''^y '^ '" '>«^ '•'^P'if'i 'or the firstlime. The ordinary pattern of the instrument i.s

- -n in Ft- i.H(,
an,l Us management has been described. The •
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insertion of the needle, and for all other punctures and incisions into

the pleura, is cither in the miil-axillary line in the middle of the fifth

or sixth interspace, or, if an opening further back 1» required, in the

seventh or eighth interspace, just in front of or behind the posterior

axillary line. The needle or fine trocar must be very sharp, and must

be inserted with a " stab " so as to avoid pushing forward anj- false

membrane adhering to the parietal pleura. The patient should lie as

low as the performance of the operation will allow, and if faintness

should ensue the evacuation should be stopped for a time. The Huid

should ensue drawn off very slowly.

The aspirator has displaced the old trocar and cannula to a great

extent, but the latter instrument is still frequently employed. It is

desirable, when a trocar is used, to have some arrangement by means

of which air shall be excluded from the chest cavity during the operation.

The tube having been

attached, the trocar is

inserted as the aspirating

needle was, and the

cutting piston is immedi-

ately withdrawn into the

handle, so that the fluid

passes down the side

branch and down the

tube, which acts as a

syphon.

It will often happen

that the aspirator or tro-

car will draw off healthy

serum, and that tlie

operation will not need

to be repeated, or at least

only once or twice, the fluid remaining serous throughout. But if the

evacuation has to be often repeated, pus is almost certain to be formed,

while in other cases it may be present from the first. Should this be

so, wc have now to do with an empyema instead of a serous pleurisy ;

and it will be necessar>^ to evacuate the pus.

Operation for Empyema.—The collection of pus in the pleural cavity,

called an empyema, may be treated in three ways, each method being

required according to the special needs of the case : ( i ) Aspiration ;

(2) Incision through an intercostal space and drainage ; (3) Kxcision

of a portion of a rib, and drainage through the larger space thus afforded.

I. Aspiration is usually required for the purposes of diagnosis, but can

rarely be considered as the adequate treatment, though occasionally

empyemata have, it is said, been cured by this simple procedure.

On the other hand, as a preUminary to more radical methods it is of

undoubted value, since the gradual removal of the pus by means of

the aspirator in cases of urgent dyspnoea or great cardiac embarrass-

-.\SPIRXTOR, WITH BOTTLE,
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ment, enables us to perform the further operation with mucli less risli.

It may be taken as a rule that if there are physical signs indicatins an
empyema of considerable size, half to one pint of the pus should be
evacuated by means of the aspirator liefore the resection of a rib is

undertaken.

2. Incision is not to be regarded as the ideal method, since the small
interval between the ribs usually interferes with the ilrainage which is

required, but it is of service occasionally in empycmata in children,
or if the patient's condition prohibits more than'local anesthesia or
general ana'.sthesia of very short duration.
The operation can be performed very quickly by incising the skin

over the seventh intercostal space in the posterior axillary line, and
completing the operation with the knife or sharp-pointed scissors.
If the latter are used, they are thrust into the pleural cavity through
the intercostal muscles, and then opened, all danger of injuring the
intercostal vessels being avoided if tlie instrument is kept near the

Fis- 187.— llnVE.\'S liASPATOKY.

Upper border of the rib. If the knife is preferred, it is thrust into
the pleural cavity in the same manner, cutting through the muscles
anteriorly as it is withdrawn. The opening is then enlarged with sinus
or artery forceps, and a stout tube, which will better withstand the
compressing influence of the ribs, is inserted into the cavity, and a
dressing applied. The position of the patient should be the same as
that in the following operation.

Excision of Rib.—This operation may be done under local anaes-
thesia, but it is better performed under chloroform. If the condition
of the patient is such as to render local anaesthesia advisable, incision
only is preferable. The patient should lie on the bick, with the
shoulder and thorax of the affected side drawn well over the edge of
the bed or operating-table ; the eighth rib is defined, and a point is

taken along it just in front of the post-axillary fold formed by the
latissimus dorsi—that is, in the posterior axillary line.

Three precautions are to be observed in opening empyemata :

—

1. Not to make the incision too far forward, or the empyema will

not drain satisfactorily.

2. Not to place the incision so that the inferior angle of the scapula
will come into contact with the drainage tube : an accident which
may happen if the incision is placed too far back.

3. Not to make a valvular opening through the skin.

.\s the arm is usually raised to the level of. or above, the patient's

head, the skin is stretched and the angle of the scapula is brought
forward, and these displarements must be kept in mind when the

I I
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incision is made. The skin should be gently drawn down over thu

eighth rib, and an incision two inches long made straight down to the

periosteum. This should lie carefully and thoroughly lifted from the

bone by suitable raspatories, and the inner surface oi the rib should be

cleared in a similar manner with Doyen's curved periosteal elevator

{Fig. 187). The rib is cut through at each extremity of the incision

by means of strong forceps, and i-U inches of bone arc removed.

The periosteum on the deep surface of the rib is now exposed, and

a pair of sinus forceps— or if the empyema is of long standing, a pair of

sharp-pointed scissors— is thrust through the mid<Uc of the iicriosteum

and pleura into the cavity of the empyema. If these precautions are

Hij, -Pollard's Empvema Tcbe.

observed, the intercostal vessels which are here lying in the subcostal

grooves will escape injury. Should they be damaged they should be

secured by passing a curved needle armed with a silk ligature round

them, or even round the proximal end of the rib. and tying in the

ligature firmly. As soon as the pleura is opened, the pus rushes out

and the air rushes in, and at this point the patient's condition may-

become serious. The pus should be only allowed to come out slowly,

and the affected side of the thorax should be lirmiy compressed by an

assistant, so as to diminish this movement. Severe syncope should be

treated at once by the injection of strychnia, 3 min., and by inhalation

of oxygen.

A finger should be introduced into the cavity so as to remove the

masses of lymph, which retard expansion of the lung, and which often

interfere with drainage. A large scoop is ol great service lor this

purpose. Finally, a large-sized drainage tul>e, provided with a broad

flange {Figs. 188, 180) to prevent it faUing into the pleural cavity, is

introduced, and a firm dressing is applied.

The cavity should ne\er be washed out at the time of the operation

—

later, if a foul sinus forms, it may be advisable to irrigate it with a weak
solution of iodine ; but there is always a risk of syncope following any

injection into the pleural cavity.

The dressings should be frequently changed, and the tube should be

removed as soon as possible ; this can sometimes be dune from the
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fourth to the sixth dav. since the pleura, like the peritoneum, is capable

of more active repair than other tissues.

The long-continued presence of the tube is the cause of sinus forma-

tion and chronic irritation, but in some cases it must be retained for a
much longer time In this respect each case must be treated on its

merits, but it may be removed before all the discharge has ceased,

provided the lung has expanded, since any healing or granulating

surface continues to discharge, especially in the presence of a drainage
tube.

Empyemata must be treated with the most careful antisepsis.

The infection is rarely a mixed one. The pneumococcus is present

in the majority of cases, and if other micro-organisms are kept away,
healing is carried out in a satisfactory and rapid manner. The cause

of persistent sinus after operation may be due to the empyema being

of long standing—the great thickening of the pleura preventing the

lung from expanding ; but in many cases it is surely due to careless

after-treatment.

During convalescence the patient should be encouraged to exercise

the lung of the affected side. This may be done by turning him on to

the sound side of the chest, and making him breathe deeply, thus
expanding the affected lung. Toy trumpets and balloons should be
given to children for the same purpose.

The above descriptions apply to generalized or extensive empyemata
;

when the collection of pus is strictly localized, the rib must be removed
which gives best access to th*; cavity. But the above precautions

should be observed.

Pneumo- and Hamothorax.—As the residt of injury or disease the
pleural cavity may be filled with air or blood. The natural tendency
in both instances is for absorption to take place without any active

treatment being required ; but if there is great interference with
respiration, owing to the extent of the accumulation—the patient

becoming cyanosed and suffering from urgent dyspntca—or if the

heart is greatly displaced, the pleural cavity should be aspirated and
the pressure reduced. Of course the greatest possible care must be
taken to keep everything aseptic, or serious complications will be
the result.

Air can be withdrawn very satisfactorily by means of Potain's

aspirator, and in many cases, owing to the wound in the lung healing,

it does not reaccumulate.

Paracenteili Abdominii is a more simple operation than that for

the evacuation of the pleural cavity The spot chosen is almost always
midway between the umbilicus and the pubes, and exactly in the

middle line. Before tapping, the bladder should be emptied, if neces-

sary with a catheter. The patient should be placed half sitting-up in

l)ed, and a very broad flannel bandage, or some form of binder, must be
so adjusted tlxat it can be tightened up from time to time, to give

support to the abdununal walls and contents, as the fluid is removed.
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Draining hy Trocar and Cannula.~\ simple full-sized instrument
may be used, but a much more convenient pattern is the " piston
trocar," with a side branch for a tube. If the puncture is made exactly
in the mid-hne there is very little pain connected with it. The direction
of the puncture should be backwards, and slightly downwards, for as
the abdomen diminishes in size, the trocar will alter its position, tending
to point more and more upwards and away from the fluid.

The fluid should be received into a bucket placed on the floor by the
side of the bed, and. as we have said, the abdominal walls must be
carefully supported throughout the operation. The patient must be
watched, lest faintness should come on, and will often require a little

stimulant. If necessary the flow of the ascitic fluid may be stopped
by raising the tube above the level of the abdomen till the faintness

passes off.

liy a Sottthey's Trocar.—Another way of draining ascitic fluid is

to employ one of Southey's +-ocars {Fig. k^j). These trocars with
their enshcathing cannulie ar r.iade as fine as possible, and can be

connected with a specially

fine kind of drainage tube.

The insertion cf these small

instruments is practically

painless, and is performed
in the same place and
direction as the larger ones.

The trocar and cannula

may be inserted, and the

trocar withdrawn after the

usual manner of using this

instrument, the tubing
being then slipped over the protruding end. But as the end and the
tut e are both small it is sometimes a little difficult to do this. A side

branch has been suggested as an improvement in this respect, but this

is not at all necessary, for the difficulty is quite overcome if the tube
be attached beforehand to the empty cannula, and the trocar be then
thrust into it, piercing the tube first, at a very little distance from its

end. When the trocar and cannula have been inserted in the tissues,

and the trocar is withdrawn , it will be found that the small puncture
which h -s been made in the indiarubber tube closes of itself. The tube
is said to deliver the fluid at a rate of from ten to twenty ounces per

hour, so that there is no sudden disturbance of the visceral relations,

and no necessity for swathing the abdomen in any form of binder.

Anasarca.—These trocars were originally introduced by Southey
for a different purpose, namely, for the relief of severe and tense

anasarca—a condition which may here be conveniently considered.

In the great majority of cases of serous effusion into the cellular tissues,

elevation and the removal of all obslrudioii lu the venous circulation

will be all that is required, and if the adema be more obstinate than

rV-v^
v's Fixe Trocars ani Canml*.
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usual, it may be diminished by bandap;in(;. and especially by t:ie use
of Martin's rubber bandaj(c. But sometimes the distention ot the
parts is so great that the skin is stretched even to bursting, and a
peculiar form of superficial gangrene, combined with a condition of

erysipelas, may develop.

I'nder these circumstances it becomes necessary to relieve the
tension by removal of the fluid, and this was commonly done by making
numerous stabs or minute incisions with a small scalpel from "iiich

the scrum could drain away. The objections to this proceeding were
that the limbs affected (usually the legs) were forced to remain wrapped
up in sloppy clothes, and that the skin, bathed in the exuded serum,
soon became so<lden. Moreovt

.
, it not infrequently happened that the

punctures themselves became ttie starting-points of troublesome sores.

These objections are all met by the use of the fine cannuhc above
mentioned. Three or four ot these may be introduced iuto the dropsical
parts by means of the trocar, and tlicn the serum which escapes through
them may l)e conducted away from the bedclothes hy the indiarubber
tubing.

The tub?s should be of sufficient length to discharge the fluid into
some vessel below the bed.

The cannula should be introduced at right angles to the surface
;

tlicy should fairly enter the cellular tissue, and on withdrawal the
puncture should be covered with a pad of wool secured by collodion.

Great care must be taken to keep the instruments scrupulouslv clean,

and they should always be well boiled before they are used.

Hydrocele of the Tunica Vaginalii.—The treatment of this condition
may either be palliative, remedial, or curative. Thus, it often occurs
that a moderate-sized hydrocele may remain stationary for years, giving
little or no trouble, provided only that the scrotum is properly sup-
ported by a suspensory bandage.
But in most cases the serous erfusion will sooner or later accumulate

to an extent which produces discomfort or pain, and very frequently
the sac takes only a short time (that is, one to be measured by weeks)
to fill. The remedy in these cases is to remove the fluid by tapping,
whenever and as often as it causes inconvenience by distention.

Although it very rarely happens that the fluid does not reaccumulate,
still most patients arc thus enabled to escape any real disablement.

Tal:-t>ing a Hydrocele.— In deciding whether the right time has come
to tap a hydrocele, attention should be given rather to the tenseness
of the sac, than to its size. U is always wise to wait until it is fairly

full, not only because the operation is then easier, but because the
intervals between the tappings should be as long as x»ssible.

No surgical operation would seem to be easier than this one,

and in truth it is as easy as it seems to be. Vet even here there
is a right and a wrong way, and the wrong is often chosen.

The points to be looked to are, that the testicle be protected from
injury, that the skin of the scrotum and the sac be made tense and

I
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prominent in front, and tliat the cavity bo entered with one stab ot the

trocar, the veins of the '^rrotiim bcin^ avoided, and the depth of the

plunge being regulated forehand by the position of the finger on the

trocar.

Most of these points are shown in h'i^. 191, where the left hand is

seen to be making the tissues tense in front, and at the same time

rccci\ ing and protecting the testis l>chind, while the forefinger of the

right hand steadies the trocar and ser\'cs as a shield, so that it cannot

l)e pushed in too far.

In Fig. \i.)2, on the contrary, some of the common faults committed
in tapping are illustrated, such as the oblique position of the trocar

(which may never enter the sac at all), the left hand pushing the testis

—Taitin*; a Hvdbocelk

downwards and forwards, etc. Before the trocar is introduced an
effort should be made to locate the testicle, either by allowing a strong
light to shine through the hydrocele, when the testicle can often be
seen as a dark crescentic body, or by getting the patient to locate it

himself. The mere fact that the anterior part of the sac can be clearly

transilluminated is satisfactory evidence that the testicle occupies its

normal position at the back of the sac. The skin of the scrotum is

to be carefully cleaned (^ee p. 3J2).

The trocar commonly employed is shown, halt size, in Fig. 103, but
smaller ones, down to a fine exploring trocar, may well be used. During
the time that the fluid is escaping the cannula should be steadied with
the left hand, or it may slip out of the opening in the sac, with the
result that the fluid escapes into the tissues of the scrotum, and pro-

duces an tt'dema which is somewhat alarming in appearance. When
all the fluid that will escape has been drawn off, the c.^n^n^a must be
withdrawn, and unless a needlessly large instrument has been used.
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there will be no necessity (or considering the wound, thoush it would
be safer to fasten on some aseptic wool with collodion. .\ susnensorv
bandage should be worn from the first.

So far as the tapping is concerned, the directions given above for
the ordinary hydrocele will apply almost equally to any of the various
cystic accumulations which are common here (such as hydrocele of the
cord, spermatocele, etc.), and we need not consider them further.
The commoner complications which result from tapping arc :—
Ha-malocele—muMy from an injury to the testicle ; occasionally

from a scrotal vein.

Sloiig/ihii! and supptiralioii from the use of dirty instruments, though
occasionally from the patient's constitutional debility. Failure lo
strike llie flmd is nearly always due to bad technique.

-HypRotELE Trocah.

If a iLT-matocele occurs it should be treated by the application of
an ice-bag or evaporating lotions, and the patient should rest in bed
for a day or two.

The tapping of collections of fluid in the tunica vaginalis is also of
use for diagnostic purposes. An old hydrocele is often mistaken for
a new powth, and rire »rsa. If an exploratory puncture is made with
a STOall trocar and cannula, valuable information may be obtaine.l
From the old hydrocele dark blood, loaded with cholestcrin crystals

can be obtaiiled, but from a new growth which has ruptured into the
cavity of the tunica vaginalis, or which is still confined by a stretched
tunica albugmea, bright red blood will flow.

uli^'lfT'"'
/".'''"''"'" '"'''> ""i""" ^">' ^'y drastic treatment.

i! the hydrocele is of the congenital type, a free communication existing
betw-een the sac and the peritoneal cavity, a truss should be appUedm the hope that adhesions will form at the region of the internal
abdominal ring, thus converting the congenital to the infantile type.
The infantile form, which is shut off from the peritoneal cavity and
the ordinary scrotal form, are best treated by multiple punctures with
a sharp Hagedorn needle

; the fluid escaping into the cellular tissue is
absorbed. .\ compress soaked in lead lotion should be applied.

Injection for HydroMle..—This method of treatment is less fre-
quently used, owing to the more certain results obtained by the open
operation.

The method aims at exciting sufficient inflammation in the walls of
the sac to lead to their adhesion and obliteration of the cavity Such
treatment should not be emplo>ed in children, or m any patient who
does not seem to be tl.oiuughly robust, as U may lead to sloughing and
cellulitis.

"'
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The best aRcnl for the purpose is carbolic acid, and the technique is

as follows :
—

The skin of the scrotum is carefully cleaned with ether soap and

biniodidc, i-2cxx) in spirit. The hydrocele is then tapped in the

ordinary manner, and all the fluid is withdrawn. Thirty to sixty

minims of pure carbolic, i.e.. a saturated solution of phenol in glycerin,

obtained by adding the pure phenol crystals to the glycerin until they

cease to dissolve, are injected through the cannula into the sac ;
the

opening in the cannula is closed by means of a small spigot of wood,

the cannula remaining in situ. The scrotum is now gently manipulated

so as to diffuse the acid widely over the serous surface, and when this

has been done, the spigot is removed, and any remaining fluid is

expressed by a gentle " milking " movement. The cannula is with-

drawn, and a collodion dressing is applied.

The patient may complain of a sensation of pain during the action

of the acid, and he may become faint. The scrotum should be

supported by means of a suspensory bandage, and the patient should

rcmuin ([uict for a couple of days ; after which, if there is no marked

reaction, he may return to his work.

The Radieal, or Open Operation, which is much in favour at present,

since it offers the most certain prospect of cure, consists in making an

incision through the coverings of the scrotum, opening the lunica

vaginalis, and allowing the fluid to escape, and then dissecting away

the parietal serous membrane up to the point where it is reflected on

to the testicle and epididymis. Although a simple procedure, certain

precautions must be observed.

Not only is the tunica vaginalis thickened in old-standing hydroceles,

but the other coverings of the scrotum share in the tiiange. The

result is that there is often a sac a quarter-of-an-inch thick covering

the walls of the hydrocele cavity. As it is the serous layer that secretes

the fluid, this layer alone requires removal, and an attempt should be

made to separate it from the other thickened layers, so that the tissue

removed is as thin as possible. If this cannot be done, the thickened

tunicae must be cut away ; but every vessel must be carefully tied.

Moreover it is advisable to sew round the cut edge with a fine continuous

catgut suture, so as to check any bleeding. The vessels in the thickened

layers are numerous though small, and they cannot retract owing to

the chronic inflammatory thickening.

No adequate pressure can be applied to the scrotum, hence the

common complication after operation on hydroceles is to find the

whole cavity distended with blood-clot, a complication which often

necessitates a late visit to the theatre in oiler that the clot may be

turned out. This accident can be prevented by attention to the above

details, and by the employment of a good-sized drainage tube for

twenty-four hours. The tube should be the size of a cigarette ;
smaller

sizes get blocked by clot and are useless. Drainage is not required in

small hydroceles, nor in those cases where the sac is thin and avascular.



Chapter XXXIII.

OF THE rSE OF CATHF.THRS ASI) OTHER ISSTRUMESTS
/.V THE BLADDER.

TN this chapter wc shall considor, first, the thief practical points
1 which arise in connection with the passage of instruments along
the urethra into the bladder : next, the methods of emptying the
bladder of its contents by aspiration or by tapping, and ofwashing
out the bladder and urethra

; lastly, certain complications, such as
retention and suppression of urine.

Uui of Cathttera, Boufiu, •to.—Thc passage of a catheter may he
required for the relief of relenlioi:. whether arising from spasm, stricture.
or enlarged prostate, or from an atonic or paralytic state of the bladder
walls

; or from a combination of several of these causes. It m.iy also
be necessary. Ixith for the prevention of extravasation, and the relief
of reten ion in cases of injury to the urethra (and sometimes in rupture
of the bladder), and later, for the prevention of traumatic stricture.

Catheters or bougies arc also employed for the ciirf of sirirlures by
mechanical dilatation, and both the nictal instruments, and what are
known as meilica(ed hoiigies. arc employed m disorders of the urethral
mucous membrane, such as gonorrhcea. Again, catheters are useil for
the systematic emptying of the bladder, and for the introduction of
lotions (' washing out " the bladder) to improve the condition of its
mucous membrane

; and those of a very large size arc employed to
remove calculous debris after lithotrity, and. more rarely, blood-clots.

Lastly, catheters or bougies arc frequently used as guides to the
position of the urethra, or of strictures within it, in various operations.

Sounds, on the contrary, are used purely for diagnostic purposes :

while staffs are directors of various shapes and curves, which possess
a deep groove, along which a cutting instrument may be passed for
the incision of a urethral stricture, or for entrance to the bladder.
There arc. moreover, many other instruments, such as internal urethro-
tomes, urethral dilators, galvanic bougies, etc., the purposes of which
may be known from their names. With the majority of urethral
instruments we have here nothing to do, and we have therefore only
to treat of the actual manipulative proceedings which are necessary
for the skilful passage of catheters or bougies.

OP THE DIFFERENT KINDS OF CATHETER.
The ordinary silver or plated catheters are too well known to require

description. They, as well as the flexible ones, are made in England

iiili
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a,.., America in .i.« in» I up to ,.
'^^J^^":^:;^:'^

being i mm. rouml. No. s. J mm.,

and so on. This principle gives

more numerous subdivisions ;
thus

there arc eighteen numlKrs (3 to

21) between the twelve ordmary

English ones (i to li).

With regard to the curve, the

standard is commonly called

" Brodie'a." but many surgeons

prefer to have their instruments

cuned according to ihcir own

ideas. Prostatic mital catheters, to

which we shall again refer, are

also generally named after Brodie.

They diUcr from the ordinary ones

in being both longer and muchf;^g_ ,f,4.—ESOtlSH CAmETKli i;Atr.K.

/.is- I.)6.-PJ>09TATK- SaVER CATHETER.

Il.t.1 B..<i.. or solid instruments are of the same shape and gauge

as catheters.
, , a ,J orpat service in dilating

Usier's Bougies will often be '"""''
"',,8yfJ^*J„'\hat they taper

A in this manner prepares the way lor xnt b

\ which is to follow (Fig. 197 )

fi«. 197.—IJSTER'S STEEL IlOCGlE.

^Sl
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ri..lbl. C,Ul.tt„ „ro of several kind,, but the prindp.,1 ones ar.made of R„m.ela,fc • and of india-rul.lHT. ( cllul, ,d iZ •, ,occent V been „«.d. (;„m.ela».ic catheter, are n.ade „f .,„ e

""
„ !

wh?h
«"","••';"'• '"'"n-ratd ,nto the meshes of a „o, „Tuhewhich IS made of sdk or hnen thread

There are two chief kind, of the«, K,,m-ela»tic catheter,, earl, made

eu^ e.T„
''",'"• T "" "''" "'"" •h'^ ""«" '•••• stmene" y

sZ-s ,

"'
"""'t'^"'

""""" '"- i"«""nent is ^•,How,sh r.vl andshow, the meshes of the silk or thread. The«. catheter, are Hex "lewhen heate,!, hut tolerably stilt when cold. .\ wire stylet , f c

.' tf. int.- Olivary < 'M-ELASTK- CatHETEH.

ordinary catheter curve, or of any other which may be ,les,red i,

Xriri,'' r ,'" *'"' "•="°^' "" ^•"'P' '>* which \hey wU retailafter it is withdrawn, even when rendered m.Hleratelv" flexible bvwarming Mth regard to shape, this kind is always uniform^cyhndrical. like the silver catheters
"""ormly

oflat^heTrTdiTli''
""" '" T"" '""" ''™"'" "'* "'' •"-"> '""ns

Tn it The 1 "*'•,""'> ^'» •" '"•= «hape of their ends, are madein It These are the black, soft catheters," originally of Frenchmanufacture, the employment of which is becoming 'muhmor
knd Lte "'"''""'

i"'"" "'"''' instruments. They.'like the firk nd, have a woven basis, into the meshes of which some resinouspreparation is incorporated, but they are mjch more flexible Tndhave nearly sii|,ersedcd the older make.
They are sometimes made uniformly cylindrical, but more generallv

OfTi;he;7"
special shape, designed to facihtateXl^e

uJfu? es u
*" ''^^'" "''^^- '» ='°"' » "'ten extremelvuseful, especially in prostatic cases, as will be directly explained

•

* Good 0.n...l».tlo Catheter can be easily tied up in a knot withoutany crackmg of the surface, and when its' point is pressed upon wtltlve finger, it should bend easily over in a limform curve and "h^:not give way in an angular fashion at the eye, (are should also 1 etaken, ,j ,he instrument be a small one, thai it ,s f^^rl ier Tou

inasm?T "" '" '"=" ='"'' "'* P''*"'^ ^ni'th edge^ and'.nasmueh as it is at this place that cheap, badly made instrument

fill
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give way, six-Mwl atttntum Bhould tw (iivcn tii Ihc conilition of this

ojicninR. anil the catlit-tir should \x lirokcn ami discariltd if any

crack or flaw \x tlicrc discovered. The eml of tlic cathclcr Iwlow the

eye shoxdd lie solid.

fur* I«*l»-r«bb«r CitUMWn are of two or thre: varieties, the most

um-ful IwinR that known as ]ac(|ue»," which i< of Rreat value from

itn perfect softness anil flexibility. It is made of a red rulilwr, and is

employed in cases where an instrument has to lie left in the lilailder,

or where the patient has to pass one for himself

.

Salld Bouflu are made of the same shape ami size as the hollow

catheters in lioth the Rum-clastic materials, and the two kinds diller

from each other in respect of He-xibillty in just the same way,

' Bougies " proper, i,e,, instruments made of wax, with some woven

basis, arc now rarely used; introduced iK'fiirc the virtues of india-

rubber were apprecii>ted, they were then almost the only kind of

flexible instrument iiossible, but they are now unnecessary and incon-

venient. Wax may be used, however, as the vehicle in some forms of

medicated bouRies.

Two other forms of bougies should lie mentioned, namely, those

made of whalebone and of catgut. They are both very useful in

difficult cases, where the finest instrument can hardly lie passed.

This is especially true of catgut, which may with patience be made to

traverse very tortuous paths. They are sometimes moulded into a

twisted or corkscrew form.

GENERAL POmiB III THE PASIIOE OF AIIY ORETHIAL
IMSTRDMEIIT.

There are some points common to the passage of all forms of

catheters, and to a large extent of bougies also, which may be

enumerated before we descr'ic more particularly the passage of metal

and flexible instruments respectively.

I. At to BiM.— It may be laid down as a rule almost without an

exception that in anv given case the catheter which should be used is

the larK. ^t which riiii be used, within the limits of the normal calibre

of the urethra, so that in cases where there is no narrowing of the

canal itself, a full-sized instrument should be chosen :
and when there

is a narrowing, as in strictures, the practice should be to work down-

wards from instruments which are too large, until one which will pass

is reached ; not upwards from those which are too small, to the same

point. The reason for this rule is that, other things being equal, the

smaller the instrument the harder it is to avoid catching in folds of

the mucous membrane, or in the lacuna; of the urethra, and thus

damaging it , on the other hand, the larger the instrument the more

likely is it to remain in the canal, and by stretching the lining membrane,

to obliterate folds, and to pass by lacunar or false passages.

So, too, in cases of rupture of the urethra, a fair-sized instrument,

say No. 8 or 9, may pass over the wound and into the bladder, when
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a .mailer ,.n,. w.m,I,1 have it, ,„„„! ,n-ii..,l in thi' rem ,m,1 th„.

the larK..r on. ,v,ll „„, pa„, „,e ,n>all.r h unl.kolv «, ,?m1,>

h,."hl" "'i''
'"""".'"••""O- • on.htion, of the urethra, or when the .analha, been lacerate.l. .he c„„,le catheter w,ll «,me.,n,e, Ik- found of nmchgreater value than the onlinary ohvary-ende.l instrument

theMr „ n^"'
""••.'""'"•" » '" ""« '^^'«« the narrm^cst part ofhe canal, ami ,. ,s somcfme, ,0 contracted that a ful|.,i„d instrumentcannot 1« pa,«d. ,n „,„ ca,e ,t may be carefully nickel with Tpa"of ,c,ssor,. exactly m the m.ddle Ime atove and Ixlow. or l^low on y a

No ; catheT""",,- T't"-'" '="»"»"'' ' '» K™"ally held that a

of . ,',f
^"" "-"«''"' """""" - '" FrenchI repre^nt, the calibreof a full.,>K,l urethra, or rather that if No. ,0 or u pa„e, 'a,d It

tTue t'IT" ","' ,""' " "" "™"""- T"- ">^y '" ak ""
ml

'"'""'* P™«"«' PurpoKH, but ..\merican surgeon, are morel.bera -n„nde,l m the.r i.lea,, both a, ,0 the size of the normal urertra

that "the a
?*"""'"*'

"'f """' *" '"''-' ^'°"« « OtU ha,lown
than iS mm. (about No. if, of the English catheter gauge) so that a

tTnrbeZe\"""'"!t.l''!,""*''"'
"'''''" ' """ 0- 'rom NO ,:to 12). before >t would be detected by what most English ,ur«on.and most pafents, consider a full-size.! instrument. oL ha, urth ';shown that normal urethras .lifler greatly in their cahbre L^ha

:nr.h:.u,::Terr."'''
"""^^" '•' ^'-•""'"-- <" ••- -"'»

himJlT^t'^TT
•'«"•""»•»• -The surgeon shoul.l ,H:rsonally assureh.msclf that the catheters he is about to use are ab,.,lu.ely c can : ametal or rubber catheter sh.,uld. of course, be boilcl, the safest way

patient, wantonly, to a distinct danger of blood poisoning, ami it i, aq„e«ion whether the ,luty of cleansing catheters after use' should everoc lett to the nurses or porters.

sh.nd.ll'^"l^'^'^'f"''-'
" ^•'"•''"^"^ CM.<er.-.n^ instrument

H^ fr„ ^ T
washed 11, a stream .,f running warm water, which should

flow reely through the lumen of the instrument. 1, should then bewiped dry on a soft clean towel, and be place.l in a formalin sterilizer,

m^r^l, ["""Tij"'''
''™^"'"^'«' i" '"" forms :-(„) A metal box,mtroduced l-y Albarran, „f Varis. in which the catheters are arrangedon tra>b After the instruments have been placed inside the box the

L^r.? 1

" *""'• ''^' ""'""" "' = ''P'"^' '"'"P f"™"!'" vapour ,sgenerated an.l passes into the sterilizer. This vapour is powerfully

teriu'" rl^;
^"'' """ "'"""'' *•"= <^'"'"=*"' ^-"l '«'"S«^« are thoroughly

^-.terile. Before use they should be placed in distilled water or weakboracic acid solution, as the formalin is very irritating to the urethra.
(6) A similar result to the above is obtainable bv the use of class tubeswith a hollow rubber stopper (F,g. zoi). Into'the hollow part of the

1 I
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stopper trioxymethylene powder or granules is introduced. This

material slowly decomposes, giving off formalin vapour, which acts in a

manner similar to the al>ove on the catheter or bougie. The catheters

are thoroughly sterilized after twenty-four hours.

Maw it Sons have recently introduced an apparatus for boiling

gum-elastic instruments, and their special catheters will stand boihng

about ten or twelve times.

With such simple methods for obtaining a satisfactory sterility of

the instrument, no gum-elastic catheter or bougie should be passed

which has not been subjected to some such form of treatment.

Ft?, joi.—GLASd Catheter Tt'BE.

3. Warming and Oiling.—All instruments ^should be warmed and
oiled before passing. A good lubricant is sterilized olive oil or vaseline,

but if an antiseptic medium is desired the following may be employed :

R HydrarK- Oxycyanidi gr. iiiss 1 Tragacanthic gr. xlvj

tllycerini 3^'^^
I
Aq. Dest, Stcril. ad 5iij

4. Conttitutional Dliturbanee.—The passage of any instrument, but
especially if it be a metal one passed for the first time, may be followed

by marked constitutional disturbance, such as rigor, or repeated rigors,

high temperature, etc. This urethral fever, or urethral shivering, as

milder cases arc called, is generally transient, but may even be fatal

in damaged constitutions. Therefore Paget advised that a catheter or

sound should if possible be passed for the first time, not in the surgeon's

consulting-room, but in the patient's own room. A dose of quinine

grs. v, opium gr. j, is an excellent prophylactic if rigors are feared.

RetentioD of an Inttrument in the BloddaF.— Under certain circum-

stances, either to dilate a very tight stricture (passive dilatation), or

to drain an inflamed or injured bladder, to prevent extravasation of

urine m the milder varieties of laceration of the urethra, or to check

severe bleeding from this canal, it is necessary to retain a catheter

for some considerable time.

As a general rule a gum-elastic or rubber instrument should be used,

and unless there is some very strong reason to the contrary it should

be changed at the end of twenty-four hours.

There are several methods for securing the instrument, but it may
be laid down that no method will succeed without the co-operation of

the patient. A catheter cannot be tied in so firmly that the patient,

if he wishes, will fail to remove it.

Fov the male an excellent method is one described by Carwardine :

a ring of bone or rubber (an old catheter may be used, the narrow

point being introduced into the lumen of the wide part, after such

reduction in size as may be necessary, and the junction is made firm

by a silk suture passed through the walls of the tube) is passed over
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the penis and secured by tapes passing round the groins, thighs, andumbihcal region (F.g. 202). This ring can be very firmly secured andacts as a basis to which the catheter can be attached. The catheter
IS then introduced alorig the urethra, and is fixed to the ring by four

eL"ofte crn't- J'"' '''"f "" P"^^" '"""S" the'exposedend of the catheter by means of a needle, tied, and finally secured
TO the nng. '

They can be adjusted to any length, and if a certain " play "
ofthe catheter is required it can be allowed for. Other methods consist

in fixing the catheter directly to thigh and perineal bands, to the pubichair—a method sometimes useful
in the female—or to strips of
strapping placed round the penis.
Whichever method be adopted,

there arc other details to be con-
sidered. The end of the catheter,
when fairly introduced into the
bladder, will rest against the
sensitive trigone ; in many sub-
jects this position causes great
discomfort, which can be easily
remedied by allowing the point
of the instrument to he in the
prostatic urethra instead of'lin
the bladder cavity. At regular
intervals, every two or three
hours, the catheter is pushed on
into the bladder to allow that
viscus to be emptied, and is

then withdrawn to its original
position. If the patient is in-

telligent he can often effect this
manoeuvre himself. Such a

^Zl^^^^'i^^JT^ "l"
''?°P""' '" "" """^^ ""'"= there is a special need tokeep the bladder absolutely emptied, if the patient is sensible and quiet.

It IS often stated that rubber are better tolerated than gum-elastic

instrument seems slightly more irritating than the polished gum-elastic surface. Gum-elastic catheters are prone to " blister "
i e acunous cracking of the varnish. In some cases this is due to faulty

construction. ,n others to some irritating quality of the urine. All
blistered instruments should be at once removed
Children do not tolerate catheters i;.. silu very well, and unless

absolutely essential this form of treatment should not be undertakenA Slight urethral discharge sometimes follows the tying in of acatheter, and phosphates are often deposited at the end of a catheterwhich has been left in silu for more than twelve hours

Fig, aoi- Methoii op tvin-g i.v a Catmetkr.

n \
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OF THE PASSAGE OF URETHRAL INSTRUHENTB.

The Pauage of Metal Catheters.—In almost all text-books which
treat of the practice of surgery, a verbal dtjscription will be found
of the manoeuvres necessary for the introduction of a metallic catheter
into the bladder, but we beheve that such descriptions are only
waste of space, and of the author's and reader's time. We do not
think it is within the power of words to convey to a student, who has
no personal experience, any real idea of the movements of the hand
and wrist, or of the complex sensations which guide and inform the

surgeon of the position of the point of the instrument, of the direction

in which it is travelling, or of the condition of the canal which he is

exploring. Such descriptions are no doubt perfectly intelligible to
those who know the direction of the urethra, but these stand in no
need of them.

There is only one way to learn to pass silver catheters, and that is, to

pass them, at first of course under direction ; and it may not be out
of place to remind house surgeons and dressers that they will in all

probability never again have such opportunities of practice ; and
although we are far from advising unnecessary catheterization, still

they will do wisely to seize all legitimate occasions for acquiring that
most important acro:nphshment, the being " a first-rate hand with a
catheter."*

We have already said that in passing catheters the rule should be to

proceed downwards size by size, until the largest which will pass is

arrived at. This is especially true of metal instruments. The smallest

sizes (Nos. J to 3 English— i to 8 French) are difficult to pass, even
along urethras which are healthy, and damage is readily inflicted by
them.

Catheters ol a verj' large size are chiefly employed in the operation
of lithotrity for the removal of dtbris ; or after perineal section ; or, as

has been mentioned (page 31), they may be required for the removal

• The dresser then should, from the first moment of enterinf^ upon his
work, determine to learn how to catheterize, and may profitablv set about
it in some such way as the following. To bt-gin with, he can conveniently
learn the general direction of the urethra in children and adults, and pretty
frequently, even in prostatic cases, by pa^ising (uU-sizcti instruments in the
dead-house. And he will there also learn, to a certain extent, the " feel

"

of the norraiil urethra. He should then look out for casis. which will be fairly
numerous in the wards, which require the regular passage of an instrument

:

such cases as those of chronic cystitis, atony of the bladder, paralytic cases,

and the like. Having learned the normal urethra, he should now go on to
cases of chronic stricture, where the urethra presents no difficulty, such as
those which are on the high road to recovery, or in which the obstruction is

only commencing ; thence he may proceed to the more difficult ones, and to
the use of the prostatic catheter, and so on till he feels that he stands on
tolerably firm ground. In all those cases the house surgeon nay be of the
greatest assistance to the dresser in his ward and casualty work, and he may
rest a^uied that help thus kindly and timely rendered will never be thought
ii^htiy of, nor forgotten in aiier years.
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!!!nl',l°^""°";,,
'" •"""'"« "'™ S"''"' '^"^ ""»« 1» ^='l«^n not toinjure the urethra.

Silver Prostatic Catheter, are longer an.l more boldly curved thanthe ordinary ones. Generally .speaking, a full-sized instrument (Xo. ,.)
.s very easy to pass, slipping in almost by ,ts own weight, but the useof metal prostatic instruments of a small calibre should be avoidedexcept for very good reasons.
The P».,.<. of Fl.,iW. Cath.l.„, Boail... et..-The use of metalinstruments is becoming every day less general, and that of flexible

TstLhr '°H
" '"*" "" "''*' ""'"= *° I'™'"'" constitutional

disturbance
;
damage cannot so easily l« inflicted to the urethra bythem, and they require less skill lor their introduction. For all general

purposes, the o ivary shape (ue Fig. ,gH) will be found the best. Cheap
catheters are always bad and unsafe to use.
The method of introduction of the ordinary black, flexible cathetersand bougies or of whalebone bougies, or catgut, calls for no remark

but with regard to the stiffer form of gum-elastic instrument,'
It should be mentioned that the stylet which serves tokeep them in shape should in almost all cases be withdrawn
before they are passed.

^Oo
Fig. aoj.—GiM-ELASTIC PROSTATE CATHETER.

T„ prostatic cases it often happens that the ordinary olivarv catheter
hitches against the middle lobe of the gland, and will not pass. Some-times it will be found that a very soft india-rubber one will ride easilyover the obstruction, and still more often an elbowed instrument
(co»rf^) will do so^ But a good deal of mana-uvring may l^ requiredm such a case. Thus, the finger may be placed in the rectum or the

,^"r«
""1^"'' ^ '"PP"'^"''- Another method that sometimes succeedsm difficult cases is to pass a gum-elastic catheter (Fi,;. 205) with a

withdr ,h°
a sufficient curve, and when its pa.ssage is arrested, towithdraw^ the stylet for about an inch and a half. This may have

the effect of raising the point of the catheter almost vertically over
the lobe of the prostate, and if this occurs it will pass into the bladderupon the complete withdrawal of the stylet.
A good plan for the general run of cases is that recommended byThompson, namely, to keep a gum-elastic catheter for a month or soupon an over-curved stylet then, when it has to be used, the stylet isremoved and the shaft of the catheter bent back to the ordinary curve.In the passage down the urethra, through the spring of the catheter,the over-curve is gradually re-as,s„med, so that hy the time the proslatj

IS reached, the point of the instrument rides over it
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Bounding for Btone.—The house surgeon will frequently have occasion

to explore the bladder for the detection of a calculus. The old-

fashioned sound was cur\ed in the same manner as a catheter, and was

passed in the same way. But more recently, an improved hollow

cychndrical handle has been adopted, and a short bulbous end almost

at right angles to the stem (Fi>. 204). These sounds are not so easy to

introduce, but are much better fitted to thoroughly explore the bladder.

Sounding should always be performed when the bladder contains a

fair amount of urine ; failing this, about half a pint of lukewarm boric

acid solution may be injected.

Breaking of Catheter.—lastly, it may happen, and perhaps more

often than is generally supposed, that a defective instrument breaks

off short at the eye, and that the fragment remains in the urethra.

This accident should not occasion undue alarm, although the result

may possibly be serious. If the piece can be felt in the penile or

bulbous urethra, efforts may be made to work it forwards by manipula-

tion until it can be easily seized by a pair t»f urethral forceps. If it

can be felt, but cannot be moved, then these forceps may be very

carefully passed down to it, ever>' precaution being taken not to push

33BBS2fBUtKi«r:

Fis- 204.—CLmoN's SOUN.-i.

it backwards into the bladder ; but no good can come of plunging the

forceps bhndly into the urethra if the fragment cannot be felt. In

such a case the best course is to send the patient to bed, to direct plenty

of non-irritant fluids to be taken, and to diminish local spasm by

means of morphia as a suppository or hypodermtcally, or by opiate

enemata.

In all probability the missing piece will be passed in the urine within

twenty-four hours, but if this should not be the case, no personal con-

sideration on the part of the dresser or house surgeon, and no absence

of symptoms on the part of the patient, should prevent an immediate

report to the visiting surgeon, on whom will devolve the responsibility

of deciding, firstly, whether the piece is still in the urethra, or is in

the bladder, and, secondly, what further steps should be taken for

its removal.

THE CTSTOBCOFt. THE URETHROSCOPE, AND THE URINE

SEPARATOR.

The student should familiarize himself with all these instruments,

as they are of the greatest service in investigating renal and vesical

diseases. The cystoscope is coming into general use, and after a

short course of practice, enables one to ascertam wrth certainty the

condition of the bladder and ureteric openings.
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The CyitoMWIM {see Fig. 21,^) is a hollou metal cylinder with a lamp
and pnsm at one end, which is known as the beak, and a lens usually
fitted with a hood, at what is known as the eyepiece. Of the various
forms of mstruments. Xitze's and Caspars are in most general use
but m Caspar's mstrument the beak forms a sharper angle with the
tube than m the Nitze variety, ami is therefore somewhat more
difficult to pass. The lamp is of special manufacture, and does not
become too hot when illuminated so long as there is a sufficiency of
fluid in the bladder. The connection mth the battery or accumulator
IS inade at the eye-piece, and it is always better to use these means
of obtaimng a current in preference to a transformer, since there is less
variation m the strength of the current passing through the filament.
With the transformer connected to the main electric current there
may be considerable variation in the voltage—enough to fuse and

tis- 305.—Max Nitze's Cvstoscope.

destroy the lamp during an examination. As a general rule a current
of 6 to 8 volts will be required to give a clear view of the interior of
the bladder.

The usual size of the ordinarj- cystoscope is 19 to 21 mm. F., but
smaller sizes may be obtained for use in younger patients.
To Sterilize the Cystoscope.—Somo instruments are now made which

can be sterilized by boiling, but the Nitze cystoscope cannot be
treated in this manner, in order to render it sterile it should either
be immersed in a perpendicular jar filled with strong carbolic acid
solution (B.P.). the solution reaching to within an inch of the eye piece,
or the shaft and beak can be wiped over with a piece of gauze or lint
soaked in this solution. The carbohc acid is then removed by dipping
the cystoscope in distilled water or saline, and wiping it with a sterile
cloth. It is better not to use spirit, as this may soften the setting
round the lamp and prism. Care must be taken that all the carbohc
acid is washed away.
To Prepare the Patient.—VM\er a local or a general an.Tsthetic may

ii; !'

I ::::
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be used. If a patient is very nervous and has a narrow urethra, it is

advisable to put him under ether or chloroform, so that a thorough

painless examination may be made. In most cases, however, a local

ana-sthetic is sufficient.

Local anaesthesia is induced by injecting 5 per cent solution of

cocaine, cocaine and adrenahn (1-10,000), or i-euoaine, into the urethra.

There docs not seem to lie any grave objection to the use of cocaine,

unless there is ulceration of the canal. The technique is as

follows :

—

The patient lies on the operating couch, on a sheet of macintosh.

a sterilized towel over the lower extremities and over the lower

part of the abdomen ; the genitalia are freely exposed. The penis

and the meatus are well washed with a solution of lysol 1-40. A

small glass pipette holding \ to I drachm, with a rubber nipple, is

filled with the cocaine solution ; the penis is held by the fingers and

thumb of the left hand, the pointed end of t\ie pipette is inserted into

the meatus, and the fluid is induced to enter the canal by pressure

on the rubber nipple. .\s soon as the contents of the pipette have

been discharged into the urethra, the fingers and thumb of the left

Fig. 207-—Bladder

hand gras]) the glans somewhat firmly to prevent the escape of the

fluid. (If there is much spasm the solution may be almost immediately

rejected, in which case another injection should be made). If the

fluid has entered the canal properly, the right hand is used to gently

press and massage the fluid from the penile into the deep urethra.

The left hand still retaining firm hold of the glans. the whole organ is

slightly stretched, so as to pull forward the bulbar region. With a

little patience it is quite easy to coax the injection into the prostatic

urethra, so that when the left hand is relaxed there is no escape of the

cocaine solution. If the solution escapes, the injection has not been

given satisfactorily, and the deep urethra will not be anajsthetized.

The next step is to wash out the bladder, and the amount of washing

needed will depend upon the degree of turbidity of the urine. In

some cases it may be necessary to wash for half an hour, in others a

single syringeful only may be required {Fig. 207).

.\ gum-elastic catheter, 19 to 22 F., is passed, and any urine present

in the bladder is withdrawn. The washing out is now proceeded

with, weak boracic acid solution or normal saUnc being used (either

laroc syringes or an irrigator may be used), until the fluid which returns

is "qiiile clear. It must be thoroughly understood that unless this
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precaution is adopted the examination will Iw futile. To test for
clearness, let some of the fluid escape into a clean glass

; hold this up
to the light, and notice whether there are any white particles floating
about. The washing out must be continued until these particles are
absent. If there be much bleeding from a growth, or from an inflamed
and ulcerated bladder, this may be checked by introducing 4 to f. dr
adrenalm solution 1-10,000, or AgXO, i -i<«o. A quantity of water-
8 to 16 oz., accordmg to the capacity of the bladder and the comfort
of the patient - must be left behind after the catheter has been
w-ithdrawn. A cystoscope (Kinglib) is now in general use which allows
of the bladder being washed out through the hollow metal tube which
covers the lens and prism. This instrument is a great advance, as it
does away with the need of passing more than one instrument
The cystoscope should now be introduced. Glycerin is a better

lubricant than oil, as the latter makes the window dirty Before
attempting to pass it, connect it up with the battery and see that thelamp is in proper working order.

The instrument is introduced with the beak upwards the penis
being held vertical, until the point impinges against the triangular
ligament; the instrument is now gently depressed, and it will lie felt
to slip easily along the deep urethra into the bladder

If there is a hitch at the triangular ligament, withdraw the cystoscope
slightly, and then try again. If there is some obstruction in the

thi''hs"''

"'"'"'''
''''P''''*^ **"= <=><'P«« s™«'y between the patient's

There arc a certain number of cases in which the cystoscope cannot
be passed, and if it is found that after careful manipulation further
progress into the bladder is arrested, the attempt should not continue.
Possibly a prolonged effort might meet with success, but it will cause
bleeding, and not only is this alarming to the patient, but it generally
prevents the operator from getting a clear view of the interior. It is far
better to accept defeat and make a fresh attempt on another occasion.
Having introduced the instrument successfully, place a block or

large book (6 inches deep) under the patient's buttocks ; such a step
facilitates the examination considerably.
Connect the cystoscope up with -he battery and examine the interior

of the bladder. With the beak in the position in which it was intro-
duced, the fundus and anterior wall will be under observation To
examine the base, rotate the whole instrument noting the position of
the beak by means of the small indicating knob on the eye-piece.When the beak looks directly downwards, the region of the trigone
will be under observation. To find the ureteric openings, turn the
beak of the instrument to the right or left. If we can compare
the rotation of the instrument to the movements of the hands of
a clock-the indicating knob corresponding to the minute hand-
when this point lies in the position of the minute hand at twenty
minutes pa»t the hour, -'- lett ureteric opening will be seen, when

\» I
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at twenty minutes to the hour the right will be visible. These

openings lie usually at the extremities of a prominent bar,

Mercier's bar, and the localization of this bar will aspist the student

in finding them. In examining the bladder with the cystoscope it

must be remembered that the image seen is upside down, and of two

objects the one nearer to the observer appears the further otf.

The details of the various pathological contlitions that may be met

with are beyond the scope of this work.

Th« UnthroHOp* is an instrument for examining the urethra by

means of a strong light projected along a metal tube which has been

introduced into the canal. It is exceedingly valuable in detecting the

cause of a persistent gleet, and in locating the position of a stricture.

Although it is possible to pass the inspection tube beyond the triangular

hgament, this step is rarely required, and indeed the examination of

the deep urethra is much less satisfactory.

Fig. ao8.-I'AHDOK'9 rHETHRO-^COPE.

Pardee's instrument {Fig. 2 )8) is the best for general

purposes. It consists of a series of tubes of different

sizes to suit the calibre of the urethra to be examined.

which can be fitted on to an eye-piece containing e

lamp and prism by means of which the tube is illumin-

ated. There is also an arrangement for inflating the
'' urethra after the apparatus is in position, which enables

the observer to distend the canal, and so obliterate any folds of mucous

membrane which would interfere with a gooi' ^iew of the part. The

tubes are mounted on blunt-ended pilots to facilitate their introduction.

To prepare the patient, follow the directions given above under
' Cystoscope." Unless he is very nervous, cocaine is not required, and

when employed it should only be injected into the ant«rior part of the

canal.

Now pass the largest-sized tube that the urethra will take without

causing discomfort, as far as it will go along the canal. If there is no

obstruction the pilot should reach the triangular ligament. When the

instrument has been passed as far as it will go, withdraw the pilot and

get the patient to hold the penis steady ; SMne care must be exercised
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at this point, otherwise the sharp en.l of the tube may easily mflictsome rlamage on the urethral mucous meml.rane, especially whennflamcl. Gently mop out the tul« so as to remove any moisture

n s Z'T^^ V",
""' ^™*' -' ""'"« *•'' " '•>• "X^""'' "' '""K «.K.<U-n

of hfch
"

m^r, "l"-,""^'""' ™1'"-y wo-Klen matches, aroun.l the en.lof «h,ch a small pledget of cotton «,„,1 is twisted. These mops can bemade very quickly ami cheaply, and after u«. they can bi thrown

substitute, but this involves the repeate.l changing of the ctton-wool.
in an> case the canal must be thoroughlv dried before any satisfactoryview can be obtained. If the pledget of wool comes oH the spill or

^f^r;r ,T"'"' '" ""= ""^^"' '* ^"" '^"^"y '•« ''^"•"^•"1 ''> means
of urethral forceps intro<luced along the tube, and need cause no
<inxi(.'xy't

II:

Fig. SOa.-SteTHOD OF I-..VO TBE rHUIHROSCOPE.

Now connect the handle of the urethroscope to the ba-tery andaccumulator and see that it is working satisfactorily, and tSn fithe eye-piece on to the end of the tube which is in the u ethra Grasp

of tb'^nrr '"' '''!
'f
"" ^° ^" '° '''^"y *<= tube, while the handle

ttmis in^r:::^^ ^'^" ^-'"-^ °" *•'' "•^^^ -" «™^-

»nH wh^" ^K*'™'
*° '^"'"'" *= ""'''"=' '"" "' 'he inflating apparatusand when the reservoir is full of a,r turn the small tap which peacesthe air-tube in communication with .he urethra. The ah^ ruste in and

2trt. .
,"' "PP'-"'"'' ^' ^ '"»" ''''«^'' °' J^^k red point in

Z Ob" ".??
'"''' P'"'' r"" " ^'">- '"'• «P«™n« wilf enable

1^ str^r n"-^"""
*^' '^^""''=' '"""^' •"- '1'- •'iff'^rent degreesof stricture, as well as to distinguish them from false passages.

22
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If no stricture be present, gradually wi'hdraw the tube, which is still

connected to the eye-piece, examining the walls of the canal for patches

of granulations or inflamed follicles , the whole canal must be . .irefuUy

and systematically enamined, fresh inflation being practised if necessary,

and in this manner some valuable information as to the state of the

urethral tract may be obtained,

Th* UriM lapkMiter, an instrument designed by I.uys {Fig. Jio)

is used for the purpose of collecting the urine separately as it

descends from each ureter. The same result may lie obtained by

means of the ureteric catheter passed along a special form of cysto-

scope. The manreuvre is. however, somewhat more difficult.

The separator consists of two lateral portions or catheters separated

by a rubber diaphragm, which can Iw elevated by the turning of a

screw at the handle of the instrument. There is a very deep curve

at the distal end. and this makes it a difficult instrument to introduce.

Further, the shape is such that bleeding may be readily caused
;
and

Fit. 310.—tL-YS'a fWNK Skpakato*,

since the object in using the separator is sometimes to decide from

which kidney hemorrhage is occurring, the results obtained are

rendered valueless if this bleeding takes place.

The separator is passed into the bladder after the manner of a curved

metal catheter, and the convex part of the instrument should rest

against the bladder base. The urine present is allowed to flow away,

and then the patient is propped up into a sitting position, since in this

position the separator lies in better contact with the area of the tngone.

The screw in the handle is turned in such a direction that the rubber

diaphragm is raised, and this now divides the bladder into two com-

partments. As the urine enters the bladder from the ureteric openings

it passes along a separate catheter into a collecting-glass at the end of

the instrument. It is better to reject for examination purposes the

first half ounce or so that is discharged, in case the bladder has been

imperfectly emptied, ....
Under many circumstances the separator is a very useful instrument

;

the chief objection to it is that it causes more pain during its intro-

duction and sojourn in the bladder than does a cysloscope or cystoscupc

and ureteric catheter.



CHArlEH XXXIV.

OF THE rSF. OF THE STOMACH Pl'MP, ETC.

TXTAiaiMO out of tht SUBiMk i Um om of Uit ItoaMk Fnnp.—Thr
* V use of the- stomach pump in cases of poisoning is several times

alluded to in the chapter dealing with that subject, but it is employed
on many other oicasinns as well, as for the feeding of refractor)-
patients, or in the ti .iiment of some forms of dyspepsia.

There arc sev.ral forms of the pump, but a very common and con-
venient one IS that here figured {Fig. ji,). and which can also be used

tiK. Ill
Fu-TE-KEVEO Stomach Pi-mp

as an aspirator. It is made on what is known as the " Hute-kcy "
principle, and its action can be readily understood from the illu-stration
The tap of the pump is a two-wayed one, and if the piston were to be
drawn out while the lever at the top in the figure remained in the
position in which it is drawn, fluid would be sucked into the cylinder
from the vertical tube, and similarly expelled by that tube

'

if the
piston were after^vards pushed in. But if the lever be depressed the
vertical tube will l)e shut off, and the horizontal one will now be in
communication with the cylinder and piston : so that, by depressing
and raising the lever synchronously «-ith the to-and-fro movement of
the piston, fluids may be sucked from the vertical tube, and expelled
by the hon.-ontal one, or ,uc rrrsa. according to the relative position
of the lever and piston.
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Imirliott ol Ihe Tiihe. This is the important point in the uw of the

stomaih pump. In rcstlcsa or nffiiitory patients it will lie neie»»ary

to llHO a Rag. anil althoiitih almost any form will ilo. the iK-st is a piece

o( hard wood, of suih a siie that it will lie aiross the mouth between

the front molar teeth, and it should be braid enouKh to allow of a hole

being bored through its lentrc. through whiili the tiilie ran be passed.

In other cases no gag is rei|uired, and then the tube, which is made

of gum-clastii . having been well warmed and soltene I, can \yc passed

with the right hand and guided by the left forefinger through the

pharynx and down the gullet. « ith much greater ease. As soon as the

end of the tube enters the nsophagus the choking usually stops. Sup-

ixjsing the case to be one in which the removal of something hurtful

from the stomach is the object of the opi'ration. alter the tube has been

passed, not less than half a pint of warm water, or of

some sjiecial fluid, must Ik' injected into the stomach

Ijeforc anything is sucked fri»m it. The stomach may

then safely be emptied, and the process of injection

and suction rejKatcd until the object is attained.

/n cans of Poisoning, n pint of water, or of some bland,

soothing fluid, should \x left in the stomach: as also

in the ca.so of simple drunkenness,

unless it be desired to leave an

emetic injection instead. If. how-

ever, the pump has been employed

for the purpose of washing the

mucous membrane, and removing

the fermenting secretions of water-

brash, or similar forms of dyspepsia,

only that amount of fluid should

be left behind which the pump
will not readily remove.

Washing out on Ihe Syphon System.

—But, as in the case of the bladder,

the mechanism of a syringe with its taps and valves may be readily

dispensed with, and the stomach washed out very easily indeed. All

that is required is the tube of the stomach pump, an indiarubber tube

capable of being attached to this, and a funnel
(
Fig. J 1 2 ). The stomach

tube having been passe 1, the tube and funnel are joined on, and then,

by alternately pouring in fluid (the funnel being held about jft. bin.

above the level of the stomach) and then removing it by lowering the

tube to an equal distance below, the operation of washing out the

stomach can be reduced to its simplest conditions ; but a certain

amount of stiffness in the tube is essential,

(Eiophageal Bou(l«t are employed for the purpose of dilatation of

simple strictures in this canal. They are also used for the purpose o(

diagnosis. With reg.irrt to their shape, etc. .
the liest form is the olivary,

as Tn urethral bougies, the medium and larger sizes of which are fre-

-Fl'SKEC AND TI'BE.
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a»c» where the ,.,„«. „( ,1,^. ..-sopliaKeal oUlrtutum „ .,l,«uu i..

rc»pon8ib l,ty. On the other hand, it may be hi, ,lutv act.-u- „
..senior's instruction,, to regularly .hl.te an a.,oph gea

,' ' '

sm,
.„ for the tnlu,. ,.( the ,tomach ,.uni|., the left for. tin.

and"B,f.";'^' 'T"
""-"—"•™«- is passe.; : ',,:,.. .„h

!r::rcort':;-.hr:t?:;:r'"' -' '-—' -- -

opportunity a, any ,n consider the i>erf.-rmance of *,./...*,„

• llie

l.nin);

' tJftli'

'tVroi.EBMIL- SYklVOE.

The numter of drugs exhibited for this purpose has increise.i verv

as the .njectjon of morphea is so much n.ore con.mon than that of aU

injection.
.i.=»ci,be the rules tor morphia

>'J| '
']

Ill
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The Hypodermic Syringe.—There are a number of patterns of hypo-

dermic syringes, but their varieties involve no real difference of

principle. They are all graduated to deli^cr the fluid to be mjected

by measured drops, and it matters little if this be effected by a screw

or a thrust piston.

All-glass syringes {Fig. 213) have now come mto general use, and

they are to be strongly recommended, as they can be thoroughly

steriHzed by boiling. The needles should be kept n methylated

spirit to prevent rusting.

The special points to be observed in inserting the hypodermic

needle are :

—

I. The skin should be cleaned with a little alcohol.

1 The needle should be thrust into the subcutaneous tissue at

some place where it is loose and where the skin is free from veins

(unless it be desired to inject into the vein cavity, as in the mjection

of ether for extreme syncope, or of ammonii) for snake-bites).

The fluid having been injected, the needle should be withdrawn

quicklv and then, the puncture being covered by the point of the

finger,' the injected fluid should be dispersed into the tissues by gentle

rubbing. , . ^ ^. v

, Every now and again it happens that the administration oi

morphia in this way is followed by somewhat alarming symptoms of

flushing general pruritus, buzzing in the ears, and other signs of vaso-

motor disturbance, which somewhat resemble the commencement of

an apoplectic fit. This derangement seems never to produce any

permanent mischief, but it is well to be warned of it, lest it should

produce undue alarm. The dose of the morphia does not seem to

influence the occurrence.

After using the syringe, the needle should be cleaned by passing

through a flame, and the silver or gold wire replaced in the needle to

prevent rusting. ^ ^ i

The introduction of the injection of antitoxins for the treatment ol

diphtheria and other diseases has necessitated the use of syringes

made of glass, like the hypodermic syringes but much larger. They

are generally marked in cubic centimetres and not in minims.

Cases of diphtheria are generally placed under the care of a house

physician rather than a house surgeon, but the latter may be called

upon to use the antitoxin serum for septicemia or tetanus, though

these both may be said to be still on their trial. The dose that is

injected will of course depend on the strength of the antitoxin, but as

a rule 3 to 10 cc. is about the amount used.

4. Lastly, and this point we would most strongly insist upon :
no

surgeon house surgeon, or dresser should ever be induced to instruct

a patient or any one of the laity, in the art of self-injection. A syringe

and a bottle of morphia are tools far too unsafe, and far too seductive,

to leave in hands where they may be tampered with, and used, it may

be unwittingly, as agents for self-destruction.



Chapter XXXV.

OX THE n^A^^XATw^' of the rectvm-the lse of
BOUGIES. EXEMATA, ETC.

to examination "* °' '™ ""°^" "' ^•^« «"' ""' >- accessible

the 'step
""' "'"^'""^ '° ^"P"^*" "> "^''" "- necessity for

and so^e .. .he conl^ZX!^. l?,s^X't^"'
™"''"""™'

a fissure is foun.l on inspection of the anus, it is ,«tter not to insist
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<,n makins a difiital examination nnt.l the patient .s ana-stheti/ed for

treatment as the proccedinR is excessively painful.

In every case of haemorrhoids the rectum mu?' be carefully examined,

since hemorrhoids sometimes are the first and only sign ol ^•^'hcer

m cases of stricture there are usually a number of fistulous opemngs

round the anus, and the ftnger «ill encounter a very tight obstruction.

In ischio-rectal suppuration, a foreign body may be detected.

2 In pelvic diseases in voung unmarried women a rectal examination

in preferVnce to a vaginal 'is made, in order to ascertain the state of the

"ltnTats'o"uspectcd stone in the bladder, especially in children,

m some case, the si7c of the stone can be accurately estimated between

a finger m the rectum and a sound in the bladder

4 In cases when the diagnosis between cystitis and pyelitis is

difficult, tenderness of the bladder, as noticed on rectal examination,

will be a point in favour of the former lesion.

, In all cases of suspected enlargement of the prostate the nature

of the enlargement, whether simple, inflammatory, or malignant, can

''^o"'ll'aircases of retention of urine when any doubt exists as to the

"^r'in cases of peri-urethral suppuration, to ascertain the state of the

''Tl^Tchronic urethrit.s or gleet, which is often due t.. prostatitis- or

inflammation of the seminal vcmcIcs.

<) In all cases of intestinal obstruction.

u,. In cases of acute abdominal lesions when api)emhcitis or pyo-

salpinx is suspected,

,T, In advanced cases of hip-joint disease up to the twent> -first vear

since the acetabulum may become ero,led and a pelvic abscess caused

by the spread of the disease through the bone.

w. In all cases of sciatica, since this may he a symptom of card

noma of the rectum or prostate.

1.,. In serious injuries to the pelvis or hip, to ascertain .f the bowel

"
MMn^tuberculous disease of the epididymis. ,n order to note

whether there is any thickening of the prostate or vesicuhe seminales :

a point of importance not only in treatment but in diagnosis.

IS In cases of renal colic or suppression of urine, when it is thouf,nt

that a stone mav be impacted in the lower end of the ureter.

It will be seen from the above that much valuable information abou,

various discuses mas- be obtained by rectal examination.

The Pa.«ge of Itactal Bcglel, Eneinata, etc.- Bougies are Irt

Cuentlv emploved in tlu- treatment of simple and >yph.liti. stnc ure.

<!t the- rectum: These instruments are made of flexible gum-elastn^

vulcanite, metal, or wax. They are arranged in gradua ed sues, .ind

are either .vlir.rirical or conical. Their passage is almost alwa\s
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painful, but wax bougies Rive the least sufEcnnK, ^nd metal ones the
most

; those of gum-elastic are in most common use. They should be
warmed and oiled, and are best introduced while the patient hes
on the left side. The right fnrefinRer should be passed up to tlic

stricture, and then the bougie passed along it. antl thus guided into
the aperture. No force should ever be used. As a rule the instrument
is allowed to remain in some ten minutes or quarter of an liour ; if

the pain be great, a morphia suppository may be given cither half an
hour before the introduction or immediately after the with<lrawal.

This method when very painful should be commenced under an
anesthetic, when existing fistula^ can be laid open or scraped.
The patient should be confined to bed during the early days of this

treatment, the diet should be sparing, and the rectum should be fre-

quently washed out with weak Condy's fluid or some non-irritating
antiseptic.

If diarrhoea is present it may be necessary to check it by the use of
starch and opium enemata. which will also have some anesthetic
action.

Smart bleeding often accompanies the operation, but it is readily
checked with hot water. It is not advisable to ildate to any great

.\!*Tic Horr.iF..

extent the first time, since the efficacy of the treatment depends
not so much upon tlic amount of stretching as upon its frequent
application, while if, previous to the operation, the patient makes use
of a hot hip-bath, tlie dilatation will be facilitated.

Two days afterwards a small bougie, smeared with cocaine ointment,
should be carefull\- introduced, and left in situ for a iieriod of half to
one hour if it does not produce undue pain, after which it will he found
tiiat the rectum becomes increasingly tolerant, and in a week it will

bear a full-sized instruniL'nt.

It is, of course, clear that such treatment is in the main palliative
;

for if it is not maintained for a long perio[l. and repeated at regular
intervals, the narrowing is bound to recur,

Enemata, or Clysters as tliey were called, consist of various drugs
or foods injected into the bo\\el for different purposes.
We niay divide encmai.i into several groups :

—

Purgative, for causing an evacuation of the i)owc)s ; Astringent, a
means <jf locally treating inflamed states of the rectum and colon

;

Xutriciit. to give a patient food when the stomach is unable to retain
it

;
Siiwiilant. to coml>at shock and < ollapse

, Sedaliif, to quiet the
iiowel or the bladder in some inflanimalorv states.

ir
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FnrfttlTe EnMliat*.—We have a large number of enemata in

common use, their main object being to dislodge fieces or flatus from

the intestine.

1. Enema Safionis consists of a solution of soap and warm water

used for the ordinary washing out of the bowel.

2. Enema Terehinthi is a solution of gruel or starch containing J oz.

to I oz. turpentine to the pint. It is exceedingly useful in the treatment

of mctcorism, especially if combined with 15 gr. of asafootida.

i. Enema Olei Olivi is used for cases of obstinate constipation

when there are a number of scybalous masses which cannot be passed.

If ox-bile be added to the oil in equal parts a greater effect is produced.

4. Enema Glycerini.—An injection of glycerin, either with or with-

out other drugs, such as castor oil, is very serviceable in assisting an

atonic bowel to expel its contents.

The general principle upon which all these enemata are used is the

same, with the exception of the glycerin variety. Our object is to

introduce them high up into the sigmoid, so that peristalsis may be

set up and the hardened contents of the bowel softened before evacua-

tion. Glycerin acts locally on the rectum, and is given in much smaller

quantities.

A pint is the amount of an ordinary enema :
but in adults as much

as two pints may be given ; in children, of course, much less.

In administering an enema the following precautions are to be

observed. Prepare the enema, making sure that the solution is pro-

perly warmed (-.5° to 85° F.), pass the rectal tube well up into the bowel.

and make the patient lie on his right side with the buttocks slightly

elevated. Int'ect very slowlv. .\n irrigator is much better than a

Higginson's syringe. It takes half an hour to give an oil injection

properly.

If the enema is retained, tlie administration of a small glycerin

injection will usually cause its expulsion.

tltringcnt EnemaU are given for the treatment of chronic cohtis,

hemorrhage from the bowel, and for local conditions such as worms.

The commoner varieties are : Solutions of nitrate of silver, i-i<xx) to

i^3(Ki ; iced solutions of hamamelis ; infusion of quassia, or solution

of alum.

They are given in the same way as the others, only the buttocks

should' be raised well above the level of the rest of the body when it

is desired that the colon be irrigated.

nutrient EMmaU arc usually given after severe operations, when

tlu p.iticnt is unable to swjllow, or in diseased states of the stomach.

It IS .sometimes necessarv- to employ them when there is severe post-

anesthetic vomiting. There is a good deal of discussion as to their

actual value, and there is reason to believe that much larger nutrient

enem.n.i may !«? given with advantage than is the usual practice.

.\n ordinarv nutrient enema consists of :

—

H.

,11 1 cgn
r<a or Milk

I Brandy

5i 1
Liq. Pancrcaticus 3ij

''^:AM
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The bowel is first wash<-d out with a soap anil-wjter or ^.ilinc injeition,
after which the nutrient is introduced, \i ttie end i.l four hours the
bowel is aiiain washed out And th. injc ,.« repeated.
SUnulut Entmata are ijivon f..r the relief of severe shock and

bodily depression. They -otsisi tor the most part of normal saline
to which brandy (i oz. to the pim) ,a stronfi coffee has been added.
A pint or more should be given if necessary every four hours. (See
" Saline Infusion."}

Sadative EaemaU consist of preparations of opium combined with
starch or other excipient. A very useful form is :—
a Tinct. Opii mxx

I
Starch Mucilage 3,v or vj

This is given for severe diarrhoea and tenesmus. Chloral hydrate and
bromide of potassium, 30 gr. of each, are also given per rectum at
the beginning of the treatment of tetanus.

Fiz. 215. -SlGMOIDO.IfUFE,

The Slfmoldeieope is a modern instrument which was introduced
by Strauss. It enables us to examine a considerable extent of the
sigmoid flexure as well as the re, lum. In this manner casus of colitis
and malignant disease can be satisfactorily inspected, and a certain
diagnosis nf the latter condition made even when the growth is high
up. far beyond the reach of the examining finger.

The instrument is of use in investigating cases of obscure hipmor-
rhage for which no cause can be found low down.
The sigmoidoscope consists of a long metal tube with a bulbous

extremity, into which fits a rounded metal plug. This rounded end
IS made to enable the instrument to be introduced into the bowel
without causing any damage

: but even with this protection the tube
must Ije employed witli great care, as the bowel has been ruptured
on more than one occasion {fig. 215).
When the instrument hais been fairly introduced, the metal plug i»
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withdrawn, anrl an cve-pictc larryinK a small lamp on a rod and a

nozzle for ronnection with the hellows is fixed in position. By switch-

inn on the hatterv the lumen of the bowel opposite to the open end

of the tube is ilh'iminated and can be examined. If it is desired to

push the instrument higher up, the gut is inflated by means ol the

^i,'. ii6.— The flicM('iiJOsi.oi'E in i"9e.

bellows and as the result of this the valve-like folds of mucous mem-

brane peculiar to the rectum are displaced, and the tube passes readily

for a considerable distance.

This examination mav be conducted without any anaesthesia

if the patient is nervous, a general ana-sthetic should be given.

The information gained bv a thorough examination is very valuable

though a good deal of experience is necessary- before the correct inter

pretation can be put on the picture that is seen.

but

It

11
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OPERATIOHS OH THE RECTUM AND ARDS.
AT AXY oiierations on the- rectum ami anus may \x pcrforme.1 h\iVl the Imusc surRcon. In al! these cases the importance nl c.rcUil
preparation of the patient should be fully realized, as his future comfort
as well as the success of the o|)eration deiKnd upon it. li is nin
sufticient to order a purge

; it must he seen that it acts thorough^
and that the liowol is well cleared out. .As a preliminary to any
operation, howeyer trifling (unless in the course of the operation tli't

sphincter \vill Iw diyided), the sphincters should lie thoroughly kneaded
and stretched. It is a.stonishing how little pain there is after rectal
operations provided this step is taken ; while, on the contrary, neglect
of this precaution will result in a painful and restless night f en if

morphia suppositories are employed.
OilaUtion of th« gphinoten— .Vs soon as the patient is fully

anesthetized, the two index fingers are introduced into the bowel
and gentle pressure is begun—outwards towards the ischiorectal fossa
and forivards and backwards towards the pubes and coccyx, .\fier
X little time the sphincters ^vill begin to yield, tvhen the thumbs may
be substituted or the middle fingers inserted alongside the index. By
gradual and progressive stretching, the muscles will be felt to give
wa\-, until the anus lies patulous before the operator and the rectal
mucous membrane prolapses through the orifice.

It is astonishing how much force can be excrteil without producing
permanent damage. As a rough guide, it may be said that the operator
should spend about five minutes over this prchminary, and he should
not be content until all ' grip " of the sphincters is lost. During
the period of dilatation, the patient will be noticed to breathe deeply,
and there is often some risk of an overdose of anesthetic while the
dilatation is proceeding. The anal region is now thoroughly washed
with weak lysol, and a gauze plug, restrained by a string, is introduced
into the bowel.

Internal Pilti, which are easily recognized as bluish tumouns with
a tendency to pedunculation, are seized with clamps or Spencer Wells'
forceps and dragged down well into Mew. It is usually quite un-
necessary to remove more than four of these s\vellings, since the
cicatrization which follows has the effect of causing any others present
to shrink, and an extensive removal of mucous membrane is apt to be
tnl.nv.-rd by s stricture a very distressing complication.

i- „
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The most obvious piles will be found in three situations :
one

anteriorly in the middle line, and one on each side
;

occasionally

a fourth, posteriorly, requires to be treated. The piles are pulled

down, and the operator snips round their base with a pair of scissors.

cutting through the mucous membrane as it passes from the bowel

on to the pile, the object being, as it were, o shell out the tumour.

As much mucous membrane as possible shoul ' left
.
and as this

dissection is carried up towards the upper e i ..y of the pile, an

attempt should be made to form a distinct t'-'- '" "hich the bloo<l-

vessels wiU run. It is usually quite easy i>. .lis manner to separate

the swollen hamorrhoidal vessels from the wall of the bowel, the

vessels still retaining a partial covering of mucous membrane on their

inner aspect.

The pedicle should now be ligatured with strong sdk or thread,

which should have been tested beforehand. The pedicle not only

consists of a leash of hemorrhoidal veins, but also contains a branch

of the superior hemorrhoidal artery, and unless the ligature be tied

very tightly, it is liable to slip and allow bleeding to occur.

There are two reasons whv the ligature is apt to sUp
;

(i) In large

hemorrhoids the pedicle may be bulky and compressed with difficulty

(2) The ligature is applied while some tension is being exerted on the

pedicle. There is always a chance of a ligature slipping when the

latter condition is present : for greater security the pedicle may be

transfixed. When the ligature has been firmly tied, the bulk of the

pile is cut off and the ligature cut down untU the ends just protrude

from the anus. This renders them easy of identification in case of any

bleeding, and enables the surgeon to note exactly when they separate.

After this has been done, the plug is removed, and the parts are

weU washed with weak Ivsol and powdered with iodoform. A morphia

suppository, gr. J,
may be introduced, but is not reqmrci if the

sphincters have been well dilated. External piles may be snipped

away and bleeding points ligatured if necessary. Very little need be

done as a rule, and tfce less skin sacrificed the better. A pad of gauze

or wool is placed over the anus and secured in position by means of a

T bandage.

In simple cases it is no; necessair to introduce any plugging into

the bowel, but if there is great vascularity and a tendency to oozing

after the hgatures have been tied, and especially if the tissues are

soft and ulcerated, the follo«-mg dressing may be employed with

advantage. A rubber catheter. No. i^, is pushed into the bowel,

and round it ribbon gauze thoroughly soaked with sterilized vaseline,

or vaseline and iodoform, is packed. This packing ohould not be

tight it should he easdv against the raw surfaces—its object being

to assist nature in checking the hemorrhage from the oozmg surface.

The catheter allows of the escape of flatus, which would otherwise

. - - J 1,,- 4.u~ ni-ii-"" •^"'1 '1^" allnivQ The surijeon to be Quite
DC rcstraiKcu d\ -.ne pa- '^.--f. -"

certain that no concealed haemorrhage is occurring.
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TR.ATMKST.- Lunar cau«ic. nitric aM. or a tnuch with the actual

cautery will sometime, cure them, the treatment bemg comb.ne,!

with the u« of astringent enemata ,
but in severe c-a«, there w.U be

hardly any improvement unless, in »""'"<""" """^^ *''P'7""'';,''lt

superficial ftbres of the sphincter- in the ne.ghbourhoo.1 of the ulcer

"tWs maToften U .lone by inM^rting the thumbs within the anus,

and su.l.lenly stretching the part . or a reCal d.lator may 1k= s.m.larly

'"H!>?thc most certain way to attain this rest is to .ncise the base of

,h fissure in its whole length, so a, to .bvide the ftbres o the sphmcter

which have, bv their spasm and irritability, prevente.1 the sore from

heahng To . o this eflectually, an ana.s,he,ic will be required^an.l

aTcu um is very necessary to ensure a complete view- of the Pans.

It often happens that these fissures are in connection with smal

piles, and occasionally with polypi, Thesp must Ik: removed at tht

timt- the fissure is incised.
, ,

pUl.Pi« AnL-This condition is foumi in children and adults,

buV?' more frc<,uent and much less serious in the former. Infants

Fit- 317-—TKfM, WITH PAD FO» lllOLAPSVS ASl,

are very often brought to the casualty room with the complaint that

"their body comes down" every time that the bowels are opened

The patienti will generally be weakly -?,'"-"™™''''^';"j ™ ™,^„ "^s
it will often be found that they have beer: .

"awed to crouch for as

much a° a quarter or it may be' half-an-hour. upon a chamber utensi .

" TH "T^E^rFor the firs^ few days the ch.d should be KePt in bed

the diet carefully regulated, and mild apenents given ' th"^
'^

„nstipat.on. The bowels should be allowed to act when the chid

S on its side, and for some time the use of the chamber or cha.r

sVouUi be prohibited. The protruding anus, or rather the rectum

rnust be returned each time it comes down, and the opportunity ma>

ta tiken to apply an astringent lotion (as 2 gr. of sulphate of iron to an

o^nce o" water) to the part. The buttocks may be douched with cold

water, anything like constipation should be avoided, and general

tonics as syrupus ferri phosphatis, given.

rnder si^ch general treatment, most cases of prolapsus in infants

wiUvery Tutkfy get well ; but if the case be more severe it may be
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nc>css,,ry t.. i<i>,,lv M,mo kiixl of Sf'n,,); />„.,. ma.lo .m the ,,r.minlc
<>( thn^c fi)r utc-nnc (hsplaicmcnt. or :i i>hiK .ir pi.,1. one pattirn of
wind, w »lio«n in /„. J17. Till- house surm-.m must iR-iir in mm.l
tliat an intussusception has often lieen taken for a prolapsus am
thouKh .areful exaininalwin will -.Min tell Inni what is the nature ot
the ease tie has to deal with.

When the prolapse is the result ol worms or rectal (mlvpi. the remov al
of these will usually effect a cure.

If the above measures lail. the cliilil sho„l,l U- ana'stheti/c.l, the
sphincters dilateil so as to Rive a sufticieiitlv full view of the part
anil the prolapsed bowel liRhtly cauterized with the actual caiiter>

'

the lines of the cautery followinR the natural lonfitudinal folds
of the an.il canal. It is mit necessary to burn deeply into the-
tissues, lor the object of the treatment is to excite sufficient inllam-
mation in the mucous and submucous tissues to cause the former to
shrink up and Iiecome more hrmly adherent to the latter. .\ little
sterilizeil vaseline is smeared over the part, and a pad of w.hiI applied.
I'his treatment is very satisfactory in rclapsinR eases.
Prnlapse in UIiiUs is a more serious affair, and may require extensive

"IX'ratiie treatment. Supposing that the case does not yield to a

patient replacement of the gut, with the application of astrinRent
lotions, the surgeon may use a stronscr caustic application, as the
lunar caustic in the solid form or in stronR solution, or nitric acirl :

or he may score the mucous membrane over with the Pa(pielin cautery!
takins care in each case that the caustic or cauterizinR action bc
limitcd to the mucous tissues. The prolapse should then he returned,
and the case treated in the same way as if it were one of internal piles.

In more severe cases still, portions of the prolapsed membrane may
have to lie removed with the liRature. or clamp and cauicry, as in the
case of piles, but these measures are too serious to find a proper
place here.

n>tuU III Ano. -We shall here consider only the less serious form
of this affection, and will suppose that in all the ca.scs with vchich wc
have to do, the hstula is one which involves only the lower inch and
a half or so of the rectum, and is thus well withm the limits of safety
as regards ha-mor.-liaRc. In most cases the flstul-j. commence as ischio-
rectal or anal absc s.scs. more or less acute at first, and afterwards
becoming chronic. On examination a smiill, often a very small, aperture
will be found, which on pressure will exude a little thin sero-pus

; and
on probing, this wiU be found to lead along a small channel, tending in
the direction of the rectum. Fistula- arc often tuberculous : such
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an oriRin miiy Ik; suspected wlicn the onset has been aeeompanied

In- httlc pain, and when there is an absence of induration round

the fistvdous track. The iierineal region is often covered with long

silky hair. If there is the slightest suspicion nf the condition being

tuberculous, a physician should be asked to examine the patient.

.\lthough operation is not always

contra-indicated, speci.-l care and pre-

cautions must be taken.

Tkf..\tment. — The only efficient

treatment for this condition is to lay

the sinus open, so as to convert it

into a trench opening along its whole

length into the rectum, and by sub-

sequent management to force it to

heal up from the bottom.

In all fistute the actual operation is

much easier than the conscientious

carrying out of the subsequent dress-

ing. The feadiest way to cut a fistula

is to take a Brodie's fistula probe

[Fig. il8). to pass it along the sinus,

and, if possible, find the natural

opening into the rectum ; if this is

non-existent, or lies too high up, the

end of the probe niii^t be pushed

through the rectal wall, wherever the

sinus seems to come closest to the

mucous surface.

As soon as the finger placed in the

rectum feels the end of the probe,

the instrument should be pushed on further and turned, so that its

end comes out at the anus ; the sphincters (one, or both, if both are

involved) and all the tissues between the sinus and the rectum must

then be divided by a curved, sharp-pointed bistoury. siMcial care

being taken to divide the sphincters at right angles to the direction of

their fibres, and not obliquely.

It sometimes happens, even in the simple fistula' we are considering,

that a probe passed along the sinus cannot be turned out of the rectum

in this way ; if so, a director of the ordinary pattern should be passed

along the track, a curved probe-pointed bistoury should then be

passed along its groove till its point is felt by the forefinger of the left

hand placed in the re. tum, and against the end of the director. This

finger must then be kept in contact with the end of the knife while

both are withdrawn. In this way the tissues between the fistula and

the gut will be divided as before {Fig. 219).

The sinus itself having been slit up, it is necessary to perform certain

trimming details, in order to ensure a sound healing. Thus the bottom

Fig. 310.—ILUSTRATION .-iHOWLNT.

Division of the track of a Kistcla

os .4 director.
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of the Irciuh into nhkh the sinus is no«- converted, should be incised
alonti Its whole extent, and oftentimes it will be wise to scrape out
the granulation tissue which lines it, with the scoop which is here figured
(/•l?. 220) the unhealthy margins also should be freely clipped off
the best instrument for doing this being the fistula scissors (F.s J2i|'

-scoop FOR SCHAPI.\0 SlNt'SES; ETC.

When all this has been done, the wound must be carefully packed
with narro«- strips of gauze, and the whole secured with a T bandage
There is hardly ever any bleeding which moderate pressure will not
arrest. .\n anaesthetic will be required.
However thoroughly a fistula may have been operated uixin the

ultimate success or failure lies absolutely in the hands of the dre.sscr.

.—Scissors for Trimmino Hsges of Fistil

If, through carelessness, he allows the channel to roof itself over no
good will have come of all the surgeon's efforts

; he must, therefore
most patiently plug the wound quite from the bottom, so that it
granulates soundly. The occasional apphcation of lunar cau.stic to the
sides may be of considerable value.

PHIMOSIS, PASJIPHIM08I8.

Oinmmclilon for Phlmmii in ChUdnn.—In the first place it may
be stated that all children with a long foreskin wiU be placed in a bette'r
position, moraUy and physically, by being circumcised, whether they
have a true phimosis or no

; but these considerations apart, it is certain
that many young children who have a certain amount of contraction
of the aperture of the foreskin, but in whom the skin itself is not
specially redundant, arc subjected to circumcision quite unnecessarily.
In a great number of these cases, all that is necessary is that the orifice
should be dilated with a pair of dressing forceps, and the foreskin
peeled from off the glans penis, to which it is generally adherent. But
if the amount of the foreskin be distinctly redundant, whether the
orifice be contracted or not, a circumcision should be performed, andm children this is a simple operation. .\n ana;sthetic having been
given, the foreskin should be drawn well forward over the glans, and
held between the jaws of a pair of dressing forceps, but not so
tightly as to bruise the parts. .\ special instrument has been devised,
but this is not necessary-.

iii:
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The redundant skin sl,m,l,l then he cu, away, and n ^^^^^'^^

edge of the mncus n-'"'-'-' '"'\ *
,,

'^ T mnco:^ n,ent.,rane

'!Zr.m»..., redundant porcons .,f the -n;;;'-^'-^^ ' ^ ;,;:;;,

trill of rather more than a M"arter of a.i nuh ,s
'^ •'•;

suleus to attach the sku, and mneous edges round the ,.r .n In

points of suture, catfiut being the best to use^

There are not more than two arler.es which cm. s cm \ I

tyil,^ hut m these soft tissues hgatnres - V^--^;^ '- --

always be managed by keeping a couple of Spcn or ^'^^^^'[

of getting at sores. In such a case "" P'^
^j,,

the dorsum, and to cut the tissues along <h.^ »'th a -a h

°*Thr ;£:;!
:^'- resmts from such an nflam.natr.n^but^ich

sometimes be the best plan, but ^"-^ ""j"
Uc then to readjust

:^ri^^ira^C;:::^"nr^ .mmetneal way

T^-e long abandoned a 'otmal .Jressr^ in '^^^ ~:^
As soon as the operation is concluded, I P

f"
^ P'^'^j^

This lotion

in lead and opium lotion (B.P.) over the end o the pems^T ^^^^^

is antiseptic, sedative, and astringent, «^"^'''=
';'"i,^^l„;,i„g soiled.

rrlrd,\nd~th: act, a fresh piece ,s apphed. 1
have noticed
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;ivc luTH tiiiuli luss fri-i|ii(.nt since I have iiscil

that painful erections
i

this drcssinR.

P«r»phlmoiU.- In this cnn.liticn the ^hlns penis, with s„me of theeverted mncons memhrane of the fo.eskin. is stranRulate.l by thenarrowed aperture of the natural or acquired phimosis. IhrouKh which
.t has protrucle,l. but cannot l,e returne<l in consequence of the crdema

In ehddren. a natural phimosis is Renerallv the cause: in adults
as a rule, the ease ,s one of balanitis with inflammatorv effusion an.i

and wdl steadily t!et worse until it is relieved
ferf»c/,„„.-ln children, and in the less severe forms in adults

iffi X T?"'
" ^'"''• "^ ''""•" "'" ^he Rlans w.thout much

<bfficult>. The part havmg been first well oiled, the size of the
.x-dematous Klans can be reduced by wrapping a piece of lint round itand hrndy RraspmK it in the lian.l for a minute or so. after which by
pressiUK it directly backwards with the thumb, at the same timedraw.nR the foreskin forwards with the first and second fingers of both
hands, the prepuce will come over.

In more severe cases an iee-bag may be found useful, or the swollen

llTr^dTma ""'''"' """''
'' ''"''"' '" ''""™' P'^"'' """< '''''"•='"«

/,.a5,o„.-lf these measure^ I. the patient should be given an
an=esthetic and ,f re.luetion s i cannot be effected, the constrietiuRrng must be ,hvuled along the dorsum of the penis. This ring will
probably be found to be very deeply imbedded in the swollen parts
so that care mu.st be taken to identify the real seat of strangulation.
If a paraphimosis be not reduce.l. the parts fall cpiiekly into a sloughing
condition, which will eventually relieve the constriction at the expenseo c^eformity, through the loss of portions, or it may be of the wLle.
of th" glans penis.

It dl often be advisable to slit up the foreskin at the same time
thr paraphimo.s,s is relieved by incision, but this should be done
aft, .e reduction of the glans. as the natural condition of the partcan then be more accurately seen.

COHHS, WARTS, AND CONDYLOMATA.
The common Corn wl.ich fornts abort ,he foot deserves perhaos

"tore notice than it generally gets, for it often occasions much su'^eringand may even ct»cct complete disablement
These growths like other forms of papillomata, may be removed

e d,^"
' ^' '*" operation, small as it seems, should not be^er, lightly undertaken, for even small corns dip deeply into the

1« I Tr^r" ""' ^"•^""'>- '•='"' ""'-^ "^' V ar'e 'completely

h ?, f •

: f ^"'^ ''''""' "" '""" ''"^-^ '" l^eai kindly, so that.he patient may be laid up for a good while. Profes.s,onal corn-cutters

uressnre n" T "' '""'" '" '''"^'"'^hmR the amount of directpressure upon the sccsitive papillae, by ju.licious paring of the homy

IH
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MINOR SLKUKRV AND KINDREU SUBJECTS

i>cncn\lly cure tlie com. , . .„„„ shape.
• corn plasters " as sold are too ^'^

V »^'\^^;; j"j,Tr ome simL
•n,ey should he cut to "l^^J",'^^^cn towards the ankle,

-'^-rr'c:;^uir:' "j^-
°'.h So^t "->:

-

'"w"J^upon the hands are common in ch.ldren, and .;- J^os^ j-^"

have^hanl animal fssues IPo^'-^'-^^^^^rirTatr wi ^^^^^^^

;:.:'tr:^^—^rt::;^r;:^--"r;
touch t^m

following preparation of

-'f-^^^^;'' *,: r^rflLil" 'collodion

.

Salicylic arid 60 gr.. extract of c; '"»™''
'"f''j"A; formed is pulled

J strength, i ounce. After a t,me the
^^"'^''^^^'""Vhe painting

Is. leaving the corn substanc, -'""''
-;">;^^nlyobieItion^o th.s

i:^-t.:i^::i^ ^^^^^^^-^^ ^---—
""tX^ C„o«..« occur about the apenu^e of the lemaje urethra,

and are exquis.tely t<'"d=- ^^
'^^f^^f^stlTeJith the actual

anaesthetic before removmg them, ^vhich is best do"^
^^ ^„ .^eir

cautery, or with scissors, afterw-ards ^PP'y'"R/j/;„,\^t solution

bases, to arrest the bleeding , or the aPpUcat.on of a 4 P" « ^
of cocame w.U allow them to be snipped off, and the cam rj

applied quite Pf'"'j'>; <^ ,„ ^re common about both the

Warty Growth, of VeB«re»l owgin "^
snipped off with

male and female genitals. They may S™^7'^'y^^4™PP„ttie acid;

scissors and their bases *™*edJ'th l^^,nar ca„s ,c^

^^_^^^^^^

but sometimes they are so large *at.t is safer « '^^a
^^^^

the method detailed for pdes may be "'»™'='^- '" „ "^
j,^,^

they are more sessrle, the apphcat.on " "*-f^'*^; '^'tir es treated

T^e CdylomaU, «»»< cutaneous ^f",^;7;„\, powders,

locally wrth the stronger -ust.cs ;
but rnorejreq^^^^

wh,ch are ^^-^-^^^^ ^^^\°':^,'';:ZTJ1T::,^ zinc o'xide, or of

.iry, are Preferred Thus equal^part
^^^^ ^,^^_^ ^^ constitutional

subacctate and savm, may ne nseu.
„,„„.„-

treatment much more readily than warty growths.



I.VGBt .VlX(i TOK-XAII-, KTU.

OTHER MINOR OPERATIONS.

r'mn?n>r ,1'
'"'"' ^""' ''"'l"-'' ""'' ""c -l.tails „f scraping.tr,mm,ng, .ind dressuiK are predscly as l,ef„R- ,l,-scrilK-<l

In<roWB To..n»ll, »nd Avul.lon of Nallt.- The j,rcat toe-nail often

« Iwth
"" «'--'>-,l"-'"' "'^ration, on one or l,oth!^. . .^

n>pcrtrophy of the neighbouring skin and
a condition of paronychia, so tliat tlie nailmay cinc to l,e half buried in fungous
granulations, nith a foetid discharge anil
the patient may Ik unable to put his foot
to the ground. There are probalilv ver\-
few, if any, cases of ingrown toe-naii which
'"""'" •" C'ircd by measures short of
pulling out the nail, but in all except the
slighter forms, much time and patience
will be required to achieve success.

If the nail is to be kept, the common
treatment is to gradually lift it up from
Its bed, by gently packing something, such
as a pledget of cotton wool, beneath its
edge, three or four times a day ; and at
the same time to reduce it.s thickness to
that of a piece of note paper by rubbing
it down for which purpose pumice stone will be most serxiceableriie exuberant edges may be touched with caustic

; and iXform'
I xne Ulceration. A .solution of caustic soda 1-40 will soften a nailso that ,t can be dealt with more rea<lily

rJ-^^Tldt LsT" ""'T °\ '^''' lead slipped l,eneath the nail to

sfk^ K f V. "^ '"'™ ^'""''"- •>"'' filh" that or a piece ofiKer about the thickness of note paper, and about Lin long and.1-m, broad, ,s bent to the shape of A B in Fig ^2, mi, can ve^
rnT,T'Sb%""'^ "" ;" ^ '*'^^^P^"">- P'-e"w'"dor,,\^n'e

h nai^ ^ttT th
' "''''

""f •
^'"^ ^'" '^ "«"«' underneath

ir.L^T ^K ^ mgrown edge ust rests in the groove thus

IT^^i' ,

" ""' "' *"" P""= ""^^ '"- '- »«^d - - lever andpressed down upon the sule of the toe- until it lies against ,t as shown

IXCROWK TuK-\AILS.

.- Ml

m



MO MIXOII SlK.iKHY AND KIXDHKl' SIH.IKCTS

,n ll.c illu.tr,.l...n. H^ llus .uc^ns llu- cmIbc of the nail is rai*.l, ami

the exalK-ram Kranulalio,, tissue, which is almost always present.

esscM ,lown. ami awav from it. The plate >s then hxe.l ,n pos.t.on

r,y a circular turn nl strappiu«. eut about an in>h wide (,u.t shown n,

"'The"rel,ef allor.le.l l.v Ih.s simple adjustment is immediate and

,-ery striking, so that patients can walk with ease as siK>n as the plate

is fi\ed ami a iKrmanent cure is generally siwedy.

VU,rking on 'these lines, as we have saul. almost all ."«"'«" -"I^

can l.e cure.l. and the patu-nt can himself assist the process greatly .

but il takes time, an.l ,t may be readier and more satisfactory to reutov.

""I'f'the patient is willing to undergo an o,».rat.«n. the method advised

bv Watson (hcNue should be a,lopte<l. It is mfin.tely »"1"-;'" ''"

avulsion of the'nail, Inder ana-slhesia. an ,nc,s,on .s ""•1<;/™R

the nad fol.l right down to the matrix ;
uv tins way " «»P '^ ";""^^"

of the soft parts that lie alongside the mgrowmg nad. Uather less

II,- <H'KR,\TION FOR IXllROWING T .-NAIL.

than half the nail is lUen cut away, care being taken to see that

the cut extends well down to tl-.e matri.x and that the nad-bed is

thoroughly destroyed. If tins precaution is not taken, the operation

will be a failure.' The flap is now readjusted, so that it lies on a

lower level than the nail, ami it is secured with one or t«o sutures

This is a radical and very satisfactory method, and one winch will

completely cure the trouble. Other nails, both of fingers and

toes may reipiire removal for onychia, abscess of matrix, injury-, etc..

but in such cases it will generally be Ivst. in preference to splitting

the nail and wrenching it off. to gently :

parate the nail from its bed

until it can easily be pulled away ;
this is eslKcially the case n^o™";'

of a finger nail, where great care is required lest the matrix itself should

be scarred ; the results will not show at the time, but as the new nail

prows, the cicatrix in the matrix wiH cause the nail to be permanently

""w«W OroY-th. from beneath the Nail., and esix-cially from beneath

the great toe-nails, are not infretjuent. They will, if neglected, cause

,,a.n and ulceration bv pressure, and it is always best to remove them.

FITT|i



TOMilK-TIK, VAIil.NAI, ADIIKMIOXS. X.KVI. :i„|

This may Reiur.iily l,c ,l„n<- l.y paring, an.l tlio use of s„mc .austu
iM.t

, may Ih. necessary t.. rcniov.. a ,»,rti.„, „r the whok- „f the na,l
ni iiriler to get at the liase of the Rrontli.

.1 S,„.,ll Cmrlhm /,r„.«/„,„,< is also apt to form Inneath th,."'I of the great t,>e. an,l this ,s often .Mistaken for a warl^
Krowt

, but its m,tnre «,ll l,e reeo„nixe,l l,v >areful exan,M,atio„. hshould iK. remove,! early, for ,f allowe.l to Kro«- ,t will l,e sure to
oeeasion mcoiivemence. The best method (,f RettiUK it awrv is topass a seal,K.| round its base, euttiug ali the tissues down to the boneand then to snip it off with small sharp bone foreeps. \s in the easeof warts. ,t may be neeessary to remove a part or the whole of the nailtor the sake of e.iposurc.

T«n»u..ll..- Mothers frc.piently brinR their infants to the hospital
the behef that they are tongue-tied. when either there ,s nothing
nutter w.th then,, or else there is onl>- a fr.-.Rile band of membrane

h, I can eas.b- be broken down w„h the iin^er. But d the frarnnn
hnRU... Ik. really too short and thiek, it must be divided with a p,-,ir
of blunt-p.„nted scissors, the points of whieh must turn downwar.ls
tmvards the floor of the mouth. The tongue musl be held up bv twii
f UKers, or by that spee.al form of spatula with a slit in it. combinecl
«.th a director, whuh may often be found in pocket instrument ,,ses

»a<ln»l Adheiloni. -^- \-ery commonly indeed, newh-born femalechddren are brought with the report that - the womb is 'shut
" or some

'.T.o'r''
™*

", '""I-
"'''" "P™ "amination. a small pin-holeape ture ,s seen, by wh.eh the urine escaoes. and at first sight the rest

1
the vagmal opemng seems to be absent. But if a probe or director

e p. sed mt„ tias opening, ,,nd presse.l downwards, it will be seen

he ^7T
'"' ''"''"'"> ""™''' •'"'' '"^' 'here has been onlv anadhesion of the margms of the vaginal orifice

-No further treatment is required, and we mention the condition

^1,^"'T " " "" °''™ '"'»'al<™ hy mothers and dressers forsomething far more serious, whereby much anxietv is caused.

markJl 1 f,"
''"<; consider cutaueo,.:; or capilhrv far, (mothcr'.smarks), and the smaller subcutaneous ones. With regard to both

fr r„, r
\^""''">„''™""- "™«ly. that ,/ /.// a!o,,e ,l,ev u,m very

ireK « '"'"1'^'"'": " »how this, let the reader consider how verv

crf^Wld e T r
"'" ""*' '" "''""•'^ •>» compared with the numberof children who are brought to the O.P. moms for treatment.

for I'L r f '"
'"I™'''

'^ '^''°'' 8™"^' "'^ '" P°»'P°"<' treatment,
fo a month or two at Ica.st, after they are first seen, unless the stain beMpilh growin,;, or be in a very disfiguring situation,

seme f,°"'*' T^' '".'"™**"fJ Superfiaal .\>,
, is to destroy them with

^s tot^R h'"T"'."
"""">• •''"•" """ ""' ^"^-raily he foundbe t, but Richardson s ethylate of sodium or strong chloride of .inc

u stic
' Jhr" " r

™'^' "'"^"-- "f *'"' «" ^-"P'oy the milderlaustics, as the nitrate of silver or alum.

i'. t

ill

; ia



.m MINOR SlIHliKKY AND KIXDKKI) SIBJKITS

Sometimes the n.Tviis is vaccinated, and the ccinsequcnt inHauini ilion

may Iw sufficient to cHect a cure, lint it Rciicrally fails, and is tfcrcfnre

not to lie recommended.

.\ny form of actual cautery may be successfully used. I'ai,uelin's

(lerhaps lieinn the most convenient. The whole depth of the skin

must lie destroyed, and th: parts drcs.scd in some simple fashion «liile

th? sloughs separate.

In situations such as th'.' face, where conipletc ilestriiction of a lar(!e

sujx'rficial na'vus «i)uld leave a disfiguring scar, good miy occasionally

lie done tiy sligh't suiwrticial applications of the cautery. freiiuentl\'

rciwated. a small portion of the nifviis lieing done at one time. If

;LKk;TBOLY-^IS.

A NcwlU-^ »Hlh terminal. B. Nwdle-holder wilh magnifier attached. D. TorceiH fur

repilatlon. E. MiiUijile nee<lle-lii.ldet for nie%i. F. Kleelrodc for the dKitnietion of tummir.

successful, a thin white scar will ultimately lie formed, but the treat-

ment is long and tedious.

SubnuUneoni !I»vi may be treated upon two principles ; that is to

say, measures may be taken which will produce sloughing out of the

entire mass, or which will merely produce a consolidation and stasis

of the blood-current through it, which consolidation is later followed

by a gradual absorption.

By Ligature.—For the ligature of a subcutaneous navus of ordinary

size, the readiest way is to take a needle, double threaded with stout

silk or whipcord, and with it to transfix the base of the growth. The

needle having been cut off, there will be left two cords running below



HIHCTTAXKOCS X.KVI ^M

r!l'r„""'.V
'"' ''"" ?*"> " """'«•>• I* incriavtl to (..,>r .,r six l.yrilK-atinp the p.. c,» of transfixion. Tl». cut cn.l, o{ these liRaturcs

r,,"!':' r „*"r'
"""^"'" "•'^- ''""> '•'^" <" "'"• -">-'"™

iompktcly MranKulafd. „n,l must !« l,ft ,„ ,1„„k|, ,„(. DurinR ,t,^.r»ra„„n .t m„, 1. .Ircss.-.! «,th any s.mplc ant.^ptic .Ir.ss ,
g"

t.m. ,'„ r' "'"" '"'"""'''• " ""•='' •••" "'" '" ''"''"-"•'I "I- To,,,

nrvI'.IlTrry'''''''
"'"^ '" "'"'""' '"• '*"'""!' "'"""l-l^tion of

"; ,h' " r
'"' """"""» '"' «'• """ll mention onlv one or twool tne pnncuml ones.

y*r/ro/„,... or the passage ol a constant current, fin.ls an applieat.o,,

N<«e s. ,„„ not s ouglung of the tissues. The current should 1 , just

«ith the except,on of alxjut i in. at the en<l. to prevent the cnrrcnt

™,h T,"^ "," *';'' »•"? ""' <^»'"''"R "'""Rh.ng. One nee.lle is connccte.1

taken that the non-,nsulatol portion is buried ,n the n^evus. Thecurrent ,s pa.ssed until the swelling Ix-comes wh,te and har.l ; it must

Xe^,'""f , ?k"
"';"" '''"' '° P"'"™' hemorrhage. If the na-vns

iH. deeply seated, the effect will have to be cstimate.l by the hardening

te^ n rT' J"" -P*™''"" '•^'"""«y "»^ to be related, and it is

lie krge "^ "^ ""^
"""" ''''"' *'™ ""'"" "P'^i""*- *' «l'e na.v„s

J.!",h/'Z'
^^"""7 ""' ?'"" '"^ "*'' ""'"?'<= punctures l„..ing made

^ol'd^:::"^-
""' """•^- """= ^>' " "'^"- 'X »'""«>-« »nd

Small subcutaneous „a.vi, „hich are distinctly eneapsule.l. mayoften 1« dissected out. an.l although the operator must carefullyavo,d cut ,ng ,nto the small tumour while it Z being removed ,, is

ble^,"^'

^'"""""'y '•'^atment. though not generally applicable. .AHWeeding ce « as soon as the navus i, taken awayne Gahano-ca^lery may also lx> use<l in the treatment of na.vi,

n the ?.?
"^ 5' ^"'' "''"" '' ''^''" con,.picuous scar is required, ason the lacc or neck.

cauterv wir""ri"""'''
'"*" ""= "''^'"* "'^h » tenotome, and the

nth ,h, TT '"'" '"" """''^ ^f"^ '=""™' '^ ^hen turned on,

nm™ r ^* '"" "•'""' '» '".rned
' subcutaneouslv." The

rarts TV", '"?" '" "'"'°"' ''''"•^"»"'' to dcstroy-d.fferen,

Twh V ."""T' ^:;'', "
'-''"'• '" '"'<'•" "'y ""'= °' the skin w.Uslough.

\ aselme should be smeared over the puncture

mL"Z"''"'"'f.
'""" '' """• "•'>'' »l™°»t exclusively for the treat-

r„-J ^-P""'-*' "^v,, and gives admirable results: A'„^n.,n mavai=o De employed.
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xxwii.

„; rtssivr. co.\<:i:sitns iiiiriis i iii-.ii mksd.

or yisrsiA mix. cr/'/'/.w,. i-.n..

,v;. ..; iiUSii:KS .i.\i> oihuh .Mi:iimi» or

corsirii iniiir.rnow

<^^B^
[ KlKRS TKKATMKNT.

It i, ;,ni,\Kal.lc lo a large number of different disorders, especially

those of the extremities, such as whitlows and suppurative states ol the

joints and tendons. It .s also of servce in tul^rculous <l'>«-^;j;"'";

modihcatum of tli.- method may l.e practised lor the t Ument of



I'A.HSIVK CUMIKSTIUN. \ K.NKSKl TIO.N m;,

«inii«i .mil ,niMl.ir 1.,i.m,-, I'.. pr.ui.M tli,- tr.atm.i.l. ,i «,.il l,r„.i,l
riililK-r iMii.l.iK, I, Ihmiii.I kmiiuI I,,,. I, „„ ,|„.

, ,,,„|„| ,„,,. „, „,_,
i.M.m, .111,1 Miiiul.l Ih' ii|i|.li.-.l Mith Milti.iitit ifiiM.m I., r.nil.r llir n,,ri
Ik-Iiiw liluish-rril anil >«iilli-n. ncil i x.ir.n'.j, ,,r .in;rrini

, \l„iv,- .,|| ,i

nm-l not ;iHi., t the puis.-, iiln. Ii «Ii.mi:,I rrni.iiii iiiu li.inuul. Ii i.r..|Hrl\
ippllfil. .x.i-pl in lu-niini, .,ul.|n t^, littl.. ,pr lui p.iin is i,,ii„.,l i„,|,,,.,|
thi' throliliinii .iKimv iil «liillii«s is iii.irki-cllv rfli.v«l hy llir .ipph,.,-
tiiin t.f tin- liiimlnKo, Tlu- liiiKlli 1,1 tiiiir , luring nliLh llin Ii.imiI.ik..
may \v il|ipliiHl xiirirn in ililliTi-m iiivs. II I, iKtu-r ti> sl.in ivnh
slicirt jxTKxIii of hull t(. throf-quiirtcM ol im Imui. iiml |,,t r tlir
l.iiniliii..- m.iy l«' n'tiiiiif.l in ii. iitc- uiscs (,,r n, „,anv as t«,.nly „„i „r
tmnty-liiiir luinrs nithiiit imiinvcnifnce nr in|uriims flint. With
tlif applkatiiin nl tin- haiiil.inc tin nmrbiil tiss.u.s .,r,. ilniKlwl wuh
sfrnm, which lia» a iR.m-ti.ial .II... t m ,„ml,aiiim .,nv mfntiiMi whul,
may U' pri'scnt. II any wouniln h.ivi. In-i-n maili' tliry imII Ik- fc>,„i,| i,,
run Irii-ly with serum (lunnij tlu- timi- tin- liamlaKi- is applu-,1 om-
impirlant ri-sult „f t|„- tr.-atnu-nt is that small imismns „iilv an-
m|niri-il liir tlu- relict nl whithms. alisci-Hses. and si-ptn ,tatis tlu-
'Jini-ral ilur.itKMi nf tri-atmrnt linnu tlu-ri-l>y shnrti-iu-il i nnsKlvrahlv
In the case nf sinuses, whi.' from Iheir ixis'ilion are not anienalile to
the appluatlon of the ban ;e, kikhI results eail Ik- ohtaineil liv tlu-
appluation of cuppiiiji-Kla os or a suction apparatus

; a test'tuln-
which will just t^t over the margins ol the sinus is an excellent sulislitute
lor a cuppms-Blass The actum oi these glasses is to lause a tree How
ol • iirativc serum over the morlml tissues, st^ lulating them to activitv
and heallUR. Iliis treatment may U- coni il with the application
of WriRhfs solution, which consists of 4 pa. ,1 s<«liii,n chloride and
I part of sodium citrate to liii parts of watei.
VenuMUon. - The practice of venesection is so much cut of fashion

that probably the majority of house surgeons now in olhce have never
seen the operation performed, still less [lerformed it themselves We
.ire sutTering from the reaction that tollow.-d the abuse of the practice
in the earlier years of the nineteenth cci.tury. and though we sip. erely
hoiie that neither we nor succeeding generations will ever sec its rev ival
to the excess of former times, there is little iloubt that it might be
employed more fiequcntly than is now the case.
The veins which are opened for the purpose of letting blood are

one of those at the bend of the elbow, the jugular, ami, much more
rarely, the internal .saphcna at the ankle. The meth.xl is much the
same m each case, and wc will describe in detail onU- the commonest
namely, of one ol the veins at the bend of the elbow, usually tiie median
liasilic.

The MellwJ.—Thc patient, who should be sitting, is directed to
hang the arm down so as to produce turgescencc of the veins, .\ j,iece
of bandage 15 then tied tightly round the arm, a pad being placed over
the trunk vein on the inside, and the bandage knotted over that The
hand should then be raised to the horizontal position, and be made to

J-

t
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366 MINOR SIKGKHY AM) KIXDKKU SIBJKCTS

fullness.
selected the thumb should he

The surgeon then, with a ''"'"" °;,,,>
; j^, ^1,^ vein obh.iuclv,

best, from the -treme^-"-;J '^J^^ '^rthlb, blood sLuid
cutting It about half across, """•";"

^„,i ,his should

clean diffuse inflammation can hardlv occur, uui

.„„,.«.N, .«... »»*. • p™""! °'

":
," l™.--

-T: -rrr^-=:= •:'»==- » - 1:

vessel bv dissection vvdl prove of great service, w

„ecausc
°<,*;^;-^^,rirconluc"d on"the same principles as for

reasons. The opcratum
,.„„oress to produce distention ol

bleeding from the arm, but «>^ ';°"'P?^; \J ,,^,.ieie, outside the

the vein must be applied very firmly
-^^ ^^^^^'^ ,^^^^^ „;,„„ ,„e

^s-^pj^ :::r=™:,r^i:^m;rJ: ove; the davice

:S^r;^:^^^--Sa^:-^:^;^'^ed^

Hi' I
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this purpose. It sl,«„l,l l,c half cut tl,rouRh with a laucet as in thecase of the ve,„ hut transversely
: and when the .lesired 31^1^

1.100.1 has escape.l, the division of the vessel should be compktedan

CuppUlt-By means of cups " the blood mav either be n.erelvdrawn to the surface by taking oH the atmospheric pressure, or ,trn,
'

havmg been th.ther attracted, be ren.oved bv a scarificator tI;ormer procecdmg ,s dry." the latter wet." cupping. The nape ^fle neck and the postenor surfaces of the thorax and loins are iTfarthe most common s.tuat.ons. but any par, which will hold the glass

Dry Cul,t,i„g.^\„ order to cup successfully, some dexteritv isreqmred. The princple on which .t depends' is the c eTt on of aconsulerable vacuum beneath bell-shaped gla.sses ( /-v/ ^^fi
"

h ,hare made in various s.es. These glasse's are' som:tim s'-n"de 'so,,they can be attached to an exhausting syringe
like the bell-jar of an air-pump. But in
skilful hands a better vacuum is obtained bv -

""^ ^
quickly rarefying the air by heat. A good /
cupper will do this by simply putting a ^

lighted paper spill within the cup for an f .'.iJillii i

instant and immediately applying the latter
"

to the surface of the skin
: but for most

people It will be easier to put a few drops of
spirits of wine into the cup, and to distribute
the spirit over its interior. .\ pledget of
cotton-wool placed on a stick shotild then be
clipped in spirit, lighted, and mopped round
the insKle of the glass. This will produce a A.i. ..6.-ccr„.o c,c»,..
large but momentary flame, and as .soon as

The' fl'ame'' 'n',,'""
""";"

^f
" '^'"PP'^" " "P"" ">e required place

.howls^lf b
be immediately extinguished, and the vacuumWil*ho« Itself by an almost instantaneous rising of the skinThe essential points to attend to are that onlv inst s^ i

should he put into the cup as wil, moisten il^Sei'rnrtraTth:"'":o the cup m^ke perfect contact with the skin, so as to exclude lu

? suit fJ T\ "''f'f
^' '° '"™"°" **" ^^•"<= b'i'^tering mavresult from the edge of the cup l>eing too hot, an accident not likc'vto occur If only a small quantity of spirit is placed in the glass

'

In cases of suppression of urine, cupping over the renal reirions is

m"nt"7;x.r'""'
'°™ "' ""'""" "" "'- K" T-;.

of^irta;;;"
leeches are to be applied anywhere within the cavitv

uU but f'lh '''^''''^'^^'"f
"h-h they cannot escape should biused but if they are required for outside surfaces, they mav be olarrdwithin a pill-box, covered with a piece of lint, or heldTghtly L ^he

I
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""uf'c^Si-aca'ttai a leech should extract from , <lr. to . ,lr. .,«

„,.l.,a .,:.orH^'^U'c-l, hut .f a ,,ouU,ce he „ut over the h.te. much

'""ri^ch "iLd never he allowc.l to hite into a vein, or trouhlesonte

'"mut^'r. -These are usuallv proovce.l hy paintmg Mistering fluid

Blttttn. inese a
„,:„/„,„ required area, or by applying a

wmmmm
when a poweriul counter-irr.tation is -"^'^d >

^.^^^_.

The active principle of -"^^andes be.ng so^ubk m
^^^^^

will be found to rise better and quicker if the surface ot

ment of different forms of the actual ^a""'V '
employment

purposes, that we need only here remind «-= reader of '«;"?>

LL arrest of hemorrhage,
^''"^^"^^^'^f fXttl- *<= -"'" '

it was extensively used as a
'°""^"-'"'*!";,'-"';,^';7method was to

irons or Paquclin's instrument were used, tl e usual me

•

-T " Ts ;:r^^ B^^ x'tic;" of:;s:i disLe b..

as a horses leg is
'-J^a. "

„^^„ methods were adopted,

'::^::z::s:1:^:^^0.0. wh^h wm be found » boous

'=T^'f^;lf"lh:lL"r:f' vaccination are-. (1) By means of

turc™^ r>^ph1ro'm ripe vesicles . ,., By means of tubes o,

calf Ijmph.
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The chief methods of vaccination are:-(i) By means of small
oWiquc punctures into the cutis vera, made with an arrow-headed
lancet, charged with the lymph, this l>eing procured direct from the
yes.cle. or from a tube

: (2) By miking numerous scratches through
the cuticle withm a small area, like the cross-hatching of an engraving
and then rubbing in the lymph from the vesicle, tute, or point for
a minute or two. This is the one most universally adopted at the
present time. '

"^

In all cases, for a primary vaccination, at least four inoculations
should be made, and the place nearly always chosen is the top of the
arm. near the surface of the <leltoid. Some mothers ask that their
female children should be vaccinated on the leg. in order that liie scarsmay not be noticeable when a low dress is worn in later years there
IS no objection to this. We do not recommend vaccination on a na-vus
The lymph, which is enclosed in capillary Itihcs. is procured from ripe

vesicles. The tubes being immediately sealed hermetically, hum mized
lymph will, under these circumstances, keep for a long time When
It IS to be used, the ends of the tube are broken off and the contents
blown out upon a clean slip of glass. The vaccination may then be
performed with a lancet, or by scratching w-ith a needle as before.
The method which ensures the mo.st satisfactory results is as follows

Having bared the arm. rub it firmly with a wet towel so that the skin
becomes a bright pink colour. This brings the blood to the surface
and removes the natural grease of the skin. Break open the tube at
both ends and blow out a drop in as manv places on the arm as inocula-
tions are to be made. Then, placing the hand under the arm, the skin
should be stretched slightly while the scratching with the needle ismade through the drops of lymph. In this way the lymph is carried
down to the bottom of the scratch and inoculation is rendered almost
certain. The scratching should be done sufficiently deep to make only
the merest drop of blood appear, though even this is said not to be
necessary. The lymph must be allowed to dry on. and on no pretext
whatever rubbed off or the arm washed during the next twenty-four
hours. '

Calf Lymf>h.—The methods of vaccination with calf lymph are
precisely the same as with the humanized kind. It may be performed
direct from calf to child, or by means of tubes.

It is absolutely necessary that all instruments used for the pur-
poses of vaccination should be scrupulously clean.
The lymph at present recommended as the best is that known

as glycennated lymph. This is made by adding to one part of lymph
lour parts of sterilized 50 per cent solution of water in chemically pure
glycerin. After storage for a month in some place protected from
the light, this lymph is said to contain no pathogenic organisms,
and to produce as good vesicles and afford protection as lasting
and efficacious as any other lymph.

^m
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SECTION VII.

OF SPECIAL CASES CONNECTED WITH THE

HEAD AND THROAT.

Chapter XXXVIII.

MINOR SURGERY OF THE EYE.

BY LESLIE PATON
Ophihalmk- Surs'

U.A., M.B., B.C. (Camb.), F.K.C.S.

.-.nil Lecturer on Ophih.lm.iloBy, Si. \i:x,y\ Ho.piial ;
di.hihalmk

'Naiional Hospiial for Paraly-ed rrnJ Kpilcpiic, yo.ci. Squi.re.

T N this Chapter 1 have restricted myself to those subjects with wh.ch

1 a house surgeon in a general hospital may have to deal on .iis own

responsibility. I have g.vcn only a brief clinical description of them.

but in the matter of treatment I have gone into some dctad. smce even

in such a simple operation as excision of the eye it is the careful attention

to small details which makes the difference between the rapid operation

of the skilful, and the slow bungling of the inexpert.

Wound, of the Eyelid.-Wounds of the eyelid, when they do not

involve the lid margin, usually heal very readily. They should be

carefully cleansed, and the finest silkworm gut used for stitches. W hen

the lid margin is involved, and especially if the wound is at all a ragged

one it must alwlys be borne in mind that restoration of a neat margin

is the most important thing to aim at, and that the marginal stitch

should therefore be inserted first. In doing this, care should be taken

to see that there is no inversion of the skin on either side, as this may

result in an ingrowing eyelash, which, rubbing on the cornea, will give

rise to constant irritation.
, n i„

.

InflantmatlOD. of the Lid lH,gln..-Inflammat.on in the hair o he es

and in the sebaceous and sweat glan<'- 'vhich open into the hair olhcles

is a very common disease in children (ciliary blepharitis). The

inflammatory exudates form little crusts which lie along the roots

of the lashes, blocking the mouths of the hair foUicles, and m old-

standing cases causing erosion and pitting of the skin round the hair

roots An error of refraction is in many of the cases one of the

predisposing causes. In treating this condition, it is to be borne m

mind that the real seat of the disease is in the depths of the hair

follicles, and not on the surface, and that before any application can

reach this point, as much as possible of the surface exudate must be
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veo- d,.ute „intn,ent of nt^ ^'o me;cu4T,1rK;B''p''r
'" ^"'' '" '^

more severe cases it is advisabl To nuH i „ ,l^ f'^'
'"^™K"'). I„

affected part to clip off ,h7TC ,1 "" '*''''^'' '" "• "lO't

to touch'the wh**^ :f the 2 f ^a r ?:nicf'" 'it"""'''
"'°™"«'"y'

sticlid part of silver nitrTt/„.. """ """satcd silver

Ano.Lr-e.cett ™e" r is* fo'^b tC"''fo"^tr' 'T *'*'="'"'

:^ri^^- ^;t.^^rS-HH^^- " "- -^'^

R Zinci Oxidi
Liq. Calcis

gr. XX I Olei Oliva.

"l X
I
Lanolini

fomcl^'lllr^l^/S-;^::;:;-",-- -n«a,„,natio. -"-^ ^air

swelling of the lids, more or "el, LJLTT^h"^T"'"'' "^^^ '^ P"«>-
Karly .omentafon will sometime bnt Iboutr

",'7" '"/ '"*''

as .he little abscess po.nts, it should ^:^i:i:^i:r^lj:,^'^

f'S- 2S?.-FlAT-P0INlED FjlUTIOS Fo.CEPS.

trichiasis The removat of tTr , u
™"'""™ '" known ,s

spec.alflat-potydTpr.'o°„'f rtpV^r./-, 'N'^Tc T^'"™^'
'

u^ri^-s^ s-X-i^ ^;^eL^r::;:ns;a. ...

With any degie o'^t "nirolr ,™/^^ '"""""' '^ '"''"'"' " --"^'^ted

deal w.th it

™*™P«>n. «P«'al operafve methods are required to

He'T^'-s^d'^r So?rt:i;^^L^rr™" '^'-"^

.>>e seat of ^e ^S- t^lt-=^^1:=^"^

-

^'1
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surrounding the gland as in the gland itself. It forms a small swelling

in the lid, usually visible ur at least palpable from the skm surface.

Secondary invasion with pus cocci sometimes supervenes, and

subsequent to that, granulating masses may protrude through the

conjunctival surface of the lid. Often a cyst or cysts last for many

months without proilucing pain or any other symptom beyond the

deformity of the lid.

The treatment cr. ists of incision and free curetting. With proper

precautions, the little operation may be practically painless. Evert

the lid and applv one or two crystals of solid cocaine over the conjunc-

tival surface of the swelling. Leave it to act for two minutes, then

K-ith a fine-needled hypodermic syringe inject into the cyst about 5

,nin of I per cent cocaine in 1-2000 adrenalin. Let this act again

for two minutes. With a Beer's knife make a vertical incision through

the conjunctival wall, and then thoroughly scrape away with a sma'l

curette all the gelatinous and diseased tissue from the walls of the

cyst It is best to apply a pad and bandage for twenty-four liours,

and to have the eye bathed frequently with boric acid lotion for some

days. Occasionally it may seem that a portion of the cyst has been

left This is due either to the space filling up with blood which takes

some time to absorb, or to sHght post-operative inflammation. The

swelling' usually disappears completely in a couple of weeks. In some

patients a constant succession of these small cysts appear at intervals

of a few months.

AFFECTI0H8 OF THE CONJUNCTIVA,

injuries to the Contunctlva, when uncomplicated with injuries to

other structures, usually heal up very readily. Small tears are best

left alone Even extensive tears seldom require more than one stitch.

In some people, especially in old age, a very slight blow may resu t

in a subconjunctival haemorrhage of some extent. (.\ similar result

is caused sometimes by a violent fit of coughing or vomiting.) Though

this looks very alarming to the patient, it is of no local consequence,

and beyond the prescription of hot boric acid bathing usually requires

no treatment. When subconjunctival haemorrhages occur ft/q"^°«y

in a seemingly healthy person, it is advisable to have a careful blood

examination made. The condition may be due to some deficiency

in blood-coagulating power, and may be associated with a liabdity to

attacks of urticaria. If it is of importance for cosmetic reasons to

produce more rapid absorption of the blood, dionin drops (5 per cent)

may be used twice a day. In this case the patient should be warned
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beforehand that the drops may produce considerable swclline of the
conjunctiva (chcmosis).

Foreign bodies, such as bits of grit, coal-dust, emery, etc., frequently
get mto the eye. If not at once washed away by the flow of tears
which the irritation of their presence causes, they usually obtain
a lodgement under the upper eyelid and become imbedded in the
conjunctiva there. To find them it is necessary to evert the upper
eyelid. They should then be removed with a small pii. c of moist
lint.

To Even the Upper Eyelid.—Thc examination of the lower conjunc-
tival fornix is simple. The patient looks up, the lower lid is pulled
downwards, and gentle pressure backwards will then reveal it in its
whole extent. To get a similarly good view of the upper fornix
requires the knowledge of a l.ulc manoeuvre very rea<lily acquircil
and yet very frequently bungled. The method 1 adopt requires the
use of only one hand, leaving the other free for any purpose such as
painting the lids. Hrst of all persuade the patient to look steadily
downwards at the floor or at his own hands, with the head thrown
slightly backwards

;
then place the ulnar border of the index finger

on the upper lid immediately above the margin of the tarsal plate •

the thumb is placed on the lower lid, pressing it gently back Then
the index finger gently presses the margin of the eydid ilown on to
the thumb, and by a slight movement the thumb completes the
evers.on. Straight pressure backwards on the c\<l)all will then bring
the fold, of the upper fornix into view. Standing in front of the
patient, use the right hand for the left eye, and vice versa.

Acute Oonjnnctivltli.—The great majority of cases of acute conjunc-
tivitis arc caused by three organisms: the bacillus of Weeks le
pneumococcus, and the gonococcus. The first two organism.' .e
the main causes of acute mucopurulent conjunctivitis, /he
gonococcus IS the principal, though not the only, cause of ophthal .ia
neonatorum and of the acute purulent ophthalmia (blennorrhia)
of the adult. A rarer form of acute conjunctivitis, for which however
the house surgeon must be on the outlook, is due to the diphtheria
bacillus. Like other forms of diphtheritic inflammation it is
characterized by true necrotic membrane formation and by grave
constitutional disturbance.

In acute conjunctivitis due to the bacillus of Weeks or the pneumo-
coccus. the clinical picture is simple. The eye first affected commences
to burn and smart, and becomes slightly photophobic. The margins
of the hds become slightly red and puffy. This pulfiness seems usually
more marked in the lower margin of the upper hd. The palpebral
conjunctiva becomes greatly congested, very red, and swollen but
usually retains a smooth surface. Only very rarely docs one sec any
iolhcular enlargement in the forniccs. The bulbar conjunctiva
becomes of a uniform red colour. Later on, especially in adults
this becomes flecked with tiny ecchymotic patches disturbing the

'111
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uniformity of the pink. The bulbar conjunctiva usually shows only

slight swelling or chcmosis. Sometimes tiny swellings resembling

phlyctenule develop at the corneal margin. In tulicrculous children

true phlyctenular may develop. In the height o( the inflammation

there is usually a good deal of purulent secretion along the lid margins

and in the angles of the eyes, and little flakes of pus float in fhe

conjunctival sacs. The two eyes are usually affected within a few

days. The inflammation runs its course in from two to four weeks.

Sometimes if untreated it tends to leave a chronic inflammation, in

which there is follicular enlargement. The pneumococcal conjunc-

tivitis is self-limited, especially when it occurs in epidemic form. It

is not so infectious as the form due to the bacillus of Weeks. In

epidemics it is mostly children that arc infected. In severe forms it

sometimes gives rise to membrane formation, but this is never a

true necrotic membrane. There is probably a greater tendency to

the formation of phlycten-likc swellings at the limbus of the cornea,

and in my experience a greater tendency to tiny ecchymoscs. The

essential difference is in the course of the disease, which is self-limited,

reaching its climax in five or six days, and then resolving rapidly.

Fortunately, when we come to the ([uestion of treatment there is

no need to differentiate between the two forms. The main essentials

are efficient and regular cleansing with some simple aseptic lotion.

the dcstr-ction of the organisms and their removal along with the

affected tissues, and the replacing of the latter by healthy tissue.

In the use of a lotion the most important effect is the mechanical

cleansing and irrigation. For this purpose the lotion should produce

as little irritation as possible, and should be used as warm as it

can be with comfort, and in no niggardly fashion. A weak boric

acid lotion in most cases fulfils these requisites, but where it produces

irritation, as it sometimes does, it is best to substitute normal saline.

The comfort produced by the free use of lotions is probably almost

entirely due to the freeing of the conjunctival sac from portions of

desquamated epithelium and flakes of pus. which act as irritants like

any other foreign body. In mild cases this cleaning of the eye and

the prescription of a simple ointment to prevent gumming of the lids

is really all the treatment required. In more acute cases, nothing

can replace the salts of silver in efficacy, and for certainty and efiiciency

silver nitrate is still the best, and popcrly used is likely to retain its

position.

We are dealing now with organisms whose action is only on the

surface. To rid the eye of such wo have to employ some agent which

will be able to attack them where they are most active. When we

brush the eyelids with silver nitrate in a i per cent or 2 per cent

solution, what we first notice is, that a faint bluish-white pellicle forms

on the conjunctiva. This is due to the coagulation of the proteids

„{ the cells hy their conversion into albuminates of silver. This

conversion means, of course, the setting free of a certain amount ol
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free nitric acid, with the con»e.,u.nt great irritation which invariablyfolow, pamt.ng with silver nitrate. In other wor.U, the ,Mve^n.trate produce, a coagulation neerosi., in the surface cells Theconjunctiva immediately sets itself to get rid of this surface sloughand for the next two or three hours there is an increase in the amountof secrc ,on from the eyes, an.l the eyes seem to feel even more^iu

'

than before. The contained organisms are acted on at the same timlas the cells, and are thrown off with the cell,, and though some Zdoubtedly escape, the number has at least temporarily been grea."vdiminished, and the supply of toxins i, diminishe.l pro,x>rtionate ywith the result that the irritation caused by the toxins is very grea lyrelieved, and you get the frequent history that, within an hour or twoof the paintins, the eyes feel cooler and more comfortable than atan> time sin :c the inflammation commenced.
In usmg silver nitrate, then, we must be fully cognizant of the result,

"i^e"« ctedT'"'-''-';, K^
' " °"'^- "-^ "•- --«-"' '»y-s winare affected, it would be unwise to employ the silver nitrate in suchstren t„ ,, ^ ,„,^, ,„^ deeper-lying tissue, whore there are"'organisms, and it would be equally unwise to employ it before thelapse of an interval long enough ,0 allow of a complete regenerat on

m usl;;^' ,
" '" "P'"'^" '"='* "'™"-" "«• "f"" ""»' -™- "-so"in using It too strong or too frequently i, that, by doing so deenslough, may be formed, which when thrown off may leave raw sw aces

permanent. Such a result 1, not uncommon from over-anxiety on thepart of those ,„ charge of a serious or important ease. .\s a generalrule. I should lecommen.l that an interval of at least twenu fou

of sW j; r' *" '""''" "^'"•'™ ""^ '«" ^"^-^»'- applicLLnof silver nitrate even in severe cases, and that any excess should beaU>ays removed or neutralized by saltsolutionat the Leofapplic^Hon

„„Ir,
S'^""' '"'*^"°" ^^"^<i by the use of silver nitrate has led tonumerous attempts to replace the violently irritant inorganic acid bysome non-irritant organic acid. Many of these preparation, exist

d'tincL^In
T""' """«°''

r' ''^""- ''^ P"'°-' preference sdistinctly in favour o. argyrol, used in strengths var5.ing from 10 per

silver ,. J ^V""\ """ " " '" ""'' '°™ 'hat I always prescrLsiKer salt, when I give them to patients for home use.

nafonl 1i'"'
""J""""""'" <Bl.nnorrh<,.). - Ophthalmia „e.,-

itTl.T^'f^
commences on the third to the fifth day after birth.It .s characterized by a profuse, thin, purulent secretion There^s usually some chemosis, but very seldom the intense <.S maof the conjunctiva which forms such a marked and serious featu eof gonorrhnoal conjunctivitis in the adult. Cases of ophthalm a

Tav he""r T' "^ T™ ""'^ '^ "^^ """^"^ ™^Seon. Aftefwa^hmg

a e br ish.H fM"" ""^'"'""S the cornea, the conjunctival fornicefare brushed out with a weak silver nitrate soluiioii ( , per cent! Thebest method of examining a young child's eye is to sit oppos'ite the

i
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„ur«, who hoW» tho chiW. iKxly and hands clmo do»n «» "» "'J";

the head beinu gra.pcd in a towel between the surgeon . knee,. Alter

carefully washing ^ay all «.cretio„, the cornea .» examined. »

"ce»a^, the lid, mu,t be retracted with .mall
'''"'«'«;.f

«•"'•

SometinTcH even with retractor, it i, difficult to get a v.cw ol the cornea.

a,?t tend, to roll upward, in the effort to ,hut the eye. By gently

"creasing the pre«<ure of the lower retractor downward, »"'">="^>-

wardf and puHing on the upper retractor, a view can usually be

rbtaned It^s imitative not to u« ill-apphed force m «he« ca^.

a, there i, alway, a danger of causing a perforation ma b»'"y/'«^^';d

"rnea. If the cornea i. not affected, a lot.on of pcrchlonde of

mercury (.-.«oo) i, pre,cnbed to be used freely and frequently. The

"urse I mother should be mstructed that th.- lot.ou must get n .de

"heTds and that all the secretion mu,t be washed away at each bathmg.

Thelntervals between bathing should not !«. longer than two hours

If the cornea is affected it is a,ivisablc to substitute a weak bone

aci,l lot.on for the mercuric lotion, an.l to put m after -.iLh daily

oaintinK a small piece of atropine ointment (i per cent).

The eves should never on any account be bandaged or covered up.

The secretion must be allowed a free escape.
, , , , ,u

In examining or treating any case of punilcn. oph.li.lnua. iKith

nurse and house surgeon shouUI wear goggles.

Gonorrh„al Co,,i<mclivUU in the Adull is mostly associated with

ur^th'tt and is d'ue to direct infection. Forms "' P-f
j-J

""i"-;

tivitis due to other organisms occur, but are much rarer. Ihe

inflammation ISO, a most acute .yl^w.^ve^ mtenso^U^a and

. 1 conjunctiva. It most frequently

commences in the right eye in

Wilts. right-handed people, and one of

the first duties of the house

surgeon is to take measures to

prevent the healthy eye being

affected. To effect this, the in-

flamed eye should be covered

with a pad soaked in some anti-

septic lotion (i-i(K« perchloridc

of mercury). The skin and lids

of the healthy eye should be

cleaned and scrubbed gently with

lotion of the same strength, and

the eye itself irrigated with a

u^ jtJk.
Fig. jag.—nuLLER's Shiklp.

^ork^-r^ni^^sS^irsL':—^-*----
of'ihe^ttieits o:n\tch\vill do if nothing else is availab.e-and
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tv.o iquarcs of rublwr adhesive plasiter, one 4 in. wiuare, the other
nearly j in. Cut out o( the centre of each a circle 1 in. in
diameter. Fasten the larger Miuarc to the convex aid- of the glass
and the smaller to the concave sidn. and the shield is complete, witli
about i in. of adhesive plaster projecting to fasten it to the sUin.
The fitting to the nose and the trow must he very carefully done, so
as to leave no gaps.

(laving secured the health eye against infection, the atlectcd eye
can next be dealt wiih. The lid .idema and congestion may be •<)

great that no view can be obtained of the cornea, and only chemotu
((Edematous) conjunctiva can be seen projecting through the inflamed
lid margins. In such a case there must be no hesitation in slitting
up the outer canthus with a stout jiair of scissors. This, with one
or two free incisions into the -edematous conjunctiva, will do much
to lessen the congestion, which if unrelieved may actually give rise
to sloughing of the cornea through strangulation. Frequently changed
fomentations, with free irrigation of the eye at each change, must then
be ordered, and at the same time a free purging with calomel, followed
by a saline apeiient. If the pain is very great, soi.,olimcs more relief
IS obtained by using iced compresses and iced lolioiis for bathing.
The lotion used .should not be stronger than 1 io.i«,, iKTchlor-de
of mercury. In cases where the congestion is as great as the one
described, n is not advisable lo use silver nitrate until the congestion
has been considerably reduced. In milder cases the conjunctiva
IS brushed over after irrigation with 2 per cent silver nitrate (see above
for precautions). The eye should be irrigated every half-hour with
a mild boric acid or normal saline solution, and I prefer to u.se a douche,
so that a good fjow can be directed into the eye. The most serious
danger arises from corneal :;omplication5. so that great care m.ist lie
exercised not to injure the cornea during any of these manipulatijns.
No care, however, will prevent the affection of the cornea in a large
percentage of cases. When this happens, atropine should at once
Iw used, and mercurial lotions replaced by boric acid or normal saline
Boric acid ointment shoultl always be put between the lids and
over any raw surface before the patient goes to sleep. It is some
hindrance to the formation of adhesions. The secretion from the
eye remains capable of carrying infection as long as there is the slightest
trace of inflammation.

Chronii: Conjunctivitis may be a sequel of acute, and especially in
gouty or rheumatic subjects the conjunctiva lends to remain in a
slightly inflamed condition. Mildly astringent lotions, e.g., of zinc
sulphate (i or • gr. lo the ounce) or of boric acid with hazcline (>o
mm. to the ounce) are usually sufficient to cure such cases. In gouty
people, lotions containing zinc sulphate sometimes increase the irritation,
and If there is definite evidence of chronic gouty inflammation in mucous
membranes elsewhere, e.g., a gouty pharyngitis, it is better to use a
mild alkaline lotion of biborate of soda. If the inflammation persists

I ijljlfll
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. .Inglc painting with . per vent .ilvernitr.te will o.ten work wonder,

(.nplobacillaor c.niunc,mt|.) „ p„„„,. ,.

hit they have to W l«thc<l with warm water to get them to open

Ei>:nrr:n;.:n:rvtf.-f^^^
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"W- at both
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This smarts-in some cases it smarts very badly-and V"" "*''
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»«nlt from the long-continucil uw <>{ u lotion or ilrnpa conlaininK
adrenalin. ArKyrol in o( .crvicc in wimc cmic«. but the mainitay is
«tnc aulphate. For the comfort of the patient it in achiHahle to
prcKribc a almple ointment, to lie ujwd at night, to iirevent the
gumming of thi^ lida,

Mlkular Oo»Ji»«M»lll»,—There are normally prenent in liotli
upper and lower fomicea of the conjunctival sac rows of lymphatic
folhclea. In certain typea of children, theae readily Iwcome enlarged
in reaponae to al.ght irriUtion, and form chains of small, pearly-kxiking
granulea in the fornices. The cla.ss of child who is most likely to
show this condition may also have other lymphatic enlargements,
e.g.. hypcrtrophicd toiiails or adenoids. The condition is of little
local importance, but la of value iis an indication of the necessity of
revising the general circumatances of the child'a life and of securing
Its removal from the evil influences of stuHy school-rooms and sleeping-
rooms. I mention it here as it is of importance to lie able to diBercn-
tiato it from trachoma, one of the moat severe of conjunctival diseases.
Trukoma (OnBulu Cs^JautivUla, llyptlaa Ophthalmia).- In

ita typical fomi the granules, varying in size from a small hemp-seed
to a lentil, are scattered all over the tarsal surface of both lids, anil
are not restricted, as in follicular conjunctivitis, to the foriiiccs,
here is a form of trachoma, however, in which there arc no obvious

granules, but only a more or less uniform thickening and infiltration
of the conjunctiva on the tarsal surface. This usually occurs when
the disease has an acute onset. When the ta al surface shows definite
granules, varying in size and irregularly stributcd, there is no
difficulty in separating the condit ' ^n froi.i follicuUr conj unctivitis. The
palpebral form of spring catarrh, (a comparatively rare disease in this
country) can usually be distinguished by the granules forming a more
definitely circumscribed patch ; they are flat-topped and form a
mosaic somewhat like a cobble-stone pavement, and when the eyelid
IS everted for a few seconds the free secretion of mucus produces a
bluish milky appearance. Examination of the lids alone, in the
majority of cases suflices to diff'^rentiate trachoma from other forms
of conjunctival disease. In doubtful cases the determining factor
IS the presence of pannus. the invasion of the superficial layers of the
cornea underlying the epithelium by connective tissue carrying blood-
vessels. To examine for the earliest stage of pannus a corneal loupe
IS necessary. In a normal eye the conjunctiva overlaps the margin
of the cornea as a greyish translucent band with a sharp, clear-cut
edge. The terminal twigs of the conjunctival vessels can be seen
reaching this edge, but never passing it. In the earliest stages of
pannus the edge loses its clean-cut appearance and becomes ragged,
and here and there tiny vessels can be traced on to the cornea. In well-
marked pannus due to trachoma, the main course of the vessels is
vertical, and mostly from the upper margin. When the pannus is
advancing, there is a greyish area in the cornea beyond the vascular
region.
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The Treatment o{ trachoma must be both drastic and persistent.

In a severe case where the trachoma bodies arc well marlced but not

hard they should be expressed by means of Grady's forceps {Fig. 230)

or Knapp's roller forceps {Fii- 231). As this is a very painful process.

-Gradv's Exprkssiox Forceps.

and as it is essential that it should be done thoroughly, it is advisable

to give a general anesthetic. The operator puts on goggles, and then

grasps the everted tarsal plate between th« blades of the forceps and

forcibly expresses the contents of the follicles. A solution of petchlorule

of mercury in glycerin(i-ioo)isthcn brushed in with a hard tooth-brush.

/r,|T. 331—KNAFP'9 ROtLER FORCKP^.

the sacs are washed with boric acid lotion, and boric acid ointment

is put between the lids. Where the granules arc harder, expression

must be replaced by scarification. The everted lid is supported on a

horn spatula and scarified with a Beer's knife (Fig. 2 8). The first

incisions should be made over the most prominent granules, and these

Fig. 232.—MEIBOSIIAN Ct-BETTE.

may be scraped out with a small Meibomian curette, .\fter scarifying,

the lids are brushed with the strong perchloridc solution and treated as

before

Usually much reaction follows this treatment, and iced compresses

will be found useful till it subsides. During this period the eyes

should be bathed frequently with boric acid lotion, and ointment

should be applied night and morning.

The subsequent treatment of these cases is the same as for mddcr

ones The affected surface is rubbed once daily with a stick of copper

sulphate and the patient uses a lotion of boric acid and zinc sulphate.

At the end of a month the applications can be reduced to three a week,

and later to two or even one a week. A marked improvement usually
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manifests itself in three or four weeks, but often after a time the caseseems to come to a standstill. The substitution of silver nitrate
for the copper sulphate, either as a l per cent solution or in the solidform known as mitigated stick, will then be beneficial. In fact this
variation in the treatment from time to time is advisable in all casesand It IS also useful to allow periods of freedom from any treatment
other than a simple astringent lotion. Many other forms of treatment
have been suggested and tried from time to time, such as .r-rays
radium, and carbonic acid snow. .Most of them have had a considerable
vogue for a short time and then been reiegatcd to the backgroundby older methods.

APFEOTIOIIS OP THE CORKEA.
lniaria.-Abras,ons of the cornea are apt to be overlooked, sincewhen fresh the transparency of the cornea is not interfered withWhen any corneal injury has taken place, and an abrasion is suspected

a drop of fluorescein will stain the denuded area a bright green The
eye is bathed, a drop of atropine is instilled, and a pad and bandage
arc applied, Boracic bathing should be repeated every four hours As
a rule, the pad can be taken off in twenty-four hours. If the surface
IS not covered in that time, another drop of atropine should be put inand the pad replaced.

Pomgn Bodies imbedded in the cornea arc mostly particles ot steel
or emery from the emery-wheel or grit from an engine. The removal
must be done with as little injury to the corneal epithelium as possible
but the removal must be complete. For example, often after removing
a bit of iron or steel, a brownish-red ring of rust (?) is left, which mu.st

mmmii^^mm
''e. 333.—Corneal Spi.d.

also be removed. The instrument used is the corneal spud. The eve is
well cocainized, and a strong light focused on it by an assistant. The
patient IS told to look fixedly in whatever direction enables the operator
to get the best view ot the ubject to be removed. If the spud fails

F'ts- 234-—Uiscisaiuv Neeule.

to remove it, recourse may be had to a discission needle, but in digging
out foreign bodies with this, care must be exercised not to injure the
cornea more deeply than is necessary. After removal, bathe carefully
put in a small piece of atropine ointment, and bandage the eye.

Per/ataling Wounds of the Coinm may be simple or may be complicated
by prolapse of the iris, by prolapse of th. ciliary body if the sclera
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Fig. a,tj.—SPECULUM.

, a.o p... to have .ead a McKeown.^-^:l':^^:^
^f "°™ha\ntr Tho ougMy cleanL the Lin round the eye. clip

"1lT,mes the iris is too firmly canght 'n ^ ^^^^^^^t^rfo^

LTso' Get the pUlafs of the iri. co.oboma back into pos,t.on w.th
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the rcpositor, and then wash out the anterior chamber with the
McKeown wash-bottle. Put in atropine, and treat as before.
When the wound passes from the cornea into the sclera there comes

the additional danger of prolapse of the ciliary body into the wound.
These cases arc always a source of grave anxiety, and vet if the

yig. 23*1.

—

Fixation
FoRCEP.t.

l-'is- 237.— Iris Forceps. *'>g. 2 38.—De Wecker's
Iris Scissors.

wound has not been caused by a dirty implement, many eyes are
saved which in earlier days would have been at once excised. In
treating them, the prolapsed iris and ciliary body are first drawn out
and cut off. Then a very sharp, small, curved needle armed with
finest silkworm gut is passed through the superficial layers of the

i
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edge, o. the sclera, wound near the co^ea^ ^^ the 'iTece^Hyll';

as little pressure on 'he «yebaU as poss.ble hence t

^^^ ^y^^^

a very sharp needle »n,rt'°'<='''f'"«"P°„
J, fteh .^y be inserted.

If the wound losses far mto the sclera ^^^""^^^^^ J„„<j, cutting

Then bring a flap of
f»»'-^^':t%^r,clerl wound is covered by

F«. 2„.-I«IDI!"0«V KM.B (0« KKl.A,O.IF.|.

„s fron, the wound, -d it press^ ^'tr^^fa^^^^ t^at

free, so that
^"''"''rprlZl ."to the wound, and the swellin,

LtrtS^^"oC;.TftCraSe
culture .ed.u. for organ,sn,s,

--»H£St/b;^^"'^"--

flj. 240.—IW9 REPOMTOS.

n th. hack of the cornea the tiny round dots of punctate

there appears on 'h;
J^f
* °'

™j%„ .^^^e a sympathetic inflammation
Ueratitas,.s almost -^'-°;^'"fJ ^.^ ,, be excised at once,

in the other eye. buch an eye b
^ favourably to very

cornea. "'«"•'' ^ ^^^/'^.^^LT ft' secure rest for'the eye.

sin,ple treatment, Jhe tot essential
,^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^

For this purpose ='«°P
"f.f^fJ^ ^'/d on. Only in cases where the

is covered with a pad lightly bandaged o
large amount of secretion

ulceriscompUcatedbycon.unctiv iswiha^^^^^^^^^
^^^^ ^^ ^^^

is this lattnr aband-ned. The at op.n P y
^^^ ^^^^

^^.^^

,ris and ciliary muscles and so ac's as i >
|-^^ ^g„ti d„i„g

the pad keeps *« eyehds at r^^ ove the o^nea.
,^ ^^

q
^^J^ ^^ .^

the day, the eye ^t^°f^,''° ™^^^^ to enquire into the habits

T:^Z:^r—"Srt . attention should be given to
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the condition of tlic alimentary tract. Small doses of compound
rhubarb powder (lo to 15 gr.) may be prescribed, to be taken three
times a day. In adults, a pill of calomel and colocynth at night,
followed by a saline purge in the morning, is often of great service in
initiating the treatment.
When the ulcer is of a more severe nature, it becomes necessary to

adopt other local measures. Of these the most generally useful is

pamtmg with pure carbolic acid. First put in two drops of cocaine.

Fts. 1:41.—MfKEOWN's Irhig\ting API'

and then a drop of fluorescein (being careful to sop up any excess with
a pad of absorbent wool). After a few seconds wash out the fluorescein

with cocaine, and le ulcer will be found stained bright green. With
two fingers of tht left hand hold the lids gently apart ; dry the surface
of the ulcer with a small piece of sterihzed blotting-paper, and touch
the whole stained surface with a small camel-hair brush soaked in

pure carbolic acid. The end of a wooden match carefully pointed
and soaked in carbolic is an excellent substitute for the brush. If

the ulcer is of the advancing type, most attention should be devoted

25 imw
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,„ the advancing edge. The cautery can be "«;<> -;";;^^'"''|y ,f
°^

results. The benefit of using pure carbolic is that it is itself an

In^sthetic. In using the cautery, a dull red heat is required, and

the touching should be done very lightly. After cauterizing or

ouching with phenol, continuous boric acid fomentations with f ee

ho" bathings at each change, and atropine Jrops t«ice a day, should

""l^fforting in the anterior chamber (hypopyon) is not in these

cases a sign of serious inflammatory involvement of the ins and

dla V body. The pus is usually sterile, and its formation is due

o the'chomLactic influence of strong toxins diffusing -to 'h7nterio

chamber through the corneal membrane. It is probably most

requcnly seen' in pneumococcal ulceration. It may form vei^-

apidly, and with a healing ulcer it will absorb as rapidly as it o ms^

n it is necessary to perform paracentesis, the hypopyon should be

washed out with normal saline.
„rW=,tinn no

When an ulcer is deep and there is a likelihood of perforation no

treatment is so valuable as paracentesis. If an ulcer is allowed to

perteate spontaneously, it is almost certain that the ms wiU prolapse

in the rush of a(i,.oous that takes place, and. lying in contact with the

edccrof the ulci, will certainly become adherent if it is not removed

(vr.«/.*roneration for removal of prolapsed iris under " Per orating

Wounds o ( ,rnea"). If the floor of the ulcer is incised (usua ly

called Lmiseh section) and the aqueous allowed to .scape gently

a valvular opening is formed ; and the ins, if it does come in contact

with the back of rte cornea, is in contact with healthy and not wUh

rnflamed tissue. In addition, re-form, tion of the anterior chamber

oonUkes place and separates the iris from the ^^a. -»"; '"/P"";

aneous pertoation it may be some days before ^^e -tenor ehamber

re-forms. In performing this httle operation, I P'^^^" !» use an old

much-ground Graefe knife. Cocaine anaesthesia is sufficient for all

"ases except young children. The eyelids ar- held apart by a ^peculum

Tnd the ey*^ s'teadfed with fixation forceps, ^nter the knife at the edge

of ihe Jeer farthest away from the corneal margin, holding it so that

it points obliouely towards the angle of thejin enor chanibet. As

soon as the point has perforated, depress the handle so that the knife

Ta^iost horlontal, an'd carry it through the base of the u'cer so tha

it iust re-iches the healthy tissue oi the other sidr. Put in some

atr'o^L alter wishing out'lhe conjunctival sac. and rad and bandage

hghtly.

THE LiCHRYMAL iPPABATUS.

Lachrymal Ob.tr«ctlon.- The most frequent cause of epiphora

(oveTflow of tears) is obstruction of the tear-duct, the result of chronic

Sciyocystitis. Epiphora may also be -used by displacement of the

pun7ta lachrymaha in congestive conditions of the eyelid or 'n «emle

ectropion, but in the great majority of cases the site of the obstruction
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is the upper part of the tear-duct where it leaves the sac. In treatinR
this condition, the course of action to be adopted must vary in different

cases. (1) The obstruction may be the result of simple congestion.

(2) Chronic inflammatoiy changes may have resulted in developing
a band of cicatricial tissue at the upper end of the duct. (,() The
obstruction may be bony, following on syphilitic periostitis or on
fracture of the bones forming the walls of the duct. (4) It may be
due to a growth. In the first case the lachrymal sac will not bo dilated,

but in the other cases there will be a small swelling under the inner
tarsal ligament (mucocele), the contents of which will regurgitate into
the eye on pressure. These may be either mucous or mucopurulent
in character.

Fii, 34].

—

Weher's Kn'ipe.

The first step in treating all these cases is to syringe out the sac
carefully with boric acid lotion. A httlc fluid may pass into the nose,

but probably it will all come back into the eye by the upper punctum.
-\fter two or three syringefuls the fluid will come back clear. If none
at all has passed into the nose, a small syringeful of cocaine 2 per cent
in 1-5000 adrenalin dhould be washed into the sac and left there for

a few minutes. This will reduce the congestion and allow fluid to
pass down into the nose. To finish up the treatment on the first

sitting, fill the sac with 2j per cent argyrol. The patient is to be
instructed to bathe the eye frequently with boric acid lotion, carefully

pressing the finger into the corner of the orbit, so as to squeeze out

Fig. 243.—StILLDIG'S K.NIFE.

the contents of the sac between each application of the lotion. He
should also be given weak zinc sulphate drops or argyrol* ( 10 per cent)
drops, to be put into the eyes three times a day.
The syringing should be repeated daily, or at least every second day.

In the simpler cases, a good passage will be established in from ten
days to a fortnight, and in the others the condition of the sac walls
will be much healthier. If the duct is still blocked after ten days, it

becomes necessary to attempt to re-establish the passage by probing,
but if the sac be very much dilated, the walls have probably become

• Arg\Tol should never be ordered as drops for home use without giving
warning against too prolonged use. Staining has occasionally resulted
from it.
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atonic, and a mucocele will persist even if there is a passage established.

In these cases it is better to proceed directly to excise the sac than to

put the patient to the useless worry of probing. ,..,.. .^

In probing the lachrymal sac, the lower punctum is first dilated with

the puncturn dilator on the end of the Weber's kmfe. Weber » knife

has a probe point which originally was curved, but is now usually

made straight. The knife is passed into the dilated punctum and

then held horizontally, with the edge pointing up and in. The lower

lid is pulled outwards and kept on the stretch, and as the knife passes

into the sac. the canaliculus wall is slit on its inner a,pect. The opening

is enlarged by bringing the knife to a vertical position, while keeping

the lid stretched. Stilling's knife should be used to enlarge the

opening into the sac. Having slit up the canaliculus, take No.
,,

or

Vo 4 Couper's probe, dip the point in cocaine vaseline, and pass it

horizontally along the OiK-n canaliculus into the sac. It should njee

with no resistance until it can be felt tapping against the lachrymal

bone (Sometimes the point catches in a fold of mucous membrane.

Fie. 344-—CorPEH'S PROBEJ*.

Do not use force to pass this.) Now rotate the probe until it is vertical,

keeping the point in position with the index finger of the oth.^r hand.

The probe should now point directly to the fold of the ala nasi. Kc ping

the point of the probe a little backwards, it will be felt to engage in

the opening of the duct. If the line above indicated is kept, it will

pass down the duct into the inferior meatus of the nose. A No. 6

probe should next be passed in a similar manner, and allowed to

remain in position for five or ten minutes. Do not syringo immedialdy

after probing. The patient must be seen daily for two or three days

to prevent the canaliculus walls reuniting, and each time the sac should

be gently syringed. On the fourth day a No. 4 probe should again be

gently passed down the duct, and for about ten succeeding days the sac

should be syringed with a mild astringent lotion. Be very chary of

using any organic preparation of silver after probing. I have seen

three cases of permanent black eye resulting from argyrol or protargol

being driven into the orbital tissues. If the obstruction is found to

be impermeable with a No. 3 Couper probe, or if the stricture is ob-

viously bony, it will bo found advisable to have the sac excised.

Excision of the lachrymal sac is much more frequently advised at

present than was the case some years ago. Some writers go so fat as
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to say it should always be done if simple syringing will not cure the
obstruction. To object entirely to probing is an lAtrcmist's view,
but to persist in probing a duct which constantly becomes re-obstructed
is folly.

AeuU Daeryooyilltli.—.\cutc inflammation of the tear-sac is mosi
frequently an incident in the history of a chronic lachrymal obstruction.
It manifests its presence by a red swelling, most marked immediately
below the inner tarsal ligament. .\s suppuration progresses, the
abscess tends to open on to the cheek just about the lower orbital
margin, and after evacuation a lachrj-mal fistula may be left in this
position. The treatment of a lachrymal abscess which iloes not show
signs of pointing consists of slitting up the lower canaliculus freely,
so as to provide a better means of escape for pus from the sac. and then
free fomentation. If the abscess shows signs of coming to a head,
it should be opened and evacuated freely, the sac gently scraped, and
the cavity plugged with gauze and then fomented. It is most
ina<lvisable to attempt to probe during an attack of dacrjocystitis.
It may set up a most severe orbital cellulitis, with retrobulbar neuritis
and consequent blindness.

EXCISION or AN EVEBALL.

The instruments required are an eye-speculum, two pairs of fixation
forceps, tenotomy scissors (curved on the flat) and hook, and a stout
pair of excision scissors (curved on the fiat). The operation is done
under a general anirsthctic. If the operation is being done as an
emergency, the skin should be well washed with soap and -water and
then with i-iooo perchloridc of mercury, and the conjunctival sac
washed out with the same lotion. Then, having inserted the speculum,
catch up a fold of the conjunctiva at the side of the cornea, and snip
through it between the forceps and the corneal margin. Through
the hole thus made, insert both blades of the scissors and free the
conjunctiva from the subconjunctival tissue, first on the upper and
then on the lower side of the cornea. This enables the operator to
cut the conjunctiva in its whole circumference with two cuts. Next
pick u^ the conjunctiva, and holdmg it away from the globe, free
. with the scissors all the way .ound. In doing this, keep as close
to the globe as possible, so as to open Tenon's capsule freely. Then
catch up each of the recti muscles in succession with the tenotomy
hook and cut them close to the globe. (It is advisable to commence
with the superior rectus.) If now the speculum is opened widely
and pushed backwards, the globe should dislocate fonvards. Catch it

between the finger and thumb, and pass the closed excision scissors back
close to the globe to the outside or inside, whichever is most convenient.
When you feel ihem touching the optic nerve, they are opened, and
when they embrace the nerve, push them gently backwards, and then
cut through with one cut. The eye will then come forward easily,
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and the removal is completed by cuttinR through the oblique muscle,

and the rest of the tissue close to the Riobc. Douche out the HO^-kct

with very hot saline, and plug it (or a short time until the bleeding

stops Then with the two pairs of fixation forceps, pick up the

edges of the conjunctiva and bring them into apposition. No

FiR. 341-

Fixation Forceps.

Fig. 346.

Tenotomy Scissobk.

Fig. 247-

Excision SassoBS.

stitches are required. Plug the cavity outs.de the conjunct.va « th

gauze, and put on a pressure dressing. The gauze pluggmg .s removed

in twenty-four hours, and it seldom has to be renewed. Do not

let adhesions form during the heahng process.
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IIMPLI TIROTOIIT.
This operation is usually dunu for minor degrees of strabismus

varying from 8^ to i,'. Some surgeons use the simple operatioii
with success for even larger angles of squint than th(«e given, hut if
the squint IS over jo there is little chance of tenotomy alone lieing
sufficient to cure the error. In that case tenotomy of the one muscle
(the internal rectus in convergent strabismus) is combine<l with
advancement of its opponent (the external rectus). Tenotomy is
u.« ally done with a local anirsthetic. except in young children. The
anaesthetic used is 4 per cent cocaine in i-j(k« adrenalin. The
mstrumcnts required arc an eye speculum, fixation forceps, tenotomy
scissors (straight), and tenotomy hook. One stitch of finest silk will
also be required.

A tenotomy may be done by the open method or subconjunctivally.
The latter method requires more skill, and is liable to lead to certain
complications, while the only disadvantage o( the open metho<l is

Fis. J4^-—Hook wi^k Use ly Kxcimon op an Kygball.

that a stitch has to Iw taken out two or three days after the operation
I shall describe only the open operation for tenotomy of the internal
rectus. The conjunctival sac having been anesthetized, and then
washed out with normal saline, insert the speculum. Then, standing
at the side of the patient corresponding to the eye you are going to
operate on, pick up the conjunctiva over the insertion of the internal
rectus. (Remember that the external rectus has its insertion farther
back than the internal.) Cut through the conjunctiva in a vertical
direction. The cut should be about a centimetre in length Pick
up the tissue at the lower border of the tendon (Tenon's capsule) and
snip through it, and clear the lower border of the tendon slightly. At
this point It is advisable to apply another couple of drops of cocaine
and adrenalin, leaving it to act for a minute. Then pass the point
of the tenotomy hook well backwards through the hole in Tenon's
capsule, and bring it gently forwards under the muscle. The point
of the hook will now show at the upper border of the tendon. It
should be freed from the capsule which covers it, and then the tendon
can be divided with one cut of the scissors between the tenotomy
hook and the globe. Pass the tenotomy hook backwards again to
catch up any small strands that may have been left undivided. To
finish the operation, all that is necessary is to join the hps of the
conjunctival wound by a single stitch.' Wash out the conjunctival

, „^^.v^"°'T''
'°' <:°"'^<'"»itant convergent squint should never be done

glasses ordered "
'*''"=•">'> ^^ been estimaturt, and if necesiarj- new
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,ac with normal «alinc. anil LonclaRc the cjc. Thr .yc HhouW be

iKilWcd twice » clay, and on the thiril day remove the .flteh and at

onic put on the patient'a correcting nla«iie».

CATIUOT.

TrMtaMt of a Oatarael F»«l«Bt.-\Vhen no»i.il.le, a patient who i»

KOins to have a cataract extraction should !«• a<lmiltc(i to the hospital

two days before the operation. On the evening of admission the eye

to be operated on should be bathed with miUl Ixiric acid lotion, and

then .overed with a pad of sterili/.d Gamgec tissue and bandaged.

*'<. —CRAKFE** CAIASAt-T KNlFK.

The next moining this pad should Iw examined, and if it is clean,

the eye is in good condition for operation. If not clean, the eye should

be bathed frequently during the .lay with mild boric acid lotion and

again at night, and padded. On the second morning the pad wU

almost certainly be clean. Of course, any grosser inflammation of

=^^-p^^^at5^^'I^

Fin. 350.—MoonnELDS Cl SKTTIi AM» CVSTtiTOSIK.

the conjunctiva or obstruction of the tear-duct must be treated and

cured before the operation l be performed. Meantime the urine

should be examined (especially for sugar). The evening before

operation a mild laxative should be given ; drastic pu.ging is quite

unnecessary, and may even be disadvantageous, since in some people

/ig. 351.— CniTCHETT'9 CATARAtT SPOONS.

it leads to constipation in the following days, and that is one of the

dangers to be avoided after cataract extraction. On the same evening

the eyelashes should be cut short, the 5l<in round the eye thoroughly

cleansed and a perchloridc of mercury compress substituted for the

Gam-ee pad The patient should have a hght. digestible breakfast
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on the morninii ot the operation. Twonly miniitr» Mm- the liiiu-
fixe, for operation »on.c .1 per cent cocaine in . ««,, a.lren.ihn •.ho.il.l
1» .Iroppc. mto th- eye

; thi, .houUl Ik- repeated in ten miniite.
and again ju.t Ulore the patient roc. to the theatre, the eye hiinii
kept covere.1 l^tween the m«tillation«. The ,»tient usually walW,
to the theatre. '

The in»tru,nent, which .hoiil.l he put out for cataract extraction
with iridectomy are a .peculuin. two p,ur» of fixation forcep, (one bro,«l
an<l one narrow). (;raefe « cataract kn-fe (the ,K,int of thin ,h> 1 l,c

o
l-'il- JU. T*vntnN

tested on the drum and shouhl ro throiifih the kul without the leasl
resistance), ,ris forceps and iris scissors (de Weckcr's). curette and
c)-stotome and rcpositor. It is also advisable to have in rca.liness
either a lens scoop (tTitchetfs) or a vectis. Some surgeons use
specal capsule forceps to tear oil a portion of the anterior lens capsule
instead of cutting it with the cystotome. The instruments are place<l
in a special porcelain tray, an.l the steriliser should be large emnigho take this tray with all the instrumc s. It is a.lvisal.le to ster,li«.
the f.raefe knife sepa,..tely, lest anvthing should happen to the ilelicale
point from carelessness in put ng in the tray and taking it out.

Fie- 353- -CofpER'!* Capsule Foiicrps,

Uter-trMtmint of Cataract Extwtlon.—After the operation the
patient must be carried back to bed with as little disturbance as
possible. To facilitate this it is desirable to have under the patient
a strong canvas sheet, with places at each side through which poles
can be slipped, to lift him from the operating-table to the trolley and
rom the trolley to the bed. He must lie perfectly <iuietly on his
back for the first three or four days. ..\t night the sleeves of "'o night-
dress should bo pinned down to the breast, to prevent patient
rubbing the eye during sleep or on waking in the morning. .\t the
end of twenty-four hours the eyes are uncovered and the eyelids gentlv
bathed until they can open. .\ drop of atropine is instilled, but no
attempt should be made to sec the wound. This bathing should be
repeated on the second day, and only on the third day should the
wound be examined. After the fifth day only the ,-ye operated on
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is covered, and the patient is allowed to sit up in bed. During the

first three days the food should be soft. There is no need for it all

to be fluid, but nothing should be given which requires mastication.

I f the bowels do not act naturally, no aperient should be given until after

the third day. The patient must be warneil not to sneeze. Any

tendency to do so can be checked by pressing firmly on the middle

of the upper lip. On the seventh day the patient is allowed out ol

bed to sit on a chair, and on the tenth day the bandages arc given up

and dark protective glasses are put on. During this period the

atropine drops arc put in once a day, but if the eye is quiet on the

tenth day this may be stopped. The patient may leave the hospital

as soon as the dark glasses arc fitted. He should continue wearing

these until the proper correcting glasses arc ordered.

ACUTE QLAUCOHA.

It is very desirable for the house surgeon to know the main points

in the diagnosis between acute glaucoma and acute iritis. It is neces-

sary to realize that the intra-ocular tension may be as high in the one

as in the other, so that point by itself is of little value. In acute iritis

the pupil is usually small and the iris sluggish in reaction ; in acute

glaucoma the pupil is dilated, often oval with the long axis vertical

or nearly so, and the iris is fixed. In iritis the iris looks congested and

muddy ; in glaucoma it looks flattened and atrophic. In iritis the

anterior chamber of the eye may look deeper than normal
;
in glaucoma

it is shallow and may be absent towards the periphery of the cornea.

In glaucoma the circimi-corneal congestion is apt to be coarser in

character than in iritis. Even when the diagnosis remains doubtful,

there are certain lines of treatment which may safely be adopted pending

the arrival of the surgeon. The most important of these is to attempt

to relieve congestion both by local and general means. Give a free

purge (pil. calomel c. colocy. gr. v, followed by haust. alba Jij), and

apply three or four leeches to the temple outside the bony margin of

the orbit. If the diagnosis of glaucoma is certain, drop a i per cent

solution of escrine into both eyes at once, and repeat every hour in

the affected eye ; but if there is any uncertainty it is advisable to wait

the arrival of the visiting surgeon before using either eserine or atropine

in any form. It is advisable to have the patient prepared for a general

anesthetic.



Chapter XXXIX.

:tlS;\l!iLS OF THE XOSE AND THROAT.

Hy H. W. CARSON. F.R.C.S..

Sniiiir !;urKtuii prince uf Walfs'H ik'nt-ral Hiispiul, I.onilim.

DISEASES OF THE NOSE.

A KNOWI,i;dGE of nasal disorders is of importance for two
•ii- reasons; (i) Conditions leading to nasal obstruction are very-
common in practice, and very distressing to the sufferer; (2) Xasal
obstruction is prim.-irily responsible for many of the disorders of tlie
pharynx, larynx, and ears, :.nd, as in the case of adenoids, for diminished
physical and intellectual growth.

Eiamlnatlon of the Note.—Examination must be conducted methodi-
calh- and minutely. The patient sits facing the examiner, who reflects,
by means of a forehead mirror, a strong light to the part required. The

^15. 254,—POSTERMR X.

light should be placeil just behmd and above the patient's left shoulder.
The nose must be examined from the front (anterior rhinoscopy) and
from behind (posterior rhinoscopy).

Far Anterior R/iinoscofty, the anterior narcs are kept open by means
of Thudichum's speculum, the spring of which is held by the left hand
in front of the patient's nose. A view is obtained of the anterior part
of the septum, floor, and inferior and middle turbinal bodies ; and if

a 2 per cent solution of cocaine be applied, the consequent shrinking
of the mucous membrane will allow of a still more extended view.

I
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Posterior Khinoscofiy requires more practice, but the trouble will be

well repaid if it is remembered that the only alternative to posterior

rhinoscopy is examination with the finger, a method which is strongly

obiectcd to by children and adults-and rightly, for a finger cx.i:nina-

tion except in very young or fretful chiUlren, or tor some specia

purpose e.g., to estimate the consistency of a growth, is a sign of

incompetence in the practitioner. For the examination, the smal'^t

laryngoscopic mirror is chosen (it is quite unnecessary to use Michel s

hinged rliinoscope), and carefully warmed by a spirit lamp ;
the tongue

being gently depressed by a spatula held in the left haml, the mirror

is passed behind the soft palate to one side or other of the uvula The

mirror is then rotated until the free edge of the septum-a pale pink

vertical edge-is seen. You have now obtained your bearings, and the

roof of the nasopharynx, the openings of the Kustachian tubes, and

lastly the posterior parts of the turbinals, should be examined, the

difiirulties of the examination are nearly all of one's own making.- The

position of the tip of the tongue-depressor (far back, near the foramen

ca.cum) the amount of pressure required, , the passage of the mirror

along the tongue-depressor so that it does not touch the patient at all,

are all matters that can be acquired by practice, and practice jilone.

The patient should be asked to breathe through the nose while the

examination is procecdinK. Some children are of course fretful and

refractory at times, l„it most of the fretfulness is caused by clumsy

pressure with the spatula.

NMAL OBSTRUCTION.

Cnder this heading may be grouped those conditions leading to

partial or complete blocking of the nose, with the resulting necessity

for mouth breathing. Of these, the commonest are adenoids (which

will l,c considered presently), hypertrophy of the mucous membra,ne

covering the turbinals, deviations of the septum, and polypi. In later

life a unilateral obstruction may be due to malignant disease of

the upper jaw.
, , ,u

Hypertrophy of the mucous membrane covering the turbinals (hyper-

trophic rhinitis) is very common. It is frequently alternating in

character first one side and then the other being affected. It is most

noticeable at night, when it causes mouth breathing and morning

dryness of the throat. It should be treated by cauterization, or, in

advanced cases, by removal of the anterior or posterior ends of the

inferior turbinal. Complete turbinectomy is not to be advised.

Deviatioilt of the Septum are readily recognized ;
they may consist

of displacements of the quadrilateral cartilage, or of curvatures in the

bony septum as the result of injuries. The inferior turbinal on the

concave side is generally hypertrophied. This condition is now treated

by what is known as submucous resection, the mucous membrane

covering the septum being reflected, and the cartilaginous and, if

necessary, the bony septum being excised.
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Polypi are pedunculated swellings rcsultint- from an (Edematous
condition of the mucous membrane of the middle turbinal, and their
presence generally indicates a rarefying osteitis of the bone beneath,
with, very often, suppuration in one or more of the accessory sinuses.'
They are recognized by their pearly-grey colour, their attachment to
the middle turbinal, and their free movement to the probe. They
give rise to definite obstruction, and are as.sociated with purulent
or mucopuruieni discharge ; but bleeding is not a symptom. Thev
arc generally multiple.

Removal of Poly/>i.-~Thc region of the middle turbinal should be
rendered ana;sthetic by the application of a wool plug moistened with
cocaine lo per cent, i part; .idrenalin t'lloridc, i part. This will
cause the mucous membrane of the nose to shrink, and give a better
view of the operation area. The cold wire snare should be used : a
simple and easily sterilized instrument should be chosen, and particu-
larly one which works silently. Charles Heath's snare is well designed
to meet these points, while HoveU's modification of .Mackenzie's snare
IS the very reverse. The loop is passed along the floor of the nose and
then raised to encircle the polypus. If the end of the metal shank
touches the front of the pedicle of the polypus, the snare is well applied.
.\ gentle pull on the snare before tightening will show whether it
surrounds the polypus. The loop is then tightened as high up on the
pedicle as possible, and the polypus removed bv pulling. Care must
be taken not to cut the polypus ort by drawing the loop too highly or
the stump will be left. Be sure that the snare is carefully sterilized,
and avoid using many instruments, such as polypus hooks, polypus
forceps, and so on. In old patients, the removal of polypi is sometimes
followed by brisk temorrhage : a point to be remembered, if it is
proposed to do the operation in the out-patient room. Xo case of
polypus should be operated upon until the condition of the sinuses
has been investigated. There is a tendency for polypi to re-form,
especially if there is definite ethmoiditis, and a more radical operation
may be necessary, a description of which would be out of place in this
book. Remember that a polypus placed far back may be visible only
by posterior rhinoscopy. Do not make the common mistake of
confusing enlargement of the anterior end of the inferior turbinal
with a polypus. The two conditions are not in the least alike
in position, in colour, in consistency, or in mobility, and yet the
mistake is very common.

Foreign Body In No»e.— It has been well said that if a child has a
unilateral nasal discharge, a foreign body should be suspected. Fortu-
nately, the diagnosis is easily made, as the foreign body is generally
but a short distance from the anterior nares. It is best removed by
passing the spoon-shaped end of a director backwards along the nose
above the level of the foreign body, until it has reached behind the
object. The end of the spoon is then brought to the floor of the nose
by tilting the outer end, and the foreign body is easily removed by
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No anersthetic is required. The use of forceps issteady traction.

not advised.

Naift) DlMhapjei.— Purulent or mucopurulent discharges from the

nose result from many causes. It is difficult to classify these, but the

following hst may be of service :

—

AOE SITUATION tAfSE

Before ^ months Bilateral CoiiReiiit !'. syphilis

Childhood . . I'niUtcral Foreign bodv
Bilateral Adenoids

Early atrophic rhinitis

.\cute infection, e.g., diphtheria, measles

Early adiiU life .. Bilateral Rhinitis
Atrophic rhinitis

.\dult life . Unilateral Suppuration oi antrun' of Highmorc
Polvpi and sinusitis

Tertiary syphilis

Bilateral Khinitis
Atrophic rhinitis

Polypi
Sinusitis
Tertiary svphilis

Old age . Unilateral ^lalipnant disease (rare)

Bilateral Polvpi

Atpophie Rhinitis is sometimes associated with mucop-jnilent

discharge, which readily dries ant' forms crusts. This process is

accompanied by a penetrating odour to which the name ozjena has

been given. The disease is one of early childhood, but ii not generally

brought for treatment till early adult life, and it is, therefore, very

chronic and resistant to treatment. The odour, too. is so unpleasant,

that the thorough treatment which is necessary for a cure is rarely

applied. Treatment lies in the direction of removing crusts, applying

antiseptic and stimulating treatment to the mucous membrane, and

providing for adequate drainage. The condition of the sinuses should

be investigated.

Suppuration In the Acoetiory Slnuiei.—The sinuses ar*^ five in

number on each side : the antrum of Highmore, the anterior and

posterior ethmoidal cells, the frontal sinus, and the sphenoidal sinus.

Suppuration in one of these is not generally limited to the sinus first

affected. Thus pus in the antrum ol Highmore may have originated

there, or may have drained into it from the frontal or ethmoidal cells ;

the frontal smus and anterior ethmoidal cells arc frequently affected

together, and the same is true of the sphenoidal and posterior ethmoidal.

In ali cuses when ihe pus has an outlet it will appear in the middle

meatus—that is to say, in the
,
ice between the inferior and middle

turbinals,—and in some cases tbc- middle ' irbinal will be pushed towards

the septum by a mas:^ of granulations outside it. In the case of

sphenoidal and posterior ethmoidal suppuration it i lay be possible by

careful cleansing to prove that the pub has its origin above the middle

turbinal, or it uiiiy be seen only on posterior rhinoscopy, as pus from
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DR. BROWN KELLY S METHOD FOR TRANStLLUMINATION OF THE

ACCESSORY SINUSES OF THE NOSE.
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cough. Diagnosis is easy by posterior rhinoscopy. Never make a

digital examination if it can be avoided ; it is clumsy, frigt ens

the patient and distresses the parents.

Treatmknt.—Of the many methods adopted by many surgeons for

the removal of adenoids, the plan adopted by the writer will be alone

considered. The anaesthetic

is a matter of choice. The
chloroform-ether mixture is

excellent, ether is good if

very well given, chloroform

is perhaps a little risky, and
if many cases have to be

done, ethyl chloride is an

admirable anaesthetic in

competent hands. The
patient lies on the back

on the table, with a small

pillow under the upper part

' of the shoulders. When
anaesthetized, the head is

over-extended, the upper

part of the occiput resting

on the table. The mouth
is kept widely open by
means of a Doyen's gag

(Fig. 255), which is untouched throughout the ooeration. A finger

examines the growth, and then a St. Clair Thomsoi's modification of

Delstanche's caged curette {Fig. 25O) is passed into the nasopharynx

and moved upwards until the septum nasi is felt. The curette is

then pressed firmly back, and the central mass of adenoids is

removed by one firm sweep of the curette, the cutting blade of which

should not travel more than half an inch. A Gottstein's curette

Fie. 2S5.— I>ovrn'h Cag. (Thia 'ii8hi-Eidcd"([aK
shiiiild be " Icfl-sldid," i.e., when in |iuejtiun the

ratchet har should point away from the eye.)

fig, 356 _st. Clair Thomson's Modification of 1>ei.stanche'9 C^ged CirRETxr.

is then rapidly used to remove any lateral masses, and the patient

is then turned over on to the right side. A finger is passed into

the nasophar^'^nx. which should be found clear of growths. The

tonsils are then removed, while the patient is on the side, wUh a



PLATE IV.

SECTION THROUGH THE NASAL FOSS* .ND NASOPHAnYNX TO SHOW
THE POSITION OF THE ADENOID MASS.
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CNUCLEATION OF THE lONSIL BY Mt»N» OF THE OUlLtOTINE.
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gilillolino (the simplrr the IhIUt), tlu- rini! of tin- Kuillolini- ini gmg
the lower pole of the tonsil first, and heinR Kiiiileil over the re^t of the
tonsil liy the s..nse of touch. After the oiK-riltion the patient is kep-
quiet for two hours. This methol re.piires practiee, lint when the
knack has lieen ac<iuirerl it will Ir. found to work excellentlv The
avcraite actual operatiuK time is fifty seconds. I.ut there is noneed of
speed after the child has licen turned on the side.

DIUAIEI or THE PHARYNX.
nlarltd Tonilli.- As the result of repcateil attacks of intiumm.ition

or owing to a disposition to the growth of adenoi.l structures the
tonsils may become so large as to give rise to serious disahilitv They
may Income the subjects of " lacunar tonsillitis," where their crypts
are filled with yellowish, putty-like plugs of inspissated secretion, or
they may become fre.|uently inflamed, anil so on. \ery often indeed
practically always in children, hypertrophy of the tonsils is a.sso iate.l
with adenoid hyiiertrophy (^.i.).

Trk.vt.mknt. - If there be noailenoid enlargement in the nasoiiharynx
the tonsil, ina>- be removed by the guillotine under a local anesthetic'
If adenoids are present also, a general ana-sthetic must tw given There
IS a point worth remembering in the choice of the tonsillotome If
a tonsil is flat and broad-based, the largest-sized tonsillotome should be
used

:
if the tonsils are large, prominent, and button-like, the smallest

guillotine that will receive the tonsil is best.
EnuclealioH 0/ Tonsid. is an operation which perhaps will less often

be performed by the house surgeon. 1 1 is employed in cases where it is
necessary that the whole of the tonsil should be removed. A general
ana'sthetic u: neces.sary. The mouth being kept open bv Doyen's gag
under a good light the tonsil to be removed is seized with a volselluni
forceps, and drawn well inwards. An incision is then made with a pair
of scissors through the pharyngeal mucosajust above the tonsil (supra-
tonsiUar recess), and through this opening a finger or some blunt
instrument is introduced and the tonsil separated from its bed of
connective tissue. The separation is easy, and no force must be usedA few snips with the scissors free the tonsil from its attachments to
the mucous membrane. In certain cases hemorrhage may require
treatment either by pressure or ligature.
Enuclealwn with the fia./tomf.-This operation has been ilevised

lately, and requires considerable practice. A general aila-sthetic is
necessary. The mouth is kept open by Doyen's gag. A tonsillotome
after the pattern of .Mackenzie's, with a handle set at an obtuse angle
but made specially strong ami rather blunt, is u.sed. The free edge of
the ring of the tonHllotome is placed Ijelow and behind the tonsil with
the knife blade outwards, and by means of firm pressure from behind
forwards, the tonsil is made to project beneath the anterior tonsillar
pillar. The forefinger of the other hand then presses on the tonsil
forcing It from before backwards through the ring of the guillotine'

111!
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The 1 ultinK lihidc i» now prt'itsi'il sufticicntly (ar homo to (jrip tlie tonHJl.

which is kvcriil out o( it» Ix-'il liy rotalinK the hanillc in a h»l(

circle towards the patient's ear, the free eilRe of the rinK of the Kuilhrtinc

actinK as a fulcrum. The tonsil is brought well forward mto the

mouth and is then cut off. The riRht siile is easier to do than the left

at first, and there is a teiiilency tor the tonsil to slip back throii((h the

riiiK of the liiiillotine ilurinR the rotation movement.

Qulmy (I'ltilituiilliir jhstess). .MthouKh the name " ipiinsy
"

was formerly Riven to a condition known as " parenchymatiHls

tonsillitis," the condition tommonly seen in out-patient practice is ni>t

a tonsillitis at all. hut rather an inilanimatiim (HcurriiiR in tlie cellular

tissue forniinR the Iwd of the tonsil. Whether this intlammation is

the result i>f extensiim from a ileeply placed follicle of the tonsil, or

whether it originates in the supra-

tonsillar fossa, is a matter of small

importance. If inllamiuatum yiK's

on to suppuration, an abscess forms

behind and al>ove the tonsil, and

lM>ints in ttie re^jion of the supra-

tonsillar fossa, the anterior pillar

^^^^^^_^^^^^^^^_, , bulRin^: forward, and the tonsil itself

tl^^^^H^^^^^^^U slightly

\^3^^^^F^S^^^ downwards. There is considerable

constitutional disturbance ; the tem-

perature ma\- reach lo,^ or 104 .

with heailache, constipation, furred

tongue, and foul breath. Swallowing

i.s difficult, tile month can hanlly be

opened, and the voice is rcdnccd to

a typical guttural wlii.sper.

Treatment.—A brisk purge should be given, tlic patient confined

to bed. anil an incision made into the abscess. This must be done in

the following manner : The tongue and lower jaw being depressed with

a broad spatula {l-ig. J5,-). a small keen sialpel is chosen, and. held

on the flat with cutting edge inwards, is passed directly backwards

into the outermost part of the swelling, about <m u level with the

base of the uvula, and tlierefore well aliove the tonsil. Having

entered the abscess cavity, the knife is carried inwards so as to

make a horizontal incision about J in. long. In making this incision

some fibres of the palato-glossus mu.scle arc iliviiied. so that the

incision gajws, and good drainage is obtained subsequently. A pair

of dressing-forceps is used to dilate the opening if the discharge is

not free. The advantages of this method are ; (1) There is no danger

of injuring any vessel of importance, however deeply the knife is

passed , (2) If pus is present it is alwiiys struck ; and (.() Good

drainage is provided. \ preliminary application of cocaine does

nothing to relieve pain in these conditions ot acute congestion, but

it is useful as a placebo.
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TRACHBOTOMV.
ThlH c.ix-ratiun. ti>rinirly a fu.rlv ii>niinon t.nc as |Krf,irmc.l fcir

•liphtluTia. iH now much miiri' rarely m|iiiTOl, fir»t, Iniausc tlic
ll.Hi- iif anticliphtllcritic wrum has Krcatlv rcdiufil fn- sevirilv of
tin- atlark, anil sf.onilly, l>i(au»i- inluliation is IwinK more iisi'il.
On thi' (|iii'stion of intiilialion leniis Irai hiolomy. inuih ran Ih-
said on ctluT side. Iiitiiliation has tlif advantasr of rii|iiinnK no
ans'sthctu-, it is i|iiickl.,- donf, and it makes no o|kii wound Its
illSiulvantaKi'S an- that lonsideralile d.-xterily is m-rt'ssary, tlif tiilM.-
niav iK-ionie IiIim ked liy minilirane. and it may Ik- eoin.h'fd out It
IS a Kood o|XTation in lap.d.l.- Iiands where a ilose waleh ean lie kept
on the patient, that is. in a liospital with a resilient oljuer. It is
unsnilalile lor cases where the infection has spread into the tr.uhea
There is no doulit that every house surgeon should have experience
in tracheotomy, because it is certain that on more lli.iii one occasion
he will lie obligeil when in private practice to open the trachea for
dyspniea when intubation iiiHtrunients are not available.

liiJiciilHitis lor Olttralimi. -While tracheotomy may be re(|uired
for the rcliet of asphyxia in many conditions, or as a preliminary step
in certain operations, diphtheria is the commonest cause. Opinion
IS divided as to operating early or late, The Keneral view now taken
is that It IS inadvisidile to wait for cyanosis or siftiis of urcul.ilory
ihfliculty. It is advi.sable to operiie when in-ipiraliun is pr.ilon^.ed
expiration noisy, anri the Imver ribs are indrawn. It is urgent if a
warm bath Rives no relief, ami es|K.cially if c\ano.sis. pallor, or a
failing pulse be present.

InslrumeHls l/c/iiim/. lii ^ iew of the fact that tracheotomy is an
operation of urgency, it is a good rule to keep a complete set' of the
instruments recpiired in one receptacle. This ensures that evcr>thing
wanted will be at hand without delay. The following is the list :

Two scalpels (in case one is blunt)
Two pairs of dissecting forceps

Four pairs of Spencer Wells' pressure forceps
Straight scissors

Small-sized retractors

Director

Tracheal dilator

Tracheotomy tubes (4 sizes) --Parker's
Xeedles. silk, silkworm gut
Tape, feathers,

/osiVioB.—The patient lies on his back with a pillow under hi.s
shoulders, the head being thus extended .somewhat, lie should be put
in this position before the ani-sthetic is commenced, and should not be
moved afterwards, as the ta'.:ing u|i of a new position in dvspncia under
anesthesia may lead to a stoppage of the breathing. The snirsthetist
stands at the head of the table, the assistant opjiosite the operator
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The Operation.—The operator should, with his left hiind. define the

lar>-nx and cricoid cartilage ; then. lightly grasping the larynx with

the thumb and second finger of the left hand, the index finger being

placed in the middle line on the cricoid cartilage, a free incision is

made from the cricoid downwards. This incision should divide the

skin and superficial fascia. The middle line being again accurately

determined, a further incision divides the deep fascia. If there is

bleeding at this stage, the muscles in front of the trachea are rapidly

scratched through or separated with the director, anci the lateral

muscular masses are seized with pressure forceps, which should be

made to include as much as possible. These pressure forceps are

allowed to hang down on either side, stop the I>Ieeding, and act as

retractors. If the isthmus of the thyroid gland is seen at this stage.

^^l^«JP

1
^^HP^ J^^- 1^^1

. '^I^
253.~Tkachkohimv—OfKNr.sii thk Trachka

it should be drawn downwards if in the way. The operator now

steadies the larynx with his left hand as before, and enters the knife,

edge \ipwards, into the trachea below the second ring, and carries it

firmly upwards, dividing the upper two rings but not the cricoid

(/'7fi. 258). As a rule the opening of the trachea is followed by

violent coughing by the patient. The tracheal retractors arc at once

inserted, and a short period is allowed to elapse during which the

patient clears the trachea of blood and membrane. The outer part

of the silver tube, armed with a " pilot " if preferred, is then inserted

into the trachea, and tied by tapes around the neck. The wound is

partially closed by sutures, but drainage is provided for.

The operation is one requiring some nerve and a level head. It

may be somewhat difficult in a small fat baby, with violent tracheal
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order, and no effort made to open the tracheaTill iw
"^ '"

INTUBATION OP THE LARYNX.

yan extractor, and a gag.
No ana'.sthetic is required.
Tlic patient is placed in the
sitting position, the head is
lield so as directly to face
the operator, and a gag is

introduced on the left side
of the mouth, .\ suitable
tube IS chosen, a thread
some 2 feet in length is

passed through an eye in
the flange, and the tube is

then affixed to the intro-
ducer, the thread being
passed through a ring on
the shank of the introducer. -... „=.

Tlie operator, holding the KS ^IdlT^ ,1-^
mtroduior and thread in "''"TteiotUs. The tube

hjo riot,* 1, J ""''' '" '" inlroduced.nis right hand, passes his

Fi^. 259— I.VTrBATION

Fl>J/ Slant.

The left forefinger de
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in the larynx, it is pushed boldly on between the cords until the

flange rests on the false vocal cords. The left forefinger is then

pressed on the upper end of

the tube {Fig. 261) and the

introducer removed. The
thread should be retained,

the free end being fastened

to the cheek by strapping.

By its presence extraction is

made easy. If the thread is

removed, the tube may be

extracted at will by means

of the extractor already

mentioned. The operation

is one of great simplicity

once the knack is acquired,

but considerable practice is

needed. It is well to re-

member that the tube may
push some of the membrane
before it in its passage, and

thus obstruct both the tube

and the air-passage, so that

the tracheotomy instruments

must always be ready if intubation is to be done for diphtheria.

Again, the passage of the tube sometimes causes the breathing to

stop, a result which may be

guarded against by cocain-

izing the larynx or by
hypodermic injection of

atropine.

In some cases difficulty

is experienced in feeding

patients who are wearing

an intubation tube. This

may be due to the use of

a tube of too great a size,

and in this case a change

of tube will remedy the

trouble. If this is not the

cause, the patient should be

fed lying on the back with

the head below the level of

the trnnk, fluid food being

adminiiitered by pouring it

on to the palate from a

spoon.

Fig. a6o.

—

Second Slag*.

The left forefinfwr depresMS
the epiglottis, and the tube
is pe^ed alon^ the foreflnicer

and is introduced into the
larvnx hy raislnK the handle
of the introducer.

Fig 261.— Third Slagt.

The tube in position, and
retained hy tlje finser during
the withdrawal of the Intro-

ducer.

I
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EXAMINATION BY THE LARYNGEAL MIRROR.

I. I';ise of ton{[iie

-J. Thyroid rarlila;;e

.(. Meiliiiri filosso-epinliJi-

ti.leiix fold

4. Kpit£lo[liN

3. ("iishirm of Kpigluitis

To /a,i page j^i;

V-ntricubr baiul
1 rue vocal or.i
A ryt eno-epigloi 1 ideaii

fold

Kinm Kloiiidw

Simis pyririinnis

Rinus uf trachea
I'njcesbus vocali.s

Cartilage of Wri>!>erg
Imer-arylenoid siiace
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Chapter XL.

COMAWN DISEASES OF THE LARYNX.
By H. W. CARSON, FRrsS"»r Su„„„ Prt„„ „, „.^„., ^,^^^ -^-^ ^^^^^

VBTHOO OF EXAIIINITIOH

the nose, but the Ught"lnZ^'l '"^^.^''oP''^" '"• examination of
mirror (laryngeal mirro

, fixed i^a ha'^" '^k'^"^
'""" ^ ™="'

soft palate. The patient is told t„ K t
''"'' '"'''' '" '™"' "' the

examination, and to say ah '"or
'

e. '% f
?'"!"'' throughout the

having been so adjusted that the light c'n 1^? 7"' '"'''" """"^
patient's pharynx, a laryngeal mtrroffh?

"^"'"'' '"''^'^tly on the
warmed by holding it fo?^*! ^

""' '"«" the better, is carefullv
The patient is then rrct:dt:r«:"v '"'°™k""'

""""^ °' ^ •'P'"'-'X
as far as possible. A tongue eiX?,^"'^™'^

*"" P™'™"'' the tongue
and the Lgue is firr^^Md between the e

'°" ""' °' *•"= *""«-•
and middle finger (belo4) of thetl h,nd%. T""'/ '

**"""" <="'°™>
on the patient's upper lip to kten h^ '

^l"
*?'^^^^" b«ng placed

way. The laryngeal m ™r is then n ""Tl^"^'' " '"">'' ""t <>« the
the uvula, wWch is "eX pressed uT h'"'"'T*

*"' " *™^h^»
mirror then reflects a picwS the! '^^k' backwards. The
the upper part, the ar^ en" d cart agesTihe "i

"""°"" ^'PP''"-"^ '"
false vocal cords and the ven^ ctff ? 1 ?""' ^""^ ">« true and
(««« K/). The paHenfis then

"
. / ''"^""' '" **>•= '^''"tre

the true vocal cofds are mo e deal": 'on

'"
'i^'T"''

^"^ "-
and mobihtv can be studied Th

"«" and their appearance
dexterity, as" any clumsy mo^ment!,

"'""'"''"™ requires some
The points to be remTmberd aTe -nT '""7 ''^"^'''"K °' ^'tainmg.

(^) Do not make the m™ »„: ho
' Z \t:!\^T^'''

"'""'
hut do not pull

; (,) Passthemirr„rK , u
'^° -^"Sue firmly,

or teeth
; (5) Do not make a nro oL ,

""""'" ""'^'''"6 the tongue

.0 accustom oneself .oTo^^^Cror^ini^herhand.' '^ "'^^^"^

The .'""'f""'
"'"'* '" ™^ AIR-PASSAGES.

-ttr^'ntmLt bu"t tti/;:;ra r^- "?;"= ^'^-''--=- '
be almost immediately fa al ™?t / T" ^' "^""S"' ''"' 't may
body, if impacted in the upL part of t% "' '"" •'^'" ^ '"-'«"
-e or less suffocafon, blll^C 1" «u2^Z'l "or' etrt^Ju

i!
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collapse by reflex inhibitory action on the heart. *lhe foreign body

may lodge in various situations ; thus sharp objects, such as pins or

fishbones, if they pass the pharynx, generally lodge in the sinus pyri-

(ormis or in the aryteno-epiglottic fold ; small round bodies frequently

pas.s between the cords and reach the trachea or bronchus ; larger bodies

become fixed in the upper part of the larynx or between the cords.

Symplonts.—li the foreign body be impacted in the Upper Larynx

it may cause sudden asphyxia and death by collapse. If the obstruction

is not complete, violent inspiratory efforts and cough occur, with

salivation, and perhaps vomiting, and in many cases the violence of

the efforts is sufficient to expel the foreign body.

Treatment.—The foreign body can generally be removed by forceps

or the finger. Inversionandsuccus.sionmay be tried. If these methods

Fit!. 262,—Thk Tracheal TrBE HAVIXC bee.v iNTRODtcED, the Tuhe .Svatila.

SEPARATED INTO ITS TWO PIECES, 13 REMOVED.

are unsuccessful, no time should be wasted in further efforts, but

laryngotomy should be performed. Laryngotomy is chosen instead of

tracheotomy Ijecause it is easier and can be done more quickly. A
vertical incision is made through the skin and subcutaneous tissue

and fascia, and the larynx is opened by a horizontal incision through

the cricothyroid membrane, the incision being placed as near the

cricoid cartilage as possible, to avoid injuring the crico-thyroid branch

of the superior thyroid artery. Anaesthetics should not be given.

If the foreign body pass through the larynx into the Truhem violent

spasmodic cough is caused, the foreign body being driven against the

under surface of the cord, and r'^cu.-rent attacks of suffocation result.

After a shorter or longer period .he foreign body becomes less mobile
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owing to the excessive secretion of mucus, and the spasms may abate,
to be renewed if the patient coughs or makes a sudden movement.
TREATMF.NT.—Until recently the treatment of foreign body in the

trachea consisted of the performance of a low tracheotomy and the
searching for the foreign body—rather aimlessly, it is true- with forceps.
With the discovery of the j:-rays, the searcli was made somewhat
more easy, but the greatest and most recent improvement in diagnosis
and treatment followed the invention of the trachco-bronchoscope by
Killian, in iSq;. The method of performing the examination is thus
described by Killian. He uses a "tube spatula" (hies. 2(,2 and
2(>,,, illustrations kindly lent by Dr. P. Watson Williams), which is

widened in front and divided into two halves along its length, so
that it can be easily removed from any tube introduced through it.

i iiil

Fn. s'.3.-Prof. KiluaVS BuoNCBoscorv tHuc.ir.ir a T.ACHeoioMV Wor»D
I.V TIIE llORSAL P0.H1T10X.

.\ general anspsthetic should be given both to adults and children,
and the patient placed with head hanging over top of table. The
widened end of the tube spatula is passed over the middle of the
tongue to its base, and placed between it and the epiglottis. By
suitable pressure the interior of the larynx is exposed and brushed with
20 per cent cocaine. The point of the spatula is then passed over the
epiglottis, which is pulled upwards, and a view obtained into the trachea.
\ tube of suitable calibre is then chosen and passed through the tube
spatula into the deeper parts for the examination of the lower trachea
and larger bronchi, the tube spatula being removed. By means of
specially designed honks .and forceps (Guisez) a fureign body can be
readily removed through the examination tube. Illumination is

!: 11

' !'

Ill
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provided by the Kirstcin head lamp, but any powerful light may be
reflected by means of a head mirror. In certain cases the tube may
be passed through a low tracheotomy wound (lower bronchoscopy)
^Fig. 263). Of the two methods, Killian prefers the former, but lower
bronchoscopy may be used when urgent dyspnoea is present, when the
lungs are affected and the bodily strength is reduced, or when the
foreign body is large and irregular.

CATARRHAL LARTROITIf.
This may occur as an acute or chronic manifestation.

Aottta Catarrhal Laryn|ltli is an extremely common complaint, and
many persons have a laryngeal attack whenever they have a " cold."
It is probable that in these cases a slight chronic inflammatory condition
exists, the *" cold " causing an exacerbation. Cold, sudden changes of

temperature, and over-use of the voice are the common causes.
Influenza is often complicated by laryngi'tis.

Symptoms.—The attack commences with irritation in the throat,
leading to a dry cough. The voice is at once affected, and this

hoarseness may in severe cases become a definite aphonia. A
mucopurulent secretion follows, and there may be pyrexia and even
a rigor. Swallowing is often painful.

In laryngoscopic examination the interior of the larynx looks much
more r^-d than usual, and the mucous membrane of the false vocal
cords is swollen so as to prevent, in some cases, a view being obtained
of the true cords. If these are seen they will appear generally reddened
and swollen, and their mobility may be somewhat impaired.

Diagnosis.—This is easy in adults, the fact that it is never unilateral

differentiating it at once from many other laryngeal conditions. In
children it may be confused with laryngismus stridulus or laryngeal
diphtheria. From the former it is distinguished by its onset (fever,

coryza) and by the persistent hoarseness ; from the latter, unless
membrane be seen or coughed up, diagnosis is very diflicult, but the
facial appearance, the enlargement of the glands, and the albuminuria
of diphtheria may make diagnosis possible.

Treatment.— In an uncomplicated case, treatment of a sunple
char, -.ter will lead to early recovery. Rest to the voice is essential.

Local applications by means of inhalations (tinct. benzoini co. or
menthol vapour, 5 gr. to the ounce of parolein in an atomizer) are of
value, or adrenalin chloride (1-50CX)) may be sprayed into the larynx.
An aperient should be given and the patient confined to bed. If the
attack is of a more serious character, oedema of the glottis may super-
vene, and the patient may be suddenly in great danger. In such a
case preparation should be made for tracheotomy, the low operation
being preferred ; but much relief can be obtained by local punctures
with Mackenzie's lancet, by spraying with equal parts of cocaine 10 per
cent and adrenalin chloride 1-1000, the subcutaneous injection of

pilocarpine, and the apphcation of ice compresses.

1 !
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' 2"""'« twyntftK may follow a neglected acute attack, but is morecommonly due to over-use of the voice or to some condition cau.ing
constant irritation of the larynx, e.g., chronic rhinitis, pharyngitis or»me pulmonary affection leading to frequent coughing. In most
caiK, of chronic kryngitis. the primary cause is in the nose, whether
It be atrophic rhinitis, sinus trouble, or chronic hypertrophy of the
nasal mucou.s membrane causing obstruction, and the posterior
phalangeal wall may be glazed with a thin layer of mucopus. It mustno be forgotten tha» . simpio laryngitis may occur in a patient withpulmonary tuberculo^ s Hoarseness, and a loss of control of the
voice are the chief symptoms

: but associated with them are symptomsdue to the causative lesion, e.g., na.,al obstruction, morning cough,
dryness of throat, mucopurulent expectoration itc

Laryngoscopic £«m.>,a/io«.-The chief alteration in the appearance
of the larynx is in the inter-arytenoid region, where, as the result ofconstant irritation, there is an overgrowth of the tissues (sul.-epithelial)
between and covering the arjtcnoid cartilages. In some cases this
thickening (smooth *rm. opaque, white) may extend forward on to
thep<«teriorendsof the vocal cord.s {pachydermia larjngis). In other
cases the cords themselves may be chiefly affected, the changes con-
sisting of thickening and irregularity, and in some cases distinct nodulesform resembling minute papillomata. There is generally an increase
of mucoid secretion, which can be seen on and between the cords andcovering the inter-arytenoid space. Most of this comes from the noseand nasopharynx.
Treatment.—Any pathological condition of the upper respiratory

tract must be treated. Locally much may be done by rest to the
voice and the application of sedatives or astringents, as the conditionmay reqmre. In many cases of " singer's nodes," a form of chronic
laryngitis due to over-use or misuse of the voice, an immediate
mprovement follows the correction of faults in voice-production an<l
the use of Holbrook Curtis's exercises.

URYMOEAL TOBERCUL08I8.
This is nearly always secondary to pulmonary tuberculosis of which

It IS a common complication (30 per cent). It occurs most commonly
n males between the ages of twenty and thirty, and is frequently
umlateral m the early stages. It may be well to point out that a
laryngeal affection occurring in a phthisical subject is not necessarily
tuberculous. Thus a simple laryngitis is very common m phthisical
patients, and syphilitic lesions may occur. The first symptom isweakness of the voice, hardly amounting to hoarLeness, with coughand expectoration. In some cases aphonia has been the first signand occurring without any obvious lesion, has been diagnosed
as hysterical aphonia." As the disea.se progresses, a whispering
hoarseness becomes pronounced .ind dysphagia occurs, assuciatcdwilh
cough, hemoptysis, night sweats, and wasting. SB!
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l.aryngoscopic /:*fl»ji«fl/i(>w.—There will lie ana-inia of the palate and
fauces, though this may Iw only part of a general anemia. The
examination of the larynx may be very difficult owing to irritability

and cough, and even when a good view is obtained the laryngeal mucous
membrane may be covered with a milky-whitc secretion. There are
three common forms of laryngeal tuberculosis : ( i ) Aryteno-epiglottic ;

ii) Chorditic ; {3) Inter-arytcnoid.

I. Aryt«iio-«|il<lottl€ Tubareuloits starts in the crico-arytenoid joint

and extends along the aryteno-epiglottic foUl. It is usually bilateral,

forming two cushion-like masses on either side of the upper opening
of the Irrynx. If the epiglottis is also affected, the chnical picture is

typical and cannot Ix- mistaken, as the only condition resembling it is

cedcma of the larynx. Ulceration is rare, but dysphagia common.
If the epiglottis is little af!ccted, the condition must be diagnosed
from :

—

Syphilis, which is generally unilateral atnd painless, with a tendency
to ulcerate early.

Epithelioma, which Is unilateral, dusky red, and lepds to early impair-
ment of mobility.

If the epiglottis is much affected the condition must be diagnosed
from :

—

Syphilis, which affects the lingual surface rather than the laryngeal.
If the epiglottis alone is affected, it is probably syphilitic, as tubercle
affects the epiglottis late, and in association with arytenoid swelling.

Lupus, which affects the epiglottis only, occurring in characteristic
red fiim nodules with the formation of scar tissue. It is rarely the
only manifestation, the face, nose, or palate being often simultaneously
affected. There is little pain, if any.

2. The Chordltle form is that in which the cords only are affected.

At first a simple redness, differing from catarrhal laryngitis by being
more marked on one side than the other, the condition advances till

one cord presents the appearance of a band of granulation tissue, or
a nodular mass. The condition affects the posterior half of the cord,
a point of distinction from syphilis, which attacks the anterior half.

If ulcer? 'on occurs, the syphihtic ulcer is much more sharply defined
than tht berculous, and has a hyperaemic edge and a flat base. The
weak whispering hoarseness of tubercle is in marked contrast to the
rough grating hoarseness of syphilis. From cancer the chorditic form
differs in that a warty growth, common in cancer, is rare in tubercle ;

cancer is rare before the age of forty, affects one cord only, and causes
early loss of mobility.

3. The Inter-apytenoid form occurs as soft semi-translucent granula-
tions in the inter-arytenoid region, and if ulceration is present the
condition is diagnostic of tubercle. It can only be mistaken for

pachydermia laryngis {cf. " Chronic Laryngitis "), but in pachydermia
the outgrowths are whiter and firmer and more symmetrical.

TKiiATMiiN r. -But Uttic can be said here on so large a subject as the

u
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Ip^'S.
°' *''^'"'^"'" '">"«"'». l'«t H few general rule, are

beo„'!!rrtf„'l?'
'^*"" .'*'•'"' "l"™tion ha, occurrcl. treatment shouldbe on ordinary sanatorium Imes. with absolute silence

.1. If dysphagia is severe, relief may be obtained by eurettinc thearytenoid region or removing the epiglottis, but the propriety of activesurgical mterference de,»nds upon the general condition of the patient

ro^;™ i„"J'"f " °'™"'"'' »"' "" K™""' •^""''"i"" "«" noi

aoD ea?™?, Tl ""P™:™'"' """y ^ ^P'cte.l from the frequentapplication of such ,lrugs a, lactic acid, carbolic acid, menthol, fort^alin
etc. The insufflation of orthoform is of value in .lysphagia.

LAITHOIIL BTPHIUl.
Thi« may come a-i a secondary or tertiary manifestation

fre^eTl"*
»*»*"'• •'"^'="' »= '"O-nx a few weeks after infection,

frequently existing at the same time as the rash. It consists of ahyperemia of the mucous membrane and of the cords, occurring inpatches and resembling catarrhal laryngitis very closely

to hrl^^
*"*'"', T""" " * «™">atous infiltration, with a tendency

, the n f"™,^"" '°™, *yP'"' ^yPhi'i'- ulcerations. The epiglottis

i!, ?^r ,r^
commonly affected, the ulceration attacking the lingual

election but m some rare cases syphilis may attack solely the inter-arytenoid region. The lesions run a typic'al course i deration ,extensive and destructi^e. there is a tendency to the formation odense scar tissue, and in intractable cases the cartilage of the larynx

eading to fixation of the affected cord, or the same result may follow

ie^e?es™ns°"
' """''" "'™'«''^'^»' <"">" by infiltration or

Sym^/™,s. In the early stages hoarseness, cough, and perhapsight respiratory difficulty will be the chief symptoms^ The hoarsen^s
IS of a typical raucous nature, and is in itself almost diagnostic. Later

^ the result of cicatrization, dyspncoa is the most important symptomwith hoarseness. There is little pain throughout, and the lesions m^y

the pI?uJnt"^
"tensive and out of all proportion to the sufferings of

TREATMENT.-The treatment is on the lines laid down for syphiliselsewhere
;
but if, as the result of scarring from the healing of gumma!tou ulcers dyspn<.a occurs, it may be necessary to do fraclfeotomy

or. If possible, intubation. '

MEW OROWTHB OP THE LARYHZ.
While many forms of benign tumour may occur in the larynx

papilloma and fibroma are by far the most common
Paplllon.au occur most commonly in children, and are multipleThey grow from the cords or the ventricular bands, and may form large
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cauliflower-like masiea. They give riw to lioarscneu, and in children

to a charactorifitic cough, but dynpntoa m unusual.

Trkatmknt. —An ifioUtcd papilloma should be removed by endo-

laryngciil mctho<l!i with forceps or curette. The multiple papillomata of

children are best dealt with by thyrotomy. the growth;! being curetted

or snipped away with scissom, but great care is necessary to prevent

recurrence. For many years tracn- otomy was advocated with a view

to giving complete rest to the larynx, and is still advised by many
laryngologistH. Removal by the cndo-laryngcal mcthfxl, assisted by

Killian's tubc-spatula. has given some good results, some such caustic

as lactic acid being applic<l to the pedicles.

fibroniata arc generally single, grow from the vocal cord, and occur

in adults. They may be pedunculated or sessile. They give rise to

hoarseness and, if pedunculated, to occasional aphonia. Dyspnoea

occurs only if the growth is very large.

Trkatmext.—These growths must be' removed by cndo-laryngeal

manipulations, and their removal should not be attempted by anyone

not skilled in laryngeal work. The pedunculated are more easy to

remove than the sessile, but cither kinil is sufficiently difficult.

Mallfnant Growths of th« Larynx arc much more rare than benign

growtlis. They occur more commonly in men than in women, and are

a disease of late life. They are classiht-d chnically, according to their

position, as intrinstc and extrinsic. Intrinsic tumours are those

occurring within the laiyngcal cartilages, e.g., growths of the cord, ven-

tricular bands, ventricles, and the sub-glottic region ; extrinsic tumours

grow from the epiglottis, the ary-eptglottic folds, the intcr-arytenoid

space, and the pyriform sinuses. The distinction Is important, as

intrinsic growths increase very slowly and rarely disseminate or cause

lymphatic involvement, while extrinsic growths are rapid in their

development and metastasis is common enough. The lymphatics from

the supra-glottic region (epiglottis, inter-arytenoid space, etc.) pass out

through the thyro-hyoid membrane to a gland beneath the posterior

belly of the digastric, and thence to the concatenate chain. The

lymphatics from the sub-glottic region pass out through the crico-

thyroid membrane, or between the cricoid and the trachea laterally,

and enter the chain of lymphatics round the internal jugular vein.

From the interior of the larynx itself there is very little lymphatic

outflow owing to the small amount of submucous tissue.

Carcinoma of the larynx occurs on one or other vocal cord in 50 per

cent of cases. It begins as an elevated nodule, or as a warty growth,

or rarely as an ulceration. Infiltration with codema follows, and impair-

ment of mobility is an early sign. Diagnosis is extremely difficult at an

early stage, and every case of hoarseness due to thickening of one cord

which resists treatment must be viewed with suspicion if occurring in a

man over fifty. Pain is not generally complained of in intrinsic cancer,

nor is the general health materially affected in the early stages.

Dyspnoea occurs late if at all, though if glandular enlargement is present
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dypilM i, probable towardn the en.l. In oxthn,.c .anccr. growlh i,much more rapid, there i, a great ,leal „( ,«un „„ .wallowing, cough andmucopurulent exjx.ctoration ,KCur, ami cachexia ,upervene» early dueargely to the difficulty „l swallowing. The pain Soften rej ed tothe ear on the aBected »ulc, a point to l« remembered If a', ol, mancomplain, ol earache an.l no ear symptom, are pre>».nt

rJn'YT"'!"'" "" '•'"'y »'"«'• K'™' »'•""» l.aH attendcil theremmal ,( mtrmsic carcinoma by thyrot.«nv. i;xtr,n,,c growth, andadvanccl mtnns.c require complete removal o( the aHected part anthe ti«.ue, wide o( the ,li»ea»e, with the lymphatics ol the rcg onconcerneil The o,K.ration o. laryngectomy, whether partial orZalm a formidable measure, an.l can rarely Ik. conducte.l on ,e! Imcs.

aiRvoui ArrccTioMs or ihb larvhx.
runetlenal Xphnl. Is not inlro,ucntly seen In girls of fifteen toeighteen years. The onset 1, su.ldcn. the patient' losing a '".ca"

Frequently a history can be obtalne.1 of previous attacks last niperhaps for several months and resulting ,„ a su.lden spontaneou' ure

trr:Tr""i:','""'"''"r
'^'' P""'"*' -*"• thi, condition beingvery tolerant to laryngeal manipulation. The movements of the co d!«^ll be capncious-now quite free, now lialting.-and attemp s tophonate will increase this. The very greatest care must be t^ken ndiagnosis, which must be made by a process of exclusion. Partfcular vone must remember that an apparently causeless aphonia may be the

cxammer
"""'™'°"' '"V"*'"'' -" "" 'ungs must be carefjlly

TREATMENT.-Brisk swabbing of the interior of the larynx with a™all swab of wool on a holder, followed by an earne t 'aUeCt atspeaking, will often result in cure. If this is not successfuT theapplication of the interrupted current endolaryngeally w 11 general^

anaemia being very common in these cases.

PAH*LY»I» or THE RECURRERT L1RY»0R*L NERVE.
The recurrent laryngeal branch of the pneumogastric nerve suppliesall the muscles of the larynx except the crico-thyroid. ary-epiglottcand thyro-epiglottic muscles, and the arytenoideus partly, and it li

ZI ^
""""""«. On the rig,, side the nerve arises n front othe first par. of the subclavian arter,.. It hooks round the arterypassing below and then behind, and runs upwards and slightly Inwards'

md 11 h
*"',;' T"" "P""""' '" "•'' S"*^' '«='-<'™ tho trachea

.
nd issophagus with the inferior thyroid artery, and enters the larynxby passing under the lower border of the inferior constrictor of thepharynx. On the Uf> side the nerve nses in front of the trans -ere
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part of the arch of the aorta, and winds round the arch just behind

the obliterated ductus arteriosus. It passes obhquely behind the root

of the left carotid artery to gain the groove between the trachea and

(Esophagus, where it follows a similar course to the right nerve.

Unilateral Papalytli.—The effect on the cord is a complete paralysis

of abduction and of adduction. The cord lies in what is known as

the " cadaveric " position, i.e.. midway between adduction and abduc-

tion. Paralysis is due, in the great majority of cases, to pressure on

th ; vagus or on the recurrent nerve. On the left side the principal

cause is an aneur>sra of the arch of the aorta, on the right side

subclavian aneurysm or pleural thickening, the result of tuberculosis

of the apex of the lung. In addition either nerve may be compressed

by carcinoma of the oesophagus, goitre (innocent or malignant),

mediastinal tumour, or glandular enlargements.

Symplons.—There may be no symptoms whatever in a unilateral

paralysis, the condition being discovereti only on laryngeal examination.

The voice is usually normal, but may be feeble or hoarse. Exertion

may cause breathlessncss, but there is not much interference with air

entry as a rule.

Laryngoscopic Examination.—The affected cord is immobile, lying a

little nearer the middle line than in normal respiration. The free

border is concave. On phonation the unaffected cord is adducted

and generally crosses the middle line to meet the paralyzed cord, the

arytenoid cartilage of the sound side passing in front of the other.

Treatment must be directed to the cause of the pressure, it being

obvious that no local treatment is likely to avail so long as the causative

lesion persists.
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Chapter XLI.

COMMON COMPLAINTS OF THE EAR.

iy H. \V. CARSON. K,K.C,S.,
Senior SiiKwm Prince of Wales's (General Hospital. London.

T^HE examination of a case of disease of the car must be conductedi on very methodical hnes, for it must be remembered that the
great majority of ear complaints are secondary to pathological
conditions of the nose or nasopharynx. It will not be sufficient
therefore, merely to examine the ear itself, but a routine examination
m\i-t be made of the nose, nasopharynx, and throat as well. It is a
gco,i plan, in investigating an ear case, to examine the car last the
order being nose, throat, nasopharynx, ear. In that way it is
mpossible to ov look a definite cause of the trouble, which untreated
would render all efforts at cure abortive. The patient must be placed
in such a position that the ear is on a level with the eye of the examiner
a powerful lamp is placed slightly above and behind the patient's
left shoulder, and the light is reflected on to the ear from a concave
mirror fixed to the observers forehead by a band of webbing (not
elastic) or mounted on a spectacle frame. The observer should look
through the hole in the centre of the mirror. A speculum is essential
and the surgeon should provide himself with various sizes, as an ill-
fitting speculum seriously interferes with a satisfactory view The
aural part of the speculum may be round or oval, the latter being
the more generally useful. Brunton's otoscope should not be used
as the light is more difficult to manage, and m..i ipulations. such a^
swabbing out discharges, etc., are impossible. There is nothing to be
gained by magmfying the field of examination. The surgeon should
be supplied with a few cotton-wool holders (wooden " spills " are best
th,e wool being twisted on to the previously moistened end. so that
a soft loose mop is made, rather like a minute feather broom), a pair
of angular aural forceps, and a probe, bent so that the hand holding
It IS out of the line of sight. It is important to remember that even
the slightest manipulation within the external meatus is a source of
discomfort to the patient, and the most scrupulous gentleness must
be observed, especially in children.

Diseases of the ear are readily divided into three classes : Those
affecting (i) The external ear

; (2) The middle ear ; (3) The internal
e.^r.

DISEASES OP THE BXTERHU EU.
CcFumui.—One of the commonest causes of deafness is the over-

secrction of cerumen by the glands fining the cartilaginous meatus.

a?
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The glands exist in the outer third of the external meatus, and the

plug of cerumen is therefore generally near the orifice. So long as

the plug does not entirely block up the meatus, hearing is not impaired,

but the wax readily swells if it becomes moist (e.g., from bathing),

and deafness results. Patients will frequently give a history of sudden

deafness coming on after a bath. If the plug has been in position

a considerable time, a dermatitis may result and epithehal debris is

added to the mass, but impaction of cerumen does not tend to cause

middle-ear disease, though in some cases of prolonged impaction the

mcmbrana tympani looks thickened. The plug does not generally

extend as far as the membrana tympani. As impaction of cerumen

is occasionally associated with adhesive processes in the middle ear,

it is well not to give a favourable prognosis until the wax has been

removed and the ear examined.

Treatment.—In the majority of cases the wax can be easily removed

by syringing. A large syringe with a long narrow nozzle should be used,

the pinna should be gently drawn bacl^wards and upwards to straighten

the meatus, and a stream of warm water directed along the roof of

the meatus. If the wax is very hard, it may be at once softened by

instilling a few drops of peroxide of hydrogen into the meatus. In

two or three minutes the plug may be washed out. If peroxide of

hydrogen be used it will never be necessary to remove the wax by

instrumental means.

Foreign Bodiei.—The diagnosis of a foreign body is a simple matter

if a careful examination be made with a good light. It is rarely deeply

placed in the meatus unless unsuccessful efforts have been made to

remove it. The only condition with which it is possible to confound

it is impaction of cerumen. A touch with the probe will settle the

diagnosis. Efforts must be made to remove these foreign bodies by

syringing. This method is nearly always successful, but if it fails,

the patient, if a child, must be anasthetized before any effort is made to

remove it by instruments. The best form of instrument is a bent

probe or an incus hook, which should be passed on the flat beyond

the foreign body, turned through 90°, and withdrawn. It is not

advisable to try to withdraw a foreign body with forceps ; this rarely

succeeds, and often the offending matter is pushed in farther. In rare

cases it may be necessary to remove the foreign body through an

incision behind the ear, the cartilaginous meatus being incised after

drawing forward the pinna. This should not be done in the out-patient

department.

Faranoiilosit.—A follicular inflammation originating in a sweat

gland or hair follicle occasionally occurs in the external meatus. From

the nature of its origin it is confined to the outer third of the meatus.

It may occur without ascertainable cause, or during the course of a

middle-car suppuration, or in eczema of the meatus. The first

symptom is that of severe pain in the ear radiating to the side of

the head and face. The pain is aggravated by touching the pinna
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furrow behveen the pinna and the mastoid, and extending on to themastoid, simulating suppuration in the mastoid process In somecases there is sweUing in front of the ear also. It is very important
that this condition should be differentiated from mastoid disease Thefollowing are the principal points of difference :—

I. A furuncle gives rise to much more pain and tenderness thanmastoid disease.

glandular enlargement
;

in mastoid disc.,sc. swelling is late or absentand tht pre-auncular glands are not affecteo.

Fig. 264.—Posterior View of a iase opMwoiD Disease. Note furrow bct«-een
mastoid and car, and compare with Fis. 265.

*»?. afi^.—CASK or Mental I-fHtNci--
i-osis. Note lo98of furrow In-tween mastoidand ear, and compare with Fig. 264.

. I ii '"*'''°''* swelling, it tends, in the case of a furuncleto be diffuse and to obliterate the furrow between the auricle and the

TnH .K . '" """"'''' '^'"'^'^ ">" ^^«"'"8 is more circumscribedand the furrow persists.

4. The furuncle is always placed in the external half of the meatusand IS therefore never so deep, never so near the membrane, as thedrooping of the meatal wall so characteristic of mastoid disease The

beTultiple""'
™"""'"' '° *"" P°'"="°^ ^"P"'"-- quadrant, and may

5. Furunculosis rarely, except in children, causes rise of temperatureTreatment consists in incision through the furuncle, followed bvhot fomentations and the use of boracic lotion and peroxide 6thydrogen locally. \ brisk purge should be given.

MIDDLE-EAR DI8U8EB.

toTv
'"'<*'"'=-<'" d'fa^" mo" commonly met with is a catarrh, leadingto thickening of the hning membrane of the middle ear and interference

m i ;hi
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with the movements o£ the ossicles, or, if sej,-.! has occurred, to
suppuration. In both these conditions it must be understood that
the middle ear is not primarily at fault, but that the catarrhal condition
has extended from a disordered nasopharynx by way of the Eustachian
tube. It is obvious, therefore, that in treating middle-ear troubles
the nose, throat, and nasopharynx must be thoroughly examined, and
any abnormality corrected as the first step in the cure.

Subacute Middle-ear Catarrh.—This condition is very commonly
met w-th in out-patient departments, and is responsible for the great
majority of cases of earache. The symptoms are a sense of fullness
or actual pain in the car, accompanied by more or less deafness. The
membrana tympani loses its lustrous appearance, and may look dark
grey, or reddi'b if the catarrh is acute. Occasionally a definite inflam-
matory condition of the membrana tympani is present (myringitis).
Owing to retraction of the membrane, the cone of light is shortened,
but is seldom absent. The handle of the malleus shows plainly
through the membrane, the short process seeming to press through
the upper part. A prominent fold, concave anteriorly, may be seen
passing down from the short process along the posterior edge of the
membrane. In cases where there is a seious exudation in the middle
ear, it may be possible to recognize the level of the fluid as a concave
line across the membrane. Treatment must be directed to the relief

of the causal condition. In the great majority of cases of recurrent
earache in children, adenoids are present, in other cases catarrhal
rhinitis and pharyngitis. The introduction of air into the middle ear
generally gives immediate relief.

Chronic Non-luppuratiTe Middle-car Catarrh.—This condition results
from neglected or inadequately treated catarrhal conditions, and is

always dependent on some disorder of the nose, throat, or naso-
pharynx. It produces a form of obstructive deafness which is very-

resistant to I eatment, though the chance of success depends almost
entirely on the duration of the disorder. The symptoms are deafness
and, in many cases, noises in the head. The external meatus is

generally wide, and free from cerumen, thus permitting a clear view
of the membrana tympani. The membrane is indrawn, thickened,
and its movement, when tested by Siegle's pneumatic speculum, is

markedly deficient. The handle of the malleus and the short process
are prominent, the posterior fold (described under " Subacute Catarrh ")

IS present, and the cone of light is shortened, distorted, or absent. The
deafness is of the middle-ear type, i.e., deafness due to defect of the
sound-conducting apparatus, not of the sound-perceiving (auditory
nerve) apparatus. It conforms to the following tests :

—

I. The peruptian of sound Ihrumtrt the ,~. (mr-conduction) is

diminished. This is usually tested with a watch, or an apparatus
designed to give a sound of definite intensity (acoumeter) may be
used.

i. The pcTccpticm of sound through iiie ctaniui Inmes \bunt-t.imduUwn)
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fork is applied trthe ma,,„M n?^
"° '™f ^"^ '*' ""« P'^*" <>' 'he

perceivei^'b, t.'e%*a'«err?v:a"^.^, pi:';:,^'"""'
^"' *™ '''' ='«'''"

in'he m?ddfo11°thV;o'u:d"lintT'"','''^ •'""'"='' *" "^^ vertex

(Webers test).
' ''° ''^"'' '«'"" '" 'he affected ear

i~-e. ,„e.^, dXrr;be^sl-™ -t- r^^^^^
Middle.Ear nir*irwi,.-c

NtKVE Deafness.

J

- If not following some definite illness, patient probably old

Droi,»M/"i"l," "? middle-aged patients.

no?n>a'l°'''
"'™'' """ nasopharynx

4- External meatus normal.

5. Unless middle-ear catarrh co-existmembrana tympani normal
'

notes"* I"'™?"™ of high

7- Bone-conduction (diminished) lessthan aur-conductior, (diminished '

» No Eustachian obstruction

Middle-Ear Deafness.
. .May occur at any age.

%vi?h {."oi"" ?l
^"^""^ """ associatedwith nose or throat troubles.

3- Mqse, throat, or nasonharvnvshows signs of chronic disordK
'

frotncerumel""'"'' *'"' »" >"'

vaiVj'^^""".'
'ympani altered in cur-vature, consistency, or raobililv

of hi,lf
'"'';'"'" °' 'O" """"S iiipaired,of high notes maintained.

?. Bone-conduction (increased) greaterthan air-conduction (diminished)
1. Inflation through Eustachiancatheter may show obstruction

cauitivrfitoT wLr:,,,''be r'n'-P"'"""^ '" "- -- "' 'he

pharynx. LocauTeatteK con',i ^s""^T
*^ "»'= '•>™=''. "' -o-

pateney o£ the EustacWartube anV ""^ ^""^ """'"*»"
' 'he

membrana tympaZand of th; „. 7 "^P">^'"S the mobility „( the
Th. may ^" ^i:LSLa:L:tyiz::zJT,.r "^'^•''-
air or medicated vapour thrmioh th„>- T .^

'^ "'"'•"'' '""' ""'h
rarefaction and conLnsattnl th/a^^ifthr! 1"'%" "^ """"'"^
latter method i., achieved hv »„ V external meatus. The
regulating the length and frelencv of^l^'r'

"!"," "^ "^''"^ •"

to rarefy and condense at wm the air in'^hT 1"*'; '"" "= "'"'^
easy application is perhaps its chfe i'commenda^ton"'

'"'''"' "^

method of inflatiofbyS r^' ba^shouW h
*' '""™"'™'- The

reasons: First it is Quite inJf?„..,^ *"= S'™" "P '"^ several

'o Eustachian cata h^" Leond 1 '1-'""?' "" "''^ ''""'"^^^ """^

of vapours into the tniddire^f ' f. 7 ."°' ^' "'^ "' ""e admission
to the affected ear 'J!"''"V'

'hird, its effects cannot be limited

when t^tt fg TJl2T7ec^' "' "'•^'°" "' *"= -">"-'
proceeding, Ihe use r^lfrL": loZ ^t ::^^
-^:^r^::j:;^j^:^r!^-r^dp^f11 lb a good plan to cocainize
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the patient's nose on the affected side by placing along the floor a

pledget of wool moistened with a 2 per cent solution of cocaine. The

patient sits facing the operator, the chin and face slightly depressed.

The patient's ear must be connected with that of the operator by a

rubber tube having bono terminals for fixing in the external meatus.

This is absolutely necessary if the operator wishes to know the results

of the inflation. The catheter, carefully sterilized, is held by the big

end and the small end is placed on the floor of the nose and rapidly

and smoothly passed backwards until the posterior pharyngeal wall

is reached. The catheter is then slowly withdrawn for about half an

inch, slight pressure being used to rotate the point outwards. The

point will be felt to pass over the posterior Up of the pharyngeal orifice •

of the Eustachian tube and slip into a position directed outwards and

a little upwards. The ring on the big end points in the direction of

the small end. The point is in the Ei^tachian orifice if the catheter

cannot be drawn further forward. When in position, the ring and

the large end arc held between the thumb and forefinger of the left

hand The nozile of an inflation bag is inserted into the catheter and

air is introduced. To prevent " dragging." the inflation bag should be

hung to a coat button and should have a long tube. Medicated vapours

or sprays may be introduced by using an atomizer connected with a

compressed air cylinder instead of the inflation bag, or by placing a

drop or two of the required solution in the wide end of the catheter

before inserting the nozzle.

MIddla-ur Boppuration.—This form of disease of the ear is very

common, and is only too frequently looked upon as an unpleasant

and offensive condition which can be best disposed of by ordenng

a lotion to be syringed into the ear. The subject is too large to be

adequately discussed here, but a few hints in the management of the

cases and the recognition of complications may be useful.

I Speaking in general terms, a discharge from the ear indicates

middle-ear suppuration with a perforation of the membrana tympani.

2. The external meatus must be mopped dry with small cotton-wool

swabs before examination.

3. Occasional bleeding from a discharging ear indicates the presence

of granulations.

4 The size and situation of the perforation must be noted.

5. Discharges which cease and recur at intervals should make one

suspect the presence of adenoids in children.

6 Always examine the nose, throat, and nasopharynx,

7. Granulations (polypi) grow from the middle ear through the

perforation, so that a probe passed round them finds no point ot

attachment.

8. Bacteriological examination of the discharge shows that a pure

culture (generally Staphylococcus aureus) is rare. The BaciUus coli

communis is common enough in mixed cultures, and causes offensive

discharges which are very resistant to treatment.
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q. Children with offensive discharges from the ears frequently have
canous teeth.

10. Narrowing of the meatus or sagging of the posterior superior
quadrant of the meatal waU mattes one suspect mastoid disease in
prolonged suppuration (for differential diagnosis between furuncuiosis
and mastoid disease, vide supra, p. 4IQ).
Treatment of Middle-ear Suppuration. — First treat any

pathological condition of the nose or nasophar>-nx, such as rhinitis
or adenoids, which, if left untreated, would render local treatment
useless. See to the patient's general health, particularly looking out
for anamia. Local treatment consists in obtaining frci- drainage of
the middle car and introducing antiseptics to combat th.- suppuration
.
Free drainage is essential. It is for this reason that it is uccessary

to note the size and position of the perforation. In acute middle-car
suppuration before perforation, an opening must be made in the
membrana tympani, and this opening must be free and in a depenchr.t
part. To make a small incision is merely to inflict pain without n
compensatory advantage. In more chronic cases, the perforation, if
too small for adequate drainage, must be enlarged.

In ordering lotions for syringing, it must be remembered that a
lotion, syringed info the meatus by unskilled hands, does not reach
the middle ear, and therefore treatment by lotions is not enough
They do, however, remove the discharge lying in the external meatus,
and are therefore of value as a preliminary to other treatment but
It IS not necessary to order lotions of high bactericidal properties nor
IS It advisable to give out-patients highly poisonous lotions. Anti-
septic powders should not be ordered to be blown into the ear, as
out-patients in their zeal use too much, and there is a risk of " caking "
and consequent interference with drainage. It is best to order a lotion
to be gently run into the meatus to remove the discharge, followed by
a few drops of a spirituous solution. Rectified spirit, if slightly
diluted, IS a powerful antiseptic, and will penetrate through the
perforation. As it evaporates it leaves behind the antiseptic which
had been dissolved in it. Among such spirituous solutions may be
mentioned :

—

K Rectified spirit (10 per cent, 25 percent, 50 percent, 75 per cent).

R Boric acid gr. x
Rectified spirit (in various percentages) 5j

R Argyrol gr. ij

Rectified spirit (in various percentages) jj.

Peroxide of hydrogen is a valuable application which has the advantage
that It IS painless (which cannot be said of rectified spirit) and is a
powerful anriseptic. The discharge must be carefully removed before
this IS instilled, or a foam is formed which will prevent the peroxide
reaching. the middle car.
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If

If a chronic middle-ear suppuration docs not yield to treatment

carried on for, say, six months, and especially if granulai. recur

after removal, it is probable that the attic or the mastoid antrum is

involved, and the question of the advisability of a radical operation

must be considered.

Complications of Middle-ear Suppuration.

attold DlMM* generally occurs in cases of prolonged suppuration,

but it may arise early in some cases, e.g., after influenza, or it may be

the first sign of ear disease in tuberculous mastoiditis, the onset of which

is very insidious. It is characterized by the occurrence of pain.

starting in the ear or the mastoid process, and tending to radiato over

the side of the head, local tenderness and heat (by no means constant).

pyrexia, malaise, and in some cases giddiness and nausea. The discharge

may cease from time to time, this being the signal for the occurrence

of symptoms which pass away when discharge recurs. Wc must not

expect to find any mastoid swelling in the majority of cases. When
it is present the disease is far advanced. The swelling is limited to

the mastoid, and only in the late stages does the groove between the

mastoid and the pinna become obliterated. Through the speculum.

the external meatus is found to be narrowed by the drooping of the

posterior superior quadrant near the membrane, and granulations

may be present. The differential diagnosis between mastoid disease

and furunculosis, which is most important, is fully described on p. 410.

After-treatment of Mastoid Operations.—In the acute form, the

antrum will be drained from behind the ear ; in chronic cases drainage

will be arranged for through the posterior wall of the meatus. As

a rule, the cavity of the antrum is packed with ribbon gauze, and the

dressing consists in removing this, cleansing the cavity, and replacing

the packing. The dressing is painful, and must therefore be done

very delicately and carefully. The first dressing is generally done on

the second day, though the time varies according to the condition

found at the operation. The operation should have been so planned

that the whole of the cavity of the antrum and middle ear can be

inspected. The original gauze packing is moistened with peroxide

of hydrogen, and can then be withdrawn with but slight pain. The

cavity is then inspected through a large-sized speculum by means of

reflected light, and cleansed either by mopping out or syringing. The

packing is then replaced through the speculum, the greatest care beiny

taken lO pack the gauze lightly but evenly into the cavity. After the

first dressing, the packing should be removed and replaced daily,

the patient being allowed out of bed at the end of a week if all is well.

When the cavity is covered by granulations, it may advantaiTeously

be painted occasionally with some stimulating preparation, puch as

a saturated solution of iodoform in ether, or lotio rubra, to aid in the

epithelialization of the cavit>' if grafting has not been employed.

The patient may be discharged from hospital in about a fortnight.
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UtorsI Wan Th«Bbo.li gives rise to a train of symptoms which
IS very character.st.c. The pafent is obviously very ill Headache

raniHr? ^'"'' '"• """ *"' '""'"^''- ^he temperature rilrapidly to 104 or 105 , w,th fluctuations of a remittent type. The

rc^l",
""",• "P'"'.^"-! '"ready. Rigors occur early, are oftenrepeated and mcreasc m frequency as the case proceeds. TUe tongue

11:1 "f
."""^rf' »"<• 'h" breath foul. There may be mastoid swelling,which, .f ,t occur over the mastoid emissary vein, is very significant

Pressure over the upper part of the internal jugular vein^ause, pain,and the vein may be felt to be thrombosed

.JJ"1''Z"T"'~}* " ""^ "•""''' ^"^^'" '" «= *he internal jugular

r„T ^V'""'"' oP"""™. ""'l the greatest care must be takento prevent the incision becoming infected from the septic wound above.
It IS a good plan If the patient is a child, to do the first dressing undera general anaesthetic, as the removal of the packing m the lateral

n^ZJ°°"":u -iu
•«P'*"=™™t are done witi- more accuracy if thepat ent is still. The general treatment is on the lines laid down forsepticajmia.

in t^" '' "•• '^"•-This may occur cither in the cerebellum or

.VJ^
'"PO'-osphenoidal lobe as the result of mastoid disease. Both

ThettrV"?^ 'I
^^'^""'^ '"'™ '="'^'" 'ynptoms in common.

^em™r% If .'"*''*"'"= ''™ ««bration
;
normal or subnormal

tr^„H ri i'""''"*'-™
'"='"8 raised on the opposite side of

Rnl. r''
the lesion .s situated in the corneal plane through theRolandic area (Victor Horsley)

; slow regular full pulse, and slow
respiration, and later on marked emaciation. (Acute abscess differs insome respects from this clinical picture.) In either, vomiting and

neurhiri'fdn.ir^^T"'',*''""*''
"=""" ''«" " '^°»^'»"t- Optic

?han Ihs/pi ^ ""k
^''"*'

Z"
'"'* ^''^'^' P°'"'' «" meningitis rather

part of the disc of the affected side.
In Umporosphenoidal abscess there may be paralysis of the oppositeSide owing to pressure on the Rolandic area across the fissu^ ofSylvius, affecting the face first, and then the arm, the leg generaUy

the s,"d"f of h°"
,*"' ''" ^'"^"P"'"'" -^y <><='=" The 3rl Lve on

Im™ K 1 .. *t'"'°" "''y •>= paralyzed, leading to dilatation andmmobihty of the pupil en the same side. In abscess, the superficial

lowL '

The ht"'", "'!;"'' ^^''''^ unilaterally and di^ppear

Z^I^ ,
abdominal reflexes are affected sooner than the kneeTrkand therefore from the diagnostic point of view are more important.

limbs'oflhi"!.? *''"° ""^y '"' ""''™'" "S'd'ty "fleeting the

i^e „ . f """i
'^•'"'"K^"^ deviation of the eyes to the other

I'Safcr r^', ? r" " '°'"*°'y ^'~"''"« ^ "«= abscess is in thelateral cr central lobe, exaggerated knee-jerks on the same side, andvertigo with a tendency to fall towards the side opposite the ksion
Patients he curled up on the side opposite the lesion in cerebellar, buton the side of the lesion in cerebral abscess.



Chapter XUI.

THE rHE.4TME\T OF THE TEETH.

Hv NORMAN G. HUNNKTT. M.A.. M.U.. B.C. (Camh,), Un.S. (ICnR.).

ll«itAl rtunr<>n. Hoyal llratnl IltMpltal. I^indiin

;

l^vntul Hitrcmti, St. (•mnc'A Hufi|UUil.

THE treatment o( the tcctli has nnw Iwcomc definitely estabhshcil

as a special branch of surgery practised by dental surgeons,

and the preservation of tlie teeth by conservative treatment is not

usually attempted by medical men : but the general practitioner m
co\mtry places, and the surgeon in the army or navy, arc frequently

called upon to relieve pain caused by the teeth, cither by paUiative

measures or extraction. Furthermore,
^
it becomes the duty of tlie

family doctor to advise parents as to the care of children's teeth, and

the means of preventing the ravages of decay and loss of valuable

permanent teeth, unfortunately so prevalent at quite an early age.

It becomes necessary, therefore, that the medical man should know

something of the hygiene of the mouth and of the evils arising from

needless extraction of the teeth, especially during childhood ;
that

he should be able to diagnose the seat of dental pain and afford

temporary- relief whenever possible with a view to subsequent treat-

ment by a dental surgeon ; and that finally, as a last resource, he should

be able to extract a diseased tooth or root expeditiously, though

deliberately, with a minimum of pain to the patient and of damage

to the surrounding tissues. The scope of this manual will only permit

of oral hygiene being dealt with very briefly, but the details of

diagnosis will be considered at some length, and the use of the dental

forceps wdl be fully described, because there is scarcely any operation

of minor surgery which the surgeon usually executes so unskilfully,

or undertakes so reluctantly, as tooth extraction.

Dental caries is especially a disease of childhood and early adoles-

cence, and it is by no means unusual for the temporary molars to be

seriously affected, or even rendered useless, before the first permanent

molars commence to erupt behind the temporary molars during the

seventh year. Dental caries is also a locally infective disease : and

it consequently follows that the first permanent molars, which should

be the chief organs of mastication between the ages of seven and

twelve, are soon hopelessly decayed and possibly the cause of abscesses

or sinuses. In a healthy mouth the natural replacement of the

temporary dentition by the permanent takes place in such a way

that the child is adequately provided with organs of mastication

during the years when assimilation and growth are most rapid. But
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when thi» proceM is intcrfcml with by ,H»caM, and consequently by
premature loss or umluc retention of temporar>. teeth or rot^ts several
evil results follow

: painful or tender teeth prevent proper mastication
septic conditions of the mouth cause ill-health and malnutrition'
extraction of the temporary teeth entirely deprives the child of the
organs of masi, :ition. and interference with the normal sequence
of events causes irregularity and crow.ling of the teeth of the permanent
dentition. If the first permanent molars become carious as so
frequently happens, and have to lie extracted, the necessary stimulus
to the growth of the jaws afforded by use is removed and small jaws
with narrow arches arc the usual result.

Correct diet, preventive treatment, and hygienic measures will very
greatly <lin iish the incidence of dental caries in childhood anil
palliative treatment will serve to allay pain until such time iis
conservative treatment can be undertaken by a dental si.rginn butm spite of the developmental irregularities occ.xsioned by early loss of
the temporar>- teeth and first jHrmanent molars, whenever these teeth
are so far carious as to interfere with mastication, or cause abscesses
or sinuses, m a general septic condition of the mouth, they should
undoubtedly be removed. Carious temporary teeth and first perma-
nent molars are a fruitful source of enlarged submaxillary glands
which may ultimately be the scat of tuberculous infection, and septic
mouths are the pi.mc origin of many of the ills of childhood there
can be no doubt in such cases that of two evils extraction is by far
the less. It is surprising how children improve in health after the
removal of septic teeth ami roots, even if the masticating power is
insufBcient, provided the diet is adapted to the conditions.

In the case of the permanent dentition it is now generally recognized
that a sound set of teeth is a very valuable asset to their possessor
throughout life, and the ruthless extraction of teeth that could be
saved by a pleasanter and less heroic method is greatly to be deprecated

Teeth which are the seat of active caries must be distinguished from
those a(l ted by two different conditions, namely, hypoplasia of
enamel and arrested caries. The former condition is characterize<l
by deficiency and discoloration of the enamel, and unevenness of the
surface in the form of pits and transverse lines. The more common
variety, in which the corcnal surfaces of the first molai and the edges
of the central incisors have deficient or pitted enamel, is caused by
Ill-health and malnutriti. n in early infancy ; and the less frequent
variety, in which transverse lines are seen on the incisors, is due to
exanthematous fevers or other acute illnesses. Arrested car' s differs
from active caries in its hard, smooth, and polished surface and
Rcnerally shows a deeply stained, dark brown discoloration. Teeth
affected in either of these ways are often useful organs, and need
careful inspection with a mouth-mirror and probe before being
condemned. For a fuller description the reader is referred to works
on dental pathology.
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SMTAL OAllll AMD DIIBASI.

Froi^liyluli »«< PrtVMtlv* TN«tiu»t.~Thcrc cnn be little doubt

that the prevalence o{ dental caricA at the present day is intimately

connected with the character of the diet, although general conditionii

of health aftectinK the condition of the Maliva are alto important

tactorn and are reHponaihlc for the periiMlic attackH of dental carieM

which fiometimcit occur. The initial process of carien conHintn in a

dccalcificHtion of the enamel by lactic acid, produced by fermentation

of carbohydrates remaining al>out the teeth and tlic intemticon

between them. Starchy nubNtanccs arc more likely so to remain than

sugars, and it is thought that the mmlern use of roller-ground flour

instead of stone-milled flour conduces to this end. But sugars dissolved

in the saliva may remain around the teeth at the [mints of contact by
capillarity, and it is probable that the monosaccharide glucoses now
used in swcctstufls arc more readily decomposed than the disaccharide

cane sugar of former times, which must l>c " inverted " before being

decomposed. The tibrfius portions are now very generally removed
from food-stuffs, and the result is a more sticky and adhesive material

than the more natural product.
'

Children are usually given a diet which is too largely composed of

much prepared starchy and sticky substances : it is not generally

recognized that after three years of age or thereabouts, a healthy child

is capable of masticating, and should be taught to masticate, most of

the ordinary digestible food-stuffs used by adults ; and although rich

foods, soups, spiced and seasoned articles, and stimulants should be

excluded from a child's dietary, it is very undesirable to go to the other

extreme, and continue to feed a child, after three years of age, on food

suitable for the transitional period between infancy and childhood

when the temporary teeth are erupting.

Milk, bread, butter, eggs, farinaceous foods, simple puddings, fish,

chicken, beef, mutton, natural gravy, certain vegetables, certain fruits

raw or cooked, should form the principal items of a child's dietary, and
these substances should be given as far as possible separately, not as

sloppy or sticky mixtures. If these principles were more generally

acted upon, much of the dental caries so prevalent at the present day
would be prevented.

More direct preventive treatment in children or adults consists in

removal of food particles and deposit by means of the tooth-brush and
suitable tooth-powder. The brush should be small, and with rather

stiff bristles not too closely set together. It should be used the first

thing in the morning and the last thing at night after the last meal,

and should be moved up and down rather than across the teeth, so as

to allow the bristles to pass into the interstices. A suitable tooth

powder contains as its chief ingredient precipitated chalk, together

with soap and an antiseptic. A useful prescription is :

—

R Pulv. Saponis dur. I Olei Caryoph.
Pulv. Iridis 33 gr. xxx

j Crcta; Pracip. ad
;

Miscc.

mij
d5j
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A mori! pertcct meth«l o( deaninR the teeth con.ist» in pawing a strandof fl««. ..Ik ,l,pp„| in t„oth.pow,ler between the teeth a round th„mouth, but v«y few people will ,pe„,l the nece™r>"il

Per.o<lical inspection by a ilental surgeon will enable .mall cav,.i«to b, detected and fjll«l " with the leJJt amount of oubTe 1
'

1 1^

rei!rr^:^.:^^t:LT'" :--' •^ •':'"" '--> '-e usual

around a tooth or be refern i

it is callc<l odontalgia ani: i

arise from several cause
suppuration of the pi ..

membrane or a comrii.
'

initial cause is generally <l. , i) rai
to irritation by heat, cl.l, aci I i

pressure, and to septir in(.,ti "j ,,

by more or less severe I'iim. ., i

dead pulp undergoes <lec<)inp,„iti, „
pass through the apical forai ;(ii

ZTJ^nim?
'"''"""»"™'" "

•
..-.. membrane results. Th.periodontitis may temporarily subside, but sooner or later if untreatedoften gives rise to alveolar abscess.

untreated,

in?h^„' 'r r"^"""'
'"""" "' "dontalgia are secondary calcificationn the pulp, direct traumatism, cementosis, exposure of the cementZ

ofThe
;»!" '"""''"°''' "'"'"'"' '"'^"^P'"'" °< ""= apex, and nec^rs

.Neuralgia may be caused by general diseases such as diabetes or

d^ nSe*?;" "' "" ""«"* """"'«'" " 1'"ded into twoclasses. (I) Lpileptlform neuralgia, or tic-douloureux
; (i) Xeuraliriaranor. the latter being sub-div.ac-d into (a) True neu alg a m^or

(6) Visceral referred neuralgia.
'^"•'Bia minor.

Epileptiform neuralgia is a rare disease and is usually of central

sZm^ ""V '""^^"""•'y -" "'--- in the teeth, is int n"
Cem^il I,"

""" "".•' '^ ''" '" "«= ^'S'™ "' distribution of thetrigeminal nerve on one side of the face.
True neuralgia minor may very closely resemble the more seriousdisease in its distribution, but there is always definite organic d"Cewhich IS the real cause of the attacks of pain! This disease is^en!?!?!

situated in the pulp of a tooth rather than in theViri^r„t, mfmbra "e'

fooT^r iLth r T>^\'^y «'™ "^^ «° Pai" in the corresponding

eS of h*^ T"" "*'? '" ^ ^""'°^" '" ••>= """"^ i»«- The cause andseat of the pam arc always on the same side of the head.
Visceral referred neuralgia differs from the two preceding in severalparticulars. It i, not always strictly neuralgic in characteVbut may
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be a fixed pain in certain regions ; it occurs in areas »hich do not

correspond to the distribution of the fifth nerve, and .s assooated w.th

tender areas which are very sensitive to tactile impressions. This

for-i of neuralgia has, like true neuralgia minor, a definite objective

caure which may be any of those detailed above, and the tender areas

have aTairly definite relationship to the various teeth of the same side.

These areas have been carefully mapped out by Dr. Head.

It is obvious, then, that care has to be taken in diagnosing between

the diflerent kinds of neuralgia, and in finding the real seat of paim

When the cause of the pain has been located m a particular tooth

there remains the need, for the P-^P"-^ °'
^--'"^fI,

*°
tMonttl

broadly between disease of the pulp and disease of the periodontal

""-TheTain of pulpitis is of a sharp, stabbing character ;
it is inter-

mittent is accentuated by hot or cold flui.ls, or by pressure or contact

with food particles which find tneir way into the cavity, and is generally

worse at night. As the result of irritation, there may be acute throb-

bing pain which gradually subsides, but should suppuration o the

pulp supervene, the throbbing becomes more continuous. The tooth

itself is not necessarily, or usually, tender to pressure or Petcussion.

The pain of periodontitis is more continuous, deep-seated, dull and

persistently throbbing, especially when suppuration is commencing.

The oothLelf becomes raised in the socket and is intensely sens.Uve

to pressure, so that the patient ::. Mds biting the teeth together. The

pain is less affected by change- M temperature than pulp pain, but

Fs "ncreased by much warmth or extreme cold. Should alveolar

abscess supervene, accompanied by much swelSng the P-" -ases

owing to the escape of the pus through the absorbed alveolus into the

more distensible tissues without. The abscess may point inside rte

mouth or on the face. There is usually much oedema, and the skm

becomes red, shiny, and tense, especially over any spot where the

abscSs may tend to point. Inflammation of the pulp and periodontal

membrane may somkimes co-exist, as from injury, or by extension

from the pulp to the periosteum.

p"in.tl« Tr..tm.n^-The pain of acute pulpitis is usually «ry

amenable to treatment having for its object the ultimate P'eBervahon

Tthe tooth. The cavity should first be cleared of all loo-jieb"

and of as much of the decalcified dentine as can be ^emo™d without

pressure being put upon the pulp. The cavity should then be made

S dry as possible with cotton-wool and, if possible, with small pieces of

tmad'^u, Ld by warm air being gently blown upon it. ".^ho^'d then

be carefully but thoroughly swabbed out with warm "'1 o >,
"v^^

This treatment usually reheves the pain almost at once, b"' < '^e

cavity cannot be got reasonably dry, it is of httle r se, as the oil o

doves does not penetrate to the pulp ; in that case, and as a ™bsequen

treatment, the best method is to insert a small piece of eotton-wool

dipped in carbolized resin-Phenol 3'v, FOW<-..red resin 3>v, chloro-
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form 3ij—and slightly squeezed, and to cover this with another
pledget of cotton-wool, saturated with a solution of gum-mastic or
gum-sandarac m chloroform or ether, and only lightly packed
into the cavity. Subsequent treatment by a <lcntist will consist in
devitahzmg" the pulp with an api.lication of arscnious acidremovmg the dead pulp, and filling the root canals, or in removing

the pulp under " pressure anesthesia " with the aid of cocaine and
filhng the root canals.

In periodontitis the septic material has already passed through the
apical foramen of a root, and only a verj- thorough antiseptic treatment
of the pulp chambers and root canals is of any use ; counter-irritation
may. however, avail to alleviate pain and vard oft the formation
of an abscess. A small quantity of tincnfc of aconite and iodine
shou d be painted on the gum around the tooth, and the patient
should then rinse out the mouth. Or a small capsicum plaster should
be applied to the gum over the root of the tooth on the buccal side
and left there until all the capsicum has become washed away by the
sahva. If the inflammation docs not resolve, or if the pain continues
hot fomentations applied round the tooth inside the mouth will often
give relief. Half-a-dozen poppy capsules should be broken up the
seeds removed, and the remainder stewed in a quart of water
until It has boiled down to a pint. Small sponges squeezed out of
this lotion quite hot. and applied in succession to the gum will
frequently give relief. The patient should avoid swallowing the
liquid. Fomentations should on no account be appUed to the face
as this encourages the forming abscess to point outside the mouth'
and leads to a sinus and permanent scar.

In case such palliative treatment proves successful, the subsequent
treatment of periodontitis by a dentist will consist in rendering the
cavity and root canals as aseptic as possible and, after drainage and
subsidence of inflammation, filling the root canals. It should be said
however, that a tooth which is the seat of periodontitis, cspeciallv
If chrome, is less likely vo become eventually a useful organ than on'e
affected by inflammation of the pulp, and therefore that radical
treatment by extraction is more justifiable.

ChpoBlo SuppuFatlve Ferlodontltli irvonlum alre„laris).-.\ chroni-
cally inflamed condition of the periodontal membrane mav arise
independently o< sepsis derived from a dead pulp, and proceeds
apparently from a superficial marginal gingivitis. The inflammation
usually affects sound teeth and spreads down the tooth-so. kcts separat-
ing the gum from the teeth and producing p :kets. The alveolus
becomes the scat of a rarefjing osteitis, and pu.. in variable amounts
IS generated. The necks of the teeth are usually covered by tartar
and the teeth gradually loosen and eventually fall out. The gumsmay be inflamed and hypcrsmic. or of a pile ana;mic appearance
suggestive of absorption. The active cause is bacteiial invasion of
the tissue around the necks of the ^eth, and of the pockets formed in

1:. i|
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the progress of the di«ase, but
^^^^^^J^^^^^X tZ^^^t

Constitutional conditions are said to predispose

course of the local afi<:rtion.
successful in check-

lrealme»t.-U ""d^'*^''™
;^;'>„'^'%'^Joiong standing are verg-

ing or curing the disease butchron.c cases o^g b_^
^^^^^.

intractable. In the ^"dsM the dent st t^tm
^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^

ing all deposit from the *'^*'' *""'"', Jil, tincture of iodine, or

astringent drugs, such
-'J.f^*'^^,^^°„nPm. chlor.de of zinc, iodmc,

l^roxide of >'y''™S^"
, °7J„"",:„e cL.. Vaccine therapy has been

:L"^;tL;;:Snr:u1^l'b:n:rthcr e^penence is needed before

rdefi^iteslSementcanl^made^-to^^^^^^^^^

th°- ^ror^::h;rt:i^3;;^— - - ^-

-

^-s^rbT-^^v^E-——

^

rtttedtth:;— .:^rZ -servat.ve methods, such as

crowning with artihcial teeth.

EXTRICTIOM.

Extraction o.' diseased teeth -V »>:--: "rer^Ji^gX^e :f

looseness, or oij^^'^^;'"^^^:,Z^:^Triu.U^ty\o procure

the tongue, cheek.
"'
f™

, ^^ „, ,hc reasons already mentioned,

special treatment ;
or «o' some

J d,„t,tion may be called

The extraction < f sound teeth ol the "^
interference with the

for by their und».
f"^"^'""'

"'.''.
";"h"nd extraction of the teeth

-r;J^ ^^:TZ rr^rrbl^--- after consultation

with a dental
^"Jg""^ ^^^^al description of extraction

Frincipl» of E.«»«tl«..-No >«"« ™™^^ ^^^^ observation of,

will suffice to ma^e the
f"^™'J^f„';^"„t actual ^

and teaching by, the skilful operate, and freq^^^
_^_^^ ,^^ ^^^

of the operation ' '!«
;, '%°',;, ^ppUcaUon of violent force or

:r::«I.:t:nS ru;::^y to hav^o^h^U than fracture

of the tooth, and possible serious '")"!>,^^^ *^'^^hair with the neck

The patient should ^^ »«»«-- hnn^^^^^^"",
^ing shghtly

tf:^^^::^:^^^^- so?:^t.mes behind,

according " the tooth t. be extracted^
^^^.^^ ^^^ .^

,hr;rd*-rX:rrhe::::hrXch they are adapted. Forceps

miifvi£t
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should be of sufficiently heavy pattcin not to bend or spring under
any strain which may be put upon them, as any such weakness
greatly diminishes the sense of touch of the operator, and his ability
to estimate quickly the resistance encountered. The handles of the
forceps should be long enough to
reach the inter\'al between the
thenar and hypothenar eminences

;

thej- are usually made rather too
short for large hands, and are then
apt to shift in the palm when in

use. The thumb should be pressed
firmly between the handles close up
to the hinge, so as to counteract the
pressure exercised by the hand until
the tooth or root is firmlv grasped,
when the thumb may be slipped
along on to the face of the hinge to
avoid being pinched in case the tooth
should be crushed by undue pressure
or insufficient penetration of the
blades of the forceps, or the forceps
should shp off the tooth or root
(Figs. 266, 2()7). The elevator
should be held with the handle
firmly in the palm and the fore-

finger along the blade and reaching
nearly to the end.

The left hand should be used to keep the soft parts out of the way
and so obtain a clear view, and to grasp the alveolus, and also guard
against a tooth or root falling down the pharynx, in case, as sometimes
happens, it should shoot from the socket under the closing pressure

Fiff. j6ft.

Fig. 267.—.SlIOWI.VO M.\.NNER OF HoLDINll I/)WER FOBCEI'*

of the blades of the forceps. When lower teeth are being extracted,
the hand should also be used to support the mandible.

.^ general knowledge of the anatomy of the teeth and jaws on the
part of readers of this manual is assumed, but an examination of
Plale I'll will show the usual arrangement of the sockets. Two chief

2g
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points have to be remembered : ( i ) The teeth of the normal and

complete arch are in close apposition, and the points of contact are

nearer to their buccal than their lingual surfaces ; in othe' words,

the individual teeth are roughly wedge-shaped and form part of a

continuous arch ; (j) The alveolus, except in the case of the third

lower molar, is thinner and weaker on the buccal than on the lingual

aspect (Fig. -68). For both these reasons it is obvious that a tooth

can be moved more easily outwards than inwards, and in the case of

most teeth this is the chief movement which separates the tooth from

the bone.

An important preliminary to extraction is a careful examination

of the tooth or root in order to ascertain whether any abnormahty

is likely to be met with, such as cementosis, or adhesion to the bones

from chronic periodontitis. Abnormality of the roots may sometimes

be surmised from an unusual shape

of the crown, especially in the case

of aft upper molar. The density

of the bone varies considerably in

different patients, men generally

having denser boix than women,

and women denser than children.

Roots partly covered by gum should

be carefully examined with a probe

in order to define the edges.

Extraction with forceps consists

of three stages: (l) .adaptation to

the tooth or root; (i) Separation

from the alveolus ; (j) Removal

from the socket and mouth.

In the first of these the blades

should pass between the gum and

the root, and be pressed firmly down

with a slightly . •-.lillating movement

before being tighllv closed. As a

rule the inner blade should be applied first, but the exact method

depends upon circumstances, and will be dealt with when the

individual teeth are considered.

In the second stage the tooth is first slightly tilted inwards, and then

steadily levered outwards until the outer plate of alveolus is fractured

or sufficiently bent, and the periodontal membrane on the inner side

ruptured ; it is then levered inwards in a similar manner, but to a less

degree, and the process is repeated until the tooth is separated from

the bone. In the case of teeth witli single conical roots, such as the

upper incisors and lower premolars, rotation combined with tilting

may be employed, but rotation alone without fracture or bending

of tl.e outer plate ol alveolus is not usually siiflicient. It 1.'-

iraportant to remember that, so far from being pulled from the socket.

A A. Inner and Outer Alveolus . ':, Cum ;

o, UcnUne; E. Enamel; cp, Pulp Cavity-

'M^^
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the tooth should rather lir kept pressed firmly inti, the socket, especially
when alveolar resistance is considerable. Neglect of this principle
and loose closing of the blacks are fruitful sources of horizontal fracture.
The third stage consists simply in withdrawing the tooth from the

socket after it has Ix-en sufficiintly looscnwl, and it will often be found,
even in the case of niultnile-rooted teeth, that a slight rotatory
movement crmil.ined with gentle traction will effect this best. The
thumb *nd fingers of the left hia<j should closely surround the blades
ot the forceps until th» to<4h is removed from the mouth, and the
tooth should not tie lost sight of until this is safely accomphshcd.
The elevator shoulil not as a rule lie userl except by fairly experienced

operators, but the method of using will be considered ui connection
with the teeth for which it is best adapted.

Methods ftiipliosble to IndWiduil Teeth.

Ufi/ier Incisors. — Straight forceps as shown in I'li;. jdo should be
used. The operator stands, as is always tlle case, on the patient's
right s'dc. and slightly in front. The inner bl.idc shoulil be applied
first and the tooth tilted slightly inwards and tl n le\cred outwards
and rotated at the same time. The forefinger and thuml> of the left
hand grasp the alveolus, the former also holding the lip out of the
way (Figs. 271, i7').

t'/'/'t'r Canines.—The method is similar, but on account of the
length and shape of the root, more force is necessar\- and rotation is

less useful.

Cfifier Premolars.—•Airtight forceps should be used for the first

premolar, and may be used for the second, but for the latter it is

usually .".dvis.aWe to use ulightly curved forceps, as sIih^tt. in Fii- zjo.
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The roots arc flattened and do not permit of rotation, an<l that of

the first premolar is usually bifurcated. The operator stamls as (or

-SHOWIX.. r« O, Lcr, H«D WHF.S OPE»AT.».l "S I.EFT S.DH O. I n,.t J»«.

incisors applies the inner blade first, then t.lts the tooth slightly

Inwards, ami then firmly outwards. H the alveolus does not g.ve

;-. 1 »E OF UiFI HAND «UEN (IFKKAI.M^ OS KI..IIT SlDF •

wav. a more forcible mward, followed by the ™'«-"''
^XrTepi

should be repeated. The tooth should not be pulled, but uUher kept

lirmlv pressed mto the socket.
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i-igs. 2,i and J, 4. The outer blade in each case is pointed and"as two grooves, an.l the ,n„er blade ha., one larger gr^ve It

t

the handles should be kept well back, and the lo"p prevented

f'SJ. J73. J?4. -I'ORCEPS poa rpre« Mun„s |Ri,|„ a,,,, ,^.„

from being pinched between them and the lower teeth. The position

the s'aZa r '"" "'^, '"'="^°'' "' "'°^™'"8 ^-^ *<""'' '™'" "» -^^ a":

the TZl,
P'^o'^'-'^. but .t will often be found that for removing

outer blade r .
=*""-'='/"" '°°»™i"g " - ".ght rotat.on of heouter blade forwards is useful.

tn^'if^",''^"'""
("'"'')—The same forceps may be use.l, but as the

use

'

': o" Tf"""^
""" !"^ ""'^ ^'^ usually smailer and somc^.me

nnlhr to h Tr'^ Zf] ^ «""'" curvature, and with two blades

cmcient. It .s important to apply the blades verv carefully as there»uiu risk of tearing the gum, or even of fracturing the tuberosity.

ill

i
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I'pfier Molar Roots.—When the crown of the tooth is mmh l.rokcu

down and caries extends below the gum level, root forceps, as shown

in Fig. J7J shiMilil be used, to grasp usually the anterior Im.cal

and palatine roots. (.)nc blade should be applied first to the root

which is less decayed, and then the other blade very carefully ti> the

root more decayed below the gum. Tilling should lie first towards

the more ilccaye<l root, and the force|)s should l)e pushed firmly up

at the same time, the thumb and forefinger of the left hand graspmg

i

FiS. J7'. roHCEPB H)K rPPKR M«1LA« IXITKIl KuOTft.

the alveolus firmly and preventing slipping. Movement to loosen

the roots should be almost entirely in the direction of the more decaye<l

root When it is found impossible to loosen the roots m tins way. or

when all the roots arc much decayed below the gum. it wdl sometimes

be found that hv applving the outer blade to the posterior buccal

root and the inner blade anterior to the palatine root, the roots may

be ilividcd and one or more brought away at the first attempt.

When the roots are divided they may easily be removed separately

with a slight movement of rotation. For the remov-al of single roots

of an upi«r molar, rather finely-pointed, bayonet-shaped forceps, as

shown in Fig. lyb. are usually employed.

lower Incisors and Co«.n«.-Forceps as shown in F,g. z,, should

be used The patient should be on a low level, and the operator

^oiild stand on his right side and slightly in front. The Ungual blade

ho d be applied first, and the same metho.ls followed - f- upper

premolar teeth. The lip should be kept out of the way with the fore-

finger of the left hand, and the tongue with the second finger, the

thumb being used to support the chin (rig. 27i).
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ryr P„molan--l\,, ,a,.,o r<,rce,« arc .,«.,!. an.l a, th. r.-tn aremo e or lc„ con.cal, rotation alone, or mon- usually ,n <„.„b(nat,nr, with

hVnJf T ; "''"=,'"""<'' '^ "'^' »-""<^ •'» '"•• "' .-TS, l,„t for teeth on
the riRht si.lc he ,ho„l,l stand Ixhin.l the pal.eut an<l brInK the left arm

Ftt. J?7. FdKtKCN pok I,(iwi-:« Ixt Mni.AH KcHii

roun, the patients left si.le. The alveolus shouM Ik- Kraspe.l with thethumb on the lingual si<le anil the forefinger on the buccal si.lc and
the other fingers shouki be used to supimrt the mandible {IHe. z^,,)

Lower Molars (finl „„d secoml).^^ Forceps as shown in l-ig. -Hn should
be used, the points of the blades passing between tile two roots. The

^"i. J7S. -Siiu»iN-,: r»E ay Left H»xd «iien ophhtiv, on I h-t mot oi 1

1

position of the operator and ^he use of the left hand are the s,ime as
lor premolars. The inner blade shouki be applied first, and it is
important to be careful that the forceps arc square to the tooth, with
the hinge well back. The forceps should be pressed firmlv down
•nth the leit hand, the second finger being used on the left side and
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the thumb on the right ; and the handles should be on a higher level

than the blades, because the teeth usually lean inwards. Untd the

tooth is thoroughly loosened from its socket, no movement of traction

should be made ; the tooth should rather be kept firmly pressed mto

its socket to avoid fracture.

Fij. 2?,.-SHOVnNO l-SE OF LEH hand Wim» OPERATIST. OS Rl.^Ht S.OE OF I.OVVE» jAW

Lower Molars ((/i.rd).- The same forceps may be used, and the same

positions adopted as for first and second molars ; or a pair of forceps

with straight handles and curved blades may be used, the operator

then standing in front when extracting on cither side. In loosemng

this tooth from its socket, inward tilting is more useful than outward.

Fig. 280.—I'ORCRPS FOK I/)WER MOLAR.S.

because of the thickness of the outer alveolar plate. The best instru-

ment for raising a lower wisdom tooth from its socket is a straight

elevator Fig 281. This should be held as previously described, witn

the handle in the palm of the hand and the forefinger along the

blade when extracting a tooth from the left side of the jaw the
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operator stands in front of the patient anil lias his forilingcr along
the Hat siilc of the blade of the elevator, and wlien extracting
from the right side lie stands behind and has his forefinger along the
convex side of the blade. The root or roots of the tooth usually curve
backwards. If, therefore, the point of the elevator is firmly pressed
down between the anterior surface of tlie root ami tlic alveolus on the
buccal side (that is to sav, into the interval between the second and
third molars), with the flat side next the tocth, and the handle is pressed

downwards, the tooth will be tilted backwards. The point should then
be pressed further down with a slightly rotary movement and the
process repeated. After the tooth has been loosened in this way, it is

sometimes convenient to remove it with forceps. It is important to
guard the tongue and soft parts with the left hand in case of the
instrument slipping

; and as the.e is some lisk of the operator cutting
his finger it is wise to be cautious about using the elevator in septic
mouths or those affected by specific disease.

ED UlevaTORS.

Lower Malar Roots.—When a lower molar is so far carious that the
roots are nearly separated, the same forceps as for incisors and
premolars should be used, and applied to the stronger of the two roots.
When one root has been removed it is usually easy to remove the
other by means of a curved elevator (Figs. iS>, iSj). The point should
be passed down to the bottom of the socket of the e.'itracted root and
through the bony septum, and the handle so rotated as to force the
root up from below ; or the point may be pressed between the root
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anil the adjacent tooth, and the handle rotated so as to foree the

root into tlie socket of the extracted root.

Temfyorttty Teeth are reinoved in a similar way with smaller instrn-

nicnts. The l)lades should not he pressed drwn too far for fear of

injuring the permanent teeth liclow. It should be remembered that

when temjxirary teeth are removed before the roots have become

absorlml. the pa n of extraction, when an anasthetic is not being

used, is considerable, anil children should never be deceived as to the

amount of pain likely to be suilcred. Such a course is unfair, and

causes entire toss of confidence by the child.

Complications and Caiuaitiei of Extractioni.

Fracture of the Tooth—This is generally due to tlie blades of the

forceps not penetrating deeply enough, or not being closeil firmly,

one blade thus being allowed to slip slightly ; or to tne forceps not being

kept firmly presfcd down until the tooth is loosened from its socket ;

or to hurry in manipulation. The roots should be carefully defined

and removed if possible, but if this prqves difficult they may be left

lor a few days, when inflammation will probably have made the

operation easier. Failing this they will eventually rise from the sockets.

F.xtraclion of the Wrong, or an Atllacent. Tooth.—The tooth should

be washed in warm water anil replaced in its .socket, and the mandible

should be fixed with a four-tail bandage. The patient should be

adviseil to consult a dentist with a view to possible future treatment

of the pulp.

Fracture of Bokc—Fracture of a small portion of alveolus is of little

consequence. .More extensive fractures must be treated with appro-

priate splints.

Trismus.—An anaesthetic should be administered and the mouth

opened with a Mason's gag.

Laceration of the Gum.—Torn portions of gum usually reunite if

pressed into place. A fragment only adhering by a thin pedicle should

be removed with scissors.

Htrmorrhage following tooth extraction may be serious, and demands

prompt treatment. It may be due to the haemorrhagic diathesis

known as hemophilia, and the extraction of a tooth for a patient

known to be the subject of this disease to a marked degree shoukl not

be undertaken cxc-nt from absolute necessity. When it is necessary

to extract teeth for a patient known to bleed freely or for a long

time from small wounds, an endeavour should be made to get the

patient into as good general condition as possible, and chloride or

lactate of calcium in ui-gr. doses three times a day may be given for

three or four days beforehand. The operation should be done in the

morning, and only one tooth should be removed at the first sitting.

Haemorrhage after extraction may be primary, reactionary, or

secondary. In the first case very hot or ice-cold water with some

tincture of hamamelis should first be tried, and the patient should

allow the blood and water to run from his mouth, as spitting, by
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causing suction, encourages h^rmorrhaRc. If this fails the socketmust be cleare,! of clot as uell as possible and plugged witt a ,t n ,,boracc gauze, soaked .n a,lrenalin chlori.le and lightly s ee,e nuan,l carrymg as much tannin as it will take up. The gauze s"o 1, befirmly packed .nto and above the socket, and firm pre.ssu e m nH^nedon .t, and on both si.les of the gun, an.l alveolus, with the finger Twtwdl usual y check the bleeding, and the jaw may then be fixed' with aour taded ba„,lage, so that the upper teeth bite firmlv on the packmg

should iotT
""

r™^'
"'" •"^^" '° twentv-four hoL, butshould not be removed entire until it has become loose bv itself

P^uT :r.r*'!
extracted tooth, after bemg washe,l, may be use, itplug either alone or w.th a layer of gauze interxenmg, and kept inpos t,„„ by the opposing tooth with the aid of a fouf-tail bandagA do,se of galhc acd, ,5 gr., may be given, and repeated ev^ry twohours for he next twelve hours if the ha.nu>rrhaRe does not cease

and CtT, 1 '
"' '""' """" "'-"vation, and fed on cold l.^^

!and be told to remam quiet, and not lie down at all, or at least nowithout the head well propped up.
Reactionary luemorrhage usually commences some hours after

In the former case it ,s easily .Ic-it with, and in the latter the same

Xt d Tf ''
!1k

"""" " P""^''^y hemorrhage should b^

is ol ;• ?' '^^ «"" " ^^^ '"'eket after or before packings sometimes employed. In eases where the blood shows but little^ndency to coagulate, hemostatic drugs, such as gallic acid or

c'^aguJte'i: ;r"'
'"?.'" '^ «'"" '"*""^">-^ •^"* -'^e the bloodcoagulates m the mouth a more suitable drug is one which causes

Z"^WoT'': ","T'
"^"'- ™" ^ '»P«l-m.c'iniection of ergot maT

Re? ire on t^

' " '" '"'°' '' ''"'' '' ^'''^''^ *"<= blood-pressure.
Pressure on the common carotid may be employed, and failing theseme„ surgical interference may be necessary

treat... nt!'''

''''"'"''''^Sc, which is comparatively rare, requires similar

b„fw f""""!"'!'*
""" '^"•"•'"•"'"' "'"^ll-v subsides without treatmentbut hot fomentations inside the mouth over the socket will give reliePain con inuing for long after extraction is generally due to sentkmflammation The socket should be swabbed ott with a small nuanSyof carbolic and, ,-.0, and kept frequentlv syringed with a moridil te

CTecorded"'""'
'" "" '"'"'°' "^"'^'' ^"^ '° ^"^^ ''"8-' ""- '-

•mesth°etfc'T "/ "",
•Y"""""''

""=''i™^"y "appen=, usualb- umler ananaesthetic, but reduction is easily effected
Extraction under Anarthetlc- the general principles for extractingunder anaesthetics are the same as described above, but there are ffe«- points worthy of special remark.
With short periods of anesthesia it is unwi.se to attempt to do too
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much in the time ; and although the operator should ol course have

everything ready, >n order to commence operatmg mimediatcly the

face-piece is removed, time is never wasted in applymg the forceps

carefully and thoroughly, or in reapplying them .f the grasp is

unsatisfactory. Experience alone will enable the operator to estimate

at once by his sense of touch the amount of force necessary to loosen

the tooth from its socket.

When extracting lower teeth, it is important not to depress unduly

the root of the tongue or the mandible. A momentary pressure on

the t.mguc with the thumb or a finger of the left hand, whde the mner

blade of the forceps is being apphed, is permissible, if respiratioii is

not impeded. The mandible should be well supported with the left

*The removal of the tooth from the mouth should be done with care,

and during the whole operation of extraction the thumb and one or

more fingers of the left hand should surround the tooth, in order to

avoid risk of the tooth dropping down the pharynx, and possibly into

the trachea. This precaution is especially necessary when upper

molar teeth or roots are being extracted. If a tooth or root shps irom

the forceps into the mouth, the patient's head should at once be ti ted

forwards, and the tooth found and removed before any further

oreration is proceeded wifi ; in case the tooth drops on to the root of

the tongue care should be taken net to push the tooth further back

or induce a deep inspiration by trying to hook the tooth forward with

the forefinger. It is better <or tt -• patient to swallow a tootlt or root

than to inhale it, but if the head be kept well tilted forward neither

accident is likely to happen.
^ ^^ v ij k.

When several teeth are being extracted, the lower teeth should be

removed first, so as to avoid as far as possible the difficulties occasioned

by hajmorrhage, and for the same reason the most posterior lower teeth

should be removed first of all.
j ,

The extract-on of a large number of teeth under a long period of

ana-sthesia is an operation not altogether to be commended, on account

of the risk of septic absorption through extensive damage to the tissues,

or of septic pneumonia and gangrene of the lung. Furthermore

the condition of the patient for a week or tivo afterwards is a somewhat

unhappy one : mastication is impossible, and a milk diet necessary.

For the last reason, extraction limited to one side of the mouth at a

time is to be recommended ; but in the case of a very septic mouth

this half-measure is less advisable than the removal of only a few teeth,

or a complete clearance of all septic teeth and roots at one sitting,

because the opportunities for septic absorption are at their maximum.

When extractions are being carried out on both sides of both jaws,

the best order of procedure depends to some extent on the number

of teeth to be removed from the lower jaw. When several lower teeth

on each side are to be removed, the operator should commence at the

back of that side of the mandible in which there are most, then cross
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to the other side, then e. .nut the upper teeth i,„ the sa.ne .i.le :,„,!finally the upper teeth ™, the si.le on whieh he first started i, 'ea ,

';
ft '""'T. •-'

"""" '^' ^'"'^ '""™"'"- TI..S plan inv, Ives the»h.ftmg of the gag tw.ee. hut is the quickest an,l best .n the end. Whenhowever, there are only a few teeth to be removed on one si.le , f theower ,aw, and these are not likely to give much trouble, ,t .s justifiab eo complete the other s,de first, both upper and lo .er, an, in ert alarge sponge, wh.ch will be held in pos.tion with the Masons gag Jtshould be remembered that son.e of the unpleasant aftereffect"especally vom,t„,g are occasioned more by the swallowing „f bS
nossibl^'h f"'"''r*"'

"^'"' """ '"'' ^''"""' '- P-vente,f as far
°«

possible.
"'"'' '''""*""*' '""' "'"'' '1"'"8" ^1"^""' ^'» ''O- ^'»

*ft«r.tp..tm.nt.-In all cases where a large number of teeth havebeen removed, and m many others where the mouth is more thanordmanly sept,c, or the tissues have been much damaged, a n.outh-wash should be prescribed, to be used morning and evenmg. and alterevery- meal. In some cases, it may be advisable to syrmge an anti-
septic lot.on mto the socket or sockets. A useful mouth-wash is
B Licj Potassap 3j |

Tinct. Cocci „ ,Acid. Carbol. Liq. 3ss
j

Ac,. ^d^j
Misce. Sig.

: Nol lo be Men. Tse one teaspconful m half a tumble., of narm
water.

Or, oj a milder character :

—

R Acidi liorici er \ i An it,
ZinciSulph. I'uj I

'^^- ^'"51

Jlisce.

TREATMENT OF ALVEOLAR ABSCESS.
In order to prevent serious conditions and symptoms superveningand to avoid the pointing of the abscess outside the mouth the first

essential is to evacuate the pus. This may be done 'n f.vo ways namelyby removing the tooth or by incising the abscess. When the general
swelling IS considerable, and there seems to be any possibility of
cellulitis spreading to the neck, or when the abscess is about to point
outside the mouth, the former course should always be adopted Thetooth shoiild be extracted at once

; and if the pus is not freely evacuated
through the socket, or if the abscess is pointing inside the mouth and
at some distance from the tooth, the abscess should be freely incised
a-s well. When, however, the symptoms are less urgent, incision ofthe abscess will suffice to give immediate relief, and subsequent treat-ment by a dental surgeon may restore the tooth to a healthy condition
esiKcially in the ca,se of an acute abscess arising for the first time in
connection with a particular tooth. This course is particularly
desirable in the case of upper incisors and canine teeth when circum'-
stances permit. A lotion for use as a mouth-wash or for syringing
the abscess cavity should be prescribed, and the patient should be
given a purge.
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OF CERTAIN EMERGENCIES, SURGICAL AND GENERAL

Chai'Ter XI. III.

ASPIRATIOX ASD TAPPIXO OF THE BLADDER.

liETEXTlOX ASD SUPPRESSION OF URINE, ETC.

\ aPIRATION of the Bladder over tte Pubel.—This has become the

A common way of emptying the hladdcr by other than the natural

passage, since it has been recognized that the operation may safely

be repeated at short intervals ; as many as a dozen aspirations being

frequently iicrformed.

The instrument used may be the one previously mentioned (see

under " Abscesses," p. 306), or an ordinary fine trocar and cannula.

In any case the operation is of the simplest ; the points to bear m
mind are : (i) That the condition of the bladder must Iw accurately

N
Fin. 2^A- Ill-ADIIKR TKOCAR.

made out, and the thickness of its walls estimated as far as possible,

for a bladder mav be over-distended, and yet, through the muscular

hypertrophy of its walls, may rise only a very little way over the

pubic crest ; (2) That the aspirating trocar must be very sharp, so

that the bladder walls, if thus thickened, may be readily pierced ;
ind

(3) That the bladder must be entered fairly at light angles, just

above the pubes ; (4) That the bl; Ider must form a definite

tumour : it is not sufficient to rely on dullness alone ; (5) That care

must be taken not to mistake distention of the organ with blood for

distention with urine. A fine trocar and cannula, not a pen-pointed

hollow needle, must be used, and the best pattern is that in which

the trocar acts as a piston, and when withdrawn through the cannula,

allows the urine to escape by a side branch. The patient mu.,t be

lying down while the aspiration is being performed, and the operation

done with all antiseptic precautions. The depth at which the bladdei
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catnctcr is usc.l, or the cap.icty of the bladder >.s known.

Fi!. J«!.-Uut-BI.K.t,|.,s.VEu.Et. CATUEtKR,

.i^nrJ^XS,-^^-;^- - -pur... and

ordinary fashion
; the catheter emf 7!

"P-^rtures. ,s inserted in the

™aU irrigator, or thrfiutd^L odu«d'^brme:n:V: T *"'"' "' "^

syringe. > means of a glass or metal
ll'iM Syringe and Callieler.—Another methn,) i« <

metal or flexible catheter, and to injee"., bed ,"?',
^' '"''-'"-"^

amount to well within the caDacit^ of th i ^ '

'"' '"""'"« *!'«

.s disconnected the bla Idertril/ect tie fluff
"

^i

?™ "" ^^'^'-Se
be repeated.

' '" """' ""<! ^^e washing may
ICfVA Tube, Funnel, and Calheler ill ti, j

"•ayed catheter, without its crmnLaTlons ™ ^''.""t^Scs of the two-
a large catheter and attaching to Itube^^^th T"'t '^ ^"^^'"8

The tube should be not less than three ll^ i

*.""""' ^' "™ ^d.
first be held about a foot a, ,t"hetvj ! ™ '''^ '"""^' '^'^°'"<'

c tne ie\ci u. the bladder, and a suflicient

:!! !i
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..uiUU.ty ..f fluul pour.,1 .nt„ ,t until the l.l.ul.kT ,s hUcl
:

1h., Ijnng

™e the fu..nel sl.ouM Ik- ,lcvr.s»c<l Ik-Io^- the hhuKlcr c.. l-n

funnel u>ul tul«- will n„w act a, parts ul a syphon, an, the fluu

«rie .«n 0,1 from the eavity of the hladder. he greatest

e- e mus, l,e taken that a,r .loes not enter the organ an.l no .v.-.,h ng

:^Zm 1. .lone when a.ute cystit.s is present
f

,sten ,on of tl e

hH.l.lcr when aeutely n.Haine.l. is exceedingly pa.nful, and .t .s Utter

m^rel • i" mtroduce ,\o . o,. of some se.lat.ve solution -lH>r.,glyccr.de

i->(,^ and 'How It to be expelled naturally. ,,,,,.,„;,
This me hod we l«lieve to te the simplest and the l>est hut m t

„ i„"airmLrs, care must he- taUen not t" .l.^'c™. t e b^jd<.« - K

iLh'r;:e!:j::;':irx:'^auirr';^e-^^^uitr-u^

Tt i, expdW are somewhat remarkable, when lH,th the tolerance, and

;hr,^«er of expulsu.n of gas. shown b> the neighbourmg v.scus. the

'"x"w«hrtHrt«.«.-Tho ur«hra itself

f^^^,^^^^
out in the treatment of gonorrhoea, and very rarely m t' ... of other

a«ecttons of that canal. The injection of warm lo .on ,s generally

do™ by the patient h.mself, w.th a glass syringe hold.ng two or three

^nces ; a single syringefnl be.ng thrown up. reta.ned for a couple of

'"7hrm:thoi''d"oefw:u''enough for affections of the spong>. or mem-

branous urethra, but may not effectually wash out the prostatic port on

men th"s is reciuired to be done, a good plan .s to pass a short s Ivcr

caSteter e.g.. a female one, to just teyond the compressor urethra

muscle then to inject .0 oz. of a mild astringent lot.on mto the

bladder' and afterwards to allow it to be slowly and naturally expelled,

so that the prostatic urethra is twice washed over.

{S(e Janet's method of irrigation, under Gonorrhoea, p. 24»)-

RETENTIOH OF ORIME.

m any large general hospital it is a matter of almost .laily experience

tha? cases of disease or injury present themselves in which the con

-

j^ttn demands that immediate action must be taken and it wU

sometirnes happen that it is not possible for the resident medical

officerTobtlln the attendance of one of the visiting staff quickly

'"u ti"itTimpo"^rto draw any line within which he -y ^eel free

to exercise his own responsibility, for the rules at different hospital

vary "nd much will depend upon the length of service and persona^

Ix^rience of the particular officer ;
for example, m a case of retention

of'^rinc. with a practically impassable stricture. - h-- -f
on

recently appointed should not proceed beyond a fair attempt at

catheterization before he sends for help, while another who has served

a year or more might be justified in going on to aspiration of the

bladder.
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Still t„,h<. f.,ll.,„|nK rul.. there can 1« no cxcq„um : /„ ,,/, „„,,

of •^o,,l.l,l,, /,„„ ..rgenn „,„U stmt far ll,e ,n„„,c „»t,„„ ,,/ „„„ami If the cas,. U .rgenl he can but <lu his lH.st ,n Ihe meant.me

lo U ml.t""'"'"'
'

"''"'"''''"'' ""-'»•"" whichever M-en. tc. him

VVe shall ,l,scu»s some measure, which hor.ler upon „,,,,„r M.rRcrvsuch for example, a, ,leep jwrineal incions, chiefly because they arethe los.cal «e,,ue„,e of the failure of less severe pnKee,linRs, ami in
or<ler that the junior su.Reon should not feel as if «,th thes.- failures
the end of all resources ha.l been arrived at, althouKh the operative
steps themselves are most frequently undertaken „,Km the advice amiunder the direction of his senior.

Cases of obstruction to the flow of urine, • r,v,„/,„„ ,„„.< „s they
are termed, fo.ni a class which probably gi,es house surgeons moreanxiety than any other, and certainly no sulnlivision of siirRical
practice can show a worse record of damage done through careless or
Ignorant treatment.

The causes of retention of urine may Ik? grouix-d as follows • -
Phlmo.li, as a cause of acute retention, is usually met w,lh in infantsand ,s frequent y associated with an extreme .legree of ..mtraction of

the meatus The sympioms pnxluced arc those of bla.l.ler irrit.d.ilitv
and vesical calculus is often suspecte.l, I-urtlier, the hy,Krtrophied
muscular fasciculi of the bladder will often give a ,«culLr sensationwhen a sound is introduced, which may Ije mistaken for a stone

In later years phimosis, even ,f untreated, rarely leads to retention
but If to the original contracted state of the opening there Iw added
the effects of inflammation and ulceration, and possibly of preputial
calculi, retention will occur.

.fit ""•"

The Impaction of . Calcului in the urethra is a second cause more
frequent m those of tender year.., but not confined to them.
The Introduction of a Foraifn Body, or the ligalion of the penis by a

stung, arc other conditio-,s which occasionally demand recognition.
These arc also most frcqeent in young patients, but occur in those of
riper years, A string i

, occasionally tied round the penis of a childwho sutlers from nocturnal incontinence.
Oonorrhoe- nay lead to retention of i-rinc from three distinct causes •

(I) congestion of the swollen mucous mer^branc and spasm of the
compressor urethra muscle-the so-called spasmodic stricture. This
IS of rare occurrence, though ,ve shall have occasion to refer to spasm
as a cause of retention later on ; (2) .\cute prostatitis. This follows
an extension of the infective process, and is a more frequent occurrence
than that just mentioned

; (3) A peri-urcthral abscess. This, develop-mg in the course of an acute urethritis, leads to the fonnation of a
quantity of pus, either in the superficial or deep jKrineal pouch,
buch a collection, being as it were encapsulated and restrained by the
lascial envelopes o£ the perineu-n, presses back against the urethra
and jirevents the flow of urine.

»9

%

]V-
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llrUUM. Till- hbrou. narn.winK ol the laniil mii.ndary to in|ury

or BonorrlM-a I«™1», if untrwti'il. ti. ti-tcntiim nf Iw" ty|H-» ;

',"„ .„.. ,„., ..UT.. .s „ „ra,l,ul narrow,„„ o. Ih- hnn..,. .„ '';••;"';

...ntnutmn "1 ti.e l.Uul.l.r. and tr,-,|.u'TUy "f tuidaruH.n I
1
mat.K

a fi. slaKo .» r™l,c-,l. whrn tlu- l.lad.K-r lK..,m., .h.un.U'.l an,,

H.w"Cs t' ..x,H.l its ,.,nu.,U» ,.n,,H.rly. In ... .ny nt .hvs. .a,.-, thcr.^

to K,- a.sMH..at.-,l »i.h a trnc r.t<-nt,on. Il.,» .- <Uk' I" l"' ''
' '';

he. cai-ao.ty of the bladder ,s «• n-dncc-d that ov... when .dk<l t

lis c,<tre,..c- lin,it» .t .Uk-s ..... r.s,- mud, al,.,ve .1... U•^.l of the

"*TI,t' ivpe of retention .. .he ...ost .nM,lio..» an.i .la..Kero,.s. The

ter . ret nt.on vv.th overrtow. or false- ...continenee, l.a-, oftc. l.een

tZ to it. 1,,.. .t >vo..l,l IH. U-tter to confine this ter..t to ""-
i'--

there the hla.l.ler is ol>vi...,sly .hstended, as .n .-..laruernent o t e

,rost.,te. an.l t,. apply the ter,., Mn,l r •„„/„„. to the ior... jnsl -'o-"
^'

In his fonn the pat.e.,t eomes ..p for treatn.enl st.nk.nR of ,.r,ne.

„hi h onstantly esLpin^ fro,., the ..retl.ra, ..nder«oes .'-"m-";"'""

.he elothinR. S.,cl. cases may ta m.staken for ...cont.nence and

Z catc 1 ith l,etla,lonna .n the ho,K of .l.min.shinK the .rr.tab.hty

ol the 1 L.ler. Not only .s the strictnre exceclinRly t.Rl.t .n such

cUs I t tte Rcneral state of the patient .s .nfin.tely worse than .n

^te form « ch «e ,h 11 next .l.scuss. As the result of ob»tr..ctu,n

cxtembUK over a numlKr of years, the k,.lneys are grossly .lamage.!.

Ind a fa'al tcrminat.on unfortunately often follows even the gentlest

methcls of treatment. Because such a pa.,ent -" P-;-";;,"-^^;

the urEency of his condition is often overlooke<l whereas, by com

nari.rn with other cases cf acute retention, although perhaps the

ntti™" suffers less, the condition and outlook are far more senous.

^
The s^conTform of retention .s one of sudden an.l absolute retent.on

ocLrri^g in a patient who is suffering from str.Cure. an.l often .n one

who is" mler treatment for the same. After a bo,.t of alchohc excess

• ™d.len chill or prolonged pressure on the perineum, retent.on s.,ddenly

ttsin The l,lad.ler disten.ls. the sufter.ngs of the pat.ent .ncrease.

^ .mely eatment promptly br.ngs complete rel.ef. It .s not .,u.te

clear Tow these three factors-alcohol, ch.ll. and perineal pressure-

ad t'thes^e condition of retent,on. .Mcohol probably causes a

weaknes or temporarv paralys,s of the already overstra.ned muscular

mechan m ofX bla.uler :
wh.le a ch.ll. and possibly also pressure

™ t~neum. lea.l to congestion of the narrowed >-'hn,^"r^pa-

o" the ^nstrictor muscle. In some .nstances retent.on has foliowe.1

"
»;;'E^U*d"i^.taU, whether .nflammatory or neoplastic is a

commor"?:' oTJJtenJion of ur,ne Acute .nflanm.atory^ co—

s

. heen P--^-—
• , 'rLS^f^" e^C^^^

°^^^L'"^t'^^'-ta^.s vanety and in the carcinomatous
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nus,, roU.„t,„„ ,„.,y .K,„r. In ,„mc. ca«., thi, .»m|.|i.nt,»n «.tH m>mv „„|,l™ly
; »on,ctinu., it „ the first ami .,nlv M>„|,i„n, „( prostatic

-niaruauont that i, „„t,„.,l. |„ ,„|„.rs llu- .nwl „ ,„.,rr „r'ul„ ,1 -i
proKrisMv.. a..,.mulatln„ ol rt-si.lual „r,n.. IraclmK ,n ti.m- tn an al„n,.'

"h"""',
''',"'"' """ " '""-•^""ly r.-.nrr,nK .Iril n,. fr,m, tin-"r.t ra tlu.t ,s, t., rct.iUH,,, w.lh ov.rllnw. Th„ r.-trnlmn „„|,

..v.rllovv „ n„l always |,n„l,„t,v. ...Ih.r ,„ pain „r ,n, ,Mn™u.m..W ,,at,..nt, arr sen, „,.!, a l>la,l,l..r ,l,st..„,k.,l u|. t.. .!„ un.lHlKus
«h.. appi-ar ,|u.ti. <.,mf„rtal,l.- an,l «!„. r>s.nt llu- suw.sta.n „( a

always mcroly ,lr,l,l,U. awa,
.

Tl,. patu-nt .nav mlctMratf at .lohnitc
...tervas, passing st-v.-ral nan.rs at a t.nt., w,th„„t apprecial-lc
.l.min.tmn of Uw vcsaal sw.lhnK. S,„l,U.n retention in prmtat.c
.nlarKcnont appc'ars ,U.|K;n,knt „p„n lai tors snnilar to tl.os.- concern...,!m retention from stricture, naniely, alcohol, ,1,1, n,ll.,mn>ation, ,lr„Ks.Alcohol an.l clnll will act as before ,lescr,l.e,l. l„,|a,nmat,on ,„avcotnplicatc an a,lenomat,n.» -rowth, esiKcially if calcli arc present

prcscr,lH-.l for vos.cal irr.t ,n, fo;- example l«lla.lonna an,l morerarely morph.nc, may pr„.,uce retention. Thev shonhl never Ik.-
R.ven Without the cHsest observation, in case's of enlarRe,! prostate
"r imleed in any case where there is known to Ih; obstr.ictior t,> the
,>ut..riw of the urine.

S.y.r. H«n,orrhm»e Int. th. Bladdtr will e retention from the
coasiilation of blooci on the bla.Uler base The con.lition is notvery common. The four niain causes of profuse ha-m,.rrhaKe are :

(.) ( lots ,lescen,ling from the ki.lneys after injurv. in new KP.wthand more rarely m tubercle r,t these organs
: (.) IfaiitorrhaKe from

ruptured vancose veins on the bla.hler base, the retention which

tn ,?M^ T> ^^/"""""f
•«'"« ">= f'^»t ^""1 only sy,npton. of thetrouble

, (3) Ha.m,)rrhagc from a growth of the bla,l,lcr. usually aVillous tumoui
; (4) Ha.morrhage from pn.static enhirgeinent, either

spontaiieous, or after the passage of instruments
; (,) .\ciite cystitis

especially that form produced by the «. coli.
Rttentlon (oilowing Injurl.. to th. I>erin<uin ..d Ur.tlir..^It oftenhappens that retention occurs as a sc,|uel to a traitma, which pro-duces either a rupture, a laceration, or a bruising of the urethra, lii all

ciises such a condition of retention is purely protective, since the flood-
ing o bruised ,>r lacerate

1 parts with urine, apart from the intense
p. ,n that it Will cause, necessarily increases the risk of extravasationand pen-urethral suppuration. In all cases of urethral .lamage thepatient should not be permitted to pass his water naturally until

'"mmur"'
**'" *"'"'"• '"' ''"''''''*' "' P"''*"'''^. "' <l«'' »•'«•' the

Spaim.- Simple spasm, without any organic lesion of the urethramay produce retention. How far such a con.lition is as.sociated withsome as yet undcmonstrateil lesion of the nervous system it is difficult

iii
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to say. There is probably a close relation between retention due to

simple spasm and hysterical retention. We meet with many degrees,

irom the stammering bladder described by Paget, where the patient

cannot micturate in a pubUc urinal, a condition obviously due to

impcrJect nervous control, up to cases where retention is absolute

and complete.

Injurlu and Dluaui of the Nervoui Byttem—The commonest

interference with the act of micturition following injuries of the

spinal cord is retention. This may be said to occur at first in all

cases of extensive damage of the cord, or even of the Cauda equina.

Later it may give way to reflex or to true incontinence. I rinary

tioubies are certainly variable both in injuries and diseases of the

nervods system, and this is no doubt due to the complex nature of

the nervous mechanism which controls the bladder.

In head injuries with compression of the brain, retention usually

results, while of the more chronic diseases which produce this symptom,

tabes and bilateral lesions of the pyramidal tracts are the most impor-

tant The special clinical importance ^of these latter cases is that the

ner\'e lesion is sometimes overlooked in the attention puid to the

retention. It is advisable alwavs, when possible, toe' .agnose a stricture

with the urethroscope rather than with a sound. In some cases the

urethra is lax in front of the triangular ligament ;
if a small instrument,

especially a small gum-elastic catheter, be introduced, there is a chance

of its being caught against this obstruction, and a diagnosis of

stricture may be made, the real condition of tabes being overlooked.

Po.t-operati»e Retention.—This is a temporarj- condition following

operations, especially in the peh ic organs, and will be considered later.

One forir. of post-operative retention must be specially considered,

now that prostatectomy is more frequently performed, namely,

retention some weeks after the operation from the formation of a

phosphatic stone in the prostatic pouch.

Females are more free from the above urinary troubles than are

males, for anatomical reasons. On the other hand, retention from

incarceration of the gravid uterus is a condition which we may be at

any time called upon to treat.

Treatment.—It wiU be advisable first of all to enumerate the

various measures we have at our disposal, and then to consider which

particular remedy should be applied in an individual case. The

following have to he considered, namely :—

I. Removal of foreign body, stone, or ligature, incision of abscess.

2 The introduction of a catheter, as a temporary measure.

3. Tying in a catheter, so as to drain the bladder, or passively dilate

a stricture.

4. Suprapubic puncture ot the bladder.

5. External urethrotomy.

6. Suprapubic cystotomy.

Domestic remedies, such as a hot bath, an enema, a sponge wrung
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2HC1.—TllOMPI rHKIHRAL FURCEPS.

lining to the^argin. of tie °"atus":: p' TJ)
"' "" *'" ''""'^="

the^ttt;r„'ttm d-«;.'°a3a^>;„nr^^^^^^^^ " "- ->-
obstruction A calculu, ^Z„v f

"*"'''' ^"'' P°'*'"°" »' th"

penile urethra cautua,;-L"trS:'tht^ '""f" "^^^ °' *«
designed by S. HenryV^Ton^^C ^r'^^"'!' rt'':t':°nT

ir™;rte'rStre;tT-:i::%r^. "^Vtf
'"- "^ --"

i'f;
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and therefore l Kciy t" v
advisable to push a foreign hody

:''u':;r"hTb.'arer ,n alcuu" the ™nditJ of ai^a.rs is qu.to

narrowest and least dUatable P-^^^JJ^e
nreth^a^

^^ ^^^^^^^_^^ ^^__^

Pliiiili
L^X- u-^s^a be «a.ed^;.t ^P^ana^^^

nS T:Zr r^S::;:d"Lr'^-c>i«c .str^ent, or a

^•^rr:^:^'^r S^t ^ongesfon . .he^
s,m,lar treatment may be tried and ^^-n recour e had to he ro„rf
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!^1\" '"'•"' P*'*'«'8cs, for it must l« remembered that the mucousmembrane is engorfied, swollen and softened

thanlTm"none"*Tr"*-
'" '° " '-"*"''''' ""' "^ -""^ serviceable

auLs e™ naPn th
,'^"'' *° "' """= ""^•' """ » ''"^" instrumentcauses less pam than a large one. This is not the case so lone as amoderate sue only is employed. Again, a small instrument is m^chmore hkely to catch in the urethral foUls, ..\s to t e r'sk of the

trsriheT:,'''' "'r'^'"'
"^-^ -''-••-^^ o;'i;rag,on ittne bladder there does not appear to be much truth in it esi>eciallv.f the urethra be washed out as a preliminary, TheoretTciTly itseems wrong to pass a catheter along a canal teeming^^^hmkr^orgamsms mto a .sensitive cavity like the bladder; but, prac "cal

^

we may do ,t without hesitation and without any bad effect' So

isTept^ :':: ;1,T™
"° «-^^-«8<= *« the orga'n. and the patients kept quiet m bed, any microbes which happen to have entered theV.SCUS are either swept away in the stream of'^^ine or are incn and it

ntoa'h '"?h °l,r?r*
"'* *"''""'' -''""-tion of micro-o"ga„ifm

of "he nus'iraH th f'"' " "T'™*' " '""'"''" '""''"" """ "acuation

-of tl sthe^ f f ""^""u^-
^''" ""•'•'• ^''°"''' "°' be dama«edof this the greatest care should be taken,-and the cavity of theabscess should not be tightly plugged.

8trictu«.-\Vhen retention is caused by a stricture, the line oftreatment must depend upon several points , (t) Whether he patient.s a catheter subject, in which case a careful attempt wfth a catheterwiU invariably be rewarded by success, ,.) Whether there has tenany pievious attempt to pass an instrument
; if so, did much bleedingaccompany the attempt ? (3, Are we dealing wi h on^of the casefof latent retention, or is the bladder obviously distended '

ISow, these ca.ses of latent retention are the most serious. There isno great distention of the viscus, and in most instances the kWneysare extensively damaged. Some of these patients are intolerant ofinstrumentation
;

the ureth.a is sensitive and rotten! and otseveraoccasions extravasation has occurred after recourse o the catheter

fhouhi 7^"*-t";""r"y
P--"*- '" -ch cases suprapubic junctureshould never be trie<l. Two courses are oj^n to us : ,) To performan ex ernal urethrotomy at once; ,., To pass a catheter-tWs i

™

"drrd-t^'tfe-ft i:-'-
^"^" ''- '-^•°- - ^> "" ^'- ^

be mTde?f',\t
"'"'*'';, ""' "'''' "'=""' "'^" " ^-^'^heter, and a trial may

a^d allows t^^'^'" I
'"'"'""«« ^» " P^'s^ively dilates the urethraand allows the urine to escape alongside it

If no instrument can be introduced, preparations should be madefor performing external urethrotomy.

lil'
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Strlctun with 8p..m.-lf the case is seen l«tore any attempt has

be!i ma" to pi an mstrument. trial shouid be made of the gum-

^t.c caTheters and bougies. With a little patience success is the rule

aLaSh there may te a fairly tight stricture, the spasm wh.ch is

Tuo pre™nt is the ch.ef agent producing the retention. In -- whe-

instrumentation has been previously tned w.thout succo s. -t « .^uaUy

the metal instrument. With the forefinger of the left hand m

rectum the metal instrument is of the greatest value.

Difeent opinions are held as to the amount that should be done

Jh a"™: to'dUate the stricture. This must depend on the md>v.du 1

case If it is foun.l that the narrowmg is long, tortuous and ext'emeiy

5:-t^n^s^=i:t^t-"TFrt

'
The fnlfctn of a 5 per cent solution of cocaine, followed by warm

oil, facilitates the passage of instruments along the »^«thra

Suprapubic puncture is generally advised in those e^i^csjvnere

instrumentation fails, and where it is not considered w^e toad—

r

,n anesthetic The operation is a simple one, can be periormea

^sept^a fiords immediate relief, and can be -Pe-ted indeed

fte cannula can be left in sUu above the pubes, so as to dram the

*"' ctnamlv there are risks. Thus the bladder has been ruptured, and

--^^^nr^rbi^'f^od^f^rt^r^^^^

3r:^^^^co^™--—'—
^'Brfeflv CTthe treatment of a stncture-retention, if the case is

clea 1 ineoHong standing, with damaged kidneys and cystitis, ex erna

urethrotomy should be performed. In other cases, first gentle attempts

:T:^i si.es of gn'm-elastic sounds and eatheters under coca ne .

this failing a second attempt under general anaesthesia If fal«.

oassales are present, abandon soft instruments for metal ones. I

LtheSs a"e u"d, and a small size can be introduced, tie it m, and
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l^^flT^ "'l'"?
"'" '" '^"^*"' ""• ™*- " in»t™nicnts fa.l, perform

external urethrotomy or suprapubic puncture

I ''!?°"°Il1"*
»»«»'•'<•"••»* of the Proitate can uMiallj Ix; relievedby the catheter. In most cases the coudi or bicoudi instrument will

pass easily
;
but when one lobe oi the gland is chieflv affected, andwhen the urethra is displaced laterally, a rubber catheter armed witha sti ette or stiffened with a fine gum-elastic core .succeeds letter,bhould instrmnentation fail, the bladder may be punctured above the

pubes. If the patient appears to be suffering from the retention ofa large quantity of residual urine-" retention with overflow,"-a con-
siderable risk attends the withdrawal of the whole amount of retainedurme. In some cases severe haemorrhage from the kidneys is said tohave occurred

; m others suppression has super^•ened. If there appears

,^^ " ."?" ''"''"*"^' *''''" '° *° '^ """<:'='*. it i^ better nM towithdraw the entire amount, but to repeat the catheterization in afew hours .me
;

or if the urine is offensive, to withdraw the wholeamount and inject 6 to lo ounces of warm boracic solution into thebladder and leave it there.

When the retention is cau.sed by R.t.l„.d Blood-olot, the first thing isto make - diagnosis of the source of the liaraorrhage : whether theblood comes from ki.lney, bladder, or prostate. In the case of the

tT w„'' ^=.f
^' f^'n^ti™ "ill usually afford sufficient informa-

tion. When the blood comes from the kidney there will be a historyof injury to the loin, of previous bleeding, or of the passage of clotsand possibly a renal tumour may be palpated. When the bladder isthe source, ,f a papilloma or malignant growth be the cause, a histor\-
of previous haemorrhages can almost always be obtained, wherexs
profuse haemorrhage from a ruptured vein comes on without any
previous warning. '

lyarmng.-u a patient has a very large prostate causing retentiona catheter may enter a false passage in the deep part of the gland,or reach what is described by Freyer as a preprostatic pouch, a kind
of loculus in the urethra

; and when the catheter is withdrawn wif-
the ^ye choked with clot, it may be thought that the whole viscur,

f 1 ? ,
' character of the blood in the eye of the cathei

111 help to make matters dear. If from a recent injury to the gland,
t will be bright red

; if from a coagulum on the bladder base it willHe black.

tl,^''w"L '""'l''
"•** *''" ""= '" """ °t retention from clot mthe bladder, the treatment will vary according to the degree of

distention ol the viscus and the cause. If there is reason to believethat the hamorrhage is coming from the kidney or bladder, asuprapubic cystotomy should be performed, the clot removed, andine ren
. or vesical lesion receive appropriate treatment. If the

iismorrhage is coming from the prostate and is not severe, it is wellto follow the advice of Mr. Christopher Heath, and to introduce a
suppository of morphine and belladonna extract H gr. each) and wait

li\:M

m
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Urine has a solvent action upon blood-clot, ami if the retention is

not urgent, this treatment is often followed by the free Pa^^aRe of

urine fnd blood. It must ta clearly understood that there .s no

"'when the condition is more severe, it may be advisable to intrcduce

a gum-elastic catheter and to t.vi- it round in the ladder to brak

up the clot; then, after withdrawing .t. to msert the tube of_

ffigelow's evacuator, an.l by means of the evaenator withdraw the

El-clot, Th,s treatment ,s rarely satisfactory, ^he mtr«lu t.on

of these large instruments causes fresh bleedmg. and there s some

risk in injecfng more fluul by means of the powerfu ™bter Imm mto

a bladder already distemled : in such cases we act m our pat ent s

best interest by openmg the bladder above the pubes without

''"R.Untion following Injurl.. to the P.rineun..-In all cases where

theret reason to suspect injury to the urethra, the first .step should

Tan attempt to introduce a catheter ;. a couJe gum-elast.c mstrument

^U be found more serviceable than any other. Should such mtro-

duction fail, external urethrotomy should be performed at once If

the catheter has been passe<l into the bladder, it is better to

ie it iu at least for twenty-<"ur hours. Of course it there appears

to be merely a slight urethral bruising, this step need not be adopted,

and it" well to L guided by the amount of bleeding that has taken

;?ace f om the urethra and the amount of difficulty «penenced m

fhe introduction of the instrument. In all cases where a ca heter ha

been tied in, the closest watch must be kept over the perineum for

signs of peri-urethral suppuration.

Retontloi du. to 8p«m without any gross organic "uschief in the

urethra is diagnosed by means of the urethroscope ;
it is best treated

by bt imides and belladonna and the occasional passage of a large

"HvlSfand P..t-op.ra«v. B.UnHon must not be confounded

wifh suppression of urine. Instruments should not be used until various

domestic remedies have been tried.

A Phoiphatio Calcului in the prostatic cavity must be removed by

opening up the suprapubic wound.
n..—... we

When retention occurs during the course of Mervout Dl.e..ei we

have to deal with a condition of affairs very different from the preceding

varieties In many cases the retention is a permanent malady
;

in

others, weeks or months may elapse before the catheter can be dispen^d

with. The greatest care must be taken to avoid sepsis. {See Injuries

to the Spine," p. i*>.i-)

RUPTURE OF THE URETHRA AND EXTRAVASATION OF URINE.

There are two main causes of extravasation of urine The first is

the infliction of some injury to the perineum ;
the second is due to the

gradual weakening or -ncreasing rottenness of the tube, caused by low
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inflammatory changes follovvinR on an old-standinK stricture, with amore or less complete retention.
In both cases the extravasation is strictly a surgical emcrgcncv "

and requires prompt and decided treatment.
Traam.Mo Rupture of th« Upethr*.— It will l>e found that these cases

are mostly caused by a heavy fall on the crutch, or by a kick or blow
there, but they may be due to an incised or punctured wound The
symptoms pomting to an injury of the urethra are a constant and
extreme desire to pass water, with inability to do so. or at least onlv
in a few drops, while there is a varying amount of haemorrhage from
the meatus. There are also bruising and great tenderness in the
perineum. These symptoms indicate that the urethra has been torn
and unless a catheter can be immediately passc<l, and kept in the
bladder, symptoms of extravasation will soon occur.
Under no circumstances should the patient lie allowed to pass his

water, if it can be prevented, until the state of the urethra has been
investigated.

Management of Catheter.-In the first place then, a \ery gentle and
patient attempt should be made to pass a catheter, using by preference
a ^o 8 or 9 soft, olivary-shaped one, or tetter still, a comU instrument
and If this fails, a silver one, taking particular care to keep alone the
root of the canal.

If a moderate-sized catheter will not pass, a smaller one may te
tried, but will probably fail to get through, and the attempt must not
be persisted in.

In the fortunate event of an instrument having been passed into he
bladder, it should be tied in, in the manner already descriteil ,d
the after-treatment of the case may be left to the visiting suro m
The patient will, in most cases, do well.
But very often it is not possible to pass an instrument. In this

case It would be unwise to wait for any length of time, for extravasation
of urine might take place and put the patient in a verv hazardous
position. A house surgeon should therefore send for hii chief and
make all preparations for a perineal section, which is described telow
Median Perineal Incision—The patient should at once be put under

an ana;sthetic, and being placed in the lithotomy position a deep
incision should be made absolutely in the middle line, down to the
urethra m the perineum. The opportunity of the ansrsthesia may
be used for a final attempt at the passage of a catheter.
The knife will be found to cut into tissues which have a semi-

gelatinous appearance, due to infiltration with urine, which will at once
begin to drain away from them, gradually relieving the bladder. Xo
mere surface incision is to be made, but the urethra or its immediate
neighbourhood must be thoroughly opened up.
A median incision made thus early will often be sufficient to prevent

further extravasation, but it frequently happens that the patient is
not seen until the urine has made its wav into the scrotum and mn-v

ill

Im
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be traced travelling along the folds of the groin upwards o" «" *•«

aLlomen its progress being marke,! by a dusky brawny mmtrafon^

ThT anatomical reasons why the usual traumat.c rupture of the

nret "ra m fron of the triangular ligament .s followed by extravasat>on

nto he scrotum and upwards on to the abdomen, but not down

"ward^ the thighs, are well known. But cases do sometimes occur

o" rupture tetween the layers of the ligament ;
the ur.ne w.U then

travel in a different direction.

Free mdsions wherever the tissues are mvolved offer, in such a

cas. the only chance of preventing the most extensive sloughing

with' all the attendant risks of septicaemia. The median one in the

« neum should never be omitted, but in addition. *e scrotum a„d

benis may have to be incised in two or three places, while the same

S TilUrequently have to be afforded to the skin of the lower part

of the abdomen In spite of all. however, some sloughing .s sure to

o cur and tWs with th'e smell caused.by the constant escape of urine,

generally makes it desirable that the patient should be isolated.

The Darts may be fomented well with boric lint or some mild anti-

sept^ preparation. Frequent washing and syringing with perman-

ganate of potash, or carbolic acid lotions, will be called for, and as soon

as the patent is able to do so. he should frequently sit in a bath of

weak warm permanganate of potash or bone acid.

Ixtr »«»«o™« . ««lt of 8trlctur..-The other fashion in which

the urethr" wal" may give way occurs when a long-standing and

neglected stricture pr<^uces a condition of partial or (more rarely

of complete retention. A low lorm of inflammatory softening of the

wanHf the canal takes place, and, distended beyond their power of

distance in that condition, they give way; the result is the fo,^,a ion

of urinary absces.ses and extravasation. The symptoms do not differ

mate™ 1 y from the traumatic form, save in this, that the extravasation

Tomr^ences as soon as the urethra gives way. whereas m ^e traumaUc

ca^rthere is no escape of urine until the patient attempts to pa^

>tter It must be clearly understood that in many cases the symptoms

Tf extravasation come on gradually. The first manifestation of a

urethral leakage may ta a tender swelling in the perineum, or peri-

"pr:«rarAh.«...-There are three common -uses for this con

dition: (I) Gonorrhoea, already considered ; (2) P'^°^*-'"'=.
^.^''f"'

which tracks down into the perineum : (3) Extravasation behind a

icture. It is most essential that the cau^ of the abscess .shou d be

recognized as soon as possible, as the treatment differs in the three

"Tn the case of a prostatic abscess, rectal examination will reveal a

swollen tender prostate, and the pus must be evacuated by a deep

perineal incision ; it is not always necessary to open the «=*".

But ;vhen a pcri-«rethr.-il abscess arises from softening of the urethra

mlltrZ^e. the patient's history, and an examination of the
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canal with a sound, or letter, the urcUiroscoiw. will Rive sufficient
informat.on. The trcatmfnt to \k acloplt-.l is external urethroton.v
Main Lines of Trkatmext of liXTiiAVASATiov.-The question of

the passage of an instrument should be left to the discretion of the
visiting surgeon, for, as a rule, the tissues are not in a condition
to allow 01 successful catheterization until the operation of perineal
section has been performed, and further danmge may casilv Ix.-

done in the attempt. But there must be no hesitation or delay
in relieving the extravasation by free incisions, whenever thev are
required, the one in the middle line of the jKTineum being, as lilore
the most important.

The prognosis in these cases is unfavourable. From the nature
of the disease it follows that the patient is broken down constitu-
tionally

:
ver ' probably his ki.lneys are diseased-" surgical kidncvs

"

—and the infiltration, suppuration, ami sloughing which result 'are
apt to bring about a condition of septica<mia which is generally fatal
In any case stimulants, such as alcohol, carbonate of ammonia etcand a generous diet will be required, while with regard to the local
dressing, the management will te similar to that which wa.s advised
for traumatic cases.

We do not here consider the surgical questions which arise in
connection with the urinary fistute which so often are the result of
extravasation, however produced.

RUPTURE OF THE BLADDER.
This is a form of injury frequently met with in the accident wards

of a hospital, and although the active treatment of the injurv belongs
to miajor surgery, the recognition of this serious lesion is the duty of
the house surgeon.

Rupture is often produced by a fall or a blow on the abdomen, when
the organ is in a state of distention, but the accident may accompany
a crush or fracture of the pelvis : indeed, the most serious forms of
injury are associated with this condition.

In any case when a patient has fallen from a great height or has
been crushed or run over, it is the duty of the house surgeon to
ascertain as soon as possible whether the bladder has been damaged
The rupture may involve the peritoneal or non-peritoneal surface of

the viscus
;
and although it may not be possible at first to distinguis'i

between these two varieties of injury, some information can be obtained
on examination, which will make it clear that the bladder has been
lacerated. There is usually profound shock, and as this condition in
Itself may lead to a temporary cessation of the renal function the
fact that the patient is unable to pass water does not attract the
attention due to it. In some cases where the rupture is extra-
peritoneal, there is an intense desire to micturate, but inability to

Supposing then that a patient is brought in after a severe crush

'

I
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lKt««n the Luflen. of a tra.n. a careful examination .» ma.le o( the

pelvis in onler to ascertain .f the iK.nex are l.roken. n an> ca« the

^xt s "l. is to pass a gum-clastic cathrter into the l.la.l.ler. Should

Si tLed .>rme Ik- Wtlulrawn. there ,» slronB but not conclus ve

e Went^tha; .he ..ladder has .«en injured the ....Kxl may come rom

a bruised or lacerated kulney. (.S« 1-ractures of the 1 eK ,«, p- V-)

SUPPRIUIOM or OIIME.

1, sometimes hap,K-ns that in the course of his surgical work a

house urge™ is ca led u,.>n to deal with a case of suppress-on o

r: "h the many causes which lea.l to the condmon^ « ™ - -^
„rnstnic enlaroemcn. are ihe most common, apart of lourse irom

rv::;:or^hca. ,orms .,. nephrUis It ,s ,^.te ^V™;^; - ^P^

of this work to <lis.uss all the conditions which m.i% gixe rise to

^ipirrssio^o, urine or anuria, but a brief lu.t -" '« .-n and the

non operative treatment of suppression considered in .letail.

SbiiructW. Buppr.Ml.n occurs when l«.th ureters or the .,ri-ter of a

s,ngrwor.g "Tey iK-come blocked by a calculus. a,.l the same

S J^curs when the ureter, become entangled in a ">''«;•"; «'°;h^

The special point .» the prompt recognition of the condition, which

although rare is occasionally met with.

Mon-otatmoUv. Anuria occurs in many diflerent forms.

Vn .W™ t'o«- -VVp/'^'is. the tubules of the kidney become choked

„y inflammatory debris, and a partial or total suppression of function

"''^efiTAnuria occurs after renal and abdominal operations, or

afte some operation on the urinary tract : it may be only the passage

'fa cTheter or a more severe proceeding, such as urethrotomy or

"'utthi^Tit form of suppression which will be considered It must

be borne in mind that patients who have sufferen for any length of

tfme from stricture, stone, or prostatic enlargement, have sustained a

certainTmount of damage to their kidneys. They "e there ore le^

able to withstand any operative procedure than an individual who is

free from these disorders. . . .

Th Treatment may .« considered from two P"'"*; "' "^V ^'^]

Prophylactic treatment, directed to minimize the chances of the

Tu^'^rlxntion of suppression ; (.) The treatment of suppression when

°"r tV: ""Intention should Ik paid to the preparation of all

cases of stricture and enlarge<l prostate before any operative procedure ;

ever^- effort should be made to improve the condition of the '..dneys

bv drugs "nd dieting, and the vicarious action of the skin and bowels

in carrying o« the excretions encouraged to the fullest extent. Warmth

n^:;^:::dr:i;::;r:~ed,ng,y valuable, and t,. d^t^^o^a

consist of milk with a fair amount of diluent drink, such as distilled
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wat^r. I.arlcy.»atcr. anil linsiTil U-a. It !.:,» lm.Mi arBUed that iliuri-tic..
should \k pmhlWtcil an IrndinR to ov.r»lram the ilaniiiK"! kiilnovsWc do not hold this view, csiic.iallx il tlu- diiirftas arc h.rmli-.s ami
sedative, as harlcy.wi.ler and hnseid tea. As a rule, in the ilarnaiied
kidney there is no difficulty in the watery element of the urine niakinK
its exit

: the trouble is with the i.rea and extra.tiv.s
; .lihition will

assist the kidney in Kctlini! rid . I them, and a certain mcr-ase in the
fluid of the hliKxl will favour M: .lorcsis anil tree purgation.

It is a natural corcllary from llie«- precautions that if reniil
inadeipia.y is rccoi-nized, o|)crative treatment should Iw condemned
as licinR likely to precipitate anuria.

Hut in practice it is necessary to liear in mind that the cause of the
renal dlsea«., if left alone, will itself slioriK lirinif aUnit a fiital issue •

in other words, that stricture and enlarKed prostate, if not relic\eil
will end in death. It is not always |K,ssil,le to form an opinion, iiimn
examination o: the urine, as to the patient's chances of survivinir an
operation. .\t the same time the urine in a case of Renito-urinarv
disease should Ix submittc.l to the most careful examination, // ,s
-1.)/ s,if)ic,n,l l„ n!y ufon a chmc, .(/.r, ,„„,,, Thr loh. mmmni parsed
in Iwenly-jom h^urs should he cotkcl,;!. Ilie amount „/ „iea md sails
eslimalfd. and then come idea can he formed as lo the e„f,aeily of the
palieul 10 wWisland any af'ralion thai may he under consideration.

i. If a pati. it. shonly after the passage of a catheter or after an
operation, has a rigor, the house surgeon should at once bocomo
suspicious about his case. The urine should, if possible, be collected
and if there is a diminution in the amount pa.sse<l, suppression is to
be feared. The first thing to do is to get the bowels well oi>en with adrachm of pulv. jalapa- co., or j gr. of calomel, and to apply dry cups
or hnseed poultices over the loins. These arc simple and most efficient
remedies, prompt recourse to which has saved n.:.ny ca.ses. Digitals
may be given, but sparteine sulphate in i-gr. doses hypodermicr 'Iv
IS now said to give better results.

If. in spite of all. absolute suppression intervenes, the house
surgeon must give his patient a hot pack, the cupping Iwing repeated
subsequently. ^

The hot pack is given as fo lows : The patient is wrapped up in a
b anket, and lies on a mackintosh sheet. A cradle covered with a
blanket and a mackintosh is placed over him. so that only his head is
exposed. At the bottom of the bed a kettle is kept boiling by means
of a spirit lamp

; to the spout of the kettle a lo.ig metal funnel is
attached, which is passed underneath the cradle, so that the steam
circulates round the patient's body. A thermometer should be placed
underneath the cradle, and the temperature should be raised to
i«)°F. It is sometimes necessary to allow a higher point to be
reached if free sweating docs not occur, but ijir F. may be taken as a
usual temperature.
The patient should be kept in the apparatus for twenty minutes to

1:
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OF HEJiXlA. IXTHSriXAL OBSTKIICTIOX, A.\D ACUTE
ADIX)MINAI. ri-SIOXS.

C*^™f,u"',
""**"'!• ""'• "y^P*™" »' "b»truction more „r lc«.

am^ tiTn
»« "'"y 're-iucnt occurrence in any larRo hospital,ami tho proper .l>«.r,mmation of the .liflerent kin.N and .Icgrcc, othH ronditKm H a most difficult an.l responnlblc part o a hou«

Z^l:T- ':> ""' *•"" '"' '""»' f-rniotom"^. « lurii^ ^^^formed by the v,,,t,ng surgeon, l.ut this may l^ the simplest part ofthe whole troatnent. while the house surgeon has to decidi up^npomt, w uch ar. often obscur,,. such as whether the question of oX"
and .f so. for how long, whether a prehminary bath should U giv™

namely. wl,r„ ,„ douhi «„rf /„r M, .m,,,,,^ j„,^,„„
* "'""

Typto,! c« of •U.MJul.tt.B.-In considering the rules whichsl.ould govern the management of these ca.«s. we wUI
™

ke ^^tl
have .xLsted. we will supp<,»e. for twenty-four h"i,rs. and where without

rfTon. Ir I 1".^ ^ ""I^"^« 'o -now if the hernia l,c- oneof long standing which has suddenly become much larger, or whetherthu ,, the occasion of its finit ap,iearance. and, in the .irmer ca«whether or not a truss has been habitually worn. These questTons

^sl^Th!
*" 7"""^ " T''

'^'"^'' " "^y •« -'" toIm" oy' tZa small hernia, down for the first time, is probably more tightly nippedand requires more tender handling than an old-standing <me fn whkhth- canal is certainly dilated, and a portion, at any rate of theTut
IS accustomed to slip to and fro. * '

The house surgeon must then exercise his discretion as to whethera^further trial m.y fairly he made of the taxis, then and ther" bu

ZL ^;
**"""" ^"«""« "• <"''" indications show that the

tonsfor" '" v7 '^'''''*' "' ""' •" "•"" " "^ ™"«"« h- -••"'?">-

Of aLirs
"" """""^ '" *"'= "^-^^rt^ining of the con.lrtiou

He must next decide between sending for the visiting surgeon atonce or first tr>;ing the effects of a hot bath, to be, perhaps ollowc,up by an injection of starch and laudanum. The fomer „ nowTheusua cour.. adopted. But should the bath be decided^n it shouV^
slight feeling of faintness. Taxis may tlien be tried in the bath, but it

3°

if:

it

wr
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can be performed more conveniently on the t«d. the Patient lying

beJwe^n blankets. Only a moderate amount of tax.s should be tried

teTt is often found that the vitality of the strangulated Rut has been

further jeopardized by the free manipulations made m attemptmg o

reduce the rupture. If the hernia cannot be reduced, no time should

be los in sendfng for the visiting surgeon, and preparing for hern,oto,ny

In the case of a very acute strangulation in a rupture down fo the

first time there is no doubt that operation should not be delayed for

^thX antiseptic methods now in practice the risks of the operation

S art comparatively small, and time occupied in gmng a bath and

Luem^ing further taxis may, or probably will, only lead o greater

cong" tion of the strangulated part and increase the chances of gangrene

of tiie intestine. The house surgeon then should at once send for his

chief and make all preparations for the operation.

In the cases we have hitherto considered, the strangulation has not

be
"
su;i^s"d to have been of more than twenty-four hours' duration^

Un ortunately a large proportion pi hospital cases of strangulated

^p^e"a::tt sent i'n u^til'the symV- ^-e been pre^enUor da^

In such a case it will always be at any rate doubtful as to whether the

ntei'ne can bear even the gentlest taxis, and it may be m a condition

"h it would not be .'ght to return it into the abdomen, even .f

i? w™e possible to do so. Here every hour's delay is hurtful, and the

hou" s^geon should immediately send for the visiting -^geon fet

ever^hing ready for herniotomy, and leave the question of makmg

Tny 'Attempt at^eductlon by taxis to his senior's discretion and

"r.efof*Utf«. 8trangu.a«.n.-But all ruptures w-hich cannot be

returned, or are difficult to return, are not strangulated, ''ven though

Msome cases there be a certain amount of distress and nausea ChnicaJ

x^rience, not to be learned from books, will alone enable these to be

ll^nguished with certainty, but, although some will '^'"^ain doubtful

uSil cleared up by the course of events, the house surgeon will genera y

be able to distinguish readily enough whether strangulation is really

'"?hfcases which require most discretion are those in which at first

there are no symptoms indicating that the gut is nipped, beyond the

fact thS U cannot be returned, and then gradually the case becomes

doubtfully and at last distinctly, one of strangulation.

Although in such a case the visiting surgeon wiU very probably

ha« somfdifficulty in deciding when to operate, still it is certam tha

he should be given the opportunity of doing so early; so that the

nLin du y of the house surgeon is to send for him as soon as any quest on

oihe existence of strangulation arises, and it should be remembered

that in cases of umbilical hemia= of long standing the symptoms of

strangulation are frequently very indefinite.

'"^ ^Pturc should never be thought lightly of because it is small on

the contrary, it is the small knuckles of mtestine which get most tightlj
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nipped, especially in femoral hcrniic, and as we havr ^-.iH k /
those Which suddenly develop in c^se^ence „V some tat, T^:more hkely to be very acutely strangulated than lon«..,tandingTnes

Wh.,l u'
*"" "^y ^ ^'-^ "'' «° th*^ performance of L sVVhether an anesthetic be used or not, the leg and trunk must bl putmto the position which will mechanically relax the marTns n^ ^h„apert„res and the greatest possible gentleness sho.ldT^lris^^Th,s must te specially kept in mind when the patient is under et^e;

guard Tr' r ?r"=''
°' '='""?'=''"'' ''°^'-->- -ith oneta,"guard. The amount of damage w!nch may be done hy ,„„./, ,a,is must

"^^^ srtt'-- f^-r= :^£tr£H
.unsuitable cases. The following rules with regard to it\dH b'tund

I. Place the patient in a recumbent position the head !,„;„.,supported by a pillow, the pelvis slightly higher than th shoildcrs h!

thfbed Th: tr,I?
'",!"'",'• ^"^ *= ^"^ <" *"= '-' Aould r" t onthe bed The bladder should be emptied. Uniform pressure i, to

^eTnttn r"™- *i^'

''^""' '" * '''"'^*"'" "P--"^ and'o.t:L:forthe ingumal varietj., inwards and upwards for the femoral
2. Never apply taxis for a longer period than five minutes thisincludes an attempt with and without Vn anaesthetic.

'

tota?;;:ht'fin%rranVhrnd.™"" "' ''^^^^"^ "^" ^^ "^ ''™"^"

4. Never attempt taxis if the hernia has been strangulated (definitesymptoms, vomiting, etc.) for more than twentyfour hours
5. Do not attempt it in cases where the first appearance of a hernia

reT^t^ltr' "'";
"'f

-"Sulation. In suSfcases fte co ten

"

are very tightly nipped, and taxis will almost certainly fail

variety"
'"''"

'""'"'^ *"" '' """" dangerous than in the inguinal

and !'
t "1! i^^'''"

'" apparently successful, always admit the patientand watch him carefully for twenty-four houre. If the svniDtom,
Persist, they are due to some mischance in connection w.h thc^axTsand immediate operation is required

^/^rf;,;;;'."'"''
"" ''""' ""^ "'"-''"" - ^-/°™""' -^ '"^^

or "^Tn""!,
*'"""' strangulation. - Ruptures which are difficult

°
Ttot'e,:

"''""• "^"^ "'"* =>" ""' strangulated, can l.TrX

them Ver^
7'"-g'=""es nevertheless wc may here shortly consider

v.ft'thJh'^it r ^'rr
'"'"''' "'^^ '" ^' '" the supine position

o te effect ''h ^^'m^'
'""''* °" " P"'°"-' "•'" ™--'^'» -J-t»n

i^ aTwH t V ;
'" °":»t''"''ing ca.ses especially, the patient .^hould

oiten succeed when the surgeon would fail.

1^
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The ice-b^g. or in old people a fomentation^ may ^e o' "- oj™
aUv but the recognition of such cases is difficult, and it is far better

^"„urve even an unstrangulated hernia by
y-J- *-

J° «!'*

for a possible but doubtful relief to be gained by an ice-bag.

irreducible hernia must always be looked on as a danger.

The warm b™th, followed by a simple enema, or one containing opium

as bSoTe™scrib;d, is here also frequently of great service: but in

SetSence of disquieting symptoms, patience and rest m bed are the

great agents for effecting the reduction.

^A rupture is sometimes permanently '"jducible in whole or part

in which case, if operation is contraindicated, the only thmg to do is to

have a tr^ss of a social shape made for its support and P">t=<^t'°"-

cim of I«te.tLl Ob.t™.tl«n which usually require immediate

op^?a"L only CO „., under notice here in connection wnth the examina-

tion and preparation which the house surgeon should make.

When a given case of obstruction is admitted to the hospital, here

mav ormay not be considerable doubt as to the accuracy of the

di Cis and although the house surgeon will naturally inform his

chi'fT'can by a thorough preliminary examination give his surgeon

TtbSninTaS^y of the case the points of special importance

'°
'^M^of^onsTt, with or without pain ; if with pain, its position

and extent. . .,

2 History of previous attacks in any way similar.

, The character, frequency, and duration of the vomrtmg.

4. The state of the pulse and temperature.

5. The condition of the abdomen: «.) D'='*'="'l^<» "
"f/ *^ ',nte-

peristalsis ;
{c) The presence of any lump or mass

;
id) Local tender

ness or area of muscular rigidity.
,.„,„i,v

6 The appearance of the hernial orifices. These must be
^J'f

"'"''^

a,,ye.ZiZin all cases 0/ obstruction, or a small strangulated hernia

T «r,«l°*fa recta, e.am.natton. This examination must never

be'ommed in many cases it affords some informa^on as to the

cause of the obstruction. Many cases of carcinoma of the rectum

4t present themselves with symptoms of acute obstruction, and m

intusLception a mass can be felt in a fair number of cases

HaXg pa°d due attention to these details, if the diagnosis - donMf„'

and the 'vomiting is not urgent, and the pulse is q"-* -"^ of good

volume, the house surgeon should order an ^<="™*-!:*
*"\j''^J,

iniection slowly given, followed by a turpentine solution. If these

pr.Suce no res'llt he may try the effect of an enema made up as

follows:

—

,j

E Magnes. Sulph. 5) I

'^.i<'^^ j*

Such an enema is useful in cases where the previous enemata have

been retairod.
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If the above treatment produces no effect, the patient will probably
require an operation, and all preparations should be made pending
the arrival of the surgeon, /„ no case 0/ suspected obslruclion should
the house surgeon ever order a purge.

Obitruction from Aeeumulatlon of Faeet must be considered The
obstruction is situated usually in the upper part of the rectum or
sigmoid flexure, and occurs most commonly in women or in children
as a sequel to some severe illness, such as typhoid fever, but examplesmay be found in patients of either sex, and at any age.

Usually a history will be given of habitual constipation, steadily
getting more and more difficult to overcome, until finally there may
have been no relief by the anus for a period to be measured by weeks
In other cases some fajces may have been passed, but the bowel has
never been properly unloaded. On examining the patient it will
probably be found that the intestines are greatly distended with flatus
while in the left ihac region a soft doughy tumour is to be felt the
shape of which may be altered by manipulation, which is generally
borne well, although it may be that a certain degree of inflammation
of the surrounding parts has been set up. In any case distress and
nausea will be present, and the symptoms may be sufficiently severe
to mask the real nature of the trouble and to make it resemble a case
of acute obstruction due to some mass of new growth in the situation
of the sigm.iid flexure, or to an intussusception or volvulus of the
bowel, A thorough digital examination of the rectum ought never
to be omitted.

The treatment in these cases consists in unloading the sigmoid
flexure and rectum as speedily as possible. In the first place all the
faical matter which can be dislodged fror, the rectum by the finger
or a spoon should be so removed, and mas: .s somewhat higher up may
be got at by a scoop or spoon with a longer handle. A peirter table-
spoon, bent so as to diminish the width of the bowl, will do, or a litho-
tomy scoop. But these masses arc frequently very hard almost
stony, and often they can hardly be dislodged withor* previous soften-
mg. while those that lie still higher up in li,e canal are out of reach
altogether. The removal of these must be achieved by cnemata
injected high up into the bowel by means of a long tube These
injections mu.st be frequently repeated, and it may be necessary to
play a stream from an enema upon the hardened collections for a long
time. But although the clearing out of the canal may be very trouble-
some, we behevc it can always be effected by the careful u.se of a scoop
for such masses as may come within reach, and of cnemata • these
may be copious ones of warm water, or, in more obstinate cases of
warra olive oil. Again, to about a pint of the oil an ounce of turpentine
may be added. The tube of a stomach pump will do in the absence
01 a special apparatus for the administration of these encraata
The intestine will be left in a very atonic state for a long time after

tlie fa!ces have been removed, and a recurrence of the condition must

f
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be Ruardcd afiainst by the frequent use of simple or astringent enemata

veg'etaWe or'sahne purges, and the like, Often much good -effected

by shampooing and knc ,.ding the abdomen, especially .f flatus be tne

"AluL^AMomirCL-Apart from the previously described

condHls" intestinal obstruction, and apart "1- *'om the vanous

miurics th.u may result from blows or crushes of the abdomen, there

rema ns an important group of cases which present symptoms of an

Tcute ^bTlomra. catastrophe The ch.ef causes of this co"d,t,on are

acute appendicitis, perforation of a gastric or duodenal ulcer, rupture

o a pyosalpinx, or Vn extra-uterine gestation. It .s often .mposs-hle

in the early stages of a case to make an accurate diagnosis but it is

'v"ery e-ntial to recognize the important features f-h deno" , s

severity and the routine examination and course of trea ment that

are to be adopted until some definite conclusion can be arrived at.

In the firs place it must be remembered that the three colic -

renal, biliary, Ld intestinal (lead)-may ,-" P'"-;','-*^,JI^'*
closely simulate those of a more serious lesion; and care luu.t be

taken as far as possible to eliminate these confusmg eond.twn..

Again the gastric crises in tabes, are sometimes so acute that a

gaftric perforation is simulated; and, lastly, it has bee" repeatedly

pointed out that pulmonary diseases, such as pneumonia and pleurisy,

may present a tr4 of signs and symptoms closely simulating appendi-

citis. Ptomaine poisoning must also be considered.

It will be obvious, therefore, that in any given case admitted during

the earlier stages of an acute disease a very careful examination ,m11

^rThrtine must be systematically and carefully examined for

blood, albumin, and crystals.

2 The coniunctiva; must be examined for signs of jaundice.

3. The patient's occupation should be noted, and lead-poisoning

""rThl' knee-jerks ar^ to be tested, and other signs of tabes looked

for in a suspicious case.

,. The lungs arc to be very carefully examined.

I The presence or absence of any vaginal discharge is to be noted

also enqufries are to be made as to any irregularities or pecuharUies

with regard to menstruation, especially in those cases where the lesion

appears situated in the pelvic region.
^ n ,,„ „,,ie

r \ rectal and. if necessary, a vaginal examination should he made

Having carried out this investigation with as little disturbance of

t^e patient as possible (it must be left to the discretion of the house

surgeoTto recognize when vaginal or rectal examinations are best

omftted), the next step is to consider carefully the condition of the

abdomen and of "le patient generally.
^. ,+ ,, +,,.„

For the first fcv hours after perforation of the intestmal tract there

is usually a considerable amount of shock. This may pass off in a fc«
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!'™I^ed"t'i*,tfr'T.r'* ""' ^ '"''''"' >»' *"= '""=* ^hat when he

-n t„ «^
to the pat,ent the temperature may be normal an,l the pulse

n^ll^/n , '^ t
"^,'° " ""*'='"''' *•"= *'='"l»^='ture will be seen to riseunless profound shock is present, and the pulse-rate will increase. TMs

IS a most imporlatit painl.

tio?" fh"T'
"'^'^

"I,**""
P""™* '' suggestive of some grave condi-

forehJ T'"""^ P^'"' """^ ">"<^ '^ "^ ^"Bht contraction of thelorehead, giving the so-called anxious or abdominal expression The

ff-"m. T'"^
^ '" ^'T^

P^'" ""'' '^ '"'^*''^^»' *""^'"8 th<^ head from side

tL K H™"^'"?
"P **"= '™''' ""'' P'^""e 'h"' hands behind the head.The body .s kept sfll. The patient usually lies on the back, anddoesnot roll about or writhe in pam as in cases of biliary or renal colic

{^Z^^r^T',
°' "f ""' "^ " P™"'"™* 'e^iture. The vomit shouldbe mspected for evidence of blood.

„n?"jr'P"'*iT'
*".«'^°'"'"''l ™l' ^viU be found retracted, and willnot mo™ with respiration. When the hand is placed upon it themuscles feel hard and boardlike, and ti.ey do not rela. during the respira-

Zl^rr'"""
""' '' '" °"ser^ation of the grcaiest vllue. Somedoubtful cases present signs closely similar to those of a perforated

gastric ulcer; there is a fair amount of rigidity, pain, etc ; but agentle pressure of the hand will often succee<l in overcoming the rigidity
especial y 1, the patient's attention is distracted, and the muscles may
t>2 felt to yield during inspiration.
The skin on the surface of the abdomen is hypera-sthetic, and the

..ghtest percussion causes a further muscular spasm, and the patient
flinches and complains of great pain. When light percussion elicL this

of^ritonTtis."
"'"'""'"'°" "'* ^^^ "'her symptoms, it is .liagnostic

hv^w' '77 ^rlf^'""'
°' ''"" ^'^ '" *'= peritoneal cavity, as shown

S^ Zkl TK
""" '" "' '™ "='''• ^y "" increa.sed dullnc., inthe flanks. These signs are not of much value, and the diagnosis of aperforative peritonitis must not depend upon their presence or absence.

nresTn? fh 'T """* °' "'" ='''°^'^ '''^ns and symptoms are
present, the house surgeon may conclude that he has some seriousabdominal lesion before him that will, in all probability, require anmmediate operat.on. He will, therefore, notify his surgeon, and makethe necessary p-.eparations.

Supposing, nowever, that the symptoms are not quite definite, hemust watch the case, keeping in mind the importance of an increase
in pulse-rate and the development of muscular rigiditv
He must undertake no active treatment. Xo food must be given, and no

1'ugs. Above all, he must not give morphia. If the collapse isprofound he may .-ansfusc the patient and inject strychnine hypo-
derm.cally. I.cr t . relief of pain he may order a fomentation for the

th.r,'"'. ?f'"f
'""''"" "'^* '"^ """ ''" "'" he likely to benefitthe patient while the exhibition of morphia or other forms of treatmentare certain to be injurious.

Ill
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CHArTER XLV.

OF THE TREATMENT OF CASES OF POISONING.

BV WILLIAM HENRY WILLCOX. H.Sc. M.D.

-.X rr have now to consider the measures whicX should be takenW when som" one of the substances which are commonly used as

bisons ^wS may be so used, has ^^^^^^^CmlX'^^
Efr: ^^.1^'^rZ rCSer Z. .n the^der

in which they arc here given .—

General Poisons.

Alcohol

Ether
Paraffin oil

Opil'm
Strychnine

Bellad' ina

Prussic acid

Nitro-benzol

Chloral

Shell fish

\ Acids

Irritant and Corrosive Poisons.

1. Carbolic \

Oxalic

Sulphuric \

'

Hydrochloric

Nitric and other

2. Corrosive sublimate

3. Arsenic

4. Antimony

5. Phosphorus

6. Caustic alkalies

Poisonous Foods.
Mushrooms.

The general poisons vary too greatly among themselves to admit

former Is not in itself dangerous and uuall> the best cou
^^^^^^

with drunken men or women is ^°

'f^^ *^^"^/° ^de „f drunkenness
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Emelics.— It "ften happens, in the casualty department, that it is
desirable to make a patient sober as soon as pos»il)lc. I'or this purpose
nothing is more effectual than a brisk emetic ; one of the safest and
best is a dessertspoonful of powdered mustard in half a tumbler of
warm water

;
instead of this a solution of a dessertspoonful of common

salt dissolved in half a tumbler of warm water may be Riven, or
i-dr. draes of carbonate of ammonia dissolved in water. Sulphate
of zinc in J-dr. doses has been recommended as a safe emetic, but

^ is better to trj' the above non-poisonous substances first if possible.
For children i dr. of ipecacuanha wine is an excellent emetic.
The use of substances like tartar emetic, vinum antimoniale, copper

sulphate, and apomorphinc is to be avoided, since they are poisonous
in themselves. Apomorphinc is a very powerful car<liac depressant,
and it is a dangerous drug to give in doses sufficient to cause vomiting!
If possible, the stomach should be washed out with warm water, the
contents being withdrawn : for this purpose a soft tube should be
passed and the proximal end of this attached to the stomach pump,
or else to a piece of rubber tubing about three feet in length, at the
end of which is a glass funnel, ff the stomach pump is used, a little
warm water is first passed in and the stomach contents are withdrawn.
Fresh quantities of warm water are passed in and withdrawn in like
manner until the liquid comes away fairly clear. The rubber tubing
and funnel can be used in a similar manner : warm water being poured
into the funnel, which when raised allows the water to pass into the
stomach

:
on lowering the funnel the gastric contents can lie syphoned

away, and thus the .tomach washed out.
Faradism.—FoT the common occurrence of a drunken and disorderly

person being brought to the hospital, and refusing to give his or her
name and address, faradism, strong enough to produce painful contrac-
tion of the muscles, will generally prove effectual when the pioceeding
IS really worth while.

Acute Aleoholltm.— A short experience will enable the dresser to
separate ordinary cases of drunkenness from other forms of poisoning,
and we need not particularize its symptoms. It is undesirable also
to attempt a hard and fast dififcrential diagnosis between the higher
grades of acute alcoholism and other grave conditions, but this is for
a different reason, namely, becau.se it is now not an alternative question,
" drunkordying ? " but a positive svatement. " drunk, iiiirf dying." Any
patient who has swallowed enough alcohol to pi oduce symptoms which
may be confounded with apoplexy or any other severe illness, must be
considered to be poisoned, and to be in n-ed of careful treatment. If
brought to hospital he should be kept in until the severe symptoms
have passed away, since it may be impossible to distinguish severe
alcoholic poisoning from cerebral ha-morrhage.

In these cases the condition of the circulation and respiration will
be the best guide as to whether the patient mav be left to recover from
his stupor without further measures bejond those whicli are required

ill
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for keeping him warm, or whether the Uomach pump .hoM be u^ ;

L - ;„ mn.t rasen it will be l)cst to wash the stomach out with warm

;a;
"
aTrthnL':.a li^ys be Core i, there be any sign o, ,an„« o

the hearts action, or if the brcath.ng be suspiciously shallow. Alcohol

may remain for a long time nearly unchanged in the stomach, and

TouldXrefore be removed, to prevent '""^er abscrp -o^ In

extreme cases, artificial respiration may be called for. but these are

^'^r:;;^*:'::^!;: poisoning. »» distinguished ,rom simp^ drunl^n-

nc s tf the stomach pump Ik- not at hand, cmetr s may be used, but

ah t undesirable to irritate further the already injured stoma h

pre erence should always 1« given to the pump if possible Tlus

fi^rUable condition of the stomach should always be kept in mind m the

treatment of the case after the acute stage has passed.

Tn^cute alcoholic poisoning, after withdrawing the comcnts of the

stomach o/after ihe'use of an emetic, about a pint of ^-B warm

rXrshniild be given The patient should be kept warm, and if there

rhean^ailur^ 5 min. li... sUychnin. may .« given hypodermically,

^ljr^i:';r:rint„xicatio. is hardly knownm E^l^
but attention has been called to its frequent occurrence in some parts

of irdand As a result of inhalation, it is of daily occurrence in al

hosprtals When it is swallowed, its effects nearly --mbb those o

'tatmn or one of the so-called mineral oils may "-*="<-- ^f^^

and "becoming more so, not from any increase of suicide by this means,

but from °™dvertence occurring amongst the growing class of people

who ha?e aamired the habic of administering the drug to themselves,

men opium! taken for suicidal purposes, laudanum is generally
When opium

uaDOcns that the suicide swallows a very large

;:!:!:iC' tI vetXrnt,y leads to failure o, the attempt, through

^" r^«:;Z^"oftptr;LZng are generaUy dUtin. ^n^gh.

-:r£irc=^;::;h-tr^::er=^i-f^

cirrnmstantial proofs.
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Treatment.—In this condition the respiratory centre is the part in
greatest danger of striking work, and it must he kept going until the
poison has been eliminated. By cverj- jxissiWe means the patient must
be roused, and Mepl awake.
H the poison has been taken by the mouth, the .stomach shoulil Iw

immediately washed out by means of the pump or soft tube, as descrilied
above, and the contents withdrawn. If no stomach pump or tulw

^
available, an emetic will be necessary (,,,/. sii/^m. under .Mcoholic

Poisoning •). As soon as the contents of the stomach have Iwen
removed, a solution of permanganate of potash should be given as an
antidote. Two ounces of the liq. potass, pcrmang., H.I'., diluted with
10 oz of water, or in gr. of potassium permanganate crystals ilissolvedm half a pint of water, are suitable quantities for administration. It
IS most important that the respiration of the patient l)c kept up : thus
ammonia vapour should be applied to the nostrils in the form of
smelling-salts, and in severe cases artificial respiration is always to be
resorted to. Faradic stimulation of the phrenic nerve is useful, and
oxygen should be administered in severe cases.
Both atropine and strychnine are useful antidotes in opium poisoning

and should be administered hypo<lerniically. Thus an injection of li,,'
strychnina; 6 min.. and liq. atrop. sulph. 1 min.. should lie given in ,1

severe case at once. After half an hour to an hour the stomach should
be again washed out. and about a pint of ver>- strong warm coffee
introduced, or if no stomach pump is available, the coffee is given
without removal of the gastric contents. The patient must be kept
warm, and the respiration kept going by the above means. Hypodermic
injections of strychnine 3 min. every two hours should be continued
until the breathing improves. In seveie cases of opium poisoning it is
unwise to walk the patient about, as ihis often leads to heart failure.
When improvement has once commenced, it is generally continuous

The pupils may remain contracted for a long time, but when the
respiration and circulation appear to be well established, and the
patient is able to keep himself awake, the iKst treatment will be warmth
in bed, when natural sleep will probably soon come on and mav be
encouraged. The patient should be watched, however, lest' the
respiration should again begin to fail and other svmptoms of poisoning
re-dev. op. It is important als- to keep a close watch on the pulse
and condition of the heart, since attacks of heart failure are common
after the patient has apparently recovered from the symptoms of respira-
tory failure. Rest in bed for a few <lavs is essential. Hypodermic
mjections of strychnine should be continued for two or three days and
ammonia and digitalis given by the mouth in a suitable mi,iture
Alcoholic stimulants seem to be hurtful in all stages of the poisoning.
StrychnlM.—This alkaloid is a common ingredient of " vermin

powders," • beetle paste," and the like, so that strvchnine poisoning
by misadventure is rather frequent. The svmptoms of this condition
may be mistaken for tho.se of acute tetanus, but this error can hardly

If!

tit
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1« made if attentmn 1« carefully given t» the ca« for a "hort tirM

T^e con.l,.io„ i». "f cour«. a • tetanu, • in lM>,h ca«.
:
but m that

,.f the iKHsoninit the rapid development ami acutene«» of the attack,

"L^-mTahty of the cinvuNion,, a» oppo«,l to *« "Imont mvanabl.

'pre dmg from the neck ami jaw muHclc, m the ordmary »Un-«. th^

nearly complete relaxation m the '"t"'"'"''"* P<^"°"»' ""''
t„r.-

"hat he duration of the whole attack i, to be measured by hour.

MxhZ will enable a diaRn.«i» to be ma.le w.th almost ab«,l«te

^rtl'my, aKhough indeed .h,s i» of the less .mportance m hat the

treatment may be much the same m either case. It .s »t»<™ that

nt^Arine ™nvulsio„s consciousness is -^"-^y "'r";^J^^J,
1! „ ,„. .\^Av. the case since somct mcs during the convulsions

"h'eTa^en^" is" ron's^iou" and the coml.tion resembles an epilept.c

fit however. iKtwecn the convulsions consciousness usually eturns

while r the
" status epilepticus " of epilepsy the patient remain,

eel comatose; In a case presenting severe convulsions where strych-

nine po^so"tng is suspected, careful enquiries should be made as to the

TuLk of drugs, me^cines. food. etc.. since the symptoms arc usually

rind in onit The convulsions oi acute meningitis, ura-mia. and

c r ralirruTtion from local lesions are distinguished bV the marked

associated symptoms, and by the less sudden nature of <''« o"**:

"o»,s^-rn strychnine poisoning there is a very
f«"
J-""d

of abnormal restlessness, quickly followed by a general trembling,

:ndthr general convulsion occurs, with complete opistho.on«

and rnarked
" risus sardonicus " and cyanosis. In half a minute

'r a nTnute the spasm relaxes, and there is a period o. -hau^-o" -mi

eV;," , to be succeeded on the slightest '"i*"'™;""PPf;;'^".
any cause, by a similar storm of reflex contraction. If death oceurs^

?t will generally 1« from asphyxia or exhaustion, and wdl very often

ake placeTn less than an hour. If the .lose has not been a fatal one,

the convXns will gradually diminish '" 'fluency and fore.

Tri-%tmfni -The main reliance must be placed upon 'nl/alations oi

chtoroform and when the patient is under the anirsthetic the stomach

hoiU Swashed out iJe supra) and large and frequently repeated

doses of chloral hj-drate and bromide of pota.ssium given Chloral

be tlw over, hopes of recovery may be fairly entertained.
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There is much cerebral excitement

; the dchriiim is ncneraily chattering
and restless, but may Iw extremely violent. The mouth » always
parched, the skm very dry. and the temperature often raised.

TREAT.MENT.- fxKsii must lie produttil by the stomiich pump, or
by a suitable emetic (n* under ' .Mcoholic I'DisoninK '). and following
this, stimulants given in the shape o( alcohol or ether, as well as
strong tea or coHee. which are also useful from the tannin they con-
tarn. Artificial respiration may be necessary in very severe ca.scs. anil
in others external stimuli, such as douche, faradiiation, etc.
Both morphia and chloral have an antagonistic action to atrnpia

but this is in neither ca.sc so distinct as that of pilocarpine. Tabloiils
containmg from ,'„ gr. to J gr. of the nitrate of pilocarpine arc now
procurable, and arc very convenient when it is desirable to use the
drug ii. an emergency. One-thiril of a grain of nitrate of pilocarpinem solution should lie given hypmlermicallv. and repeated every two
hours until the skin becomes moist. In iiises where there is 'much
delirium, morphia hypodcrinically in j-gr. doses of the tartrate may be
substituted for the pilocarpine. Hot colice should l>c given by the
mouth. The patient should lie kept warm, and oxygen administered
if there is collapse

;
Pi iilicial respiration may lie necessary in severe cases.

Retention of r.me is common in these cases, calling tor the use of
the catheter.

PniMlo Aeld PoiMnill|. — The action of hydrocyanic acid is so
intense that death is often almost instantaneous, or there may lie just
time enough for a cry of agony. Kven in less acute cases the symptom^,
come on within a few minutes. There is first respiratory difficulty
and then a period ot violent convulsive movements, which are gcnciai
throughout the body but especially affect the expiratory muscles.
Vomiting, and involuntary urination and defalcation occur. This
stage is followed by a period of calm, with rapidly deepening paralysis
and cyanosis. This usually is quickly followed by death. In fact
the whole attack is one of acute asp'iyxia.
TREAT.MENT.—Should there be time for any attempts at restoration

an emetic should be given, or the stom: ch pump used, if it can be
employed al once, and then ammonia on a handkerchief, as strong as
can be borne by the patient, should be inhaled, and other stimulants
freely given by the mouth if they can lie swallowed ; if not. then brandy
and ether should be given hypodermically. Stimulant encmata may
also be made use of. .Alternate douches of cold and hot water are
powerful stimuli tc respiration, and strong faradization should always
lie applied if possible. Artificial respiration will most probably be
called for as soon as the convulsive stage is over, and must be
persevered in, although the condition may seem to be almost hopeless
Atropine should be give.i liypodermicallv. e.g., 4 mm. of the liquor
alrop. sulph. B.P., immediately, and this should be repeated if necessary.
The materials used for prussic acid poisoning are usually either

-npure bitter almond oil. or the pliar'n.icopoeial or " Scheele's

"
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aci.1, or potuMiunl cyaniilc. which i» il«<l l>y photogra, r», or by

Kardcncni to ilcstniy »a«p» ami hornet* in ihcir nests.

mirobnun. -This in iin oily hi|uiil HnicllmR o( aliminiN
;

it i>

«,nioiin.oH known a. commcrci.l oil »l l.itKr almomh. If taken

intiinally. Hymptom« unnincnce in a qiiartor of an hour to two or

three hou ». Headache, vomitinR. marke.1 cyanmiv an.l Ruhliness

with miiih .ollaiwc. are the characteristic featmen o( a caw, ami il

much poison is ahsorlxd coma is likely tj supervene.

Thkatmint -The stomach shouUI lie thoroHKhly washed out or

an emetic Riven at once. Stimulants an 1 external warmth. I.q.

strychnina- ^ min. every hour (or a few hours. Oxygen inhalations

ami artificial respiration miy Ik- necessary.

Chlor»l.- The symirtoms resemhie in great measure those of opium

poi-aning, but the fixcl contraction of the pupils is absent, and the

, ,,,ulation is affected cpiite as much as is the respiration.

Triatment -The stomach shoulil Iw washed out at once, or an

emetic Riven. The patient must !« kept warm. A pint of hot coHeo

shouUI Ik given l.v the mouth. Inject, strychnina' hyiwderm. 5 min.

should 1« given at once ami repeated in half an hour i( necessary.

Oxygen inhalitions are Ix^neficial, and artificial respiration will be

ncces^irv in a severe case. The subsequent treatment is directed

against the heart failure which is likely to supervene [mU supra.

" Opium Poisoning ').
, . .1,

IrrlUnt and CoFmlve Polwn. may conveniently be grouped together,

for the sympnms of the latter differ from the former only in their

greater intensity. Moreover, many of the substinces in our list are

irritant poisons in weaker solutions, and co. ...ivc pol^o^^. when

concentrated. In most cases the local effects are so marked that any

constitutional results of their absorption are unnoticed.

Svmmms.—llK following is the general sequence of events after an

irritant poison has been swallowed. There is first a burning inetalhc

taste in the mouth and throat, and then a sense of intolerable pam

referred to the chest, Wiind the sternum (heartburn). This is followed

by increasing general abdoro -il pain, so that the legs arc drawn up,

as in peritonitis, and the belly becomes tumid. Vomiting is almost

invariably present, and there is generally great thirst.

If the poison has been taken in a quantity insufficient to cause

speedy death, and if it be irr.lant only, and not corrosive, the above

are the chief symptoms. In less severe cases these may. with appro-

priate treatmciit. be subdued ; if, however, the dose be a fatal one,

the symptoms of irritation will .[uickly be followed by dyspncea and

increasing collapse, and the patient looks to be in the algid st:lge of

cholera, and this will continue until death by syncope occurs.

But if the substance be truly corroshe in its action, such as one of

the concentrated mineral acids, the symptoms are even more severe,

and run a much more acute course : it is probable that no recovery

has ever taken place after such a poison has been swallowed, so that
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any con»i>teral.le quanl.ty has ,w,m.,1 ,„t„ ,1,0 ,t..mad.. althouKhm»tancM arc common 01 great .lan.aK.. ,„ ,he throat an.l ,. M.nhagu,
hrinK followt.,1 l.y rc-vcry

; or, «. ,h..,.M rather say. l>v r«.,v„v "nhe firrt m«antt (or Kcncraily lh<. .„„« ™t .uatr,/at,on has Idto contraction and stricture'.

Tht Ja,„„ef to M, /,;,. „„rf ,;,r,>,l/ I, the- first an.l m.Kt prominent
symirtom. an.l R.vfs the m..asure .,1 the- tx.cnt .,f th.. ,„rr„„„n .,f the
iwrts l.,«er .h.cvn. The .nrners of the nmuth mav Ik^. fuarl.e.l, an.l thetonuue an.l [wlate ..,vtrc-,l. with a wh.tish ..,at „t sU.ukI. ' hke a ..wtof white paint." if sulphuric ..r hy.lr.K hloric a.1,1 or .orn.,i,e sul.linute
has iK'en .«.l

;
or with a yellow stain, 1.1 the ease o( nitric- aci.l

In the prc'sencc of tlies.. signs o( corr,«ion a very few minute, will-lecle wlulhcr the poison has Urn re.ilK swallowe.l. If so thesym,.t..ms which have just been .le,ail..,l ^,,l|•,|e^c^.p. but more ra', vami more acutely. The ,,/„,, „/ ,„//„/.„ „ reache.1 m.ire ..uuklv „ ul

shre.ls .,f slouKhins mucus memhrane. .,r it mav Ik-, casts .,f whole
«.-ct,ons „f the .es.,ph„t.|s. The alsh.men W-come, enorm.msly
.lis eiule, with gas. The .lyspn.-a .iii.l y.spliagia are both in.en^.'
an.l .Icath usually occurs within a few hours

irri';!;;",?,''
" '" ""7' '"'^'"' "''• '^^''"""t "' I^oisoning by

irritant an.l corr.)sive substances is omnwn to them all an.l auiinwith reganl to many, there are s.,nie particular anti.lotal .Irugs .,;some siwcial measures to be taken .ir av.iule.l.
With corrosive poisons, such as sulphuric, liy.lrochl.,r,c, or nitric

acitls, an,l the caustic alkalies, it is unsafe to use the stomach pumi.or to give emetics, as there woul.l Iw great risk of iierforati.in The
aM.ropr,a.e anti.lotr should te .;|.,,... freely, and by ,t the poison is
rca<l,ly neutralized. In the ca,.- of the irritant poi.sons, such as oxalic
acid, carbolic acid, and corr.,sive sublimate, which are only to a slight
extent orrosivc. the appropriate anti.lote should Ik given at onceand then the contents of the stomach may l« carefully withdrawnand a fresh .piantity of antidote introduce.l.
As soon as the stomach has l^en relieved of the poison, raw eggalbumen, milk, barley-water, arr.,wr.K.t, o, whatever mucilagin.,us

fluid can Iw most rca.hly procured, should l>e given. Egg albumen
raw, I, probably the best of all in all cases, as well as having a special
action on corrosive sublimate. Sala.l oil may generally Ik given withgood results, except in the case of ph..sphorus poisoning. The re.st
of the general treatment of irritant poisoning will 1«, directed towards
the symptoms of i«.-ntonitis and collapse. The pain must U- subduedwith full doses of opiates. The warmth of the body must be maintained,and the other signs of shock combated by such stimulation a" the in-
halation of ammonia or nitrite of amvl. the subcutaneous i' . 'ion ofhq. strychnina. or of ether and brandy, stimulant enemata. fa.,..,i7ation
of the extremities, etc. .Morphia by hypodermic injection will also
generally be indicatc.1.
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BP.C1.. Point, in .h. I«.tm..t .f P»t.cul» IrrlUnt «,d C»«l«

FolloM. jf,j,—These comprise sulphuric, nitric.

The acutenes, o< the ^V-^P^^^^^^^^^Jy^ food in the stomach,

of the solution,
-f;-"-„'yj'**riy "Allowed, the symptoms will

In all, if a strong solut on be "•'•tua y ^^ ^^ ^^^^

^ °' "^rn^l^t MhrutmostTmpo^rtance. The stomach
counteracted, so that tunc is

charrine in the case of nitric acid

pump may not safely ^e u- 1- The '.ha™^^
^^ ^^ ^^^

,s yellow, and the ^7'^
pf^^^f^J^ are whitish, and the vomit

hydrochloric acids, the ''P^ a"^ moutn a
^^^^,,^„^,

dark or black, ™"'""'"8 '=,''"'"/
'a^eutrali^ng the acid as quickly

^'^''^rrtiSiTrrmdtsiou'i^hrst^
as possible, so that all rememe

saccharated is the best,.

Oxide of 'n^R""!^;'';^;,^
^'jTatlr ordinary washing soda, or the

whiting and
"•f'".f^''^*"f,;'i„^ Solution, are all useful alkaline

bicarbonates o^ soda or pota h m^^^
certainly be at hand in any

gtr'::se,'arhIiIm always be borne in mind that the nearest

"Tr'addltion' t'o"alkalies, milk, olive oil, and the other demulcents

mentioned above are all useful.
^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^^.^^

After « ""
*"^\"8;':;.r", food by the mouth, but to give recta

acid. It IS best to a%oid „l^ln^^ J ^,^^ ^^^, „(1

miections of --"/^^^^^^^-^^ :,He"^rorphia hypodermically will

r:Sld t^:: r:L« pl,':nd strychmne hypodermically for the

Suapse, with the addition of -a"1y U n.essary
^^_^ ^^__^ ^^^^^^^ ^,

In poisoning by 0«;,<:J"^ or Dy.o ;

^^^ ^^^^^^^

potash) the main special point
^""'"^^"'^.hiting, or lime-water

Lalates are soluble ^'"'^/"-^"".^"^/^^^oda potash, or ammonia,
mustbeusedtoneutr^izetheaud^andnot^

,,,/poisouing is rather

or the carbonates of an o thc^e.
^^ ^„ ^hose already

S:r'^'trc:;;:^^eroL dispr^pc^ionately marked, and

lime-water, A"erjving this he , mach -V^^-''
,^J„, „,,„,

out in a few minutes, btrycnninc,
collapse. The patient

"i-:s;; ....-— --
-ir^fusedT^ ;i^~

of poisoning by misadventure, ami is aj»^
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suicide,

conspicuous

tissues. T''

leather, p.

corros

owing

The s;

collaps..

4K1

is corrosive action is, in concentrated solutions, vervbut the .lestruction does not extend deeply into themouth an.l jaws are usually covere.l with a white
li.e symptoms arc those ot poisoning by any

iluid, I s less mtcnse than in the case of other acids
.'c an.Ts.^l„ .c action of the acid on the ncr^^c ter.nmations.'
.msar^le. acute than m the case of the corrosive acids but

of urine may'^.cun'""
''"'' "'"' ™'"'' '" ^"P^^^^"^' Suppression

TREATMKNT.-Saccharated lime-water should be given freely (one orwo puns, smce th.s converts the phenol mto an inert compound(ordmary hme-watcr has the same effect, but more is neccssarvi Thestomach should be washed out with warm water, or with te sjmaikahne solution, three or four tmtes, half a pint or so of the oh ionbemg afterwanls left m the stomach. 1„ the absence of the ston a

d"
pump vomitmg must he produced by mustard and water. Later ™
"T::j:rir '"*^-^™"^' ""^ -' ^-- ->• •- ««" -

-

Shock is often very marked, and must he treated bv frictionalwarmth, ammoma etc., as before stated. Uvpodcrmic mject ons ostryciuune should be a,lministered. and oxvgen mhalatious.
The unne IS often dark and scanty, and may be suppressed in acutecarbohc aca po.sonmg. The carboluria is ihen a grave symptom

u ed m xery large quant.t.es. ,s absorbed and produces a similar inkvurme. Some patients .seem to be especially susceptible to tins mildform of carbolic acid poisoning, „hich apparently ,Ls them n Iwnprovided the source of the poison is removed as'soon as possMe
2. For Corrosive Sublimate (perchloride of mercurv). the acid nitrateof mercury, etc., albumen in any shape (even gluten of flour is bet"

r

han none, but raw „hite of egg is best) should be freely given, a,s aninsoluble albuminate ,s thus formed. ICmesis should be encourage

suchT"; "Tf'th: "r?"" r' r"' " """"'"« "» -*-«- -'»-
mu t onk T ";" "^ '^™ concentrated, the .stomach-pumpmust only be used with great care. .Afccrwards the patient mustbe kept warm, and morphia administered hypodermically, witnstarch and opium enemata if necessary to allay the purging whichoften occurs. Stij-chnme hypod-rmically may be'require'li for collpS

,2i,
" ""* " S<=""'"'y "fccted by arsenious acid

(vvhitc arsenic sometimes given with criminal intent. The symptomscome on usually in one-half to one hour after taking the poison. Th^

IttTk'"' after ^"Tl
'"""'"'^ "* '"' "" '"*™^'='>- """-t "'liousattack

,
afterwards the symptoms arc more like acute cholera, an,lhe diagnosas ,s often obscure. The emesis must be encouraged anhe stomach should be thoroughly washe.i out with warm water an

Z<^Z """°"f-
^""">' P""P'''-''"i '""C hydrate shouldbe g»en as an amidote

: this may be prepared by diluting half an
3'
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ounce o, the t.ncture o. pccMonOe
^.
-"

-Ji;,|>f ^/rl^^ ^1

water and a.ldmg half an °""™ °'
'^.^^^^^V precip.tate is well

soda (until the mixture « '

f"'f^^.^^^t;
.„ ,, LJ Ir, place of

stirred up in the hqu.d^ ''" '

I'^of the so'-t.on of dialy^ed iron dilute.l

the «err,c hydrate, drachm doses of 'h»

^"^J^™ Ume-«^ter freely given

„,th water may be adm.mrter h Sacchara ed
^^^^_^_^^ j,.„^ ,^,

might be of serv.ce m the place °* /""l^ J^/^.g., brandy, and

coUapse which follows, warmth - >

J™"'j^„tp„i/ ;,ypodcrm,caUy

enemata will "'-'^.^'j^^r^^TLronwrpo.oning >s not generally

".*Lro.":h™ c'rs^ucal pLoning is'always difficult, but th.s

:-hrdt nof fall -- -^-;f-:;C:^^on soon, and

4. A„li„w«y ao'l"' l->'>""^: '"= ">

J, „.h„,„ of the poison is

generally the v..m.trng ,s^ "oh^^-
*^^,^^^ ^^^^ „, ^^

;™rtt tL:t^^^i^j^-zi 1:1^

oak or cmchona bark, or of tanmc a™ 't''™-
,^^„ „; ,,eetle paste,

5.
py,os/>/.on.s.--Th,s ,s usually taken " *^ °™

-„ ,„^,,,,es,

or «t paste, or so^^fmes by -v—S *^ -^ °^,
.'J,,^. „„„ ,he

in these cases the symptoms '''='^';;;
. f""X' d overdavs, or it

poison has been taken,
-"'V'-''^

/c'^^"-'''^
^ff^^^^^ .^irsi, heart-

Lay be weeks. ^^\rrZ''^oSX^l^^^^or..c.n.^nX\..A.r^

'::S"i.:;::S;^H:r:d^^:— a^LlLod, a„d the breath

-Z ^::r:yIr^ml^^P- on ..etl^er the—^ -^^1,
active to prevent an

-:^'^^^:\^ :;::^^,:^L.^ acute -, h.ma-

the quantity absorbed be '"8^, the syn p ^^^ ^^^y^
temesis and Woody purgmg a^ « " Pre^nt

_^^_^^
P^^

^^

coma. But if only a small, out su" F
:„i,' Hon have passed over,

(say i
to 1 gr,), after the ^"^

"f-^^'°'^\.t "'wo and then symptoms

the symptoms usually ^"'«""= *"
\«r beg n to declare themselves,

l.ke those of acute atrophy
°'Jf^'';"^ condl.ion, with delirium.

The jaundice deepens, and a ^i"^)"^" *> P™^^,^
some of the milder

generally ends in death in a few
'j^^;. ~^^ „< the poisoning

cases recovery may take place. Jhe early '
.^ ^^^^.^^

does not differ from that of othe.
'"'*f^;; ^,^.%"„ i^.a of soothing

phosphorus is soluble, sHouli ne.c,
'--f "^^^t^^*Us been emptied

the intestinal mucous membrane. '^ "^'^^^^^^ach-pump, pcrman-

h^^'^^^ rr'Iu:^- ^^^- - frequently
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repeated, Tl,cse .intidotes contain nasecnt oxygen, which will convertthe phosphorus into the non-poisonous phosphoric acid Thesubsequent treatment is similar to that of arsenical poisoning in its
later stages, Uironic phosphoms poisoning, phosphorus necrosis etc'are not here discussed, for they do not occur as emergencies ' "

(., Caustic Alkalies and Iheiy Carbonates.-IXu^ form of poisomng
.s rare but potash or soda lye is .sometimes taken. The symptoms
are those o,' ordinary corrosive poisoning, except that violent
purging ,s generally a prominent symptom. In the treatment theuse of the stomach-pump must be avoided. Weak acids such
as vinegar and water, or any of the dilute non-poisonous acids sucli
as ciiric or tartaric acids, 4 dr. dissolved in a pint of water shouldalways be gl^•cll, The subsc.|ucnt treatment is similar to that of
corrosive ai.ids in the later stages.

Poisonous Poods. -,\ form of acute gastro-intestinal irritation

r, sl'^f^'T "VJi'r,^"''
"" *"" poisoning, is not infre,,uent as a

result of eating shell-fish, especially mussels.
In the treatment, an emetic should be given in the first place, an,lafterwards a full dose of castor oil with .0 min, of laudanum. Warmthand stimulants are necessary for the collapse, .Morphia hvpodermicallv

should be given for the vomiting and diarrhcra. and a starcl, and opiumenema 11 necessary, '

Mushroom Poisoning should not go without mention. Most fungi

of'.i^TT,' ! "'^^' P™''""' " ™P™P"ly cooked, svmptoim
..f a mild degree of irritant poisoning, similar to those which have beenmentioned, and may be treated in a similar way. But cases of
true muscanne poisoning exhibit a much higher grade of toxicsymptoms. The fungi which contain muscarine or some similar alkaloid
are not very numerous in England, the principal one being the flyungus (Amamta musmha). When the more a, tivelv poisonous
fungi have been eaten, as a rule great cerebral excitement is caused

tract °"
'° """"^ """'^' '""'"^'^•'^ <^«<^'^'^ on tlK' alimentary

In the antagonism between mmcarine and alropia wc have perhaps«.e best example cf this mode of the physiological action of drugs.
Digitalis also though in a less degree, is antagonistic to muscarine.
Whenever, therefore, the symptoms of mushroom poLsoning are graveand especially if there be delirium or mania, atropia should be given'say

3 to 5 mm, of the liq, atropina^ by the mouth, or 2 min sub-
cutaneously, or as an alternative treatment, full doses of the tinctureor infusion of digitalis may be administered. In other respects the
treatment should consist in remoxing the poison from the alimentary

!„''A'" !k™ ? f^""'*'"' ''^ ""^""' " *'"= stomach-pump or an emeticand by the administration of an ounce of castor oil as a purgative
\Vhere there are marked gastro-intestinal symptoms, morphia hypo^
dermically should be given, and starch and opium enemata, warmthand stimulants are necessary fo- the collapse.

t I
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Chapter XLVI.

HEAD INJURIES.

Bv H. W. CARSON. F.R.C.S.

Senior Smscon. T.tmc ft ».ik»» i.cii.™

r^-JVR-.ES to t„e ..., and bra.n are an>on« t^o-st important

1 ia.es with which house surgeon. >-«^ '^V" ho amount of

doubt that it .. impo».bc ^'"->;
°e even wrth undoubted

damage .ustainert nor . '* P"^'';^,
extent of the mischief

revere injury, to diagnose "«; «act j-eat a
,^ ^^_.,^,„,

in ever)' case. It follows then that it is imp
^__^,^

these ?ases with the "-^J^PtTa," -'ere e.e"; case that is not

colleagues in case of doubt, '" ^^ 7^'.^;'^, ,ead to the admission

„,viously simple and """"P^^''^,^;
i,™\"ettl than the overlooking

of some cases unnecessardy, but th..,>sar
„, ^ ^ent

„, a fracture of the base -"1 *e »nse^
^^ ^^^^^ ^_^^^^,,

whoismperdo h.sl.fe. '* ''P'^XV' cases. In the casualty

to avoid prejudgment m ™^™;'-'°^^„ „,„t wo may be uncon-

department we seo so ""*
;™"'J,":\lcohohsm. especially if we

sciously biased m favour of a diagnosis
^_^ ^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^

get our first .mpiess.ons from
\^'<=

J°
,., ^^„^ of uncon-

ambulance, v ho has, as a rule. ""'^
""'^f^^^Vwithout <,uahfication

sciousness, and .--limg to express t firml>^and^^
^^.^^^^1 ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^

We must remember, too that many
„ , ^ ^ule. props

into the hands of the ^^"'"^'^"^^^ZlZr^t railings and p-urs

his victim m a sitting position .^B" ""^ f^ ^^^.^ b„ath the alcoholic

hrandy into his mouth thus 8'-"8
^^^^^^^f^""le careless or inexact

r;:'"" .^—tX;^—^— ' -^'^ -"
"
"^^

in parallel columns later in the chapter.

INJURIEB OF THE SCALP.

The impoitance of scalp wounds lU^ in

^^^^ ^J^
association with some .njury to the -"«;

°
^„j ,„« peri-

„, loose cellular tissue ''.^ :™" "' jrov^ment of the scalp on

-^IJi^ th^^lUr'—r;;rii..ng';^iur.s may lead to

a considerable hemorrhage.
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ContiiMd Wound. !ta<l to extravasations of blood : (i) Between thelayers o the scalp itself; (.) Beneath the aponeurosis; or (,)(in

r ;ItTfl^r r "r r'"""""'- ' "™'"°"'--' " *"« «-t situation
rcsul s from a direct blow, remains definitely circumscribed, an,l may
ellf r .T" """ '"" "''"P- ''"' *"« "«"»<=" ''«<>" coagulates, the

's given ,f a raised hanl c<lge. an,l a depressed centre simulating adepressed fracture. To differentiate between the two conditions /rnpressure should b= made on the e<lge with the anger
; in the cas; o aha^matoma ihe edge at the point of pressure will disappear, while o^course the fracture will be unaffected.

//<™,a/o»,a u„der ,l,e Af^ceurosh results from glancing blows an.lmay be of considerable extent. Its importance li'es in the possiWm
of infection, leading on to diffuse cellulitis

*

formTnlt"'" uf'
"'" '''"""'•"'"' « "o^t common in children,forming the well known cephalha-matoma

„.'^' M "
T"'*,

°' " '''°"' " """"'' "' "'" '^'-"IP may occur which

hoTth^t T^ •"
'"T"'

""'"" ''"' '- ^"'- -amination wi.^low that the edges are bruised. In rare cases a blow on the scalp

f en T« "',?"";'" '"" "P™"""-- "'t'-oiit a skin wound. It Ioften difhcult to distinguish between such a condition and a fissuredor depressed fracture of the vault.
nssureil

Wounds of the scalp require particular attention for two reasons :

nn V,h
^^'

"'T
^'"O"*^"' "•"'' '-^ fr'icture of the skull, the fractureand the wound not necessarily coinciding in position or c" tent

2. Owing to the impossibility of making the scalp surgically cleanhe risk of suppuration must be remembered and Srainfge provWe"ifor Nevertheless, every effort must te made, by shaving! scrubbingand .louchmg with antiseptics, to cleanse the woun.l. if necessary undf;an ana-sthe ic. On the whole, scalp wounds heal well, and sloughing
IS practically unknown, however extensive the injury, owing to theabundant blood-supply. ^

FRACTURES OF THE SKULL.
Fissured Fractures of the Vault may be impossible to diagnose if notcompound, the only sign .ing perhaps a linear tenderness' If ther

IS an open wound a fracture is easily recognized. It must not beconfused with a suture, from which ,t differs in being straight andoccasionally blood is seen oozing along the course of the fracture. Itmust be remembered that a fissured fracture may extend into the

Depressed Fracture, of the Vault are readily recognized the only

Zrtbir"'"''',,""" """'"^ "=^'"^"'"=' '^'
'• T'- effect :„tt

easontt i!

" S"°';?"y
«''f"

"a" t^at on the external, an.l for this

or com' „„.:'" '° """"" "" "'l'^'-"^^'' ''•^'^"™^' ^^-""ther simple«r compound, to operation.

I
I
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F,„t.r.. .f th. Ba» must be diagnosed
>^y''««""°Vhe symptoms

fossa. The symptoms depend on ^^^,^^^'°\\.^^i, or nervous
spinal fluid extracranially, the m)ury of m'.nmgeal vessels, o

the evelids or conjunctiva occurs m anterior fossa fractures im

Eives the sugar reaction with Fchling s solution.

-
tji-f:=rs;:::^r:o£s e.^-

r::m^Ss;irZ t::^:^..::^^^ ."r.nus may he

woundTm'c^^e rarely, giving rise to ^eir characteristic signs^

:tr!ranr?:r'^^r^^- ----p- Of

basal fracture in paraUel columns.

Symptoms of Basal Fracture.

SYMPTOM ANTERIOR FOSSA

A. Hsmorrhage and '

(a) From the nose

escape of cerebro- i

spinal fluid
;

l^) I"t<. the otb.t
' (later)

B. Injurv to intra-

!

cranial vessels

C Iniurv to nerves Olfactory
'

i Optic

{a) From the ear

lb) Over mastoid
^

'

(later)

(a) Middle menin-
geal arterv

(b) Cavernous sinus

3rd and 5 th

6th. 7th. and 6th

POSTERIOR FOBS*

I
(a) Into the pharynx

(h) Into the cellular

tissue of tlte occi-

pital region (later)

Lateral or
occipital smus

9th, loth. and nth
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COMPLICATIONS OP HEAD INJURIEB.

There are tliree main complications of hoa.l injuries affcctinR tliebran, wind, may be described, viz.. concussion, contusion or lacerftionand compression. Each of these conditions give, ri^o ,o symptr;pecubar to .tself. but it must .«, understood ?hat it is ^LnTffic^o draw a defin.te distinction l»t«een any two of them, to say wteconcussion merges into laceration or either into compres;ion

imme'dJlViu" foM
""' """"' *'""" '" "'" "'^"^ °< ""consciousnessimmediately following upon a blow on the head. The patient is ina word, stunned. The symptoms appear immediately on receipt o"

u,%r?;agrofractr -- ^-°-'-'' <" ^-^ -- - -"p-

lo^lnT3 ,?"'" ""'''"'''''' '"'' ""''' *° "S"'' The^puJislo« and «cak. the respirations slow, shallow, and irregular The

prltT "he7eT'' '"t""'"
'"

",V''"'''
''^"'>-^^»

^
rhrr:';e„s?r

femperani'r
'"™"^'™"« °« '--^ an<l urine and a subnormal

JI'l"'
"""""" """" "'"" '" " 8"'!'"'' ^"t""-" «' consciousness

atTamfvolle"™^ tn"*
""" "°* P"^'"*' "^'^ 1""- -creases n

The Tl°T\ *'"' '"^^P"-""""'* become deeper and more regular.The e^tremltles become warmer, and the bo<Iy temperature mav rfseto a degree or so above normal. -

l>ut°cenera"llv'„';'°'"';'°"
^'™' "'" *" '*>-'"P*°'"'' resembling concussion,but generally of greater severity, the period of unconsciou.sness teingconsiderably prolonged. The typical symptoms mav not appear

don cTpal'"'"'
^'" " *^ '^^''^*"™ '^ '" *'"' -nsori-motor"«:

clonic spasms may occur aflecting certain groups of muscles or inrnore severe lacerations, paralysis may result A group of symptomsapart from sensori-motor symptoms may occur, to which the name

^de et: rT" 'r
*'"" 8'™"- '^'>« P='*'«"* "»^ c„rled up on Ws

11;! '=">^'=''; P"P"^contracted and equal, pulse slow and weak, and

Ind wS oft?t™"r"- "' '"" "^ '"''''"' "^"t '=^™'» interfer;ncc

t at emotld t"^"
"'"'

^''l'*'^'
'"'^'^ '' '" »-™i"»«on of them

cnnHV ^
,

"'"" *"'' '^'-''^ ^'o P'"*^<'d into the bed. Thiscondition may last for several weeks, but tends to recovery nhe early .stages of laceration a lumbar puncture will demonstratethe presence of blood in the subarachnoid space
"emonstratt

braraT'^h
""' '.° P^'"'" "> ""^ extravasated between therain and the cranial bone,, generally from injury to the middle

^Zllf^"' ''"''""""' h--»"hage) naturally comes on gradua'tT

in su,KranfaMv^'^V"
''''"''' '' '""^ '' hemorrhage is unchecked!n subcranial hemorrhage, symptoms of concussion are present at first

a de « u^c"
""^ ""*""* "'°'"'"^ consciousne.ss.'to relapse into

This Mnterv^l ."™.rf "'
^r""'"'

°" "^^ '•^^'" •^™'"<^ established,ihis interval is the typical sign of compression, if the hemorrhage
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be ,ub<lural or subar.iclm.-i.l. the interval of consciousness does >ot

^c r ere asam a b.mbar puncture is of value " '-S-™-
,„^^,

:" ;^W^o «^^^-'- nK,roli,iate.. at first, but in ft. later s.as^

ZZ^Z:^! tbe ^heyne-StoUcs „,;e. "r^™ ^^^^ ]::^^
though henttplcRia tnay be present .n the early stafi s "< >"

l^^^

'-'i^rzn.Tiz:. ""n^Mi^rorja^es^'u::' a™,:

a:!;e;;:::^al"';h:^o:!r;c,.^L concussion an,. con,press,„n ,s

subjoined :

—

D.FFERENT.At DIAGNOSIS OF CONCUSSION^NO COJU'RESSION.^

Pupils

Pulst'

Respirations
Muscles
Reflex*'

s

Keclmu
BlaadtT
Temperature

. . Sndtlen .

.

, . Can be roused .

. . liqual, react

, Slow and weak .

.

Slow, shallow, irreftular •

Relaxed (functional paralysis)

. . Present .

.

. Incontinence of faxes . .

. . Incontinence of urine .

.

., Subnormal

Gradual
Cannot be roUM-d
Dilated, ininiobilc, perhaps un-

fcpial

,

SUtw, full, heaving

: Sl.)w. deep, stertorous

organic paralysis

. Absent
. Iiicontimiice of taxes
. False in-ontinence

.Subnormal, rising m ate

stapes : may V)e unequal on

the two sides _

TREATMENT OF COMPLICATIONS.

t^^tirLs^JI'l^^ti.ar fin. vi., the pa^nt^is ^. .n t c

recumbent position .vith the ^^^^ l«^,^l ^^countcract

?r=;:lrC;sS:^.'"?i-raa.tiorI, U^P .».;. not ,.e

applied in this stage, nor should a purge be gncn, as both
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.Icprcss. When reaction <,ccur», the patient miiM ho kept ^ery nuict
an,l must l.c constantly watclid m order tl.at the tirst signs of anv
further comnhcation, such as compression, may he noteii. A fe« c.rains
of calomc should he administered, and a castor oil en m hot theapphcaf ,n

. . an icecap is ina.lvisal.le In some case, a catheter
has to oe passed. Tiic patient should [«, confined to bed until the
pul; '-r..ic

,
as Iwcome steady and normal, and until headache has ,|uit •

disapncarrd. '

Contiitlon and Laceration are treated on similar lines, hut. sprakiuK
K-enerally. the patient must he confined to l,e,l for a longer periodThere is rarely any necessity tor operative procedures,

riic trc.itment of Compreiilon is fr.nn the first operative The
pres.snre UM.st l,e relieved an,l the injured vessel secured. The methods
that have been a,l<.pte,l are trephiniuR, venesection, ami lumbar
puncture. Of these, venesection and lumbar puncture n,ay he
unhes.tatmRly con<lenme<l. Of venesection, it nuu- be sai.l ' thatwhile It may reduce the amount of hamorrluiKe from the injured
cercdiral vessel, it will still further increase the cerebral ana-m,a which
IS the chief danp,.-r t,. hie. Lumbar puncture, at any rate m cases
«« hiKh mtracranial tension, is a very dauRerous proceedinK. and
several sudden deaths have resulted from ,t. owiok. it is suppose,l.
to the medu la bemR jammed in the foramen magnum when the .support
of the spinal Huid is removed.
Compression may he .Ine to extravasation of blood between the honeand the dura, between the dura and the brain, or in the brain itself

Ihe extradural ha-morrhage is the most common and the nuislamenable to treatment.
Eitpa ,ural Hainiorrha«e generally results from injury to the middle

meningeal artery either as it passes through the foramen spinosum or
in the groove on the tentporal bone : ha-moirhage from a venous sinus
IS much more rare, because the venous pressure is so low that the dur

,

IS not stripped up from the bone. The clot generally forms in the
temporal region, but its exact position may be impossible to a-Ttain
previous to operation

;
indeed it may be very difficult to decide whether

the lesion is on the right or left side. If focal symptoms occur, the
diagnosis will be simplified, but these must be looked for early before
the onset of coma. Dilatation of one pupil points to that side as the
side of the lesion.

Ofiemlion.-Thc whole head should Iw sha^•ed and prepared. \
flap with Its convexity upwards should be turned <lown from the
temporal region, including the temporal muscle. The middle
meningeal artery shouhl be exposed at the point where it crosses the
middle of the temporal fossa. It is easily reached here, and there is
a better chance of securing it if it is injured low down than if a higher
trephining is done. A simple surface marking i.s Vogt's ' two fingers'
breadth above the zygoma and a thumb's breadth .ehind the vertical
proce.s.s of the malar." a rough but effective marking of the main trunk
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If the correct si.lo has l«cn cl,<«en, the removal of the .li«c of l""" »•"

i IceXcL the Co.. Th,» should 1« --°«.l an, the hloedmg

vessel ligated or plugRed. The depressed surface of '"^ ''";» ''°?

not expand at once, so that the <hsc of l«ne cannot usually 1« replaced.

If the dura is intact, hernia cerebri will not occur.

OiK-rations for suMural hamorrhaRe are rarely calle<l '« "" ^T

the in^'tmable unless there are symptoms of pressure on the me.luUa.

—SL-KFACE Marking of sk^ll.

The effusion of blood is generaUy basal, and the operation « per-

formed more to relieve pressure than to arrest ha-morrhagc. As

litt^as possible should l>e done, but there is a defin.te r>sk of post-

oDerative hernia cerebri.
.. „„ *k^

H.™ia C«brl.-If a condition of intracranial t-nsion exist as the

res" of tumour, sepsis, or whatever cause, and if an openmg .s made

Tthe skull and dura mater, a prolapse of brain matter w.ll occur

through the opening, and this is known as a herma cerebri. « »' the

result of an injury, the soft parts covering the openmg are deficient,

^e bra n mat}er\ exposed and a /««««. cerebri results. A hern^

cerebri is often made with intent in cases of cerebral tumour, and acts

Ts a Lifetv-vaWe in reducing intracranial tension, thus prolongmg

life,' saving'eyesight, and relieving headache. A hernia cerebri properly
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protcctcrl by intact soft parts is not a clanRi-r to lifi-. On the ullicr
lianil. a (iingiis cerebri may \k a soun.. of miiih embarrassment. It
generally results from a iom|H)un(l fracture of the skull when the ,lura
has l)cen mjurcil. The wound is infected, and a localized meninRitis
an. encephalitis follow. As the result there is intracranial tension,
aii.l a protrusion occurs at the jioint of least resistance. The mass,
which may reach u considerable si/e, consists chiefly of granulation
tlssiie. with some necrotic nerve fibres and cells. While the fungus
Itself IS not dangerous, there is a great ilanger in the co-cxisting
meningitis and encephalitis, and many of these cases end fatally.

IfialmtHl must Iw .lirected entirely to obtaining and maintaining
su-gical cleanliness. There is nothing to lie gained by applying
pressure, and sha\ ing off the prominent portion is of very slight if any
value. As granulation tissue forms the bulk of the tumour, the
application of pure spirit is ad^•i.sal)lc, and this is also a valuable
antiseptic. Frequent irrigation and minute cleanliness are the main
indications. I.umbar puncture has licen suggeslwl in the early stages
this can be of but temporary value. The opening of the skull may
be enlarged to assist drainage and relieve the intracranial tension,
and, not infrequently, during the course of such an operation all
abscess ^•ery near the surface is opened, with excellent results on the
hernia. (Abscess of the Brain is discussed elsewhere

; see p. 4..,.)

COMA CABEB.
It will fall to the lot of ever}- house surgeon to be called upon to

diagnose and treat patients who are brought to the casualty depart-
ment in an unconscious condilion. Some of these cases are simple and
straightforicard, others may be most difficult and complicated, ami yetm no class of case aie correct diagnosis and treatment more essential.And another point must be considered, namely, that, while in manycoma cases the most accurate diagnosis and treatment are of no avail
to save life, the death of a patient following a faulty diagnosis and
discharge from hospital does the reputation of the institution and
the medical profession an immense amount of harm. The diagnosis
of the cause of coma is beset with difficulties. Thero is no history inmany cases either of the actual onset of the present trouble or of the
previous health of the patient ; no information can be gleaned as to
the character of the " fit " in its early stages from chance witnesseswho are curiously unobservant

; an.l one may be -asily misled by thesigns of an injury which may after all be the result and not the cause
Of the coma, or by an alcoholic odour in the breath which is merely
he result of the misdirected sympathies of the -

first-ai<l " enthusiast,oma arises from so many causes, both surgical and medical, ranging
f.om malingenng to sunstroke, that every case must be approachedwith an absolutely open mind.
E«mlnatl<.«.-While a hasty examination is made to assure oneselfthat the patient is m no immediate danger, a history of the occurrence

III
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--^whotLer 1,1,k,>I or vonnt «a, «cn. etc. -h....l.l U- s,m|.l.t frnn. the

!,f,e„ very vahml.le. A .leta,le.l .m.l »y»tenu.ti. ex:.m,nut,.m ,» hen

undertaken. The ,le|rth o( the a.ma i» «»icrtaine.l by makinK ellorW

lo rou«- the patient ; the skull .» examined « th »i«c.al reUrence to

the pr.-s.-nce ..f .v..un,l». c.mtusions. ..r siRns of l.U-e.linR or .hscharKo

fron the no-*, mouth. ..r can.. The tonuue Hhouhl Ik.- examined, a»

It may he l.itten m ep.lepsv ..r present the .Iry. re.l. «la.ed appearance

of ,lial*tes The odour of the breath may he of wrv.cc, as .t is

.hstinc.ve in cases of alcoh..hsm. ura-mia, .halK.-lic c.una. ami opuim

no,s..ninL.. i:xaminati..n of the eyes may be ..f Ijreat value, the p.n-

^i„t pup.ls of opnm, po.soninR. the .Ulated pupils ..f alcoh..hsn> ami

'the une< ual pupils of u.nla.cral contpressu.n bemR • 1>;'"' '" "
,^.

The rate an.l chara.tcr of the pulse ami resp.rati.m are n..ted. parti ular

attention lKm« pai.l to the ,l.-«ree of riRi.lity .,f the ^"'"'"
;'"; "'^

,y,« of respiralion (I have seen one or two .Irunken men brouKit in

wi h broken necks). The muscular tone is noted, the rertcxcs a,c trie.l.

md other siens of ..rfianic paralysis suURht for. The temperature

shlhl I.- taken ,m 1«.U. sales. 'Hie amount of bla.l.lcr distent <,n

must be note.l, an.l the urine teste.l for albumin, bloo.l, and sugar. In

a case of prob.ible alch.ilism or narcotic iKiisoninR. the sfunadi

may be washed out an.l the contents note.l. I-inally. if any .loul.t

a, to the serious charac.er of the con.lition exists, the pata-nt mm
1« ailmitled ami kept un.ler strict observation. While ':"'^'\™^

occur as the last stage in many .liseases, there are certain eon.litions

in which coma is the rule, ami it is to these that attenti.m is particularly

directed.

LESS inMHON

Alci.hiil

Apoplexy
Epilrpsv
Concussion
Compression (traumatic)

Opium poisoning

I'ra-niia

Malincering
Sunstroke
Exposure t.i cold

Cerebral abscess

Pois<minK. e-K-. Belladonna.
I'iiosphoru

Acute yellow atrophy of liver

t)iatletcs

The common
" memorizer "

:

may be grouped under the well-known

( Alcohol
1 Apoplexy
Epilepsy

t'r.T-inia

,
. I Concussion

^

Injury
, f,„upre5sion

Opium poisitning

The symptoms peculiar to each arc arranged for the purpose of

dfflercntial diagnosis in paralh' columns in the following tab.c
:

-
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Chapter XLVU.

OF PROWXIXG AND SOME OTHER FORMS OF

SUFFOCATIOS.

* 8PHVXIA-ln all forms of asphyxia it is .mportant to recollect

convulsive struggles
"^f

-.• ^"'^
'^J'^ ''rTspTrat.on ; and secondly, that

rs.'^t'r""-" -" -« «- ^- «- ''"'-"^

beat, .f he nght heart be ap d y
.^ ^^^^^ ^ ^^^^^,^^^_ ^^^

the jugular vein '" ""^^^^ ^'*^^„,'^,,,„, that prompt venesection,

ever taken place
,

but '*j:"^»'"'>
j „^„e cases almost the

""r^fan";^ T;b::M\Tr°emembred! too, that the performance o,

only chance. " ^"°'""
.. „„^,,.s„ibed in addition to rc-oxygenat-

artificial respiration, to be directly descnw^
^,^^ ^

ing the blood, also '^'7- t.^,;^'^"^*;;^
tt capUlaries o£ the lungs,

facilitating the passage of *« WockI thrcragl^ tne p
^^^^

rrrihrshgM vlr'tiln: ..Uich are called for by the different

circumstances of other forms.
,, t here to produce

r Li!™=;xs":;^;^errsT.^;os«^^ '^ -. ^^e

^"ltarr;;ra::;:rir;::r^gt^ondition is suffocation, and

this
--*.**-l°*;'\;^,'t°hfbSfy of an apparently drowned person

Supposmg, then *hayhe b«^y PP
j^ation is found to

ruM^'jhlL^trc.ul-^l^'f'.rdt^eVatory.movements.artific

respiration proper should at once be begun.
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iir may 1,0 sucked into, and squeezed out of, the chest.

fit. 2»9—^VLvestea's Method, i.vspir.itio.v.

In Sylvester's Method (Fies iHr, ,r^\ *i.

I'il. SOT—SVLVISTEB's METHOD. ESPIRATIOS

I,

*
!

fit
II
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£n.,rrr™ .3r5K.v- -•-- - ""
"-

isr;jrr. c.sr«
*•„!;»- strinsr;:

the arms above the wnsts, and carry them «en over . 8
.^^

i. 1 . (or a« thev will eo, as shown in fIS- 2S9- '°°'^
, , ,v.

the forearms crossed °«/ *^ ?'* °' '"^
,„,^ible pressure upon the

his weight upon them, *he surgeon makes ^orc p ^^^^^^ .^ ^^^

which has been known to occur.
minutes wUl usually

.^t=7t?rS:^;^:.t^^i|^--^=
must be taken

-^^X^^^'X^^l^l^Tl carefully watched

rr''rc"ond'::fo iike^LtofCck, .s one very prone to relapse, and

r tpi^ation may fail agam f^J
'^^^''-^^^0? t.ed out, other

While this princpal
"^''"l^^-^J^^X^Tn.^ do not differ

secondary a.Us lo '"'"^"y/^'f^^^ZrToc^ A warm bath should

r"'^' 'rTar^eTpXtlS^ -;:':' for dry warm blanket,

be prepared, and the dripping c
extremities and

^^"e-enjytic;^?- r-ubl^'dTtL direction of the venous

circulation.
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Fi,. 29i.-SaiJrE«» METHOD. WspiRinos.

Fi;. j,!._scHXi.Ei.'s Method. Ewihaiion.

sS' the method of choice is that recently recommended by

32

f
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Do not lose time in attempting to remove his clothing. Begin

artificial respiration as follows :

—

. . .

I. Place yourself athwart or on one side of the patient s body m a

kneeling posture and facing his head.
^ . , , *,

2 Place your hands flat over the lower part of the back (on tne

lowest ribs), one on each side, and gradually throw the weight of your

body forward on to them, so as to produce firm pressure—which must

not be violent—upon the patient's chest.

3. Raise your body slowly, so as to remove the pressure, but leaving

your hands in position.

4. Repeat this forward and backward movement every four or live

seconds (figs. 291. 292).
,

... ..

This course must be pursued for at least half an hour, or until the

natural respirations are resumed. When breathing has been established,

the patient may lie turned on his back and active means employed to

promote the circulation by friction of the limbs in a direction towards

the heart, the application of hot^ flannels, hot bottles, etc. As soon

as the patient can swallow, small quantities of wine, warm brandy

and water, beef tea, or coffee may be administered. He should then

be put to bed and encouraged to sleep.

Other fonni of BulTooatlon.-In suffocation by the fumes of charcoal

or coke by the carbonic acid in brewing vals. by the choke damp of

mining accidents, or by hanging, we have examples of suffocation, in

aU of which the great agent for resuscitation must be artificial respira-

tion As a rule the conditions are more simple than in drowning, as

shock or exhaustion, or cold, the effects of which in drowning have

to be overcome, is not generally present, but the mam principles of

the treatment remain the same. The inhala. m of oxygen gas may

prove of value in these cases.

We have mentioned a ready, when considering the treatment ot

extreme shock and syncope, most of the other measures which arc

accessory to artificial respiration in cases of suspended animation

from whatever cause arising ; but although faradization has been

alluded to in connection with the recovery from some poisons, such

as opium, chloral, or prussic acid, and also on other occasions, the

details of the administration of the electric current have not yet

been given. The following are in brief the directions which should

be followed.
. j 1

The faradic current is usually employed, but the in errupted galvanic

current might answer the purpose.

Graduate the current to a strength sufficient to produce vigorous

contractions of the muscles of the ball of the thumb. Then press the

electrodes firmly over the phrenic nerves, between the sternomastoid

and scalene muscles ; or, put one electrode over one phremc nerve and

the other in the seventh intercostal space.

Interrupt the current about three times a minute, while the assistant

presses firmly on the abdomen, pausing occasionally to obse. ve the effect.
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The electrodes must be large, an,l well moistened

n. come .t.„ tL list ore^l^t ^rX.°' rn^t^"-^^^^

be'^^s-ai't'eV-a:::,' tiT^eivir h"'"""h"'
^"«'^""'" "-

of a foreign body in the co^nrn. . ,
"" '''"' '° "^<^ lodgment

where in ?he l^'^x or tracer ™* °' '"' -ophagus, or some-

at^rTatrtTart''onhe tf^'
'^ " '""^''" ""' '^ --'<=«

behind the cricL'tr^Ue" SXreranl '' "'^""'' *"'
symptoms of suffocation, may thus be cau'ed Th h"T"

"""Serous
immediately may result in L^th , I ' *"''' '' ""' relieved

possible to ™ch^^e ?!; w1 h\e fi"^

''''^'"": '"""^'""^^ '' '^

the best thing to do is rCfc .t u^ F^r'' "lu^^""^'
="'= "=""''"y

the more common p.n, l^'^o'^ul i/^^ro^nlar-p'r^;^^^^^^^^^

Fit- !93—EIUNDCC P.OBANO.

ftmr"o7s.rofrttr"1:rn"Th™""'^''^^^''^P«-«
mencement of the cesoDhaBuf'it 1 T f *" "^^ P"^ «'« ™"-
A good deal of dTstoesTfs fr^' I

'"' *'""'='' '° «° "own of itself,

throat of a /s/Lt or sle nl '^ '^^"^ ^^ *"' ^"'^'""S '> ^e
body. If the body be „u rsoft andT Kr°''''

"' >''^^''' '"-^n
to get rid of it ^to swanlw » Jf

"''"''• P^''^^''^ *« "^ost way
some water

;
bj f there bl anvr^ """f

""' °' ''^'^'' =""» *° "tink
Iming mucous membrane may tSus!r

° ™'P"=' *=" '"J'"y '» '"e
on but an effort r.J"L"2,'^'i: 7^r.cl T' ""' "'"""^ '" ""*«'

the^hkrl't'st msturnt'To
"""""'""' '"'"'"' "' ""- -"^

arranged so that they occ^Dflit! " ^P™'"'"S with bristles

which on Its withdrawal canT^ ^T ^' " '' P''^'^'' "own, but

chimney-sweep's brush in th^
«P»"d«l mto a form something like a

entangled (F?. z,™ ' '"''"' ""^ *'<^'=' ""'>' "«

-eteeth.andcom^,,.t-uX?;"^::t:ra^r-^^^^^^^^^^^

W
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attempts must be made to extract it by means of forceps of special

construction, of which some examples are here
K^f" 'f^^''\„''^

«6) or by means of a coin-catcher or snare. If the body can be

olched i\u, or its locality made out with the «"«"!; ™tr-;'7J'"
generally be easy enough ; but if not, it may be extremely hard to lay

hold of and the greatest patience and skill w.U be required.

U ii ^ese attempts should fail, the question of operative measur«

wiU have to be raised, but as we do not here propose to discuss these

we have only further to express the opinion that .7 ,s bad 5«r,.ry «.

Fie. 294.—PHAR-/NOBAL FOaCEPS.

produce vomiting (as has been recommended) under any circumstances,

and also that 4e dresser or house surgeon should never on his own

r«ponsibiUty attempt to push onwards into the stomach a foreign

iX which he has failed to extract, unless that body be of such a

TL and nature-as the lump of meat or soft fish-bone mentioned

beiore—that its presence there will not be hurtful.

Fij. J95.-Pl.A»V»OE»l. on UKVSOEAL Fo«CKPS.

The exact position of a piece of metal, such as a »'"
"ff ' "/'"^

in the esophagus may be readily located by means of the Rontgen

raylwhiTnify assist greatly in the use of a coin-catcher or m an

Operation.
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SmMmM

Fil. J96.-C110SS.L1SVEI1 I.A«V».-.EAL FORCePS.

to extract a or^^Th^
^''-passages and the oesophagus directly, and

absenre ^.V ^. ^ ""* """* P'""'" Certainty. Only in the

S'^pC '"''™"™'^ ''""" '"^ ^""^-^ "•<>- --'-» -this:
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SECTION rx.

OF THE ADMINISTRATION OF AN/ESTHETICS.

Chapter XLVllI.

ANXSTHESIA.

By JOSEPH BIX'MFELD, M.D.

8„i„, AnKthrtW, 81. G«,.I.'. Ho.plUl, I^ndon, «c.

selection and administration.

CHOICE OF THE iKMTHETIC.

of both safety and comfort, "'*~" """^^^^^
ranks first among anaesthetics »°d.^'" ^*^"'j"„^ o^ide, however,
possible. The -";*---^3=«t°cumui:rn o, cylinkers which
involves an amount of labour ana m

ooerations. Moreover,

render its use ™P[-*'-^^
'^"J ^.^A* n undefi slfiuence ; there-

relaxation of muscles cannot
''^^'''f

"P°^J,, „it„us oxide is not to

fore when this condition ^es^n^alto^^^^^^^^^^
^ ^^^^^^ ^ ^^^

,-Si^^^atf--^r'n<:^r^srirrb:
felt immediately on return of consciouBness

^ ^Jand generally

preferred -h «h.h *. re ^rn ;^--/—, ,„ ,,^, „sult,

-rfr;erat"'n "of^-s -ng^^^^^^^^^
BtaCi'^a^^.

graduaUy --'-"'"^ ^^.^ttorlTth^ five to ten minutes, that

-^'LSr^r'^L^r^r^-. ^-^as IS Of course
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though both may be at the twin r °™™°^''«' maidservant,

and drrnu^rtHr^aidsfA r':; eXer 1-rtt r- ^"t"

of h,^'L„;:h:tic in afcordanct wrfh'''
""'* ^^^ ^-^^ '^'^™«

long o™ratio„s'unr,n\\'*/
<:°nven,ent agent «ith which to manage

Brieflt Zn "^
, f " ""^ ''*"''" 'x' "™"' " nose.

folWs^*'"'
'"'"'^ '" ''x"^" °' an=esthet,cs may be stated as
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2 Siippoaing this (lisaliility not to exist, ii«c »l/ro«s oxidi with air

or oxvizen lor operations lasting up to ten minutes where muscular

relaxation is not essential an.l which are not followed by much pam.

Never use nitrous oxide in cases where there is pressure on larynx or

trachea, e.g., angina I.udovici, mediastinal tumour.

1 For longer operations in healthy subjects, use ilhtr. In the very

young an.l in the old, and in the case of long operations, especially upon

ihe abilomen, this will be given by the open metho<l. In other cases

use Clovers inhaler, preceding the ether for choice by nitrous ox.dc.

4. In cases of acute affections of any part o( the respiratory tract,

use Morolorm ;
this applies also to cases of active phthisis. n these

cases it is often of great advantage to ailminister oxygen together

with the chloroform.
.

, 1-xccpt on account of rule 4 never induce ansslhcsia by chloro-

fonn In cases such as long operations upon the tongue, larynx, nos<-,

pharynx, etc.. where chloroform has often to be use.! during operation,

induce anaesthesia with gas and ether or C.K. mixture according to

f.. For operations upon the neck, head, and face, choose C.E. mtxiure.

Gas and ether cause extra vasculajity and hemorrhage. This applies

also to cases of tonsils, and adenoids. For operations upon the brain

use Morafnrm. For exophthalmic goitre use " open ether.

7 For operations within the thorax, use chhrofom unless the

patients condition is extremely bad ; in that case use ether by the

Open method.
. ^. *^„*. ;«

8. For abdominal operations (vide rule 5) "hen the patient is

particularly muscular, or much accustomed to alcohol or tobacco, and

the operation requires very complete relaxation, as, e.g., prostat-

ectomy, give i gr. morphia hypodermically half an hour before

operation, in combination with atropine, ^-iir
gf-

For rectal operations and operations upon the genlto-unnary

tract, use ether, unless contraindicated by the patients general

'°"o' Some special cases may be mentioned where the best practice

differs perhaps from the above rules. EnucUalion 0/ Ihe eye is generally

best performed with the patient under ether. The extra vascularity

docs not matter in the same way that it does in operations on the

surface of an eye. If ether be given continuously for about ten

min 3 a deep anaesthesia being caused, the apparatus may then be

removed and no further anasthetic required during the operation.

Ci««m««o» in infants should always be performed under ether

In every operation upon the nose and tmiue it is best first to get the

pitient deeply under the influence of ether, then give chloroform,

allowing the congestion to pass off, and continue with chloroform

from a Junker's tube throughout the operation. This practice

enables chloroform to be given safely to persons in the sitting posture

during long periods of time. The same rule applies to removal ol
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the Gmsirian gangliou in the sitting position. In feclilc subiccti. for
tongue operations use ether througliout. continuing by means o(
Crilc 9 apparatus.

XtHIMATIOM AND PIIPAMTIOH OF MTIIIIT.
Before giving any anasthetic. it is «cll to examine roughly the state

ol (I) The c.rctt/a/ioM, by carefully fcding the pulse: Ij) The
r«/.ira/,o„ by Uying the haml lightly on the chest while the patient
breathes deep y : (,,) The insij, of thi mn,„l,. by inspection. False
teeth, etc.. will \k removed,
and if inspection shows
evidence of nasal insuffici-

ency or of very accurately
meeting teeth, a small prop
will lie put between the
teeth before administration
is begun. The condition
of the urine should also
be known. A Mason's gag {Fig. 217), and a wooden wedge (Fig. ar,8)
lor opening the mouth if necessary, and a tongue for<;eps (Fig. 2oo\should be at hand, as well as a small sponge for swabbing the pharynx
in case of need. On the rare occasions when it is necessary to hold the

^11;. J97.—Mahds'b (

c
Fig. 3'»S.—Woodk\^Wei«;k.

tongue forward for a length of time, this is best done by a srout pieceof sik passed through It in the middle line about half an inch from

though rx pair of these may be necessary for drawing the tongue out

Fig. 299.—ToNGI-'E I-'OKCEPS,

Whenever possible, a purge should be given thirty-six hours before
operation, and an enema, too, a few hours before. Ordinary diet
light and in small quantity, should be taken during the two days
preceding operation, and no food for the six hours immediately
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preccdinR it. In the caM o' iniantn. operation should take place at

what would be a feeding-time. Very feeble or a^ed peritonn mu*t of

countc not be subjected to the long deprivation of food : thin broth,

and in some cases neat brAn<ly even, shortly before the administration,

are goo<l in such instances.

AOMniltTBATlOII OF THB AliltTRITIC.

fn Un AdnlnltlrfttiOB sf Nitrons Oild* two nidc-valvc cylinders

{Fig. 300) are neccsaar>', each yielding 2^ gallons of the gas, with stand.

double union, and foot-key. For hospital work larger cylinders are

commonly used. The cylinders are

joined by an indiarubbcr tube to a

bag capable of holding 2 gallons of

the gas, and thin is connected with

the face-piece by a mctal-vaUcd stop-

cock. The cylinders are not to be used

alternately, but the footkey is kept

upon one which is employed till it is

exhausted. The other is then used

/IS. 301. -A Small Wooden MoiTii-fROf.

and the empty one replaced by a full

cylinder. Before using, test the appar-

atus by letting a little gas into the

I)ag and squeezing it out through the

expiratory valve. Place the cylinder

in such a position that the foot-piece

is easily used while the face-piece is

bcin}^ held to the patient's face. Fill

the bag about two-thirds full, with the

valve B off and A open. Place a small

prop [Fig. 301) between the patient's

teeth. With the patient lying or sitting, as required, apply the

face-piece gently but accurately. If the patient is in a dental

chair, be sure that the head is not over-extended ;
tlierc is a

tendency to throw it back. If there is a moustache or beard, it

should be moistened with water where the face-piece lies upon

the hair. Hold the face-piece in position with the left hand, keeping

the little finger below the patient's chin. Ask him to breathe in

Fig. 300.—NiTHoes Oxide Cyukdeiw.
WITH 0TAND, BAO, AND MOUTHflECE.
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and out of th. mouth, »„,1 turn on B wth y™r right hand. Turnthe (oot.kcy « that Ra. .tream, gently into the Lag. Nitrou, ™„l" »now l«ing breathed from the hag, and expir,tio„, arc pa^Z ,„

of the eyehdH. After al»ut twenty hreath, the respiration i, oukUctand deeper than natural, the lace du.ky. and the pupil, dilate,!,
'

Alt

which . character,«,c of nitrou, oxi.lc anH-,tho,ia, and the conjunctivalre«« ,, now generally gone, the corneal persisting. The face-p.ecc
» then to be removed. Sometime, clon.c tw.tching of finger, or hm l.s- lactitafon movement, •-ari« l»fore the stertor. and are enualU-an m,.cation to ,top the administration. If the longe,t anrrs Ic >possible I, a,me,l at. instead of removing the face-piece when he !

symp oms arise, breaths of air are admitted through ^ till the stertwror jactitations have subsUled. an.l then further gas i, admitted. In hw-ay by giving four or five breath, „( nitrous oxide, then one or two

charged up with the maximum amount of the gas. When the operation

and anirsthesia be maintained conveniently for ten minutes or so. It is

Zt^T r "^'"' "'"" '^™'^ *""•• "" t° ^ «»'a'^t<"»
:
«lie„

,„ r. ,.," Z°
'""^' "''""i""" »« to be effected, it i, only nece.sarvto give the nitrous oxide uninterruptedly till the advent of tw.tchingsor of stertor, and then stop the administration. Very occasionallysigns of faintnes, will arise before these stopping symptoms. Tl icadministration must then of course terminate wUhiit waiting forstertor or jactitation. In many cases consi.lerable mu«:ular excite-ment occurs The treatment is steady perseverance with the gas

^"tT"^ ".J'"''
°' ^" '' ^^' "'°"'" '' m^^kedly dusky. The common

TJ^l
.-«>> nitrous oxide is not to give enough. To prolonganesthesia wnthout admitting air and to a less extent than by themethod described, «,me anaesthetists close the expiration valvewhen stertor arises, allowing re-breathing for a few breaths beforeremov ing the face-piece. When this is done the bag must be properly

cleansed before the next administration. When no re-brea^hin^ is

^r,!ce ;
'^ " °"?"f l"

"'"'"'^ *'"^ (accpiece. In hospital dental
practice .t is essential therefore to have several face-pieces in use in

lr^,r^^
one remaining in perchloride ,-.cx« while the other is

employed. The use of nUrous o»de and oxygen together requires
special apparatus, and is not recommended except for the expert
It will not therefore be described here,
Ether.--Next to nitrous oxide in point of safety comes ether. Tliismay be administered by closed, open, or semi-open methods. The semi-open arc rarely of special advantage

: the open are most suitable forcontinumK an administration or for weaklv subjects
; so we first

describe a close,! method which is practicallv suitable for anv average
patient lietween the ages of five and seventy. The apparatus
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recommended is Hewitt's wide-bore modification of Clover's inhaler

{Fi>. 302), and the administration is carried out as follows: The
patient's head being to one side and the face-piece screwed on to

the ether chamber in such a way that the filler is in a convenient

position for pouring in. gently apply the face-piece so that the

narrow end rests on the forehead just above the bridge of the

nose. Grasp the face-piece with the left hand, the little finger resting

below the chin and keeping it gently raised. Instruct the patient to

breathe quietly in and out of the mouth, and raise the apparatus with
the right hand so that the lower end of the face-iiece is off the face

during the first three inspira-

tions. The expirations are

caught in the bag as the lower

end of the face-piece is re-

applied. Now, with the patient

breathing into and from the bag.

take out the stopper and pour

in I ^ oz. of ct^er, The indica-

tor, which is figured from " o "

onwards, has hitherto stood at
" o." It is now pushed forward

with each inspiration in such a

way that a minute is taken to

reach " ^." After this point the

indicator is pushed on more
rapidly if there is no coughing

or holding of the breath, either

of which symptoms indicates

too rapid increase in the strength

of the ether vapour inhaled.

When the index reaches "
J," give one breath of air. By the time

this point is reached consciousness should be fully abclished, as shown

by no response being made when the patient is loudly told to raise

an arm. At this time there will be some duskiness of the face, and

both pulse and breathing arc quickened. There should be also (i) Loss

of conjunctival reflex, {2) Stertorous inspirations, (3) Flaccidity of

muscles ; the arm, if raised, dropping limply to the side when released.

Should the patient be a woman, child, or slightly built man, it is

not necessary to increase the strength of the ether vapour further,

but the index should be kept at " ^ " till the skin incision is made. In

the case of strong subjects, it is better to push on to " F " before this is

done, replacing the index to "
J
" if no reflex is evoked by the cut. When

full anaesthesia has been reached, as shown by the symptoms just

enumerated and reduction of the corneal reflex to a faint response,

air must be admitted in a sufficient quantity to keep the colour entirely

free from any blueness. J-Iilher the bag must be left off. admitting

air continuously through the top of the instrument, or else, if the

WiDE-BORE Clover's Inualer.
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r.o,

anaesthetist must be Rui.lTd l,v th^;^
"""""""^ ''"*'='^»- '"" «'<=

avoided. Care must be .ken to keep tteT'
'"""'"" '"""« ^""^"^'y

that there is no obstruction due to' bVin/I T"
'""''^''' ^

been drawn back w,th inspiration 1 is^L'
'""^ *™S"'^ '""""S

he mouth sMghtly and ensu'ie the pat „ 's bta.hr.T7 *? "P'^"
the mouth throughout. The insertinn - ,,

*> '^'^ through
iPiS. 30I) wiU genera y Jcure tWs v ' > "' "'"' ""''" P™P
to he held forbid, the frequency wth whTh'i^r ' *"'

'k"^™
^'''"'^"

to the experience of the anesthetist ^,^t,,
""'' '^'"S '"^"•"^'y

as just described, there will nccalinnln ,

^""^ "' ''" induction
subjects, be a period of Zcula^'me'nVari'" " ™^>- '""'^'"^'^

met by keeping the face-pieceS ^"Xi P^nT' •

^'^^'» ""-

is the same aslith t-^^^^ iT'-I^S^'rhl'^Zlr-™

^Ig- 303-—OIWSBV'S INHAIER.
P'g. 304.—ticaiiniEr,BiJ9CH*s SUaic.

rnErnerci;r'theTd'-^*'r'*°"''^^-''°'*'-«-r
nitrous oxide alone for the J,. ,*'''"'"''*T'°" '^ begun by admitting
into the Clover, and the index bTn T'i' '

""'^ " ">=" '"-"='
breathes nitrous oxide buf with

"* '""''' '''^"'^^'^' *he patient

vapour. When " i "Is reached L « '""f^'T^
™°''"* °< ""er

off. the large bag replaced bv 'hi T°"^
''dmitting N,o is turned

continued !s wifh ether onk tI""
'"" """ *>' ""ministration

patient, and „ncoLci^rn™"^„„J':;^J"'''''?,- P/"^^"*" '" *'-

apparatus, however and reds"'
"»« q"'ckly. It involves much

the best results ItT ™ns,derahle practice in order to get

those only :t are constrttr^'
''^"""«' '''"'"'"' ""* '-" '"'

inhaler is'^another ui" nstr^meirt'T'"'"^
anesthetics. Or,„s,ys

method (F,«. 30,) It is mnch
.'",B'^™8 ether by the closed

not so welf ada'p^ed for Tomfortar'"'?'^
"'" "" " "°'"'' ""^ '' '^

gradual admission of the vacm^
,'^1'"''""? anaesthesia, since the

«mply by holdmg the Tnhaler at so^I
regu\Mod This is achieved

s e mnaler at some distance from the face and
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gradually advancing it till it rests there. Half an ounce of ether is

first poured upon the sponge, and this must be 'P'^<='<* ''"^ "^
Ts

time, for which purpose, as well as for air admission, the mhalcr is

removed from the face. j „< «,.
For giving ether by the open method, a mask is required of the

Schimmelbusch kind {Fig. 304), on which are stretched eight layers

of surgical gauze or three or four of domette. A coil of gauze is laid

upon the patient's face, and on this the mask rests. He is encouraged

tobreathe in and out through the mouth, and then drops of ether are

allowed to fall upon the mask opposite to the mouth in gradually

increasing quantities. Eventually the mask '»'«=?*'''*""*'"*,
^''l^

ether Induction takes considerably longer than by the closed

method, but is accompanied by less spasm and less secretion of mucus.

For a strong subject, large quantities of ether are necessary, and the

air of the operating-room becomes considerably laden with the vapo"";

To be certain of success with •' open ether " the administration should

be preceded by a hypodermic injection of morphia gr. i.
atropine gr.

J- given three-quarters of an hour before the time of operation.

SoSe anaesthetists prefer to add scopolamine (gr. j^) *" ^^ese drugs.

Ether is often given immediately preceded by ethyl Monde. The

combination is effective and acts with extreme rapidity ;
but is not with-

out risk, and is best reserved for patients

of a ver>' resistant kind, such as muscular

alcoholics. A small prop is always to be

inserted between the teeth before beginning,

for much spasm of the jaws may arise. A
Clover's apparatus is used, the small bag

being fitted with a tap through which the

ethyl chloride is to be inserted. Charge the

inhaler with ether, squirt 4 cc. of ethyl

chloride into the bag, and put the inhaler on

the face in such a way that the bag hangs

down. Raise the bag during the first three

breaths, so that it comes into line with the

inhaler. Turn ether on to " }." "the con-

junctival reflex is gone, push on to "
i." By

this time stertor will be present. Remove the

bag, thus admitting air to the patient. Press

what vapour is in the bag out of it, and

replace it so as to catch an expiration.

Continue as with ether alone.

Chloroform.—This anesthetic has always to

be administered with a large admixture of air.

About 2 per cent of chloroform vapour to 98

per cent of 'air is recognized as the safe strength, and the problem for

ihe administrator is to supply his patient uniformly with a weak and

constant atmosphere. The regulating inhalers hitherto introduced are

Pig, 305.

—

Dkop-Botti^.
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chloroform can bTsaMv ^rt^ ! J" ^''f
"" '° ™""«1^ ^y which

safest plan is to'substitute ettT f^cMo I ^ .irL'""
the chlorZ™ mask bv 2 Orm h TT." '""^ ''"""'P<=''' ^P'^^

n
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must be continuously and closely watched. Nothing but a perfectly

«eular resp" ation, at least as vigorous as that of norma sleep, must

S'r^ga ded as satisfactory. The corneal reflex and the pupU ar.

^aluaWe indications. The former should, as a genera r.ne^ be kep^

iust perceptible, and the latter in a moderately contracted state. The

' !,^^n n< thL DuDil is rarely, however, a safe guide tiU operation

ZT:^ t prog'r^S for sle minutes. Shallow breathing, pallor

a dilated pupU, an absent corneal reflex, and sweatmg are s.gns of

overf^ On the other hand, shallow breathing, w.th paUor a

^r,n ™mil and a perceptible corneal reflex, generally mean that

:":Lesfa is tt Tight, and that vomiting will oegin if the lips are

^rt bSy rubbed to stimulate respiration, and more chloroform

°«?^t'Tl ".roitle and open masU, the next most genera^

applicable ...thoS of giving chloroform is by means of Junker s ,nHaler

1

Ftt' 306.—JPNKE"'* !«*«»•

Ftg. 307-

Tube for dss with

Junker's Inhaler.

(F.f ^c6) This instrument is of particular sei^.ce, is indeed

mdfspenlble, in giving a continuous supply of chloroforrn dunng the

Kr^S^a^ce of long operations upon the tongue, nose pharynx, etc

ThenT-^sk cannot be held over the face without interfering with

The surgrn. On such occasions the chloroform vapour is pumped

through a metal tube (F.g. 307) P'-ed on the tongue wel hack - °ne

sTde of the mouth, or along a soft catheter inserted tnrough » nostr 1 till

s endt the posterior nares just overhangs the upper ap-rture of the

arvnx Soft Sheters are used, with special mounts for fitting on

h^ru^iber tube of the Junker. In cases -^ere this method .s^^e^^^

n,„ natipnt is to be first put under chloroform to the degree 01 surgical

anlsthTsra and ^hen, liore operation is begun, the anesthetist tests

S U apt to find it impossible to attain the necessary depth of narcosis
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thr^p „r f
allowed to rest upon the face, and finally after

Reference has been made to the
value of the C.E. mixture (chloro-
form t«o parts by bulk, ether
three parts) which, as regards
method of administration, may be
held to include the A.C.E. mixture
(alcohol one, chloroform two
ether three parts). The best
method of administration is the
same as that described in con-
nection with chloroform given by

tLXV'2':^,Tl b^'^ f"^*'"^
"' «'="'"" ''O'"i"-tration

quantities ^, l?^^ I '"^' "'^ "S"^'>' observed, but larger

and i^ ,h„
the agent are required than with pure chl, formand m the case of a robust subject it is well to have two 1 , Zat

r hown'T'^f
"'r ">"" ^"^ "^^''- " =«" this prLe insumc nt

Tstage o m,? t
"^^'°"''' "' unconsciousness or too proTong" i

,nK f^
°f muscular excitement, use Rendle's [Fig. ,08) or Allis'

ur^ded The'"'" '"^YT"'^
^""^ ^'^-"PP'^ is'to' some e^ ^

Sre uoon tL ' "r
P°"""« "^ =™P''^ "' "''<=•""» of themixture upon the sponge and renewing as frequently as the dryness

top 0" trRend,"" ;h
° "' "^^^"^^- ">- "='- •" 'he l^oles Lt th:top of the Rendle, the mixture may be added from the droo-bottlewithout removing the inhaler from the face.

P

and*?'.!.
"'"""••-The indications for use have been briefly mentionedand a few words may be said in explanation of the way in wWch to gKe

Thud^prfr^'-'i'''-"^^
older children IT' '"' """"'" '" ^ ^" "P '° *™ >-"• 3 cc.

:
forchildren and women, 4 cc,

; for men, , cc. The patient may be

33

Fig. 3g8.—Rendle's Iniialeb,
with Flannd Bag holding Sponge.
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in the lying or sitcing position. A small mouth prop, or Doyen's gag,

in tonsil or adenoid cases, is to be put between the teeth before beginnmg.

The dose to be used is sprayed into the small bag with the tap fitting

described in connection with the use of ethyl chloride and ether (Fi«.

309). This bag fits straight into the face-piece ; the patient is asked to

breathe quietly and forcibly, and the face-piece being gently applied

and expirations being seen to distend the bag. this is raised till, at

the end of the third breath, it is in a line at right angles to the face

Unconsciousness is induced with remarkable rapidity. Often two

breaths in the case of a child, and three or four with an adult, when

the face-piece is accurately adapted to the face so that no air is admitted.

are enough to abolish consciousness. Stertor is not always present

and the fixed globe of the eye. with absent conjunctival reflex and

dilated pupil, are the signs of anesthesia. The average duration of

Fif. y^- -Ethvl chioru>b nX)U bag o»
CLOVBK'S INUALBR,

Fig. 310.—THE SAME.—MIDDLE OF
ADMOnSTRATlON.

anaesthesia is about seventy-five seconds. Recovery is rapid, but is

more often associated with sickness or headache than m the -^ase °f

nitrous oxide. If several minutes' anaesthesia are requiied, three

breaths of air are to be admitted every three breaths, and more rthyl

cMonde squirted into the bag, . cc. at a time. A't^'^^dmrnistration

the face-p^ece should be thoroughly cleansed and the bag washed out

^th wa™ water. The great convenience of ethyl chloride mu.t not

bUnd us to the fact that it has been associated with many «atal'tie^

and that therefore, when nitrous oxide meets the case, this ^ou^ be

chosen Safety with ethyl chloride is best assured by care m strictly

fmZg the amounts used and in giving breaths of air with sufficient

frequency. Ethyl chloride may be used upon an open mask as a

pretaina'ry to C.E. or oi«n ether in the induction «' anes*-'^'
J"*

use is of great advantage in the case of a frightened child, as un-

consciousness is very quickly obtained.
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CORDITIORS OF DAHOIR.

The first steps to be taken aro • /t\ «•;»», i

"-""*uon. or both.
c*;™ 1 ^

F^" I't idKcn are; (i) Withdraw the ana'sthrtir •
i ,\

breathing does not now start again eive care nf th» ,„„
^""S^'e. it

It IS important to perform artificial respiration uill ,„«;.^ »sbwness. The complete movement should te carted out at atteof not more than eighteen to the minute. Effective artfficiarresp?!tion IS the most important remedial measure in ana^sthetil colC
thus emnl""'H "" *°"''' «'"= '' "'' "'""«' """"''on. While he s

o^ration ,s one for which the abdomen i^ alreadyTp™ "he hear^

Hhrtm^Tu'ch ' *"''" r^™« "P°" "™- "^"^aiaphragm Such a measure has succeeded where all else h»Hailed. It ,s doubtful whether the abdomen should ever ^ o^ned forthe express purpose of massaging the heart
" "" >« °P<="«<i 'or

^^ i^fntriisr- ith^t:^----

of^"s'th"tt" the* ir" '" *"' "='^"'™ ^"^ -'ministration

pat.^s'^:^^- ^. -rtLins:ct:ttrre r:mt

Sf?=^-n:r;:^z-r-i:rr^rH

hi. V, ,^'=*f
'""8 "• vomiting continue, a drink of 20 grains sodtaarb. m half a pmt of water should be swallowed. This wiU generaUv

morTh'a rs"t:"r:m";c:^"'"
""-"'"^ "^

"
-^-p-''--'-^ "i-*-n o'
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niU MiUTHIUl.

This mcthcl of inducing anaesthesia over »h= '<>«•"

»'f°'^;"tl
and lower extremity area, is being largely practised,

j^
hoURh

f
«

too early yet to pronounce definitely as to the scope »" '
'""'"*'°"'

o^ the practice, It is, nevertheless, one which ha, a "»t'"^t
;='"^'

t operations upon the«= region, when the ^"^mon oMhe part •

Huch as to render the employment of a general anesthetic a matter oi

raUur^ result rather from' imperfect technique '^^J-m the wan^^^^^^

solution, with or without the addition of ^-r>'-rc^^^^^-^-J^

if weaker solution, are u«:d, larger m,ect.on, are to be made.

^^,::'^r ^^:«d^=^e operating-tab^ and «ie Ic^ P^t M

DOSition of the fourth lumbar spinous process. A long "'P'°""B

Ste is now taken, the best being one of Pl^*>"""-.'"'''7;„te„]

"fern long and . mm. in diameter. The pvtient is directed to bend

onvTrdand m.ke a "great back," and the Pun^ture . made^ her

at a level between the fourth and fiftl. spinous processes "^ between

Ihe operator that the spinal theca has been entered, which « " "-^^>

thetic solution which it i, proposed to inject, should "e ^ i^^f
raw i>. In

^ Si: -rn=frt-^^^^^ibr^o^rtd
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emptied out and the measured quantity of novocaine «,l„tion dra..nup mo the barrel. Tiie syringe „ reconnected to the „ee.llc, andthe solution slowly mje.tod into the spinal canal. The needle i, thenwithdrawn and the puncture sealed with a dressing. The patient isnow placed upon his back, with the shoulders ..ised on a pillow «,that the ana-sthctic docs not gravitate towards the vital ivarts of thespinal cord. If necessary, the buttocks are somewhat elevated toallow the drug to exert its effect upon the lower dorsal nerves. Ana-s-
thesia IS established in five to ten minutes, and lasts on an average
three-quarters to one and a half hours. Sometimes when the needle
» introduced blood Hows freely from it. This is due to injury of a v<^„and the needle should be withdrawn and re-introduced. Certain
complications occasionally attend the use of this anirsthctic Thevare headache, vomiting, and more rarely collapse

; but those surgeonswho have employed it extensively speak in high terms of its valueThere are many different ways of performing the injection, but two
principles are common to them all : (i) That absolute asepsis shouldbe maintained

: and U) That a quantity of cerebrospinal fluid equal
to that of the ana-sthetic injected should be withdrawn.

LOCAL ANXBTHBtU.
Local anaesthesia consists in infecting by means of a hypodermic

syringe a solution of cocaine, stovaine. or eucaine, in order that small
operations may be performed nithout discomfort to the patient Asa matter of fact many major operations can be carried out successfullyunder local anaesthesia, though the method requires a certain amount
of practice before it may be employed even in minor surgery Onthe whole eucaine in a i per cent solution gives the most satisfactory
results It may be combined with advantage with adrenalin at a
strength of i -10,000, which hmits the aniEsthesia more strictly tothe site of injection. The technique is as foUows :—
The skin over the affected region having been carefully prepared afine hypodermic needle connected with a syringe filled with the eucaine

solution IS introduced into the skin. It is necessary to see that theneedle at first docs not enter the subcutaneous tissues, since the sensi-
tive part IS the papillary layer, which should be anaesthetized first If
properly introduced, the injection of a few drops of the solution willcause a blanching of the skin and the formation of a round or ovalsweUing, • la boule ana:stlMique." The needle is then pushed on its
course running nearly parallel with the surface until successive regions
in the neighbourhood of the original puncture are ana-sthetizcd and in
this way, by altering the direction of the needle either to the right or
lelt, a considerable area can be rendered completely insensitive by aMngle puncture. If wider effects are desired, the needle should bewithdrawn and reintroduced at the margin of the last ana.mic point
until the whole region likely to be exposed by the primary incision I
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ha. b..n anxsthftiied. Usually not more than 15 or 20 minim. wiU

b« required for this. If it is necewary in the course of the operation

to proceed deeper, the needle i. now thrust into the subcutaneou.

tiMues. and it> to 20 minims are allowed to penetrate more deeply. H

the operation is performed upon an extremity, the position of the

main nerves should be located, and the needle introduced as near

them as possible, the fluid in this way being injected round the nerves

which will chieflv affect the sen^tion of the patient. In the case of

whitlows it is often sufficient to inject a few drops of a l per cent solu-

tion in the position of the digital nerves, in order to render an operation

for the relief of the condition perfectly painless. Absolute asepsis

must be maintained, for it is in small operations of thi. kind that

carelessness is apt to lead to the introduction of septic organisms.

The best syringes for local and spinal anesthesia are those composed

entirely of glass, which can be thoroughly steriliicd by boihng.
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SECTION X.

MISCELLANEOUS

Chapter XLIX.
OF THE P'^^PARATIOS OF PATIESTS FOR OPERATIONAND THEIR AFTER-TREATMENT.

THE PBEPAMTIOH Or PATIIHTI rOR OPEUTIOH

co„'"Xr;:d°hVe''°a,» ::::
^^j^'^'^'^ ™ a„ aduu without his

commonly obi«:t to on, Tnjfh™ r?^'"'' ^

P='"™" ""=" ""•«
to undeJo it when i,?r

'"»o a hospital for an operation, than refuse

cheeXoneshouldbetlur^IttiM ''"' ""^ ^'"^ "" ^"^ ""<«*

fCt "".rrence forced upon her attention, but the facts shouW

an?™XT™\\'' '"^ '^ undoubtedly prolonged, a"d heahh

and that clm^r^^^ h^'^rrif^^r^l^f""



iW I'HKI'ARATIHN KOR OPRRATION

In women, the date of an oprration >hould lie arranged to (all as

(ar an powiblo Irom a menitrual period, unleiu they have ceaied to

menstruate, but in cases ot urgency the flow o( the mrnses should not

be made a bar to the operation.

Of recent years (ar more attention has bein directed to the prepara-

tion o( patients be(ore operation, and there can lie no doubt that the

improvement in surgical statistics has resulted in no small measure (rom

this practice. In the first place general measures which are applicable

to most operations will be considered, and later the special treatment

of diseases of certain parts—head, mouth, etc.

General Treatment.— All operations should be approached with

certain definite objects in view, viz., to raise the resistance of the

patient so that he may support what is often a severe strain on his

recuperative powers, to diminish the risk of sepsis, and at the same

time to prevent shock and undue hirraorrhage. These are the cardinal

principles of pre-operative treatment, and are applicable to every

kind of operation.

We should feed the patient who is in poor health on stimulating

and nourishing foods, and make free use of saline and other injections,

to which reference will be made later. No operations but those of

urgency should be undertaken if the temperature is raised above the

normal.

The stomach should be empty before the administration of the

anesthetic, so that the vomiting may be controlled, and the patient

should be purged. This purging is an important detail which will be

specially considered in connection with rectal operations, but it is

necessary at this point to dwell on its value and influence.

In most people confinement to bed induces a sluggishness of the

bowels, so that if the intestines are not thoroughly cleared out as

a preUminary, there may be considerable difficulty in opening them

subsequently , during this time there will be present a residue which

will undergo putrefactive changes in the stagnant colon, and not only

is the virulence of the Bacillus colt increased thereby, and so the

dangers of blood infection augmented, but the patient may absorb

a quantity of toxic products, which will have an injurious influence on

the progress of the case. The actual drug that is to be employed is

a matter of opinion and custom, and depends to some extent upon

the nature of the operation and the habits of the patient. Cascara is

quite sufficient for minor cases, if the bowels usually act regularly :

calomel or castor oil are Ihe best purges for use before abdommal

operations ; some patients are, however, very susceptible to the action

of calomel.

Enemata are to be employed alone or as accessories to the purge

in the form of simple soap-and-water injections, but in cases where

suppuration is suspected in the lower part of the abdomen, they must

be omitted, or employed with the greatest rautinn : a locaUzed abscess

may be ruptured by the administration of a large enema. It is better



\ illcrent mcthnis in use
<> ms avoiding antiseptic
ill!

' a discussion on this
"•'y employed, which can

• Mirgcon in charge of the

I'RKI'AHATIOV FOR <»I'KR.\TI(.X m
operation, and to administer the enema the evening l,c(.;re »„ ILiZW«lne«l.y be the day fixe,l, catharsis should .« in^duc^T^iy T,Xmorning, an,l on Tue^lay night the lK>wel. .hould (« well «Lii^ out

S^v ofX^"" «'" '"',"'''"• " *""" " »"y uneasiness on "he

'f'erlt ZlTcJJ,
, . 7:Vi'

""",-"' T" """"*'"' "" "»
the patient g«. to Jhe

' ' ' "' '' "" """" " '"»' "-'o"

PnpwaUoB of Um gt|,,
i

•
: . ,„, ,,,

for the preparation 1;^ i,,, ,„„,
compresses altogetln ' in o„t nr . •

subject, we shall ,.i- ..i,, ,, mc\h«l . ,

be modified accor'i ,(; i,> i
<. , ,, j ,,, ]

case.

wii^^o^^itTw::;;;' :,',;:;;::. -x ^jtr'^ -'"'T

aLTh"*T l" "'r" °" '*" """ '""'"d -''h protect « and w<^rand the whole IS firmly bandag <!
>.inc ana wool,

ba°h" fndihe T"'"?
*»« operation, the patient may have a warm

the bath is imi«!J^'K "
'^""^ "* ''P'*'"' '" ""»" "« '"•'"». Ifthe bath 19 omitted the compress should be changed

with XI'"'
"P"*""" » ^S^"' the whole area should be well washedwith ether soap and dried. A final swabbing with a sponge soakedin bmiodide of mercury in spirit i-.,xx, completes the to^et

ThI ski^Ts'shal^ 'J
"°" '""''"'' •^'"P'oyd. «i'h excellent result..

U) acetone m 7c^'i„~
""""*'*• ""'' ^""'"^ """

^ O benzene,

:V
''"'°"«' <J' '«•'>« 2 per cent in rectified spirit. This is rionp

LL'^Xh^'" Not*""""™'
""" "" '•""'""' -'y ^ reappl'Lf™

Sw. ^hf ,?

compress is necessary. When the patient is on the

fwav *th r "h%"
"«="". P"'"''" »'* iodine. This meth«i do^

and Uena^e^.h.
P^'^'n^y dressings, is entirely adequate,

X"ed
^"*™" '° ""' """ •* ^"«'^'«^"t'y "idc area has been

The Prenntloii of Undne Hamorrhafa dspiiut the OneMtlon -it
» obvious that this is mainly in the hinds oflhe operaTand h

^ntr ; "rr""'"" " "^ "'"' '"" •« <">"= "y pr^minar^ trea !ment to check its occurrence.
In cases of jaundice, which are very liable to bleed profusely or inoperations where a large number of vessels may be cut chloride o"^cmm or lac^te of calcium should be given in doses of lo^ains

prior to the operation, and should be continued after its completion

xAii
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Chloride o{ calcium, however, must not be used indiscriminately

ii cases where much bleeding is expected ; for if large doses are given

to a patient whose " coagulating power " is high, there is considerable

risk of thrombosis setting in. It is always advisable to test the

coagulation period of the blood in any case before the drug is

given.

Shock.—To obviate the shock of a prolonged and serious operation

we have many measures at our disposal : see Chapter V, on " Shock."

THE PREPARATION OF SPECIAL CASES.

OperatioBi on the H«»d.—We are generally concerned with two

classes : the emergency fracture, and the tumour or abscess which

permits of more leisure in diagnosis and treatment.

The fracture may be simple or compound ; if the latter, we have no

option but to proceed at once with the operative treatment which may

be necessary ; but if there is n6 open wound, and the symptoms,

although calling for operation, are not urgent, it will be wise to postpone

matters until the head has been carefully cleansed.

In all cases where there is no immediate demand for operative

proceedings, but where there is a prospect of their ultimate employ-

ment, the whole head should be washed and shaved, and efforts made

with lotions and compresses t t omote asepsis some days before the

operation is undertaken. The ordinary wash, shave, and brush-up

which are often rushed through at the last minute, are entirely

inadequate to the needs of the case.

Th« Mouth and Tob(b6.—Care should be taken with these patients

to get the mouth thoroughly clean. Carious teeth should be extracted,

and those remaining, if covered with tartar, should be scaled or

thoroughly well brushed. The mouth should be washed out several

times a day with alternate solutions of bicarbonate of soda 20 gr. to the

ounce, and carboUc acid i-loo, or any other antiseptic solution suitable

for the purpose.
, .

There is no doubt that careful attention to oral hygiene diminishes

the risk of septic pneumonia, the most dangerous and common

compHcation of operation upon the mouth and throat. Not less than

a week should be spent in this preparation if the mouth is unclean.

The AbdomoB.—The patient should be confined to bed for a few

days beforehand ; the actual number must depend upon the operation

to be performed and the condition of the patient. The practice of

• rushing " patients into the theatre is to be strongly condemned.

When a patient is about to undergo a serious abdominal operation,

a week should be spent in properly preparing him. It is not necessary

that he should be confined to bed all this time, but he can gradually

become acclimatized to his new condition, 'gain apart from the

ordinary purging, it is advisable to administer drugs that have some

influence upon intestinal decomposition, e.g., salol, ,J-naphthol, and

cyUin (one of the best intestinal antiseptics), especially ii there is likely
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to be some interference with the intestine. As to the merits of these

rbetrcoJl'^V"'",""
"''"""" '^'''•'*y- "•«" «hough they are not

employed
"' *° """"-"'Sanisms. they should be

whTct feave1rtt^\?"f' V""^'
"""^'^ ^" '='^''y assimilated and

h^W TT ,
"*"' " " "°* necessary to starve a patient

d':ir:f;trair™s, '" '"^'^"^^ ^^"-^ -^^ -- '«-*

of?^'"""'"'"""^^''
*'' '"""''"S ™'"" '^^^^ as complete excsion

^,.17"' ^™'^'' ^"' '^ "^o-^idered. When any operation wh chaims at obtammg primary healing of a wound in the anal anS r«tal

TtTsno'tTuSr'; r^r*'""
""'* ""' ""'" ^^^''""y -dortake"

to conc"ude tS t"H

*°
"""J-""''^-: »

P^g" a day or so beforehand, andto conclude that the bo«cl has been emptied, nor to give an enema

bL cUrd."'
"' ''" °'""'™ ^°'' '"^«'"'= *^' *^

-""""-

tiol".'"nnt
°* '^^

P^'i.'"'' *"" ''' " ^"siderable amount of obstruc-

sufficient ,o r^" r:^1' *°,^'™ "^^ *° <"'""<=* symptoms, but

thll so^.r ^t.'"'"^'^
^'=""K '^=-=ly. 'h^ "suit bein, that

X^e^nrrtatrg^^ *°"'^ ^"" "" °P^-«- >>- '^«"

the^'afTe^L^^*?'"/""
*''" '™"* *"'"'"* *»" -=»" «^™^ duringthe after-treatment of cases of excision of the rectum is an attack

rti"s oT'tL" ""'%'"rr'
'"'=^' '"''"" -^ ^o^^^'' ">*<> *"' -ri°-

hrvTrad^ti^t^r."^'""'
•'™'""^'' '«""=^""'= ^"^ ^-"'^«<'-

Many Continental surgeons who have had a large experience of

S,or™,I,
/^'^ '^ "P^^"'"^. the patient .s admitted and is

which ?hi^^"f' ="

r^""^
"""='' ^^*™''^ '^" free days, after

Tnd ooum hT "'. ^'P* "* '"' "» *""= Administration of bismuthand opium before and for some days after the operation

tint h'f
" ^'"^ ""'^'^^ "'" '^''™ * """'-"A' '•«'d>'=. and at the sameUme have a maximal stimulating effect, such as meat extracts raw

"well ™Ve!f'™;"'r"'' ''^^ '"^ ^««^- '^^^'^ -"--^ 'he rectum
IS well cashed out with a weak solution of permanganate of potash

wfth someT^r'^'tr'""'^
°'"'™™' '^ ''Pr 'ed tt the anal Region.'With some shght modifications we may accep- this as the best form

starts sTh" '"''""™* "" ""'''' ''''' -^^ " ™''' ' t^-tmcn^

bismuth .„h''*'
''""'

K° f^ °P"*"™ " "•'" ^^ ^"»'^'™t. and Ihe

.^H .K A
•",""" '''°"''' '''' '^°™'>incd with salol t«o days beforeand three days after the operation :—

E liismuthi Subnitratis (>r. xx
Tinct. Opii miv
Salol

gr. X
I

Fiat Mist. Two tablespoonfuls tlir«- times a day

Tinct. Cardamomi Co.
Aq. Chlorof.

OSS
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A weak solution (i-iooo) of formalin may be used instead of the

permanganate of potash.

With reference to the practice of keeping the bowels confined for

several days after operation, it has been said that additional trouble

is caused in getting the bowels open subsequently owing to the forma-

tion of scybalous masses in the large intestine. This is true only if

the bowel has not been thoroughly cleared out beforehand. Pro\ided

this has been done, and the diet has been carefully reguUted, scybala

will not give trouble, and the bowels may be kept at rest for five or

six days.

The OeDlto-uriliary Tract.—We consider here operations upon the

kidney, bladder, prostate, and urethra—a large and vcr>- important

group of surgical cases. In the majority of patients who suffer from

extensive disease of these organs the renal function is impaired. There

can be no doubt that the simplest operative procedure makes serious

demands upon the tissues of the body, especially upon the kidneys,

and unless they arc moderately healthy, they will be unable to stand

the strain.

It is no unusual occurrence for a patient who has been subjected

to an operation for the relief of stricture or for prostatic enlargement

to succumb within a few days from suppression of urine. In most

cases this coi.iplication is due to previous damage to the kidneys,

and the shock of the operation, and possibly other factors, such as

acute urinary infection, have comliincil to bring about a most serious

state of affaim. In order K. prevent this as far as possible, pre-

operative treatmem must be very carefully carried out.

If definite evidence of renal damage is forthcoming in the shape

of a dry skin, bilateral renal pain and tenderness, thirst, and a

diminished excretion of urea, all operations but those of urgency

should be deferred.

The patient should be confined to his bed or house for some days

before any operation is attempted, and he must be warned to avoid

draughts and chills.

Milk, fish, and eggs are the best diet ; meat should be given sparingly.

If stimulants are required, whisky or gin appear to be most suitable.

The skin must be made to act by warm baths and friction, since by its

vicarious action the kidneys can be relieved of a considerable amount

oi work. The patient should drink at least two pints of barley-water

or lemonade during the day. ContrexLville or Vichy water should be

given as a routine.

The Iwwels must be made to act well; they are often sluggish

in this class of ca.se. If pus i« present in the urine, quinine, urotropin,

and acid sodium phosphate may be given ; if there is much tendency

to phosphatic deposit, nitrohydrochloric acid should replace the latter

drug.

Digitalis and strychnine are also valuable drugs for stimulating

a failing kidney.
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twlVr^ h'"''''"
'' '"' '""' " ""' ^ "<^':"^.-'"- to wash it out -effMlarivtwice a day. or even to open and drain it. ,n those cases where th»more senous step o, removal of an enlarged prostate irernt^m^ated

POBT-OPERiTIVE TRE4IMEIIT.
It IS obviously beyond the scope of this work to deal with all the

tions that
' °' PO^'-OP-^'*'- «-»tment. or w.th the many compha

?Z^^ ! ^ """ ''"""8 ">' P"'«"''' "i "'« '^^^ and oniy the more.mportant points will he considered. (The two serious complicItZsh«norrhage and shock, have already been mentioned. )

"P'"^"'""''

perfor^edThTtr™*''?™','" " '"'' """ '"' "P"*"™ h''^ '^^nperformed, the following details will require attention
Return to Conrelou.ne.8.—While the effects of the anesthetic are

pacing off the patient must be very carefully watched Tn the state

^v to'^tt ". fT r"""""""^
""'' luli; returned, patient^ mav

lLU\ T ^'\- """" "" tl>™^'^lves serious damage. Thevomiting which IS usual at this period must be looked after the head

^e vo^it3t™ "! ";^™""«'^ ">«"" " "- care ,s not taken,tne vomit m,iy be sucked down the trachea into the lung
Poiition—The particular position which a patient should assumedepends upon the operation that has been performed, and Ton o herconsiderations-age, etc. In the majority of cases the patientTp a l"on h,s back with the shoulders and head slightly raised-the lupine

r^Z'- h Th'h "T"'-
'''°'™ '"' ^" "'inao- abdominalc^ai

1h ; t "^ *" P''"="' ""''" *'"= ''"«» «> "s to slightly flex thmand take the tension off the abdominal muscles
ex tnem

In cases where special drainage of an abscess, e.g.. an appendicular

gall-bladder ,n cholecystostomy. the patient is usually placed on hisside w.th a pillow supporting the back-the lateral position

the orrrS"""?
*' '""'""» ''°'" '""•= '°''^ <" peritonitis, it ,s nowthe practice of many surgeons to prop him up in bed (Fowler's

position), so that the fluid exudate can gravitate^owards the elvis

combined with the continuous administration of saline per rectum I

complications, as the lungs and heart are better able to work ,n th^sposition in cases of hypostatic congestion or bronchitis than whenthe patient is flat on his back.

Jlu^,
difficulty IS experienced in maintaining this attitude, a pillow

and ? f "Tf^
''™"*'' **"= ""Sh'*' 'he knees being flexed ov^^r it,

ofthl 1 H , IT"^"' "5' '"""8 ""-Is to the posts on either sideof the head of the bed. In this manner it acts as a sling, and keepsthe patient from slipping down.

^
II there is a wound of the back or buttock, the patient should be,u. m ...e prone p-osiltun. Although at hrst tJicre may be some

'mL:m^^^immmv:^Mm'Y-^^:-^mij'%..
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inconvenience in ma.ntaminR this unusual posture, it is wonderful

how soon patients get accustomed to it. Such a pos.t.on markedly

facUitates the draining of abdominal abscesses, and may te rendered

necessary by the development of bedsores during the course of a case.

In whatever position the patient is placed, it is very necessary to

see that as far as possible comfort is obtained. We are not now so

strict as to the movement of cases after abdominal section as formerly,

and many surgeons will allow their patients to be turned on to the

side if that position gives greater ease, rather than compel them to

pass a night of discomfort in the position of orthodox supination.

In children it is even more important not to impose any unnecessary

restraint «-hich is likely to make them restless and irritable, and they

may be allowed to move about fairly freely. One note of warning

must however, be sounded in this respect. Children do not stand

abdominal operations well, and there is often some need ^ hurry

towards the end of an abdominal section ;
this may result in the

wound being closed by a single layer of sutures. There seems to be

a greater tendency for the abdominal contents to protrude in children

than in adults, and if the case is ^not watched, the house surgeon may

find some coils of intestine prolapsed through the abdomina incision.

This IS a fairly common compUcation after an operation for intus-

susception. It is always advisable to apply a broad piece of strapping

over the first layer of dressings in such cases, to prevent this accident.

BlupKsneH and P»lii.-The importance of adequate rest during

the treatment of surgical lesions must be fully realized Although

a patient may be free from severe pain he may be unable to sleep,

either because of the positicm which he is compelled to assume or

because of his general surroundings. If a patient passes a restless

and sleepless night, he cannot make satisfactory surgical progress

These remarks are not to be taken as a suggestion that every patient

who suffers from sleeplessness is to be deluged with soporific drugs,

for there are other means of attaining our ends. Emphasis has already

been laid upon the importance of a comfortable position, and a house

surgeon should see that splints, bandages. cU. are in good position

and not unduly tight.

In the satisfactory treatment of his cases, a house surgeon must

steer between two extremes ; tlie one of fiiving sedatives too readily

and over too long a period, and the other of withholding rest- and sleep-

giving drugs from a patient wlio is restless and in pam.

Solutions of opium or nepenthe are frequently of miicli more value

than morphia, and should often be employed in preference to this

latter <lrug. Omnopon is an excellent substitute for morphia and

produces few bad effects.

It must be remembered that morphia, although a sedative, does

not always produce sleep ; the drug may lull the sensibility of the

patient to pain without producing further action -. but if in addition

to a hypodermic injection of 4 min. morphia, chloral h> drate 7 to 10 gr.

wsm^M^
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Iw administered, pain will be
or potassium bromid* lo to ij gr.
diminished and sleep induced

tX tole, Ji, ithf h' V^T"' '•>» "' paralyzing action onIDT l»»e) «rall. The indications for its use are : severe pain which

Tw, "r.'""^1
'"' '™'" ""''™"' »"'^'' - '°mentatL;,^'t„'he

, ^^ .*^ .'«^«<=»»ness, and persistent vomiting. In such cases.t should begm m conjunction with atropine:-
»>":" cases

R Liq, Morph. Hypodorn,. II|iv
| 1,,.|. Atrop. Sulph.

Fiat injectio.
"li

Sometimes aspirin in lo-gr, doses has an excellent effect on the oaincaused by abdominal lesions. P

Children are very susceptible to the action of opium and its alkaloid,Followmg an operation for intussusception, . to 3 .-min dLes of themet. opu may be given to a young child to keep the inteshne ou etbut in most other cases it should be withheld
'"'«""<> quiet,

T;J oTs^*-^
^'™"'' """ ^"-'^^t"^ druK in small doses.

. ir ^n sdnh
°' ""'"" '"'"^'"tion. ^ P"' containing opium

I gr.. quin. sulph, 3 gr., is very satisfactory.
The use of these drugs must be discontinued as soon as possibleIf a patient seems to depend too much upon them, and if the pafn h^greatly diminished, a harmless .leception may be practised^namel^the administration of a hypodermic of distilled water instead ^1 asolution of morphia. This injection will often act by "suggestion •

and patients wdl sleep quite peacefully after its administration
'

Stlmu .nt. are drugs which increase the patient's strength andpower of resistance, and they are to be employed when there is a great

suppuration
"';'' rt '^^""'"^

'" '^^'" "' «-"'<""'- o-- pronged

"f"shS," ar;efn
'^ """' ^' ''' '''"'' °' '"'"^ " °P^-"°°

The value of strychnine as a stimulant has been previously discussed

„ e,;;.:' it1„"d
'" Tf* "^"^ ""™ ' '^'^ "«- thoug/tadS

iLJ!^ 7J of 3 to 5 minims every four or six hours for any

ho^ d be^radu'ir";" "°l'':
^"""^'^ <"-ont.nued, but the amount

I-radlali; ^rcrea^'S
'""'"'^'•"' ^"" ""'^ '"'"-' '-'^™- *^ '"iections

Alcohol is a drug winch is hirgelv used by many surceons as 1

byTr:rauth°°t- 'r" ""^-'^""'O- opinion's havc^,e:rc:prered

subfect On t"h H ? .',!
" "'*""' '" ""^ " ^" dog-natic on thesubject On the whole, the use of alcohol in moderation is to be

mdi'scnmmat','
"""p "^ "«='''''' '' ' "'^^^ ^"^^ "" '« a.lnunJtered

ndi.scrimmately Few cases require n^oro than four ounces of brandy

hamLre ' ""
'""n-

"'^"'"" ">">• "' Siven in various forms'.
I hampagne is an excellent diffusible stimulant, very valuable inabdominal cases, and it has som- cffe, , ,„ checking sickness. Cases
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M genito-urinary diKase do not a. a rule require alcohol, but should

„, use be considered nece>«ary, whisky or gin is to be preferred to

brandy. Alcohol may be given per rectum in salme enemata, but

its introduction into the vein, even in small quantities, when saline

infusion is undertaken, is not adv»able. An excellent stimuUnt tor

a child is made up as follows :—

Aramon. Acct. Jss
1

Sp. -Etheris

Kum 5iv
I
Aq.

One teaspoonful every hour.

»d Jiijm

OxvRcn is a very valuable stimulant, and after severe operations

upon the abdomen it is good practice to order inhalations for

t^ or three minutes every quarter or half hour. f the pulse

is faihng the oxygen should be passed through absolute alcohol. This

mettr»i firs^'uggested to us by Drs. Alcock and CoUingwood, as

the result of their experiments in the Physiological Laboratory, and it

has been most successful in reviving a failing circulation. An ordinary

wash-bottle is taken, and is connected on the one hand to the oxygen

cvUnder, on the other to the mouthpiece, and the gas is allow^'' ">

bubble through the alcohol, reaching the patient charged with alcohol

vapour. This vapour is very pleasant to inhale, and is powerfully

stimulating. In very cold weather oxygen should always be passed

thrlgh warm water before the patient is allowed to inhale it, as the

cold gas may irritate the bronchi and lungs. If the alcohol be employed

it can be warmed very easily by allowing the wash-bottle to stand in a

bowl of warm water. In cases of emergency a " Junker s apparatus

serves the purpose of a wash-bottis admirably.

Diet—The diet of ordinary surgical cases presents httlc difficulty.

Only the special diet required in abdominal cases and the details of

nasal or oesophageal feeding will be considered.
,^ , , . . „ „

ABDOMI^•.^L Cases.-No food should be given for the first six hours

after the operation. If the patient complains of thirst, sn.all amounts

of warm water up to 2 o.. may be given. There is no need to adhere

strictly to the old method of treatment, when only teaspoonfuls of

warm water were permitted. Rectal salines will also be of service

in checking the thirst.
, , ^ „ 1, ^„

Feeding may begin with small amounts of weak tea. milk, albumen-

water etc. and it is convenient to start with about 2 oz. every two

hours! so that in the twenty-four hours the patient takes 24 oz. of

nutritive fluid. It may be advisable to diminish or mcrease these

amounts and such steps must depend upon the patient s condition.

If the administration of food by the mouth excites vomiting, it must

be discontinued in favour of rectal feeding ;
but if the patient takes

well at the end of the : wenty-four hours the imount may be

increased to 3 or 4 oz. With an increase in the amount to 4
"'

or over it is well to increase the intervals between the feeds, so that

the patient gets food every three or four hours instead of every two.
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The best guide as to the way a patient should be fed is the way he
takes and digests the nutriment. Even after the operation of gastro-
enterostomy a patent will take food readilv within twelve hours of
the o|)eration.

The various Huid diets suitable for ab<lominal cases are (i) Milk

.,;^"r";r'"' '^' »<="'''<'=•; (4) Plasmon foods; (,) Raisin-tea.'
.1///* should not be given in its natural state in most abdominal

cases, as it is apt to rurdle in the stomach. It should be given in
the form of peptonized milk, or citrate of soda should he added to
It. .Many patients cannot tiite nulk. so that other foods must be
selected.

Albu^u^H-w^r » made by adding the whites of four egRs to one pintof water, mixing thoroughly, and adding h little lemon anil sugar
Bee/-lea, even if prepare<l by prolonged soaking of freshcut meat

in water, probably has little nutritive value. It is, however very
palatable, and many patients prefer it to milk. If the craping of
iresh raw meat (raw meat juice) be atlded to beef-tea nr l^ef extracts
or to any plain soup, a ver\- nourishing and stimulating food is
proiluccd.

Plasma,, is a form of albumen which is easily dige»i,e(l. It is obtained
in the form of a white powder, which can be added to teef-tea milk
or cocoa, and is very satisfactory

Itaism-lea is made by pouring half a pint of boiling water on to
nail a pound of chopped raisins and allowing it to stand. The waterwhich now contains a solution of grape sugar, is poureil off and used
iis an alternative to the other foods mentioned.
A fluid diet must bo continued for at least forty-eight hours in most

cases, after ,vhich custards, jellies, bread and milk, and beatcn-up
eggs may be allowed. As a general rule, nothing of a more solid
nature should be given until the bowels have acted.
When a severe operation such as gastroenterostomy or enterectomv

has been performed, the diet should be fluid for about a week No
definite rules can be laid down on this point, as manv surgeons hold
the view that the diet maj with advantage be more generous in the
early days after operation, and it is better to relv upon the patient's
general condition and on the manner in which food is tolerated in an
individual case than to keep strictly to a hard and fast rule.

If a patient is fed by nutrient enemata. they should not be dis-
continued until at least J4 02. are taken by mouth in the twenty-four
hours- ^

Nual and (E»|ihM»l Feeding. - Feeding through the nose or
the a-sopnagus is required after severe operations upon the mouth
and throat, since the pa.ssagc of food oxer the raw surface would be
most injurious

;
it is also required in some cases of tetanus, hysteria

and laryngeal disease in children.

Xasal feeding.—.\ rubber tube with a blunt rounded end like a
catheter, of sufficient length to pass into the stomach (if, in. for an

34
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adult) is clipped in Rlycerin and passed along the inferior meatus of

the nose into the pharynx anil thence into the oesophaRUS and stomach.

if necessary—usually it is sufficient to pass the tube well down the

.esophagus. Care must be taken that the tube docs not pass into the

larynx an accident which is most likely to happen if the patient is

under an anesthetic, and which is immediately followed by a Molent fit

of couching A glass funnel is connected to the nasal tube by another

,,ie.e of rublwr tubing and a glass joint. The " feed " consists of

m.!V, beatcn.up egg. and a little brandy. If preferred, beef tea and

raw .
- t juice may be given. On the first occasion it is advisable

,„ , .th a very small amount {i to 4 oz.), since the sudden

inl - cion of a large quantity (U) o/.,) into an empty stomach is likely

t., iuse vomiting, and the very accident is caused wl.icli it was

int. iided to avoi.i, namelv, the soiling of the wound with f«Hl particles.

For the same reason, as this accident may happen in spite of such

precautions, tlic
' fce<i " should l>e sterile at first, and should consist of

Loiled milk or beef tea and brandy. The feed should be given slowly,

and the tube should be rapidly withdrawn, since by this nianauvrc the

.esophagus and pliarvnx arc less liable to be stimulated. When the

patient has become accustomed to this methml, larger amounts (10 to

1 • <M ) may be given every trour liours (for an adult).

(Esofhagenl jeeding is jienormed in the same way, but the tube is

introduced through the mouth, and must be made to impinge on the

post-pharyngeal wall and guided past the larynx m the middle line

into the a-sopbagus. Constant nasal feeding may make the nose sore,

so it is well to alternate the two methods.

In tongue and mouth cases, as soon as power of swallowing is regained,

a rubber tube should be fitted over the end of a feeder, and if tlie tube

is passed well to the back of the mouth the patient may be allowed

to swallow his food. It IS always advisable to test the patient with

a httle water before giving him the food, in case he .s unable to get

it down. ,^ ,,

Th. aiiM«ra««t of the Bow.lt-On the third evening after the

operation an aperient should be given. Castor od, 1 oz., is the drug

usually employed, and it is a most satisfactory purge. It is, however

exceedingly unpleasant on account of its nauseous taste, and calomel

1 to .1
gr., followed by a sa'ine draught in the early morning, may be

used instead.
,

In simple uncomplicated abdominal cases, such as hernia, etc.

the alx-.e rouune treatment may be regarded as satisfactory, but

in all cases where there has been much manipulation of the intestine,

or where a certain amount of dam,age has been necessarily inflicted,

such as in resection, anastomosis, etc.. it is much better to depeml upon

an enema for obtaining an evacuation, than upon an aperient.

Even when the appendix has been removed in a quiescent state

it IS better to start the action of the bowels by an enema ;
as soon

as this has acted, mild aperients—salines, cascara (4 gr.). or small
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repeated doses of calomel
( J gr. )-mav he given by the mouth. Some

surgeons go so far as to Weep the Imwcls nbsolutely quiet after these
operations, giving neither aperients nor cnemata : hut the discomfort
of their patients seems a potent argument against this line of treatment

Distention or mcteorism will Iw considered amonii the special
complications. '

liUndon of UrhM follows and complicates many operations on the
alxlomcn. Sometimes it appears to he a reflex condition, the xcsical
nerx es being tem[)orarily paralyzed, as after operations on the rectum
at other times it seems due to the dorsal decubitus.

This complication must be caiefullv considered and treated It
IS quite unnecessary to have immediate recourse to a catlieter
milder domestic remedies should lie tried. .\ hot bottle (rubber)
'ir a fomentation should Ik- applied to the hvpogaslrium anil a
lot sponge to the perineum. I niess there is some special contra-
indicatinn. the patient nui>- Ik- turned on to his face, or even on to his
hands anil knees, a position which will materially assist the act of
micturition. ,\ drachm of spirits of juniper with warm water is some-
times of great value.

H these measures fail, a catheter must lie passed. I-lvery antiseptic
precaution is lo In- observed, and its use must be discontinued as soon
as possible. Women are exceedingly liable to develop cvstitis when
confined to bed

:
how far the condition is dependent uiion the use of

the catheter has not been accurately ascertained, hut manv cases are
due to this cause. The catheter is rarely required after the second
or third day, but when it is discontinued it is very necessary to make
certain that the bladder is properly emptied.

If a large ikIvic tumour, such as a fibroid uterus, has been removed
a considerable cavity is left into which the bladder may prolapse.'
After tlie hrst few days of catheterization, the po«cr of micturating
returns, but the patient complains of pain and discomfort in the
bladder

;
these symptoms may signify cystitis, but they also may

mean that the bladder is not being properly emptied. .\ catheter
must be passed at once to clear up the doubt.
TkrombMii, or intravascular clotting, concerns us only insomuch as

It may affect the veins, not only in the region of the operation, but at
some distance from it.

Venous thrombosis in surgery is usually, hut not in^•ariablv
associated with some degree of bacterial infection. If a patient with
a sluggish circulation is placed on a too exclusive milk diet, there is
some risk of thrombosis occurring. Sir A. U. Wright advises, that
when milk is being given in any large cpiantity, sodium citrate lo to
-•o gr, to the pint should be added.

If the venous clot is in a state of active suppu'-ation, there is a great
chance that embolic particles will be carried into the lungs and general
circ-.ilation, with the result that septic pulmonaiy infarcts or pyaimic
abscesses develop. In any case of bone suppuration the cardiac and
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pulmonary physical signs arc to be notcil carefully, as the first Indicatiim

of a deep thrombosis may be a cardiac murmur or a patch of pul-

monary dullness, with friction sounds, tubular breathing, and perhaps

hemoptysis, liven when signs of active sepsis arc not present, the

complication is a serious one. Pulmonary infarction (non-septic) may

occur, and the sudden detachment of large particles of clot may cause

ver>' urgent dyspna-a. or even a fatal issue from blockage of the

pulmonary arteiy-.

In any large scries of cases such accidents will be recorded, ami

they arc the more distressing in that they often occur quite unex-

pectedly, when a patient is apparently getting on quite well.

Curiously enough, it is not the clots which excite the most symptoms

that become detache<l as a rule, but the quiet unsuspected thrombi

in the pelvic or o\arian veins, which are suddenly discharged into tlie

circulation with a disastrous result.

In its ordinary form thrombosis usually attacks the veins of the

extremities. The patient complains of a pricking or itching in the

region of the vein ; later of a dull aching pain influenced by movement.

The course of the vein is represented by an exquisitely tender cord .

possibly some slight reddening of the skin is present. The temperature

is raised. If the clotting i
- extcnsiW there will be swelling of the limb.

Treatment.—The development of an active septic clot is a very

great source of danger to the patient, and it will be a matter for the

visiting surgeon to decide whether any active measures are to lie

taken. Briefly they are two; (I) The ligature of the main vein to

prevent dissemination—this principle is practised in the ligation of

the internal jugular vein in cases of lateral sinus thrombosis—the

septic clot is cleared out subsequently ; or (2) Amputation. In some

cases of compound fracture with evidence of extensive thrombosis

this treatment may be demanded.

In the simpler forms absolute rest must be enjoined. The patient

must he perfectly quiet, with the limb wrapped up in cotton wool and

protected by a cradle.

The best application is a long strip of cotton wool shaped Uke a trouser

leg. kept in position by a many-tailed binder. Glycerin and belladonna

should be apphed as a local sedative over the inflamed vein. Under

no circumstances is the patient to move, as the slightest effort may

lead t" the detachment of the clot.

Iron, aux vomica, and other tonics should be given when there is

mr.rk" i anaemia ; and if th-j bowels are sluggish, small cncmata should

be ordered. The patient should be kept rigidly quiet for at least a

month.
Pulmonary Complieatloni. — Although any form of pulmonary

disease .nay at times complicate a surgical procedure, wc are here

concerned only with those which are of more common occurrence :

(1) Hypostatic pneumonia; (2) Septic pneumonia ; (3) Pulmonary

embolism.
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1. HypoiLilu- Piiriimoiiia oatm in elderly »iil)jccls. especially in
tho« who have any chronic pulmonary or cardiac Iwions, Hiith an
chronic bronchitis, or a heart hypertrophieil (rom picvious circulatory
(liilturbance. It is not ilue to a liaclerial infection, in the first
inntanco at any rate, altliouRli it is po^iihlc that in the later stages
bacteria may reach the clogged and stagnant tissues anil terminate
matters liy producing a microliic inWamm.ition. This form ol
pneumonia i», in fact, a stasis or congestion of the vessels al the lung
bases, with some ludematous effusion into the alveoli, and it (Kcurs
among old people who are kept in bed. es|K'ciallv in the supine position
after fractures of the femur, so that the free movement of the ixisicrior
part of the diaphragm is intcrfcreil with.

In many operations upon the upper part of the alxlominal cavity a
curious pulmonary complication is met with, dcs. rilied by I'asteur as
massive collapse." It appears to l>c an eeilcma, partly the result

of impaired movement of the diaphragm.
In connection with these pulmonary complications we ri.dizo the

value of the proverb, " l>rcvention is lietter than cure ;

' and in all
conditions where tluy are likely to sui>er\ene, special measures must
be taken, lilderly jjaticnls, the subjects of chronic bronchitis or »eak
circulations, should never be placed flat on the back in lied, but shoulil
be propped up in a semi-sitting posture, which allows the viscera to fall
away from the diaphragm, [See " Fractures,' p. ii.j.)

J. Seplic Pneumonia is a bacterial infection of the lung, eilhcr through
the upiier air-passages or as the result of pyamic emboli. .\s a
bacterial infection from above it usually follows operations on the
mouth, such as the removal of the tongue or upper jaw. It is a very
dangerous complication, usually fatal, the most favourable ending
being a pulmoi.ary abscess.

The importance of care in preparing the mouth as a preliminary in
these cases has been alluded to {see p. ^n), and it i- icry important,
as a preventive measure, that blood should not trickle down the
trachea at the time of operation,
A sloughy condition of the mouth after such an operation as removal

of the tongue must have the most careful attention. The mouth
should be washed out by the patient e\ir\- hour during the day
(carbolic i-uxi, or listerinc .) oz. to the pint) ; every two hours a
nurse should gently wipe the surface with a soft Turkey .sponge, so
as to remove adherent clot.

Morning and evening the house surgeon should make a thorough
inspection of the mouth, removing sloughs and dead particles with
care, because the sudden detachment of a slough is often followed by
secondary ha-morrhaye.

It is only by such attention to detail that septic pneumonia can be
prevented. The bronchitis kettle, at one time placed licside every
tongue case, is not necessary unless there be bi-onchitis, but the
patient must be kept warm and protected from draughts.
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As a prophylactic measure the patient may be made to inhale some

guaiacol carbonate or cylhn inhalant three or four times a day. In

any case where the slightest cough is noticed this treatment will

be attended with good results. Guaiacol carbonate i dr., or cyllin

inhalant 2 dr. and tinct. benzoin co. 2 dr., are dropped into an inhaling

flask full of boiling water, and the patient sits up and breathes in the

medicated steam.

When septic pneumonia has developed, no special treatment can be

adopted. The strength must be maintained by salines and stimulants,

and if later an abscess becomes localized it may be opened and

drained.

3. Pulmonary embolism has been already alluded to. For the urgent

dyspna'a which attends its onset, inhalations of oxygen and artificial

respiration should be employed. Injections of strychnine are of

service to tide over the period of immediate cardiac failure. Even

in cases when sudden death occurs, artificial respiration should be

tried.

Rigors and SuppresBlon of Urine.—Suppression of urine rarely occurs

apart from renal disease, and has been dealt with. Rigors are a scries

of shivering fits whicli are often the prelude to the more serious com-

plication—suppression.

When a rigor follows any operation on the genito-urinary tract,

special care must be taken to keep the patient warm, to supply him

with warm diluent and diuretic drinks, and he should be given tinct.

opii lu min.. quin. sulph. 5 gr. immediately, to be repeated in six

liours. Such treatment may avert suppression ;
but should it occur

it should be treated as suggested.

Poiionlng from Antiseptics is of very much rarer occurrence than

formerly, though it does occasionally arise from absorption of drugs

used in the lotions or dressings. The house surgeon should remember

the possibility of this occurring, and be able to recognize the early

symptoms. Perchloride of mercury, carbolic acid, and iodoform are

the three antiseptics most liable to be followed by toxic effects, and a

brief account of the most common symptoms will be here given. The

signs are often vague, and a certain diagnosis may be impossible,

but in any case of doubt the method of dressing should at once be

altered.

Perchloride of Mercury.—Poisoning most frequently occurs after

large irregular cavities have been washed out with a strong lotion,

some of which is retained and absorbed. The chief symptom is

diarrhoea with abdominal pain and distention, and blood may also be

passed per rectum. Saliv.tion is rare. There may be at first some

rise of temperature. Death occurs either from collapse or the exhaust-

ing effect of the diarrhoea. Post mortem, inflammation and ulceration

of the intestines will be found, usually most marked in the large gut.

Carbolic Acid.—Under the old Listerian method of dressing it was

not unusual for the urine, yellow when first passed, to become of an
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olivc-srcen colour on standing

; or it might 1)0 tinged when first passedthe colour deepening afterwards, until it became almost black Thiscond.t.on by Itself is not of any great importance, but when poisoning
occurs there are other symptoms added, of which severe vomiting isthe most .mportant. The temperature usually becomes subnonilal,and a condition of collapse supervenes, with a rapid feeble pulse, fixed
pupils, and muscular twitching>, ending in death. The sulphates alsodisappear from the urine, and albumin may be present. Some
persons appear to be particularly susceptible to carbolic acid and

absorbar""
' P^^^ning when only small quantities have been

In carbolic acid poisoning the frequent administration of small doses
of sulphate of soda has been recommended, and should be iried

Iodo,onu poisoning is rarely seen in I-ngland. where the drug isused
in much smaller quantities than abroad. The symptoms are very
variable, and the diagnosis is often difficult. In some cases there issimp y collapse in others, a high temperature. The pulse is frequentand feeble, and there may be wild delirium, or drowsiness, especially
in children. The patient rapidly emaciates, there is loss of appetiteand he complains that everything smells and tastes of the drug

rRF..iTJiExT.-ln all cases of poisoning the first and most obvious

IT^T 1 '"\™""'""^ the use of the to.xic <lrug. and the woundshould be thoroughly cleansed with a non-poisonous lotion, such asbone acid. Saline purges should be administered, and saline infusion
practised if the case demands it.

SPECIAL COMPLICATIOHS OCCURRIHO DURIHO AFTER-TREATMENT.
Shock and haemorrhage, which may attend any surgical proceeding

of importance, have been duly considered
; for the present only those

complications which are of common occurrence will be discussed
Vomiting IS a common complication, and there arc few abdominal

cases in which it will fail to occur ; but at the outset it is neces.sary to
recognize that there are four distinct varieties: (i) Post-ana.sthetic

;

^IT" ""™"'' ""a^io^'illy «nal or ura;mic ; (3) Peritonitic :

(4) Obstructive.

'• Posl-an^Metic Vomiting is largely duo to the excretion of the
ana-sthetic by the gastric mucous membrane. In the majority of
cases It is slight and soon passes off, and the chief difficulty attending
the satisfactory treatment of some post-operative complications which
give rise to vomiting, such as regurgitant vomiting after gastro-
enterostomy, or that due to intestinal ob.struction, is the fact that
It is often impossible to discriminate, at any rate at first, between
post-anaesthetic sickness and sickness due to some serious disturb-
ance. As a preventive measure before operation the hypodermic
mjection of morph. sulph. ^ gr., atrop. sulph.

, ,.,„ gr., is of undoubted
value, and it is said that the administration of 4 to (. ounces of pUin
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water just before the anesthetic is begun, l.as the effect of diluting

the drut; as it reaches the stomach. I'nlcss the duration of this

symptcm is protracted—when its consideration falls under the second

heading,—no treatment is required beyond stopping all feeding by

mouth for six to twelve hours.

i. Gastric and Nervous Vomiling.— Unfortunately, cases arc now and

then encountered where vomiting is a very serious and distressing

complication, continuing for days, and apparently little influenced by

drugs ; indeed, a fatal issue may result from this alone. Instead of

the sickness gradually ceasing, as it should do about the second day,

it persists, to the extreme discomfort of the patient and .he anxiety

of the surgeon. Such vomiting may follow operations on other parts

of the body than the abdomen, and it is by no means dear whether it

is the effect of the ana'sthctic upon the stomach or nervous system,

or whether it results from some other obscure nervous change.

Treatment should be directed along two definite hues. If the

vomited matter contains a large quantity of bile, the stomach is

probably in an unhealthy state ;
there is a certain amount of gastritis,

and no good results from the use of gastric sedatives.

The first and most important step is to get the stomach clean. This

can be done by giving the patient a tumbler (half a pint) of warm

water with a dessertspoonful of bicarbonate of soda dissolved in it.

Such a draught provokes prompt emcsis, and enables the patient

to get rid of a quantity of mucus and bile which are clinging to the

walls of the stomach and irritating them.

A weak solution of iodine, lo to 20 min. of the tincture to the half-

pint, may be used instead. This treatment has been found most

effective in cases where the ordinary remedies had entirely failed.

If this draught is retained and prompt emesis is not provoked, the

stomach must be washed out with warm bicarbonate of soda solution,

a teaspoonful to the pint, or warm saline. It is an unpleasant

procedure, but of the greatest benefit, and it shoulu not be shirked

because of the temporary discomfort to the patient.

Such treatment has given surprisingly successful results in cases

of persistent vomiting after gastro-enterostomy and in cases of uraemic

sickness. But when it is obvious that there is no accumulation in

the stomach, or when, in spite of the above treatment, vomiting persists,

we must endeavour to check it by means of drugs.

It can be said at once that no one drug will effect a cure in these

cases ; it is often necessary to make a trial of a large number before

one is found that has a good effect in a particular case, and indeed

in some instances the sickness seems gradually to wear itself out

uninfluenced by drugs.

B'irst try small repeated doses of cocaine and peppermint :

—

B Cocainic Hvdrochlor. Rr. ,V j

-\q. .Mcntli. Pip. ad 553

Tinct. Card. Co. IHxv
1

To be given every hour up to four doses.
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N'cxt try hydrocyanic add or bismuth :—

Bismuth. Subcarb.
Sod. Jjicarb.

Sod. Citrat.

Sod. Bicarb.
Acid. Hydrocyan. Dil.
Sp. Ammcn. Arom.

Rr. XX
j

Sp. Chlorof.
Kr. XV

I

A(|. Mcnth. Pip.

4tis horis.

gr. XXX
gr. XX

"liij

IHxx

Sp. Chlorof.
Tinct. Card. Co.
Aq. llcnth. Pip.

Ill XV
adSJ

ll|x

ii

^ti-* horis.

If these fad, chloretonc 5 gr. every three hours up to ^o nr orammonium bromide 1, to 20 gr. may be tried. Should none of these
drugs have any ctiect, apply a mustard plaster, 4 in. s,,uare, to the
epigastric region.

As already pointed out, failure will often follow treatment andtwo points must specially Ik borne in mind: (.) It is not always
necessary to stop all feeding by the mouth in these cases. Sometimes
sips of iced champagne or a little solid food-a piece of bread and
butter -will be found to succec<l when drugs fail

; but if the vomiting
occurs strictly in relation to food, and if it is very frequent, the patient
must be fed rectally. (2) Constant vomiting is not only distressing
but weakening

; thcicfore saline injections into the bowel must be
employed, and if there are great restlessness and exhaustion from dis-
turbed sleep, a small hypodermic '

tion of morphia should be given
IVanmg.—Somc patients arc su .ptible to enemata and morphia

and uoth may cause an increase of the symptoms ; the condition is'
Iiowevcr, rare.

Vramic Vomiling is to be treated mainly by saline injections and by
washing out the stomach

; the bowels and skin should be made to ac't
freely.

The use of calomel and saline purgatives will be discussed below
3- Penlomtic fcMM/Di^.—Peritonitis, whether present at the time of

the or on or resulting from it in a mild or severe form, causes
trouble sickness, and this is the more to be feared since in such a
conditu the patient wants all his strength and energy to combat
a dangerous disease.

The vomiting is due to two separate conditions ; (1 ) To the irritation
ot the inflamed peritoneum, the vomiting being reflex and of short
duration

; (2) To distention of the intcsti.,es and pressure on the
stomach, and in the later stages to actual obstruction.
So long as there is no marked distention of the abdomen, treatment

on the lines suggested above should be adopted, but when it i-
accompanied by distention of the gut, a different and more active
line must be attempted (s« " Mcteorism," p. sjg).

This mainly consists in giving repeated small doses of calomel
i gr., or magnesium sulphate i dr., every hour up to ten doses, with
the Idea of getting the bowels to act and so diminishing the meteorism.

H
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In a lilition to tliis, fomentations as hot as can be lH,.-ne should be

placed on the abdomen over the gauze dressing. Tliis application is

very successful in relieving pain and in checking vomiting.

Pcritonitic vomiting is distinguished from the other varieties by

the fact that it is accompanied by abdominal rigidity, later by dis-

tention, and an increasing pulse-rate. In the milder varieties of the

disease, such as the plastic form which follows any extensive abdominal

operation, or in those cases of extensive peritonitis which have been

operated upon successfully, the vomiting will gradually subside as the

general condition improves.

4. Ohstruclire Vomttinf.—An occasional complication following abdo-

minal operations is mechanical obstruction by a band of adhesions,

or a kink in the intestine. In the later stages of peritonitis obstruction

is present, but it is due to paralysis of t!ie muscular coats of the

bowel, and a similar condition may result after an obstruction has

been relieved, as in strangulated hernia.

r.arly recognition of this condition is most difficult, since it is

obviously complicated and masked by post-anresthetic vomiting. The

following points may be of assistance: (i) H the post-anaesthetic

vomiting has ceased for some time, and the patient subsequently is

often sick, this suggests some cause other than the ana;sthetic : (2) If

the vomit becomes first bile-stained and tlicn sour—duodenal and

jejunal contents (it is not n, cessary to wait until the vomit is ster-

coraccousj—obstruction is probably present ; (3) If severe spasmodic

abdommal pain is complained of
; (4) If distention comes on in the

absence of obvious peritonitis
, (5) 'i no action of the bowels can be

obtained, especially if no flatus is passed ; (<>) If the pulse-rate increases

and the general condition of the yatient becomes rapidly worse, organic

obstruction is present, and the abdomen should be opened without

delay.

Hiccough OP Diaphragmatic Bpaim is a complication usually

associated with vomiting ; in many cases it is a symptom suggestive

of a spreading peritonitis, but it is met with after operations in which

the peritoneum has not been damaged ; it is often a troublesome

complication of nephrectomy and prostatectomy.

If hiccough is a symptom of progressive peritonitis, treatment must

be directed to this grave condition ; otherwise attention must be given

to the state of the stomach or the nervous system. If the stomacli

rs dilated it should be washed out as suggested under " Vomiting."

alter which gastric sedatives and a mustard plaster to the epigastrium

should be tried. When, however, hiccough arises as the result

of some nerve disturbance—we have seen it in an aggravated form

after nephrectomy—the effects of treatment arc by no means satis-

factory. It is a serious complication if prolonged, and may cause

death by exhaustion. If in spite of a severe hiccough a patient is

able to get sleep and rest, the prognosis is good ; in such cases the

hiccough gradually ceases.
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Tkeatment when gastric trouble is not present : -
r. First trj- nitroglycerin Jj gr, three or four times a day.
2. Bromiile of potassium, io gr. ; chloral liydrati- •„ gr.

;'
aci. elilor

1 oz.
.

for three doses ; by mouth or per rectimi.
3. Faradization over phrenic nerve.

4. Hypodermic injection of morphia.
5. In severe cases, anesthesia must be induced.
Meteoriim, or distention of the intestines with gas. may occur in

straightforward abdominal cases, when no peritonitis has supervened
If the bowel has been imperfottU cleaned out before the opiTat.on
fermentative changes may t.ike place in the large intestine and cause
a great deal of trouble. But for the most part meteorism is a complica-
tion ot peritonitis, and is serious because it prevents the intestine
from carrying o« its contents ; the distention increases, and total
paralysis of the bowel and obstruction result.

1 KKATMKNT.— Immediately after operation pass a small tube a few
inches into the rectum and leave it there. The abdominal muscles
are otten incapable of exerting any contractile power after an operation
and as such contraction is of assistance in expelling flp.tus. somethin"
must be done to make its passage easy. The position of tlie patient
IS, moreover, one which rioes not readily permit of relaxation of the
sphincter am. In cases where continuous rectal saline is administered
the .saline tube has the same effect. If distention comes on shortlv
after the operation, say within twentv-four to fortveight hours give
slowly a turpentine enema (5,-f- ICnemata," p. ,4<.).

'

If this is retained
give a glycerin enema. Start calomel bv the mouth (ncle aiile) Give
hypodermic injections of strj-chnine. atropine, or escrine. liserine in
(.OSes of

^.1,-, gr. b> mouth, or
,,V,

gr. hvpodermicallv, is of the greatest
possible value in treating distention : it is mucli more active than
strychnine. It is often necessary to work vcrv hard at these cises
many cncmata have to be given before finally the imestine expels
Its flatus, and it may be neces.5aiy to extend their use over several
t.ays. It must he borne in mind that the flatus is in lioth large and
small intestine in many cases ; it is on easy matter to get an enema
into the large, hut impossible to intro<Iuce it into the small bowelA certain amount of distention wdl therefore persist until the
bowels act freely from above. It is no use injecting a turpentine
enema into the rectum; it must be introduced into the colon
and the tube must be passed well up into the bowel for this purpo.se'

In a few cases enemata will fail to effect their object, hut let it be
made clear once more that some patience and perseverance are needed
before giving up the attempt

: in such a case the bowel should be
opened and a tube inserted into the ca-cum or small intestine. Although
a dmun ressorl, and one which the visiting surgeon will perform if he
thinks advisable, it is a method that undoubtedly saves life. A
preparation of pituitary extract has been employed frequently for the
relief of meteorism

;
it is a drug of considerable value in cases of shock
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also ; it must never be useil in patients over ^o or in those witli

a<lvancc(i arteriosclerosis. Tlic writer has met with a fatal result

from its employment in such a case. The drug is put up in ampoules,

and is administered hypodemiically.

Beptll.—.^n operation may be performed for septic states, in which

case the wound treatment will ditfer from that required in an aseptic

condition, .\gain. septic chanRcs still occur in clean wounds, and will

contmue to do so until the surgical millennium is reached. .Ml septic

wounds roipiirc very careful attention, and septic changes introduce

a number of additional complications, such as saprirmia, scpticamia,

and pyemia. Wounds that are already septic at the time of operation

must be kept freely open, so that the pus has no chance of burrowing

along the fiiscial and muscular planes, and they must l>e fr^cjuently

dressed. So long as a destructive process is at work, as shown by

the unhealthy sloughy appearance of the wound, weak antiseptic

lotions and dressings are preferable, since they at least hinder the

development of putrefactive organisms in the dead tissue and diminish

the smell which is often present. '

.\s soon as healthy granulations appear, dry dressings shoid<l be

applied, and the healing assisted by tlie application of friar's balsam.

Rubber and gauze drains should be removed as soon as possible {ride

" .\bscess ").

We will take as an example a case of compound fracture which has

become septic. The wound must be opened up freely, counter-incisions

being made at dependent jioints to favour drainage, and moist hot

dressings should be applied. Carbolic fomentations, i-ioo, are most

suitable. If preferred, and if the part is accessible, constant irrigation

or a continuous bath may be employed. Dressings must be changed

every four hours, in mihler cases at least twice a 'lay
; the wound

should be irrigated, and the tubes either removei lor cleaning or. if

there is likely to be some difficulty in replacing them, syringed out and

moved. Tliis latter detail is important, since granulations arc apt

to grow into the holes in the side of the tube and interfere with their

subsequent removal. This treatment must bo undertaken until the

wound has reacted.

In the case of a wound becoming septic, attention will generally

be drawn to the case cither by a rise in the temperature or Ivy the

patient's complaints. {\ rise on the first day after operation docL

not necessarily denote sepsis, but if the rise is sustained or increased

on the second or third day, sepsis is probabl present.) The dressings

must at once be removed and the part cap .ully examined. There is

not always a pronounced rise of temperature in the milder forms of

sepsis, which fortunately are the most common, but there is generally

some pain or uneasiness in the wound. \ septic wound is noc always

red and puffy, but large collections of pus wdl form beneath a skin

wound which has healed perfectly. Some fullness will be present,

and if in easts of doubt a probe be introduced into the line of incision.
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he pus w,ll make ,t,s appcnrance. Tl.c stitches must l,e remove,! ,
It IS not nccessarv to remove then, all in evtrv case; so lone assufficent .Iramag,. ,s provi<le,l and there is no tension -a mostimportant pomt—a certam number may lie left
The after-treatment will he the same as above detailed. Iscful

^oU and as a l,Kal application in septic states. ,«„«,/, „f\inc i,m<«t satisfactory This is a g,eyisl,-„-hite pow.ler. which is non-

the tissues
" '

*"'" "" '"''"™ "'"" '"°"8l>t into contact with

s,Jn%^'"l"''
*™""™' "' "'" P"''^"' '" ^'^P'''^ "«<^» <:"n»ists insupportmR his strength with nourishing foods, stimulants, and salines.Qmmne should be given, and the bowels shoul.l be made to act

freely. .Recording to the severity of the con.lition. alcohol should be
prescribed, and, if required, opium or its derivatives.

.-Vpart frorn the more immediate dangers associated with sepsis
sinuses are likely to form and give trouble, and there is some dangerof an ab<lominal incision giving way and of the intestines prolapsing.
Septic wounds of the abdominal wall must therefore be watched with
great care, and it is advisable to strengthen the dressing by broad
pieces of strapping. * '

""""

Sinuses usually persist if a ligature has become infected, but they

rZJ^^^u"^"^' 1" "'"'"''' ""*' ''^™ apparently run an asept,,:

r,?r 1 ^ I " P'"™*' "" ''""' ""' ""' h<==" "ntil it isrcmov«l. and this can often be neatly effected by means of a small
metal crochet-hook. Infected sinuses should be swabbed out witha drop or two of pure carbolic acid, or they m-v be treated by cupping-a test tube heated in a spirit lamp acts admirably for a small sinus
In some cases Wrights solution-

B Sotlium Chloridf
Sodium Citrati'

4 parts
1 part

Water
' parts

which excites a flow of lymph through the sinus, has succeeded whenother methods have failed.
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OF THE MAKISG ()/ POIUICES. FOMESr.lrlOSS. ETC.

POl'I.TllIiS an' rarely rpi|iiiri'(t in oirsii.i/ cases. In meilictil cases

they are mainly intended to rednce an inflammation of parts

at a distance from the skin surface to wliich ttio heat and moistnre are

apphcd, Bnt in all cases the immediate object to lie ser\ed li\- pnttinK

on a poultice is to warm and moisten the tissues with which it is in

contact. The manner ol its action is partly nu'chanical - for hy

relaxinc the tissues, pain and tension are reduced and jiartly phy-

siological, as it affects, primarily., the circulation of the part poulticed,

and. secondarily, the tissues or organs at a distance.

.\ great variety of materials have hccn used at one time or other

for makiuK poultices—carrots, turnips, potatoes, etc., hut we shall

here consi<ler the following only :
—

I. Poultices of crushed iinseed meal.

, ,, ,, ,, with mustard flour.

The Lliiieed Meal Poaltlce is the one in most general use. and

is the easiest to make. The crushed seed, not the ground linseeil flour,

should always he chosen, for the former still retains a good deal of oil,

which gives a surface to the poultice mass, and prevents it from sticking

to the skin.

,.\ll that is necessary^ to make a good linseed poultice is to sec tliat

the water is boiling to begin with, and to waste no time in the mixing.

The general plan is to scald out a pudding basin, to put into it the

linseed, and to add boiling water gradually, stirring the mass with a

warm spoon ; or, if it is preferred, the water may be put first into the

basin and the meal gradually added ;
or again (and in this way all

cooling of the poultice mass during mixing is avoided) a sufticient

quantity of water may be kept boiling in a saucepan ujTOn the fire, and

tl.e linseed gradually stirred into it. In any case, when the proper

consistence has been' reached, the contents of basin or saucepan should

be emptied out upon a piece of old linen or cotton stufl, of the shape of,

but a little larger every way than, the poultice recpiired, and quickly

spread with a spatula, or large knife (an ivory paper knife does well),

which must be kept well wetted with boiling water, until it is every-

where about a quarter of an inch thick. Tltis spreading sliould have

distributed the mass evenly over the stuff, up to about an inch of its

edges ; this inch must now be neatly turned over upon the margins of

the poultice, to which it will adhere.
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"P .-.n,! ,:h,co it l,e,w„.n ,w,. I„„ pUu.; ' ' ' " '""' '" ' '

Poilitiics shmM \n- applivil ^,s li,)t .,s lli.-v , ,„ 1,.. 1

<Jf wliatcviT kmd tlu' poultice mav l,c the s„rf „ ,. , , „ """ """'

^.u';:::;Lt :-f::j-L;;-tuir;t't;:M^::;;;-r^v'
'

at least an mch all roun.l. \V„„1 is „f,en 1.1,1 ver tl,i
'?

iargc. all .o„n,i, a„,i will „e !„„„„ ,„ ;::;:i::i ' :

,

' ^, I™-'
-'

All old poultices should l.e l.urneci clirecllv never dien a war,l or l,c thrown into a <lust-bin
"'"'""

For counter-irritation, >„;slu„/ /iom may I- adde.l to the -rnshe I

:^-U^-:hti::-:^^^^^^
to use a set of wringing stick,. These consist'o Two p,e cs o, Tr7

^^'^hrSii::; '"V^-"'
^''«'"^" -"- p'^ui^Ss-u- ::.:;;oetore the boiling water is poured on to it. It -m then lie hlterl ,n,wrung without loss of time, and put into a <lry warnt to"

""

For a simple lomentation the flannel should jus, be applied to the

Ul
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« laytr ..I cott„n wool »l.o.il.l I"- lai.l. »ml the whole fixc.l with a

tri«nKuhir bandum' <>r .i few turns of u roller. Bor.e Imt ih frequently

,ul«tit«te.l for orilinary flannel, an.l, Iwing antihcplu. ih uhc.1 when

there is an om-n wound.
.

But these fomentations are often used with some counter-irritant

or aniHlyne ; thus laudanum, or the tincture of iH-Uadonna. or. more

fre.iuently still, turpentine, may Ik sprinkled over the flannel. This

last forms the common turpentine sluix-. so often used for lumhago.

In all cases, if the fomentation is f> pro<luce its protier action, the

flannel must Ik. wrunR ilry out of U-ilinK water, and if the wringinK be

not effectually iK-rformed it is ipiite lilcely that some scalding of the

akin will take place.
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\ N cxiiminiitlon of the urine of all iiiw i;i«s shoul.l Ik- miulc.-^ whether iliscase of the Hrlneys is Hu»|Kete<i or not. ami there-
fore a brief aeeoiint of the most important tests is here Kuen, with
their significance.

The urine of a healthy person is jierfectly deal or only very lainllv
clouiled when passed. When allowed to stand, that is to sa> to cool
.ioivn to the temi>er,itiire of the -oom, a faint cloud appears due to
mucus. The colour is pale 1cm. or straw, but the intensity of the
colour depcnils a Rood deal on t amount of water present, or to put
it in another way, on the spec.nc Kravitv. The less the water the
Kreater is the proportion of salts, the hiRher the siM'iific Rravity the
deeper the colour. an,l :,cc lersa. Any great chanRe from this colour
indicate., some patlioloRical con.lition ; reii or -loky urine shows
the presence of l>l,«id. a yellowisli-Rrcen or bn. , s associated with
jaundice, anil when larbolic acid is beioR absorl), he urine becomes
lilack The smell of freshly passed urine is well known, the most
important departures from the normal being due to turpentine (which
gives an odour reseml.ling that of violets), asparagus, and a few other
Iwdies. The ammoni.ii al smell associated with decomposing urine
is readily recognized.

The quantity passed by a healthy adult varies from 45 to 1,5 ounce '.

or 1250 to i»V' c.c. but considerable physiological variations may
occur, dcpcniling on the amount of liquids consumed, the state of the
bowels, skin, the time of year, etc., and the flow durin- certain portions
of the day varies considerably. To estimate the amount, the total
cpiantity for twenty-four hours must be collected and measured.
Incnau In the Amount, if persistent to any great degree, indicates

some pathological condition in most cases, but allowance must always
be made for temporary nervorsncss, during which very large amounts
are often passed. The conditions in which polyuria are found are in
diabetes mellitus. diabetes insipidus, in conditions where the blood-
pressure becomes raised, for example in arteriosclerosis, after the
administration of drugs which act either as direct or indirect diuretics,
at the crisis of certain diseases, in chronic interstitial nephritis, and in
certain forms of hysteria occurring in males or females.
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Decrease in the Normal Amount is pr,;,uciated with the low blood-

pressure seen in some forms of heart disease, and particularly with the

lov- blood-pressure associated with concussion and shock following

injuries or temporary heart failure from other causes. It is also

observed in all febrile conditions owing to the large amount of water-

vapour given off by the skin and lungs. In all forms of acute and

subacute nephritis there is a very marked diminution. In cases where

some obstruction exists preventing the flow of urine down the ureter.

such as the pressure of inflammatory exudation, the presence of a new

growth or stone, and also in cases where th^rc is accumulation of fluid

in the body, as, for example, in the marked ascites associated with

cirrhosis of the liver, tuberculous peritonitis, and other causes, a marked

diminution occurs.

Bapprenion of Urine, a condition known as anuria, is very likely to

occur in the early stages of an attack of acute nephritis, or from any

source of local irritation in the urogenital tract ; thus a direct local

cause might be a renal calculus ; an indirect or reflex cause might be

a wound of the urethra or the irritation caused by too forcible attempts

to pass a metal catheter through a stricture.

The Bpeoifle Gravity of normal urine lies between "015 and 1023,

but if above or below this may possibly be due to physiological varia-

tions, and not to disease. To obtain the specific gravity accurately,

the whole amount of urine passed in twenty-four hours should be

mixed and a part taken for examination, as it is found that consider-

able alterations take place during the day, especially if large amounts

of fluid arc taken at meals or other times. Normal urine is, as a rule,

acid, it turns blue htmus paper red, but on standing for some time it

becomes alkaline, owing to the development of bacteria ; it then

deposits a sediment composed of ammonium magnesium phosphate

Mg.NH,PO„ calcium phosphate Ca,(POJ,, and later ammonium urate

C,H/NH4)^N^03, developing a smell of ammonia, not unlike that of

a stable.

In the urine several sa.:s are held in solution, the most important

being chloride of sodium, sodium and other sulphates, certain phos-

phates, urates, and also urea, creatinin, etc.

Urea, CO(NHJ^, is the most important nitrogenous constituent.

In febrile diseases the amount excreted is increased, in consequence

of the excessive tissue destruction, and this increase is often observed

even for some days after the temperature has fallen to normal. A
great increase is observed in diabetes meUitus. There is also a great

increase in physiological conditions where excessive proteid is being

taken in the diet, and in pathological conditions where the patient

is on a full diet and marked muscular wasting is resulting. .\

diminished excretion is observed in association with diseases of the

liver, such as acute yellow atrophy, carcinoma and cirrhosis, and in

all forms of Bright's disease.

Urea is recognized under the microscope by its fine white needle-Uke
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howe™ to "^^L''';^''''''"'
'••""""'^ P'-'™^- " » important

a ureom. I/'
^olubnity. To estimate the amount of urea presenta ureometer ,s used. This consists of a burette (6) attached to a

Fis. 311—fHEA Crystals,
1:. 2, Pmms „( ,,„„ „„, , ,j, Rh„„,t„,j., p,„,„ . ,^, ,„^^„„,„ ,^^j^,^_^

reservoir (c). capable of being raised or lowered. From tlie tou a tub,leads to a bottle (a) containing ij cc. of a 40 per cent sob, nn TJ
hydrate and . cc. of bromineVi 3,2)

°' '°^"""

To test a urme, 27 cc. of the hypobromite solution is placed in the
bottle and ,5 cc. of urine in the
small tube (/). Water is poured
mto the burette, which must be
disconnected from the bottle, so
that it appears in the movable
limb

;
the bottle is then connected

and the water brought to a level
in the tubes. Then a reading
should be taken by the markings.
By tipping the bottle the urine
IS mixed with the hypobromite
solution and a certain volume of
nitrogen is liberated, the water
being driven down in the burette,
.^ftcr waiting some time to allow
the gas to cool (considerable heat
being given off by the reaction),
the pressure is again equalize 1 by
lowering the reservoir (a), and a
second reading is taken by the
markings. The ilitfcrence between
the two will give the amount of

„,,
nitrogen liberated from ? c r nfurine. The gas liberated is the nitrogen of the urea, l" Gerrard^

h r'" T'-
' '/'• "' '"""<= *^ ^•""'''"«' - "^-' " reads ortd^tK-the percentage of urea (in grams per ,« cc). For verv accural

• ".EKRARD'S t'RloOMETER.

i;.M

fj
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determination various allowances have to be made for barometorie

pressure, the temperature, and the tension of aqueous vapour
;

but

for these details the student must refer to larger works. The normal

percentage of urea in urine is 2 per cent, and the daily excretion is

30 grams, or about i ounce.

Urlo Aold (C,H,N,0,) is present as sodium qucdriurate in small

quantities in normal urine, being increased in febrile diseases and in

persons who suffer from the uric acid diathesis, and by the action 01

certain drugs. There is an increase in the uric acid excretion in

pathological conditions where there is excessive proteid metabolism,

eg diabetes and other diseases associated with muscular wastmg

where the patient is on a full diet ; also there is a physiological increase

where excessive quantities of proteid are being taken, and particularly

where excessive amounts of nuclcoprotcid are being consumed, smce

this especially leads to the production of uric acid. A pathological

example of the latter condition is leucocythaemia, where the uric acid

excretion is often doubled. In concentrated urines the quadriurate

of sodium (and potassium and ammonium) separates out when the

^
||^^ <^^f^

Fig. 313.—IRIC Acid Cryst.^ls.

urine cools, as a red-brick amorphous deposit ; the colour of this deposit

is due to urinary pigments carried down with the quadrmrates. In

urines where there is little pigment, e.g., that of women and children

the quadriurates often form an almost white, or pinkish-white deposit

Where the urine is very acid, the uric acid is deposited in the form of

the free acid and not as the quadriurates. Then the uric acid forms

the well-known red deposit which has been likened to the colour of

cayenne pepper. This colour is due to the urinary pigment earned

down with the uric acid ciystals (these being in the pure state colourless).

The normal daily excretion of uric acid is about } gram.

Its presence may be shown by several tests, the most satisfactory

being that known as the murexid. To 200 c.c. of urine add 10 c.c. of

hydrochloric acid and set aside for twenty-four hours, filter and

dissolve the filtrate in strong nitric acid, evaporate to dryness, and add

a drop of ammonia, when a deep purple-red colour will appear. The

best method of estimating uric acid is that devised by Hopkins, for

details of which see special works on urine analysis.
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Ox»i;o Acid (C,H,0,), as the calcium salt, is another constituent of
the urine, separating out if the acidity is diminished. The octahedral
crystals are easily recognized, and are kno«-n as envelope crystals
sometimes the crystals appear as dumb-bells (ride Fig. 3n ).

ytH. 514—OXAI.ATK OH CAHH M CRVSTAIS,

Albumin.—It is not intended to enter deeply into the nuestion
of the presence of albumin in health ; it Avill be sufficient to say that
it may be present and not justify us in saying that there is any crave
organic disease of the kidneys. This condition is knoxvn as functional
albuminuria

;
in it the urea, chlorides, and other constituents of the

urine are normal, and no casts are present, while in pathological
albuminuria there are always abnormal variations in the other
constituents. There arc several albumins which may be present in
the urine, but serum albumin is the most important clinically and
IS the only one referred to here.
Albumin is present in the urine in many diseases, the most important

being acute and chronic nephritis, amyloid disease of the kidneys
heart disease, febrile conditions, and .ifter taking certain drugs.

Its presence is recognized by the following tests :—
Boiling r«/.—This is much the most reliable test. If the urine is

acid, place it in a test tube, if not acid make it sUghth acid by the
addition of 2 per cent acetic acid, and then place in the test tube Boil
the upper part of the urine in the tube by heating the upper portion
then notice if a cloud has formed : now add a few drops more of the
acetic acid solution, and if albumin is present there will be a distinct
precipitate or cloud in the portion of liquid heated. Occasionally
a cloud forms in the upper part of the liquid, due to the deposition of
earthy phosphates

; this, however, instantly dissolves on the addition
of acetic acid after boihng.

Nitric Acid r«/.—Fill a test tube about a third full of urine and
allow concentrated nitric acid to run slowly down and settle in a layer
at the bottom. The presence of albumin is indicated by a cloud
forming between the two layers of fluid.

Picric Acid Test.—This is used as a quantitative test, and is known
as Esbach's.

The picric acid solution is made as follows : Picric acid 10 grams •

citric acid 20 grams ; distilled water 1 litre.

Equal parts of this solution and the urine are mixed in a specially

if
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graduated tube, and allowed to stand for twenty-four hours, a stopper

being placed in the mouth of the tube. At the end of this time the

precipitate—which consists of uric acid, creatin, and other bodies, as

well as albumin—will have settled down, and the amount of albumin

per mille in grams can be read off by the scale.

Blood may be present in the urine, and when present may tint it red

or almost blacl. It is readily recognized by a microscopic exammation,

the characteristic appearance of the red corpuscles being seen. The

spectroscope forms a most reliable method of quickly recognizing

the presence of blood. By looking through the urine in a test tube

(filtered if necessary), the spectrum of oxyhaemoglobin or possibly

of -educed methaemoglobin is observed, and this can be confirmed

by gently warmin!; the urine with about 20 drops 01 caustic potash

solution and 5 drops of ammonium sulphide, when the characteristic

spectrum of haemochromogen becomes at once visible.

The chemical test for blood in urine is as follows : Take a test tube

about one quarter full of urine, add about 10 drops of fresh tincture of

guaiacum, which should be of a light amber colour and not too strong.

Fig. 315.—BLOOD Corpuscles,

mix, when a milky hquid results, owing to the deposition of the resin in

the tincture of guaiacum. Now pour carefully down the side of the test

tube some fresh sensitive ozonic ether. If blood is present, a blue

colour will develop almost immediately. It must be remembered

that if pus is present, or potassium iodide, then this result may be

given in the absence of blood.

Sugar.—Several carbohydrates may be present in the urine, but

glucose is the only one of general clinical interest.

It may be present physiologically owinp to the excessive consumption

of sugar and carbohydrates, that is, ua presence does not always

indicate disease, though any case in which it is found must be looked

on with great suspicion. It also occurs in the urine pathologically

in many conditions which are not true diabetes, e.g., in gout. Graves'

disease, abdominal tumours, cerebral tumours pressing on the fourth

ventricle, etc. This is known as glycosuria. The disease its presence

indicates is diabetes mellitus, and persons suffering from this complaint

and also from glycosuria bear surgical operations badly. The tests

employed to show its presence are many, but only three qualitative

and two quantitative are given here.
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F.*/,.,g's r«/.-Thc two solutions employed are best kept aparttill required for use. This composition is as follou-s— ^
'

'"''*' HrJ/'lTl ™T' '"'P''^*'' ''''^ S'''™ dissolved in ,00 ex. of
distilled water.

2. Sodium and potassium tartrate, 173 grams ; potassium hydrate
125 Ri-ams ; distilled water, 501, c c

"> urate,

a few''dro„T%"lH''""
''™ "'' """"'' '"•°"Sht to the boiling-pointa few drops of the unne added, and the mixture well boiled Isugar ,s present a yellow precipitate of suboxide of copper i^th own

fnT; \TT *" ''="'™''"«'' 'hat only the presenceJL precip tetemd.cates that sugar ,s in solution in the urine, and that a changrofcolour, such a.s green, .s of no importance. It must be also remeXedthat sometimes a browni.sh flocculent precipitate is produced whenno sugar ,s present, owing to the presence of creatinin uric acidglycuronic acid, or albuminous bodies.
'

Where the reaction is not well marked and definite, a confirmatory testshould be apphed. The following two tests arc absolutely conclusive I^
(a) Tf,e I-ermenaUon r«(._Take a test tube, place in it a lump of

h,lb T °\ ^ ""*• "" "-"P'-^'-ly -th the urine. plr..7the

esr\ , ™.^ °t
*"' *"'"'• '""^'- •^"'l P'^" the open end of thetest tube beneath the surface of some of the urine in a Th thenremove the thumb, when the test tube will be vertical and fil ed w^th

h^rr '\^ *"'"' *"" ^"""'™ 'h" '™P "' >-a^t- Now sup^rthe tube m h.s pos.hon. and place it with the dish in an incubatofon a warm place. In an hour or so the urine will beg.n to descend
"

rion TthT"'
'°

'"•;r'""="™
°' ^^'"""'^ -'" 8- '•>• the fTrme'tl

™»,n fiUeH
^" Z *"" "'"" " "" =*"Bar is present the tube w.llremam filled up with urine.

{b) The Phenyl Hydrazin Test. - Dissolve , gram of phenylhydra^m hydrochloride and 3 grams of sodium acetate in 3 fc ^water, filter, add 5 drops of acetic acid. Now add 3 c.r. of urmeand warm m water bath for half an hour. Then allow to cool sloX'
If sugar IS present, a hght yellow precipitate is seen, and on mfcro-'

delicate
•

S'"™'^"""'" ^'« ^<^™- This test ,s very reliable Ld

c.n3,I„veH'"'"v T ^'"°""' °' '"«" P''"™'' "«= "'"'« "»'""<>"» are

reduce 0-5 gram of glucose.
It is best to dilute the urine ten times, as the test can be then appliedmore accurately. Place .0 c.c. of the mixed Fehling's .solution ^n a

buret ""t.' °' ^'"'^ '^'''' """ ^"""""^ boiling' adding from a

Pr"lftatLVT"*'T
';'"'" "'"^ *°P "> "^P -^^ '^-"l-t^

precipitation of oxide of copper takes place. As long as anv bluecolour exists in the Fehling solution, the urine is added. When thishas entirely disappeared, read off the amount used. To calculate.ne percentage amount of sugar present ;—
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Ux= number of c.c. of lilutcd urine used, the percentage of sugar

(grams per loo c.c.) = ^^-^^'"".

Though this method of estimation sounds easy, it is by no means

so in practice, for no inconsiderable difficulty will be found m bemg

exactly sure that all the blue colour has disappeared. To make quite

certain that all copper has been reduced, a drop or two of the solution

may be filtered off, acidulated with acetic acid, and a drop of potassium

ferrocyanide added. If some copper still remains, a brown co oration

appears, showing that more urine should be added. It is of course

possible that too much may have been added, so it is as well to repeat

the test.
, , ,

Another method of estimating the amount of sugar present is b>

fermentation. The specific gravity of the urine is taken accurately,

and a small quantity of yeast added, the vessel being placed in an

incubator at 3;= C. After twelve hours the specific gravity is again

taken, and the difference between the two readings multiplied by iy>

(an empirical factor) will give the percentage of sugar present
;

e.g..

i£ 10,0 and loio are the respective specific gravities, the percentage

ofsugar=o' « 230 = 46 per cent. This method is only approximate

In the condition of glycosuria apart from diabetes mellitus, if much

sugar is present, the patient would be a bad subject for a surgical

operation. By appropriate diet and medical treatment the sugar in this

cmdition can usually be rapidly reduced, and then an operation could

be safely performed. In true diabetes mellitus there would always be

a very grave risk from a surgical operation, especially if a general

anesthetic were given. The urine in this disease is usually very pale,

and g/eatly increased in quantity. In simple glycosuria the quantity

is not increased and the urine is normal in colour. In diabetes mellitus

the urine usually contains, in addition to sugar, acetone, diacetic acid.

and ox>-butyric acid. The two former of these can be readily detected

and their resence gives a valuable confirmation of the diagnosis of

diabetes. These tests should always be applied whenever sugar is

found in the urine. They are as follows •.—

/iKioiic.—Take a test tube one-quarter full of urine, add about i c.c.

of a 5 per cent solution of sodium nitroprusside, mix, pour ver>- carc-

fuUv cown the side of the slanted tube some strong ammonia solution

(s.g. -880), and allow to stand for five minutes. A beautiful rose-violet

colour develops at the junction of the two liquids.

Diucclic Jarf.-Take a test tube one-quarter full of urine and add

about half the quantity or a httle more of ferric chloride so ution a

slight or deep claret colour is produced, according to the quantity of the

acid present. If the liquid is well boiled for a few minutes, the colour

disappears. (Ferric chloride gives colours with salicylic acid, antipyrm.

and carbolic acid which may be present if being given in medicines .

these colours are not destroyed by boiling.)

Bile Pigment, never occur in health in the urine, and are generally

associated with jaundic Their presence is shown by Gmelm s test
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a piece of blotting-paper is «ettc<l « itii urine, and a drop of concentrated
nitric acid added. A rainbow ring of colour, will form if bile piRments
be present. A better test for bile pigments is the " iodine test

"

It IS performed thus: Dilute some tincture of iodine witli alcohol
until It IS light red-brown in colour. Place the urine in a test tube
and pour carefully down the side of the slanted tube the lodmi' solution'
Allow the tube to stand for two or three minutes, A green zcnc forms
at the junction of the two liquids.

Pbi may be present in the urine, and if in small quantities it can
be recognized only by the microscope. If present in any considerable
amount, it forms on standing a light-coloured layer which is readily
diffused on shaking. It is not soluble in acetic acid, which rlifteren-
tiates It from phosphates, and the .iddition of caustic potash solution
converts it into a gelatinous mass.
Another chemical test for pus is the following t Ta'tc some of the

deposit by means of a pipette, and place in a test tube. Add fresh

1 2 S 4 5

Fin- 3i6.-l'i» CORnstii;*.

rJ-'iL^""^' .'i'
^^^^*^. Pro'nnijaUona showinfi amcrixrfa movements: iv Showini^ n,i<

ozonic ether. A bris'i effervescence of o.xygcn soon occurs ii pus is
present.

There are many other bodies found in health or disease in tlic urine,
but for these the student is referred to works on the urine or manuals
of clinical diagnosis.

Mlcroiooplo Examination of the urine is of great importance, and
should never be omitted if there be any sediment. The centrifugal
machine may be used to separate the deposits quickly.
The most commonly observed bodies that form deposits in urine

are :

—

1. Uric Acid may appear in several forms, tlic most common being
those shown in Fig. 313. Frequently it separates in large rosettes
of crystals of a deep red colour, rhombic prisms—the well-known
cayenne-pepper deposit. The test for uric acid has been already
mentioned. This deposit occurs only in acid urines.

2. Amorphous I'rales are commonly seen in the urine of febrile cases,
and redissolve on the application of heat. Deposits of urates only
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occur in acid urines : they arc usually reddish in colour, and form the

characteristic brick-red deposit.

3. Calcium Oxalate occurs in small, colourless, high-refracting

octahedra (Fi^. 314), not unlike envelopes. It may also appear in

dumb-bell-shaped masses. They are not unlike those of ammonium
magnesium phosphate, which are. however, larger, and soluble in

acetic acid, while the oxalate ones are not. Calcium oxalate crystals

arc only found as a rule in acid urines.

4. Ammonium Magnesium Phosphate, or triple phosphate, appears as

large prismatic rhombic cr>'stals, which are numerpus in alkaline urine.

5. Basic Magnesium Phosphate is .seen as highly refracting plates

soluble in acetic acid.

Epithelial Cells are frequent constituents of urinary deposits, and

their recognition is of considerable importance in some cases. Three

kinds are observed : round, conical, and flat cells.

Fig. 317.—Triple I'hosphate Crystals.

The round cells are derived from the urinifcrous tubules and deep

layers of the mucous membrane of the kidneys. They have a nucleus,

and by this can be distinguished from pus cells, whose nucleus is only

brought out by the addition of acetic acid. Their presence, when
associated with albumin and tube casts, generally indicates the

existence of pyelitis.

The conical cells come from the superficial layers of the pelvis of

the kidney, and occur also in pyelitis.

Flat cells arc shed from the bladder and vagina, and are readily

recognized.

Leucocytes or Pus Cells of course show inflammatory changes in

the urinary tract, but in women care must be taken to exclude the

possibility of some vaginal discharge being mixed with the urine.

Their appearance varies considerably ; in acid urines they are little

changed from those seen from other parts, but in alkaline urines they

are swollen and opaque. Acetic acid brings out th^ir nucleus.

Red Blood Corpuscles are frequently observed in the urine, but the

colour produced by them must be distinguished from that produced

by the condition known as hfemoglobinuria, in which the red colouring

matter of the blood has been removed from the corpuscles and is free

in solution.
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The colour of the ininc will not be altered matcriallv II only a iniall

quantity of red corpuscles arc present, so that it may be impossible
to determine their presi-ntc except by the use o( the microscope. The
corpuscles will in many cases be found to have been considerably
changed in appearance, depending on the length of time they have
been m the urine, and other reasons. They may be swollen, crcnate<l
almost colourless, or .shrunken, and without their biconcave appearance
so that considerable care must be taken in observing them. Bloo<i
casts or tube casts containing blood corpuscles may !«. seen in cases
of ha^maturia of renal origin.

Urine containing blood is always albuminous, due wholly or partialh
to the blood. In nephritis, where blood is present, usually there will
be a very large quantity of albumin relatively to the blood e g the
urine may become solid or nearly solid on boiling, and yet be onlv
light red or brown in colour from the small amount of blood.
Where the blood comes from :. traumatic lesion, or from a calculus

wounding the kidi cy or ureter, the amount of albumin present will
be relatively much less than with acute or suliacute nephritis thus
there will be only a small precipitate on boiling.

Tube Casis may be present in urinary sediments. Thev come from
the uriniferous tubules of the kidney, and may be clear (hyaline casts)
granular, epithelial, blood, or pus. MX these varieties may occur in
different conditions, and though their presence always indicates some
pathological condition, their full significance is often hard to explain
The student is referred to larger works for greater detail
Micro-orgamsms.~n is probable that urine in the bladder of a

healthy pcnson contains no micro-organisms, but it is certain that
when It has been exposed to the air for a short time they can easily
be found. '

The variety most commonly appearing is the Micrococcus urea- to
which the ammoniacal fermentation is due. In certain pathological
conditions many others may be present, such as the Staphylococcus
fyogenes aureus and albus, the typhoid bacillus, tubercle bacillus
Hacllus coll communis. Difihcoccus jyneumonia: Gotiococcus etc'
depending on the various diseases the patient may be suffering from'
Their presence is of great importance clinically, especially so in the
case of the tubercle bacillus, for the discovery of this micro-organism
in the urine may be of great assistance in determining the state of the
kidneys and bladder.

1
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OF \'-R.ivs. i.\7> (>{- I HE lAh'ixa AM) f.\i inriii: IMtOS
or sKiAditi.vs.

liv AI-I.I'KI.SS SIMMONS. M !>.. IIS LoNr>.

Rtni'.t R.»Il..i{raiih<r si. I'.'iiTtct'i Mi»i»ilal.

IX the >horl space that can l>c pivcn to this suUjett it i>. imiTOssiblf

to enter at any lensth into the physics ol tlu- subject, or uvcn t<»

Kivc a detailed account ol the apparatus employed ;
lur information on

tlicsc many important points, reference must be made to ilic more

{•is- 1I3.--A Simple Complete X-Rav tn cur, Cmisi'^liin; nf a mikiH coil nn a jiortablc

Htand, with accumulatuTS beneath. it w wurkcil by a iiUitiniiiu lirukr. Two itiMilattil

cables lead from the ?M^nndar>' tcrminalis. over a sprvadinf; biir tu an .r-ray tube.

In this position the lutient lic-s on the (.niich and the plnte is placed on a tt;it boaril

beneath him. A fliiiiri.'soent screen and n pair of r-ray-pmof (tloves arc lyinR on the

couch. A tube Itox i^ Kneath the conch, and can of course be nwd instead of the stand.

recent works on physics or the numerous manuals that liave been

brought out on this particular subject.

The apparatus required is expensive, but not difficult to manipulate,

provided the ojx-rator has some knowledge of electricity an<l of the

primary rules of photography ; but as some of the electrical machines

employed may give an incautious experimenter very serious shocks,
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Uic main.
appotaius (K. >iho]l & fun, u.nJ™) uses [oiuiiiuoi.s currt-nt from

uhT'l'
'"'='""" *'" ""'* ""I '•••'^pcrt to g,l U.^ excellent results«hKh a person more experienced in the use of the apparatus obtains.
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Much patience, experience, un<l utrict attention to ilctaiU are required
to net gnoci HkiagramH.

The practical value of thcM ray» to the surgeon lie« in the (act that
they have the power o( penetrating certain HulManceH which are
o|iai|ue to ordinary Hght rayn, while they are incapable of paasing
through other*. For inKtance. they pa»H readily through »o(t timueii.

HUch as munclc. but only to a limited extent through Imne. They
also have another important property, without which their value
would lie very considerably lessened—a photo-chemical action on
ordinary photographic plates. .As a result of these properties, a photo-
graph of a shadow of a bone can lie taken when a hand, for instance,
is interposed Ijctween the photographic plate and the source of the
rays, the rays actinr, on the silver salts with more or less intensity
on all parti but those where the shadows of the Ironcs fall. When
the plate is developed with the usual reagents a negative is obtained,
the bones lieing less deeply coloured than the other parts, and this

when printed on paper gives the yrdinary positive print.

:. 1J0.—.*N Ohdinaxv Irmvcnos coil. ihowInK plaUnum (irrak und commutator on the
right »i<lc. The t*o horjiDtitol hantllM beltinv lii Ihe udjustiibic Hpark-Kap or Aplntcrmctcr.
The lops of the two vertical uprighu supporting Ihem arc connecteil In the mlie t'y flexible

A long series of experiments, conducted by many invcst-^ators.

contributed to the discovery of these rays and their physical properties,

though the credit of finding them has gcncr;i!ly been given to Rontgcn.
It appears that he was the f?rst to make or suggest any practical use
of them, though photographs of inOLal substances had liccn taken by
these rays through wood and cardli- trd by other experimenters some
time before Rontgen published the results of his work.

The name " x " rays was given because the nature of them was at
first not fully understood. This name has remained, but they arc
also called the Rontgcn rays, while the picture protluced on photo-
graphic paper is known as a radiogram or skiagram.

In producing these rays, currents of electricity arc employed, and
certain apparatus which is described below. It is as well to repeal
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.?. A number ol rray luix.,
"^ """"« " '"V "''*

4. Tube-holiliiig apparatus.
5' A fluorescent screen.
6. An i-ray couch.

..p^o::::!:-:^-^-: ~i---.»o,^ve„ »pec..,e„

^'^^a:'^^::>^~:^,r'"'''^ - out«t .or „.
™ the subiect, and go .nto .,""„L.Tcr w ,h Tr/rr""""'

'"'"'^^
many consideration.s of local i,oss,l„li.L ' "l""'' "^ «>
amount of u.,e it ..s propose.urAal: 1,1™'^"'° '"'"'"'" """ ^""^

matter, that a whole treati^\n^„rt .
"PP='''""»' '^""^- mto the

•--ne Source of
/' "

f^^, f ' , ^ .";,'"™ P" '"« """J---" --"one.

giving .4 volts aL .00 ,x,f-^,
/''''"*"> °'^""'""'-'<<>'^

convenient, a ccnc^-t,™ wi4 ,h
'^ '''

""L^'
'" "°"' "^"^"^ more

lisht to the hc«p.tal The ^rrem ""I- "i',""
''"PP""' *"= <^^'"t"'=

su.table for exciLg an .ra. t™>^ 7"""^ ' "'"" "' *'"=^^ '» "«
converted by * ""^' ''"'' " consequently has to be

2- ^M Apparatus Inr Cnn^ir'ifa In,, t n
tension unidirectional current Thru "'•^ '""'>' ""o a high-current. This ,s usually an induction coil, out
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it may be one or other of the difierent types of transformers. In the

remarks that follow it will be taken for granted that it is an induction

coil {Fig. 320) capable of giving a 12-inch or longer spark in air, and

fitted with either a platinum, an electrolytic, or a mercury " break."

or interruptor. and with a resistance for regulating the strength of the

primary current, and also with the usual terminals and switches.

A coil is chosen because its rationale is clear and typical, and because

what is called a coil outfit is the only me that is likely to be at the

disposal of a house surgeon, or within the means of a general practi-

tioner. The transformer outhts are extremely costly, and their energy

Fig. 32a.

—

Good types of X-Ray Tubes,

with hea^T anUkathodes and vacuum regulating devices.

is so great that any unskilled handling would destroy a tube in a few

seconds, and consequently they are never to be safely used except by

a skilled and experienced operator.

3._r*e X-ray Tube {Fig. 322) consists of a highly exhausted bulb

fitted with two or three electrodes, of which one, the kathotle. is cup-

shaped, and one of the other two is flat, situated near the centre of

the tube, and inclined at an angle of 45° with an imaginary straight

line connecting its centre with the centre of the kathode cup.

This is the antikathode or target, and its function is to receive the

stream of electrified particles called the kathode stream, which is

focussed upon it by the concave kathode. Each of these particles as

it hits the target gives rise to an a;-ray, and the tarpet or antikathode

is consequently the source of the ;tr-rays.
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^''?- 321

—

Tube Stand,
»ith diaphragm and x.ny-pmot box lotovtT luminous part 0/ tube.

/ir. 334.-X-RAV Tl BH-BOIDBI.
cylinder diaphragm, and coniprissor.

s n,o. essentia, ,„. .He p.otectton o-^^LropJ^.^™/™-:
3(>
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alike, with a box or other device lined with an ;r-ray-proof material

to contain the tube, and having an opening only in one side through

which the .t-rays may be directed on to the patient. Two such stands

arc illustrated' in Figs. 323 & .V4- These are mainly for use above

the patient as he lies on a couch, or behind him as he stands or sits.

Iris diai'HR.*gm for ^-Rays*. RECTANCILAR DIAPHRAGM FOR X-RAVS.

Fig. 324 can also be used beneath a couch, but for convenient beneath-

couch work it is necessary to have a tube-box working on rails in both

directions beneath the couch, and this will be illustrated while

describing the couch. Every tube-box should be provided with an

adjustable diaphragm on the side whence the ar-rays emerge, so that

/p,^_ 327.—I.EAD-GLASS SCREEX WITH METAL FiNGER-GUARDS.

the area of illumination can be limited to the exact part under examina-

tion. Two such diaphragms are illustrated in Figs. 325 and 326,

by means of which either a circular or rectangular area of any required

size can be examined. The circular one is the most generally useful,

but the rectangular one is especially serviceable when examining long

bones or. say. the oesophagus.
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ma\eria?;^ r: raZ.V;?l?T' '" "*''='' '-'-'ched .,„„,e thin

screen is illustrated in Kj ,27
finger-guards. Such a

«A:"d ^:;fJ'^fp^f li:::
^^-ment height f„r a patient to lie

beneath the couch, a^S the screen orTt™
''"'

"T
""'" '''" "^"^ P'"

-es that ena„le U IJ^Z::;^:^^!:^^-;^^;,^™- ™

is only shown for sake of H. T^ "" uncovered tuoe. This

covere^d ,„ as Jtll tt^pH^ltrbrhilder
"'^ ^•'°""' '" »"""-'>

to'co";rrtt;.r^";:'':ra™%™"--''' a" *>- >--' » --
proof lining to boSs lend ,1
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were badly injured, and some lost their li-es. It is absolutely necessary

that protective apparatus should be a constituent part of every »-ray

outfit.

Teehnlqnt.—B .fore starting operations, it is necessary to see that

f-e commutator of the coil is in the " off " position, that two lateral

terminals of the accumulators or from the main are connected «itli

tl.ose marked ballery on the coil, and where a mercury or electrolytic

break is used, that the te minals on the coil marked break are connected

with those marked coil on the break, and finally that the terminals on

the mercury break are connected by separate wires, either with 12 or

24 volts, as the case may be, of the accumulator, where an accumulator

is used. There are a great variety of breaks in use, and it would

occupy too much space to describe them, but the principle is the same

in all, of rapidly interrupting the primary circuit through the coil, e..^ i

interruption giving rise to a spark between the terminals of t.io

secondary circuit.

Having seen that the connectirtns are perfect, let the operator first

switch on the motor of the mercury break, where one is used, and then

put the commutator of the coil into the ' on " position, and

immediately, ii all is right, a stream of bright, noisy sparks will crackle

between the adjustable terminals of the secondary circuit. These

will vary in intensity and frequency with the amount of current allowed

to'pass through the regulating resistance. In doing this it is necessary

to be C-ery careful not to touch either of the secondary terminals,

as the shock is a very intense one, and might be productive of serious

results. Let there be no incautious handling of the coil or source of

electric energy at anv time. Now switch ofi again and take an *-ray

tube fix it in the holder, and connect the kathode and antikathodo

terminals to the secondary coil terminals by means of the highly

insulated flexible wires that i. rm part of every j;-ray outfit.

Switch on again, reversing if necessary, when a sort of bowl ol

greenish-yellow hght will be seen to extend over about half the tube ;

this is caused by fluorescence of the glass of the tube by the jr-rays,

which are *ot off in every direction from the centre of the anode

where the kathode stream strikes it.

To judge whether the tube is suitable for screen work or for

taking .t-ray photographs, the room should be darkened; the

fluoresrent screen should then be held up in front of the tube at a

distance of about 18 inches, with the hand in close contact with its

back The operator will now see whether the penetration is good

whether the bones stand out clearly and are sharply defined, and

at the same time neith ,r very black nor veiy transparent.

Generally speaking, if the screen fluoresces a briUiant green-yellow

colour, and the bones of a normal hand are clearly defined and some-

what transparent, the tube is in satisfactory condition.

It is important in this connection to test the " alternate spark-gap,

namely, the distance between the adjustable terminals on the coil
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I^**n''tJP."'' f" P"*" *" '"""P ^^'her than pass throueh the t,.l».It wll be found generally that an alternate spLk-gap of Lm *;^-
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fice versa. The extremes are
found ( I ) where the tube is so
low in vacuum that the current
through the tube does not give
rise to *-rays of any penetrative
power, which is seen by th^ soft
tissues showing black on the
screen, and by a pencil of bluish
light extending from the kath-
ode to the antikathode

; and
(2) where the tube is so high
in vacuum that the current
passes with great difficulty am'
the sparks crackle around the
tube rather than pass through
it, while the bones of the part
examined are extremely trans-
parent, and the soft tissues
invisible, the illumination
generally being very poor.
Too low a tube is useless

because the rays do not pene-
trate, and too high a tube
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Ihe skill of a radiographer very largelv consists in iudgin" tubesand using them with discretion. If for example a pouerf!,^^current

IS passed through a medium vacuum tube for' too long at me the

heTe ;"„:%" r*"'i
'=" '-"' '°"- =""^ *^ tul^'beM't^d trine time being. Such a tube mav like iTin^ths to ri;L-,ivnr nr ,„. i

to be re-exhausted. It ,s wise with most tube: not"t::i,:w'th: "Zl
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kathode to remain red-hot. If it begin to glow, the current should
be cut of! till it is cool again.

With frequent use, tubes gradually rise in vacuum till at last they
become so high that they are of no further use.

Where a surgeon makes frequent use of --rays for screen work,
he should not examine his own hand or expose himself more than is

absolutely necessary to the rays, as tliey give rise to a particularly
dangerous form of dermatitis ; but where the use iti only occasional
there is no danger, and in skilled hands there is never any danger to
the patient. Those who have suffered in the past have paid the penalty
of being pioneers in a hitherto unknown field.

Application.—After the preliminary account of how to use an ;r-ray

apparatus, it is necessary to consider its particular applications.

These are so many that ^-ray examination is now an indispensable
factor in surgical diagnosis in many cases, and indeed screen examina-
tion is resorted to in hospitals in a very large proportion of the minor
surgical cases that come to the jCasualty or out-patient department,
and it is therefore very important that the house surgeon should make
himself thoroughly familiar with the hospital ;r-ray outfit, and the
screen appearances of fractures, foreign bodies, and so forth.

For Screen fixamln&tlon, by far the most convenient arrangement
is the couch as lescribed above, the top of the box being provided
with an adjustab.e diaphragm, as in Figs. 325, 326, It is rmch easier

to distinguish differences in density where the area of illumination is

restricted to the part to be examined. For the purposes of minor
surgery, screen examination is usually sufficient.

For the upper extremity, the patient can be seated in a chair by
the couch, which should of course be in a room that can be darkened
at will. He can then place the arm on the couch, and the hand, wrist,

elbow, and lower arm can be examined by placing the screen above
them, the tube in its box being moved into pnsition below as may
be required.

A convenient distance for the anode of the tube from the top of
the couch is ibout 14 inches, and most boxes are thus arranged. The
part examined should always, where possible, be inspected in two
planes, at right angles to each other, as only thus can a correct idea

be obtained as to the position of the frac+ure or foreign be ly.

Needles in th<' hand or wrist hcve frequently to be soug'c by ^r-rays.

The part should be examined both antcro-posteriorly and laterally,

and the position of the needle marked on the skin surface each time
with a skin pencil, the intersection of the two planes giving the exact
position of the needle. In difficult cases the needle is frequently
extracted in the ,r-ray room, a probe being passed through the incision

beneath the screen till it is seen to touch the needle or other foreign

body.

For the examination of the rest of the body, the patient lies on the
couch, and in this way it is easy lo examine tlie foot, ankle, leg, knee,
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Exposures vary with every apparatus, with conditions of tube,

thickness of part, and so on, but generally vary between } to i

minute for thin parts up to 2 J to 5 minutes for dense parts. After
exposure, the plates are developed by ordinary photographic methods,
which it is not necessary to describe here.

Ipeelal OaMt.—The Shoulder can be taken either from below or

above, and as it cannot be taken in two planes, it is often as well to

take it stereoscopically and from below and above.

To take it from above, the tube is adjusted with its anode vertically

over it, at about 18 inches, and a flat board is placed below the shoulder
with the plate envelope on it plain side uppermost. The board
is necessary, so that the weight of the body may not break the plate.

It is usually advisable to photograph the shoulder joint as well as

screen it, in case of any doubt, as it is not always an easy part to see

clearly on the screen in stout patients.

T/if Hip Joint should always be photographed as well as screened.

It is one of the most difficult p»rts of the l)ody cither to screen or

photograph, and should be taken both from below and above.

Kidney Region.—Stones in the kidney can sometimes, in thin people,

be seen on the screen, but in every case one or more v>hotngraph9

should be taken. This is best done by placing "le patient on his face

on the couch, with a long sausage-shaped air-ba^,. sold for •'> !f purpose,

beneath his abdomen just below the ribs, in order to inimoi /c the
kidney. The screen is now placed on his back, and the current turned
on to see that the tube is in a central position. It is well to take two
photographs in every kidney case, shifting the tube about i| irches
to the right of the mid-line for the first, and the same distance to f.-i

left of the mid-line for the second. By this means you have twj plates
to confirm each other, and if required they can be combined in the
stereoscope. It is necessary to ensure that the bowel is empty
before examining for stone. The plate when d^^veloped should
show the lowest two ribs, the transverse processes of the lumbar
vertebrae, and the ';rest of the ilium on each side, and also the edges
of the psoas muscle extending obliquely downward and outwards to the
iliac crest. If all these are seen clearly on both plates and there is no
shadow to suggest a calculus, the presumption is strong that none is

present, though even then it is not possible in all cases to exclude the
possibility of a small uric acid calculus in a fairly sohd subject.

These plates all show the upper ureters. The lower ureters and
the bladder region are shown by placing the patient on his back,
the anode of the tube being beneath him in the mid-line at the level

of the hip joints and a 12-in. x lo-in. plate on the front of the pelvis.

For photographing the Thorax, the patient lies on his back on the
couch with a fiat board beneath his thorax, with a 12-in. x 10-in. plate

on it ; the tube is adjusted centrally above him at the level of the
second costal cartilage.

For screen examination of the thorax, for heart and lungs, the
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foreign Innly if prcncnt. The patient Hhtnild Iw directed to look

strat^tit in front of htm durinK the exposure, and in every case at least

two skiagrams should lie taken.

Tvtaimeni by x-rays should never he undertaken except hy skilled

and experienced oiKrator^.

iSTERpiihiAnos or skiagrams.
A house surgeon or medical lum in general practice is much more

often faced with the problem ol examining an ,v-ray plate or print

with the object (»f interpreting it, namely, decidinR exactly what it

signitieH with regaril to the conchtion of the ]>art it depicts, than with

th:it ()f takinK the plate. Heady interpretation of skiagrams can only

be acipiired by exiKrience. but a few remarks as to how to pnicced

and what points tt» I<n»k out for are ad\ isiible.

A few prints from skiagrams are inserted to illustrate points

referred to in tlie follmving paragraphs. Those of fractures have
been selected from cases where the displacement is so slight that

without extremely careful examination on the lines laid down, the

fracture might have escaped notice.

When an .T-ray plate is being examined, it is necessary that it iihould

be viewed by diffused light. A slicct of opal glass forming the front

of a box which contains a light is the usual viewing apparatus, but
the plate can l>e almost ctjually well examined by reflecting the

light through it at an angle from a sheet of white pajxT or by holding it

up to a dull grey sky.

The contrasts between bone and other tissues in a:-ray plates of

thick parts of the body are sliglit as co.npared with ordinary photo-

graphic negatives. Before deciding as to what may l>e abnormal

conditions, it is necessary to be ac<iuainted with the api>earances on

the plate or print of normal bones, joints, and so forth, and in cases of

doubt it is well to refer to plates or prints of a normal case of the part

under examination. A stock of plates of normal cases is usuallv kept.

In examining a skiagram, first run the eye along the contours of the

bones throughout their whole length, and next examine th'j density of

the bone substance. N'ormil bones and joint surfaces arc clean cut

and show very definite outlines, while bone tissue has very uniform

and regular gradations of density ; any departure, therefore, liowever

tf-'fling, from a definite continuous contour, or any irregularity of

density, should arouse suspicion.

Generally speaking, as regards the long bones, it is extremely easy

to say if there is a fracture and what is the position, [provided that the

skiagrams Jiave been taken in t^\o positions at right angles to each

other. Conversely, it is practically impossible in most cases to say

what is the position of the fragments from one skiagram only.

In examining joints also, two \icws arc necessary at right angles

to each other wherever possible, and no judgment should be passed

until both have been carefullv examined.
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Chapthr LIII.

UPON SURGICAL CASE-TAKIXG.

T^HE art of taking notes of surgical cases well is one not easily
1 acquired, and for the notes to be of much value, something more
than vague general notions upon surgical subjects must be presupposed.
Yet in many hospitals, dressers vvhu are beginning their work in the
surgical wards, or clinical clerks in the medical ones, are expected to
be able t.

.
write intelligible histories of cases which arc themselves very

possibly ubscure to the last degree ; and further, to write these so
that their account shall stand for all time as being full, true, and
particular, ; nd so that those who may on some future occasion require
to look up the ca.se-hooks .f the hospital will find therein a trustworthy
account of whatever case, or group uf cases, may be under investigation.

Notes which will perfectly fulfil these conditions can hardly be
expected, and will only exceptionally be obtained, from dressers, at
any rate during the first few month-; of their hard work ; but neverthe-
less there is hardly any other part of a dresser's work which will be so
useful to him educationally, as his case-taking. Litera scripta manet,
and he will find that every case which he intelligently records (and
therefore studies, because he has to record) will remain with him a
lifelong experience.

What he must aim at in his case-taking must be, first and foremost,
absolute truth, and it will be found that sometimes there is a strong
temptation to make the facts square with a preconceived theory ;

and secondly, to present a clear story of the case without introducing
any personal opinions, letting the facts tell their own tale.

The notes of a case, then, should comprise ;

—

1. A description of the patient, and of the symptoms, objective
and subjective, presented by him (or her, but for shortness we will use
the male appellation) when he first comes under the notice of who-
so::ver has to record the case.

2. An account of those facts in his previous life history, and in his

family history, which miv throw light upon his present condition, and
th ^ sources of this inform Ltion.

3. The previous story of the illness, derived from the patient himself,
his parents, or from other people, the source being in all cases stated.

4. A diary recording the moasvrcs, operative ami other, which are

.-'.dopted for the relief of his complaint, afte*^ he has com? under
observation, and the subsequent course of eve >its.
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5. The result of such treatment, namely, cured, reUeved, unrcUcvcd.
or died ; and in the last event,

0. Whether or not a post-n;ortcm examination was made, and if so,
an account of the results of this examination.
The following scheme will be found a generally convenient and

workable plan for .,, -.rding cases upon the lines we have here laid down.

Ward \ : JUt;.' .., Date of Ad

Name '
). 'ip-itun kc>i<itn

ISy whom I;ikp|i Name of Surjjeun

Pate of
Discharge

Cured
Relieved
Unrelieved
llic'd

i

D;ile of l;iking c

The patient's family history.
i.e. (a) If Ihc parents arc alive .>r dead: if tlu- latter, at what ages, and

huw.
(ft) Brothers and sisters, No. <.f, whether alive ur dead. etc.
(c) Place of patient in his familv.
[a] Results of enquiries about hereditary tendencies, as to nfut,

insanity, cancer, etc.

The piitteiifs previous history.

including (ti) I'revious illness.

\b] Habits of life (state source of infnrinattun).
(c| Other facts bearing on this part uf the case.

History 0/ the present illness from its coininencement up to the date of taking
t

the case, as derived from the patient, or fn.in his friends or relatives (state the 1

:
source), given in as nearly as possible the words actually used by them. I

I

The patient's condition at the lime of taking the case. ',

(«) tieneral description. Position of patient in bed. State ()f nutrition,
j

I

local and general. Indications of a diathesis {i.e., strumous.
|

syphilitic, etc). The condition uf the organs of circulation.
,

respiration, and digestion. The condition of the skin and of
I

the glands. The temperature (noting time when taken).
The appearance, sp. gr., and quantity of urine passed, and I

whether albumin is present or not. The condition of the organs !

of motion and locomotion. Sleep, its amount and character. I

(b) Description of actual seal of disease, its localitv. its objective
physical appearances, and the subjective abnormal sensations
connected with it. '

(e) Other noteworthy Incal abnormalities. I

The " case " being thus taken, it will be the dtity of the dresser, or

of whosoever is appointed to continue the record, to preserve a
consecutive account of the course of events from the moment the
patient comes under treatment.

If an operation be performed, it must be fully described, especial

attention being paid to the following points ;

—

The actual incisions and manipulations, and the condition of the
patient at the close of operation. The number and method of insertion

of sutures (if any used). The position of the drainage tubes. The
plan of dressing the wound, the subsequent position of the patient in

bed, and the nature of the anaesthetic.
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If the operation be of the nature of a removal, either of a growth or
of a limb, the notes must always describe fully the part taken away
For example, if the thigh lie amputated in its lower third, for disease
of the knee, the details of the condition of the joint, and the ligaments,
muscles, etc, in its neighbourhooil, the cartilages and the hones must
all be fully pictured. If the operation be one for the removal of a
tumour or new gro.vth, such as epithelioma of the lip, in additio;i to
the naked-eye appearances of the growth, its microscopic structure
shdjld also be given.

As the case goes on it will probably be found unnecessary to make
dally entries oa the ease paper, but however chronic tlie disease in
question may be, and however slow the convalescence, it will be found
convenient to make some note of the patient's condition at the very
least once, and as a rule twice, in the week, upon the occasion of the
surgeon ^oing his rounds.
The patient's temperature is now commonly taken night and morning

by a ward nurse, and entered upon a chart appended to the case book.
I his plan IS a good one in many ways, inasmuch as the observations
are made at every four, six. or twelve hours, and at the most suitable
times, but it involves a certain risk that this condition of the patient
may be overlooked by tlie dresser. It should therefore be a rule that
the temperature readings should pc entered in tlie notes, as well as
placed upon the chart, in all serious cases.
When the notes record a patient's discharge, the extent of recovery

should always be noted, and in the case of death, the actual cause
should be carefully stated if it be apparent. In those cases where a
post-mortem examination is made, the results must be fully recorded,
and the dresser should be especially careful not to lose this opportunity
of clearing up obscurities, and verifying and correcting opinions formed
during the patient's lifetime.
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INDEX.

A BDOMEN, paracentesis of
^* Ahdiiiiiinal acita, compres-

siuii of— belts— drainage tubes . .— injuries internal ha-miTrhagt-
from— lesions, acute .

.

rectal examination in— "I>erations, ana'sthcsia for
diet after— — many-tailed binder in— — preparations for

Abscess, alveolar ji).), 431.— anal— axillary— of the brain— of Inirsa patelhe— cavity, ha-morrha^^e into— cervical .

,

— ischiiircctal— lachrymal— mammary— peritonsillar— peri-urethral

causing retention .

.

— popliteal— psoas— retropharyngeal— secondary ha-morrhage from ..— submaxillary
Abscesses— chronic .

.

— drainage of— of inguinal and femoral glands— palmar and plantar— passive congestion for..
Absorbent dressing
Accessory sinuses, suppuration in

transillumination of
Accidents, crushing, internal

ha;morrhage from .

.

A.C.E. mixture
Acetabulum, fractures of lip of .

.

Acetate of lead as a hieniostatic
Acetonuria, test for
Acids, irritant and corrosive
Acoumeter in testing deafness ..

Acromion prticess, fracture of .

.

Actual cautery .. ,. 55,
Adams' modification of Scarpa's

shoe .

.

Adenoids— association of suppurative otitis
witfi

317 Adhesions, massage to pre^('nt
after fractures

7 — vaginal

77 Adhesive strapping
3o,S ill fractured cla\ icle

Adrenalin in cullapsi^

42 — epistaxis

470 -- hivmophili;; . . ,[

.144 — local ana'Sthosia
504 — spinal anasthesia
?^'"^ — as a styptic ...
75 After-treatment of fracturfS

^22 npiTatioll Ciises . ,

44.i Air hunger in internal li.eninrrhaf^c
2<t.S — pa^-.ages, foreign boih' in
21(7 — purity of. at operations
4^,5 Albunien-vvater after operations
303 Albumin in urine, tests for
307 Albuminuria, associati. <n 1 if car-
s')') buncles with
3<)7 — — furunculosis witli

, .

38'j Alc()hol in post .operative treatuKiu
2()8 Alcoholic Coma, diagnosis of
402 — excess causing retention
460 — poisotiing

435 Alkalies, caustic, poisoning bv
303 Allis's inhaler .

.

. .
'

308 Almond oil, poisoning bv. .

2<)'( Alveolar abscess '

2f}(). 431,
37 Ammonium magnesium phosphate'

2')7 in urine
294 .-imputation, ha>morrhage after
20f> — at hip joint, compression a
296 abdominal aorta in

304 — shoulder joint, compression 1

i^i subclavian arterv in
365 — stump, bandage for" ..

20() Ana-mic ulcer
39il Ana'sthesia. after-effects of

'.

399 — for bladder examination— conditions of danger in
41 — examination and preparation o

513 patient for .

.

163 — local

57 — spinal
5.S2 — syncope under ..
4H0 — tooth extraction under
420 — treatment on recovery from .

,

145 — vomiting after
368 Anaesthetics— administration of
291 — choice of

399 Anasarca
Aneurysm, ha'morrhage fr<im

422 Angina luduvici

407
2i4

4«3

477
445

3»

, 70
233
315
334
515

517
516
50

443
525
535
502
506
502
318
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Ankle, coinpimnd dislocation at,
immediate trcatinenl— dislocation of .

,

— fracture at, inmipdiale treat-
merit .

.

— strapping for . . sfi

Antimony pnisoninK
Antipyrin as a styptic '.'.

Antisepsis in dressing incised
wounds

Antiseptic dressinns for burns '.

— — Wounds
— lotions in surgical dressing .

.

Antiseptics, poisoning from
Antitoxin, tetanus, in c^mtamiiiated

Wounds
Antrum, suppur;ilion in . .

Anuria
Anus, abscess of .

,

— bleeding o,' mucous nuiubraue oi
- tissure or ulter of

~ - fistula in— prolapse of . . .

,

\[— and rectum, oix-rations
Aorta, abdominal, conipre;
Aperients, pn-opcrative .

Aphonia, functional
Apoplectic coma, diagnosis
Apparatus for restraint and— i-ray
Appendicitis, suspected.

examination in
Argyroi in conjunctivitifi . .

Arm, bandajie for

I of

3M
3.VI
3.S2

340

i>f

upport

rectal'

immediate treat-— fracture

ment.

.

Arsenical poisoning
Arterial liitniorrhage
Arteries, bleeding from atheroma-

tous .

,

— — canalized— compression of coronarv— of face, compression of
-- head and neck, compression of— ligature of— torsion of
Arlerintomy

.

,

\[
Artery, compression of abdi)minal

2>irta— — axillary
— — brachial

carotid
— — Common femoral— — dorsal of foot— — i)ccipital— - - popliteal
— — radial
— — subclavian

. - .

.

.

'

— — temporal
tibial ;
ulnar.

.

— digital, lia'm<.n-hage from— of the fra-num, rupture of
.\rtery, rules in tving
Artificial respiratimi after an.Ts-

thesia

374. 37')

65. M,

Artificial respiration in (iiternal
hiemorrhage.

.

— — Schiifer's method . .— Sylvester's methoii— Serum for transfusion
. .

Aryteno-epiglottic tuberculosis ..
.\scitic fJuid, drainage of .

.

Aseptic precautions of operative
surgery
in skin-grafting

Asphyxia
— danger of, after burns. .

'

!

A^piratIo^ of abdomen
-- bladder .

.

- — in stricture-retenti.>u
— - chest
— knee-joint

.

.

[[
Aspirator and st.juiach pump com-

bined
Aspirators , .

. . 3o(,^
.Astringent enemala
Ather.inialousarteries, bleeding from
Atrophic rhinitis
Atropine, anlagtmism to niusc;u-ine— in opiiun poisoning
— - poisoning
— in prevention of collapse
Aural speculum, use of .

.

Autotransfusiiin in internal haemor-
rhage

A\ ulsion of nails ,

,

Axilla, triangular splint f^^r

.Axillary abscess ,

.

— artt.-y, compiession of. .

417
4"»5

41*
317

49+
259
317
446
456
314

339
3U
34&
22

3Q»
483
47.*i

476
51

35 <)

147
297

con-J^ACILLVS of tetanu
tamuiated wounds .

.

, . 2C2
Bacteria and wounds, modification

of views concerning
Bacteriology of Cunjunctiviti*— middle-ear suppur,Ttitin
Bandage for arm .

.

— big toe . .— breast
— - chest— clavicle . .— club-foot

213
373

. 42Z
65, 66

6»
72

72, 112

2QO
75
66
13&

69
64
65

— ear— elbow
— hllis's. in fractured clavicle
- Esniarch's— for fingers— foot
- forearm .

.

. . 5^
— - fractured ribs . . . . . . i^o

scapula '145
- — s'ernmu . . j,g
"

f"'" • 67
-- head 7„ 75
- hPf

' 6&
- Ja>^' 71. 132

— - joints
, . .66

" *•« 63
"f^^ .75— ""^

- 75
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407
4'»5

4'1
3"7

494
259
317
446
456
314
3"

39S
4S3
475
47&
51

417

35')

147
297

M2
68
290
7S
66

I3l>

9
6,
64
6}
140
145
139
67

'", 75
65

:. 132
66
I'i

75
75

Bandage for palmar hajmorrhaKe— perineum *

— roller— saw— fiT shoulder .'.— stump— thumb
Bandages .

,

, [— capeline .

.

— crepe Velpeaii
, .— double spica— I'lasttc .

.

and inelastic— fiRure-of-S— four-tailed— india-rubber .[— manv-tailed— l,'!ister.,if-Paris..
— ' 31. Andrew's cross— spica— spiral .

,

\]— suspensorv— T .", ;; ;— triangular— — as a cravat .

.

slinfj .

.

— twisted or knotted— Woven .

.

BaudaniiiK, general ruU-s for

iTa^X'" -'"''":'' ''-''''"'''''^'^^

Basic magnesium phosphate in
urine .

.

Bath, hot, ill strangulated hernia'Bavarian splint
Bed in hip diiease.

,

Bed-sorts
— in fracture cases— fractured leg

. .

'

'

pelvis— spinal injuries
.

.

Beds, fracture
Beef-lea after operations '.'.

Beers knife ior chalazion..
Beetle paste, poisoning bv
Belladonna plasters '.— poisoning
Belts, abdominal .

Bennett's (Sir W.) classification i)f
sprains

Berginann's (vnn) preparation of
catgut

.

.

Bier's passive Congestion treatment— — In bolls

whitlows
Bigelow-s evacuator for" " vesical

blood-clot
.

.

— meth.Hi of red.:cing dislocated
femur

Bile pigments in urine
Bismuth and .tr.ray tests ..
Klack eye .

.

Black-wash for venereal s.'res
Bladder affections, rectal exariina-

tion in— aspiration 01 ,

.

PAGE
20

' 73
. 62

104
68

69. 70

.60-75

f'7

Bladder, aspiration of, in stricture
retention— use of catheters, etc., iii— cystoscopic examination of— effect of spinal injuries on— hicmorrhage into— ;— causing retention ..— injuries tti— nielhod of retaining catl'ieter iii— plugging of— preparations for operation on— rupture of— stammering

.

.

, ]— symptoms in diagnosis of cunia— syringe .

.

— washing out the
Bleeders
— effect of tooth exiractii>n on
Bleeding (an:i see H.tMORkHA(

arrest ofj— (s« Ve\esectio.v)-
Blenorrhcea
Blepharitis, ciliarv
Blisters . . '

.

.

;

;

Blood-clot, retained, retention d

577

PACK

436
323
333
>»4
30

45"
57
328
31

" 524
.. 461

• 452
'^ 493

• 334
.. 447

3«
2I>, 442

aft<T

3I>5

375
370
31)8

)57

554
4(>5

102
265
257
13"
175
158
185
'I3
529
372
4 75
87

479
77

196

458

93
552
361
23^
249

344
446

m""il, fri-sh, to' ' makt
hamurrhast:— lirt.>,iire, methods cf raisiiiK i,',

c.llapse .. .,— supjily tu brain, t.. maintain in

— in urine .. ..
'' *^— vessels, injuries ,.f, in fractured

'

pelvis
Boils
— in external ear , ,

BouSsr^S-s'',':'*™''"'-— u'sophageal— rectal, passage of— use of .

.

,

,

' '' -

Bowels, manasement after oixr.T,^'
'''

tion . ,

Box splint for cervical caries— - - fractured h'n
Brachial artery, compression ..i

.'

.'

Bradford aiid l.ovetts frame for
spmal dis<'a5e

Brain, abscess of ,

,

— compression of— concussion of . , ]

'
,'j<',.

contusi- n and laceration of ..s'-— to maintain blood . supply ui'
internal ha'tnorrhajje '— preparations for operation ,'.n

Breast, bandage for ,,— strapping for ,

.

"
kr.

Breath, odour of, i„ diaetiosis of
Coma. , . , .,,-,

, ,,
BrtKbe's catheters . ,

'
'

'' 7 '^

— fistula probe , ,
'

'
'

'

„!
Bromide of potassium iufracture

"
cases.

,

,

,

n.>tichosc„pe, KiUiaus '.'. " "^
Bruised wounds, dressing of , , j,,

37

58
253
4t8
287
324
340
344

530
274

274
425
487

. 483
'. 489

522
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Bruises . . •

.

229
Brlinintt'st tubt-s, foreign bodies in

n-suphagus . . . . .

.

501

Bryant's splint in hip disease .

.

2fi7

— trianglr, to define ito

Buboes . . • 304
Buller's shield in conjunrtivitis .

.

376
Bullet forceps and probes 327, 228

Bullets, extraction <»f 22S

Buried sutures . . .

.

203
Burns of the larynx and pharynx 261
— and scalds . 25^— skin Krafting after .. ..263
Burris' metht>d of denunistraling

spirocha'tu pallida . .

.

237
Bursa patella", enlarged 312

suppurating 303
Bursal enlargements, medicated

plasters fur . . . . .

.

SH

Buttocks, wounds of .. 224

CAIXTM chloride in ha'muphilia 39
as a ho-nio-iiatic .. 59

in chronic ulcer . . .

.

233— oxalate in urine . . • • 354— salts in preparation for opera-

tion 531
Calculus, impacted, causing reten-

tion . . 449— phosphatic, causing retention 458— renal, skiagrams in diagnosis of

568. 571
— sounding for . . . . .

.

332— urethral, operation for .. 453— vesical, rectal examination for 344
CaH lymph 369
Can.phoratcd mercurial ointment

fur enlarged joints, etc. .

.

88
Canalized vessels, ha!morrha,;e from 2

1

Cancellous exostosis beneath toe-

nail 361

Cancer, diagnosis of laryngeal

tuberculosis from . - .

.

412— hiemorrhage from . . - 33— piles a sign of . . . . .

.

344
Cancrum oris .. •. .- 256
Cannula for intravenous transfusion 45— saline injection per rectum .

.

48
Cantharides plasters . . . • 87
Capeline bandage . . . . .

.

7°
Capilla::y haemorrhage .. i, 19

Capsule' forceps .. .. • 393
Carbolic acid poisoning . . .

.

480
in operations . . .

.

534
in treatment of carbuncles 255

Carbonic acid gas, suffocation by 498
inhalations in haemophilia 40

Carbon dioxide snow for n»vi .

.

363
Carbon monoxide poisoning after

burns .. . .• 2S0
Carbuncles .. .. .. • 254
Carcmoma of the larynx . . -

.

414
Cardboard splints . . . . 99
Caries, cervical, apparatus for .

.

27G
jury-mast for .. ..284

MOB
420Caries, dental

association of suppurativ
otitis with .

.

Carotid artery, compression of

Carpus, skiagraphy of

Carr's radius splint

Caruncles, urethral

Carwardine's method of tying
cathiters

Case-taking, surgical

Cases requirinK prolonged c

mechanical treatment
Caspar's cystoscopc
Cata.act— treatment after extraction

Catarrh, middle-ear
— spring
Catarrhal laryngitis

Catgut in drainage— ligatures, preparation of

— sutures .

.

Catheter, breaking of— to c'eanse and sterilize.

.

— method of tying in— in prostatic haimorrhage— retention in bladder .

.

Catheterization after operation
— anuria after— Eustachian— in fractured pelvis
— retention from gonorrhiea— rupture oi urethra— spmal injuries . •

Catheters— Brodie's .

.

— coude— flexible— general points in passage of

326, 330— Jacques' india-rubber ..

— olivary gum-elastic
— prostatic— silver— sizes of .

.

— for washing out bladder
Cauda equina, injuries to .

.

Caustic alkalies, poisoning by
Cauterization of na;vi— venereal sores .

.

Cautery, actual— in epistaxis— haemophilia
Cavities, plugging of— serous, evacuation of

.

Cellulitis— submaxillary
C.E. mixture
Cerebral and cerebellar abscess
— hernia— irritation

Cerumen, impaction of

Cervical abscess— caries, extension apparatus for

jury-mast for

Chalazion . .

Chancre, dressing of

423
5

571
154
338

328
572

265

333
392
393
419
379
410
207
15

203
332
327
328
31

32S
531
462
421
15<i

454
459
185
323
324
323
325

324,

324.

55.

503,

326
325
331
331
324
447
184
483
362
248
368

23
313
252
297
513
425
490
487
4 7
299
276
284
371
248
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430

live

423
5

571
154
358

ft ill

328
572

or
If'-,

333
392
3'J3
41.)

37')

410
207
5

205
332
327
32»
31

32S
n .

.

531
462
421
150
454
459
185
323
324
325
325

e of

326, 330
326
325

324 331
324 331

324
447
184

y - 483
362
248

53 , 368
25
39
23

313
252
297

503, 513
?S5 . . 425

490
487
4 7
299

US for 276
284
371
248

INUKX

1 fromCharcoal (urni-s, mKxM
thest, aspiration of— baiiilaKe for .

,

y.— crushiiiK injuries of, ha.mor"
rnage from .

.

thcyne and Burnliard's siilint for
fractured thixh

Clieynes (Watson) „|x-rati.,n f,',r

^. ., ,
if'TowinK too. nail .

.

„,
Children and abdominal operations L

PAOE

4'l8

313
42

42

PAOK

3O0

508

— Circumcision for phimosis in— epistaxis in— hernia in ,]— I'rolapsus ani in
thm, four-tailed bandaifc for

'.

Chloral m fracture cases ..— poisoning
Chloroform and ether anaiithesia~ mcthtKl of administration— syncope ....
Choke damp, suffocation liv
(. hordee
Chorditic tuberculosis
t iliary blepharitis

.

.

— body, prolapse ut
Circumcision in adults— aniEsthetic for .

.

— in infantile hernia— for phimosis in children
Clavic e, bandage for fractured .

'.— dislocation of .

.

— fracture of

immediate treatment— — Sayre's meth<.d in
Cleansing of wounds
Clove-hitch

.

.

Clover's inhalers
Club-foot
Clutton's sound
Cocaine in prevention of'collapii— spinal anaisthesia
Coke fumes, suffocation from '.

'

t-oid applications in epistaxis
-- — hamiorrhage
1 oles s truss
Colics, similarity of features of
Colitis, sigmoidoscopic examination

in
Collapse, preventive and remedial

treatment
.

.

— shock, and syncope '.'.

— stage of concussion of brain .'

.'

Colles s fracture .

.

immediate treatment

Collodion m closing small wounds— as a styptic
Coma cases, diagnosis oi

'.'

Compound dislocations— fractures

after-treatment of '.
*.

Compress, graduated, for palmar
najmorrhage

Compression of the brain .

.

'.'

— diagnosis of the coma of . .

from concussion

332
71

129
478
503
310
lo

498
34S
412
370
383
35I1

504
82

355
I18

188
135
107
144
201
16

514
288
332
51

516
498
25
54

79. 80
470

Compression treatment ..f h.einor-

Concussion of the bram ., 487, .gidiagnosis of the coma of 7,„'^ —
.

— from compression ".mm— spine .

.

4nn

Condyles, fracture M " !„
Condylomata . '

'3»

Congenital talipes . . " ,5
Congestion, rectal. h.emorrhai;

'•'

from .

.

'^

— Bier's passive .

.

Conjunctiva, injuries in
Cimjunctival ha'inorrhage
Conjuncti\itis, acute

purulent— chronic .

.

— follicular.

.

— gonorrhital .
^

'

— granular.

.

Contracture. Volkmann's,'
fractures

Contused wounds of the s'c'alp

after

'7
3ft4

372
372
373
375
377
379
370
J79

of

dressing

467
493
488

-..^li nouiius or ine
Contusion and laceralii

brain .

.

Cord, spinal, injuries to .

.

Cornea, foreign bodies in .

.

— injuries of
Corneal spud— ulcers . . ,

*

Corns
Coronary arteries, compression of
Coronoid process, fracture of
Corrosive poisons .

.

— sublimate poisoning
~ in operations
Counter - irritants in

wounds
Couper's capsule forceiJS— probes .

.

Court plaster
Cradle for fractured leg !

!

— Saltei's, for fractured icg
Crepe Velpeau elastic bandages
Crepitus after fracture

.

.

Critchett's cataract spoons
Croft s splinting

.

.

-'

",

Cupping
— glasses for Bier's treatment

'.

'

~- in suppression of urine
Curette, .Meibomian— -Moorfields

,

.

][
Curettes for adenoid removal
Cushmg's needle-holder
Cut throat
Cutaneous tubercles, moisV
Cuts, dressing of .

.

Cyanide of mercury and zinc dress-
ings

Cyllin in prevention of post-opera-
tive pneumonia

Cystitis- method of washing out
bladder in . .

Cystoscopic examination
Cystotome, Moorfields
Cysts, .Meibomian .

.

130
485

487, 489
1S3
381
381
381
3»4
357

152
478
481
534

212
393
38S
84
92

174
7I1

123
392
72
367
364
463
380
392
400
204
222
338
201

217

447
332
392
371
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DACRYOCYSTITIS .. 3H*>, 3S'i

IJavv's bandage saw .. 104

Deafness \ste Eah) • 4i7

Delirium tremens after fractures 12<)

Dental caries 42(>

De Wecker's iris scissors .

.

i^^i

Uialx'tes, associatiim "f carbuncles

with 354
fiirunculusis with .. 2S3

— in relation to operatiiin .

.

M2
— tests for 55"

Diacetic acid in urine, test fur .. 55^

Diachylon plaster "*

Diaphragmatic spasm, pnst-opera-

tive 53**

Diarrhu-a, cneiua for 347
Diet and children's tieth .

.

. 43*)

— in post-operative treatment .. ^2^

Dieulafov's aspirator 3o<'

" DiRestion of the wound" 2i')

Digital artery, hann>rrha«e from ig

— Compression iit hainiorrhage .. 3

Digitalis in haemorrhage ,. .. jS

Dilatation of sphincters .. .. 34'>

Diphtheria, tracheotomy in

Diphtheritic conjunctivitis

Diplobacillary conjunctivitis

Discharges, nasal

Discission needle . -

Dislocated shoulder. Kochcr s

method of reducing

Dislocation of ankle
immediate treatment

— clavicle .

.

— elbow— femur— — examination in

— knee— lower jaw
— patella— shoulder.

.

— — examination in

— thumb and phalanges .

— at wrist .

.

Dislocations..— classification oi..
— Compound— massage in— methods of reduction .

.

Distention, intestinal, after opera-

tion .

.

Diuresis, saline infusion in pro-

moting
Doyen's gag . 400
— raspatory
Drainage of abdomen by trocar

and c.uniula
— abscesses— materials i.t— in middle-ear suppiir..iion ..

— of wounds
Dressing of accidental incised

wounds— bruised and punctured wounds
— after circumcision
— uf veiu-real sutes

373
37»
3'>H

3»^

III
i88

194
i8»
I'M
i8y
143
lya
ig2
187
187
195
115

464
5M
315

3J8
2<)b

207
423
207

20t
2iq
356
^4S

Dressing of wounds, materials and
antiseptics for .

.

217

Dressings for burns and scalds .- 359
— sterilizer for 2iii

— surgical . . . . . • • 209

— wet a*"

Drowning . .
4'*+

Drugs used as styptics . - . 53
I>runkenness • 472
— head injuries mistaken for .. 4<'4

Dry cupping 3''7

Dupuytren's splint . . 177

Dullness, area of, in internal

hitmorrhage. . .. • 4i
DuiKlenal ulceration alter burns .

.

259

Dysenteric ulceration nf rectum,

bleeding from .

.

2i>

Dysphagia from laryngitis 4^3

EAK, liandage for .. 75— common complaints of .. 4»7
— cuts of 222
— examination of. . - 4>7
— external, diseases of . .

4I7
— foreign bodies in .. 4t»
— middle, diseases .'f .

.
• - 4*9

Kcchvniosis. prevention of • 22<>

— subconjunctival .
231

Kffleurage in fr-tcture cases -. "8
Etfusions into joints 3it>

with sprains .. • i')7

Egyptian ophthalmia 37y

Ehrlich's " 606 " or salvarsan . 241

Elastic bandages . . . . 62, 76
— tourniquet . .

^*

Elbow, bandage for .. • *><>

— fracture near, passive move-
ments in . . - .

.

119

immediate treatment . . 108

— diagram of bony parts of I49

— dislocations at . . •
'9t

— injuries in neighbourhood of .. 149
— splints .. .. 90. 97. 15". 152

Electric applications in drunkenness 473

Electrical apparatus for .»:-ray work 559

Electricity in paralytic talipes .

.

289

— suffocation cases . - 49»

Elevators for tooth extraction . - 44'

Ellis's splint in fractured clavicle 138

Embolism in fracture cases .

.

130

— pulmonary, after operation 53t. 534

Emergencies,' sur^;ical and general 446

Emetics 473
Emphysema, surgical . - ^42

Empyema, operation for . . • 3^4

— tubes • 3'S
Enema i"X intestinal obstruction 4(^8

— in pi!t^ 2^

— rectal ha-niorrhage . - 27

Enemata 343
— in post-operative meteonsm .

.

539
— preparation for operation • 520

Enucleation of tonsils . .- 4oi

Epididymitis, rectal examination m 344

Epilation , - . . •
* 37*
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Epileptic ciima, dinitnosis of 41,;, 401
Kpiphora 0„
Epiphyses. S4>par.itfd .. 178

upper leiiiural, examinatimi

,. . .
*"' IV»

i-.pistaxis .. . . J,— ill acute fcvera and exhausli.ni if.
hpilhelial ceils in urine .

.

. . 334
Kpitheliimia, diaRnmis nt laryntjeal

tuberculnsi"" .-.»in .. .. 412— hii'inorrhsKe frt-ni ,. 1,

Kruot in cnlUr--

-

'^'1

— and tTKctinr in h.i iir.rrhaKP .. \>i

KrK-itiiie m h.iiiKiphilia .. Vi
Erysipelas 2',2
Esniarch's handa^e in blcediiiy

from t,'aniilali(ins .

.

^2
ha'imtrrhaKe fmm aneurvsin 34
and tube .

.

,,

lilher ana'sthesia .. .. 501— and ethyl chliTide .. ,. i^jo— method of adnimistration .

.

307— and nitrous omiIc
.

,

,,o<)— poisiinJUK
, . .

,

]^y,— spray, frusthite caused by .. 2^1— — as a styptic . . ,

,

^^
Ethmoidal cells, suppuration in .. i^jS
Ethyl chloride anesthesia .

.

'^03

and ether .. ,, .. '^ta
niethrid of administration.

.

.in
Eucaine in local anaesthesia .. ),i'y
Eustachian catheterizalimi .

,

'421

Evacuation of serous cavities ,, ^i]— synovial sacs .. .. \io
Excision of an eyeball

anesthetic for— lachrymal sac .

.

— rib in empvema
Exhaustion, epistaxis in .

.

Exostosis, cancellfius, beneath toe-
nail ,

,

Extension apparatus in fractured leg— methods in fittiuR spinal jackets— splints in fr Mtured femur
Extracapsular 1, ,rture of femur..
Extraction of teeth

after-treatment
complications of ,

.

^ under anaesthetics
.

.

Extradural ha?morrhage, operation
for .

.

Extravasation of urine .

.

.'.

main lines of treatment .

,

Eye, black .

.

— foreign bodies in

j-rays and— minor surgery of— speculum— symptoms in diagni

Eyeball, excision of

an<-esthetic for
Eyelashes, removal of
Eyelid, t 1 evert— inflammati<ins of— wounds of the .

.

of coma

50+

26

361
172
277
164
163

432
445
442
443

489
4.S8

461
231

373

370
3^2

493
3«9
504
371
373
370
370

p.\t !:, api>ear.inee of. in dia-
* Knnsis of conia— four-tailed b.iiidaKe for— frirture of bones of .

.

— nirk. etc.. au.i'»thetic for ojiera-
tions on

Earj.d arteries, Compression ..f

Eaci-s in abdominal lesions
Fair.d arcumulatioii, obstrucrii>u

from
Famiiv lii-torv in haemophilia
Kar.uliMM in drunkenness . .

Eeediiig, nasal and n-iophaKe.il ..

FehlinB's test for suKar
Felon or whitlow
Felt jackets in spinal dise.ise— splints .

.

Femoral artery, compression of . ,— Kl'>t<ds, abscess of— hernia, truss for
Femur, dislocation of— fracture of

immediate treatment— separation of epiphvses of
Fermentation test for sugar
Fever, after fractures
Fe\ers. epistaxis in

F'ibroniata of larvnx
Figure-of-H bandages
Filo.jiressure in arrest of hamor-

rhage
Fingers, bandage for— dislocation of ,

.

Fissure of anus
Fistula in ano

importance of dressing in— probe. Brodie's..— scissors ,

.

F'istulous tracks in groin, etc.
Fits, diagnosis of .

.

Flat.foot

Flexion of joint for checking
lia'morrhage

Fluctuation, recojjnition of
Fluorescein stain in corneal injuries

corneal ulcer
F'oUicular conjunctivitis .

.

Fomentations— for woimds
Foods, poisoning .

.

F(X)t, bandage for .

.

— compression of dorsal arterv of— fracture of bones of . . '
,

.

skiagraphy

71

5<M

471

F(K>tball pla

knee '' m
F"orcpps, bullet— capsule— epilation,

.

— for eve injnri<'S .

.

— fixation .

.

— (irady's expression— (ireig Smith's .

.

— Knapp's roller .

.

— Lawson Tail's .

.

water on the

4')«

52>t

2Hr

192

no
I«I

I2K

13

("I

I') J

351

353
355
353
355
350
4')i

293

7. 9
394
3«r
3»5
379
543
211
483
64

'»

I7H

571

393
371
3«3

. 390
380
13

380



sea INDEX

FiiTCfii-*. iiharveiRral and larynnpal

— Si*«-eicer WVIls' .

.

i .1— tcfth 4.1,1-44"
— tnnKUf S"S— urethral (Thoiiipsnii's) . . 453
Korci-pri-ssure in urrt-sl uf Ua-imtr-

rhaicp • *3
FfWPiirm, Itaiidane ftir 63— fracture of i.W

immedialr treatment . . loH
— lilinK for .

.

- - ''I

F<ireit{n luxlies in .itr-i'.TtsaK.s .. 407
— — catl^inn epistaxis

in the ci>rnea

-ear— — eye— — — jr-ra i and
— — inrattis, retention fmm

— — u'S{>pliaK<i!t

— — rectum, hixniorrhane from
— — urethra— — *-ray examination fot ,i(i6,

Formalin catgut, preparation of.-

Formalin-)!'-latin in hivmophilia ..

— methi>d of phiRRinK tooth socket

Four-tailed bandage
for jaw

Ftiwlcr's position .

.

Fracture bed-— of bones I.' ! I
""

— clavicle .

.

immediate treatment
— CoUes"s .

.

— — immediate treatment
— — passive movement in

— of femur .

.

immediate treatment
— forearm .

.

— — immediate treatment
— hip, measurement in .

.

— humerus. -

(anatomical neck) .

.

— — immediate treatment
— leg— — Bavarian splmt for

immediate treatment
splints for .

.

— lower jaw— — — immediate treatment . .

— metacarpal bones
— nasal bones— near elbow joint— immediate treatment .

.

knee joint, immediate treat-

ment
shoulder joint— immediate treatment -

.

— of patella
immediate treatment

— pelvis

immediate treatment
— Pott's— — immediate treatment

3»i
4in

373
5*'<l

44'f

397
4*)')

21}

4^4
5*yt

27
71

113
1 3"
I7«
135
107
154
lO'J

no
159
Iin

loH
122

M5
143
loH
171
102
III

•)2

131
If"

149
108

IIO

143
108
if>g

no
I5fi

IOf(

176

Fractuff. Potl'it. movrmeni* after l3o
«kiaKraphv of 57i

— of lib* 139
— — immediate treitment im>
— — strappinn for S5
— scapula . . . 144
— s«"iamo)d 'Aith sprained thumb ii>7

— siunst of . . .

.

131
— of skull 4«.l— — preparations (or oi>erationf«ir 31a
— spine . . 1*13

— — immediate treatment log
— sternum . . . . .

.

iS**

— tiM)th in exiractii.il 443
Fractures 105
— after-treatment o( 127
— Complications of .. laS
— compound .

.

124
— — after•treatment of . . 127
" — treatment of sepsis in .

.

^40— extent of injury from .

.

105
— indications for setting and

treatment . . - . .

.

123
— massage and passive move-

ments in .

.

115
— measures for prevention of

further injury 106
— iwrnianent setting of . . .. 121
— rules for diagnosinK . • 1^3
— sprains with .. .. .. I97
— transport in cases of in
— *-ray examination in . . S67
Ff^a-num, rupture of artery of m
Frontal sinus, suppuration in .

.

3')**

Frostbite 231
Functional aphonia .. 4»5
Funnus cerebri .

.

49"
Furunculosis 2^3— of external ear . . 41

«

— vaccine treatment of .

.

25 +

GAC, noven's .. 40", .^14— Mason's 505
liatlois' treatment of boils .. 254
(1allows -extension splint for frar-

tured femur . . . . 165

Galvanic current in sufftication

cases. . . . . , . • 49ti

(ialvano-cautery for n.i'vi. . . . 363— as styptic 55
('•anplia . . .

.

3i3
(lauKTene in fracture cases .

.

130
— hospital, ha-morrhage from . . 32
<;arrot, the . . . .

1

1

lias and ether anaesthesia. . 5^3
tiasserian ganglion, anipsthetic for

removal of . . . . .

.

505
Gauze drainage . . . . . - 207— pads in lieu of sponges. . .

.

215
— wool as a haemostatic . . .

.

53
tlelatin jelly in haematenKsis .. 35— plaster, t'nna's .. -. 233— as a styptic . . 27. 54
Gelatin-formalin in ha'inophilia .. 40
General paralysis, salvarsan in .

.

247
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ii.i.

i)uml>

440,

<irnlto.urinarv tract, ana-nthetic
tnr t)peraii(.nii uri .

.

— — ha'tiiurrhaKf frimi ..— — prf[iaratiitiis (or niKTation
"II

(lemi valgum— varus
tifrms and wmimls, iinKliticatidH

i)( virw* cniicerninn
(•rrrard's urroiiirtpr
(ilaiiJuIar and [M-riKlanUnlar ah-

scesiiM-ft

(ilauciinia, acute, iliaKHiiflis (r.nu
iritiii

(il.ives at operations
(ilvctrin enema
iilyerrinatrd lymph
(ilycnsuria, tests (or
tlmelin's test f»ir bile pinrnent-t

in urine
Cuild-beater'ssktnin dressinn
(liinMrrhci';; .

.

— retention >i( urine from
(ionorrhtiMl conjunctivitis
<i"tn.s.m in yoiiorrluia
(iooch's splint
-- — in fractured femur..
(i'-ttsteins curette (or adenoids . .

tifaduated ci impress, (. tr palmar
h.imorrhatte. .

tirady's expression forceps in
trachoma

(iraefe's cataract knife
(irannv knot
<iranular conjimctivitis
Ciranulatinns, bleedinn from
tiroin, listuldus tracks in . .— spica of .

.

tiniwth in rectum, hiemnrrhaRe
from

tinaiacol in prevention of post-
operative pneumonia

("luillotine in lonsillotomv, .

(ium and chalk splints '

.

,

— laceration of. in iiK»th extrac-
tion .

.

Oum-boil
tium-elastic catheters— rectal boiiKies ..

(Inm-resin splints ..

Gunshfit Wounds . .

Gutta-percha splints

fJ.^CM ATI- MI-SIS
* ^ Ha^mati>cele . .

Ha'uiatoma .

.

— of the scalp— with sprains
Hsniophiiia— effect on twith extraction
Hieninptysis— in injuries of chest
Hemorrhage into abscess cavif— from amputation stump— aneurvsm

Ha-morrhaKe. arrest of
504 hy diKital compressi.m
JO littatiire

%tranKiilatioi) of linih
.134 ~- — tourniquets .

.

iHn — into bladder
2H7 — __ cauMiiK retention

- from biir-.i varlCM- vein
Jit -- canali/.d vessels
.147 — capiUarv

— conjunciival
MH — (rom deep wonnds and cavitii->

- druK^ u-i'-d internallv for

\'H — duriuK operation, prevention of
3lf> undue
14'' - Ksmarch's bandaue ami tiilK'

.Ji'j in

5St» — extradural, ojn-raiinu for
-- flexion of joints for

5.^3 — from ttenito-urinarv irari
N4 — panuiations

347 — m head mjuries. ^f^^^

4.14 — from an imperftctiv divided'
.t7'' vessel
34« - internal

<H immediate treatment
1(14 -- — liit^r treatment
400 —

. from luiiK
- malignant growths

2„ — measures necessary for perma-
nent arrest of

'

l8o — of nose .

.

i<)2 - after operation for piles V,,,
16 — pads and i>lugs in

.l?-) — rectal

33 — — examination for .'.

3.1'> digital examination in
t>7 - — si^moidoscopv in .

.

from rupture<l urethra. .

2>) - secondary and recurrent
- from sloughing phageda'na jj.

5^4 — special kinds of. .

401 -- from the stomach
lo J — styptics and cauterv for .

'.

— after tooth extraction.. 26.
442 — torsion of arteries for .

.

zi)i) — venous .

.

335 Hjjmorrhagic diathesis
344 — pulse
•t'} Ha;mnrrhoids {see I'aEs)

2^7 Haemostatics
'jS Ha'mothorax

Hagedorn's needles and hoidt-r
'.'.

Hamamclis as a haniostatic~ styptic
HaniiltoTi's splint in fracturwl

femur
Hammond's wire splint for fractured

jaw .

.

.^S Hand, bandage for cut in the palm
i-ii — fracture of bones . ' ..

35 — skiagraphy of .

.

142 Hands, purifving of

307 HanginK. suffocati<m by .

.

3t>. 3H Head, bandage for .

.

y,,

33 — compression of arteries uf

4«.,

7. ')

33
4H6

2}
3.11

37
.144

343
347
33

Mi
33

443

35
331. 321

230, 4«.'i

36,

31?
204
58
53

155
571
3l6
4')8
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Hciul. t.ier, etc.. mij>*thrtic fi)f

— iit)iiririt ,

.

— — roinpliciitlmiH nt .

,

— — Mfid rrtt-ntloii of uriiif— |)ri'p.iratii>nti for o|»t>riilloii on
Hriirt, iiiii«MaKc >•<, afirr iiiiu'»thr«ia— »kia({rai'hv of
Hralh'm iCha*.) |H'Iv(mi« uriari'

HfCht'H IIKKlltiC.lIiol) nf tilt- W\lKM>r>
iii-inn ti-st

Herl, )):iiuliif(*' tor .

.

Hrliiiilul ill K<>iu>rrhii-a

Hcnii.i
— Ix'lts ill the cdUHdtiuii of
-~ ctTfliri— In chiltlrt'ii

— fcmor.tl, truss for— hiinhar . .— olifiir.ilor

— of ihf ovary, truss for.

.

— rules for taxi!t in— str.iiiKnlalfii— iiriihtliral. truss for— vaginal ,

.

— Vfiitral .

.

Hfwilt's inhaler for ethi-r.

.

HiccoiiKh. post-oiM-rativi! ..

titltoii's rnftho(| for oiti-iiinK

ahsccsscs
Hip iliMas.-

acute
advaiic<'cl, rectal examina-
tion in

— — chronic or old standinK— — plaster-of-I*ariH spicas in . .— fractnre of, measurpment in ..— moulded splint for— skiagraphy of . . . . 56H.
HiKi^en's splint, in fractnre of femur
Hordeolum .

,

Horsehair drainane
Hospital KanKrenf, ha-niorrhage

from .

.

Hot pack in suppression of urine— water as a styptic
Housemaid's knee . . 303,
Humerus, fracture of

anatomical neck of— — immediate treatment— Kocher's meth<}d of reducing
dislocated .

.

— separation of epiphyses of .

.

Hydrocele .

.

— operation for .

.

— radical operation lor . .— trocar

Hydritcyanic acid poisoninK
Hydrogen peroxide, cauticjii as to

using in cavities— — in middle-ear suppuration
Hypera-mia, passive (Bier's)

Hypertrophy of nasal mucous
membrane .

.

— tonsils

Hypnotics in fracture cases

Hypnotics in post-o|)rraltve treat
nieiit SJft

Hyp<Nlernitr ln)erlloii i4i
HyiMipyon ulcer* .

.

\H^
Hypoilatic pneumonia after frar-

turei ii«
Hvtiterical retention o| unite 45J, 45H

fCK in Ideeding piles jft
* Ice-liag. frosthite caused hv.. 3)i
-~ In hernia .

.

4t)H

Improvised xplinting Hi), luft
IiiciM-d Wounds, dressinic of ^ui
liici-.lon <if aliscesses, methinls of 3<)5— kiu'e i.iiiit 314— Mieth.Hi for enipveiiia . . 315
Incontinence in diagnosis of coma 4<)3— nerve lesions causuig .

.

4;^^
India-rnblMT liatulaKts ft*— drainage tulws .

.

307
Infants, trnss for .

.

Hi
Intlammationi 3,^3— i>f eyelids 370
Inflation of middle ear .

.

431
Ingrown toi'-nad . . . . .

.

jjg
Itiguinal glands, abscess of ^04
Inhaler, Allis's . . 513— Clover's 108, S14— Junker's , 513— Ormshv'a . . ,

.

,<t(><)— Hendle's .

.

ji 3
Injection for hydrocele .. "331

— methods in administering sal-

varsan . , .

,

343
Injections, hypodermic 341
- intravenous saline 43— mercurial, in syphilis .. 336— rectal , , ,

.

48— suhcutaneoiis saline 47
Injuries to the bladder .

.

157— caused by fractured i«'lvis .. 15b— of the head . . .

.

484— in iieighbourhiHkd of elhow j^(int 149
shoulder joint 143— t,i the spine . . ,

.

183— through passive movement .. 130
I nsonmia after operation .. .. 536
Instruments, purity of, at operations 314
Inter-arytenoid tubercuh«is .. 412
Internal ha;morrhage .. .. 41
Interrupted sutures ., 305
Interrupter, moto-niagnetic ,

.

565
Intestinal disease, sigmoidoscope in 347— distention, post-operative .

,

539— obstruction .. .. ., 468
rectal examination in .

.

344
Intestines, skiagraphy of . . .

,

569
Intracapsular fracture of femur .. 161
Intravenous saline transfusion .. 45
Intubation of the larynx .

.

405
Inunction, mercurial, in syphilis .

,

23s
Iodide of calcium in chronic ulcer 233— potassium in syphilis .. .. 335
Iodine catgut, preparation of .

.

16— plasters . . . . .
.

8S
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I'NliitMrrii (<>rdrp»»ltiK \»-iirreal fchca— pnlsMfiiiiK, |<.«(...|»c.r.iliv*'
lunic iiii-dirritinn in |)v.«rrhiiM

.ilvi-ul.irH

IridiTiuriiv knife . ,

In-t. [.niLiiw <.l— rp|tM.ni.r
-— «ias,.rji and f.*crp4
jritH. ili.iitiixitiit from anilr Kl.Mir<.ni.imm inTch:i«rKlt' in ha-in-iphilu ..— — !» d ha-mtMiatic— puller— 'kplmi'*

[rriu.irJiiK .ipii.ir.iins l„r .v,-
IrrlK.itinii ..f .il)«ir.-*H rtviticH— Ill rniriiiuiiiiil Ir.irtiir.s iVf).— "{ riTtiiin ...
-- Wuiin.N. iiirth.Ml, '.f . ;

lrrn{,)i..r t.>r >t.illfic tr.iu.(n-.ii.n
Imtaiit .111(1 ci-rmsiu' ,.mw.„is
r«h.i-niir p,ir.ilv.i> .tfhr Ir.iclnrr^
Iwhliir.Tl.ll ..l.^^^^s

I»inK!,i>?, sirappiiiK

TACKllTS fur spiinl diM-a-M-
*' Jaci)u»'V catheter
J.imt', irriK-ilmn m K-ninrrhda ..
Jaumiirr, precaulnns in ..pcrali.m

Jaw. (li>ji>cali..ii uf .'.

m tuiith extracllun— fniir.taikd bandaKc (..r— ir.icturc i>f

iinnu'date treatment
metal cap for— — Niciildrd splint fur..

Juint, acute suppuration in— cavities, wounds int<
-- effusions

from sprains
,

!

,[— flexion in checkiiiK *ia'm..rrhaKf— knee, aspiration .if ,. '— Ipsiuns, iiiissive couKestion for
Joints, bantlaKC fur— rnlarKcd, medicated plasters for
Jones ( Robert) splint fur talipes

trouKh siiliiit for elbow . . i

JuKiilar vein, bl.K>d.letliiiK from..
Junkers inhaler ;

Jury-mast for cervical caries .. j

IJA\(;aKOO tendon licalures,

t reparation of
Keratitis punctata

,
Keratome ,

.

.

,

\
Kettle.holder splinting

.

.

Key for r.impression at subclavi,iri
artery

Kidney, preparations for operations
"n— rcKion. skiagraphv of.. ,Vs,

Killiaii s tracheo-bronchoscope— tubes in foreign bodies in
"'^•i'hagii=

Ml

5^4
571
40'}

lapp s r.aier (.>rr. pn ni tr,irlioni,i
lee, aopiralion of
illsl-iT.lttoll of ,

.

frarliire nivir, imniedi.iie in-.it.

""•il
liiri«toii iif

idlernal spr.iin of
'trappinn I'T
loii'.e biKlH"! in .

.

nia«-..i(fe ,ind mo\eiiiii)i .,|ter
't'f'iries

-I'lirtt (nr ,., ,,,

If'-, Itrers
,

.
' *

ShlliuK'-..
Weber', .. ;;
i>ck-knee

II

J

in

.1^7

"( prelumhers method
^»'«ut

-- reducniijdisl.H-.itc.l ^houldiT i^

L.Ui:kATlo\ of the br.iin ,»
lachrvni.d obstr.irtmn— S.IC. exrision ,,f. ,

Landmarks in injnrv to elhuw .'.

shoulder
I.arviiije.d l.irceps .. ^ih— ^VIl|lilis .

.

— tulierruliisis

j.arvnuitis, acute Cat.irrhaV '.'.

Larvnu'i^rope, use of
l-arvii«..(uiiiv

— after Imrns and sr.dds.. .'.

I.arvnx, burns and scalds of
- dise.lM-s of

.

,

_
"

— foreiKii bodv in.

.

— intubation of— methiwl of examination ',

— nervous affections of .

.

— new KF'JWths of
— o.leiiia of, after cut throat ..~ paralvsis of
I.ater.il >iuus thrombosis , . .[
Laudanum poisoiiinK
Lead acetate as a haemostatic— plaster .

.

Le.ither jackets for cervical caries"— splints .

.

Leeches
'.-., ;m.,u.,b,. f„r .. ::— fraclurt- uf

Uavarian splint fnr
imnu-diate trcatiiifiit— — spliiilit f(jr .

,

U-gs, indiariihbvr bandages fiir

ulcers ijf

Lens, injury In
Lt'nciicytes in urine
Lidatufe iif suhcutanoiius na'\ i .

,

Ligalures, arrest of ha'nmrrhaKe bv— preparati()U of
Linseed.nieal poultices
Lips, bandage for . .

Lister's bougies
— I»rincipiesoi antisepsis.. ..

j»n
,)SH

4')

Ml
sol

41.1

4"!

H>1

4U7
407
401
407
4H
4H
ii^

4H
4^1
474
J 7
»4

iKf
'i4

V7

71

J»4

.142

75



INDEX

PAGE
Listiin's splint in fractured femur 162
Local an;t'Sthrsia . . . . .

.

517
Loose bodies in knee joint .

.

30a
Lotions, antiseptic, in surgical

dressing .. .. .. zio
Lubricant, antiseptic, for catheters,

etc. .. .. .. .. .126

Ludwifj's angina . . .

.

21)7

Lumbar hernia . . . . .

.

83— puncture, contraindications in

brain injuries . . .

.

481}

Lungs, ha'morrhage from . . .

.

35— injury of, bandaging in .. 141— skiagraphy of . . . . .

.

568
Lupus, diagnosis of laryngeal

tuberculosis from .. 412
Luys's urine separator . . .

.

338

M ACEWEN'S method of com-
pressing abdominal aorta .

.

M'lntyre's splint

for broken leg

Mackenzie's tonsillotome .

.

McKeown's irrigating apparatus
tur eye

Malignant growths, hamorrhage
from .

.

,

,

.

.

2q.
of the larynx

Mal-union after fracture .

.

Mammary abscess .

.

Mandible, dislocation of, in tooth
extraction ,

.

Mania in fracture cases
Many-tailed bandages
Martin's bandages .

.

for anasarca
bleeding from granulations— — hemorrhage from aneurysm
internal ha>morrhage

Mask, Schimmelbusch's .

.

Mason's gag

>)2

172
401

.13

414
130
298

443
130
?'>

76
319

50')

505
Massage of heart after ana/sthesia 515— for sprains— in treatment of fractures
Mastoid disease

diagnosis from furunculosis— operations, after-treatment .

.

Mattresses in fracturp cases
Maxillary sinus, suppuration in

.

Measurement in fractured femur.

.

— fractures
Meatotomy .

.

Mechanical treatment, cases
requiring

Medical plasters
Meibomian curette .

.

— cysts

Membrana tympant, inflammation
perforation of

198
115
424
419
424
114
398
159

2fis

«7
380
371
420
423

Meningeal inflammation after burns 259
Meningocele, support for .

.

. . 83
Menstruation, operation and . . 520
Mental disturbances in fracture

cases . • •

.

. . 1 30
Menthol plasters .

.

.

.

. . 87

rAOB
Mercurial plasters . . .

.

87— treatment of syphilis . . .

.

233
Mercuric zinc dressings ,. .. 217
Mercury perchloride, poisoning by 481— in operations .. .. 534
Metacarpal bones, fracture of .

.

i.sj

Metal cap for fractured jaw .. 133
Meteorism, post-operative .. 539
Michel's suture clips . . .

.

205
Micro-organisms in urine .

.

5S5
Middle-ear diseases .. .. 417— suppuration . • 4^2

complications of . . .

.

424
Milk diet after operations. . .

.

529
post-operative, risk of throm-
bosis with . . . . .

.

53*
Minor surgery . . .

.

294— — of the eye . . . . •

.

37*>

Moc-main truss . . .

.

7*
Moorfields curette and cystotome 392
Morax, diplobacillus of, in con-

junctivitis .. .. .. 378
Morphia in abdominal lesions •

.

47^
— fracture cases .. .. .. 129— as a ha;mo?.tatic .

.

57— hypodermic injection of .. 341— in internal haemorrhage .

.

43— poisoning , . . . .

.

474— in post-operative treatment .. 526— prevention of collapse.. -- 5*
Moto-magnetic interrupter •

.

5^5
Moulded splints . . . . .

.

94
Mouth, attention to, after opera-

tions 533— preparations for operation on 522
Movements, passive, in fractures.

,

115
Muscarine puisoning . . .

.

483
Muscles, condition of, in diagno:^is

of Coma . . . .

.

493— massage of, in fractures .

.

itj
Mushroom poisoning .

.

483
Mussels, poisoning by . . .

.

483
Mustard-flour poultices .

.

543
Myringitis . . 420

M,tVI, cutaneous ..361
^ ' — electrolysis for . . •

.

363—
• subcutaneous . . , . •

•

362
Nails, avulsion of . . • . .

.

359— cancellous growth beneath .

.

361— warty growths from beneath,. 360
Nares, posterior, view of . . .

.

395
Nargol injections in gonorrhoea .

.

247
Nasal accessory sinuses, suppura-

tion in . . . • . - 398— — — tr.insillumination of .

.

399— bones, fracture of . . . 131— discharges . . . . .

.

39^— obstruction . . . . • 39^— and oesophageal feeding .

.

529— plugs .. .

.

25— polypi 397
Neck, compression of arteries of .

.

4
Necrosis from deep suppuration .

.

304
Needle, discission . . . . - - 3^1



INDEX

Needles

^Ai'1 ''?"f'
*"''> examination for

Npiaton s Imp, to drfine— probe
Nephritis, anuria from ."

Nerve deafness. diaRnosis from
middle-ear deafness— injuries in fractured pelvis

skull— lesions causing retention of
urine

Nerves, involved in callus in
fracture cases— sprains with injury to..— Wounds of

Nervous affections of the iarvnx

PAGE
204
366
160

421

486

., .— »..v.....jii3 .11 iiH^ larvn— diseases causing retention
urine

Neuralgia, facial, causes oV
Neville s splint .

,

„
Nitric acid lest for albuminuria .

Nitrobenzene poisoning
. .

Nitrous oxide
and ether . . , . [— — method of administration!

-Nilze 5 cvstoscope .

.

Noma, or cancrum oris
Non-union after fractures.

.

'.

—
- — passive movement and

Nose, anicsthetic for ..perations on— bandage tor— bleeding— diseases of
,

.

\[— displacement of cartilages of— examination of .

.

— foreign bodv in.

.

~ fracture of bones of . . ,[— hypertrophy of muc(»us mem-
brane

Novocaine in spinal aua-sthesia '.

\

Nutrient enemata
.

.

of

130
197
226
413

458
429

2, 172
549
478
502
.109

506
333
256
130
120
504
75
23

395
131

395
397
131

396

346

QBSTRUCTION. intestinal .. 468— — from fiecal impaction 460— — hernia
.

,

^^^
Obstructive vomiting.post.operat'ive 538Obturator hernia .

,

Occipital artery, compression of
[

'.u Uwyers intubation instruments
Udontalgia .

.

CEdema after burns of throat— indiarubber bandages for
-- of larynx after cut throat
Osophapeal bougies— feeding
tEsophagus. luretgn bodies in— skiagraphv of .

,

Oily dressings in burns and scalds
Ointments in dressing wounds
Olecranon, fracture of
Olive oil enema
Omnopon a substitute for morphia
Operation, after-treatment— diabetes in relation to— diet after

83
4

405
429
261
76

233
340
530
499
569
259
212
152
346
526
525
552
528

Operation, management of bowels
after..

— position of patient after— preparation of patients for
skin before

.

.

— prevention of undue haemorrhage
during

.

.

— pulmonary complications of— retention of urine after 432,
return to consciousness after

'

— sepsis after— sleeplessness and pain after '.

'

— suppression of urine after— vomiting after .

.

Operations on rectum and anus
'.

'.

Operative surgerv, aseptic pre-
cautions of .

.

Ophthalmia, Egyptian— neonatorum
Opium in hjemophilia '.'.

— as a ha-niostatic— plasters ,

.

— poisoning
,

.

.

'

— 7- diagnosis of the coma of— in post -operative treatment . .— and starch enema
Opttc neuritis in diagnosis of braiii

abscess
Oral hygiene after operation '.

— — pre-operative— sepsis
Orchitis, medicated plasters for

'.'.

Ormsbv's inhaler . .

Orthoform in dysphagia froln
laryngitis .

.

Osteitis
Otis on the size of urethra
Otitis media
Otoscope, use of, contraindicated'
Uvary, hernia of ,

.

Oxalic acid poisoning .

.

~ in urine .. .'
.'

/.n
Oxygen in cases of suffocation ,— inhalations in shock .

.

— in post-operative treatment— treatment of ulcer
Oztcna

530
325
519
52t

521
532
531
525
540
526
462
535
349

213
379
375
40
57
«7

474
493
526
347

425
533
522
432
88

509

327
41Q
417
82

480
554
498
52

528
234
398

pACHV-DERMIA laryngis 4", 412
t ack, hot, m suppression of
urine .

.

.^,
Padding for splints .'

.' '

' ^^^
Pads, absorbent, in surgical dressing 2o<,— and plugs in ha-morrhage 21— wool, in lieu of sponges 21sPam and sleeplessness after opera-

tion .

.

Palmar arch. h.Tmorrhage from
wounds of .

.

— and plantar abscesses '.
'.

PapiUomata of Iarvnx
Paquelin's thernio-'cautery

for no-vi
Paracentesis abdominis .

.

— for Corneal ulcer

526

303
413

362

3«<i
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I'aracciitesis thoracis

Paraffin poisoninR .

.

Paralysis after fracture ui humerus— in' head injuries.

.

— ischa-mic, after fractures
— of lecurrent laryngeal nerve .

.

Paralytic varieties of club-foot .

.

Paraphimosis .

.

.

Paraplegia following spinal injuries

Pardoe's eye-piece for cystoscope
— urethroscope
Pare, Ambrose, on the ligature of

Paronychia .

.

Passive congestion (Bier's)— movement in treatment of

fractures

Patella, dislocation of— fracture uf

immediate treatment
— splint for

Patellar bursa, enlarged
suppurating

Patterns for splints

Pelvic diseases, rectal examination

PACE

474
148
4»8
130
4»5
28<)

357
186

333
336

12

300
364

115
I'M
i6g
ito

90. <)5

312
303
95

34+
i(i2

136
lOQ
571
40

— Splint in fractured femur
Pelvis, fracture of .

.,

immediate treatment— skiagraphy of ,

.

.

.

.

.

Perchloride of iron in ha3mophilia

as a ha-mostatic .

.

— mercury, poisoning by
poisoning from, in operations 534

Percussion in internal ha;morrhage
Perforating ulcer

Pericranium, ha;matoma under .

.

Perineal incision in rupture of

urethra— injuries causing retention 45I;

Perineum, bandage for

Periodontitis— chronic suppurative
Perionychia
Periostitis, acute .

.

Peritoneal cavity, ha;morrhage into

Peritonitic vomiting
Peritonitis, hyperjesthetic skin in— position 01 patient in .

.

— rectal injection of saline in . -

Peritonsillar abscess
Peri-urethral abscess— — causing retention .

.

Peroxide of hydrogen, caution as

to using in cavities.

.

in middle-ear suppuration
Petrissage in treatment of fractures 1 1

8

Petticoated plug .

.

.

.

28, 30
Phageda-na, secondary haemorrhage

from .

.

— sloughing, ha'niorrhage from
of venereal origin .

.

Phagedn'iiic ulcer . .

u\ the mouih
Phalangeal joint- strapping i

enlarged

481

234
485

459
, 458

73
429
431
302
304
43

537
471
525
48

402
460
455

296
423

Phalanges, dislocation of .

.

Pharyngeal forceps

Pharynx, burns and scalds of

— diseases of— wounds of

Phelps' box for spinal disease

Phenol, poisoning bv
Phenyl hydrazin test for sugar

Phimosis a cause of hernia

infants

PAOB
192
500
261
401
233
274
480
551

I

82
— causing retention, operation for 453— circumcision for .

.

353
Phosphate crystals in urine . - 554
Phosphatic calculus causing reten-

tion . . . .
• 458

Phosphorus poisoning .

.

482

Photography, stereoscopic .

.

567
— AT-ray 3^7
Picric acid test for albuminuria .

.

549
Pig's liver extract in ha'muphilia 40
Piles, external 350— haemorrhage from . . .

.

si

— internal . . . • • • • 349— operation for . . . • 349
— preventive treatment .

.

28
— a sign of cancer . . .

.

344
Pilocarpine in atropine poisoning 477
Pitch plasters . . . • • 87
Pituitary extract in collapse .

.

52
nieteorism and shock .

.

539
Plantar and palmar abscesses ,

.

303
Plasmon after operations . . . - 329
Plaster, adhesive [see " Strapping ") 84
— bandage for talipes . . .

.

290
— jackets for spinal disease .. 270
— spicas . . . • • .

.

104
— splints 100

for genu valgum . . .

.

286
— Unna's gelatin, in ulcers .

.

233
Plasters, corn . . • 35*
Plastic splints . . - • • 94
Plugging of bladder for hemorrhage 31

— for bleeding piles . . . - 28

— of deep wounds and cavities .

.

23
— nares in epistaxis .

.

25
— rectum • . •

3°
— tooth socket for haemorrhage.. 26

Pneumococcal conjunctivitis .

.

373
Pneumothorax • 3i7

Pneumonia after burns .

.

259
— cut throat 224
— fractures >28

— operations . . - 533— danger in injuries to the aged 533— epistaxis in .

.

26

— in injuries to the aged. . -

.

ibi

Poisoning, acute alcoholic .

.

472— antimony . .
482

— from antiseptics .. • 534— arsenical 4^1
— belladonna .

- 47o

— carbolic acid . . '- 480
postoperative .. . 334

— by caustic alkalies .

.

483
— chloral 478
— corrosive sublimate . .

48t



INDEX
PAOB
192
500
261
401
'23

480
551

355
554

458
482
567
567
549
40
350
2%

349
349
28

34+
477
87
52

539
303
529
84

290
276
104
100
286
233
358
94

II
23
25
30
26

373
317
259
224
128

533
533
26

Ibi

473
482
534
481
476
480
334
481
478

Poisoning, corrosive sublimate,
post-operative— ether— iodoform, post-ojierative— mushroom— nitrobenzene— opium and its alkaloids— oxalic acid— paraffin .

.

— phosphorus— prnssic acid— strychnine— use of stomach pump in
Poisonous f(K>d3
Poisons, irritant and corrosive
Politzer's bag, contraindications

use of
Pollard's empyema tube .

.

Polypi, nasal
Popliteal abscess .

.

— artery, compression of
Poroplastic cap for shoulder— jackets in spinal disease— splints .

.

Position of patient afrer operation 525
Post-epileptic coma, diagnosis of 41)2. 493
Post -operative retention of urine 452, 458— treatment— Vomiting
Potain's aspir,itor .

.

Potash lye, poisoning bv .

Potassium cyanide, poisoning bv— iodide plasters .

.

Pott's fracture
immediate treatment— — movements after ,

.

skiagraphy of
Pouch, preprostatic
Poultices

534
474
535
483
478
474
480
474
482

477
475
340
483
478

421
316
397
303

Pn'piration of patients for operation 5H
Preprostatic pouch
Prepuce, slitting up. in adults .

.

Probang. expanding
I*robe, Brodie's fistula— Nelaton's
Probes. Couper's .

.

Probing of joint wounds, dangers <if

Prolapsus ani
Prostate, bleeding from . .— enlarged, causing retention ..

retention due to— examination i>er rectum— preparation for operation on .

.

Prostatectomy, anuria after
Prostatic abscess .

.

— catheters ,

.

. . 334,
Prostatitis, gonorrhoeal, causing

retention
Protargol injections in gonorrhoea
Prussic acid poisoning
Psoas abscess
Pubes, bandage for
Pulley and weight for hip disease
Pulmonary complications of opera-

tion .

.

— embolism after operation 531,

437
35f>

499
333
228
388
224
352
30

450
457
344
524
462
460
331

454
247
477
308
73

26c)

532
334

Pulpitis
Pulse in diagnosis of coma [— ha-morrhagic— and temi>eraturp in abdominal

lesions
Puncture, suprapubic

in stricture-retention
Punctured wounds, dressing of .

.

Pupil reflexes in diagn«)sis of coma
Purgation, pre-operative .

.

Purgative enemata
Purulent conjunctivitis
Pus, detection of .

.

— in urine ,

,

. . 55a
Pyorrhiea alveolaris

Q^

OAOIAf. artery, compression of
* Kadiogram isee Skiacram

and t-RAV) .

.

Radium for na-vi .

.

Radiuf 'ractureof..— immediate treatment ..

Kaisin tea after operations
Raspatory, Ooyen's
Kat paste, poisoning bv .

.

Hoclus' ointment in burns
K-ctal bougies, etc., passage of ..— examination

in intestinal obstruction ..— growth causing ha^morrhaKK ..— lia'niorrhage

after <iperation for piles .

.

— — sigmoidoscopy in .

.

— operations, ana.'Slhptic for
preparations for ..— symptoms in diagnoss of roma

Rectified spirit in middle-ear
suppuration

Rectum and anus, operations on.

.

— effect of spinal injuries on— injuries to— phigcing of— saline injections pw— surgic'd regions of
Recurrent haemorrhage— larynee.il nerve, paralysis of .

.

Reduction of dislocations..
Reef knot
Reflexes in diagnosis of coma
Renal calculus, skiagraphy in

diagnosis .

.

. , j^g,
Rendie's inhaler
Respiration, artificial, after ana;s-

thesia— — in internal haemorrhage
Sch ifer's method .

.

Sylvester's method.

.

— in diagnosis of coma .

.

Respiratory trict. ana ,thetic for
operations on

Rest in the treatment of abscess.,
wounds

589

PAGE
429
493
4«

471
446
456
220

493
320
346
375
294
554
431

556
363
152
108
529
315
482
260
344
343
468
29
27

351
347
504
523
493

423
349

35
413
18S
16

493

571
513

497
495
493

304
296
206



£90 INDEX

Ketention of urine .

.

448-458
passage i»f catheters (or .. 323
post -operative .. 452, 531
rectal examination in , . 344
urethrotomy in .

.

, , 43J
Retropharyngeal abscess ,

.

. . 290
Reverdin's method o( skin -urafting 263
Reversed spiral roller bandage
Rhinitis, atrophic .

.

— hypertrophic
Rhinoscopy
Rib, excision of, in empyema
Ribs, fracture of ,

.

immediate treatment— -~ strapping for
Rickets, bandy legs following
Rigors after operation
Ringlib's cystoscope
Rinn^'s test in deafness .

.

Robson's (Mavo) method of pre
paring catgut .. .. 16

Roller bandage 63
Rubber adhesive plaster ,

,

84
Rupture of bladder 1/7, 461— intestinal {see Hernia) .'. 463— of urethra .. .. 156. 458

h£emorrhage from .

.

. , 32

63
398
396
395
3»5
139
log

8S
287
534
335
421

C^MISCH section in corneal
*^ ulcer
St. Andrew's cross bandage
Sal alembroth dressings ..
Saline infusion in suppression of

urine— injections in collapse .. 51— solution, formula for .

.

Salmon's truss
Salter's cradle for fractured leg .

.

Salts of sorrel, poisoning by
Salvarsan, contraindications and

dangers— effect on syphilitic lesions— methods of administration .

.

— a new modification of .

.

-- treatment of syphilis .

.

Sarcoma, hemorrhage from
Sayre's extension method in fitting

spinal jackets— method in fracture of acromion
process .

.

clavicle .

.

138,
scapula .. ,, 144

Scalds and burns .

.

— of larynx and pharvnx
Scalp, hajmatoma of '

— injuries of— wounds .

.

compression of arteries in— — hxmorrhage from .

.

Scapula, fracture of
Sayre's method in . . 144,

Scarlet red in treatment of ulcers
Scarpa's shoe
Schafer's method of artificial

respiration .

.

386
74

217

464

78
174
480

246
346
242
247
241

33

143
144
145
259
361
330
484
221

4
19

144
MS
234
391

Scheele's acid, poisoning by
Schimmelbusch 3 mask
Sciatica, rectal examination in .

.

Scissors, fistula

Scoop for scraping sinuses, etc. .

.

Scott's dressing for enlarged joints.

rAOE

477
50y
344
335
353

etc.

r-rays .
Screen examination with
Scrotal hernia, truss for .

.

Secondary haemorrhage
" Sedan chair " in lifting fracture

cases
Sedative enemata .

.

Semilunar cartilage, sprain due to
displacement of

Separated epiphyses
Sepsis in fracture cases— '»ral— post-operative .

.

Septic states, passive cimgestion in
Septum nasij deviations of
Serous cavities, evacuation of
Serum, artificial, for transfusion..
Sesamoid, fracture of, with sprained

thumb
Seutin's cutting pliers for plaster

cases
Shell-fish, poisoning by .

.

Shock in abdominal lesions— burns and scalds— collapse, and syncope .

.

— internal hemorrhage .

.

Shortening of limb after fracture,
measurement for .

.

Shoulder, diagram of bonv points— dislocation of .

.

Kocher's method of reducing 189
fracture near, immediate
treatment .

.

.

.

. . 108— injuries in neighbourhood of . . 142— poroplastic cap for .

.

. . 145— skiagraphy of .

.

. , 568 570,— spica of 6JJ
biegle s pneumatic speculum in

otitis media.

.

Sigmoidoscope, use of
Silicate case
Silk as a ligature .

.

Siikworm-gut sutures
Silver compounds in treatment of

gonorrhoea .

.

— nitrate in conjunctivitis j,„— stick (mitigated) in blepharitis 371
Singers' nodes ., ,. .. 411
Sinuses, accessory, suppuration in 398

* " ' ' 399

566
81

35

III

347

199
178
12H

432
540
365
3Q6
313
44

197

104
483
470
239

121

143

420
347
103
15

203

347
374

— transillumination of— passive congestion treatment for— post-operative infected— scoop for scraping
Skiagrams, interpretation of— stereoscopic— takint of

Skiagraphy, apparatus for . . jjy— technique of .. ,. ., 564
Skin graftmg 262

Thiersch's method .

.

. . 363

364
541
355
370
567
336
559



INDEX

Skin, hyperajsthetic, in peritonitis— pre-nperative preparation of .

.

Skull, fractures of the— surface marking of
Sleeplessness and pain after opera-

tion
SlinR. triangular bandage as a

'.'.

Sloughing phageda'na, ha-morrhajje
from

_

of venereal origin .

.

,.— secondary ha;morrliage from .

.

— in urethral rupture
Sloughs, separation of, after burns
smith s (Greig) forceps— (Maynard) method of reducinii

dislocation of thumb
Soap enema
Soda lye, poisoning bv ..
Sodium citrate in prevention of

post-operative thrombosis— sulphate m hiemophilia
Sores, venereal, dressing of
Sounding for stone.

.

,, .

Sounds, use of , . ,

.

''

Southey's trocar and cannula
-- trocars in surgical emphvsema
Spanish wmdlass, the
Spasm, diaphragmatic, after opera-

tion— retention due to . . 4C1— stricture with .

.

Speculum, aural, use of .

.

'.'

— for eye injuries.

.

— nasal, in epistaxis
Sphenoidal sinus, suppuration in!

'.

Sphincters, dilatation of .

.

Spica bandage— of big toe— clavicle .

.

— groin
.

.

.

,

]

*

— shoulder— thumb .

.

"

Spicas, plaster-of-Paris ..
Spina bifida, support for . .

.'.

Spinal antesthesia
.

,

— disease
.

.

. ]

frames and boxes for
'.

— — jackets for .

,

— injuries ,

.

.

.

"

— — and retention of urine ..
Spine, fracture of, immediate treat-

ment
Spiral bandages
Spirochata pallida, demonstration

of

Spirochetal diseases, salvarsan in
splint, Bavarian .

,

— Bryant's, in hip disease— Carr's radium— Cheyne and Burghard's~ ^,f°*t's 102— Dupuytren s— for elbow .. go, 97,— Ellis's, in fractured clavicle— for fractured forearm
patella

PAQB

4«S
4Q0

326

150,

230
38

460
360
13

192
346
4»3

338
458
456
417
382
25

318
349
67
69
68
67
68
69
104
83

516
274
274
276
183
452

109
63

237
247
I02
267
154
166
172

152
138
133

136
274

-., 270
162, Kift

267, 270
8g-i&4

162
28(1

287
103
99
98

267
10689,

Splmt, gallows-ex tension ..— G(«ich's rr " kettle-holder " .'

in fractured ferimr..— Hatnilto'i's
— Hammond's wire, for fractured

J*w— Hfydgen's, in fractured femur..— for knee
.

.

. . yy ,— I.iston s. Ill fractured femur .

.

— fi.r lower jaw .

.

— M'Intyre's— moulded, for hip ,'

.

*
.*

— Neville's
,

.

. , [~ padded, for fractured ciavicle.

.

"~ :P|]f'Ps' box, in spin;il disease.

.

— Thomas's. direc'.i<ms for making— — in fractured feiiur
in hip disease

Splints— angular .

.

— attachment of .

.

— cardboard— flexible .

.

— for fractured femur— genu valgum .

.

varus— gum and chalk .— gum-resins— gutta-percha .

.

!— Ill hip diseafj ..— improvised— interrupted
— iron— leather . . . .

'

— natural .

.

— padding for— patterns for— plaster-of- Paris— plastic .

.

— poruplastic felt .

.

— silicate case— starch .

.

.

.

\— earin .

.

— 'or talipes— vulcanite— wooden , .

Sponge cloths .

.

, [

Sponges, preparation and cleaninK
of . . .

.

Sprain, internal, of knee
Sprains— massage in
Spring catarrh
Spud, Corneal
Stab wounds, dressing of

'.

Staffordshire knot .

.

Staffs, use of
Stammering bladder
Starch and opium enema .— splints .

.

Stearin splints
Stereoscopic photography

"

Sterilization of catheters .— cystoscope
Sterilizer for dressings '.

Sternum, fracture of

091

PAQB
I65
93

I64
1 65

134
167

. 97
162

132

98
103
103
103
390
99

213
199
196
115

381
220
17

323
452
347
103
103
567
327
333
218
139
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347

42
527
265
35

473
339

340

344
332
516
391
465

84
I3S
86

Stilling's knife

Stimulant enemata
Stimulants, contraindications in

internal haemorrhage
— in post-operative treatment .

.

Stirrup and weight in hip disease.

.

Stomach, hajmorrhage from
— pump in acute alci>holi8m

— — use of

— skiagraphy of .

.

— syphon system of washing out

Stone in bladder, rectal examina-

tion for— — sounding for

Stovaine in spinal anesthesia

Strabismus, tenotomy for .

.

Strangulated hernia
Strangulation of limb, arrest ut

ha;morrhage by
Strapping, adhesive

in fractured clavicle

— for ankle joint .

.

— breast— closing wounds— enlarged phalangeal joints

testis.

.

— fractured ribs .

.

scapula— isinglass .

.

— for knee joint . -

— medical .

.

— rubber adhesive— for sprained ankle
— wrist .

.

.
.

• •
""

Stricture causing retention 450. 455
—. rectal examination in .

.

. 344— with spasm .

.

-

.

45^
— use of catheters, etc., for .. 3^3

Stromeyer's cushion for fractured

humerus
Strychnine in opium poisoning .

.

— poisonipg— m post -operative treatment .
-

— shock
Stump, bandage for

— haemorrhage from
Stupes, turpentine
Stves

85, 206
a<)

.. 87
140

.. i45

.. 84

.. 86

.. 87

.. 84

.. i.,8

147
475
475

.. 527
52

6(). 70
36, 38

212, 544

Styptics and the actual cautery .

.

— in bleeding after tooth extrac-

tion— — in genito-urinary tract

— epistaxis— haemophilia— mechanical
Subclavian arterv, compression of

Subconjunctival t-cchymosis

Subcutaneous saline transfusion .

.

Submaxillary abscess

Suction apparatus for Bier's treat-

ment
Suffocation, drowning and other

forms of

Sugar in urine, tests for .

.

Sulphate of soda in hsemophilia . -

Sulphuric acid in hajmorrhage .

.

PAO»

Suppression of urine . . 463-346
— — cupping for - 367"

after operation .. 531. 534
Suppurating bursa patella; .

.

303
Suppuration in the accessory sinuses 39*
— acute, within joint .. • 3^*

— of middle-ear 422

Suppurative periostitis . . .

.

304
Supracondyloid fracture .. .. X5»
Suprapubic puncture . . 44*

in stricture-retention .

.

45&
Surgeon's knot . . .

.

t6

Surgery, aseptic precautions of .. 31

J

— (»f the eye, mmor .

.

37o
— minor . . . . • • 294

Surgical case-taking . . - • 57*
— dressings .

. .

• 209
— emphysema .

.

.

.

• ^4*

Suspension method of fitting spinal

jackets 377
Susiwnsory bandages .

.

7"

Suture clips, Michel's . . .

.

205
— materials 205

Sutures, buried • 20J
— in cut throat 224
— deep 203
— interrupted . . . • 205
— removal of 203

Swelling, marked, sprains with .
- i97

Sylvester's method of artificial

respiration . . . . • 495
Syncope in internal haemorrhage.

.

43— shock, and collapse . . .

.

50
Synovial sacs, evacuation of .

.

i^o
Synovitis caused by passive move-

ment 120
— from internal sprain of knee .

.

199
Svphilis 235
-^ demonstration of Spirocha'ta

pallida in 237
— diagnosis of laryngeal tuber-

culosis from. . . .

.

41*
— laryngeal . .

4^3
— mercurial treatment . . .

.

3 35— method of testing fur Wasser-
mann's reaction .. .- 238

— recent advances in diagnosis

and treatment .

.

. . 237
— treatment by saUarsan • 24*

Svphon system of washing out
stomach 340

Svringe for bladder . . . 334— hypodermic . . . . 342
— for intravenous transfusion .

.

47
— salvarsan injection . . .

.

244

Syringes in aspiration of abscesses 306

Syringing for impacted cerumen.. 418

'pABES, salvarsan in .

.

364 * Taifs (Lawson) forceps
— — stearin case .

.

494 Talipes

550 — calcaneus

39 — congenital

58 — equino-varus

247
13

103
288
289
289
290
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Tuliiws, par.ilytic .

.

- splints f(ir— V.llKllS

laiiiixiu.uliiiK iti iTustalic lia'iiiur-

rlnKC
l.ip|»iiiw ;i liyjriicilr— (it siTims cavilks
Tarsal cysts .

.

Tarsus, skiaKrapliv itf

Tartar friU'lic, iJuibuiiiii;; bv
Taxis, rules fnr, iu hcniia .'

.

Tayliir's vcctis
T baridatifs
Ti't;th ilisplacetl iit fracturcii jaw i \z— I'xtractiuu tit .

.

— — at tLT.treatment— — ciiinplicaliiiiis uf .

,

— — under ana'sthptics .

.

hainidrrhage atter . , zh,— traclure ut— treatment uf the
Temperature in diagnosis uf cuuia— fracture cases .

.

— and pulse ii. abdtuninal lesi.ms
Temporal artery, blood-letting frtmi— — Compression of
Temporiispiienoidal abscess
Tendons, displaced, with sprains. .— lesions ot, passive Congestion for— wounds of
Tenesnms, enema for

Tenotomy for club-fout— for strabismus .

.

Testis, enlai-i^ed, strapping tor— tnidescended, pad for .

.

Tetanus, distinction of stryclmine
poisoning from .. 475,— enema in— prevention ot, in Conlamiiutcd
Wounds

— risk of, in using gelatin as a
styptic

Thermu-cauterv, I'aquelin's
Thitrsch's method ot skin-grafting
Thigh, fractures of.

.

Thomas's splint, directions tiir

making— — in fractured femur 1(12,

hip disease .

.

. . 3(>7,

Tlmmjisoii's urethral forceiis
Thomson's (St. Clair) caged curette

for adenoids
Thiirax, anaesthetics for operations

within— aspiratiun of— skiagraphy ot
Throat, anicsthetic for operations <.>n— cut
Thrombosis in fracture cases— lateral sinus— post -operative ..

Thudichiim's nasal speculum
Thumb, dislocation of— spica of .

.

— sprained, with fractured sc=j-
nioid

its

408
4oy

I'M
2bi

550

Thyrotoiny m carcinoma of Urynx
Tibial artery, compression at
Toe, biy, spica of .

.

Toe-nail, exostosis beneath— ingrown
Tongue, anaathetic for operations

.171 — forceps .

.

571 — preparatii-iis lor operation on.

.

.(S3 ToTigue-tie .

.

4()7 Tonsillitis .,

.VH Tonsillotomy

7.1 Tonsils, enlarged
1.15 Tooth and aUcohis, .liagram ot

433 secti<in through
445 Toothache, palliative treatment ..

44J — prophylactic treatment
443 Torsion of arteries.

.

44i — limited

443 Tourniquet, elastic,

.

42(> — improvised .. ' ..

493 — Pollard's flat rubbur .

.

12M Tourniquets, arrest of hainorrhage
471 by
3(1(1 Trachea, foreign body in . .

5 Tracheo-bronchoscopc, Killian». .

4J5 Tracheotomy
i')7 — after burns and scalds .

.

3(14 Trachoma .

.

225 Transformers, electric

347 Transfusion
3'>2 — apparatus and techni<iue
3<) 1 — Contraindications in internal
M7 hemorrhage
« J Transillumination in sinus suppura-

tion ..

452 Transport in cases t>t fracture

347 Traumatic synovitis caused by
passive movement .

.

20Z Trephining for extradural hamor-
rhage

27 Triangular bandage
55 Triple phosphate crystals iit urine

203 Tripod and pulleys for fitting
i3<> spinal jackets

Trismus in tooth extraction
270 Tnicar for aspiration of bladder .

.

I lid — hydrocele
270 — Sonthey's

453 Truss, Coles'— femoral ,

.

400 — for infants
—. measurement and tittiug 'it'

501 — inoc-main
313 — fur prolapsus ani
5(18 — Salmon's
514 — scrotal .

.

222 Trusses 77-S3
130 Trypanosomiasis, s:d\arsan in .. 247
425 Tube casts in urine .. .. 555
531 Tubercles, moist cutaneous .. 35S
305 Tuberculosis, laryngeal .. .. 411
11)2 Tuberculous disease, passive con-
Uy gestion for . . . . 364— epididymitis, rectal exaniiua-

i«>7 tion in . . . . .. 344

38

27;
442
441'

321

J18
7'J

77
7»

352
7»
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Tuberculijuii IschiuTvctat ubiiceM.. 397— DAoas abscess— fistula in anu .

.

308
353

Tubes, «-ray 5to
Tumours of the larynx 413
Tunica vaKlnalis, hydrocele of

Tuning-iurk tests in deafness
it'}

431
TurbinaU, hypertrophy vt.

.

agt"
Turpentine enema .

.

34h— as a hemostatic 57— stupes 2tz 344
Tying an artery, rules fur .

.

17
Tympanum, inflammation uf 43U— perforation of .

.

423

TTLCEH, a.iiemic
*-^ — of anus .

.

233
35*— callous 333— inflamed 233— irritable 233— malignant, bleeding from 3i— perforating 334— phagedienic 334— rectal, bleeding from .

.

39— varicose .

.

333
Ulceration in laryngeal syphilis .. 4U

tuberculosis 413— secondary hajmorrhage from .

.

37
Ulcers 332— corneal 384— hypopyon— of legs, indiariibber bandages for

386
76— venereal, dressing of .

.

250
Ulna, fracture of 153
Ulnar artery, compression of 7
Umbilical hernia, truss for 82
Undescendet'. testis, pad for H2
Unna's gelatin plaster
Ura:mic coma, diagnosis of

333
493— vomiting after operation 537

Urea, tests for 546
Ureometer, Gerrard's 347
Ureteric calculus, skiagraphy in

diagnosis . . . . 36H, 571
Urethra, fore.^n bodies in.

.

454— injuries in fractured pelvis .

.

156— preparation for operation on .

.

524— rupture of 458
bleeding from 32— size of normal .

.

327— to wash out 448
Urethral calculus, operation for .

.

453— caruncles 358— forceps, Thompsiin's .

.

453— injurif' causing retention 451— instrui lents, the passage of 326 330
Urethritis, chronic, rectal examina-

tion in 344
Urethroscopic examination 33()
Urethrotomy, anuria after 462— in retention of urine .

.

453
Uric acid, tests for . . 548 353
Urinary complications of pelvic

mjuries 156— tract, h-:3morrbage from 30

Urine, albumin in, tests for— bile pifimcnts in— bl<K)d ni

rAUB
' 549
- 553
33". 543

dangers of rapid withdrawal uf 437— decrease in the amount of .

.

346— extravasation of .

,

458— increase in the amount of .

.

343— microscopic examination of .. 333— PU» ill 333. 334— retention of . . 448-438
after operation

.

331— — post-operative ,

.

433
rectal examination in .

,

344
urethrotomy in .

.

432— separator . . . . .

.

338— specific gravity of 346— sugar in, tests for 330
'- suppression . . . . ^bi, 346

after operation 531, 334
cupping for . . . . ,

.

367— testing 343
Uro-genital tract, anxsthetic for

operations on . . .

.

304
Urotropm in gonorrhu-u . . .

.

348

Y-^CCINATION 368
^ Vaccine therapy in pyorrhea

alveolaris . . . . .

.

432
furunculosis .

.

234
Vaginal adhesions . . . . .

.

361— hernia .

.

82
Valgus of knee . . . . .

.

286— spurious . . . . .

.

393
Varicose eczema, indiarubber

bandages for .

.

76— ulcer 333— vein, haemorrhage from .

.

32
Vectis, Taylor's . . . . .

.

393
Vein, varicose, hemorrhage from 23
Veins, bleeding from canalized .

.

3t
Venereal stwes, dressing of .

.

348— warts 338
Venesection, complications of .

.

366— contraindications in brain
injuries . . . . .

.

489— method of . . . . .

.

363— in pneumonia after rib fracture 143
Venous hemorrhage i, 23— thrombosis, post-operative .. 531
Ventral hernia . . . . .

.

83
Vermin powders, poisoning by .

.

475
Veronol m post-operative treatment 527
Vesical affections, rectal examina-

tion in . . . . .. 3(4
Volkmann's contracture after frac-

ture .. .. .. .. 130— spoon in bleeding from granula-
tions . . . . .

.

32
Vomiting, post-operative . . .

.

335
Vulcanite splints . . . . .

.

99
Vulva, phagedenic ulceration of .

.

256

wARTS 358
venereal .

.

. . 358
Wartv growths from beneath nails 360
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549
551

35" 545
.i( 457

546
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543
533

353 334
44«-43»

531
45a
344
453
338
546
5511

463 346
531. 534

3<>7

345
(or

504
34B

368
oea

433
354
3<»
83
386
393

lb
233
33

393
m 23

3t

348
338
366

INDEX

Wataermann rfactlnn, meth.Kl n(
trtliiiR for

Wax, impacuim nf in thf par
WVber's knife— test fiir deafnrsa
Wcfk*' bacillus and conjunctivitis
Wells' (Spencer) forcep* .

.

Werner'* treatmfnt c.( burns
Whitlow
— passive congestion for .

.

Wire splint for fractured jaw
Woundii, bruised and punctured,

dressing of .

.

— of the buttocks— closure of

contaminated, tetanus from— drainage, covcrioK and pro-
tcction of .

.

— dressing of— of the eyelid \\— punshot .

.

— mcised, dressing of— into joint cavities— natural tendency to heal— of nerves— palmar arch, hivninrrhagp froin— pcrfofiilinK, of the cornea— rest for .

.

— of the scalp
ha>morTnage from— septic— strapping for closing— of tendons— throat .

.

— ulcers, and burns

331,

417
387
431

373
13

afio

300
364
134

21C)

324
302
303

307
317
370
237
201
334
30()

336
30

20G
4H3
ly

540
83

225
322
201

595

PAOB
Wrenchini{ for talipes cquino-varus 390
Wright's gelatin-formal in treatment

of chronic ulcer— method of arresting ha'm;»r-
rhagp after tooth extraction

— in haniophilla— Solution in infected sinuses .

with passive congestion .

Wrist, compression of arteries at

.

— dislcfcation at— drop, to prevent, after musculo-
spiraliniury— fracture o(, immediate treat-
ment

~ strapping for .

.

233

36
40

365
7

19a

336

VLOL catgut, Mayo Robson's
'**' preparation r)f 16
jr-ray photography

.

.

367— tubes 360
*-rays in diagnosis of fractures .

.

123— protective apP'iratus for use
with .. 363— and the taking of skiagrams .

.

33fi— technique of . . .

.

364

VKLLOW.WASH for venereal
sores .

.

.

.

.

.

330

VINC applications in blepharitis 371
Conjunctivitis .. 378— and mercury cyanide dressings 217

I, 22
• 531

.. «3

.. 475
ent 527
fia-

• 314

3a

535
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